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FOOD AND DIET IN LATE ANTIQUITY: A TRANSLATION OF BOOKS 1 
AND 4 OF ORIBASIUS' MEDICAL COMPILATIONS WITH AN INTRO- 
DUCTION AND COMMENTARY 
Abstract of the thesis submitted by Mark D. Grant of the 
Greek Department, St. Salvator's College, University of 
St. Andrews, for the degree of PhD. 
The opinion of W. H. S. Jones that Oribasius is 'an author 
that nobody wishes to read through' is probably coincident 
with the view of most Classicists who have ever read the 
MedicaZ CompiZations to judge from the almost total neglect 
Oribasius has suffered. Translations of the whole work 
have appeared only in Latin and French. 
This thesis is an attempt to redress this injustice, 
and the commentary is designed to indicate Oribasius' 
source for each quotation or paraphrase, assess the accuracy 
and comprehensibility of the contents, and discover the 
reasons behind the recommendations and rejections of cer- 
tain cakes, breads, fruits, and vegetables, the emphasis 
being on ancient food and diet rather than medicine and 
philosophy. Books 1 and 4 are linked by their common 
themes of grains and breads, and thus have been chosen for 
examination. With the absence of any modern work on ancient 
Greek cuisine, and with the fullest accounts of Roman cook- 
ing often lacking in detail or accuracy, particular care 
has been taken to supply as full a set of references as 
possible which will perhaps prove useful for further study. 
The text on which the commentary is based is that prepared 
with great thoroughness and accuracy in 1928 by J. Raeder with 
iii 
some small changes. The translation, the first into 
I 
English, offers no claims at elegance, but is there merely 
to assist with the reading of the Greek text. The thesis 
ends with both an index listing according to the forms 
in which they appear all the words in Books 1 and 4, 
with the exception of some common particles, and also 
a general index. 
1 
4 
He bringeth forth grass for the cattle: the green 
herb for the service of men; 
That he may bring food out of the earth, and wine 
that maketh glad the heart of man: and 
oil to make him a cheerful countenance, 
and bread to strengthen man's heart. 
Psalm 104.14-15 
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Frontispiece: 
cipal fruits of 
by G. J. Grant). 
3 
'Figs and grapes are what one could call the prin- 
autumn', Orib. 1.41.1 (Chania, Crete: photograph 
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PREFACE 
4 
loribasius, a medical compiler of the fourth century 
A. D., is an author that nobody wishes to read through, 
though many may want to consult him about some special 
point'. This opinion of W. H. S. Jones in CZassical Re- 
view' is probably coincident with the view of most 
Classicists who have ever read the Medical CompiZa- 
tions or its two synopses to judge from the almost to- 
tal neglect Oribasius has suffered. There has, however, 
been some interest in the Late Latin translations of the 
higher nu; ibered books of the Medical Compilations, most 
notably with the series of articles in the 1920's and 
1930's by H. Morland, 2 but also recently with a study 
3 by K. D. Fischer. Yet translations of the whole work 
have appeared only in Latin and French, and the sole 
English rendering is of some quotations made by Oribasius 
in Book 47 (1-8) of the MedicaZ Compitations of the work 
4 On Knots by Heraclas. 
This thesis is an attempt to redress this injustice# 
and the commentary is designed to indicate Oribasius' source 
for each quotation or paraphrase, assess the accuracy and 
comprehensibility of the contents, and discover the reasons 
behind the recommendations and rejections of certain cakest 
breadst fruitsl and vegetables, the emphasis being on 
ancient food and diet rather than medicine. -Books 1 and 
4 are linked by their common themes of grains and breads# 
and thus have been chosen for examination; Books 1 and 2 
could equally well have been chosen because of their com- 
mon themes of fruit and vegetables, but the complexity of 
ichthuological identification in the synopsis of the work 
7 
on marine creatures by Xenocrates of Aphrodisias singles out 
Book 2 for individual treatment. 
R. G. M. Nisbet and M. Hubbard may have wondered on classical 
scholars being a strange breed of pedants who cannot accept that 
life is short without ten parallels toprove it. 
5 but with the 
absence of any modern work on ancient Greek cuisine, and with 
the fullest accounts of Roman cooking often lacking in detail 
6 
or 
accuracy. 
7 
such references are wholly necessary and will perhaps 
prove useful for further study. 
The text on which the commentary is based is that prepared by 
j Raeder with some small changes. At the time of its publication 
in 1928 reviews praised it for its thoroughness and accuracy#8 
and K. Deichgraber9 could fault it only pedantically on such 
points as an excessively elaborate apparatus criticus. The few 
places where the text seems to be in need of changing are 
discussed in detail in the commentary. 
In identifying the sources followed by Oribasius at each point 
in his compilation I am much indebted to the pioneering work of 
Bussemaker and Daremberg,, and to J. Raeder himselft who prints 
thesq references at the foot of each page of his text above the 
apparatus criticus. I havel however, expanded thia material to 
9 
provide an analytical account of what Oribasius excerpted and 
what he rejectedt and have thereby tried to furnish a more 
complete and accurate picture of Oribasius' method of working. 
In translating help has been sought both from the Latin 
version of the Medical Compilations by Rasario and from the 
French version by Darembergq and these versions have been quoted 
either to support the translation or because they beem at certain 
points to have arrived at a particularly felicitous turn of phrase. 
The translation offers no claims at elegance, but is there merely 
to assist with the reading of the Greek text. 
B 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
The date of the Medical Compilations 
Oribasius was born in Pergamum according to Eunapius, 10 
although Philostorgiusil. and the Suda Lexicon 12 state 
contrarily that he came from Sardis. Because Eunapius 
was an acquaintance of Oribabius, who was alive at the time 
of the composition of the Lives of the Sophists and there- 
foreable to contradict any errors; and because Eunapiiis 
himself was a native of Sardis, and undoubtably would not 
have let pass the opportunity to claim Oribasius as a 
fellow citizen, Philostorgius and the Suda Lexicon may be 
ignored. In his biography Eunapits does not record who 
Oribasius' parents were nor what they were called# but 
merely says that they were of a good family. The name 
Oribasius is unusual, although not unique: a late lst 
century A. D. inscription from Ephesus is dedicated by a 
certain L. Domitius Agrippas to an Oribasius. 
13 
Oribasius was a pupil of Zeno of Cyprust 14 and two 
of his more famous contemporaries were magnus of Nisibis 
and Ionicus of Sardis: 15 the former was in Alexandria 
between 364 and 388t and died when Palladas was still 
writing his lampoons; the latter died a little before the 
composition of the Lives of the Sophists in 396. C. M. 
Bowral6 argues for 319 as the approximate date of the 
birth of Palladas, and for the late 390's as the time of 
his death. Thus a date in the early 320's can be tenta- 
tively ascribed to Oribasius' birthp and so the future 
Emperor Julian seems to have chosen Oribasius to be his 
physician when he was still making his reputation rather 
than standing as an already renowned figure. The two men 
9 
perhaps met when Julian came to Pergamum in 351 to con- 
tinue his studies under Aedesius, the Neoplatonist who 
died before Julian became Caesar in 355.17 Oribasius 
was a pagan, and it was through the guidance of 
Aedesius' prot4g6 Maximus of Ephesus that Julian was 
converted from Christianity, hence the later epithet 
Apostate. 
In 355# under the influence of the Empress Eusebia, 
the Emperor Constantine II appointed Julian as Caesars 
giving him Britain# Gaul# and the troubled Rhine frontier 
to administer. The first version of the MedicaZ CompiZa- 
tions, as Oribasius says in the introduction to Book lt 
was completed whilst in Gaul. After commending these 
abridgements made from the works of Galen, Julian re- 
quested a second edition to include extracts not only of 
Galen, but also of the principal writings of all the best 
doctors. From the original seventy books only twenty- 
five survive in their entirety of this compendium of earlier 
learning, planned as a small part of the endeavour to re- 
store the Roman Empire to the Golden Age of Antonine 
prosperity and stable government which the economic and 
military crises of the 3rd century had shattered. Perhaps 
the Neoplatonist Julian envisaged himself as a counterpart 
to the Stoic philosopher and emperor Marcus Aurelius, whb 
had also fought a series of brilliant campaigns against 
the barbarian tribes in central and south eastern Europe 
north of the Danubel and moreover the personal physicians 
of the two emperors, Galen and Oribasius, shared the 
same birthplace of Pergamum, founded by the cultured Attalid 
dynasty at the height of the Hellenistic period, for 
Julian another Golden Age. In fact, in a satirical dia- 
10 
logue known as the Caesars on his predecessors as emper- 
ors of the Roman world, Julian's identification of him- 
self with Marcus Aurelius is clearly discernible, and he 
draws parallels too with Alexander the Great. 
However, the relationship between Julian and Oribasius 
is open to debate. G. Bowersockle numbers Oribasius 
along with the Neoplatonist mystics Maximus and Priscus 
as Julian's intimatesf whilst R. Browning" calls him 
Julian's 'pagan confidant'. Yet as B. Baldwin points 
out, Julian's extant writings never mention the doctor- 
by name, the sole reference employing a periphrasisr 20 
and neither Libanius nor Ammianus Marcellinus recalls 
Oribasius. This reticence may have been a result of the 
difficulty of expressing real feelings in the last years 
of the fourth centuryJ2 1 and certainly Eunapius had to 
purge his original historical narratives of their bit- 
terest anti-Christian passages; but more probably 
Oribasius did not wield as much influence as he would 
have-liked, and what influence he did have was exag- 
22 gerated in his now lost memoirs. The romantically 
famous story of Oribasius delivering to Julian the plea 
from the Dephic Oracle that the temple was in rilinsy 
the sacred laurel had died, and the Castalian Spring 
had dried up is almost certainly no more than a Christian 
hoax. Although Constantine the Great had looted some 
of the chief treasures from Delphi to take to Constan- 
tinoplef the main buildings were intact, the place was 
still held in special regard, and rites were conducted 
in the temple; on the other hand Constantine II had 
forbade the consultation of all oracles some twenty 
years before the supposed date of this response in 362.23 
11 
on 26th June 363, in a dusty engagement during the 
retreat from Ctesiphon at the end of the disastrous 
Persian campaign, Julian was struck by a cavalry spear 
which pierced his ribs and lodged in the lower lobe of 
his liver. The early 5th century historian Philostorgius 
adds that excrement and blood spurted forth as Julian 
pulled out the spear. The wounded emperor was carried 
to his tent and was there given medical treatment, by 
whom Ammianus Marcellinus does not specify. Philostorgius, 
however, has the faithful Oribasius at his emperor's 
side, 24 trying ineffectually to mend the woundl and 
Philostorgius was using as his source Eunapius, who in 
turn had at his disposal Oribasius' own account, now lost, 
of the campaign. 25 That night, after an internal haemor- 
rhage, the wound opened and pressure of the escaping blood 
checked the emperor's breath; he died after drinking a 
cup of cold water for which he had asked. 26 
Oribasius, after a period of exile in Gothic territoryt 
presumably for his support of Julian and being a pagan 
in a now Christian court, but perhaps for other reasons 
Eunapius does not care to mention, was recalled by the 
Emperor Theodosius or possibly by the Emperor Valens, and 
married a wife from a noble family by whom he had four 
children. He wrote two more works, the Synopsis to 
Eustathius and the Synopsis to Eunapius, both abridgements 
of his great Medical Compilations. He died in the late 
390's or in the early 400's; at least when Eunapius wrote 
his biography in 396 Oribasius and his four children were 
still alive. An epigram in the Greek Antho ZogY27 COM_ 
morates his learning and aptly describes his method of 
working: 
12- 
'This is the great doctor of the Emperor 
Julian, the noble Oribasius, worthy of re- 
spect, for he possessed a wise mind not un- 
like a bee which gathered from this place and 
that the flowers of doctors long passed'. 
2. Dietetics in medical theories. 
The subject of ancient dietetics is extremely lengthy 
and complex, and this section offers only a brief sketch 
of some of the more salient features which impinge dir- 
ectly on Books 1 and 4 of the MedicaZ Compitations. 
Medical theories about dietetics did not change radical- 
ly after the composition of the Hippocratic treatise 
On Regimen (6.466-662L)128 and thus Oribasius ranges 
widely in his gathering of extracts. A selection of pas- 
sages from Galen has been chosen to illustrate these 
theories, adapting the apophthegm of Aristarchus concern- 
ing Homeric scholarship to explaining Galen by Galen. 
In his On Prognosis" Galen paints an intriguing 
vignette of an examination and diagnosis he performed 
on the Emperor Marcus Aurelius. The latter thought that 
his stomachl on becoming overloaded, had converted the 
ingested food into phlegm, and since phlegm was cold and 
moist his body temperature had been lowered and fever had 
struck. Galen elaborates elsewhere on the humours: 
30 
'Whatever the basic element in the world may 
be, among living creatures it is the humoure 
just as in the measurement of time the season. 
The humours are not altogether of a single 
identity or likeness, but in active and pas- 
sive qualities, through which they owe their 
existence and through which there is construc- 
ted too their beginnings in us, they differ 
amongst each other both in many other respects 
and even in their names. To begin with the 
elements from which the world is made are air# 
fire, water, and earth. The seasons from which 
the year is composed are spring, summer, autumn# 
and winter. The humours are bile, blood, 
Phlegm, and black bile from which animals and 
man are composed'. 
13 
Asclepiades of Bithynia, who lived in the first half 
of the first century B. C., held the atomistic philosophy 
of Democritus. In hýs On the Natural Faculties" Galen 
presumed Asclepiades to be either mad or entirely unac- 
quainted with practical medicine, for he erroneously 
believed that the humours were produced by drugs and 
were the product of dissolved tissues. Thus scammony, 32 
according to the Asclepiadean argument, not only failed 
to evacuate the bile from the bodies of jaundiced sub- 
jects, but actually turned the useful blood into bile, 
melted the body, and in fact caused even more problems 
and exacerbated from disease. Galen similarly attacks 
the third century B. C. physician Erasistratus in his 
On Black Bite: 33 
'Perhaps those who ignore black bile leave 
not a small part of the art of medicine 
without scientific consideration, and 
this applies still more to those who ig- 
nore yellow bile. For in the case of all 
those who ignore both these things and 
phlegm it is not possible to enumerate 
just how many of the most essential theories 
of the art of medicine they leave to one 
side. ' 
Erasistratus had theorised'. that the biles were produced 
in the body only when the patient was ill, and this Galen 
rubbished since the truth was that all the humours were 
present constantly. What happened when a person fell 
ill was that an inbalance of the humours had occurred. 
34 
Galen summarises this in his On Humours: 
'It seems that health is characterised by 
the equality and symmetry of these humours. 
When they are deficient or increasing con- 
trary to what is necessary either as re- 
gards quantity, quality, shifting of posi- 
tion, irregular combination, or putrefaction 
of things that have been spoilt# diseases 
occur. Just as it has been said that dis- 
eases happen as a result of an excess of 
the humours, so health returns by the re- 
14 
moval and by the addition, and by the 
thinness and thickness of the humours, 
and generally through their mildness 
and symmetry. ', 
Galen could attempt this symmetry either by drugs, such 
as scammony and safflower which drew yellow bile from the 
body; or by food, beef, camel and goat meat, snails, . 
cabbage, and soft cheeses producing black bile; brains, 
fungi, lamb# and hard apples causing phlegm; and bitter 
almonds and garlic on the other hand reducing phlegm. 
The ancient concept of diet, however, not only included 
the sense of the modern Idiet'r but also physical exercise 
35 
as Hippocrates stresses. Galen# in his commentary on 
.0 
Hippocrates' Regimen in Acute Diseases, 
36 explains the 
necessary diet to restore to health a person who, although 
unused to lunch, has nevertheless eaten some. First a 
bath was to be prescribed, then sleep, after which a slow 
walk for a prolonged period of time. if an evacuation of 
the bowels subsequently occurred the patient was permitted 
to have dinner and drink a little unmixed wine; if con- 
trarily the bowels remained unmoved, then the patient's 
body was to be rubbed down with warm olive-oil# and a glass 
of watery white or sweet wine was to be drunk 
before sleep. 
Exercise had to be carefully supervised in order to avoid 
adverse bodily reactions as Galen describes 
in his On the 
Causes of Diseases: 
37 
'After exercising one is exhausted. This is 
because there is immoderate heat in the 
limbs and muscles in greater proportion 
than is natural. For these parts were those 
that m6ved -first. And if the heat should 
remain there and disperse before spreading 
through the whole body, weariness would be 
the only thing to be produced; but if it 
should be spread throughout the whole bodyl 
the disease is called a fever since it is 
an immoderate heat of the whole living 
being. ` 
15 
change therefore meant disease, there being four 
simple and four composite classes of disease. The body 
was regulated by the four qualities (hot, cold, weto dry) 
and the four humours, for as Hippocrates said in his 
Nature of Man: 38 
'The body ... has in itself blood, phlegm, 
yellow bile, and black bile; these make 
up the nature of his body, and through 
these he feels Pain or enjoys good health. ' 
Black bile# 39 which arose in the liver, was sour# sharpp 
and effervesced, and was in colour like dark olive-oil 
pressed from both the flesh and stones of olives. It 
was the cause of cancers, bowel ulceration, black 
pustules on the skin, and haemorrhoidsl the reason being 
that it was acid and also composed of thick particles, 
and while moisture consisting of fine particles could pass 
through the skin either by transpiration unnoticeable to 
the perception or in a perceptible manner as in sweating, 
black bile became lodged in the corners of the body and 
began corroding. Everyone who excreted it either by vom- 
iting or during defecation died, since such bile showed 
that the blood had undergone extreme coction. Phlegm 
manifested itself in nasal mucus and in catarrh, and was 
produced in the stomach and mouth. By itself it had no 
quality, but could absorb saltinessr bitternessr or sour- 
ness. Stemming from phlegmatic foods during the initial 
stages of digestion in the stomach it was pale in colour. 
Yellow bile collected in the bladder and coloured the 
urine, the differing shades of urine being a result of 
the bile ranging from a deep-yellow to an off-white. It 
produced the bitter sensation at the back of the throat 
during vomiting. The best blood was red and thick, but 
16 
sometimes it appeared with a yellow or with a black 
tinge. Unlike the other humours it could coagulate 
and form a clot. It carried nutriments and water to 
the different parts of the body, as the moisture which 
during congealing and the formation of a scar separates 
and occýxpies a position above the blood demonstrated. 
In health blood tasted sweet, whilst salty or bitter 
blood signified disease. 
In his On the Natural Facuttie 34 0 Galen mentions the 
qualities: 
'Of all those known to us who have been 
both physicians and philosophers, 
Hippocrates was the first who took in 
hand to demonstrate that there are, in 
all, four mutually interacting qualities, 
and that to the operation of these is due 
the genesis and destruction of all things 
that come into and pass out of being. 
Furthermore, Hippocrates was also the 
first to recognise that all these qualities 
undergo an intimate mingling with one 
another. ' 
Galen considered that diseases arose sometimes only from 
an immoderate increase of the hot or of the cold, or from 
some opposition of one of these things with another such 
as between the dry and the moist# and sometimes because of 
some combination of these things which increased exces- 
sively so as to become a dLsease, that is hot at the same 
time as dry, or cold and dry, or hot and moistr or cold 
and moist. In his On the Causes of Disease 84 1 Galen dis- 
cusses the nature of cold diseases similar to that which 
Marcus Aurelius was suffering: 
'We have spoken in general of the causes of 
hot disease, but now we shall turn to what 
is cold. Of the latter the causes are many 
in number, for example proximity to what is 
cold, and the quantity and quality of what 
is being eaten and drunk, and also stoppage 
and loosening# and in addition to these things 
idleness and lack of movement. ' 
17 
He then appends an analogy: 
'These external causes extinguish even a 
fire. If you add a lot of snow to a little 
glowing charcoal# or some ice, or if you 
pour some cold water over it, you will 
quench it immediately. And if the air should 
be extremely cold, as especially around the 
Danube in winter, not only would you observe 
that a lamp put in the open air is extin- 
quished at once, but also every other small 
fire. ' 
Galen does not remark that fire can be extinguished just 
as well with hot water for that would contradict in part 
his theory that opposite qualities opposed each other. He 
continues by saying that fire could be overcome by an ex- 
cess of those things which have the-, nature to nuture it, 
since a small flame could be smothered by heaping too 
many logs of wood on it. This is presumably what had 
happened to Marcus Aurelius' stomach: an excess of food 
had swamped the digestive system# and the heat of the 
I 
stomach had turned to cold. In his On HumourS42 Galen 
states that phlegm arose from sleepr water, the eating of 
sea and all moist foodstand foods composed of thick and 
viscous particles. If Marcus Aurelius had eaten thick- 
particled food the subsequent delay in digestion would 
also have caused problems, indigestion engendering leek- 
green bile that appeared in defecation. The recommended 
remedies for the emperor's condition concur with the theory 
of the qualities: pepper was obviously heating, whilst 
Sabine wines, which was thin and dry# was particularly 
good for stomach disorders, the thinness causing no ob- 
structions and the dryness counteracting a moist stomach. 
The expensive nard remedy -- and doctors had no scruples 
about preparing drugs according to the wealth of their 
patients -- had a similar effect. 43 
18 
Dietetics were therefore considered a crucial part 
of medicine. Scribonius Largus 
44 grades the progressive 
w 
divisions of medicine as diet, then drugs, and finally 
surgery and cauterisation; Plutarch 45 similarly lists 
three divisions in the order of drugs, diet, and then 
surgery; Diogenes Laertius 46 expands medicine to five 
divisions of drugs, surgery, diet# diagnostics, and 
preventative treatment. People could seek health 
through diet, and there are many examples in ancient 
literature of them doing so. 
3. Dietetics in everyday life. 
In the PaZatine Antho logU47 there is a wry epigram by 
the Hellenistic poet Nicarchus on the possibly lethal 
effects of suppressing flatus. Trimalchio in Petronius' 
Satyricon 48 advises his guests not to hurt themselves in 
the interests of modesty or shynessl and the Emperor 
Claudius even promulgated an edict allowing the privilege 
of quiet or noisy eructation at table. 49 Galen explains 
the causation of flatulence in his On the Causes of 
Diseases: 50 
'Nature devised many organs straightway from 
the beginning for the sake of purging excre- 
tions, and these organs suffice for the pre- 
servation of health, since neither does any 
harm come to the being from the surrounding 
air, nor does the whole body produce immoder- 
ately that which is excrementitious when the 
diet is satisfactory. But when a mistake 
occurs, then the natural properties alone 
of the organs are not sufficient to void 
the bulk of the excretiont and the fluxes 
rush into the skin after being driven to the 
weaker parts from the stronger; sometimes it 
happens that when these passages for voiding 
are blocked# these fluxes flow into other 
places. These are the initial stages of the 
diseases. The badness then grows in the limbs 
themselvest as when the excretions are plugged 
UP and putrefy, and when in this way they 
19 
have become worse they also corrupt at 
the same time as the humour which flows 
afterwards, even if this humour is good. ' 
Any stoppage in the body was bad: the heat in the heart 
was linked with the outside air through the passage of 
the windpipe, and if this were blocked then immediately 
the heat would be smothered and death would occur. 
Sometimes in a closed body where smoky excretions were 
nourished either fever was kindled, or the innate bodily 
heat was choked. Such excretions were normally evacuated 
through the skin, or by breathing or by defecation. The 
pores of the skin could be closed by cold or by bathing 
in astringent water impregnated with sodium carbonate, 
su. Iphurj or asphalt; the bowels could naturally be stopped 
by constipating foods such as white bread, lentils with 
their husks removed, fried eggs, and sweet wine. Accord- 
ing to Galen's explanation in On the NaturaZ Faculties, " 
Trimalchio's rumbling stomach was a symptom of weakness 
of the stomach. Sometimes even when the stomach was full 
gurglings could be heard; this was when the stomach had 
not contracted accurately on the food and constricted it 
at every point because of being weak, and thus there was 
a certain amount of vacant space which allowed the liquid 
contents to flow about in different directions in accord- 
ance with changes in the shape of the stomach. Certain 
foods could be prescribed to strengthen the stomach, such 
as quinces, olives in brine, harsh flavoured raisinst 
mustard, radishes, and the rind of the citron. Trimalchio 
is correct in connecting constipation with rumbling, for 
Galen states that proper digestion cannot take place in a 
weak stomach. The mass of food remained an abnormally 
long time in the stomach, as did fluids. These fluids 
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accumulated undigested and produced gurglings. As has 
already been noted, any stoppage meant that excretions 
were directed away from their usual outlets, and bad di- 
gestion caused raw humours and severe belching. The 
sooty, smoky, or vaporous matter that was dissipated 
through exhalation could ascend to the head# and dizzi- 
ness or sudden but temporary darkness of sight resulted. 52 
Flatulence could and did prevent the stomach fr8m 
contracting effectively around the food. In this instance 
things to avoid were chickpeas, broad beans, millet# lu- 
pines, barley cake, beer, fresh dates and figs, and sweet 
new wine. However, this did not mean that Galen forbad 
the consumption of chickpeas or broad beans, but rather 
that these foods had to be balanced by other foods that 
caused no flatulence such as peas, cummin, lovage root 
and seed, and honey and vinegar mixture. Sometimes it 
was the order in which foods were eaten that mattered: 
peaches and apricots, because they were moist in composi- 
tion, happened to corrupt in the stomach whenever they 
did not pass through the body quickly, and Galen urges 
people to eat these fruits before other foods, since in 
this way they could be passed quickly as excrement and 
lead the way for subsequent foods. 
Simplicity was also stressed. The cook in Plautus' 
PseudoZus" mocks the spicy food that features in ApiciUS 
and all the fragments of ancient cookery books. Galen 
used to have a simple lunch of just bread alone after 
visiting his patients or attending to some civic dutiest 
and this he ate around the fourth hour or about half-past 
tent 54 earlier than most people, although Horace had lunch 
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at this time on his journey from Rome to Brundisium. 
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On the other hand the doctor Antiochus used to have break- 
fast around the third hourr or at the latest at the fourth, 
which consisted of bread with boiled Attic honey. 56 His 
lunch was at the seventh hour, and his great age of over 
eighty was proof of the balance and symmetry of his diet. 
Telephus the grammar teacher was, at the time of Galen 
writing his On the Preservatiton of HeaZth, almost a hun- 
dred: he ate porridge mixed with honey for breakfast at 
the third hour# and had lunch at the seventh or a little 
earlier consisting of vegetables as a first course, and 
fish or fowl as a second course, this lavish spread being 
balanced by a frugal evening meal of bread soaked in 
mixed wine. It was not the time of eating that mattered, 
,e 
but the adherence'-to a precise patterne change engendering 
disorder and disease. Nevertheless Celsus Se allowed some 
variation provided it was but occasional. He stated 
that no harm would come if one attended a banquets or ate 
more than was sufficient, or took food twice rather than 
once a day, if one did not do these things regularly. 
Ancient medical theories about diet can only have been 
aimed at the upper classes of society: the majority of 
the population -- the slaves, country peasants, and 
urban plebs -- would have been too preoccupied with actual- 
ly having enough and a reasonable variety of food to have 
bothered with elaborate theorising on humours and quali- 
ties. L. Edelstein sums this up in his article 'The 
Dietetics of Antiquityl: 59 
'But the man who wishes to live in accord- 
ance with the physician's requirements must 
have time at his disposal and be rich, in 
order to do everything he should. For only 
one who is not completely absorbed in any 
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activity and can afford to do as he wishes 
can avoid every excessive exertion, always 
eat what is good for him at the proper timer 
stay quietly at home when it is hot, or be 
more active in sport when it is cold. Only 
the rich and independent, therefore, can 
live in a completely healthy manner. ' 
Ancient cuisine 
Throughout the commentary recipes and cooking techni- 
ques parallel with modern Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, 
and African cultures have been noted. 60 Meat and poultry 
was eaten, but consumption was on a limited scale, and 
most of the population under the Roman Empire would have 
survived bn a mainly vegetarian diet as illustrated by 
the stories of Similust the exigui cuZtOr ... agri in the 
Moretum, 61 and Philemon and Baucis in Ovid's Metamorphoses ; 62 
this is much the same situation as exists today in 
63 64 65 Afghanistan, Turkey# and the poorer parts of Greece 
and Italy. The flavours too of ancient cookery are remini- 
scent of spicy Arab stews and Indian-pickles. 
66 What has 
changed is the number of ingredients available, for the 
tomatop potato, chilli, lemon, orange, lime, maize, sugar, 
and chocolate have all be assimilated much later into 
these cuisines. In a traditional Middle Eastern house 
the cooking utensils and stoves would not be alien to a 
coquus or &ýOTEOL6c from Oribasius' time: charcoal, wood, 
and earthenware pots are still usedr and the flavours 
are built up with a multiplicity of diverse herbs'and 
spices. Perhaps the overwhelming characteristic of 
ancient cooking in its sweet and sour taste, occurring 
from the juxtaposition of honey and savoury ingredients# 
but it is not the sweet and sour taste of modern Chinese 
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cooking with its soy sauce and monosodium glutamate. 
Reading L. van der Post's First Catch Your Vand 
about the food of Africa one is brought face to face 
with a cuisine that is like a distant echo of that of the 
classical Mediterranean basin, and yet this echo is not 
so strange considering the ancient Roman economy was, and 
the modern African economy isp basically agricultural 
with a considerable proportion of the population farming 
at subsistence level. In Ethiopia during happier 
times without the spectre of famine round millet bread 
resembling a thick pancake is eaten; 67 and kinche or wheat 
porridge, 'eggs sucked raw# 68 and marinaded chicken. 69 The 
perfume of wood smoke must have been an important flavour 
in ancient cooking as it is in African. 70 
Whether the food of antiquity was generally heavily 
spiced because of the difficulty of keeping food fresh 
or through preference is perhaps impossible to say; per- 
haps it is safer to consider a combination of these two 
options since not all dishes were blended with so many 
flavourings. 71 It is interesting to note that in modern 
Afghanistan milk is scarce and expensive in the cities 
owing to the lack of refrigeration# and even. in the 
countryside milk is converted into such products as 
yoghurtr butter# and cheese. Like Galen's 6EUyCtX6XTLVOQ 
brought to Pergamum by the Mysian farmers to be eaten 
fresh with hot bread a white, uncured round cheese called 
kishmish panair is manufactured in the Afghan villages and 
brought into the cities for sale, although it is with 
red raisins rather than bread that this cheese is eaten. 72 
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5. Methods of composition 
Extracts from the works of Galen form the backbone of 
the Medical Compilations, Oribasius uncritically taking 
his predecessor at his word as J. Scarborough says. 73 
Galen was born around A. D. 129 in Pergamum, and was 
taught literature, philosophy, and sciences by his father 
Aelius Nicon, an architect, before studying medicine at 
Smyrna, Corinth, and Alexandria. He returned to Pergamum 
in 157 to work as a doctor for the gladiators. In 162 he 
travelled to Rome where his establishing of an excellent 
reputation brought him to the notice of the Emperor Marcus 
Aurelius. 74 Until his death in about 200 Galen wrote 
a prodigious quantity of texts relating to anatomy, 
physiology, psychology, pathology, dietetics, logice and 
philosophy; these works and their influence have been dis- 
cussed in detail elsewhere. 7S 
Despite his preoccupation with and reverence for 
Galen, Oribasius does not seem to have followed his master's 
advice that a physician should be devoted to inquiry# 
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or at least not in the practical sense, but he was cer- 
tainly industrious in his search for earlier literature 
and in the scale of his medical encyclopedia. Like Galen 
he was well travelled, thus following the HippocratiC 
precept, that the ideal physician should experience a 
diversity of countries and climates. 77 
How were the excepts made? As J. E. Skydsgaard ob- 
served, 
78 if a person excerpts all that seems of interest 
to him, and gradually makes his notes directly on a papyrus 
roll, the collection of notes will soon become as un- 
wieldy for practical reference as the original books. 
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Pliny the Elder 79 had a notarius who carried both the 
book and some small tablets called pugilZares on which 
I 
the excerpts were written. The slave read aloud to 
Plinyp who either made notes himself during the reading 
or dictated passages he wanted excerpted. Excerpts were 
concurrently transferred, and so can have been sorted only 
along extremely broad lines. It is possible that the 
pug-Mares, after being sorted, were transferred to special 
rolls, one roll dedicated to each subject# which were 
then gradually filled with excerpts on the separate sub- 
jects. Aulus Gelliuse 80 on the other hand, made no attempt 
at systeinatising his notest and the order he used for his 
individual essays of the Attic Nights is the order of 
the original notes. 
Oribasius probably used a mixture of techniques. Book 
of the Medical Compilations is generally a r4sum6 of 
Galen's On the Powers in Foods, for the most part keeping 
to the original order of the chapters. From this frame- 
work have been hung, where appropriate, extracts from 
Athenaeus and Rufus. oribasius must have had Galen's 
work in front of him when he worked on his first edition, 
and then perhaps used pugiZZares filled with excerpts 
culled from his wider reading in compiling his second 
edition. As can be seen from the commentary, Oribasius 
appears to have been in some haste to complete his task 
since mistakes, misinterpretations# and misalignments of 
extracts are not uncommon. 81 Book 4 relies on Galen 
solely for its opening section, but deprived of any struc- 
tual skeleton the rest of the work is somewhat amorphous. 
As this is the last book devoted entirely to foodstuffs, 
Book 5 being a series of disquisitions on drinks, Oribasius 
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may have wanted to make use of all the extracts collected 
from other authors be 
. 
sides Galen# and thus ranged them 
after the opening section derived piecemeal from Galen; 
the latter is written almost in note form in contrast 
with the extracts of considerable size taken from Galen 
in Book 1. Livy does much the same when confronted with 
surviving notes that he wishes to use but has not managed 
to insert into the main body of the teX*t. 82 
Book 2 of the MedicaZ CompiZations deals with the 
properties of vegetables, offal, eggs, cheese, and fish 
according to Galen, of milk and honey according to Galen 
and Rufus, and of the powers inherent in foods in general 
according to Mnesitheus of Athens and Philotimus. A con- 
siderable portion of the book is taken up by a synopsis of 
the work on sea-food by Xenocrates of Aphrodisias, a- 
physician whose floruit was during the reigns of Nero and 
the Flavians. Book 3 consists solely of extracts from 
Galen, arranged not according to types of food as is 
the case in Books 1,2, and 4, but as to the effects 
certain categories of food impart on the body: for exam- 
ple there are listed ingredients that cause phlegmt 
yellow bile, excrementitious matter, headache, flatulence, 
heat, dryness, and attenuation. 
Whether Oribasius had access to complete editions of 
Dieuchesp Athenaeuse Philotimus, Antyllus, Rufus, and his 
other sources when travelling through Gaul and Germany 
with Julian is impossible to say. It is not unlikely 
that he consulted other compilations rather than turning 
to the original sources every time, 83 but only in the cas*e 
of Galen can we assess and examine the accuracy and methods 
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of composition# the other works having been lost. J. 
Mejer, 84 in his study of Diogenes Laertius, warns against 
any exaggerated desire to find a Imain source' for an ex- 
cerptor, but does allow for some consultation of compen- 
dia. It is necessary merely to view the long list of 
autho rS8S Oribasius used to have grave doubts as to 
whether all of them could have been either available to 
him or reviewed by him when travelling in Julian's entour- 
age. An analogy can be drawn with Oribasius' contemporary 
Ammianus Marcellimus: although he cites names such as 
Thucydides, 86 the historian displays little active know- 
ledge of Greek writers# 87 and even the citation from 
CicerO8 a does not necessarily mean Ammianus quoted from 
source. Howeverr notwithstanding the scale of the taskr 
the-problems of reading and writing when often on the mover 
and the apparently brief length of time allotted to the en- 
deavourl the Medical Compilations are a fitting monument 
to Julian's attempted pagan revival. 
6. The manuscripts 
When Raeder drew up his list of Mss. he did not devise 
a stemmal but instead divided the Mss. into two groups, 
the three most useful (At C, and N) in the one, and the 
five 'inferior' (M. Go L, H, and D) in the other. The 
basis for this favouritism lies with the conclusions of 
Bussemaker and Daremberg in their edition, although they 
included five more manuscripts in their apparatus. How- 
ever, a stemma would not necessarily help eludidate cor- 
rupt readings, and there is a tendency now to distrust 
theories of purely 'vertical' transmission and to enter- 
tain rather the possibility of 'horizontal' transmission. es 
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The details of the Mss. can be sought in the respective 
editions, 90 and what follows provides only the barest of 
outlines necessary for the textual references in the 
commentary. 
Group 1: A# housed in the Paris Bibliotheque 
Nationale (Parisimus Gr. 2189), dates 
from the 16th century and includes 
several corrections in a second hand. 
91 
C, another 16th century manuscript, can 
be found in the library of St. John's 
College in Cambridge (Cantabrigiensis 
collegii S. Ioannis A6)p and it too con- 
tains numerous corrections in the mar- 
gins. It was presented to the library 
by John Collins# M. D., Regius Professor 
of Physic and formerly Fellow in 1634,92 
but otherwise its origin appears unacer- 
tainable. 
N, a 14th century manuscript in the 
Biblioteca Nazionale of Naples (Neapoli- 
tanus III D20/304 Cyrillo), is apparently 
more carefully written than the previous 
two manuscripts and features corrections 
in two hands. 93 
Group 2: M lies in Moscow, probably in the 
Gosudarstvennyi Istoriceskij Musejj 94 
and because of its inaccesibility Raeder 
made use of von Matthaei's edition to 
ascertain its readingsp but he vitiates 
it for its carelessness. 
G, a 14th century manuscript in the 
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Paris Bibliothique National (Parisinus 
Gr. 1883) containing among other works 
Alex. Trall., Gal. Sect. (1.64-105K), Hp. 
Prog. (2.110-190L)l and Aet. j inter- 
mingles sections of Oribasius-95 
D is a 15th century manuscript in the 
Paris Biblioth; que Nationale (Parisinus 
Gr. 2290); of Book 1 of the medical 
Compilations only the first page sur- 
vivest but Books 2-10 are wholly ex- 
tant. 
96 
V is a 16th century manuscript in the 
Vatican Library (Vaticanus 288p formerly 
225) featuring conjectures in the mar- 
gins in the hand of Fabio Calvi. 
97 
L, a 17th century manuscript in Leyden 
(Voss. misc. 22), holds only Xenocr. 
(ap. Orib. 2.58) and thus is of no use in 
this thesis. 98 
The text is, as it stands, generally free from severe 
corruptions# and many difficulties can be ascribed to 
carelessness on the part of Oribasius rather than by later 
scribes. K. Deichgr*a*ber99 even goes as far as to assert 
that any conjectural criticism hardly has a place in such 
a rich tradition as that of Oribasius, the--main difficulty 
lying with evaluating the worth of the various textual 
deviations. This is perhaps somewhat surprising in view 
of what V. Nuttonloc says about Galen: 
'The reconstruction of the original text of a 
medical author# even of one as careful in his 
legacy to posterity as Galen# is beset by 
many difficulties. Prose is corrupted more 
easily and with less chance of detection 
than is poetry, and a technical treatise in 
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which matter was more important than style 
was always open to alteration in a way in 
whibh one whose merit and survival depended 
upon the beauty and rhythms of its language 
was not. ' 
But the reader will notice the clarity of the text vindi- 
cating the above statement, despite Nutton's warninge and 
it must have been the simplicity of what Oribasius wrote 
(at least in Books 1 and 4) that ensured a relatively 
smooth transmission. 
7. Abbreviations 
The abbreviations used in the introduction and commentary 
are-ithose employed in LI Annbe Philologique, Lewis and 
Short's Latin Dictionary# the oxford Latin Dictionary, 
the Thesaurus Linguae Latinaer Liddell and Scott's Greek- 
English Lexicon# G. W. H. Lampe's A Patristic Greek Lexicon, 
and E. A. Sophocles' Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzan- 
tine Periods from B. C. 146 to A. D. 1100 (Boston (Littler 
Brown and Company) 1870)-. The few departures from the 
standard abbreviations are for the sake of clarity, for 
example Plaut. (not Pl. ) for Plautus# and Theophyl. Simoc. 
(not Simoc. ) for Theophylactus Simocatta. The following 
abbreviations refer to editions of authors who are either 
cited frequently in the commentary or for whose works 
there is no standard division into chapters and sections 
for case of reference. 
a) The editions and translations of Oribasius 
Daremberg Charles Daremberg & u. Cats Bussemakerr 
Oeuvres dl Oribase: texte grec en grande 
partie inbdit, coZZationnh sur Zes manu- 
scritsj traduit pour Za premiýre fois 
en frangais, avec une introduction, des 
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notes., des tabZes et des pZanches, vol. 
1, Paris (Imprimerie Nationale) 1851. 
1 
Matthaei Christian Friedrich von Matthaei, XXI 
veterum et clarorum medicorum grae- 
corum varia opuscula ex codice Mos- 
quense, cum tabuZa aenea, Moscow (Lit- 
teris Caesareae Universitatis) 1808. 
Raeder J. Raeder, Oribasii Collectionum Medi- 
carum Reliquiae, vol. 1, Libri I-VIIII 
Corpus Medicorum Graecorum VI. 111, 
Leipzig (Teubner) 1928. 
Rasario Oribasii Sardiani coZIectorum ad imp. 
Iulian. Caes. Aug. libros compZectens 
XVII qui ex magno septuaginta Zibrorum 
voZumine ad nostram aetatem soZi perven- 
erunt., Ioanne Baptista Rasario, medico 
Novariensi interprete, lol Geneva (Huld- 
richi Fuggeri Typographus) 1567. 
b) Editions of other authors 
Coleman-Norton PaNadii DiaZogus de Vita S. Joannie 
Chrysostomi, edited with revised text# 
introduction, notest indices, and ap- 
pendices by P. R. Coleman-Norton, 
Cambridge (Cambridge'University Press) 
1928. 
Helmreich Galeni, De alimentorum facultatibus Libri 
IIIj ed. G. Helmreich, Corpus Medicorum 
Graecorum V. 4j2, Leipzig (Teubner) 1923. 
Kuhn or K Karl Gottlob Kuhn, Medicorum GraecorUM 
Opera quae exstantr 28 vols. r Leipzig 
(Teubner) 1821-1828. 
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Langkavel Simeonis Sethi, Syntagma de aZimentorum 
factuttatibus, ed. Bernhardus Langkavel, 
Leipzig (Teubner) 1868. 
F Littre or L iduard Littr6l OeuVres cOmpZýtes d' 
Hippocrate, traduction nouvelZe avec 
Ze texte grec en regard, collationh 
sur Les manuscrits et toutes Les 
6ditionsi accompagnbe d' une intro- 
duction de commentaires mbdicaux, de 
variantes et de notes phiZoZogiques: 
suivie d' une tabZe gbnbraZe des 
matierest 10 vols., Paris (Baille) 
1839-1861. 
Nachmanson Erotianif Vocum Hippocraticarum CoZ- 
lectio cum fragmentis, recensuit Ernst 
Nachmanson, Cbllectio Scriptorum Veter- 
um Vpsalieni: §# Goteborg (Eranos' F*orlag) 
1918. 
Puschmann AZexander von TraNes: OriginaZ-Text und 
Ubersetzung nebst einer einZeitenden 
AbhandZung: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte 
der Medicin von'Theodor Fuschmann, 2 
vols. p Wien (Wilhelm BraumUller: re- 
printed Amsterdam (Adolf M. Hakkert) 
1963) 1878. 
Wasserstein GaZen's Commentary on the Hippocratic 
Treatise Airs, Watersj Places in the 
Hebrew Translation of Solomon ha - 
Melatir Edited with Introduction, English 
Translation and Notes by Abraham Wasser- 
stein, The Israel Academy of Sciences 
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and Humanities Proceedings VI. 3, 
Jerusalem (The Israel Academy of 
Sciences and Humanities) 1982. 
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NOTES TOTHE PREFACE AND INTRODUCTION 
CR 45 (1931), p. 198; as G. Sarton (Galen of Pergamum, 
Kansas 1954p pp. 80-81) sayst Galen also suffers from his 
'prolix and repetitive' language, and thus he too is gen- 
erally ignored as a writer; 'The twenty-two volumes of the 
last edition of the collected works of Galen occupy a smal- 
ler place in the affections of classical scholars than on 
the library shelf', V. Nutton, 'Galen and Medical Auto- 
biography', Proceedings of the Cambridge PhiZoZogical 
Society, n. s. 18 (1972)p p. 50. 
2 e. g. 'Celsus und die Lateinischen OribasiusUbersetzungen', 
SO 4 (1926) 1 pp. 68-71; loribasiana' , SO 5 (1927) , pp. 71- 
74; 'Die Handschriften des oribasius Latinus 1# SO 7 (1928) p 
p. 93; 'Sprachliches aus dem zweiten Synopsisbuch der ori- 
basiusubersetzungen't SO 19 (1939), pp. 118-123. 
3 'Kritische und exegetische Bemerkungen zu Lateinischen 
Medizinischen Texten' in G. Sabbah (ed. ), Textes mAdicaux 
Zatins antiques, Universit4 de Saint-itienne 1984j pp. 41-47. 
C. L. Day, Quipus and Witches' Knots: The RoZe of the Knot 
in Primitive and Ancient Cultures with a Translation and 
Analysis of "Oribasius De Laqueis"j, Lawrence (UniversitY 
of Kansas Press) 1967, Appendix B, pp. 107-131. 
5A Commentary on Horace: Odes Book 1, Oxford 1970, 
pp. v-vi. 
6 J. Andr4, Ll alimentation et la cuisine a Rome, 2nd edn., 
Paris 1981. 
7 A. Soyer, The Pantropheon or A History of Food and Its 
Preparation in Ancient Times, London 1853 (reprinted by 
the Paddington Press 1977). 
8 j. P., JHS So (1930), p. 376; J. Mewaldt, DLZ 50 (1929)t 
pp. 336-338; C. Cessi, BFC 35 (1928) 1 Pp. 139-140; cf., 
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W. A. Heidel, ATPh 52 (1931), pp. 291-292. 
9 Gnomon 5 (1929), pp. 129-134. 
10 VS 21.1.1; for further details on the life of Oribasius 
see A. H. M. Jones, J. R. Martindale# and J. Morris, The 
Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire, vol. 1 (A. D. 
260-365), Cambridge 1971, pp. 653-654 and B. Baldwint 'The 
Career of Oribasius I, AClass 1B (1975) -, pp. 85-97. 
11 HE 7.15 
12 S. V. 
* 'Opet. 06LOLOC 
13 SEG 4.554: see AnnEpigr 1928t p. 28 (inscription 95)l H. 
Engelmanno D. Knibbel and R. Merkelbach (eds. )r Die 
Inschriften von Ephesosf vol. 3l Bonn 1980, p. 56 (inscription 
662) . The text reads: (pU)TcL 
'OpeLoam%) 6L& 5CoU A. Aojiý- 
'rLo(; 'A'ypCnTtcLr.. See also orib. l. intr. 1n., 
14 Cf. Eun. VS 21.1.2. 
is Cf. Eun. VS 7.3.8. 
16 'Palladas and Christianity', PBA 45 (1959), pp. 266-267. 
17 Eun. VS 7.3.6. 
18 JuZian the Apostate, London 1978, p. 191 cf. p. 64: 
the loyal and powerful trio of Oribasius, Maximus# 
and Priscus. l. 
19 The Emperor Jutian, London 1975j p. 97; cf. B. Baldwin# 
'Beyond the House Call: Doctors in Early Byzantine History 
and Politics'# Dumbarton Oaks Papers 38 (1984), p. 17: 
'As far as we can seer Oribasius stood uniquely close to 
an emperor in the fourth century'. 
20 
ad Ath. 277c. 
21 cf, J. F. Matthews, 'The Letters of Symmachus' in J. W. 
Binns (ed. )l Latin Literature of the Fourth Century, 
London 1974, p. 60: 'These reactions of Symmachus to poli- 
tical events of the day are typical of what could be 
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called a 'systematic reticence' concerning themi. a ten- 
dency to evade the unpleasant or excessively dramatict an 
I 
unwillingness to allow the surface of his correspondence 
to be clouded by mention of disturbing events. '. 
22 cf. F. Paschoud, Cinq btudes sur Zosime, Paris 1976, pp. 
177-179 on Ammianus having direct access to Oribasius' 
memoirs. 
23 C. M. Bowral IECTEaTC Tý) OCLCYLXt' j Hermes 87 (1959) , pp. 
426-435. 
24 HE 7.15 (= Kirkengeschichter ed. J. Bidez, Leipzig 1913, 
p. 103; see also S. Ephraem Syr. Hymn. c., Jul. 2.4 (in S. N. 
C. Lieu'(ed. ), The Emperor TuZian: Panegyric and Potemic, 
. Liverpool 1986, pp. 113 and 128) on 
Inecromancers' (i. e. 
the pagans Maximusp Priscus, and Oribasius) accompanying 
Julian on his Persian expedition. 
25 W. R. Chalmers ('Eunapius, Ammianus Marcellinus, and 
Zosimus on Julian Is Persian Expedition' j CQ n. s. 10 (1960) 
pp. 155-156) stresses that Zosimus based his work very 
closely on Eunapius, who in turn followed the memoirs of 
Oribasius. He adds (ibid., p. 158) that the apparent 
accuracy of the medical details given in Amm. Marc. (25. 
3.6-7) suggest that these particulars came from the pen 
of Oribasius through the medium of Eunapius. 
26 on Julian's death and burial see M. Di Maio, 'The Transfer 
of the Remains of the Emperor Julian from Tarsus to 
Constantinople', Byzantion 48 (1978)p pp. 43-50. 
27 AP 16.274. 
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TEXT AND TRANSLATION 
45 A 
OPIBAZIOT IATPIK.. QN ITNArDrQN 
BIBA10N A' 
I T& irpociaXkicac IUITOP&C Wap TAC C4C 866TqTOý UOT6KPaTop 
slouliavi, irp6Tcpoy, hvtpKa bl(TpfpDll(V IV rQXaTjqL To Irp6C ICU(pay, 
tic Tiloc Ayayov, KaMc APou146qc, ficinvac IK p6vwv TCuv 6w6 ralq- 
2 VOO YPaq)IVTWV brOlqC69ni. Ind b* I? TaIVICaC TCt6Tac bmlpav t1ti- 
TuEaC UPHIV, 716VTWV Ti'UV dpICTWV laTPZV 6V(IZ: qT4cavT4 IAE T& Kat- 
PtLbTC[Ta cuvaTaT(. 'tv Kul 1T&VTa 6Ca XpqC1pi6E1 7fp6C 6T6 16 1110C 
T4C [aTplKqC, Kal TOOTO WpdTTCIV, d)c olk Ti cipt, wpoWpwc bdTvwKa, 
XPTICIPWTdTqV bTFO1aUP&VWV (CECOCLI TAV TO1a6TTjV cuvaTwWjV, Tiluv IV- 
-ivTXav6vrLuv 11rolpwc LEcupta6virm T6 IvAcToirc irdlic beopivoic Lbq4- 
s Mpov. mpin6v bt vopicac that Kul iruvrdCuc &Onkc T6 ITTpdqpttv 
'Fit aýT& WOU&KIC, Kul Truv dptaa cuyypay&vTwv Kul TCuv ph 6poiwc 
T6 dKpipic . 
11epyacap1mv, p6va -tit TIv dpfavov diT6vTwv cuv&Ew, 
1r&. 1 w4kat rcL%vlvtp p6vy ýnolwa, prkbtv irapaktinbv T&Ecwc, xaG61a 
Twv cuTTpay&vTwv &n&vTwv tic I& a6T&C 6noGlcac u6-r6c xpaTCf, 
pWbotc icat bioptcpd'tc -retc dqiPm6mc Xptbpcvoc, TaTc 'hmoKpa- 
4 Tdoic dpXaLc Ket ME= Uavokou"v. xp4copat bt %&vTuOoa TotuOTU 
TIVI TdEE1- Ydl lrpCUTOV ptV OU'V CUVdEUJ T& TOO 611KOD JAIPOUC, CTO" 
6ca vrep! q)6cewc Kul vaTaciKcAc dpTITat idvGpdmou, pcoo It Tj T4C 
Opav4c Kul dvalrimm4c irpaTpaniac. Kal pcT& TaOira 6ca TQc bia- 
T& add. Daremberg. 
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THE FIRST BOOK OF THE MEDICAL COMPILATIONS OF ORIBASIUS 
4 
Intr. 1 I earlier brought to completion, just as you commanded, 
when we were residing among the Gauls in the West, the 
abridgements requested by your Divinity, Emperor Julian, 
2 which I made from the works of Galen alone. When you had 
commended these abridgements, you ordered a second en- 
deavourt that I should search for and collect the prin- 
I 
cipal writings of all the best physicians and everything 
that is useful for the completeness of the art of medi- 
cinep and I am zealously determined to carry out this 
0 task#, to the best of my ability# 
believing that such a 
compilation will be extremely useful, when people who 
are reading it readily discover that which in each case 
3 is efficacious for those who are in need. Thinking 
that it is superfluous and altogether absurd to include 
in the work the same things many times over, both of 
the authors of the best treatises and of those who 
treated the subject without a similar degree of accuracy, 
I will gather together only the works of the better 
writers, but as for what was derived by me in the past 
from Galen alone, I will omit nothing of this arrange- 
ment, seeing as this author surpasses all the other writers 
in the same suggestions, since he makes use of the most 
exact methods and definitions, following Hippocratic 
4 principles and opinions.,, I will use in this work the 
following arrangement: I will assemble first that which 
pertains to the material side of things, then everything 
that concerns the nature and constitution of man, and 
after that the writings which deal with the treatment of 
health and restoration, then everything which has to 
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TVu)clrtAC Kai WPOTVWClrlKAC (XIETat GCWpjaC, Jq)' OTC T& IIIEPI 14C'TCUV 
VoCnp&TWV Kai CU; IITTW; ldTWV KCII 61WC TAC TC)V TraP& OCIV Inavop- 
"cfwc* dpEojuai bl dn6 Tav nfpl TCuv ly Talic ipo4paltc buvd; ifujv. 
TL , cx -truv raxiqvoo wto aptTAc o(ai xaxiac Trmv atumpta- 
KII)v cncppdL'FWV. 
00 ; &6vov 6Tav tic ElVqV &ptK6A(VOC XlbpaV IdiftV TI PIXIOC 
dTleEc, Ula ical nap* hpitv aOT61c wponapWat buv4q Ac IK&cTou 
4p6cEwc tv irip btapplXav GbaTt 146vy Xwplc tq, 4ccwc A cOv lqiijcd irc 
xal birr4ca' irlt ptv. *r&p tic 6TKov Uatp6pmt r6N, c? rtpp&TuN dno- 
pdkkovT& ic iaxlwc Thv dp Xafav CKITIP6TTI-ra ical yltcXp6TTa pt-ra- 
pdlkovT& Tc 7rp6c 76 palambupov dpdvw Trdv-ra tal, -r& bt qpul&, r. 
Torra -r6v Ijunpockv dyKov dppi To cwAvjp6Tqn Xdpw- bkwma -T&p 
Kal yabb? l iralic o6cl-aic IcTIv tbc p6lic alperroOcOaL zal dpuybaac2 
bA boingda ic oCrrwc xal K4ua T& pcTdka Kal T& ptxp& iKal -r& xd=ava- 
w(PI bt TAC I[Ticdvqc -H bd xal IlTav; Abil rap IrOOTO-=l ol wa%ec 
kaciv, tbc 4 ptv 6Txouplvq', raXlwc dpt'cTq, poxOilp& b' h tv Xp6vy 
wollCp Ppax0v 6TKov fjouca 
,. 
vvii b4 Truv ATI)ITITPlaXCUV CTIEPP&TWV I 
o6b' Rwc 6yxoDcOat Trlq)uiccv IW6, ucva, xal Kcd4Kaciv dTlpajj'va T& 
TotaOTa TtDv ndatruv 'Ell4vwv Not. -r& b' tv 6yxy Ppaxd : alff- A 
CTnV. OOC[CtV IxovTa xal TaýTTJV I[aXt^I&V TE Y-al TIICXPCIV tOXUP61CET& 
ic ical Tpoq)tpdnaTa n&vTa JcTjv, oO pAv 6noXwpdTat Y. &Tw Aqbiwc! 
6ca b' J; maltv XaOvqv ptv JXa ical palaxhv obday, p6pia V aOTruv 
190116 WITuptbbri, btaXwpdTat ptv dpctvov, hTTOV bt TPITfl* T06TWV 
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do with diagnostic and prognostic theories, after which 
the works concerning the treatment of illnesses and symp- 
I 
toms and generally whatever is contrary to nature; I 
will begin with the powers inherent in foods. 
1. From the works of Galen concerning the good and 
bad qualities of cereals. 
Not only when on arrival in a foreign country one is ob- 
liged to eat something unusual, but also in one's own 
country one can test beforehand the nature of each food 
by soaking just in water without boiling or by soaking 
along with boiling and baking: for all the grains which, 
on swelling in size, quickly get rid of their former 
hardness and stickiness and change to a softer consis- 
tency are better, whilst those grains which retain their 
previous size together with their hardness are worse; 
this is because they are difficult to digest and are 
earthy in substance and so are scarc-ely converted into 
blood. And in fact you can test almonds in this way as 
well as walnuts, hazelnuts, and chestnuts. What need one 
say about barley Soup? F, or of course even children know 
that the type which swells quickly is best, but that the 
one which gains little bulk over a long period of time 
3 is bad. Some of the ancient Greeks called certain grains 
4 which do not swell at all when boiled 'obdurate'. All 
those grains which contain in a small mass such substance, 
provided that the latter is thick and sticky, are whole- 
some and nutritious, but they do not pass down through 
the bowels easily; on the other hand all those grains 
which have a spongy and soft composition, and also many 
branny parts, pass through the bowels better, but nourish 
less; it is quite clear that, of the grains already men- 
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b" cr? niuv Bca buctbbq -ri Icn zal dqb(av Ixovira *aT& Thv -ftOctv, 
40bnlov Lk wax6xupd -re Kal b6cucirTa irbnuc IcTiv. ToO be IV 8TKW S 
PIXPLP nXdCTqV 06CICKV f. TVQI T6 TE PdPOC,. IC-rap(VWV UOTOV Ini EVTOG, 
cnActov IcTw cot cal -r6 -rt7uv aldpwv wWoc- U 611TOU -fdP 6TXOU 
nolo -riveirat -relc wentlivinv houct To 06cfav CUIPActav. TOV 4 
fOOV WUPIDY 8COI PLY nUXVhV Kul IrICWtlnUIVqV IXOUCIV 6IqV IaUTIBV 
-rAv o0cfav, dK P61ic i&n6 -rtbv 6b6v twv bactiptitceat (ij xp6qL W alciv 
o0irot EavOOO, Trlc(cTqv ipoqp4v bib6act -r6^tc cthpaciv IE 6TKou ppa- 
Xjoc- 6cot b' tvavT[ot iro6iroic ýqblwc ptv On6 rtBv 6b6vTwv Spau. 
6pevot, pe-r& bt TAv SpaDav &patol Kal XaDvot ipatv6pcvot, ppaXelav 
irapipuct -rpo4p4v IE 6Trou wolloO. -rCu'v bt lcptetBv v&lltcTut TuTXd- I 
voucty at Iftmal palk T6 =tc"vat ipaiv6pevat xaff irt nm6Tmoc 
fxouýat rcal Pdpouc, &ov ol6v -rc xptS&c Ixetv dpe(vouc bt brilov6n 
xal -rt7uv IcXvtDv -re Kal 6ucCuv al wlýpctc glut Kul -rf. -rapivqv IEwecv 
IXoucat TAv wcpiypaq)iv. o6 p6vov bt iren)-rac, dll& Kul u&vira TA 
xj4pq at -ceircLpivqv IEw8cv IXovTa TAv 1HPITPCITO IPICTCI CwfPP&- 
. Cwv jEjvcu cuppift(c, jrjhv d wjEw cqZbpa imt itlelova -roO KaT& 
qp6civ 6yvov lXoiev [Lpa Trp JACLICLKdJlfpd Tf. ical Xauv6TEpa yEvicOato 
1mf, ptTTwpwrtAv yiLp 6Tp6TqTa iaCFTa (X(IV TCGI Xal XIIPW TCu*v Trpo' 
ttpqpivwv alvai. Kdi Nil TOGTO P(Ti PLY TAV cuyicojiibhv o6 wpocýKfv 
aihd'tc XpýcOat, xaTaelpevov. b" IV r6notc EnPoic Ificat xp6vtp w1dow 
T6 piv -ri btauwOccu TAC IfEpITTfic Ofp*Toc. 0 bi Ti ircqý04vat, pixpt- 
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tioned, all those that are malodorous and possess an un- 
pleasantness to the taste are altogether unwholesome and 
5 difficult to digest. Let the proof that a cereal has 
much substance contained in a small volume come to you 
both from its weight, when the grains are weighed in the 
balance, and from the quantity of flour it produces; 
for from a small volume much flour is produced with 
6 grains that possess a compressed substance. Certainly 
of the hulled wheats all those that have their whole sub- 
stance dense and compressed, so that they can scarcely 
be broken in half by the teeth (these wheats are yellow 
in colour), furnish for the body the most nourishment 
from a small volume; all the hulled wheats opposite 
to these which can easily be broken up by the teeth, and 
which after comminution appear loose in texture and spongy, 
7 provide little nourishment from a large volume. The best 
sorts of barley appear white after winnowing and have 
some solidity and weight, as much as is possible for bar- 
ley to have; clearly the barley that is completely full 
and has an exterior surface which is taut is better than 
8 barley that is thin and shrivelled. This is an attribute 
not just of barley, but also all the grains that are 
full and have an exterior surface which is taut are best, 
unless they have at any time a volume which is very 
much greater than is natural as well as being rather soft 
and spongy; for one should know that these grains contain 
an exrementitious moistness and are worse than those 
grains already mentioned, and because of this it is not 
suitable to use them after harvesting, but they must be 
stored away in a dry place for a considerable length of 
time to remove some of the excess moisture firstly by 
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9 wfp fiv Enpaiv6p(va upoccTalt pcTplwc. T& - b' lirl wlticTov ulpeva 
Xtýpw ylveTat TdIc buv&pcov* 6poc bt Kal iro6rwv. 8Tav btaipo6peva 
lexaodnfp lm4v -riva K6viv IxTrinToucav 
iXg. ylvowat bt woudruc 
tv ptv irok wupoic alpai wollal, Kea& bt Tic xpt6k a0m ptv 61(Tat, 
irolk b' 6 alTlXw4p- Kdv ir6k 4PCLK6^tC b' IK purapolAc UOTCUV dpUKOI 
Kal IrILILKIVOI, CKIW& VCII arpoTT61a Kal dppwTa mpp6laa, KaBdup 
114 kaptlvq Kat A 6pop&xXq Kairh 
. 
iro0c 6p6pouc. TaOira ptv oU'v w6vu 
poXGilp& arlppaTC4 76 bt AEI&, U7rUPOV K010611EVOV IK PETCLPOIýC PtV 
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yoOv &6potZ6pcvov If a6Ac Xp6vy idelovi q)avip6v yev4ceiraf irroTe. 
it iriluv r-apnCuv b' Etc d7r6kav lntTqbc'touc Svircic Tc6i -ro0c Trplv can4vat 
It Inpalvopivouc. m0avCuc V dv -nc 6vop&Zot ptxp6v wuP6v TO T[q)rlv. - 
%al Xp6q xal it 7rUKV6TnTt Kal To Gcpp6Tnn -rhv b6vaptv lotKulav 
is UýT T- irollil bt Kal dkla C7flp; laTCt irapcml4cta PIV, OU dKPIPZC 
bt TaO-r6v elboc IXov-rct -ro-tc dpqgIvoic Ic-riv. -r& ptv tv -trp pelralO 
Kpi84c ire Kdt irfipqc A pe-raJ6 wupoO rf vdi -rt'qpTIc. Ivia b' ITTUTdTW 
TAC IP6CEWC T& PtV 616prkC IcTL T& bt KpiMc A ll'q)nc A wupoO. xap&n(p 
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evaporation, and secondly by coction, until such time 
9 as they are dried and compacted to a reasonable degree. 
The grains that are sýored for an extremely long period 
of time become worse in power; the boundary of this state 
is when they let fall some fine dust on being broken in 
10 half. There is often much darnel in wheat, while although 
there is little darnel in barley there is much havergrass; 
and among lentils there is produced from a transformation 
of the plant itself wild chickling and axeweed, small 
seeds that are hard, , round, and uneatable, 
just as there 
11 is produced clivers and dodder among bitter vetch. So 
these seeds are completely bad, and yet although the so- 
called ball-mustard also grows from a transformation of 
12 wheat, it is far removed from the badness in darnel. Sev- 
eral other similar transformations are found in other 
grains; hence it is right not to forget the procedure of 
making clear of admixture all the grains that are pre- 
pared for use as foode realizing thatj even if we do not 
notice the harm these grains cause daily because of its 
negligibility, the accumulation of this harm over a longer 
13 period will of course become more noticeable later. One 
ought to know that the fruits suitable for storage are 
14 those that are dried before they go rotten. One can quite 
credibly call einkorn 'small wheatle because its strength 
is similar to the latter as regards both colour and den- 
15 sity and heat. There are also many-other similar grains 
which, however, do not belong precisely to the same species 
as those already mentioned, some being in appearance bet- 
ween barley and einkorn or between naked-wheat and ein- 
knorn, others being closer to the nature of emmer, yet 
others to the nature of barley or einkorn or naked-wheat, 
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just as some to panic and others to millet, ýwhilstýsome 
have simple names, for example sitanius in Italy, others 
compound, for example in Cappadocia,, the so-called naked- 
barley, and in Bithynia naked-wheat emmer. 
2. From the works of Athenaeus on wheats, from the 
first book. 
1 Of the cereals the besti for good nourishment are the 
wheats; they differ from one another in that they are 
heating and moistening to a greater or lesser degree 
according to their species and according to the locali- 
ties in which they are grown, the state of the seasons 
2 and the climates, and according to their age. So the 
wheats differ according to their species, because there 
are spring wheats, aleuritai wheats, and durum wheats: 
the spring wheats are light, spongy in consistency# and 
white; they are well worked up for use, the earthy ele- 
ments in them still further being shed and diapersed 
by their own concoction; hence they furnish a ready, 
easily digested and in general easily changed food, which 
moreover is freely perspired and easily assimilat: ed, yet 
it is inferior and not equal to the durum wheats, since 
3 it is more suitable for the health than the strength. 
The durum wheats are heavier and dense and yellow and 
translucent, and although difficult to digest they con- 
tain an abundant nutritive quality which is not perspired 
freely and they are on the whole more suitable for the 
4 -strength than the health. The wheats differ according to 
locality, those which grow in dry and poor lands differ- 
ing from those which flourish in good rich soils: for 
the former being composed of an inferior, lighter and 
thinner material are easily worked up for food and are 
so 
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so, ý 
easy of digestion# but they afford less-nourishment# as 
do those wheats sown in what-are called 'burnt fields'; 
this is because when stuff is burnt in these fields, 
the wheats become white and spongy and like spring 
wheats because of the meagrenessýof, the ash which is 
5 without nutritives. The cereals grown on rich land with 
good soil, because they are fed by plentiful and solid 
material, are dense, heavy, and very nutritious; and 
those localities that are open, airy, and sunny bear 
better wheats which are much more nutritious. The wheats 
differ as to place and those which are grown in areas 
that are too cold and covered in snow differ from those 
sown in warm places; and those that are grown in cold 
places are more worked up for use and are composed of 
fine particles, just as are the spring wheats; the reason 
for this is that since, in this sort of wheatl the as- 
similative force is secretly hidden, and since they de- 
rive little nutriment, and even this only gradually, and 
since they undergo a prolonged coction, the earthy ele- 
ment in them takes more working up and also more dis- 
persion; hence these sorts of wheats are light and are re- 
7 duced to fine flour. We also include three-months wheat 
as being quite light and particularly that which grows in 
8 snow-covered places since it is similar. -The wheats sown 
in hot places receive aplentiful and very solid nourish- 
9 ment which is also less dissipated and divided. The 
wheat grown in marshy soils is not nutritious, is lighter, 
lo produces bad blood, and heats the body less. Very wet 
places too bear insipid wheats that are not at all nutri- 
tious, and they seem to change totally in kind into dar- 
11 nel because of the superabundance of water. Wheats grown 
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in shady and thickly wooded areas produce more excrement 
12 than useful matter. The ýaheats differ according to. the 
state of the seasons and of the climates: as regards 
the seasons, when their succession is mild and moderate 
in coldness, heat, and rains, just as too in the cessa- 
tion of wet weather (for then it happens that the wheats 
flourish and are brought to their full size), and con- 
versely when each of the aforementioned things comes about 
unseasonably, intemperately, and disproportionately 
(for then the wheats are thin and not nutritious); -as re- 
gards the climates, when the wheats are sheltered# in a 
sunny position, and well-aired at the proper times, or 
contrarily when they are in cloudy and sunless positions, 
and frequently bear drops of rain, when the season is 
already hot and the wheats are approaching maturity; be- 
13 cause then they die being affected with rust. Equally 
when the winds are oppressivel dry, and hot towards the 
time when the ears are fatteningp and the strong winds 
called 'sirocco' blow for a long time, they scorch and 
parch the earsg and hence render wheats without nourish- 
14 ment. As regards the length of storage new wheats and 
old wheats and those inbetween these differ: for recently 
harvested wheats are very juicy, windy and nutritioust 
whilst in contrast old wheat contains no juice and is 
drier and rather poor in nourishmente whilst those in- 
between these as regards storage occupy a central position 
as far as the facts mentioned are concerned. 
on meats according to the seasons. 
1 Pigs after spring-time are extremely bad until the 
autumnal setting of the Pleiads, but they are excellent 
2 from then until spring. Nanny-goats ard worst in winter, 
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but in spring they begin to get better until, the setting 
3 of Arcturus. Sheep too are worst in winter, but after 
I 
the equinox they grow fat until the summer solsticel 
cows grow fat when the grass seeds as spring is ending 
4 and for the whole summer. As for birds, those that appear 
in winter, such as the blackbird, thrush, the wood-pigeon, 
are best during this season; francolins are fattest in 
autumn as are the black-headed titmicer the fig-peckert 
5 greenfinch, and quails. Chickens are not altogether in 
peak condition in winter and particularly during souther- 
6 ly winds; the turtle-dove is best in autumn. of the fish 
the best are those during breeding such as the small 
crustaceans, langouste, and the cephalopod molluscs, for 
example squid and cuttlefish, and those that are beginning 
to incubate their eggs, such as grey-mullets, but when 
these fish are overfull with eggs, they are thin and not 
nutritious, and this is even more the case during spawning. 
7 The tunny is fattest after Arcturus, but is worse in 
summer. 
4. From the works Of Galen on boiled wheats. 
Boiled wheats are a heavy food that is difficult to 
digest; wheats when boiled and thus eaten have great 
powerj, and strongly nourish the body and furnish a notice- 
able strength for those who take them as a food. 
5. On groats 
1 Groats are made from a species of wheat, and they are 
fairly nourishing and also contain a sticky juicet whether 
after being boiled in just water they are eaten with honey 
and wine mixture, or with sweet wine, or with astringent 
wine (for there is a particular time for the use of each)j 
or whether they are eaten after being stirred with olive- 
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oil and salt; sometimes there is added to them some 
vinegar, and physicians call the seasoning of groats 
2 prepared in this way 'barley-soup-likel. There are 
breads made from groats which are extremely nourishing, 
but they pass through the', body less easily. 
6. On starch. 
1 This is prepared from wheats and has a power that is 
emollient of harsh things; this is because it has neither 
2 astringency nor a pronounced hardness. Starch is similar 
in power to 'washed' breads, although giving less nourish- 
ment to the body and not heating. - 
7. on cakes made from meal. 
Pancakes are prepared with just olive-oil; the olive- 
oil is put into a frying-pan which is placed over a 
smokeless fire# and onto the heated olive-oil is poured 
the meal mixed with a 10t. of water; then as it is 
briskly fried in the olive-oil it sets and thickens like 
fresh cheese; at which point those who are preparing it 
turn it over at once, causing the upper suface to be bot- 
tom so that it is in contact with the frying-pan, and 
what was formerly at the bottom, when it is sufficiently 
cooked, they raise up so that it is at the top; and when 
the part that is underneath has set, they turn the pan- 
cake over again perhaps two or three times, until it seems 
2 to them to be cooked evenly. It is quite clear that this 
food has thick juices and is costive of the stomach and 
is productive of raw juices; hence some people mix with 
it some honeyl and there are those who mix in some sea- 
salt too; this is in fact a sort of torte# just like 
the other such sorts of torte which people in the country 
and the poor in the city make in a rough and ready fashion. 
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iTcpp&Twv bini7upv, ETTa dipd6vuc IpPAlouctv dc plit Ocpp6v OUWC, 
J)c biLacOat bt' 61wv lauTCuv a&6, Kai raOTa itlaxoCrn6c v ylvoc 
Icti, xal iri bi& irCuv lirpiwv cKcuaZ6pcva pf. -r& pilt-roc w6vTcL biTT6v 
bt rCuv ITP(WV T6 &OC' d; IEIVOV ptv 8 xaXokt ýUAUXýCL 
I 
IPCEU16repov 
bt -r& Idyava. w6vra yoiDv 6ca bt& To6Twv Kal ccjabAEwc currik-rat 
WaX6XUP& Ti ICTI Kal PpaWmopa xdt -rC)v xaG' hnap biEE6bwv -rAc 
ipoq)Ac I; iTpaKTtK& xal cTiliqv6c lickvok a6ETITtx& Kal lt'Oiuv IV voppcýtc 
ycvvqTiK&, -rp6q)ipa b" lKavCuc, cl rEqp6fliq -re Kal KcLXt7uc aliuaTwOcITI. 
vi bt cOv pilin cKtuaZ6; icva PIXTýC ylverat bvv6pcwc, tbc bv ioO 
PlItTOC a6TOO If I(nT6V IXOVTOC XUAdV. UOIC Tf &V 6JJI IACIg. KU7t 
IrClOla ICTrT6VOVTOC* dK6TWC OU'V 6ca pllnk Tc uldova IV in) CK(u- 
adq TrpoccOLqq)E Ycal TAv lyilctv IcXqKc paicpcnipav, hTT6v -rl lat 
OpaLbkopa, val Xup6v yfvv4 ptKT6v tv. Icn-roO u. xal waXloc, Ana-ri 
'ff. Kdt V(q)POIC Kdl CnItIVI -r6'tC pjV 6TtEtVd^tC dpEI'VW lrtDv XWPIC Pill- 
TOC CKEUCLCOIVTLUV, IJITPUEWC b' dpXhV IXOUCIV A IPIE'tPak'VOUCIV 4 
ciappoupivoic o6blv firrov Jjcdvwv, 611" IcTiv 8, rc xal pfilXov plaftpd6 
xdt nolO pdllcTa w&vTwv tLv yl(cXpov lKctvCuc lat -rb &Eupov* "paK& 
4 ye phv o6btv dbt irve6pova pkdnT(t 717JV OOTWC CKtuacOlvTwv. lwdiv- 
-twv bt map* Wtv wollruv dliEupov'yrupoO pCTIL 7610KTOC. ICTIOV xal 
ýUAUaTCX : ý151LUaTa Raeder haud dubie per errorem. 
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3 And all these unleavened cakes are baked under an earthen- 
ware dome, and then on being taken out they are put at 
once into hot honey, SO that it might be absorbed com- 
pletely through them, and these are a type of tortep as are 
all the cakes prepared with honey in the same way as 
itria. There are two sorts of itria: the better variety 
4 is called rhyematao the inferior Zagana. All the dishes 
in fact that are composed of itria and the finest wheaten 
flour have thick juices, are slow-passing and liable to 
obstruct the passages for food in the liver, are promotive 
of a weak spleenr produce stones in the kidneys, are 
fairly nourishing, and are properly transformed into blood 
5 if they are digested well. Those prepared with honey are 
of a mixed strength, since the honey itself has a fine 
juice and comminutes everything with which it comes in 
contact; therefore it is reasonable that those cakes 
which have absorbed a greater quantity of honey during 
their preparation and which have undergone a longer bak- 
ing are less slow to pass and produce a juice mixed 
from whatever is thin and whatever is thickt and are 
better for the liver, kidneys, and spleent provided these 
are healthy, than those cakes prepared without honeyr 
but if these organs have the initial stage of a blockage 
either because of inflammation or indurationt then cakes 
made with honey are no less harmful than those without 
honeyl yet there are occasions when they are even more 
harmful, and especially those whose flour is rather 
sticky: but of course these cakes harm neither the chest 
nor the lungs when they have been prepared in this way. 
6 Since there are many people amongst us who boil the wheat 
meal with milk, one . should know that this food is of the 
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Tocho AECpa TIZV lAnlarrop1mv 66pxov. &n(p -Tip toppa Irc 7 
xal -rp6q)ilja Tr&vira IcTi I& ' -rotaOTct -rtBv tbccpdTwv, oOTwc pldnut 
io6c bulvacCuc a6T6^tC XPWAIVOUC. 'IjAq)PdE(lC If 110106PEVCt KCtO* hTlap 
l(da lieouc IV Vfqppýlc -ffvvi7uvTQL 
ý- TTcpI dpirwv -rrupivwv. 
"Apiciroc dpToc tic 6ydav IcTiv &vepkbntp pi-rc v6p pilre yupvcL- 1 
tolAvy . 
6. wldciov piv t6pric (Xwv. ulticTov b' Wuv, Inl irldov bt 
TeTpippivoc xal icampTacgivoc, dmTnplvoc b' tv rptpdvw cupplipwc 
kpjjCp. Kp(ac bl TOO lA(t'CTOU KaT& Thv Z6pllv ical Tok 
dac h TaOcic 2 
IcTw cot, T6 yltp AbTj luno0v Iv Tfj io6mv w1clow plEet poXOnp6v. 
6cot bt i6v wXuT6v dpTOV brcv6? jcav cxcudZftv, &Tpoq)djlrtpov ptv g 
tOpov nupa, TrcgcvT6c K 11K 016V Tf 1461ICTat ThV IV. AC 141q)pd- 
Etwc Pkdpnv, Axicia T&p 6 dpioc o6Toc IXet T6 waX6 Kal yllcxpov. 
Af. pwbic-rEpoc bil yewbtalpou -reyovdjc* 6pd-rat b" h xouT6Tnc aO-roO 
bt& it TOO cTa6poO K&K TOO ph b6fcOat =9' ObaToc, dU' &oXCtc6at 
Tp67rov TdloO. K&XktcTot bt TCuv dpTwv alciv ol xpipaAlrat. iTtEfic 
b' al IwVhai, Thv 6T4V kxrlx6Tcc bylkov6TI ITCLPCLCKCUAV* ITrEl T&P 
o0x 6sioiwc 6=tbvTcLi bi& PA6OUC Td'tC xpipavintic, bt& ToOTo dno- 
Idnowat aOTCuv. ol b' Inl TAc Icxdpac 6Tm0lvTEc A xaTit kpphy 6 
Ticppav poXOnpol TrltvT(c ddy, dvwp6kwc btaKE(pevot, iAL ptv TaLp 
IKT6C CKOT& IýWfpth7MTOI, T& bt bt& Pa6ouc tc-rlv d)p& pcT& bt 6 
T06C IrUPIVOUC dp'TOUC 01 d7rb TAC 616PTIC f ICI KWICTO1,6TCEV COTMIC 
tbctv at 61upat. bf. &fpot W aOTtbv elciv ol Tipivot. 
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type which adheres like plaster to the alimentary channels. 
7 For although all such foods contain good juices and are 
nourishing, they harm those who use them constantly, 
causing blockages in the liver and producing stones in 
the kidneys. 
8. On wheaten breads. 
1 The bread that is best-for someone who is neither young 
nor does physical exercise contains a lot of yeast, and 
a lot of salt too, and has been kneaded and worked for 
a long time, and baked in a moderately hot earthenware 
2 dome. Let the flavour act as a test for you as to an 
excess of yeast and salt: for it is bad should the taste 
be unpleasantly affected by the excessive mixing of these 
3 ingredients. All those who have contrived to prepare 
'washed' bread have discovered a food that is not very 
nourishing, 'but it avoids, as far as possible# the harm 
arising from blockaging: for this bread is the least 
thick and sticky, being more airy in texture than earthy: 
its lightness is seen from its weight and because it does 
not sink to the bottom of water, but floats on the surface 
4 like cork-oak. The best breads are those baked in an 
earthenware dome, then next in order of merit come those 
baked in an oven, Provided of course they have had the 
same method of preparation; and since these breads are not 
baked as deeply as breads baked in an earthenware dome, 
5 they are consequently inferior to them. The breads cooked 
on a brazier or in hot ashes are all bad, being in a state 
of unevenness; for their crust is overbaked whilst their 
crumb is raw. After breads made from wheats those made 
from emmer are best, when the emmer is of good quality# 
whilst second in place to these are einkorn breads. 
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G. TTcpV dp-rwv, IK Truv 'AeTlvct 
, 
IOU, IK TOO i 16TOU. 
01 len-rol -rt7uv dpTwv dXuX6'rfpot 'rl CICI Kal dTpOq)LbT(POI. AC I 
6TrlrAcEwc PtEXIOV XUellCVOUUlVnC KCII ltdT; aZo6ctjc T6 -rpoqpcubtc, W 
xal -r6 irtbv ITP(WV Kal 16 TiUV laTdVWV -fjVOC Ictiv dxuX6, rtpov. %a-r& I 
bi T6v 6T6v 16TOV 01 K&TOMOI TCJV ITX6kwv ficcOv TPIqPOVCI Kal 01 
b[Trupov liTI 7roc6v T&P 67M6ivTEC dvaTploovircit w6liv, lianct bo IK 
b(uTipou TAC TPIWEWC Kcýl TAC 6TMCEWC TUYX&VOUCIV* Cu;, Paivit TaP 
btCtT(8fPPC(C; dVOUC U6TOOC Xdl ITTI TrOC6V XEXUAIVOUC TrOXO IA6110V CM6 
TfiC TPIYEWC *XdCOCEt Kdt bICLUEcOal, T0106Twv bt *(CTOV6TWVo iM6 TýC 
bf UTIPCtC 6TrTACEWC IKCIV6V JAIV LE ctýTiTjv diTavalikeat, 16 bo ko-" 
Itin6pevov roD(p6v Te yivecOat xal XaDvov iKdt ItTrTopeptc ical c0bioi- 
IMTOV. 6Tt b* ol Oppolt xal irp6c4paTOI TpOq)IpLbTfpOt Truv WVXPCuV 
610 Kal i0v irclaitbv, bfilov- h T&p Ocpp6TIlC C[6TtDV CUIICL; lp6V(TCII' 
TO 
L Tltpl Kpteruv. tK -rov raltivoO. 
01 ptv wupcýt Oeppaivouct 4pavfpiBc, al bt xpi0al Wvrnx6v lXouct' 
-ra xcrr& w&v-rac -rok irp6nouc -rAc xphctwc, ldv Tc dP'rouc Tic T6X9 U 
a&ri'uv cvcu&ccLc. idv -rE nTic&vriv lqr4cac, I&V TI dlqpiTa woulc6lievoc- 
jug6v bt yevvCuct ýu=uc6v. 01 V dpTOI 01 IE a6Tt7uv oO p6vov -rCuv 
WUPiVWV. d1leL IKOI 'fl7UV 61UPIVWV Ital WOXO PRIOV TOV llqp[VWV lpaOU- 
pdnEpot, pnbtv tv tau-ro^tc IXov-ric ylicxpov* 60brilov OOZY 6TI TPO(PAV 
61(Trlv irapipuct roitc ctbpacO. .. 
Ta-. TTcpI KptetDv, tK TCu'v "AOTIvalou, IK iroO i 16you. 
TCuv KptMv al piv yupval Kal dq)loiot' wol6plol irl aki Kul 
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9. on breads, from the works of Athenaeus, from the 
30th book. 
4 
Thin breads are insipid and without nourishment, since 
the baking affects them more and draws out what is nut- 
ritious as vapour; hence the class of itria and Zagana 
2 is insipid. According to the same reasoning overbaked 
breads are less nourishing than succulent breads as 
are twice-baked breads: this is because after they have 
been baked for a certain time they are reduced to flour 
once again by grinding, and then they undergo a second 
kneading and baking; for it happens that when they have 
been heated through and broken up for a certain time, 
a sufficient part of them is utterly consumed by the sec- 
ond baking after they have been reduced to this state, 
and what is left behind is light, porous, consists of fine 
particles, and is easy to assimilate. That hot and fresh 
breads are more nutritious than cold and old breads is 
clear; for their heat assists with the digestion. 
10. on barley, from the works of Galen. 
1 Wheats are conspicuously heating# whilst barleys possess 
a certain cooling element in every manner of use, whether 
one prepares breads from them or boils them to make soup, 
2 or makes groats; they produce a purgative juice. Breads 
made from them are more friable not only than breads 
made from wheatst but also breads made from emmer, and 
above all breads made from einkorn, since they do not 
have anything glutinous in them; so it is quite clear 
that they afford little nourishment to the body. 
11. on barley, from the works of Athenaeus, from the 
30th book. 
1 Of the barleys those that are 'naked' and without any 
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2 uoldTpoqpot. cuveTTIZoucaa i6fic wupd^tc pUlov T& dUwv. IX6pcvcti 
bt T06TWV alciv *I blaixot, florrTov Ixoucat -c&ýv TujppEý3v' 6noidacria 
. rcuv POVOCTIXWV. 
ip. ntpi digimv %ai pdzqc, tic rzv rainvoo. 
TpWhv ptv 61ITqv bibwct iolic ctbpact l(al T6^tc TupaZoplvoic 
2 116TIOva, TOTIC V dTuPvdClrOIC tKavqiv. h bt pfiZa 'FOCOOTov dno- 
Idnerat tic ipo4pýv ctbpa-roc dprou -xpiOivou, 6cov - ou'Toc wuplvou - 
trinciat bl tat finov TiBv iKptetvwv dpTwv 4 pUa wal q)6cqc p&)-Xov 
IpwiTrItIn Av yacTlpa, xal el 17il ullov tv a6it plvo4 rcLpaXhv tp- 
ydZcTat pEL116v if biaXwpd udirw q)upaGelca xal iptq)eCtca plXpt 
3 ulclovoc* d bt tait plXt upocldpot. Ganov In xal btý ToGro wap- 
opp4cu T4v yacirlpa irp6c (upiciv. 
ff. TTept iriq)cuv Kul 61upCm 
oi piv OOV 616ptvot xdIxIaot Pera TOOC WUPIVOUC CICIV, ý 
airav 
Tf OTMIC ILCIV al bIvpat, Wirtpot b' a6T&Bv al T! Ttvot* poXOnp%7uv 
2 b' o6ctbv Ttbv 61upZv, oUtv IKF. Ivwv ditoldnovm lklTt'cTwv bt rCuv 
iriq#Zv o6cCuv. ol Seppol -riqnvot irolO Yptinouc eld Fcuv 61upivwv- 
IwItcGivrac bt Xdpovc aOTiZv yivoviat, okire pclr& pfav hpipav 4' b6o 
- i(al nolO pUlov tv -talc tq)dAc 
. 
'6 ipaTCuv drov -rotoCrrov olurat iMX6v 
lyxddat it Kotlig- kpp6c b' Cvv In Kal iolk IK iZv w6I(wv cxcu- 
I TrDV nUjDpU)V Daremberg : T6V TEUP6V codd. : del. Raeder. 
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husk contain a lot of juice and are very nutritious, ap- 
proximating as they do to wheats more than any of the 
2 other varieties. Foliowing closely on these are the bar- 
leys with two rows, which contain less dross than yellowish- 
red barleys with a single row. 
12. On barley groats and barley cakel from the works 
of Galen. 
1 These foods give little nourishment to the body, and 
even less to those who do physical exercise, but sufficient 
2 to those who do no exercise. Barley cake falls short of 
bread made from barley in respect to the nourishment of 
the body to the same degree as bread made from barley falls 
short of that made from wheat; barley cake is digested 
less than bread made from barley and it fills the stomach 
more with flatulence, and if it remains in the stomach 
for a long time it causes disorder, and it passes down 
through the bowels more easily if it has been ground and 
3 kneaded strongly; if one also adds honey it encourages the 
stomach to evacuation still faster. 
13. on einkorn and emmer. 
1 Therefore the breads made from emmer are the best after 
those made from naked wheats, when of course emmer is of 
good qualityl and in second place after these come breads 
made from einkorn; but when the emmer is of bad quality, 
then breads made from einkorn are not inferior to breads 
2 made from emmer. When the einkorn is extremely good# the 
bread made from it is far better than that made from emmer 
provided that it is hot; when kept until the next day it 
becomes worse than these, so that after one day or two 
and even more in succession the person who eats such 
bread thinks that there is clay lying in his bowels; 
se 
UtTat PE-F& TuPOG Irivoc tulXwPlou wPocTepopivoic aO-r6v. 6vopdlouct 
9 b' 6Euyaldnavov. 6 ptv 00v kpp6c IcUpivoc o6 p6vov rolc Ya-r* 
4 dTp6v. dkl& ital iroic tv -rdic w6lics wepicno6bacT6c Iciriv. 6 bt -rptcvv 
A T(TTdPwv hAEPOv. Ital 'roic dypo[Koic a0lroite d: qbicirfpoc piv Abq 
opweAvat, bucxcpiclrcpoc bi TrEOAva4 Ppabunopd)-repoc bt x=& yotalpa, 
ToO GeppoO pqbt To&ro (XovToc -r6 c6pirmlia' xal pivirol Kal Irplipel 
ir6 ceu'pa Oepu6c d)v kavik, d)c dwoketlifteat ph nolO ToO Trupivov 
A cu-froptcToO. , r6 bi cuippa 0 -rýc -riq)qc (xE, AV lEwG(V 14LAa, 
KaMncp dkup& Te Kal KpteA, *wktcGtv b' dp-ronott-tTat xal glux etc 
XPACIV ILT(Tal* Kal IE - Gba-roc ltyqGtV ICOL'CTat KaT& T6V On6 WN 
6-rpo(Kwv 6vopaZ6iucvov im6eeppov, IpPaXIogivou ctpalou*- ral no-re 
6 Kal Pf 0' dXCUV tCOICTUL Thv b' e6-rtvfcTdTqv 61upav, Birav doc XP4 
nticwctv. -r6v 6vopaZ6pevov -rpayov irrotoociv. q) woUol Xpamat bt' 
GbaTOC bp&via, tha T6 ptv Obwp dnoXioviriEc tTriXiovct c(patov ý 
oTvov ylvxýv fi olv6pelt* wapcppWo'uct bt ral Ktbvouc tv Obcrrt bta- 
PCPP(TPIvOuc, tbc &I uldcrov tEotbrlxivaL ' 
lb. TTcpl Pp6pou. 
. rpoigh -ri7uv 
Onolu-fiwv IcT(v. o0K dveptbnwv. d ToCTo T6 cuippa 
P4 VOTE dpa ), Ipd=OVT Cc dvaTKUCOIBCIV IV. TOUOU TOO CRIPPaToc dp- 
Towot4cacOat, Xwplc bt ltpoG bt' Obcrroc twq8tv tcGicTcu prr' olvou 
I ykuKloc A IWýpuyoc A olvopatiroc 6polwc -rt -r[Tg. kp; i6TnToc b' 
. o' 
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while it is still hot it is prepared for those from the 
cities who eat it with a certain locally produced cheese, 
3 and they call this 'sour-milk cheese'. Therefore this 
bread which is eaten while still hot is much sought after 
not only among those from the country but also among those 
4 in the cities. Bread of three of four days standing is 
already rather unpleasant to be eaten even for the pea- 
sants,, and it is more difficult to digest and passes slowlY 
down throiigh the stomach, whilst when it is hot this 
disagreeable property does not exist; moreover, when it 
is hot it provides sufficient nourishment for the body, 
so that it does not fall too short of bread made of un- 
5 bolted wheat-meal. The seed of einkorn has an exterior 
husk, just like emmer and barleyr which after being washed 
is made into bread and generally brought into use; and 
after being boiled in water it is eaten with what is 
called hypothermon by those in the country, after some 
reduced wine is added; and on occasion it is also eaten 
6 with salt. Whenever people winnow as one ought the best 
emmer they make what is called tragos, which many use after 
boiling in water# and then# after pouring away the watert 
they pour on reduced wine, or sweet wines or honeyed 
I 
wine; they also add pine nuts soaked in water, so that 
they swell up to their fullest extent. 
14. On oats. 
1 This grain is food for beasts of burden, and not for 
men, unless, on being reduced to famine at some time or 
other, they are compelled to make bread for themselves from 
this grain; apart from during famine it is boiled in water 
and eaten with sweet wine or reduced wine or honeyed wine 
2 as with einkorn. It has in common a considerable heat 
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I. Ac pirript' itapanInCEWC lalvg. rat'roi ye oOx 6pofwc dnt cxln- 
p6v bir6pXov* bt6 Kal Tpoq)hv Ildnoya itaplyet TCp CtbpaTl* dXlwc 
W IcTiv dqbýc 6U aOToD -riv6pEVOC dpTOC, 06 PhV tnlCX(Tty6C TUTPU 
fi TrPOTPCITTIK6C. 
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0 rimal PIV dpTOC ITOA Kal IK 106TWV, 8TCIV I&TrOPICX KCITa). dpg I 
lrt7UV IfPOTEYPag)IIVUN CtTnPCUV IbECII&TWV, 61IT6TPogoc b* IcT! xal 
WUXp6C Kal b4XOV 8TI xpaDp6c Tf Kal waoup6c* (IK6TWC OOV ýTPWVO- 
pivtlv -faCTIPa EqPalv(l- '16 b' dXEupov IWCuv'IEC CtýTCN tv TeIC dTPO! c. 2 
Jra wipel4v Xotpdav A (Ictiov dvapqvývuc Icelouciv. xpc! T-rov b" I 
ICTIV MIAOU KITXPOC CIC 116VICO KCLI T6, p Abiov dc tbwbhv Ical 
WMENTOV hTT6V ICTt Kal fiTIOV IIIIX(I YCLCTIpa KCII PUIOV Tpiq)EL 
V, CLI PET& TiUaiaoc b' Ivion T6 61CUPOV CIOT17UV l4F4CaVT(C. ICOLOUCtV 4 
dkntp -rb T0v irop#Zv ol AyWucov xal bAlov Bn T6 tkcpa ToCno 
-rocoýny KpdTT6v Iciriv tc616ptvov, 6ctp Kdl T6 -Tdla alc t4xuptav Te 
wolkAv xal 'rUlu itdvTa btcv4voXcv. 
ig-. 17cpl 6p6Eqc. 
To6-rtp Tq) cnippcrra tic lnfcxcciv *tacirp6c Xp&nal, bucutin6irepov 
b' IcTi X6vbp6u ical -rpiqpov 4TTov. 
TTepi TaxCuv. 
'CTvnTtK6v ptv IXouct 0 lippa, 
; hv b* olov cdpxct waXO. )(up6v I 
if ical yeibbq xal ppaXo pf-iriXoucav ctOcTqpac TtWMoc, fic T6 lippa 
WOXXAC liffiXtio Xupbc W tv a&eic havirltoc Tq) clrtmTtKCp- W x&v 
IW4CUC TIC a&TOOC IV. Gb= WP"CVIjXnT(tl T6 ObWp. hWV4C UCIV h 
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roughly equal to the latter# although it is not hard like 
that grain; hence it provides less nourishment for the 
I 
body; otherwise the bread made from it is unpleasant, 
but it does not in fact check or excite the'stomach. 
15. on millet and panicl which they also call Italian 
millet. 
1 On occasion bread is made from these, whenever there 
occurs a shortage of those grains useful for food which 
have already been written about, but it provides little 
nourishment and is cold, and it is clear that it is 
friable and crumbling; so naturally it dries a moist 
2 stomach. In the countryside people boil meal made from 
millet and then eat it after mixing in lard or olive-oil. 
3 Millet is better than panic in every respect: for it is 
more pleasant in taster not so difficult to digest, 
constipates the stomach less, and is more nutritious. 
4 The people in the country sometimes eat millet meal after 
boiling it with milk just like wheat-meal; and it is 
clear that this food is better to eatj insofar as milk is 
intended for an excellent healthy state of the humours 
and all the other things. 
16. On rice. 
People use this grain for checking the stomach, but it 
is more difficult to digest than groats and is less 
nourishing. 
17. On lentils. 
1 Lentils have an astringent husk, and their so-called 
'flesh' has thick juices and is earthy and they have a 
share somewhat of a harsh quality which the husk shares 
to a great extent: the juice in lentils is the opposite 
to astringent; hence if someone after boi-ling them in 
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water gives this water to drink, having seasoned it with 
salt or fish-sauce and with these things olive-oil, 
2 the drink is laxative. When lentils have been boiled 
twice, as has been described, the lentil dish prepared 
from them has the opposite power to the juicer since it 
dries the fluxes from the bowels and provides tension 
for the stomach and intestines and for all the bowels. 
3 The lentil when deprived of its husk loses the force of 
its astringency, and becomes more nourishing than what 
has not been hulled, since it is thick-juiced and slow- 
passing# but it does not in fact dry fluxes from the 
stomach as does the unhulled lentil; as a food this con- 
4 tains bad juices and produces melancholy humour. It harms 
the sight when it is in a healthy condition by drying ex- 
cessively, but it is of benefit when the sight is in the 
opposite state. 
18. On broad beans. 
1 There is prepared the thick soup of broad beans on its 
own and together with pearl barley# and it makes fleshy 
the condition for flesh that is not firm, as does pork, 
yet perhaps more for flesh that is rather spongy; as a 
2 food it is flatulent whatever way it prepared, Broad 
beans have a substance that is not compact and heavy, 
but spongy and light, and they possess a certain purgative 
3 quality like pearl barley. Although the thick soup made 
of broad beans is flatulent, it becomes still more flatu- 
4 lent when one uses them after boiling them whole. Toastede 
however, they lose their flatulent quality, but they be- 
come harder to digest and more slow to pass, and distri- 
bute, with their nourishment a thick juice to the body. 
5 Eaten green before they have ripened and been dried they 
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possess the common attribute of all fruits which are taken 
as food before they have reached maturity# namely giving 
I 
to the body a rather moist nourishment. 
19. on peas. 
Peas have something in common with broad beans as re- 
gards their substance taken as a whole, and they are eaten 
in the same way as broad beans, but they differ in two 
respectsl that is firstly they are not flatulent like 
broad beans, and secondly they do not possess the purga- 
tive quality, and because of this they pass through the 
stomach at a slower rate than broad beans. 
20. On chickpeas. 
1 Chickpeas are no less flatulent than broad beans and 
they are no less nourishing than the same, but they arouse 
the urges for sexual intercourse and at the same time are 
2 productive of sperm. There is also a purgative power in 
them to a greater degree than that in broad beans, so 
that some varieties of chickpeas even clearly break up the 
stones condensed*in the kidneys; these are black and small 
and are called 'rams'; it is better to drink the juice 
3 alone of them after boiling in water. Green chickpeas 
happen to be extremely excrementitious like all green 
pulse# Just as chickpeas that are toasted lose their flatu- 
lent quality# but become harder to digest and more astrin- 
gent and give less nourishment to the body. 
21. On lupines. 
1 The lupine is hard and earthy in substance# so that it 
is necessarily difficult to digest and produces thick 
juice, from which when not properly worked up in the veins 
there is collected the humour that is specifically called 
2 'raw'. when prepared for eating it belongs to the class 
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of foods that are without attribute as regards the sen-, 
sations and for this reason it happens to be fit neither 
I 
for evacuation nor constipating. 
22. on fenugreek, which is also called 'bull's horn'. 
1 It loosens the bowels if it is eaten at the beginning 
of a meal with fish-sauce; it is eaten too with vinegar 
and fish-saucep and also with wine, fish-sauce, and olive- 
oil; and some people eat it with bread, for then it does 
not cause headachest as it does when eaten with fish- 
2 sauce. Fenugreek is eaten too before it has grown to 
seed in vinegar and fish-sauce, whilst some people pour 
on olive-oil and eat it with bread; such a preparation 
causes headaches. The juice of fenugreek when boiled and 
taken with honey is suitable for purging every harmful 
juice in the intestines; 'because it shares in the purga- 
tive power, it incites the bowels to evacuation. 
23. On calavances and birds' pease, 
1 Men eat these seeds tool in the same way as fenugreek, 
before other food for the sake of purging the stomach, 
after soaking them as far as the point where they put 
out their root and dipping them in fish sauce; they have 
a nutritious juice, more so than fenugreek, when they 
are distributed through the body after bring digested. 
2 These seeds are in some way intermediate between things 
with good juices and things with bad juices, between 
things that are easy to digest and things that are dif- 
ficult to digest, between things that are slow-passing 
and things that pass quickly, between things that cause 
no flatulence and things that do, and between things which 
provide little nourishment and things that provide much, 
for they are not without a certain active property. 
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24. on marrowfat peas. 
These are eaten in much the same way as lentil and 
barley soup. They have a juice that is very similar in 
some ways in terms of power to birds' pease and calavances, 
but thicker in consistency, and for this reason they are 
perhaps more nutritious than the latter. 
25. On wild chickling. 
1 This seed is very similar to marrowfat peas; for its whole 
use and power resembles that of marrowfat peas, except 
insofar as wild chickling is harder and more difficult to 
cook and because of this is also harder to digest than 
2 marrowfat peas. Around us we find among the cereals a 
wild graint hard and round# smaller than bitter vetch, 
which people call arachos with the letter chi, and they 
discard it after sorting it out as indeed they also do 
with axeweed. 
26. On black-eyed or mongette beans. 
1 Some people call these 'pods', other ' mongettes'. 
2 They are more laxative than peas and less flatulent and 
nourishing. 
27. On bitter vetch. 
1 Sometimes ina great famine people eat bitter vetch 
out of necessity; the white ones are less medicinal in 
themselves than those which tend towards yellow or cream. 
2 Boiled twice, and sweetened several times with waterr 
they lose their unpleasantness, but they also lose with 
their unpleasantness their purgative and cutting power, 
so that of their substance there is left behind the earthy 
part, which constitutes a dehydrating food without any 
noticeable bitterness. 
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28. On sesame and hedge-mustard. 
The seed of sesame is fatty; hence it quickly becomes 
oily; so for this reason it quickly fills those who eat 
it and upsets the stomach and is slowly digested and 
gives a fatty nourishment to the body; since it contains 
thick juices it does not pass through the body quickly. 
2 Hedge-mustard being in some way akin as regards the sub- 
stance of its whole body to sesame is more unpleasant 
to eat and gives less nourishment to the body and is worse 
in every respect; both seeds are hot in temperament and 
because of this also excite thirst. 
29. On poppy seeds. 
I. The seeds of the cultivated poppy is useful for sprink- 
ling on breads as a seasoning; the whiter seed is better 
than the blacker seed, and it possesses a cooling power; 
for this reason it also causes drowsiness; if too much 
is takent it causes lethargy and is hard to digest; be- 
sides it is checking of matter that is expectorated from 
the lungs and from the chest. It helps those who are 
subject to a thin catarrh from the head; it does not pro- 
vide any nourishment worth mentioning for the body. 
30. On linseed. 
Linseed is bad for the stomach and hard to digest and 
provides little nourishment for the body, and it possesses 
nothing to move the bowels, but it contains a little 
diuretic power, especially when toasted. 
31. On red-topped sage. 
People use it after toasting and finely pounding it, 
and mixing it with some honey, it possesses little that is 
of nutritive value. 
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32. on hemp. 
The seed of hemp is difficult to digest and bad for 
the stomach, causes headaches, and is unwholesome; it is 
somewhat heating. 
33. On the seed of the chaste-tree. 
The seed of the chaste-tree is believed to check 
sexual urges; it provides little nourishment for the body, 
and that which it gives is drying and cooling, and is 
almost completely free from causing flatulence; so as re- 
gards all these things it is useful for those who wish 
to keep themselves pure from sex. 
34. On vetch. 
1 The shape of these is similar to lentils; people eat 
them during famine# and particularly in spring# when they 
are still green, just like chickpeas and broad beans. 
They are not only unpleasants but also difficult to digest, 
costive of the bowelst are unwholesome and productive of 
melancholy humour. 
35. On large gourd. 
1 Boiled well the large gourd has no distinct quality of 
flavours, and it reasonably admits of many ways of pre- 
paration, as it is Positioned in the middle of all extremes; 
thuss, considered on its own, it furnishes nourishment to 
the body that is moist, cold, and hence also meagre; it 
passes easily down through the stomach because of the 
slipperiness of its substance, and it is not badly digested, 
whenever of course it is not corrupted before it is dig- 
2 ested. Baked or fried in a pan it loses a large part of 
its special moistness, and what remains of it possesses 
no strong powet, just as when it is prepared with simple 
sauce; naturally it goes well with marjoram on account 
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3 of its watery quality. Some people after emptying it of 
its seed and then dryi ng the so-called 'flesh' store it 
away for the winter# but they use for all purposes large 
gourds as they are rather than gourds prepared like this; 
for they become without juice and dry, and almost re- 
semble shoe-leather. 
36. on watermelons. 
1 The whole nature of watermelons is rather chilling 
with an abundant moistness, and they possess a certain 
purgative quality; hence they are also diuretic and pass 
down through'the bowels more easily than large gourds 
2 and melons. Their seed is more purgative than their so- 
called 'flesh'# but they produce bad juice in the body 
especially when they are not well digested; in which 
case they are liable to cause people to suffer from cholera; 
for even before they have been digested they are prone to 
produce vomiting, and if one eats too much of theml unless 
one eats them with some foods containing good juices, they 
certainly arouse vomiting. 
37. On melons. 
1 Melons are less moist than watermelons and contain less 
bad juices and are less diuretic and pass down through 
the bowels less easilyr and they do not possess the power 
2 to induce vomiting like watermelons. Although they fall 
far short of summer fruits that are good for the stomach, 
they do not possess the quality of being bad for the sto- 
mach which belongs to melons. 
38. On cucumbers. 
1 They possess a certain diuretic quality too just like 
2 large gourds# but less pronounced. For those people who 
digest them well, when they have had their fill of them# 
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o6v. tOncribc ImblEacOat buvdptvov AV tic alAa XpqcT6v Ulofwctv 
IV Tj %CrF& T&C 4PItpaC nl4lf L 
10. TTcpl c6ywv. 
T6 ptv xotv6v oO p6vov 6utbpaic w6caic, AM wal -roic lpaloic I 
6VO, UUZOIJIVOIC Y-aPITOiC IXG Kal Ti COKC4 q)uyt^tv oO buvTlOivT-ci itv 
xa%oXu, ulav o6W uýrT6, icati-rot TCuv dklwv 6nav-rwv tbpaiwv ATTov a6TAc 
pvrlxov-rcL up6c(c-ti b' aOT6^tc dyaO& r6 xaT& -racTipa nopipoic (Tvat 2 
xal -r6 biEllpXccOat ýqbfwc 6lov -r6 crulia- xal -14 v xal ýu? fftdv 
d116lo, rov lxcL TpOq)AV b" iMCtCi7uV TOV blrWpi7uV 6XITTIV Tq) Ctb; IaTt a 
btboucCuv, fiTTOV dnC[CCJV TOCnO lit COKa ITITIOVOEV, 00 JAAV lCqPl'fll(VIIV 
ye Yal lcxup&v lpy6Zuat AV cdpxa, AW 6n6copqov. ttcncp 6 "apoc* 
lAwinlild YC PAV 4p6MC xal cr&lt TAv -racripa, 'rrp -rdXct bt "c bt- 
d6bou Av vOcav 61t-roxp6viov lpy6ZtTaL 0 b' dKpiPc winapov 4 
COocov ITTOC T06 Pqb* 61wc 016=ttv Aou wapanlqcWx iralic lcxdci, 
WOW Ptv IX06cuic -r& XpActpa, poXOqp6v b' lpkatc ra -retc jilco- 
vdzouclv IV 6Tak. 06 navu -(CLP aTpa -ffvvCuct Xptjc-r6v, 66fv a&aic 
v. al t6 TtBv 4pGvpi7uv w148" IncTaL b6vapiv b' tXouct IET=vTtK4v 
Te ral -rpqlraic4v, bt' Av ical Týv yacTipc! Trp6C IKKPICIV IEOPPCU'Cl Kal 
Vfq)POOC IKKCt6CLt*POUCIV, Aqan bt KCLI MITIVI OpkETiUCE(VOUCI Jl(V do bt 
pkapcpcLL icao&imp V. 011 T& COKC4 Tq) Koa4 16yip TCuv *rkvKltuv -dn&vTwv,.. 
IUCPýTWV TE Kal 710; 14TWVI* OU* iccrr' lolav irtv4 b6vapiv lfa(pETov. 
14mcippaypivoic bt ral cieWoupivoic a&al ptv %aO' tau-T&C oatv oke 
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theyaccumulate over a length of time and in immoderate 
quantities a thick juice which cannot easily admit of 
the transformation into good blood during coction in 
the veins. 
39. On figs. 
1 Figs possess what is common not only to all the autumn 
fruits, but also to the fruits that are called summer 
fruits, yet not even they can escape from the state of 
tnwholesomeness, although they have less of a share of 
2 it than all the other summer fruits. There belongs to 
them the advantages of passing rapidly through the stomach 
and of going through the whole body easilyl for they pos- 
sess a certain important purgative power. Although all 
autumn fruits give little nourishment to the body, figs 
suffer this least of all, and they do not make the flesh 
firm and strong, but instead rather spongy, as do broad 
beans; in fact they also fill the stomach with flatulence, 
but the rapidity of their passage through the body ren- 
4 ders. the flatulence short-lived. Completely ripe figs 
come near to not being harmful at all almost like dried 
figs, which on the one hand possess many useful attri- 
butes, but on the other hand have a certain element of 
badness for people who eat their fill of them; for they 
produce blood which is not altogether good, and hence 
there also follows from them a mass of parasites. They 
possess an attenuating and cutting powerl by means of 
which they both excite the stomach to evacuation and also 
purify the kidneys, but they are harmful to the liver 
and spleen when these organs are inflamed, as are fresh 
figs, not for any particular reason, but because of a 
common affinity with all sweet foods and drinks. On their 
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Te KcLi ý61rToucj q)ap; ldKoic oO pixp6v gqid6c F. Ictv. 6cot bt PET& 
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1 coKa lAc ptv dlkt)c 6w(4pac ic-rl xpciccw, 014ßnv bl Kal * latna 
2 (Xi) vv& al b` lcX&bcc lKavU Tpiq>ctv cCupa b6vavTat , ol lo0v 
8 walatol Toic 601tITa7ic lcxdbac tcOitiv wapCiXov. TTuGay6pac bl wptzToc 
üw411aEc AV WPOC(POP&V. xpiq bok Eýpapivg rrp CCLPI(P * Kal OGTWC 
ptirinicev t blaim 
T(L napi crcqpui4c, tic rjjv rainvoo. 
1 COKa r-dt cra(pulal rfic 6wtbpac giramp xvp4lai& f. Ictv- xal -f&p 
irplq)tt pUlov dTrdvTwv TCuv tbpalwv TaOTa wal AKICTI& ICTI K4XK6xupa, 
xal p6licTa Birav &Plpik j TUITEIPCE' 60 pAV ICXUP& TE Kal ? FUKA 
c4pE IcTiv 4 IE abirCuv yevvwpivq, U14 Xa6vq xal nlabcLp&* W xal 
2 iraXiwc upoccTilWat. finov bt , TiBv C6Kwv al ciraqiulal Tpiq)ovct. 
plywrov b' akalc dya66v 6n4pxct 16 -raXlwc 6ýIpXcceav W xfiv 
17rtcXf. G: uci noTc, AX67rTouciv licavCuc, obic tx6v-rwv iroOTo lrcuV C6KWV' 
d y6Lp ocal ph bt * 
aXwp4cwciv dgtol6ywc, 4pkaP4 Tpc! q)4v bibwca Tq) 
a abpan. iralic cTaq)ulcac b' obbilrEpoy 6ir6pXEt iro6TLLiv- On y&p ivi-r. 
jovirat iccl6c, 8-rav bracXcOCukt, ical KaTdL TAv f Ic Andp irf Kal Ffic 
iplipac dvdbociv d)P6v Tfvv'7uct xup6v. ob Oqbiwc tic uTpq pcTapaXI6- 
1 TEcL)(uv6v-r(ov add. c2 Daremberg. 
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own figs achieve nothing useful or harmful for these 
organs when they are blocked and afflicted with indura- 
tion, but mixed with cutting and purgative medicines they 
are no small help. Everyone who eats fresh and dried 
figs with one of the fattening foods suffers no small 
harm. 
40. From the works of Rufus, on figs. 
1 Figs are better than other autumn fruits, although they 
2 also contain some harm. Dried figs can nourish the body 
to an acceptable degree; in fact the ancients gave dried 
3 figs for athletes to eat. Pythagoras was the first to 
change this food when he gave Euramenes of Samos pieces 
of meat; and in this way the regimen of diet has been 
modified. 
41. On grapes, from the works of Galen. 
1 Figs and grapes are what one could call the principal 
fruits of autumn; for they provide more nourishment than 
all the summer fruits and contain less bad juicep especial- 
ly when they are completely ripe; the flesh which results 
from them is not strong and dense, but spongy and flac- 
2 cid; hence it is quickly reduced. Grapes nourish less 
than figs, and the greatest good in them is that of pas- 
sing through swiftly; hence if on occasion they are held 
in the body, they cause considerable harm, whilst figs 
do not possess this property: for even though they do not 
pass through the body in a manner worthy of mention, they 
3 provide a harmless nourishment for the body. Neither of 
these properties is held by grapes; for they are not well 
digested when they are held in the body, and they produce 
a raw juice from the distribution in the' liver and the 
veins, while they are not easily converted into blood. 
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pevov. pAllov b' 6nlpXclrcta bt4 yaapký at dvcu iNuv yty6pTwv at 
Aftec Kalrant'vowav iri y&p TIMM a6q)c4 dun-Ta xal djj(T6pXTjTCl 
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yXux6i bncLXTLX6TCpOV Y&P Grant YXUX6TCLTOV 
bTtCLXTL'X6TaTOv 
y&p C Daremberg : YdP Om. AC post Ycip add. TooTo c 
Daremberg. 
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4 If grapes are eaten without their pips, then they pass 
through the stomach more easily: this is because the 
pips are astringent# and indigestible, and unchangeable. 
5 Of the grapes that are stored away, those which are pre- 
served in a pressed mass are strengthening and arouse in 
those who have no appetite a desire for food; but they 
do not pass through the stomach and, if too many are 
eaten, they affect the head; those that are preserved 
in grape juice are more causative of headaches than the 
latter; those that are preserved by hanging neither af- 
fect the head nor check nor stimulate the stomach, but they 
are digested more easily than grapes preserved by other 
means. Therefore sweet grapes contain a hotter juice 
(hence they cause thirst), whilst harsh and sharp grapes 
contain a cooler juicer and grapes that have the flavour 
of wine occupy a middle place between cold and hot; 
sweet grapes purge the bowels, especially when they are 
watery; sharp and harsh grapes are bad not only in this 
respect# but also as regards the digestion 
ýn 
the stomach. 
7 The safest use of all is when the grapes are fleshy in 
nature# and one eats them in moderation when they are 
ripened, either brought to maturity for the most part on 
the vine or deriving the rest from hanging; next come 
watery grapes without a sharp or harsh quality, which one 
8 can eat in large quantities for purging the bowels. Some 
people also drink some grape juice for the same purposer 
especially sweet grape juice (for it is made from grapes 
of a more aperient nature); grape juice made from harsh 
9 or sharp grapes is the worst in every respect. The 
infusion of grapes is diuretic. 
a 
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Tlepi dc-raipfbwv. 
At ptv aOcTqpal -rCuv dc-raqptbwv %pvxp6ircpat TAv KptLciv ticiv, 1 
&'7ttp 01 TIUXCIat OEPP61r(Pal. Kal 16V PIV CT6PaXOV OWVV60UCI Wal 2 
Av jacTipa vrepokiv al a6CTqPal, Kai bAIOV 6TI p6lkov a4TC)v al 
c-rpu4pval. ; Aicnv bi irwc KaT&CTaCIV al 'fIUXdaI TFOIOOCI, IIJTE IKIO- 9 
oucat caqptbc -r6v cir6paXov P4'fC 1&n&YOUCal IrAV TaCTIpa* ir6 -ft pAv 
tTttKpaTIK6Vl b7TdpX(I Tak TIUKdatC dd, KaG47TEP *ff XCLI 16 PCTPIWC 
ýUWM. 6v. JXTE IE dlAq)oiripwv -riuv buvdpcwv -r&c PIKP&C VaTIL T6 
CT6jAa TAc %otXlac dppWvouct b4ftic, ibc at ye pfMouc -rCu'v bAEcwv 
itObnXov 
6TI -fcvvaioiripwv Xptlouct poqetl; i&, rwv. dpelvouc b' tv -talc 4 
c, Tagiciv FICIV 41 ItnaPJ]Tfpal TE tal 76V OTOV q)1016V IXOUCCLI XcTff6v. 
Noi bt WAAIDC IFOIOCM(C IK TCVV TIUKEICVV TCUV JACT61WV, OTCRITIP IEICIV al S 
Cx L2 CUPfAITIKa 'RPIV IcOtvf tv UatpoOci irit Trfapra - Xpovic8dicat b' ou'v 
xal au'rat CKI1jp6V TCXOUCI Kal TraXO 0 bippa, -Kal Xph wpobtappiXetv 
a&rikc tv Gbairv xal y&p ir6 TITaPTOV lToip6TiEpov o6irwc Uatptl-rat. 
(p7raltv bt ia6TaIC ITepal invic dov 6cTa(pibEc aUTnpdt val PpaXtlat, 4 
ylTaprov b' 61wc o6btv IXoucat. Tpoq)4 b' k TOV dcTaqplbwv dvabi- I 
bOTat -rip d6pan ITapUUIndCL KaT& TAV IT016TfjTaraTtc CTaq)ukdK 67ditc* 
KUTIL bt TAV WOOTTITIM 711CIWV. PIV A IK TCUV IITrGpi'UV T13 Kal -flu-, 
KEICUU, IXILTTWV b9 IK TIDV a6CTnPIBV 76 XCLI dliMCUV. eld bt xal 6 
tOcTopaxLbTEpat Týviv [cX&bwv. 
A-T. Ticpl cuKapivwv, 6 bA Kai p6pa KalcliraL 
Tit cuic&ptva raaaA ptv tpnec6vira TacTpl Kal wpijTa JtjqojvTa 1 
2 6TtLXPOLTLX6V : 6TELXPCLTTjTL7ie)V C 
I xaL ante TEPEV deZ. Raeder. 
Te add. Daremberg. 
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42. On raisins. 
1 Harsh raisins are 
2 as sweet raisins are 
then the stomach and 
clear that astringen 
3 to a greater degree. 
colder in their temperamentr just 
ýotter. 
Harsh raisins both streng- 
make the bowels costive, and it is 
t. raisins have the same properties 
Sweet raisins create as it were a 
middle state, neither clearly relaxing the stomach nor 
purging the bowels;, the property of'tempering the humours 
always exists in sweet raisins, just as indeed the proper- 
ty of moderately purging too, so that as a result of both 
these powers they blunt the little pangs around the mouth 
of the stomach, butýas regards stronger pangs it is quite 
4 clear that they have need of stronger remedies. Among the 
raisins those that are oilier and have a thin so-called 
'. skin' are better. Some people do well to remove before 
eating the pips from sweet large raisins, such as those 
from Scybela; these raisins also have a hard and thick 
skin if they are kept for a long time, and it is neces- 
sary to soak them beforehand in water; the reason for 
this is that the pips are removed more readily in this 
6 way. In contrast to these raisins there is one sort of 
7 harsh and sharp raisin which has no pips at all. The 
nourishment derived from raisins is distributed through the 
body in nearly the same way as with the grapes themselves 
as regards quality; as regards quantity there is more 
nourishment from oily sweet raisins, and less from harsh 
8 raisins without oily substance. They are more wholesome 
than'dried figs. 
43. on mulberries, which are also called mora. 
1 mulberries, on coming into contact with an empty 
stomach, and having been taken first before other foods, 
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-goic winociv. 
pb. Tripi ToO TAc A&Tou icapnoG. 
T& 
. 
P&Ttva ClrUITTIMbTfpCt T@V IA6pWV ICTi, X&V irokldxtc aOiri 
IrPOCEVIYKTITai iric. iKcq)alcLXTE^t, Ttvtc bt Kal T6v cT6; iaXov 
dvll7uvTat* 
W Xph lCalCUC IKIT16VEIV ITPIV tTrtXctpdv irpocq)lpccOat T6v iccLpTr6v 
TOOTOV. 61TEP OU'X AKICTa Kdel TIBV CUKaUiVWV IM WOln-TIOV 00 p4V 
k6Tct ir& A&Ttva TAv Kotliav. dkl& Ket PELIlov InIxet. 
R. TTapl iroO -rCuv xuvocP&irwv icimpnoO. 
40 IrIBV KVVOCP&TWV KaPI16C JIIKPý CTUTrTlKdnCp6C ICTI 700 Tjjv 
pdlruiv Kal bia TOGTO Kal T4C 'raClrp6C I(PCKTtKJJTEPOC, 61(T? IV'bt Tpoq)4V* 
bibwct ir+ ubpairt. 
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pass through extremely quickly and lead the way for 
other foods; but when taken second after the other foods, 
or also on coming upon a bad juice'in the stomach, they 
are corrupted very quickly, since they have a certain 
unusual and diuretic corruption similar to large gourds; 
for although they are the most harmless of the summer 
fruitse when they are not quickly evacuated, they possess 
bad corruption like watermelons, and-yet if they are 
2 evacuated quickly they cause no great harm. The right 
time for use is the same for watermelons as, it is for 
mulberries, namely when the body -of -the stomach is parched 
and hot; for then the liver too must have somehow the 
s. ame state. There also belongs to mulberries a certain 
quality of astringency, and they, at any, rate moisten# 
but by no means chill, unless they are eaten cold; they 
furnish the least nourishment to the body just like 
watermelons. 
44. On the fruit of the bramble. 
Blackberries are more astringent than mulberries, and 
if one eats them often they cause headaches# and some 
people also find their stomachs relaxed; hence it is nec- 
essary to wash the fruit well before attempting to eat 
it, something which must be done no less in the case of 
mulberries; blackberries do not in fact relax the bowels, 
but rather check them. 
45. On the fruit of the wild rose. 
The fruit of the wild rose is a little more astringent 
than that of the bramble and for this reason is able to 
check the stomach,, but it provides small nourishment for 
the body. 
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'ApxcuOtbEC PpaXdav (Xoucl Tluy6TqTa tal In ppaxu-ripav cToyiv. 1 
dpwpaTiZouct bit xcLI bAkov 6n Gippalvouit bt" fiv IXouct bp1pýTqtCL 
-rpo(pýv V 6X(Tviv bib6act -rCp ctbpaTt KCU', d TIC TrOXI&C TIPOCEVITXaITO 
b&Kvouct Tc -t6v cr6paxoV KQI ThV Ktq)aXhV OEPPQiVOUCt Kal 6buvcuctv- 
oOpa bt pcTptwc wivo0civ. - 
pL Tfcpl wepciy. Cuv. 
Kal -ro6irwv 6 xup6c xal h olov c6pE tbqpOap-r6c lat ical n&VTO 
poXOnp6c. J)cTf. 6 XpA, xaO&ncp Not chbOact , irElcuTalia Tftc 
dklrlc 
rpo(PAC UýTa Trpocq)lpccOat- btaTOcipma -f&p bwroldZovia, 
Kal -rdllct cuvbtaT8ElpvL 
Fn. TTcpI dppcvta%. ijv ical lt'pUIKOKKIWV. 
TV UP Tlbý ITEPOKOV TIM Kai -raOT6 Im, btctqiopdv -riva abrZv 1 
lXovTct up6c 16 PlInor oOTc TiLp 6polwc roOTip btagOcipc-rat Kct-r& 
ThV XOIX(CtV OOTc 6E6vfTat* 4pcLt'vcTctt bi T6tc volloic hbiw Kal bt& 
ToG'ro OcropaXtbupa. -rpoq)h b* 6irs Ppaxflct - 'FdTIC 70106TOIC KapknbIC 2 
6T[dpX(4 XJXCKTat irp6c6fv. lat bl dpEIVW 76L lTp(llK6KKia lrcuv dplic- a 
ViaKIBV. 
TTIPI P41wv. 
'Oca pli cT4EI -ri)v p4kwv, WuXp6v TcXci xal yedibn Xup6v, 8ca 1 
bo Wa ipalmat, VuXp6v piv, dll& IMTOPEA' PICTIC bs Ow6pXa 
xpdccwc -ra -fluvia 7rp6c -r6 f)cpp6T(POV 0111OVIra, Ka661TEP T& 7111WC 
dnoia xal olov 6baTdibil Itp6C 'r6 %PUXp6T(POV xedipiva. býXov b' tbc 2 
I& pjV CT40VTCE T&C SATui btaxwp4cac briXot T& b" 6EIa, 7tcLXOv 
na. Mr 
I-... eII -. 
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46. on the fruit of the juniper tree. 
I 
Juniper berries possess a little sweetness and also 
a little astringency, and they have a spicy flavour, 
and it is clear that they are heating because of what 
2 harshness they have. They give small nourishment to 
the body and, if someone eats many juniper berries, 
they bite the stomach and heat the head and cause pain; 
they are moderately diuretic. 
47. On peaches. 
Bo th the juice of these and the so-called 'flesh' are 
perishable and bad in every way# so that one must not, as 
some people are accustomed to dot eat them after other 
food: for they are corrupted as they float undigested in 
the stomach and they corrupt other foods at the same time. 
48. On apricots and 'early ripeners'. 
1 These are also in the peach family, but they have some 
difference for the better: for they are not corrupted in 
the bowels like the peach nor do they acidify; they seem 
to the majority of people to be sweeter and because of 
2 this better for the stomach. It has been stated before 
that little nourishment is derived from these frtits. 
-A! Early ripeners' are better than apricots. 
49. on apples. 
1 All applds that are astringent have a cold and earthy 
juicer whilst all apples that appear sharp have a juice 
that is cold but composed of fine particles; sweet 
apples belong to a middle temperament that inclines 
to what is hotter, just as those that are completely 
without attribute and which are, so to speak, watery 
2 incline towards what is cooler. It is clear that astrin- 
gent apples check evacuation, whilst sharp apples, on 
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4E6p6vTa Xvp6v tv To yac-rpi, -rlpvovra -roOýov Ondw -rf- xdTw xal 
blit TOOTO OTPalpvct - ira btaxwpApaTa, xaeapav b* 
OpMa T4V KOIXICEV 
S InIXet pfillov a&4y, -r& bt ylu%la dvabiboTat yMov. -tit W dnotc4 
p4-rc hbla -ruyydvovTa p4ire kwqv ImOlwa it yacTpI p4Tc 
TcXovTa 
4 a6TAV dK6TWC dTIUdZcTai xctl iolc bcl P&AcTcu. 6ca bt xaltDc w(. 
wavelm InI iri^uv bivbpwv q)ul&Tiroucty, Lbq)cýtjuthma -rivem Trol- 
I&Ktc tv v6coic, 4TOI imptTrIacOlv'ra CTal'rl Kal xa-rit eepp4v citobt&v dnlrq8ivTa cupplTpwc A tv U"baTOC ZlovToc 
dTptb xaltZc ltpljOlwa. 
A bib6vai b' aOT& XPA pfT& T4V lrpoqlhv a6elwc, Gloic bt Kal p(T' 
dpirou. ýLbpvjc TIE -fUCTp6C IV(Ka xal ciropdXou iolc 
6VOPIKTOIC Kal 
opotbummoDav IPMKOIC IrC Kotl btappolZoldvoic Kal bUCf VTCPIK6^IC. 
.9 Im4boa *- b' tic -roidvbc Xpdav lal T& cTp. uqpvd* cuppeirplav y&p (Xct 
-vAc cT6ycwc, dic c1nov dpTa wapacauacOlvm -riuv pciplux cOcTqpCuv 
finucav dnoirtetpivwv TAv cTGqitv tv it Totcrdng 7rapUCKCUO xal bt&, 
-roGio wapankildwv -fivopivwv -retc LE 6pX4c Obaubbectv. 
i. ITEPI xubwviwv Ical c-rpoueiwv p41wv. 
VaýOCT6V ta wafa iralla pfika r04T0ic imdpxct CTG%P[V Ti ulflova 
xcKTilmtvoic xal i8v Xulöv lXouca p6vipov. ei inc 14r4cac aeT8v icev 
malT1 4)UI&TT£gv joilog, TOV bo &IWV )Xilwv 6 XUIÖC 6EIýVETCLI-Kti- 
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coming across a thick juice in the stomach# after cut- 
ting through it purge it and for this reason they 
moisten the excrement# but if they come across an empty 
stomach they instead check it; sweet apples are distri- 
3 buted better. Apples without attribute that are neither 
agreeable to the taste nor give strength to the stomach 
nor check it are, as is reasonablej, not held in esteem 
4 and are thrown to the pigs. All apples which have been 
well ripened whilst on the treest and which people store 
away, are often extremely useful in cases of illness, 
whether they are plastered'in spelt flour mixed and made 
into a dough and moderately baked under hot ashes, or 
whether they are cooked well in the steam of boiling 
5 water. One should serve them immediately after a meal, 
sometimes also with bread, for the sake of the strength 
of the stomach and the orifice of the stomach for those 
who lack any appetite, those who digest their food slowly, 
those who are inclined to vomitg those who suffer from 
diarrhoea, and those who are afflicted with dysentery. 
6 Sour apples are suitable for such use, for they possess 
a modicum of astringency# when prepared as I have just 
described, provided that the apples that are moderately 
harsh lose all their astringency through such a method 
of preparation and as a result become very similar to 
apples that are from the start watery. 
So. on quinces ('apples from Cydonia') and 'sparrow 
apples' . 
1 compared with other apples there belongs to these 
fruits something special, because they possess a greater 
astringency and have a juice that will keep, if someone 
should wish to store it after boiling it with honey; 
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2 P(VOC. 6Tp4TqTck Wollhv fXWV wnpdv. 6W dua TOV CTPOUGIWV 
Xul6c povipLbirepoc -ftvcTat, itc-rc xci dc irtlEtovac biapivctv tviatnooc, 
6Tav xcrr& T6 a6lia iroG dy-tftou cXt. lrruicv6v Inbrarov. 8c tal pilin 
TrOWKIC lnl; ATMal Val 61lotc Taciv- tal Xph q)ul&TTctv aih6v Int. 
Ktipcvov. 61rav lelkýc dpEidPIqTov InI nXtIcTov btajjf'tvat 0 qpulair- 
9 -t6; jcvov. 6 bt rOv rubwviwv Xul6c 4TTov hbk 6ndpXtt val pallov 
CTLq)Urt/, tbcTE dil dv itoirc xdt -roObE Xpda iTp6c Pav licavCuc WTou 
yac-rp& 
Va. TTcpl 4iriwv xal ýotCuv. 
I TFfpl p4lwv & cluov finavTa pciraq)lpwv Ini -r&c dniouc -ra xctl 
2 016c, o6btv6c firt vcunipou wcp't 6-rCiv ITIpou bc4ca 16-rou. -rpoq)4v 
bt Tý ctbpaTt napiXouciv at ýlv ýotal wavir&nactv llax[cTriv, al b' 
dmot, icdt'pdltc-ra at pcydlcti (KdoOct b' a&&c pvaiac ol irap" 40v), 
(Xoucl -ra Kal Yp4tpov. 
vp. Trcpl pecTrilwv Kul o6wv. 
Cl*), Et ptv dpq)w. irolO bt pfillov OOWV I& JAIMIla' b16 'Kal 
AC06CIJ TaCTPil cupqop&Tca6v IcTar hbhu b' clýlý dC lbwb4v 14 'OuZm 
irp6bTilov b' 6TI 717JV 70106TWV 4&ndVlrWV 61(TOV ICOI'CIV npOCAKCV, 06X 
dx c6rwv 4 acquIGiv baytlix. 
TTcpl iroO riBv qPOlvixwv xa*pnoO. 
Wiv qpotv(Kwv InVIC ptv Irlpol rl da XCLI CT4m(c, J)CWCP at AIT6=ao4 nvic bt petlaycol xal 6TWI i(al yluxttc, j)cffcp ol x0106. 
P(VOt KCLPU=01' K&Ulclrol V OOToi ytvvt7uvirai mit Av 77actic-rivnv 
Cuplav tv lepipOwL jjcTafO b' dpq)olripwv Tov cipylplvwv ytv; jv 
01 A10, lrdvT(C fid 4POIVIKCC, ol AN pUlov. ol W finov dvTcc O-fpol 
ic xal EV*l ical y1mic xal cT4ovTgc* dUA T& axpwv d", CIWV. 
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but the juice of other apples when stored acidifiest since 
2 it contains a lot of cold moisture. The juice from 
'sparrow apples', -is more lasting, so that it will keep for 
many years even, when around the mouth of the storage jar 
it forms a thick crust, which is often mixed with both 
honey and other things; and one must leave it positioned 
there, when one wishes what is being stored to remain un- 
changed for a long time. The juice of quinces is less 
pleasant and more astringent, so that there is'a use too 
for it on occasion for strenthening a fairly weak stomach. 
51. On pears and pomegranates. 
1 By transferihg-everything I said about apples to 
pears and pomegranates there will not be any need for yet 
2 another new section concerning them. Pomegranates gener- 
ally provide the least nourishment for the body, whilst 
pears, especially the large ones (people around us call 
them 'pounders'), Possess some nutritious element. 
52. on medlars and sorb apples. 
1 Both are astringente but medlars are much more astrin- 
gent than sorb applesi hence medlars are extremely useful 
for a stomach siiffering from flux; sorb apples are more 
2 pleasant than medlars in taste. It is clear that it is 
advisable to eat a little of all such fruits, and not in 
abundance like figs and grapes. 
53. On dates. 
1 Some'dates are dry and astringent, such as Egyptian 
dates, whilst some are soft and moist, like those called 
caryotael the latter are best grown in Palestinian Syria 
2 at Jericho*. All the other dates come between the two 
types already mentioned, some being more, -others being 
less moist and instead dry# sweet# and astringent; but 
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-rwv f4opdrr=ov ' Abq cot 0 picov law wdv- 6 ptv-yitp ykuvk 
Xul6c lbc(XOý -rp6q)tpoc, 6 b' aklrnp6ý Oc-rdpaX6c -rf. Kal -favrp6c 
lq)f. xTtv. 6c. finavirec V ol 4po(vtxcc b6mmot rl cla xal mqmIal-ftlic a 
uldovec ppwOivTcco Iviot bi val b4Ectbc invoc aTcOnciv Ignoto0a -rq) 
Cr6paTl AC KOA(ac. 6 b" dn" a6TCUV dvabib6pcvoc -rq) cibpan Xup6c i 
iraxk plv irtdv-rwc Irriv, IXu bi n %di yk(cXpov, &av 6 TolviE linap6c- 
6iav bl Tý Toto6up xupqj yluK6 ri PIXOO, TdXICTa pIv 6n" ubToO 
0 Anap lpýpdmmav Kal pXdTruirat bl Kal VIETPCITIVOV xal CXIPP06- 
pfVOV ICXdTWC 6n6 TýC lbwbqc cLbTi7uv* 19d4c bt -rCy Anau Kul 6 
CAAV 1, Uq)P&TTETat Kal pXdTrT(IrCtL 
vb. T7cpI tlattB. v. 
"OX(TtIV PIV TI&VU Kal auTat Tpoqýv btb6act Tip cLbpaTt, Kal 1 
pdktc-ra at bpimcndc, ical OCTrep alkat T6V IIT[ap6v. OOTwc al dlpdbEC 
Y. al Koluppdbcc Kalo6pevat T6v cT-Zq)ov-rct Xup6v (Xouctv* W Kal 
ýýv6ovct T6v cT61uaxov tmydpoud ic T4v dpcEtv. tIfITOCOUTCLt 2 
b' abTl; )V clav al bt' 6Eouc cuvTtOlpcvat. 
Vf-- TTcpl xap6wv. 
Kdpua T& Tc pcT61a xal T& IcuToy. 6pua oO Trollhv irpoiphy bibwct 
Tip cthpa-ri, nlfiwv b' 6pwc IcTIv h tv T0. IfnToxap6Lp- dpo-repa bt 
p(TIXEI Kal TAC CTUq)06CTIC JACTPIWC TIO16TTITOC, ATIC XPOVIZ6VTUIV P(Ta- 
irtinct Ini T6 AcEtCubcc. T6 bt Xkwp6v vdpuov oO-rc Ac cTuTo6cTlc 2 
Caq)CUC PCTIXEI itot6TTITOC OOTE AC tkattbbouc, &XV IcTiv finoid wwc 
xctl 6baTtbbTj- ' IFITT(Tat bt 16 K6PUOV PRIOV TOO 1EIrToxap6ou tal It 
p&klov c6cT6paX6v Icra, rcal wolO p&kXov cOv IcXdct tc816pcvov. 
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when the two extremes have peen determined then every- 
thing that lies in the middle is extremely easy to dis- 
tinguish; for sweet juice has been shown to be nourishing, 
harsh juice to be good for the stomach and able to check 
the bowels. All dates are hard to digest and cause head- 
aches when eaten to excess; some also create a sensation 
4 of biting in the mouth of the stomach. The juice that is 
distributed from them in the stomach is always thick, 
and has a certain viscous quality, whenever the dates are 
oily; when something sweet is mixed with this juice, the 
liver is quickly obstructed by it; and when this organ 
is inflamed or indurated it iuffers great harm from the 
eating of this fruit; following 'on -from the liver the 
spleen is. blocked, and harmed. 
54. On olives. 
1 These too give very little nourishment to the body, 
especially those that are beginning to turn black, and 
just as these have oily juice, so those that are called 
'brinies' or 'swimmers' have an astringent juice. Hence 
they both strengthen the stomach and arouse the appetite. 
2 They are most suited to this purpose when preserved in 
vinegar. 
55. On nuts. 
1 Both walnuts and hazelnuts give little nourishment to 
the body, but nevertheless there is more nourishment in 
hazelnuts; both have a share of a moderately astringent 
quality# which undergoes a change with the elapse of 
2 time because of the oily element. Green walnuts clearly 
have no share either of an astringent or an oily quality, 
3 but are in some ways without attribute and watery. Wal- 
nuts are digested better than hazelnuts and are better 
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i allTIlov 6irt Olp6v ptv 8v irrp6c btaxtbpilav IntTribit6upov, 16 bi 
Inp6v hTiov* I; iPpcx6p(vov bt Kal ToCrro f1c Obwp tal ItntUpcvov 
llapanlýclov T(VETM up Xlwpqf Tj bVV6, uct. 
W. Tltpl djAuybdlwv. 
'Ev ToCnotc brIXPUTd 4 X(T[TUVTlIC4 TC Kail OU=lKh b6vagic- Tiv& 
b' OOTWC IXEI ThV 'rgnltXhV T17UV WaXIWV lCal YI(CXPWV bOVa; IIV. d)C 
2 14ijbI Apw94vat b6vcLc6cci bi& TrIKP6171TCL TAC 11E ; 14V ilatib hOAJC TIE 
xal Ititap6Lc $&tTixct wo16TnToc, i7ucnEp ral'r& ic&pua* Tpoq)4v b' 6l(Tnv 
bibwct Tip c&p=t. 
VL Tle pl- it a cT a xluiv. 
Tpo4phv pkv 61170crhv Itapix(l. xp4ctpa w IcTitv tic copwalav 
Ancaoc* pfilxti y&p Onoirkpou ical OnocT6"u itot6TqFOC- 
Viý Ticpl KoKKup4lwv. 
Tpo(p4v ptv tlaX(cTqv napixet irolic Qbpact. Xp4ctpa b' ald fd'tc 
OTPaVal"TE Kdt WDEal PETP'lWC TAv yacripa upoatpoupivotc- Ow6pXcl 
b' uOTOIC r-al Eqpav6dav that xpqc(polc- xd1licra b' aZrTCuv lat -rij 
IV Aapacxq) ylv6pEva. 
Trepi criptKiuv. 
"EbEcpd IcTt TaOTa TwaiKZv Kal '-naibwv deup6vTwv. 6lv(6Tpo4p& 
Irt Kdt b6cn(nTa rvTX&vovTa JU(Ta TOO linbl da6yap that. ipoq)hv 
bt bAlov 8Ta bt'bwctv 611TOCThV Tip ctb; iaTL 
L Trepi icepairfwv. 
KaK6Xu; j& ICTI ical XoltbbTl Kal b6mma. d1l" o6bt biaxwpchaa 
. Faxlwc. 
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for the stomach, particularly when eaten with dried figs. 
It is-clear that when moist they are more suitable for 
I 
excretion-# whilst when dry this is less the case; when 
soaked in water and peeled the latter almost resembles 
the green nut in terms of'strength. 
56. On almonds. 
The attenuating and-purgative power prevails in these; 
thus some possess a certain power to cut through thick 
and viscous juices, so that one is not able to eat them 
2 because of their bitterness. They have an oily and fatty 
quality, just like walnuts; they provide little nourish- 
ment for the body. 
57. On pistachios. 
They furnish a very small amount of nourishment, but 
are useful for the strengthening of the liver; the reason 
for this is that they have a somewhat bitter and astrin- 
gent quality. 
58. on plums. 
1 They provide very little nourishment for the body, 
but are useful for those choosing to moisten and cool the 
stomach to a moderate degreel they are useful too when 
2 dried. The best are those grown at Damascus. 
59. On jujubes. 
1 These are food for women and playing children, since 
they give little nourishment and are hard to digest 
coupled with the fact that they are not good for the 
2 stomach. It is clear that they furnish a very small 
amount of nourishment for the body. 
60. On carobs. 
These have bad juices# are bilious, hard to digest# 
and do not pass quickly. 
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IcL TTtpl xavtitdpcwc. 
AEnTO; lCp4C Icriv h b6vajutc aOTCuv xal btaL iroCTo -rpoghv . 
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2 -focThv bibwct TiD Cjj; IaTi. TQPIXEU6dca bt tal btaPpax(ka plXpi -roO 
-riEllwc duoOlcOat Thv Ix it7uv ILI& Wvaptv. 61ty6-rpogov ptv -TivcTai, 
dUOpp6nT(t bt -r6 tv To -facTpi 4pli-fPa Kdl IKIPP&TTEI 74 CITI&'rXVa 
irp6 irt7uv dlkwv crriwv ba' 6Eupilt-roc fi Uclatiou. 
Tlcpt CUKOp6pwv. 
'Ev 'AltEavbpcig yNcrat ToOTo 0 4pu-r6v- Trapaul4ciov bt xapn6v 
(PIP(l C6KLp. bpip6TTITa b" ou'bclj'tav (Xct. PpaXdac pcilXwv yluOTTllroc, 
6yp6c WLUC Kal ipuicTtKd)Tcpoc iLv ica-r& Av b6vapiv. 
IT. TTcpi wcpclac xapiroO. 
Kai roO-ro -r6 ipm& IcTtv tv 'Alf. Eavbpciqo IcTopo0a bt i6v icap- 
x6v u6ToG oOiw poXeW6v OndpXctv tv Tripcatc. doc dvatpclv ToOc 
4pa-f6v-rac, c1c AlTumov bt xoptcOlvTa tbtkbiiAov yalcOat, wapanly1c6c 
tcet6pcvov dnEolc it Kal P4101C. 
Eb. TTepi xiTplou. 
Tpla p6pt& tcn T6Tou 'TOO rapnoO. T6 Te 60 za? & picov aOToO 
Kdl 76 Tr(pl TOOTO OTOV h C&PE U6TOO Kal TPITOV T6 TrEPIKE1, UCVOV 
2 lEwGcv cxlnacpcL ToOTo piv 6v tU'W'bic tort tal dpwpaxirov, b6c- 
wc=ov bl* cvviEPTCt W tic ir(WIV, ET Tic ýbc 4pcLppdxtp xpqno aiýq, 
3 xal Otbvvuct cir6juctxov Ulm 1,1, pOlv. Tip b" 6Ed yal 4&ppdntp plpct 
4 xp&iTat tic dEoc IpP&Ilovircc Xdptv TOO . 7toiCtv 
6ECnepov a6T6. T6 
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61. on captrs. 
The power of these 
0 
is composed of small particles 
and because of this they give very little nourishment 
2 to the body. Pickled capers soaked in water until they 
lose completely the power derived from the salt give 
little nourishment# but they cleanse the phlegm in the 
stomach and open up the intestines before the passage 
of other foods with honey and vinegar or olive-oil and 
vinegar mixture. 
62. on sycamore-figs. 
This plant grows in Alexandrial it bears a frýiit 
which closely resembles a fig, but it contains no harsh- 
ness, since it has a share of a little sweetness, and it 
is in some ways moist and rather cold as regards its 
power . 
63. On the persea. 
This plant too grows in Alexandria; people say that 
its fruit is so bad for the Persians that those who eat 
it die, but that it becomes edible when it has been 
gathered in Egypt# being eaten in almost the same way as 
pears and apples. 
64. On the citron. 
1 There are three parts to this fruitl the acid part in 
the centre and the so-called 'flesh' around this and thirdly 
2 the covering that surrounds the outside. This latter part 
is sweet-smelling and aromatic, but difficult to digest; it 
is an aid to the digestion, if one usesIt as a medicine, 
and it strengthens the stomach if taken in small amounts. 
3 People use the sharp and uneatable part after putting it 
4 in vinegar to make it still sharper. The part which is 
inbetween the other two, which gives nourishment to the 
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picov b' dpqetv, 8 bý rcal -rpo(phv 'FCP abpan btbwci, b6cncn-r6v tcriv. 
v If- MPI T17uv dTPIWV 4PUTO 
TTp6c -rý PpaXt'tav b1b6vat rpoq)4v xaK6xv; ia n6v-ra lvd, icai 
TIV6 YE CtOTCUV KaKOcT6, uCLXCI TfkýV 'rCUV ? LKav8wbtbv rCuv dp(cTnc Týc 
dvtcX6vTwv. 
1 6LpL'CFT71r. Rasario et Raeder : eIPC A: 6LPTL TýC Daremberg. 
kk 
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body, is difficult to digest. 
65. On wild plants. 
Besides giving little nourishment all these plants 
contain bad juices, and some of them in fact are bad for 
the stomach except for thorny plants which grow in the 
best soil. 
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A Commentary on Book 1 of Oribasius' 
MedicaZ Compilations 
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intr. tit. 'OPLOCLCYL', OU: Daremberg (p. 553) states that Idans les autres 
auteurs, oUl il est que'stion d' Oribase, on lit tantOt 
'OPCLOdat, 09, tantot 'OPO&MOCI, and 
reading in his text (cf. AP 16.274.2, 
174al6), whilst Raeder (p. 4) prefers 
8.76, Paul. Aeg. 2.1l 4-16l 7.17.27, 
[EL] becoming confused with [L] from 
(e. g. pirata = TECLPCLrAQr Aristides -- 
adopts the former 
Phot. Bibl. 216.173b35, 
the latter (cf. Aet. 
Jul. Ep. 384a). With 
the late 4th c. B. C. 
'APLGTCC5TjQ, W. 
Sidney Allen, Vox Graeca, Cambridge 1974, pp. 661 see also 
S. -T Teodorsson, The Phonology of Attic in the Hellenistic 
Period, Studia Graeca et Latina Gothoburgensia 40, 
Goteborg 1978, pp. 20-24) the question of how the name is 
spelled is unimportant; the issue is not confined to 
Greek, as can be witnessed by the variations on Shakespeare 
(Shakspere, Shakspeare, Shake-speare: H. Spencert The Art 
and Life of William Shakeýpeare, London 1947j p. 388, n. 4). 
A similarly constructed name ('Mountain-Roamer') of 
'IOUX. *OPCLj3&TnQ is recorded in a catalogue of c. 250A. D. 
from a town in Arcadia (SEG 31 (1981), 347.16). 
intr. 1 T&Q TtPOOTCL)COCCOaQ 6TEL'rOU&Q: 'Epitomas quas tu olim Dive 
luliane Caesar, mihi conficiendas mandeveras, iam pridem 
quum in Gallia citeriore essemus' (Rasario, p. 205). 
E)eL6TTjTOr.: X. mignot (Recherches sur le suffixe -TnQ, 
--uyroc --r&rog) , des origines & la fin du IV 
e 
sibcZe avant J. -C., Paris 1972, p. 140, sect. 189) advises 
that Ice mot d4signe la divinit4 au sens d' "'etre divin"'. 
Epic. (ap. Phld. Piet. 122.17 Gomperz) wrote Tov E)<CL6>TnTOC 
<DL6V J> 6LOTOV, translated by G. Arrighetti (Epicurop 
Operep Torino, 2ndedn., 1973, p. 173) as Ila vita della 
divinita ... la piu dolce', whilst J. (AJ 10.268, cf. 
Plu. Mor. 665a) penned i56EcLv ... OcL6TY)Tog, interpreted 
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by K. H. Rengstorf (A CompZete Concordance to FZavius 
Josephuse vol. 21 Leiden 1975, p. 323) as 'reputation of 
a man (messenger) of god'# eeL6TnQ on its own meaning 
'a nature specially endowed by god'. The same phrase 
TfiQ Oft E)C<L>6TTJTOQ appears in a 2nd c. A. D. religious 
text (POxy. 1381.165, cf. 186) in honour of Imouthes, 
the 
-Egyptian 
Imhotep, identified by the Greeks with 
Asclepius the god of medicine, and in Christian litera- 
ture (Theophil. AutoZyc. 3.29). Whether Orib. intended 
this title to refer to Julian's religiosity (cf. Lib. Or. 
1.121, Jul. Mis. 146b-do Amm. Marc. 22.12.6-7) or to his 
actual divinity (as in diuus: I ... si deve tuttavia 
ritenere che 11 uso di OE6Q o E)COC nel senso di impera- 
tore ... risponda alla diffusa opinione degli ascolta- 
tori che 11 imperatore sia effettivamente un diol, P. 
Desiderij Dione di Prusa: un intellettuale greco neIZI 
impero romano, Firenze 1978, p. 1671 see also K. M. Setton, 
Christian Attitudes towards the Emperor in the Fourth 
Century, New York 1941, p. 59) is uncertain, although it 
seems unlikely in this context that he regarded it as 
merely yet another imperial honorific (e. g. SIG 900.23 
from Panamaral applied to the Emperor Galerius Maximinus 
A. D. 305-313; S. Michell ('Requisitioned Transport in 
the Roman Empire: A New Inscription from Pisidial, 
JRS 66 (1976) , pp. 107 and 117) shows that eCL6TTjQ was 
the equivalent of maiestas from a bilingual Latin/Greek 
inscription of the time of Tiberius, whilst H. J. Mason 
(Greek Terms for Roman Institutions: A Lexicon and 
AnaZysisr Toronto 1974, p. 53) equates E)cL6Tnc with 
diuinitas). S. R. F. Price (Rituals and Power: The Roman 
ImperiaZ Cult in Asia Minor, Cambridge 1984), p. 75) 
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argues that in the Greek world the imperial cult was 
on the figure of the reigning emperor who could be called 
Gýog in his lifetime, whereas in Rome the apotheosis 
of the emperor took place only after his death. Sur- 
prisingly Julian is called diuus in a Christian inscrip- 
tion from Rome (No. 164 in I. B. de Rossi (ed. ), 
Inscriptiones Christianae Urbis Romae Septimo SaecuZo 
Antiquiores, vol. 1, Rome 1861, p. 90). 
6v rCLXCLTCqL Tt TLPZ)Q UmdpaV: The Greeks called the Gauls 
rCLXdTCLL or sometimes NEXTOC (Amm. Marc. 15.9.3, Paus. 
1.3.4, Str. 4.1.14, cf. Gal. Antid. 1.14=14. BOK), the 
Asiatic Galatia being named after the Gauls who had over- 
run the area in the 3rd c. B. C. (Str. 4. '1'913,12.5.1). 
Rarely do the Roman terms GaZZi (Aret. CD 2.13.7=24A. 
343K, Paul. Aeg. 7.19.17) and GallicuS (Paul. Aeg. 6.9t 
7.12.40, Str. 4.4.21 Gp. 14.13.2) occur in Greek litera- 
ture, and paraphrases such as h txTbQ ! '%E?, TLUA for Gallia 
Transatpina (Str. 4.1.2) and ot tvcbc, -AXTEcwv rcaci-rca, for 
Gallia Cisatpina (Str. 5.1.1) are found instead. Thus 
Orib. 's at first sight circumlocutory phrase is not at 
all unusual. In App. (BC 2.49) tu rcawreac ... -rýc 
týavg appears# but referring to Eastern Galatia not 
TjPbQ tcmtpav I5nPeQL1 Galatia in the East (cf. tv 8ý -rt 
Dsc. 3.70.2). 
intr. 2 TE&VTCOV "r3v dPCCYTCOV CaTPrOV: These are Agathinus (10.7: 
see M. Wellmann, 'Claudius Agathinus', RE 1 (1894), 
col. 745), Antyllus (4.11,5.28-29,6.1-3,5-10,21-24, 
7.7,9-12,14.16-17,21,8.5-6,10,12-17,9.3-4,9, 
11,13-14,22-24,10.2-3,12-13,19-36,44.5,19-20, 
45.2-4,10,15-18,24-26,46.28,50.2-3,5-7,64-66, 
incert. 34: see Orib. 4.11n. ), Apollonius (7.19-20,44. 
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30: see M. Wellmann, 'Apollonios (104) ', RE 2 (1896) , 
col. 150), Archigenes (8.1-2,23# 43.42,44.23,46.23- 
25,27,47.13: see M. Wellmann, 'Archigenes aus Apameial, 
RE (1896), cols. 484-486), Aristotle (incert. 12-14), 
Asclepiades of Bithynia (47.12: see M. Wellmann, 
'Asclepiades (43)1, RE 2 (1896), cols. 1633-1634), 
Athenaeus of Attaleia (1.2-3# 9,11,5.5,9.5,12, in- 
cert. 11,16-17,21,23,39,41-42: see Orib. 1.2n), 
Dieuches 4.5-9: see Orib. 4.5n), Diocles (4.3,5.4,26, 
8.22,44.16,48-25, incert. 40: see Orib. 4.3n), Dio- 
scorides (5.13,25, ll. A-M, 12N-T, 13A-Q), Heliodorus 
(44.5-11v 20,45.5-7,9,14,19,46.7-20,22,26,29-. 
30,47.14-17,48.20-69,49.1-5, B-26,50.3-4,8.62,67. 
70: see H. Gossen, 'Heliodorus (18) 1, RE 8 (1913) , cols. 
41-42), Heraclas (48.1-18: see H. Gossen, 'Heraclas (1)1, 
RE 8 (1912), col. 423)l Herodotus (5.27,30-31,6.20,25, 
7.8,8.3-4,7-8j 10.4-5,8-11,17-18,37-40: see H. Gossent 
'Herodotus (12)', RE 8 (1913), cols. 990-991), Lycus (8.25- 
37,9.25-55,24.32: see Kind, 'Lykos (51)', RE 13 (1927), 
cols. 2407-2408), Meges (44.21: see J. Raeder, 'Meges 
(4)1, RE 15 (1931), col. 328), Menemachus (7.22,10.14- 
16: see J. Raeder, IfIenemachus (6)1, RE 15 (1932), col. 
838)t Mnesitheus of Athens (2.67,8.9,38, incert. 7j 
37: see Orib. 4.4n. ), Mnesitheus of Cyzicus (4.4, incert. 
32: see Orib. 4.4n. ), Philagrius (5.17,19.23: see E. 
Bernert, 'Philagrios (2)', RE 19 (1938), cols. 2103-2105), 
Philotimus (2.69,4.10,5.32-33: see Orib. 2.69n. ), 
Philumenus (45.29: see H. Diller, 'Philumenos (7)11 RE 
20 (1941), cols. 209-211), Rufus of Ephesus (1.40,2.61, 
63,4.2,5.3,7,9,11-12,6.38,7.26,8.21,24,39-41, 
25.1,43.41,44.14-15,17.18,25,45.8,11-13,28,30, 
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49.27-36, incert. 18-20,25-26,38: see orib. 1.4on. ) , 
Sabinus (9.15-20: see 
I 
H. Gossen, 'Sabinus (25)1, RE 
n. s. 1 (1920) , col. 1600) , Soranus (24.31: see Kind, 
'Soranus aus Ephesus', RE n. s. 3 (1927), cols. 1113- 
1130), Xenocrates (2.58,15.3: see F. Kudlien 'Xenokrates 
(8)', RE n. s. 9A 
2 
(1967), cols. 1529-1531), and Zopyrus 
(14.45,50,52,55,57,61,64: see J. Kollesch, 'Zopyrus', 
RE n. s. 10A -(1972), cols. 771-772). 
intr. 3 TtEPL*r'rbv 8ý 'VOjICGCLQ ...: A similar apologia can be 
found 
in Gal. (Hp. Epid. 3 comm. 2. prooem. =17A. 557K), who takes 
his assertion that he had always explained Hp. 's views 
in all his other works as justification for his subse- 
quent statement: TECPLTTbV IýYOýJJITJV CNCLL YP(iQCLV tEnYACYCLC 
6V OTEOIIVAUaaL 'KCXO* t; 'KdG-rTjV AtELV dLTE' dLPXfiQ CO)Q -r6XOUQ dLn(iVTO)V 
/ CLOTOO T&W j3LDVCOV. The echo is certainly coincidental. 
ouvdLEo) ... ucLB6TL: 'Ea solum colligam quae nobis reli- 
querunt ii qui caeteris praestiterunt sed nihil omittam 
eorum quae Galenus dixerit: siquidem ex iis qui easdem 
res pertractarunt, ipse et via ac rationel (Rasario, p. 
205). The'Mss offer awkward syntax at this point. 
1) Daremberg (p. 2), in an attempt at salvage, inserted 
<T&> to read CYUVciEw, <-r&> Tt&XCLL raxnvý) u6vcp ýna&vTa, un- 
6ý'V TtCLPCLXLn6VI TdEacr xa86TL and translated: I... je 
prendrai uniquement dans II les meilleurs ecrivains, n 
omettant rien des mat6riaux qui m' 4taient fournis autre- 
fois par Galien seul, coordonnant mon ouvrage d' apres 
I la consid4ration que 
2) Daremberg also quotes (p. 553) another proposed 
emendation which runs OuvdEW, TEdXLV <T&> raxnvq) u6v(o 
ýTJUVTCLj JIT18tV TtCLPCL>uLTt&V,, TdEac xcLxc)6TL to give layant 
de nouveau arrang6, sans en rien omettre, les dires de 
II 
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Galien, d' aprýs cette consid4ration ... I. 
3) Another possibility which requires solely the 
0 
addition of T8L to the reading of the Mss, but in a 
different position to 1) , is OUVdLECal TECU(XL <T&> raxnvý) 
116VP ýnUVTCL Jlnbý'V TtCLPCXXLTtC)V T&ECLQ, X6L86TLr where it is 
no longer TdECLQ but OuvdECO which refers to RCL86TL, TEdL; kCLL 
. ee Tdý,,, kL9 becoming a sort of parenthesis, thus: lie r4- 
unirai uniquement les textes de ceux qui ont le mieux 
6crit (ayant dAja autrefois arrang6 les dires de Galient 
n' oubliant rien),, d' apres la consid6ration que Galien 
10 emporte ... I. Here UnbEv TtcLpcLXLTE&V 
holds two senses, 
that of leaving out nothing and that of forgetting 
nothing which is TEP69 CL6T6 T6 TýXOQ TfiQ CCLTPLxfiC- Yet 
by taking into consideration the paraphrase by Phot. 
(auveLEwI jm8ýv cov raxnvbc ente Ttap(xxLTEj)vj 'KaMTL: BibZ. 
217.174a39-40) the first sense disappears and another 
takes its place: In' omettant rien de ce que contenait 
la premi; re Collection'. 
4) Daremberg therefore suggests, following Phot., 
an alternative reading to that printed in his text: 
GUVdEW, MUM <-r&> ramjviý u6v4) W6vTa ON IIT18ýv TtCLPCL- 
XLTO, -rdEac xcL06TL 
5) Raeder (p. 4) inserts <*r&> before TtdLXCLL following 
Daremberg, but emends -rdEcxg (ACN 
2) 
tO TdEC(OC. The 
omission of 'r& either before TtcjXaL or before raxnv&5 
can be put down to haplography, and its restoration is 
certainly required. Raeder's emendation is economical 
and his text progresses reasonably smoothly, which per- 
haps makes it preferable to any of Daremberg's versions 
that are either more disruptive of the Mss (i. e. 4) or 
produce no better or smoother sense (i. e. 1,2,3). 
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-ra% 'InTEoxpcL-rcCOLr. dLpxcxtr. xat 86ECLLC: It was one of 
Gal. 's claims that he understood Hp. better than any 
4 
of his contemporaries and that he based his own 
writings on what Hp. had revealed (cf. Ven. Sect. 4= 
11.159K, Med. Phil. 1=1.53K, San. Tuend. 2.4.59=6.119K, 
Meth. Med. 9.8=10.632K, Ad. Pis. 4=14.228K, and W. D. 
Smith, The Hippocratic Tradition, New York 1979, pp. 61- 
176, 'Galen's Hippocratism'); naturally Orib. follows 
him in this (cf. orib. 1.4on. ). 
intr. 4 TOL(X6TIg 'rLVL TdECL: Bks. 1-5 are concerned with Imat- 
erial6l Ji. e. food and drink), 6-9 with the nature and 
constitutiSn of mane 9 to a point somewhere among the 
lost books with the treatment of health and Irestoration't 
from this point to another indeterminable point including 
21-25 deals with diagnostic and prognostic theories, 
and from here until the end (70) including 44-51 there 
is set out the treatment of illnesses and symptoms. The 
purpose of a brief schema was of course to aid the reader 
in his search for whatever he wanted to read: e. g. 'Capita 
rerum quae cuique commentario insuntt exposuimus hic 
uniuersal ut iam statim declaretur quid quo in libro 
quaeri invenirique possit' (Gel. praef. 25); 'Omnium 
librorum meorum argumenta subiecir ut cum res exegisset, 
facile reperiri possits quid in quoque quaer'undum, et 
qualiter quidque faciendum sit (Col. 11.3.65, cf. also 
C*els. prooem. 75). 
dLVCLXTITtT L Rfl Q: h IbYLCLVh TIPCLYIICLTECCL appears side by side 
with h dLVCLXTIn-CLXh npCLYIICLTCCCX in Gal. (Praenot. =19.509K) 
the former being set between the latter, which consisted 
of feeding up those who were convalescing, and h 
C6CHTL'Kh TEPCLYILCLTCCCL or keeping a person in the same 
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state who was already completely healthy (Gal. Thras. 
30=5.862-863K, cf. San. Tuend. 5.4.1=6.330K). Convale- 
scence or dLVdXTjQ)LQ (Hp. Aph. 4.27=4.512Li-. Pl. Ti. 83e7, 
Luc. Par. 40, Gp. 12.2.1o Aret. CD 2.13.4=24A. 342K) was 
encouraged by walks, baths, vocal exercises, wine in 
moderation, and varied food (Sor. 3.38.3). 
1.1. T3V ATjjlTj"rPLCLX6V CMCPUdrCOV: Orib uses this term here 
tit. 
very loosely to include wheats, almonds, walnuts, hazel- 
nuts, chestnuts, barley, lentils, millet, and panic. 
For narrower limits of this term see Orib. 1.25.2n.. 
1.1-3 oO u6vov 6-cav ... "EXXAvcov IEVLOL: Orib. paraphrases 
Gal. (Bon. Mal. Suc. 5.5-10=6.782-784K) for his information 
here, omitting amongst other things that it was not only 
seeds but also xapnoC that were better if moist and soft, 
that the veins and liver converted into blood (cf. Orib. 
1.1.1n. ) hard foods with difficulty, and that it was 
Gal. 's father Nicon who recommended the testing of 
quality by soaking. 
1,1 6CC Ebonj dLcptx6vLevoc x6pav: cf. Anthim. intr.: Inam si 
quis dicat, "homo in expeditione positus uel iter agens 
longum quomodo potest se taliter obseruare? " et ego 
suggero ... '. Medical advice to travellers included 
the eating of garlic Ttpbg Tobg ECVLCFVLObC TObQ Ib5dLT(aV 
(Dsc. 2.152.2, Plin. Nat. 20.50, Ps. Garg. Mart-med. 18, 
Anthim. 61). 
TfiV &PXCLýCLV CYXXT1P6TTITCL XCLL YXLCXP6TnTCL: 'la duret4 et 
la s4cheresse qu' ils avaient auparavantl (Daremberg, 
p. 2) 
yC(LEýn: As an element earth was cold and dry (Gal. Hum. 
=19.486K, Hp. Nat. Hom. comm. 13=15.51-52K), and coldness 
would be contrary to the heat of digestion (cf. Orib. 
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1.9.3n. ). The harder a substance was the more earthy 
it was supposed to be (Gal. Simpl. Med. 9.1.1=12.166K). 
at jICLTO0CY, 5CLL Food was altered in the veins and liver 
by the innate heat of the body, blood being produced 
when this heat was in moderation, and the other humours- 
when it was not in proper proportion (Gal. Nat. Fac. 2. 
8=2.117K, Hp. Vict. comm. 3.1=-5.252K, 4.5=15.387K, Def. 
Med. 100=19.373K, cf. Orib. 1.53.4n. ). Harder and 
learthier' foods afforded more nourishment than 
moister foods, but were digested with difficulty (Gal. 
Alim. fac. 3.26.2=6.715-716K, 3.2.1=6.669K). 
1.2 RdLPUCL: "KdLPUOV et le mot latin nux sI emploient dans 
deux sens, 11 un tr; s-4tendu, 11 autre tr; s-restreint' 
(Daremberg, p. 553). In its general sense the word was 
applied to all fruits with a shell or XýXUCPOQ/corium 
(Sch. Nic. Atex. 99, Isid. orig. 17.7.22# cf. Theoc. 9.21, 
Ar. V. 58, Macr. sat. 3.19.1), whilst in its particular 
sense it meant 'walnut' (see Orib. 1.55n. on walnuts 
and hazelnuts; 1.56n. on almonds; 4.7.17n. on chestnuts). 
TEEPL 6L TfiQ TtTLCYdVnQ: on TE'rLcydvTj see Orib. 1.10.1n.. 
1.3 daýpajiva: A term for foods that were difficult to boil 
(Gal. Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 4.10=17B. 157K,, Poll. 1.223) applied 
usually to pulses, and especially broad beans and len- 
tils, but also to cereals (Thphr. HP 2.4.2,8.8.6, CP 
4.12.1). Exposure to the open air on the threshing 
floor for any length of time brought about this condition 
(Plu. Mor. 701c) as did a cold climate (Thphr. CP 4.12.8). 
1.4-5 'rCL 6' 6V 6YU63 . .. TfiV OOCYLdV CMýPUWLV: Orib. -quotes 
Gal. Wim. fac. 1.13.23-24=6.520-521K), but substitutes 
in the first sentence the neutral T& 6' for Gal. Is 
connective 6CYCL 11tV y&c), and omits TOUC76C after 6cya 6' 
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8VITtCLA. Lv presumably as being superfluous, and T& before 
OPLCL. There are two textual points: Raeder (p. 5) 
prints (xb-rC)v after JIýPLCL 8' for cLOTE)v read by the Mss, 
and TEdLvTcaQ after 813CMCII-m. The first emendation seems 
hard to justify since the Mss make good sense, and 
CLOT&V is what is read unanimously by the Mss of Gal. 
(Helmreich, p. 240); the second is justifiable since A 
roads TL6L'VTc0C# and CN corruptly read TE6vwv, although 
Daremberg follows C2 and the Mss of Gal. and reads 
TtdL, v TCL . On flour yields from various types of wheat 
see Plin. Nat. 18.85-90; L. A. Moritz, Grain-MiUs and 
FZour in CZassical Antiquity, oxford 1958, pp. 184-209; T. 
Reekmans, La sitom6trie dans Zes archiVes de Nnon, 
Bruxelles 1966, pp. 13-17. 
1.4 TZLTUP6871: Bran possessed a purgative power and hence 
any food containing it was passed more easily (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 1.2.2=6.482Kj Hp. Epid. 7.62=5.428L, Cels. 2.29.1t 
Petr. 66.2). Bran when sifted out of flour was sold 
off by the miller (PCair. Zen. 59355.87 and, ad loc. r 
T. Reekmans, La sitombtrie dans Zes archives de Nnon, 
Bruxelles 19661 pp. 11-12) since it was employed on the 
farm as animal food (Gp. 14.11.1,14.18.8, Plaut. Capt. 
807) and in medicine as a cataplasm (Dsc. 2.85.2, Lyc. 
Med. ap. Orib. 9.27). 
1.6 Trav YOOV TEUP8V ... tE 6TKOU TEOXXOrU: With changes in 
the order of the sentences and some alterations in 
phraseology orib. draws here from Gal. Wim. fac. 1.2. 
1-2=6.481K). In Gal. the description of the colour of 
the grains comes after the passage Orib. quotes, and re- 
fers immediately to a passed-over reference to the com- 
parative weights Of compact and spongy grainsl the former 
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being heavier and EcLvD6TsPOL than the latter. N. Jasny 
(The Wheats of Classical Antiquity, Baltimore 1944, p. 
89) identifies this hardt yellow wheat with CYEjIL8CLVTnQ 
or durum wheat (Triticum durum), a subspecies of naked 
wheat (see orib. 4.1.3n. ). 
1.7-9 TrOV 8ý XPLa3V ... 
tXTECTETOUMV 9X'Q: Orib. lifts this 
passage substantially unaltered from Gal. (Alim. fac. 
1.10.2-4=6.504-505K), omitting only a statement regard- 
ing the loss of moisture during storage not just in 
seeds, but also in plants and fruit. 
1.7 &UECVOUQ: The preferability of plump, taut grains of 
barley over shrivelledl slow-to-swell grains is stressed 
elsewhere by Gal. (Hp. Acut. comm. 1.27=15.482K). 
1.9 X6CILEVCL: Grain was stored in granaries (Cato Agr. 92, 
', 
Var. R. 1.57.1) and, in Cappadocia, Thrace, and some 
parts of Spain, in caves or pits (Var. R. 1.57.2# B. Afr- 
65.1, cf. perhaps Tac. Ger. 16.4 and F. Stark, The VaUeys 
of the Assassins and Other Persian Travels, London 19B2, 
p. 182 I who speaks of the Lurs of Pusht- i-Kuh digging 
holes, lining them with chopped straw before filling 
with grain, and then sealing with straw and on top 
earth; this practice kept the grain safe over winter). 
Gal. demarks elsewhere (Ptis. 3.3=6.820K) the same 6P0Q 
for barley, namely that when stored for a long time the 
grains grew wrinkled, became diminished. in size and 
power, and emitted what looked like dust when pounded. 
on storage see Plin. Nat. 18.301-303, Col. 1.6.10-17, 
Pall. 1.19, Thphr. CP 4.16, HP 8.11.1-7, and G. E. Rickman, 
Roman Granaries and Store Buildings, Cambridge 1971. 
1.10- YL'VOVTCLL 6E TT0XXCLXCQ ... YCVAGCTCLC TtOTC: Orib. here 
12 
uses Gal. (AUM-fac- 1.37=6.551-553K) as his source 
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of information. Gal. mentions that it was his father 
Nicon who investigated weeds growing amongst cultivated 
plants. 
1.10 CLCPCLL TtO; kXCLC: Darnel (LoZium temuZentum L. ) was re- 
nowned for springing up in wheat fields (Dsc. 2.100, 
Plin. Nat. 18.153# 22.160, Ov. Met. 485-486, Gp. 2.43,10. 
87.1, CGL 2.220.46, cf. Verg. G. 1.154, Calp. EcZ. 4.115- 
116, Ov. Fast. 691)l sometimes as a result of degeneration 
and change in the wheat (Thphr. HP 2.4.1,8.8.3) brought 
about by heavy rains particularly in well-watered and 
rainy districts (Thphr. HP 8.7.1, Ath. Med. ap. orib. 1.2. 
10). Wheat from Pontus, Egypt, and Sicily, especially 
that from Agrigentum, was almost completely free from 
darnel (Thphr. HP 8.4.6). Darnel was used in medicine 
for its drying and heating properties (Gal. Simpl. Med. 
5.9=11.730K, 6.1-10=11.816K, Orib. Syn. 2.15, cf. Plin. 
Nat. 18.153, Lyc. Med. ap. Orib. 9.42.1), and was boiled 
to feed hens (Herod. 6.100-101, Gp. 14.7.3, col. 8.4.1, 
Var. R. 3.9.20). It appears to have been eaten as a 
food (Ar. ap. Gal. Alim. fac. 1.27.1=6.541K) since its 
alleged deleterious nature is due to an ergotised con- 
dition, healthy darnel seeds having been shown throuqh 
experiments to have no injurious effects (M. Grieve, A 
Modern HerbaZ, Harmondsworth 1976, pp. 372-373). 
cL CyC XC4: Haver-grass (AegiZops ovata L. ), which resembled 
wheat in appearance (Dsc. 4.137, Thphr. HP 8.9.2), grew 
mainly amongst barley (Thphr. HP 8.8.3, CP 5.15.5, Plin. 
Nat. 18.155,25.146). In medicine the discutient power 
of haver-grass was utilised to cure swellings and lachry- 
mal fistulas (Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.1.9=11-815K). 
tu 1ICTaDCAft: The idea that one sort of plant could 
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change or degenerate into another was common in the 
ancient world. Barley turned into oats (Plin. Nat. 
18.149)# naked wheat 
61UPOO into einkorn (TC(pn) or 
emmer (CELd, Thphr. CP 5.6.12), cabbage into turnips 
and vice-versa (Plin. Nat. 19.176), pimpinell (PimpineZ- 
Za tragium L. ) into bergamot-mint (mentha aquatica, Ps. 
Arist. PZant. 82la3o-. 31), and basil (Ocimum BasiZicum 
L. ) into tufted thyme (Thymus Sibthorpii L., Pall. 5.3.4, 
Thphr. CP 5.7.2). Thphr. (HP 8.8.3) parallels Gal. 's 
statement here that axeweed (Securigera CoroniýZa L., 
see Orib. 1.25.2n. ) came from a transformation of len- 
tils. 
dpcLXOL: 'Pour mettre dl accord ce passage avec le chapi- 
tre 25, il faudrait lire dPCL)(OLj mais tous les manuscrits 
donnent ici dpwiOLl (Darembera, p. 556). Perhaps it is 
best to regard dPCL'KOL here as merely an; alternative 
spelling for dPCLXOLt for the description of this plant's 
seed in Thphr. (HP 8.8.3, T6 TpcL)cZ) xcLt cYxXnp6, v) accords 
with that given by Gal. (ap. orib. 1.25.2 and n., dYPLOV 
TL ROLL O'KX7lPbV XCLL CFTpOyy6XOV). 
6LTLCLP C'VTj : datapCvTj lest un des noms du "grateron"' (cli- 
vers, grip-grass, goose-grass, catchweed, scratweed, 
cleavers, Galium Aparine L.: A. Carnoy, Dictionnaire 
btymologique des noms grecs de plants, LouvaJn 1959, 
pp. 30-31); other names were QLXdLVaP(OTEOVr because being 
prickly it stuck to clothes (DSC. 3.90, Plin. Nat. 24. 
176, Isid. orig. 17.9.66-67, Plu. Mor. 709e, Thphr. HP 
7.14.3) j and 6uqxiX6xcLpTEov (Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.1.50=11.834 
K). It grew in fields of wheat (frumentario agro, Plin. 
Nat. 27.32) and with lentils (Thphr. HP 8.8.4)t but it 
is not mentioned elsewhere as a characteristic sight 
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among bitter vetches; this anomaly is due to faulty ex- 
cerpting by Orib. (cf. 1.7.6-7n., 1.50.2n. ), for as 
Daremberg Rays (p. 556), 'pour faire accorder cet endroit 
avec Galien (Alim. fac. 1.37.2=6.552K: Thv 6' dLTEcLpCvT)v 
016 116VON) (5ftOTOVy WA6 RAV TCO Q6COaaL nCPLTLXCXO'4dVnV 
-rolOg cpu-rotc -rV)v (pax6v .... 6aTEep h 6poDdLyxTiv -robg 6p6Doug) , 
il faudrait traduire: "que le gaillet, et, dans 11 erst 
11 orobanche", mais le texte d' Oribase comporte A peine 
cette interpr4tation'. It was used in medicine for the 
sake of its moderately purgative and drying qualities 
(Nic. Ther. 850,953, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 6.1.50=11.834K, cf. 
6.3.1=11.855-856K; see also M. Grieve# A Modern HerbaZ, 
Harmondsworth 1976, pp. 206-207 for its use as a diuretic 
and cure for cancerous growths, and, when dried and 
lightly roasted# as a coffee substitute). 
6poD&'KXTI: Dodder (beggarweed, hellweed, strangle tare, 
Cuscuta europaea L. ) by entwining killed not only bitter 
vetches (Thphr. CP 5.15.5, HP 8.8.4, Plin. Nat. 22.162) 
but also chickpeas and broad beans (Plin. Nat. 18.155, 
Gp. 2.43.11 cf. M. Grieve, A Modern HerbaZi Harmondsworth 
1976, p. 261 on dodder destroying pulse). It was employed 
in medicine for its discutient power (Zopyr. ap. orib. 14. 
62.1) . 
Tobr. 605ouc: See orib. 1.27n.. 
1.11 JIF_XdjITtUPOV: Ball-mustard (NesZia panicuZata L. )# some- 
times called VL6aypov (Dsc. 4.116), was a particular bane 
in wheat (Thphr. HP 8.4.6,8.8.3). Its seed was oily, 
and from it was extracted an oil with a certain amount 
of adhesive power for medicinal purposes (Plin. Nat. 27. 
106, Gal. Simpl. Med. 7.12.24=11.79K). 
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1.12 -roiD 'KCLaaP& TEOLCtv: Weed see'ds were separated from grain 
by sieving (cf. Ar. ap. Poll. 10.114 x6crxLvov aCP6TtL-VOV, 
Col. 8.5.16 cribrum uiciarium ueZ Zoliarium, Ed. DiocZ. 
15.56a X6aRLV0V &XC0VLXbV 6LTtb 06PCFnQ, and L. A. Moritz, 
Grain-MiUs and Flour in Classical Antiquity, oxford 
1958, pp. 156-160). On ancient views concerning illness 
as a result of weed seeds in cereals see E. Lieber, 
'Galen on Contaminated Cereals as a Cause of Epidemics', 
JHM 44 (1970), pp. 332-345. 
1.13 TU)v xcLpTEU), v.... Enpcmvojjývoug: With some changes Orib. 
takes this sentence from Gal. (Bon. MaZ. Suc. 5.13=6.785K), 
bfi>-O'V 6' 6TL which opens the latter's argument being 
substituted by CCY8L, and the explanatory Xýyw before 
TOIbQ TLPLV CYCLTEfiVaL being omitted. Gal. lists some of 
the XCLPTEOC that cannot be stored in his subsequent sen- 
tence: mulberries (see Orib. 1.43n. ), watermelons (see 
Orib. 1.36nj, melons (see Orib. 1.37n. ) and peaches (see 
orib., 1.47n. ). 
1.14 TELOCLVC)Q *00 
tOLXUVCLV CLOTC): Orib. takes this sentence 
from Gal. Mlim. fac. 1.13.26=6.522K) , changing oOx dLTtL- 
adL'VG)Q to IIL1DaV8Q for conciseness, and Tfig 6uv(jjjCWg to 
Tfi'V 56VCLIIL'V. Daremberg (P-9) emends ThV 815VCLIILV to TfiQ 
8UvdIIC(DQ in accordance with the Mss of Gal. (Helmreich, 
p. 241)o the genitive going with Tt Oepu6wrL ('son degr4 
de chaleurl), although KUhn omits it altogether in his 
translation (I ... quum ei ... caliditate fit adsimilis'); 
yet the sense is 
the Mss of Orib. 
for emcndation. 
1.15 TEOU& bt XCLL: H 
1.13.22=6.520K), 
clear too with the accusative following 
and Raeder (p. 6)# and there is no need 
ere Orib.. quotes Gal. verbatim (AUM. fac- 
but omits the third pair of grains (em- 
___. __"_.. - 
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mer and einkorn) which other grains could resemble, and 
the fact that )(6V8pOQ was manufactured from CYLT6VLOV. 
116v before 6VLCL 8ý CYUVa6TOUQ was rightly deleted by 
Daremberg (p. 9) and Raeder (p. 6) as arising through 
dittographyl CU] and [V] having a similar appearance 
in majuscules and even more so in some miniscule scripts. 
T& jiýv 6V Tý) 1ICTCLE16 ... : 'Atque ea quidem partim inter 
hordeum et tipham, partim inter triticum. et tipham. media 
sunt' (Rasario, P. 206). 
T2) CYLTdVLOV: Daremberg (pp. 556-557) believed it neces- 
sary to distinguish between TtUP6Q CYLTCLVCaQ or CIL'r(iVLOQ# 
a particular species of wheat, and TEUp6Q aTj"r&VLOQ or 
TnTCLVLOC (TfiTcc cCc -roftov Tbv 6VLCLUT6vt Sch. Ar. Nu. 624) 
which signified spring-wheat. To add to the problem the 
orthography of CYLT&VLOQ and CYTJT&VLOC is confused (sitan- 
ius, Plin. Nat. 22.139; setaniat Plin. Nat. 19.101; 
CYTJTCiVLCL, Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3.80f; cYTjTcjvCou/cjTj-rCLvCCOU/ 
CYLTCLVCOU, Dsc. 1- 101 - 1) - Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.6.1=6.496K) 
said that the word CYLTdVLOV was rarely found among the 
ancients because they included CYLTdLVLOV under the gener- 
al denomination of wheat, but if CJTJTdLVLOC and CFLT&VLOQ 
both meant spring-wheat,, it seems strange that Gal. should 
have said that this wheat was rarely mentioned by the 
ancients, and thus CYL'rdLVLOQ must have been separate from 
OTjT&VLOQ.. N. Jasny (The Wheats of Classical Antiquity, 
Baltimore 1944, pp. 61-62f n. 40) concurs with Daremberg 
in the 'two considerable deviating uses of the form 
OL-CCLVCCLQ' , and suggests that the OnT(MOV of Hp. (Art. 
36=4.161L, Mul. 2.110=8.236L, Acut. (Sp. ) 30=2.51BLt 37= 
2.524-526L) may have been a hard wheat, particularly in 
view of the description by Thphr. (HP 8.2.3) which is 
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applicable to this type of wheat, whilst OTIT&VLOV was 
obviously a synonym Of CILTCLVCCLQ or spring-wheat (Gal. 
Ling. Hp. ExpZ. = 19.13ýK, Dsc. 2.85.1, Phot. S. V. GnTdLVL0L 
TEUPOC: see orib. 1.2.7n. ). Gal. mentions elsewhere (Hp. 
Art. comm. 2.41=18A. 469K) that C3nT(IVLOL grew on Cos and 
all over the Greek part of Asia, yet this does not contra- 
dict what is said here as Daremberg (p. 557) argues, but 
merely provides more information on the growing areas. 
Ce6TWPOV: As the name implies, a mix between emmer and 
naked wheat which was grown in the coldest parts of 
Bithynia (Gal. Alim. fac. 1.13.9=6.514-515K). N. Jasny 
(The Wheats of CZassicaZ Antiquity, Baltimore 1944, p. 
136) tentatively ascribes its intermediacy to it slipping 
out of the hulls more easily than the kernels of the 
common emmers. 
2. tit. `AOTjvcLCou: F. Kudlien ('Poseidonius und die Krzteschule 
der Pneumatiker', Hermes 90 (1962), pp. 419-429) placed 
Ath. Med. Is floruit towards the latter part of the lst 
c. B. C. on account of Nicolaus of Rhegium's translation of 
Gal. 's De Causis Contentivis (ed. K. Kalbfleisch, Marburg 
1904, p. 8.1-4), the Greek original of which is lost, where 
it is stated that Ath. Med. was a pupil of Posidoniusp 
but then it is unusual that Cels. does not mention him 
in the list of doctors in his Prooemium. H. Diels ('Hip- 
pokratische Forschungen V1, Hermes 53 (1918), p. 74, n. 1) 
more realistically dated him to the beginning of the lst 
c. A. D. j and M. Wellmann ('Athenaios aus Attalial, RE 2 
(1896), col. 2034) describes him as an 'A**rzte zu Rom, aus 
der Zeit des Claudius und Nero'. He postulated a fifth 
quality wind to add to the traditional four comprising 
hot, wet# dry, and cold (Gal. -Tntrod. 9.14.698K), and set 
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up a Pneumatist 'school' to which Gal. refers (Introd. 
9=14.699K, Diff. Feb. 1.7=7.295K, PuZs. Diff. 4.10=8.749K). 
Cael. Aur. (acut. 2.1.6) registers an Athenaeus 'Tarsen- 
sis', but with the frequent confusion of topographical 
epithets in ancient biography (e. g. EC)%XEý8TIg 6LTL6 
MEY6LPW'V -r6V TtPbr- 1 rEAC009 XCLT' LVCOUg, D. L. 2. 
106; NL-ACLLVtTOU TOO ZCLJIýOU ý 'AD5npCTou, Ath. 13.590b; 
Md)(WV 6 XWW8LOTtOLbg 6 KopC-v%)oC ý1ý'V ý ELRU6VLOC ycv611evoc, 
Ath. 6.241f; ITcLXtjicjv 8ý 6 OOQL(3ThQ 00, &*, 6C dL TLOXXOt 
i5O'KO6C: YL,, FVIUPVOXOC, 00a' Wg TLVEC, tX OPUYEOV, 6LXX& 
W 
I'VEY'KE'V CL6Tb'V ACL05NELCL ý tv KCLPýqL, Philostr. VS 1.25) 
this physician is probably one and the same with 'A, 5TjVOLtOC_ 
6 'ATroLXC6C (Gal. Def. Med. prooem. = 19.347K, 31=19.356K, 
Puls. Diff. 4.10=8.749K). It is, nonetheless, understand- 
able that Daremberg should act with such caution over 
where the physician spent his life (see orib. 1.2.13n. ). 
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Fig. l: 'Sheep too 
are worst in the win- 
ter, but after the 
equinox they grow fat 
until the summer sol- 
Stice', Orib. 1.3.3 
(near Olympia, Greece: 
photograph by M. D. 
Grant). 
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2.1 OL T'LUPOC: TEup6c, can mean 'naked wheat', the Latin 
triticum (N. Jasny, Wh 
I 
eats Of CZasSicaj Antiquity, 
Baltimore 1944, p. 53), but here it is used in a more 
general sense to include 'hulled wheat' (Jasny, p. 54). 
For a healthy diet the best wheat was fresh, fully-grown, 
the colour of quinces, and of a dense consistency (Gal. 
Hp. Art. comm. 2.42=18A. 473K, Dsc. 2.85.1, Sim. Seth. s. v. 
&pToL = p. 8 Langkavel; on TLUPOC see also orib. 4.1.2n. ). 
2.2 CYLTdVLOL: See orib. 1.1.15n.. 
6LXCUPr-rCLL :I... le pain dLXEUPCTnC Atait fait avec une 
espýce particuliýre de farine, beaucoup plus lAgere que 
la cyeVLC6cLXLQ appel6e plus sp4cialement dXCUPOV, et ... 
le froment dLA. CUPL'TnQ 4tait du froment qui donnait beau- 
coup de cette farinel (Daremberg, p. 558; see also Dieuch. 
ap. Orib. 4.5.1 and n. ). 
aeVLL6a?, tTcLL : See Orib. 4.1.3n.. 
XCLTELPYCLCY11ýVOL 'bien ýlabor6s, (Daremberg, p. 10). 
eI65LdTEVeUCFTOV: Cf. Damox. ap. Ath. 3.102d, TtcLp& 6VLOL 
Tp&PEL / T6 npoc7cPep6uevov j3p6jia xat XeTtT6veTaL 6POC)Q 
Te bLanver . TOLYCLPOOV CCQ -robc TE6POU9 /6 Xojibg 6liaMc 
navTaXOG OuvecyTaTaL . 
2.4 . tap& 6E Toba T(5TEOUQ: Wheat was popularly believed to 
grow better in damp conditions since it required more 
nutrimenis, whereas barley was best planted in poorer 
soils because it could not assimilate much, hence the 
aphorism at-rov tv TtTIXý (p, 5Tcue, ThV bt RPLOhV tv x 6'v CL 
(Plu. Mor. 915'e, cf. Cato Agr. 34.2). Gal. (SimpZ. Med. 
9.1.1 = 12.165K), on the other hand, reported that 
the Greeks sowed cereals in general, including both 
wheat and barley in moderately watered ground. 
tV TO% Ija6GOLC XF-YOjiýVOLQ: 'Nous ne croyons pas que 
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le mot RCLOC709 se recontre ailleurs dans ce sens' (Dar- 
emberg, p. 558), which seems to be true. Howeverl the 
technique of burning off stubble in fields was widely 
applied in the ancient world, both to incinerate seeds 
of weeds (Plin. Nat. 18.300; see also m. S. Spurr# ArabZe 
Cultivation in Roman ItaZy, London 1986, p. 69) and to 
fertilize (Verg. G. 1.84sq., cf. Col. 2.14.5, CIL 6. 
2305, Cato Agr. 38.4). Wood ash is best applied as a 
light surface dressing in advance of sowing; but if the 
ash is left to lie in heaps for any length of time the 
leaching of potassium into the soil produces too much 
alkalinity and inhibits rather than promotes germina- 
tion, whilst burning in situ can bake the ýarth and 
sterilize the soil (K. D. White, Roman Farming, London 
1970, p. 142), and perhaps Ath. Med. is referring to 
this when he says that wheat sown on 'burnt land' af- 
forded 6AAC7CTOVCL ... TPOQhV. 
2.7 TO1bQ TPLj1nVLCLýOUQ: 'Three-months' wheat was thus called 
because it supposedly was reaped three months after sow- 
ing (Thphr. HP 8.1.4, Plin. Nat. 18.69). It was sown in 
February# or in warmer areas in January (Plin. Nat. 18. 
240, Col. 11.2.20), and was able to withstand )CLoVO50XO'3- 
lievoL T6TEoL (Plin-Nat. 18.69, cf. Thphr. CP 4.11.3) and 
poor soils (Plu. Mor. 915d). An alternative name for it 
was OT1TdVLOV (Dsc. 2.85.1, Plin. Nat. 18.70,22.139, Poll. 
6.73), and N. Jasny (Wheats of CZassicaZ Antiquity, 
Baltimore 1944) makes an identification with a soft 
wheat (p. 73) of the spelt group (p. 88) called club wheat 
(p. 104) or Triticum compactUM Host. (p. 19). Its powers 
included encouraging the production of milk in wet 
nurses and menstruation (Zopyr. op. orib. 14.64.1), and 
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it was used to make milk-white n6AACQ30L which were eaten 
hot (Philyll. ap. Ath. 3.110f; X6XXCL50L were leavened 
JILUPOL &PTýaXOL (Sch. Ar. Ra. 507, Sch. Ar. Pax. 1196, Poll. 
1.248,6.72) eaten as a dessert (Sch. Ar. PZ. 768) or as 
an accompaniment to pork (Ar. ap. Ath. 3.96c, cf. Apic. 
7.9.2)). 
2.8 ot 8' tv eepuotc T6TEOLQ: Plu. (Mor. 701b) thought 
that warm localities produced soft grains. 
2.12 6PUOLD0611EVOL: 6puatD'n or robigo ('rUSt': OftLC TL'Q ... 
TOO 6QLCFTCLIL6VOU lbypobj Thphr. CP 4.14.3; there are over 
seven thousand species of rusts, all of which are ob- 
ligate parasitest and the scientific name given to 
wheat rust is Puccinia graminis, H. J. Dittmerp Modern 
Plant Biology, New York 1972, pp. 405-407; see also J. 
Banks, 'A Short Account of the Cause of the Disease in 
Corn, called by Farmers the Blight, the Mildew, and 
the Rust', The PhiZosophical Magazine 21 (1805), pp. 320- 
327,1 ... the proportion of fZour to bran in blighted 
corn, is always reduced in the same degree as-the corn 
is made light. Some corn of this year's crop will not 
yield a store of flour from a sack of wheatj and it is 
not impossible that in some cases the corn has been so 
completely robbed of its flour by the fungust that if 
the proprietor should choose to incur the expense of 
thrashing and grinding it, bran would be the produce, 
with scarce an atom of flour for each grain') was a 
hazard for all seeds (Thphr. HP 8.10.1), especially when 
the crops were not, on high ground exposed to the wind 
but on low-lying and sheltered land (Thphr. HP 8.10.2)t 
for warmth and moisture provided the trigger for rust 
(pl. Smp. 188b2-3, X. Oec. 5.18, Plin. Nat. 18.279, Thphr. 
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CP 3.24.4, Gp. 1.8.11,5.33.5). April was the worst 
month for rust, hence the festival of Robigalia (Plin. 
Nat. 18.285, Var. R. 1.1.6; see also H. H. Scullard, 
FestivaZs and Ceremonies of the Roman Republic, London 
1981,, pp-108-110). Cereals were affected more than 
other crops, and barley more than wheat, although broad 
beans were also liable to rust because the surface of 
the plants was conducive to trapping droplets of water. 
Plants with inclined ears were resistant to rust because 
rain and dew fell from them easily (Thphr. CP 3.22.1-2). 
2.13 Ot Xey6uE: VOL XCL60COVEC: Daremberg (pp. 558-559) asserts 
that the participle shows that Ath. Med. wanted to refer 
here to a particular windo peculiar to certain lands or 
certain seasons (Antyll. ap. Orib. 9.9.1 divided winds 
into two classes, dvelim 'KCL-5o%LxoC that were recognised 
everywhere under the same names, and TOTELROL' that were 
strictly local phenomena), but acknowledges that the lack 
of information on where the physician spent his life 
(Tarsus, Cael. Aur. acut. 2.1.6; Attaleap Gal. Dign. PuZs. 
1.3 = 8.787K; see also Orib. 1.2n. ) makes it hazardous 
to attempt to determine which wind he was meaning. If 
his interpretation of the participle is correct this 
would explain the absence of XCLOGOQ in other writers 
in the sense 'burnt land' (Orib. 1.2.4n. ). However, 
xw5ccOV appears in LXX (Je. 18.17, Ju. 8.3, Ep., Tac. 1.11) 
and Ptol. (Tetr. 2.85) meaning a sort of sirocco, and 
Plin. (Nat. 2.122-123) mentions a wind called Subsolanuar 
opposite'to Favonius or thw West Wind, which with the 
rise of the Pheiads ushers in summer. Wheat and barley 
could be ruined by the wind if caught by it either when 
in flower or when the flower had just fallen, and barley 
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was particularly prone to this (Thphr. HP 8.10.3# Plin. 
Nat. 18.151, cf. Hsch., S-V- 6ECLVCjI0rJCY8aL) . 
3.1 m3eQ: Anan. (ap-Ath. 7.282b) also considered pork to 
be best in autumn, presumably after the pigs had been 
fattened during the summer. Plin. (Nat. 16.25) records 
that gZans fagea fed to pigs (cf. L. Fenaroli, Guida 
agZi aZberi d'Itatial Firenze 1984, p. 103) made their 
flesh easy to cooke light, and digestible, and beech- 
mast is produced in autumn. The cosmical setting of the 
Pleiads in Orib. 's time at latitude 38 0j which runs near 
Pergamum, was on 9 November (see E. J. Bickerman, Chrono- 
Zogy of the Ancient WorZd, London 1980, Table II, p. 112). 
3.2 cLtyeQ: Hp. (Acut. (Sp. ) 18=2.490-492L) supports Ath. Med. Is 
statement as to the superiority of goat's meat in summer 
over that in winter, and Gal. (Hp. Acut. comm. 4.88=15.881K, 
cf. AZim. fac. 3.1.33=6.665-666K) says this was because 
from the beginning of spring into summer there was an 
abundance of shoots and buds on the treesl the favourite 
food of goats. The cosmical setting of Arcturus in Orib. 's 
time at latitude 38 0 was on 1 January# but this gives a 
rather brief period for the enjoyment of goat meatl per- 
haps the heliacal setting is being referred to here, this 
occurring on 1 November -(see E. J. Bickerman, Chronology 
of the Ancient World, London 1980, Table II, p. 114)r 
although for the sake of consistency with the cosmical 
setting referred to in Orib. 1.3.1n. the former dating 
is to be preferred. 
3.3 TEp6DaTCL: other authors also noted that sheep are better 
in spring and summer than in winter (Anan. ap. Ath. 7.782b, 
Gal. AZim. Fac. 3.1.13=6.665-666K), a tradition continued 
both in Greece and also in Spain today where young lambs 
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known as 4echazos are an Easter speciality and are al- 
ways roasted, either in the oven or on a spit (A. 
MacMiadhachain, Spanish Regional Cookery# Harmondsworth 
1976, p. 134: on the identification of ancient breeds of 
sheep, -namely the Asiatic mouflon (Ovis orientalis) and 
the Ovis vignei type see M. Hilzheimer, 'Sheep', Antiquity 
10 (1936), pp. 195-206; also L. Bodsonp 'Le mouton dans 
l1antiquitA gr4co-romaine de la civilisation cr4to- 
myc4nienne au monde gallo-romain' in Les debuts de V 
bLevage du mouton, Paris 1977, pp. 107-115). E. J. Bicker- 
man (Chronology of the Ancient World, London 1980, pp. 
51-52) explains the phenomena of equinoxes and solstices: 
'The geocentric path of the sun ('ecliptic') is a circle# 
the plane of which is inclined to the plane of the earth's 
equator at an angle of about 23 0 271. This tilt causes 
the change of the seasons ... . There are four 'turning- 
points' (-rPOTMO of the sun: the two solstices when it 
reaches its farthest positions from the earth in the 
ecliptic# and two 'equinoctial' points at the intersec- 
tion of the ecliptic and the equator of the earth'. The 
vernal equinox occurs on 21 March, the summer solstice on 
21 June: this short period is consistent with the advice 
concerning goats. 
cLC 6E 06ec: Although cows were hardy enough to endure 
" winter under the open sky (Col. 6.22.2, Pall. 4.11.8), 
" chill climate made them grow thin (Var. R. 2.5.15). 
Another debilitating factor was lack of long grass, 
for in the cow the projection of the lip was thought to 
be thick and the upper jaw to be thick and blunt, and 
thus is was supposed not to be able to grasp short herb- 
age (Hp. Art. 8=4.96L, Gal. Hp. Art. comm. 1.26-18A. 355-356K), 
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Hence Ath. Med. recommends cows fattened on long grass 
in summer. 
3.4 X6CYCYU(P0Q: It is pecul iar that Ath. Med. should remark 
on the blackbird's (Turdus meruZa L. ) winter appearance 
because it was more usually considered a summer bird 
which went into hiding as the weather turned colder 
(Arist. HA 600allsq., cf. Theoc. ap. AP 9.437.9-10)p al- 
though conversely Plin. describes its singing (Nat. 
10.80, cf. Ael. NA 12.28) and foraging for food in the 
winter (Nat. 10.72). There were supposedly two sorts of 
blackbird, one possessing the ubiquitous black plumaget 
the other found only on Cyllene in Arcadia with white 
feathers (Arist. HA 617all-14, Paus. 8.17.3), but DO 
Arcy Thompson (A GZossary of Greek Birds, Oxford 1936, 
pp. 174-175) ascribes the latter to confusion with the 
Snow-finch (MontifringilZa nivaZis L. ) or even 'an ancient 
boorish joke' about the white x6PU(POL of the mountains of 
Cyllene. The blackbird was used as a medicine against 
dysentery (Plin. Nat. 30.58, Marc. med. 27.28, cf. Cels. 
2.30.2) and was to a certain extent enjoyed as a deli- 
cacy (Matro ap. Ath. 4.136d, Hor. S. 2.8.90-91, cf. Orib. 
Syn. 4.1.6), yet the absence of blackbird recipes in 
Apic. and the paucity of other culinary references per- 
haps suggests that the bird was esteemed more for its 
song and as a pet (cf. Ael. NA 6.19, Plin. Ep. 4.2.3). 
Xý YXCL ... (400a ... &-r-rcoyfivec: on these birds in cooking 
and medicine see Orib. 4.2.7n.. 
jIEXCLY'K6PU(POL OURCACC TE: D'Arcy Thompson (A GZossary of 
Greek Birds, oxford 1936, P-196) sugqests that the former 
is probably one of the black-headed Titmice, such as the 
Cole Tit (Parus ater L. ) or Marsh Tit (Parus paZustriS L. )r 
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although there was confusion between this bird and 
the Blackcap Warbler (MotaciUa atricapitla L. ) and 
fig-pecker or GURCLVC. In fact it was a popular 
belief in antiquity that the cuxcLXCQ changed its shape 
and colour in autumn to become a jieXcLyx(5pu(poQ (Plin. 
Nat. 10.86, Arist. HA 9.632b3l-633a2, Gp. 15.1.23). 
Their flavour was best in the autumn when the figs had 
ripened (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 4.88=15.882K, cf. Ath. 2.56b), 
and they were employed extensively in cooking: for ex- 
ample with asparagus patina (Apic 4.2.5), in a stuffing 
for sucking-pig (Apic 8.7.14)? with peppered yolk en- 
closed in a pastry egg (Petr. 33.6-8), with meal and 
honey cakes (Poll. 6.77), and on their own (Favon. ap. 
Gell. 15.8.2). 
)(XwpCQ: According to Ael. (NA 4.47) the Greenfinch 
(FrigilZa chloris L. ) supposedly appeared at the time of 
the summer solstice and migrated at the rising of 
Arcturus or late September (see E. J. Bickerman, Chronology 
of the Ancient Worlds London 1980, Table II, p. 114), which 
would fit with Ath-Med*. 's words here, birds generally being 
fatter just before their autumn migration (Arist. HA 597a25- 
26) although D'Arcy Thompson (A Glossary of Greek Birds, 
oxford 1936, pp. 331-332) argues that Ael. has confused 
the Greenfinch with the Golden Oriole (OrioZus gaZbuZa 
L. ). Like the modern Italians and Spaniards the ancients 
were inordinately fond of small birds roasted (Ath. 3.101c; 
E. Davidr Italian Food# Harmondsworth 1963, p. 247; N. 
Luard, Andalucia: A Portrait of Southern Spainr London 
1984, p. 261: 'Approaching a little village in any month 
it is common to see an old woman or child step forward 
from the roadside and hold up a garland of dead robins 
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- or larks for sale. 
Pajarritost little birds fried and 
eaten whole, bones and 
I 
all, are available as a tapa in 
most country ventas. 1). 
6PTuyec: Quails flew yearly across the sea into Italy 
at the time of the autumnal equinox when they were fat- 
test (Var. R. 3.5.7, Arist. HA 597a23sq. ); some breeders 
fattened quails in specially designed buildings (Var. R. 
3.5.2). Quails were a speciality in Egypt (Hdt. 2.77. 
5, Hipparch. Com. ap. Ath. 9.393c), and it is surprising 
that Apic. included no recipes for them# for even in 
Greece today roast quails are a prized JICCýQ (P. Leigh 
Fermorl Manip Harmondsworth 1984, p. 23). 
3.5 dL, %C'KTOpC6CQ: 'Galli vero gallinacei hyeme non admodum 
corpore augenturr et praesertim in austrinis locis' 
(Rasario, p-207); 'Les poules ne se portent pas trop 
bien en hiver surtout quand le vent est au sud' (Darembergp 
pp. 15-16). Chickens (see Orib. 4.2.9n. ) laid eggs all 
year round except for a two month period in winter (Arist. 
HA 558b8-ll*o, cf. Col. 8.4.3-and 8.5.1), no doubt whent 
as Ath. Med. says herer their C6CYCOVtCLTC(I was in declinel 
and chickens were carefully felt for plumpness before 
being bought (Ar. Av. 530 and Sch. ad loc. ). Winds in 
general could bring about many occurrences from deter- 
mining tlýe gender of animals (Arist. HA 574al-2, Gp. 18.3. 
6) to ruining wine during decantation (Gp. 7.6.1) and 
causing rain to vary in sweetness and temperature (Ruf. 
ap. 0rib. 5.3.10), and southerly winds were said to blow 
after the morning setting of the Pleiads, or in early 
November (Arist. HA 542bl3-14), but these references do 
not wholly clarify Ath. Med. 's statement. 
Tpuy(', )V: The turtle-dove (see also Orib. 4.2.7n. ) was 
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conspicuous in summer, but hid in the Winter (Arist. HA 
593al7-18); at the beginning of this hiding time it was 
extremely plump (Arist. HA 600a22sq., cf. Var. R. 3.8.3), 
which is the reason for Ath. Med. stating that it was 
6v (POLVOTt6PY 
3.6 6v -rfi. 'HUACYCL: Testaceansp crustaceans, mulluscs, and 
fish were best for eating when they began to breed 
(Arist. HA 607b2sq., Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2.58.5). 
xap%: A generic term for small crustaceans such as 
prawns (PaZaemon squiZZa L. ) and shrimps (Crangon VuZ- 
garis L.; see D'Arcy Thompson, A GZossary of Greek Fishes, 
oxford 1936l pp. 103-104), X0LPt8eQ were enjoyed as a deli- 
cacy both fried and boiled (Anaxandr. ap. Ath. 3.106al 
Sophr. ap. Ath. 3.106e, Alex. ap. Ath. 3.107c, Matro ap. Ath. 
4.136a, Sotad. ap. Ath. 7.293a), although Mnesith. (ap. 
Ath. 3.106d, cf. Gal. AZim. fac. 3.33.1=6.735-736K), whilst 
commenting on the difficulty of digesting them, states 
that they should be baked rather than boiled. 
xcipaDOC: An aphrodisiac (Alex. ap. Ath. 2.63e), the Craw- 
fish or Langouste (PaZinurus vulgariS L.; see D'Arcy 
Thompson, A GZossary of Greek Fishes, Oxford 1936, pp. 
102-103) was hard to digest (Mnesith. ap. Ath. 3.106d, 
Gal. Hp. Aph. comm. 2.18=17B. 484K, Orib. Syn. 4.17) and 
checked the bowels (Cael. Aur. chron. 3.2.35, orib. Syn. 
4.30). Parturition occurred in autumn, after which 
the Crawfish sometimes sloughed and hid for about five 
months (Arist. HA 601alo-17). It was an appreciated 
delicacy (Macho ap. Ath. 6.244b, Lync. ap. Ath. 8.337e). 
TcuOCQ: with its soft skin (Pherecr. ap. Ath. 6.269e, 
Gal. Alim. fac. 3.34.1=6.736K) squid (LoZigo VuZgaris L. ) 
was eaten baked (Ar. Ach. 1156-1158, Metag. ap. Ath. 6.269f), 
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boiled (Dorio, ap. Ath. 7.300f), stuffed with finely chop- 
ped green vegetables (Alex. ap. Ath. 7.326et Cf. Apic. 
9.3.2), made into rissýles (Apic. 2.1.1 and 2), and bat- 
tered (? Philox. ap. Ath. 4.147b). They were difficult to 
digest, yet when digested were nourishing (Cels. 2.28.2, 
Gal. AZim. fac. 3.34.2=6.736K; specifically when boiled, 
Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 8.356e). 
OnTLCCL: Cuttlefish (Sepia officinaZis L. ) were eaten 
fried (Nicostr. Com. ap. Ath. 3.108c), baked (Sotad. ap. Ath. 
7.293c), stuffed (Apic. 9.4.1 and 2), and with peas (Apic. 
5.3.3). Mnesith. (ap. Ath. 8.357c-d) describes them as 
hard to digest, aphrodisiac, and better when boiled, since 
the bad juices contained in them were drawn out by boil- 
ing, but by baking tended to be dried up. 
Ot XýQaXOL: Grey-mullets (Mugil cephaZUS L. ) were eaten 
salted with a sauce (Apic. 9.10.6 and 7), baked (Sopat. 
ap. Ath. 3.119a)p and made into a patina with oysters, 
pepper, liquament olive-oil, oenogarum, and eggs (Apic. 
4.2.31). The best Grey-mullets were bitter and without 
fat; those that were oily and watery were worse for 
eating, difficult to digest, and bad-juiced (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 3.24.10=6.712-713K)., 
3.7 6 bt OOVVOQ: The tunny (see T. H. Corcoran, The Roman 
Fishing Industry of the Late RepubZic and EarZy Empire, 
diss. Northwestern University 1957, pp. 54-56) migrated 
in autumn to warmer climes, and it was the case that all 
creatures were fatter in migrating from cold to heat 
than vice-versa (Arist. HA 597a2lsq. ). Ael. (NA 9.42), 
however, states that whenever the beginning of winter 
overtook the tunny, it remained at rest without stirring 
until the coming of the equinox. Ath. Med. 's words agree 
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more with Arist. 's statement. The tunny was served 
baked and seasoned with olive-oil, saltl and brine 
(Archestr. ap. Ath. 7.3ý30, or in a sauce of pepper, lov- 
age, cumin, onion, mint, rue# dates, honey, vinegar, and 
mustard-oil (Apic. 9.11). Diph. Siph. too (ap. Ath. 3. 
120e) comments on the tunny's fatness. 
4 tq>aot TEUPOL : Orib. excerpts this from a much longer 
chapter on the same subject by Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.7=6. 
498-500K), who recounts an anecdote concerning a walk he 
took in the company of two boys around the countryside 
of Pergamum. Some farmers offered them boiled wheat 
seasoned with salt, and after they had eaten they felt 
a heavy weight in their stomachs, and on the following 
day they suffered from indigestion, headache, misty 
vision, and constipation. Unless worked up with salt, 
yeast, kneading, and baking# wheat was difficult to di- 
gest (Gal. AZ. im. fac. 1.7.4=6.499K, Paul. Aeg. 1.78), and 
any strong food had the ability to cause hurt (Hp. VM 
6=1.582L). A. Soyer (The Pantropheon or A History of 
Food and its Preparation in Ancient Times, London 1853, 
p. 15) commends with great enthusiasm a similar dish: 
'Marshal Vauban proposed eating corn in soup, without 
being ground; it was boiled during two or three hours 
in water, and when the grains had burst, a little salt, 
butter, or milk was added. This food is very nice, not 
unwholesome, and might be employed when flour is scarce# 
heated, or half rotten'. Orib. (Syn. 4.37.1) gives a 
recipe for boiled fine wheat flour (C7CjLC8cLXLQ) using 
pint flour to 5 pints of water with the addition of a 
little olive-oil and dill. 
5.1 Tori YýVOUQ ... 
6x6v8poc% This opening clause is repeated 
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in alternative word order at Orib. 4.1.11 (see n. ad Zoc. ), 
the source from which the whole section is taken being 
Gal. (AZim. facp 1.6.1= 6.496K). Not only was x6v8poc 
eaten, as here, boiled (cf. Men. ap. Ath. 4.172b, Megasth. 
ap. Ath. 4.153e) and flavoured with OCVOJIý, %L(cf. Gal. San. 
Tuend. 5.4.14=6.333K) or sweet or astringent wine (cf. 
Gal. Vict. Att. 6.44, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 13.5=6.812K), and olive- 
oil and salt, but also with chopped beet and fowl stock 
(Gal. Vict. Att. 6.34), dill, leek, pennyroyal, catmint, 
hyssop, and pepper (Gal. Vict. Att. 6.35,12.115), honey 
(Gal. San. Tuend. 5.4.16=6.333K), and milk (Pherecr. ap. 
Ath. 6.269a, Cato Agr. 85). It was extremely nourishing 
(Hp. Vict. 2.42=6.540L), but at the same time thick- 
juiced and viscous (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 4.95=15.898K, Simpl. 
Med. 5.9=11.736Kp AUM. fac. 1.12.4=6.509K, Paul. Aeg. 1. 
78, cf. Cels. 2.23) and without purgative power (Gal. Alim- 
fac. 1.19.3=6.530K# cf. Cels. 2.30.1), with the result 
that it could block the liver and kidneys of those in 
whom these organs were naturally endowed with narrow pas- 
sages. Eaten boiled with fowl, lamb, or kid stock and 
olive-oil with hollow pieces of bread or VL6cYTpcL (Nic. ap, 
Ath. 3.126c-d; pitta bread is used in the same way today)# 
as one of the ingredients of Oprov (Poll. 6.57; Optov 
was the ancient equivalent of the modern Greek vTOXU&C, 
but made with fig leaves rather than cabbage or vine 
leaves according to recipes in Sch. Ar. Eq. 954, Sch. Ach. 
1101, and Sch. Ran. 134), with cabbages (Apic. 3.9.6), 
in a stuffing for chicken (Apic. 6.9.14), and as a 
sweet with peppert honey, wine, passump rue, pine-nutst 
and mixed nuts (Apic. 7.13.4). 
6L' oCvOjIýXVrOQ: This preparation was made by mixing 
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two measures of wine to one of honey, that made with old 
wine being nourishing# whilst that with moderate wine 
was good for the bowels and diuretic (Dsc. 5.8.1-2, 
cf. Plin. Nat. 22.113). 
yXuxe6c: Daremberg (p. 561) decides here '& traduire 
YXUR75C par sucrb, d1un gou^t sucrb, et non par doux, 
comme on le fait habituellement' because Gal. (SimpZ. 
Med. 1.38=11.451-452K, cf. 4.11=11.654K) remarks that 
there is no difference between YXUX13 and JICXLT66EQ; it 
seems at first sight a case of splitting hairs in saying 
that there is much difference semantically between doux 
and d1un gou^t sucrb, and trying to lumber an ancient 
author with undeserved precision (see Orib. 1.7.3n. ), 
although yXUR16C as Idoux' may be understood to mean 
merely 'pleasant' which is not the same as 'sweet' (cf. 
6LT16fiC at Orib. 1.14.2). 
6XCLCOU: 9A. CLLOV on its own always means olive-oil# other 
oils (e. g. sesamer Orib. 1.28.1n. ) needing a qualifying 
adjective (Gal-Simpl. Med. 2.7=11.483Kt 6.5.4=11.868K; on 
olive-oil see Orib. 1.17.1n. ). 
TtT L CCLV L CFT : The Mss. of Gal. read TETLCKiv7IQ. Helmreich 
(p. 225) keeps this reading, but mentions that he would 
prefer to add UnTIv or Tp6noV before TETLcFdLvngl or even 
better 6Q (cf. Gal. San. Tuend. 4.10.16=6.298K). Daremberg 
(p. 17) and Raeder (p. 9) adhere as closely as possible to 
the Mss. with TETLCFX'VLCF-rL# A reading IITCOOLVLC TL and C 
TtTLCF&'VnQ Ter although this word is a hapax with no men- 
tion in LSJ. It is strange but not impossible that Orib. 
should choose this expression in view of the inadequacy 
of the Mss. of Gal. (for other adverbs in -LCYTC see: 
EUPLOTýs Plu. Ant. 46j ECLO(X1tLVLGTCj, Gal. Rem. Par. 3=14. 
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557K, Str. 11.3.3, YUVCLLU(, 0-rý p Ath. 12.528f ., 
dLV6pLG-CC, Ar. Ec. 149, Theoc. 18.23, VOULCYTC, Diog. Oen. 
I 
6, nuYLCFTLt Hippon. ap. PSI 9.1089.2; on TtTwdvn see Orib. 
1.10.1n. ) , and the scribal confusion certainly points 
to an unusual word. 
5.2 CCOL 8k xat OC dPTOL: In contrast to Orib. 's Silence 
Gal. Wim. fac. ) acknowledges that it was Hp. (Vict. 
2.42-6.540L) who said that bread made with x6v8poc was 
extremely nourishing (cf. Cels. 2.20.1,2.24.1) but did 
not pass easily through the bowels (cf. Cels. 2.30.1). 
Cato (Agr. 76) gives a reCipe for a cake called placenta 
made with x6v8pocr and Plin. (Nat. 18.106, cf. Macr. sat. 
3.13.12) describes a bread fashioned from fermented 
x6vbpor. dough that was invented by the people of Picenum. 
6 TECPL 6LI16A. 0u: Orib. extracts this section from Gal. (AZim. 
fac. 1.8=6. SOOK), omitting comments on substances such 
as water that were considered dTtOLOL and the advice not 
to add starch to boiled wheat. The softer the wheat 
the better the starch, and three-months wheat was held 
to be the best material from which to make starch (Plin. 
Nat. 18.76 and N. Jasny, Wheats of CZassical Antiquity# 
Baltimore 1944, p. 88; on three months wheat see Orib. 
1.2.7n. ). Starch was thick-juiced and devoid of purga- 
tive qualities (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.19.3=6.531K, Bon. Mal. 
Suc. 4.16=6.771K, SimpZ. Med. 1.36=11.443K, Orib. Syn. 4.2. 
2), which was the reason for it being emollient of harsh 
things (cf. Sim. Seth. s-v. d1LUX0V = p. 23 Langkavel). It 
was made into thin SOUPS With water (Cael. Aur. acut. 2.29. 
159,3.8.77, cf. Marc. med. 16.84) or was mixed with milk 
(Aret. CA 1.9.3=24A. 231K, CD 2.2.4=24A. 331K, Dsc. 2.101.2, 
Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.8=6.768K, Marc. med. 14.42,27.138) 
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for various ailments. It was not heating (Gal. SjmpZ. Med. 
8.16.42=12.111K). Starch was the standard thickening 
agent in Roman sauces (Apic. passim)# and from it were 
made breads and cakes (Sch. Theoc. 9.21, Ar. Ach. 1092, 
Pax 1195# Poll. 1.248t Plu-Mor. 466d, Telecl. ap. Ath. 14. 
648e). On the manufacture of starch see Orib. 4.7.24n.. 
6.2 TOGQ TE, %UT0rQ &PTOLQ: Both starch and TEXUTot dLpToL were 
centred between foods that were heating and foods that 
were cooling (Orib. Syn. 4.32.13). TtA. UTO'L CLPTOL contain- 
ed little nourishment since they were composed more of 
'airy' than of 'earthy' matter, something which could be 
demonstrated by their lightness and cork-like boyancy 
in water (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.5.1=6.494K, Antyll. ap. Orib. 4. 
11.1-2 and n. )# and because of this delicacy they were 
esteemed at the table (Pall. v. Chrys. p. 75.29 Coleman- 
Norton). They belonged to the category of good-juiced 
foods (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 2.14=11.495K). Other edibles also 
had affixed the epithet TEXuT(SQ0 presumably meaning 're- 
fined' (e. g. flour, Hp. Art. 36=4.160L, cf. Orib. Syn. 
4.37.1; x6v8poct Gal. AZim. fac. 1.6.3=6.497K# Aret. CD 
1.8.3=24A. 324K; YCYVCTCLL jLtv RaL 6L& Trov XcTzTrjv XOCrXCv(0V, 
YCYVCTCLL 16t 'KCXL TrP TEPOTECTEMC78aL T069 TZUP013Qj Gal. Hp. Art. 
comm. 2.41=18A. 470K). 
7 TEcjLjLdTcjV: A generic term for 'cakes', contrasted with 
the savoury 60)a of an ancient meal and with the TpcLyAVLCL-rCL 
that accompanied the after-dinner drinking (Plu. Mor. 123e, 
124e, 686dr cf. Antiph. ap. Ath. 14.642a), and thus almost 
equivalent to 'dessert'. They ranged from the ordinary 
(Arr. Ind. 28.1) to the elaborate (Plu. Mor. 180a, Ath. 
1.18do Pl. R. 404d8-9# Luc. Nigr. 33) to the sacrificial 
(Hdt. 1.160.5, Paus. 8.2-3), and could be made from 
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dXCUpOV, as here, or from OC11C8aALQ (Gal. San. Tuend. 
5.7.1=6.342K), together with olive-oil, honey (Ath. 14. 
645e) , and cheese (Suýa s. v. 
dLV6CYTCLTOL and Chrysipp. 
Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647d-e), with poppy-seeds either mixed 
in (Gal. Vict. Att. 5.27) or spread on top (Gal. SimpZ. 
Med. 7.12.13=12.73K). Although TCýVtjiaTa in this pass- 
age embrace TCLYnVt'rCLL, TtX(1XOGVTCQ, CTPLCL, and Xciyava, 
Gal. elsewhere (Simpl. Med. 7.12.13=12.73K) draws a 
distinction between them and CTpLa, but bafflement 
sets in as to what this distinction might be (see also 
Orib. 1.7.3n. ). Daremberg (pp. 561-562) confidently sug- 
gests that Ila diff6rence entre un TtýJIJLCL (friture) et 
un TtXcL-KO(3Q (gateau) consistait dans l1addition de miel, 
de lait, de vin, de fromage, de graine de pavot ou de 
s4same, ou d'autres ingr4dients destin4s & rehausser le 
g 't' , but the available evidence does not seem to sup- oU 
port this. 
7.1-2 OL TOLYTIVtTOLL: From here to Tt6XLV Ot ijývTyrcr. (end of 
sect. 2) Orib. draws his information from Gal. Wim. fac. 
1.3.1-2=6.490-492K)i omitting little apart from facts 
irrelevant to dietetics such as that the Athenians called 
these pancakes TCLYTIVtTCLL, whereas the Greeks in Asia re- 
ferred to them as TTIYCLVUTCLL. Ath. (14.646e) too des- 
cribes it as a TEXCLRO09, and mentions another name 
TcLYTjvCaQ (cf. also yet another name recorded, by Hsch. p 
s. v. dLTTCLV C TCLQ) . The instructions to turn the pancake 
over repeatedly until cooked, and the comparison with 
the consistency of soft cheese show that it was more akin 
to a pizza al tegame (recipe in E. David, ItaZian Food, 
Harmondsworth 1963, pp. 150-151; Mr F. King in a l6tter 
from Nyamathumbi in Kenya informs me that the Kikuyu 
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make a Ichapatil with a flour and water dough moulded 
into a patty about 25cm. in diameter and 4-5mm. thick, 
I 
which, after layering with shortening and rolling out, 
is fried) than a crepe. Philistion (ap. Ath. 3.115e), in 
contrast to Orib. Is CFTCLTLXbV YCLCYTPbC, held that the use 
of olive oil made the pancake easy to excrete (cf. Orib. 
1.17.1n. ), but like Orib. voices his doubts concerning 
its digestibility because of the steam (TZ) 'XVLcy6v) 
arising from the drying of the mixture. Orib. 's use of 
TILYV60UGL shows that he must have envisaged the honey 
or sea-salt being added to the pancake mixture before 
frying: other writers describe either honey (Magn. ap. 
Ath. 14.646e)l or sesame-seeds and cheese bbing spread 
on the pancakes (Crates Com. ap. Poll. 6.78) in the same 
way as the topping of the pizza al tegame. The Roman 
equivalent was lucunclus/Zucuntulus (CGL 3.88.2,3.372.26), 
and as such it is frequently mentioned as a delicacy 
(Afran. ap. Non. 131.25M, Stat. silu. 1.6.17, Apul. met. 10. 
13, Chrysipp. Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647d). 
6LXdLnv4) TEUPC : Alex. Trall. (9.3=2.429 Puschmann) recom- 
mends frying tn' dLXdTE'VOU TEUP6Q things suitable for dysen'- 
tery and coeliac problems before adding them to milk 
heated beforehand with red-hot lumps of iron. Gal. (San. 
Tuend. 4.5.36=6.271K) remarks that it is better to boil 
on charcoal or wood that is completely dry, otherwise 
known as dxaTEvcL. Perhaps Orib. was concerned to have a 
strong and very soft flame (0,6w IIaA. CLXU)TdTnV) without 
any troublesome smoke (cf. Thphr. HP 5.9.3-5). Besides 
being dried, wood that was required to be smokeless could 
be steeped in olive-lees and exposed to the sun (Cato Agr. 
130# Plin. Nat. 15.34) . Mart. (13.15) mentions smokeless 
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wood, and Hor. (S. 1.5.77-81; cf. Sen. Ep. 104.6) describes 
how he suffered at a villa near Triuicum from smoky 
green wood burning on the stove that brought tears to I 
his eyes. A smokeless fire is a prerequisite in modern 
India: "... millions of Indian housewives ... depend 
upon dried cattle dung for cooking. When employed for 
this purpose, the dung produces a clean, steady, odor- 
less flame that requires little attention and is well 
suited for simmering vegetarian dishes' (M. Harris, 
Good to Eat: RiddZes of Food and CuZture, London 1986, 
p. 57). 
8CUUJIýVOV: This can refer to several cooking opera- 
tionst from sprinkling (D. H. 7.72.17) to soaking (Pl. Lg. 
782c4i Gal. Vict. Att. 6.32; see P. Chantraine, Diction- 
naire 6tymologique, vol. lt Paris 1968, p. 267), the root 
meaning being to add a thing to something else, as here 
(cf . X. Cyr. 6.2.28) . 
7.2 XUILL6V 4)ýZV: See Orib. 1.41.3n.. 
JAXLTor.: on the cutting powers of honey see Orib. 1. 
12 . 3n. . 
TC)V 0aXCLTTC(JV dLAZV: The best sea-salt came from Megarar 
Salamis in Cyprus, Sicily, and Libya (Dsc. 5.109.1, Plin. 
Nat. 31.84). The reason for it being mixed into the pan- 
cakes was to combat their costive and thick-juiced effect 
by its purgativet resolvent, cutting, and cleansing power 
(Dsc. 5.109.2, Plin. Nat. 31.98, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 9.3.2=12. 
210-211K, 11.2.5=12.372-373K, Hp. Hum. comm. 1.12=16.129K, 
Cels. 2.23, Larg. 136, Orib. Syn. 4.28.11). On salt in, 
general see Orib. 4.2.4n.; on sea-salt in particular see 
B. Edeine, 'Les techniques de fabrication du sel dans les 
sauneries pr4 et protohistoriques ainsi que gallo-romaines', 
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ABPO 82 (1975) , pp. 1-18, and in particular pp. 7-8 
where Imarais salants' and 'sel blanc obtenu par lav- 
age de sablon et le proc6d4 ignifere, are discussed 
(the same technique is described by Tac. Ann. 13.57.2) 
and pp. 9-17 where the manufacture of salt on Papua New 
Guinea by heating brine in a special furnace is described 
with the help of photographs. 
TEXCLIKOGVTOQ TL YýVOQ: TEXCLnO09 was a generic term for a 
flat cake (cf. Hippoloch. ap. Ath. 4.130c) , in shape often 
like a marrow seed (Phan. Hist. ap. Ath. 2.5Bd) , and regu- 
larly containing cheese (Suda s. v. nAcL'x6CLQ, Ar. Ach. 
1125, Theodorid. ap. AP 6.155.3-4, Epich. ap. Ath. 14.646b). 
As with much ancient terminology it is difficult to be 
more exact, for certain cakes described as TEXCLIAOrJVTCQ 
(e. g. XCýO'V# Ath. 3.125fl &VLTIC, Ath. 14.644f.; dLVL(PL(P3'Vj 
Ath. 14.645a; YXUXCVCLC, Ath. 14.645d) do not have cheese 
listed as one of their ingredients, yet this does not 
categorically rule out the addition of cheese, for Ath. 
is not giving workable recipes for the most part but 
short lexicographical definitions, and cheese would be 
one of the obvious binding ingredients for these cakes 
in the absence of butter or fat. TEXcLxoGvTcQ could also 
be shaped like breasts (Sosib. ap. Ath. 3.115a and 14. 
646a; cf. K. Kourouniotes and H. A. Thompson, 'The Pnyx 
at Athens', Hesperia 1 (1932), p. 196 for possible clay 
representations of these cakes). A TIXCLHOGC could be 
eaten with honey for heightened delectation (Archestr. 
ap. Ath. 3.101d) , and Parium on the Hellespont was famous 
for its TEA. CLHOCVTCC (Ath. 14.644b) . 
7.3-5 XCLL Y&P 06V ... jLdA. LTOQ ncivTCL: This constitutes the 
closing sentence of Gal. 's chapter on nýjijiam (AZim. 
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fac. 1.3.2=6.491-492K), the only change Orib. Idakes 
being XCLL Y&P 06V for TOLYCLPOOV. On saturating similar 
cakes (mustei Afri, recipe in Cato Agr. 121) in honey 
see Apic. 7.13.2; see Orib. 1.8.4n. on the 'KpL'OcLvov. 
15L-r'rbV 6ý -rC3V L-rPCWV ... C7, KE: UoLO36VTcA3V: This section 
Orib. quotes almost verbatim from Gal. Wim. fac. 1.4. 
1-3=6.492-493K), although unsurprisingly he omits a 
reference to Vict. Att. and the attenuating foods and 
drinks needed to free the passages of the body blocked 
by certain glutinous cakes. 
ýUAILCLTCL: Presumably ý161LUaTCL (='soaps'? ) in Raeder's 
text (p. 10,1.14) is a misprint (although cf. LSJ s. v. ). 
Why ýUAUCLTCX were considered superior to XdYCLVCL (see Orib. 
1.9.1n. ) is impossible to say, since both sorts of cakes 
appear to have been made of similar ingredients, and 
certainly they are usually listed side by side as having 
shared properties (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.14.13=6.687K, Bon. 
MaZ. Suc. 4.10=6.768K) 
, among which was their causation 
of blockages in the liver and. li thiasi s in the kidneys. 
This frustration over pinpointing recipes is not confined 
to the ancient world: I ... perche 
& anche altrove con 
lo stesso nome ma un altro ricetta o in una zona diversa 
e distante, senza nessuna sfumatura apparente di colle- 
gamento con l1altra? 
; 
una domanda che spesso si 
presenta, poi sfugge e non ci si pensa piul (O. P. Bozzie 
La Lombardia in Cucinat Firenze 1982, p. 9). The advice 
should be followed. 
QXEYII(XCVOUGLV: See Orib. 1.53.4n. on inflammations. 
CHLpPoullýVOLQ: See Orib. 1.39.5n. on indurations. 
7.6-7 6ý&VTCJV 5ý TEaP' hýLtV ... : Apart from omitting that it 
was many people in the country who boiled up wheat meal 
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with milk, Orib. quotes word for word from Gal. 's 
chapter on TtXUTbC dPT0Q (AZim. fac. 1.5.2=6.494-495K; see 
orib. 1.8.3n. ). The proportions for boiling c; cIiC6cLXLQ 
with water were 3oz Of (3CUC8CL)LLQ to 5 pints of water 
(orib. Syn. 4.37.1; see also Dieuch. ap. Orib. 4.6.2 and 
n. ). With either milk or water this preparation was 
hard to digest and bad-juiced (Gal. Vict. Att. 6.32). 
8.1-3 6LPLCTTOC dPT0Q so-: loptimus panis ac saluberrimus homini 
neque iuveni neque exercitato fuerit is qui plurimum 
fermenti, plurimumque salis habeat: quique plurimum sit 
subactus et elaboratus, et in clibano moderate calido 
sit assatus' (Rasario, p. 209). orib. lifts his informa- 
tion here from the final part of Gal. 's chapter on CTPLCL 
(Atim. fac. 1.4.4=6.494K; see orib. 1.7.3-5n. ) and the 
beginning of his chapter on 1TXuTbQ (SpToc (see Orib. 1. 
7.6-7n. ) with a few minor changes and omissions. The 
type of flour, the quantity of water, and the amount of 
kneading were all of importance to the final product (Hp. 
VM 14=1.600L). Bread was strengthening and nourishing 
(Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 1.26=15.480K, Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 3.2= 
17B. 12K, cf. Gal. Hp. SaZubr. comm. 2=15.177K), as well as 
being heating and drying (Gal. Hp. SaZubr. comm. 2=15.179K), 
hence its external application to bring to a head and 
disperse boils (Gal. Simpl. Med. 10.2.16=12.289K). For 
heartburn and headache it was eaten hot dipped in unmixed 
wine (Hp. Epid. 2.5.18=5.130L, 2.6.30=5.138L). On the 
possible coarseness of Roman bread and grim comparisons 
with 1920's Yugoslavian and Indian peasant bread see N. 
Jasny, 'The Daily Bread of the Ancient Greeks and Romans'# 
Osiris 9 (1950), pp. 227-253; on the size of Pompeian 
loaves --- diameter 22cm., total height 5.8cm. divided 
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into 3cm. for the upper and 2.8cm. for the lower half 
--- and their division into eight slices (cf. Hes. 0p. 
442 and Greek Orthodox Eucharist bread: photograph of a 
Iscena di panettaria dell' affresco pompeianol in E. S. P. 
Ricotti, L'arte deZ convito neZZa Roma antica, Roma 
1983, fig. 97; photograph of a loaf depicted on a mosaic 
from 'The House of the Buffet Supper' at Antioch in 
D. Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements, vol. 2, Princeton 1947, 
fig. 152a and p. 132) see M. W'ahren, 'R*o'misches Brot', SP 
20 (1956) , pp. 19-22; for photographs of Pompeian millst 
and wall-paintings and reliefs illustrating the manu- 
facture of bread see t. Winniczuk, 'Praca Mtynarza i 
pickarza w starotytnej grecj"I i rzymiel, Meandra 6 
(1951), pp. 1-30. 
1 JIATC 'Vý4): All the Mss. (Daremberg, p. 22 and Raeder, 
p. 11) read 11fi YCVVCLCO), except for C2 which has the read- 
ing IIATE vt(p adopted by the modern editors. The mecha- 
nics of the error are interesting for the light they shed 
on another passage in Orib. (1.41.8 and n. ) similarly cor- 
ruPted by pronunciation. Although even in majuscules the 
two readings look very different (MHTENEQ/MHrENNAIQ), the 
sound once [T] had been changed to M through a simple 
copyist's mistake must have been the same: for by the 2nd 
and 3rd c. A. D. [M] was modified to its modern pronuncia- 
tion of [E] (see L. R. Palmer, The Greek Language, London 
1980, p. 177 and W. S. Allen, Vox Graeca, Cambridge 1968, 
pp. 75-76), and the second [Vj disappeared either through 
haplography or more probably through sense (YVV'VCLtOQ 
or 'noble': a social division of foodstuffs could be pos- 
sible here but is unlikely in view of Orib. 4.1.24n). 
According to X. (Mem. 1.2.35) thirty was the age at which 
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one ceased being VýOQQ, but Gal. is undoubtably not 
being as precise as that. Roman life expectancy at 
the age of five has been calculated to between thirty- 
one and thirty-seven depending on the area of habita- 
tion (B. Frier, 'Roman Life Expectancy: The Pannonian 
Evidence', Phoenix 37 (1983), pp. 328-344). 
TEXCVCTOV jlýV COJInV 6XWV, TtXCUCYTOV 6' dLXC)V: In modern 
panification a sack of flour weighing 2801b requires 
between 4 and 71b of salt. Salt helps retain the moisture 
in the baked loaf, too much making for a hard crust, and 
the shorter the rising time the more yeast and the less 
salt are needed (E. David, English Bread and Yeast Cook- 
ery, Harmondsworth 1979, pp. 119-124). Gal. repeats his 
assertion here that bread containing only a little yeast 
and salt generated thick and viscous humours in older 
and poorly exercised bodies elsewhere (San. Tuend. 5.7. 
6-7=6.34K, AZim. fac. 1.2.7=6.485-486K, 1.7.4=6.499K). on 
yeast see Orib. 4.11.2n.. 
8.4-5 'K(iXXLCFTOL 6k T3V &PTG)V: This is taken by Orib. from Gal. 
Wim. fac. 1.2.12=6.489K), omitting only the cross-' 
reference to the making Of XPLDCXVtTCLL with a lot of yeast 
and kneading (Alim. fac. 1.2.6=6.484K). A1 has UXLDCLVLTCLL 
(Raeder, p. 11), and the orthography fluctuates in the Mss. 
between the two variants: UXL-, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 11.1.26= 
12.347K, Sophr. ap. Ath. 3.110c, Hdt. 2.95.5, Artem. 2.10; 
XPL-,, Dieuch. ap. Orib. 4.5.2, Poll. 6.88, Ar. Ach. 86, ap. 
Ath. 3.109fp Gal. Vict. Att. 7.54. Daremberg (p. 563) pre- 
sents a diagram to illustrate the difference between 
these two methods of cooking: the CTVVOQ was a four-legged 
oven (see Orib. 4.5.2n. ) whilst the XPCOCLVOv or testu 
(cf. Gal. Simpt. Med. 11.1.26=12.347Kp Col. 5.10.4, Arb. 
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19.2) was a dome-shaped cover (see B. A. Sparkes, 'The 
Greek Kitchen', JHS 82 (1962), p. 128 and plate IV. 2) 
which, after it had been heated (cf. Cato Agr. 76.2), 
was placed over the dough that was laid, sometimes on 
leaves, on the hot patch of floor from which the coals 
had been removed (see also J. M. Frayn, 'Home-baking in 
Roman Italy', Antiquity 52 (1978), pp. 29-30). The 
coals were then heaped over the sides of the cover. A 
similar method of cooking still finds favour in the 
Mediterranean world today (A. MacMiadhach&inj Spanish 
RegionaZ Cookery, Harmondsworth 1976, p. 178 and K. 
Andrews, The FLight of Ikaros, Harmondsworth 1984, p. 203: 
then (we) kneaded some dough and put it on a tile 
in the coals to bake XPLaCLVtTCLL were considered 
superior to CTEVETCLL (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 2.3=6.759K, Vict. 
Att. 6.32) because they were good for the stomach# easily 
digested, readily assimilated, and of an excellent savour 
(Philistion ap. Ath. 3.115e). 
6TEL Tfic 6CFXdLPCLQ-: ftFXdPCL was the term for a brazier (B. A. 
Sparkes, 'The Greek Kitchen', JHS 82 (1962), p. 129 and 
plate V. 3), used either for heating a room (Plu. Mor. 
180e) or for general culinary purposes for cooking fish 
(Gal. AZim. fac. 3.29.14=6.725K) and DOXDoC (Gal. AZim. fac. 
2.64.3=6.653K) to baking bread as here. Poll. (6.78) 
places &YXCLPL'TnQ from Rhodes midway between &pTOQ and 
TIXcL, xoGQ, whilst Hsch. (s. v. tCYXCLPCrnC) confuses it with 
(jpToQ 6yxpUTLTOQ. The steam from the drying made brazier- 
bread rather unwholesome (Philistion ap. Ath. 3.115e) and 
its tendency to get burnt caused it to be held less 
nourishing than CnVUTaL (Hp. Vict. 2.42=6.540L). Neverthe- 
less it was enjoyed as a delicacy (cf. Crobyl. ap. Ath. 3. 
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109d, J. AJ 7.86) , especially when hot and dipped in 
sweet wine (Antid. ap. Ath. 3.109c). 
XCL-C& Oeplihv TýQPCLV: , 
ýee 
Orib . 5.4 . 4n. . 
8.6 JICT& 8k ToibQ TEUpCvoug a*: Orib derives this sentence 
f rom Gal. (A Lim. fac. 1.13.18=6.518K) , but why he appends 
it to this chapter when he quotes it further on (1.13.1 
and n. ) with greater accuracy and in its proper place can 
only be ascribed to carelessness. 
9.1 Tb Tu)v CTPCWV: on these cakes see orib. 4.7.33n.. 
-rb -ru)v XCLYdLvcov Ytvog: The XciycL'vo'v was a light (tXa(Pp6c, 
hence Ath. Med. 's XCTLT6Q) cake or TtXCLRODC (Ath. 3.110a, 
cf. orib. 1.7.2n. ) , perhaps rather crisp (cf. Diocl. ap. 
Ath. 3. llob and K. Schneider jI Laganum' , RE (1924) , col. 
455; but in contrast Cels. 8.7.6 who recommends Zagana 
as food for patients who are unable to chew anything hard 
when their jaw has been fractured, and also J. Solomon, 
I Tracta: A Versatile Roman Pastry I, Hermes 106 (1978) , 
pp. 548-549) made from CFCIIC8CLXLQ, and fried in olive-oil 
(Hsch. S. V. X&YCLVaj CGL 5.505.21, cf. J. AJ 7.86 XdLYCLVOV 
TTIYCLVLcYT6v) the dough was unusually unleavened (but 
leavened in Cael. Aur. chron. 2.13.177, who may however 
be applying the term loosely) and could include milkj 
cheese, honey (Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 4.10-11=6.768K, Alim. fac. 
1.4.1=6.492K), pepper and Ziquamen (S'ch-. Hor. S. 1.6.115). 
Chrysipp. Tyan. (ap. Ath. 14.647e) details a similar recipe 
for catilZus ornatus made by kneading mashed lettuce, 
flour, pork fat, wine and pepper together, and frying 
thin strips of this mixture in ollve-oil. The XdL*YCLVOV 
was eaten with meat and vegetables, especially in winter 
(Gal. Hp. Nat. Hom. comm. 1.35=15.90K)i although it caused 
kidney stones and blockages in the liver (Gal. Alim. fac. 
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3.14.13=6.687K; on blockages in the liver see Orib. 
1.53.4n. ). 
6LxuX6, ccPoC Distinguished from dryness (E71p6rEPOL, Ath. 
Med. ap. orib. 1.2.14, Thphr. CP 6.19.4), C"LXUXOC means 
$without flavourl (cf. Plu. Mor. 668f) rather than 'with- 
out juice' (see also Orib. 1.17.1n. on XUOV, and was 
associated with paucity of nourishment and lack of pala- 
tability (Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 2.69f, Xenocr. ap. orib. 2.58. 
20, Diocl. ap. Orib. 4.3.4). 
9.2 OC X&TOTITOL: over-baked (contostum, CGL 2.346.29, cf. 
Archestr. ap. Ath. 7.320b, Dsc. 5.158) along with twice- 
baked bread would naturally nourish less as the essential 
juices would have been driven off by the heat as Ath. Med. 
says. Instead of XCLT-, ýE- was sometimes employed as an 
intensifying prefix for 6TzT6C (Hp. Int. 42=7.270L, VM 14= 
1.600L). 
6CIIUPOL: Twice-baked bread (cf. Hsch. s. v. Unupm 
6PTOL; also 6LnUPCTnQ, Phryn. com. ap. Poll. 7.22) was 
served hot on its own (Eub. ap. Ath. 3.110a) or with sliced 
egg (Alex. ap. Ath. 12.516e). Hp. (Int. 25=7.230-232L) 
probably felt the same as Ath. Med. about the nutritional 
value of twice-baked bread since he prescribed it in cases 
of dropsy of the spleen# no doubt as a bland food devoid 
of exacerbating qualities (cf. Dieuch. ap. Orib. 4.7.13- 
14 and n. ), but perhaps too as a drying food. The Suda 
(s. v. TECLFaU6LQ) glosses TtCLECLjIEiQ as a Latin term for 8CTtU- 
pog dpTOQ, and here there is a clear survival of an 
ancient recipe transmitted by peasants and monks of the 
Orthodox Church to modern times (cf. Cassian. Inst. Cen. 
4.14 and P. Leigh-Fermor, RoUmeZi, Harmondsworth 1983, p. 
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216) # for TECLELjLd8La are still eaten in Greece today: 
'Reaching into the hollow of the log, he (Yorgo) ex- 
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tracted three paximadia from the spring and wrapped them 
in a cloth to draw the water out before they got too 
soggy. These dark brown pumices of twice-baked bread --- 
the staple fare of Greek shepherds and of the medieval 
Basilian hermits --- can be kept for months. Hard as 
fossils, they are excellent; especially with garlic, 
when soaked to the right consistency. (The baked ob- 
longs are fluted with deep clefts for easier baking ... )I: 
P. Leigh Fermor, Mani, Harmondsworth 1983, pp. 14-15. 
Gal. (Rem. Par. 3=14.554K, cf. 3=14.537K on ITCLEC4id8cav 
%a8aPTLX&) mentions 11CLEM468LOV eaten with lamb, bread, 
and wine as part of a special diet; P. Leigh Fermor 
(RoumeZi, Harmondsworth 1983, p. 13o-131) describes a 
meal of beans, lentils, cooked snails and herbs, 'twice- 
baked herdsman's bread that must be soaked in water or 
goat's milk before it is eaten', toasted goat's cheeser 
raki, wine, and walnuts, which with the exception of 
raki could be a description of an ancient repast (on 
the preparation Of TMEL1168M see also C. Connell, In 
the Bee-loud Gladej Nafplion 1980, p. 58 where small 
loaves of bread called TtOLrJXOL are broken into five pieces 
and replaced in the oven until the following morning). 
Ath. Med. Is twice-baked bread is unusual in that it is 
not just baked twice but kneaded twice. 
9.3 Ot 86PI10t XCLL TtP6c7(PcLToL: opinion was divided over hot 
fresh breads, some physicians (e. g. Hp. Acut. 10=2.300L) 
labelling them the cause of thirst and sudden satiety, 
others (e. g. Philistion ap. Ath. 3.115d, Anthim. 1, Sim. 
Seth. S. V. dPTOL = p. 19 Langkavel) singing their digesti- 
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bility and excellent nourishment. Heat of course was 
regarded as an essential part of the process of diges- 
tion (Hp. Aff. 61=6.268L, Gal. Nat. Fac. 2.4=2.89K). 
10.1 OC UýV TLUPOL ... 'YCV'VC)CYL 
ýUTLTLx6v: This is an abrupt 
precis of Gal. AZim. fac. 1.9.1-2=6.501K) with the de- 
tails concerning wheat in contrast to barley being re- 
moved, Orib. obviously regarding what he had already 
said on the subject (1.1 and 2) adequate. Barley was 
generally held to be cooling (Hp. Vict. 2.40=6.536L, Gal. 
Ptis. 3.1=6.819K, Allim. fac. 1.1.37=6.474K, Hp. Epid. 6 
comm. 5.33=17B. 303K, Comp. Med. 3.2=13.569K, Hp. Acut. 
comm. 1.29=15.484K, Orib. Syn. 4.32.1, [Anthim. ] 2) and 
purgative (Gal. Simpl. Med. 5.12=11.754Kt 7.10.53=12.44K, 
Bon. MaZ. Suc. 7.4=6.79OKp Vict. Att. 7.45). Externally 
barley was used in soothing poultices for such ailments 
as headache (Marc. med. 1.62, Cael. Aur. acut. 3.3-14), whilst 
poultices made from wheat were regarded as heating (Gal. 
Simpl. Med. 8.16.42=12.111K). 
TtT L CYCiVnV : Gal. continues his chapter on, barley (AZim. 
fac. 1.9.3-7=6.501-504K) with a careful disquisition on 
the different ways of preparing TtTLCYdVn, some to be 
praised, others to be execrated, and Orib. elsewhere 
sums up the information omitted here (4.1.16-21n. ). 
E. - Darmstaedter ('Ptisana: Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der 
Antiken Diaetetiki, Arch. 15 (1933), pp. 181-201) defined 
ptisana as a SchZeimsuppe which could be diluted and 
drunk cold. In the course of his experiments he found 
that a proper ptisana could only be made with hulled 
barley, because in this way alone can an even suspension 
of the particles in water, or in other words a smooth 
emulsion, be achieved. Even after boiling for six hours 
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or more the grains as such are still there, but in a 
somewhat soft condition, and the chylos or emulsion 
has to be separated fr om these grains by sieving; with- 
out sieving the product equalled TITLCYdLVn TtCL)(CtcL (Cf. 
Hp. Epid. 2.6.3=5.132L). The medicinal effects of bar- 
ley have been noted in modern times, Gerstenzucker in 
Germany being administered for hoarseness and light 
catarrh especially in children, and tisane d1orge in 
France being considered a refreshingly cooling drink (cf. 
lemon barley water). The cooling properties of TETLCYCiVY1 
made the soup an effective weapon in the ancient armoury 
against fever (Gal. Ptis. 5.9=6.825K, Hp. Acut. (Sp. ) 8= 
2.428L) . P. T. Makler ('New Information on Nutrition in 
Ancient Greece I, Klio 62 (1980) , pp. 317-319) argues from 
modern evidence that the frequent references to kidney 
stones in children in the Hippocratic Corpus was a result 
of I'ETLCYci'VTI being administered as a substitute for milk. 
The best way of making TtrLcrcivn was by soaking the 
barley and then rubbing the grains to remove the skin 
and chaff before gently boiling (Gal. Ptis. 4.2=6.821- 
822K), and it was this action of pounding and rubbing 
(TtTCcYCFCLV) that gave the food its name (Ath. 10.455e and 
L. A. Moritz, Grain-MiZIs and FZour in ClassicaZ AntiqUity, 
oxford 1958, p. 147). Seasonings for TLTL(jdLVn included 
pig's trotters (Gal. Meth. Med. 7.6=10.489K, AZim. fac. 
3.3.2=6.670K), olive-oil, vinegar, saltp leeks, and 
dill (Paul. Aeg. 1.78, Aret. CA 1.10.7=24A. 235K). 
10.2 OC 8,6PTOL ... TOUQ CY6jla(JL'V: This brief extract comes 
from a much longer chapter devoted to barley breads (Gal. 
Alim. fac. 1.10.1=6.504K). Barley grain can prove dif- 
ficult to free from its huske and ancient methods of 
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doing this involving roasting destroyed the gluten 
(i. e. yXCOXPOV) needed in making leavened bread (G. E. 
Rickman, The Corn SuppZy of Ancient Romer Oxford 1980, 
P. 5) , hence Gal. Is use of the word kýCL8UP6TEPOL (cf. 
Orib. 4.2.8n. ) to describe barley breads. Nevertheless 
bread was baked from barley (X. An. 4.5.31, Luc. Macr. 5, 
Gp. 7.26.4,9.23.5), although reactions to it were not 
generally favourable: Sen. (Ep. 18.10) says frustum 
hordeacei panis was not a uoZuptas, and Cels. (2.25.1) 
numbers it among the foods that were aZiena ... stom- 
acho. It contained little nourishment (Dsc. 2.86.1, Orib. 
Syn. 4.13.5, Gal. Vict. Att. 6.38, Arist. Pr. 927al7-18) 
and was ranked behind wheat and millet bread as regards 
nutritional value (Cels. 2.18.4, Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3.115c), 
Plin. (Nat. 18.74) going as far as to state that by his 
day it had been condemned by experience and that both 
it and the grain were mostly fed to animals: Var. (R. 
2.9.10t cf. Gp. 19.1-5) mentions panis hordeacius as dog 
foodl and there are numerous references to barley as 
cattle fodder (e. g. Var. R. 2.8.2,3.17.6# Apul. met. 4.22, 
Col. 6.3.3,6.37.8). 
1.11 T3V XPLDC)V: Gal. (Vict. Att. 6.44, cf. ap. Orib. 1.1.15) 
records a XPLOfi YUJIVA that was sown in Cappadocia, and 
Ath. Med. 's assurance that it was of superior value as 
nourishment compared to other types of barley may be be- 
cause it did not need to be so heavily processed. Orib. 
probably included this fragment of Ath. Med. because it 
is more positive in its approach to barley than the ex- 
tract from Gal., but not contradictory, and barley was 
by no means ignored as a food: with pork and figs (Apic. 
7.10), and to make poZenta with flax-seed, coriander# 
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and salt (Plin. Nat. 18.72-73) , and of course JACcL (see 
Orib. 1.12.2n. ). The garrison at Vindolanda was issued 
with barley as part of its rations (A. K. Bowman and J. D, 
Thomas, Vindolanda: The Latin Writing Tablets, Britannia 
Monograph 4 (1983), tablet 4, line 43 (p. 89). 
11.2 8COTLXOL ... TIOVOCYrLXCOV: UO'V6CYTLXOC was usually taken 
as a term referring to an epigram consisting of a single 
line of verse (e. g. Lucil. ap. AP 11.312.3, Cyrill. ap. AP 
9.369, Plu. Pomp. 27.3# Draco s. v. 'KfiPUE = p. 56 Hermann), 
and its use here to refer to one-rowed barley appears 
to be unique, whilst 8CCFTLXOQ was commonly applied to 
barley with two rows (Plu. Mor. 906b, Thphr. HP 8.4.2), 
otherwise known as Galaticum, which was excellent as a 
food when mixed with wheat (Col. 2.9.16). The largest 
number of rows was sixt and this variety of barley was 
called hexastichum or cantherinum (Col. 2.9.141 cf. Pall. 
10.4; A. Oliva ('I frumentil le leguminosa de granella 
e gli altri semi repertati a Belverde It SE 13 (1939) 
p. 346 and Plate XIX. 3) records the grains of Hordeum 
tetrastychum and hexastychum found in some caves inhabited 
in prehistoric times near the Lago di Chiusi). Daremberg 
(p. 565) thought it probable that Ath. Med. counted only 
the rows found on one side of the axis of the ear, so 
that 1io'v6cYTLXOQ and 6CCYTLXOQ refer to barley with two and 
four rows respectively. 
TrDV TEUPPC)V: The Mss. are unanimous in their reading of 
TOW TEUP&V which Raeder (p. 12) deletes from his text. 
Daremberg (p. 565) too states that Ila legon TEUpC)v too 
4tait compl4tement inadmissable', considering that 
Thphr. (HP 8.4.2) applies the adjective dC7TOLXOQ to 
wheat in contrast to the grains of barley in their regu- 
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lar rows, and he presents the simple emendation T6v 
Ttupp3v: 'On sl Atonnera peut-etre quI il soit ici 
I 
question d' une orge rousse, mais Th4ophrasie (HP 8.4. 
2, cf. also Plin. Nat. 18.78) parle aussi d' une XPLOh 
6TtLTtOP(PUPCCOUCTCL' .A case of haplography is an easier 
explanation than the inclusion of an otherwise -- at 
least in this context -- nonsensical word. 
12.1 TtCP'L dLA. (PCTG)V: By the 4th c. B. C. 6L%(PLra and d, %cupa were 
.e 
firmly associated with barley and naked wheat respective- 
ly (L. A. Moritz, Grain-MiZZs and FZour in CZassicaZ 
Antiquity, oxford 1958, p. 149), and for Gal. (Hp. Prog. 
comm. 2.28=18B. 151K, Ling. Hp. ExpZ. =19.76K) and his con- 
temporaries dX(PLTCL were 'barley-groats' , that is whole 
grains with the hulls removed or the relatively large 
particles which resulted from a rough crushing of these 
grains (L. A. Moritz, ' 'AQLTCL -A Note', CQ 43 (1949) , 
pp. 113-117).. Orib. paraphrases Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.11.2= 
6.507K) for this sentence, omitting that it was the 
Roman army that discovered barley-groats through experi- 
ence to be deficient in nutriment (cf. Gal. Vict. Att. 6. 
38). Barley-groats did not have the same excellence as 
TLTLCT(i'Vn with respect to COXUIICCL or the preservation of 
health (Gal. Bon. MaZ. SUC. 7.2=6.790K), and they were cos- 
tive (Dsc. 2.86.3), yet were still found useful as a 
food (x. Mem. 2.7-5) # sometimes sprinkled on wine (Heges- 
and. ap. Ath. 10.432b). See also Orib. 4.1.7-lon.. 
12.2 h 8ý UdCCL: Orib. draws this extract from Gal. IAZim-fac. 
1.12.3=6.509K) with some alterations. Gal. takes up 
the first part of his chapter Wim. fac. 1.12.1-2=6. 
508-509K), which Orib. omits as being too general, with 
a summary of the laxative effect bran has on the stomach, 
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and prefaces the part Orib. uses for his work by the 
statement that a person who has absorbed the preceding 
information will immediately realize that the nourish- 
ment in UELCcL falls short of that in barley bread, and 
a reason too is offered for 116LECL being less digestible 
than barley bread, namely that anything parched is 
drier and harder to break up (8UC7aPCLUC7T6TCPOV) . 116LDI 
was carefullydistinguished from bread (Hp. VM 8=1.588L, 
Ar. Ec. 606) as here in Orib., but the difference is not 
altogether clear: L. A. Moritz (Grain-MiZZs and FZour in 
ClassicaZ Antiquity, Oxford 1958'1 p. 150) thought that 
bread was baked and 11CLECL was not, whilst E. Darmstaedter 
('Ptisana: Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Antiken Diaete- 
tik I, Arch. 15 (193 3) , p. 188) believed 11CLECL was baked 
to produce a kind of unleavened bread or Fladen, fairly 
thick, dry, and brittle. VLELCcx means a 'lump' (Lat. offa, 
CGL 2.363.55) and is connected with UdCYCYCO, 'knead' (P. 
Chantraine, Dict. Etym., vol. 3, Paris 1974, p. 657), usually 
an essential part of the preparation (Hdt. 1.200, Ath. 
14.663d, Ar. Pax. 16, Sch. Theoc. 4.34), but (Hp. (Aff. 
52=6.260L) records an unkneaded JAC(I. The basic ingredi- 
ents were barley meal (OLTOC) and milk (Sch. Ar. Pax. 1, 
Suda s. v. UELCcL) , and so IIELECL is described by Philox. (ap. 
Ath. 4.147a) as XLov6xpooc. However, 116LEOLL could also be 
seasoned with oxymeZ or hydromeZ (Erot. s. v. jidCcL =p. 60 
Langkavel), with Nose-smart (ndp6aliov, Lepidium sativa 
L. , Hsch. s-v- XCLP&LIJAXTI) , mixed with honey to produce 
jjcXLTOGTTCL (Ar-Nu. 507 and Sch. ad loc., Lys. 601, cf. Hp. 
Int. 20=7.270L), and kneaded with lettuce for apL6cLxCTjv 
(Luc. Lex. 3, cf. Ath. 14.647e) or must (YXCi3XOQ, see orib. 
1.41.8n. ) for OCVOiDTrCL (Ar. PZ. 1121 and Sch. ad loc. 1 
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these cakes are still eaten in Greece today under the 
name of IIOUCYTCLXEUPCCL (A. Karpozelos, 'Realia in Byzan- 
tine Epistolography'r ByZZ 77 (1984), p. 27), see Poll. 
6.76 and Ath. 3.114e for other sorts of UdCoL). Gal. 
(Hp. SaZubr. comm. 4=15.182K) remarks on a 'soft' VOLCa 
which was eaten in summer along with boiled fowls and 
watery drinks to help keep the body cool. Although 
there are no references to baking, it would seem unlikely 
that such a mixture was eaten raw as Moritz suggests, 
and ancient recipes are not renowned for stating the 
obvious; rather the difference between jid[a and XPLOLVOL 
dpTOL must lie in the former being unleavened and the 
latter leavened, following Darmstaedter. ILELECL could 
cause flatulence (HP. Acut. 10=2.298-300L) and was of 
little nourishment (Gal. Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 3.2=17B. 12K), 
while the effect of IIELECL on the bowels could be varied 
by light or prolonged kneading of the dough (Hp. Vict. 2. 
4o=6.536-538L). JACCL was eaten with &ýCL such as pickled 
fish cooked in 6TE6TPLILILCL (see Orib. 4.2.14n. ) and young 
lamb for moistening the bowels (Hp. Aff. 43=6.252L), 
with olives (Telecl. ap. Ath. 2.56d)l with cheese (Harmod. 
ap. Ath. 4.149a)l and with CTVog, chickpeas, dried figs, 
TE6TEa'VCL and must at a wedding feast (Theophyl. Simoc. Ep. 
44) . 
12.3 PC 6ý XCLL VLtXL TtpocYAdDoL: The best honey was Attic (cf. 
Larg. 57,70, Seren. 269), and especially that from 
Hymettus, after which followed that from Chios, Siphnos, 
Cythnos and other islands of the Cyclades (e. g. Cos and 
Calymnos, Str. 10-5.19, Ov-Met. 8.222), and that from 
Lilybaeum in Sicily and Oechalia in Boeotia (Ruf. ap. orib. 
2.63.3, Dsc. 2.82.1, Gp. 15.7.1, Plin. Nat. 11.32). its 
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use as an expectorant# purgative, and laxative was well 
known (Gal. Vict. Att. 6.36,7.49,12.110, Alim. fac. 1.24. 
4=6.538K, 1.29.2=6.547K, Hp. Art. COMM. 2.48=18A. 484K, 
SimpZ. Med. 7.12.9=12.70K, Plin. Nat. 22.110, Hp. Acut. 15= 
2.346L, Vict. 2.53=6.556L, Cels. 2.29.2, Paul. Aeg. 1.96), 
hence its appearance here. 
13.1 Ot litv O&V 6M)PL'VOL: Daremberg (p. 556) remarks on this 
phrase as one of the many proofs of the negligence (cf. 
1.8.6n., 1.50.2n. ) with which Orib. sometimes made his 
extracts, since to find dpTOL to which the adjective 
6Xx5pLVOL refers one must go all the way to sect. 2 (6 
Qdy(zv dPTOV), whilst in Gal. it is found in the immediate- 
ly preceding phrase. The fault, if it can be called as 
much, lies in Orib. copying word for word from Gal. (Alim. 
fac. 1.13.18-21=6.518-520K) with only a few omissions. 
6A. upcL was emmer (Lat. far: N. Jasny, Wheats of CZassicat 
Antiquity, Baltimore 1944, pp. 112-133; there is a photo- 
graph of emmer or Triticum dicoccum Schrk. in E. S. 
McFadden and E. R. Sears, 'The origin of Triticum Spelta 
and its Free-Threshing Hexaploid Relatives', JournaZ of 
Heredity 37 (1946), p. 83', fig. 7), and it was grown in 
large quantities in Asia (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.14.1=6.552K). 
Although breads were made from emmer (Dsc. 2.91, Trypho 
ap. Ath. 3.109cl cf. Hdt. 2.36.2), it was considered an 
inferior cereal to naked wheat (Gal. Vict. Att. 6.41, Bon. 
MaZ. Suc. 7.8=6.791K, Diocl. ap. Gal. Alim. fac. 1.13.4=6. 
512K) being relegated to the sýLme class as oats (Thphr. 
HP 8.4.1). 
Ot TýQLVOL: 'Bread made from einkorn' (N. Jasny, Wheats 
of ClassicaZ Antiquity* Baltimore 1944, pp. 109-111); 
this cereal was sown alongside emmer (Gp. 3.3.12, Gal. 
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Alzm. fac. 1.14.1=6.552K, cf. Plin. Nat. 18.81). Einkorn 
was placed after emmer in order of excellence (Gal. Bon. 
MaZ. Suc. 7.8=6.791K), perhaps because it was difficult 
to digest (Gal. Vict. Att. 6.40; the flour from einkorn 
is also much darker than the flour from most other 
wheats, Jasny p. 50), although Mnesith (ap. Ath. 3.11f) 
opined that bread made from einkorn was digested with 
little trouble and afforded adequate nourishment (cf. 
Arist. HA 603b25-26 on einkorn as pig food). Besides 
being made into bread (Trypho-ap. Ath. 3.109c), eink6rn 
was eaten boiled in eaten with sweet wine or gtýnVn or 
OCVOUýXL for those coughing up bilious matter (Alex. 
Trall. 5.6=2.213 Puschmann); 'it was heating (Orib. Syn. 
4.31.1). 
13.4 tWA. LCy'a6vTCQ: See Orib. 4.2.8n.. 
OCPjIbQ 8' eNV ETL: 'quum vero adhuc calidus est, ab 
ipsis etiam urbanis expetitur, eumque cum caseo quodam 
familiari comedunt, quem oxygalactinum vocant. Ergo 
hic calidus commanducatus non modo arusticis, sed etiam 
ab ipsis urbanis indeliciishabeturl (Rasario, p. 210). 
6EUyaXdXTLVOV: A fresh cheese, popular in Pergamum 
and the surrounding area of Mysia, which was pleasant 
to eat, harmless to the stomach, and less hard to digest 
and pass than other cheeses (Gal. Alim. fac. 3.16.3=6. 
697K, Simpl. Med. 10.2.9=12.272K, cf. Orib. Syn. 4.2.4). 
it was probably a curd or cottage cheese, similar to 
Italian ricotta ('... ricotta is another cheese which 
must be eaten fresh't E. David, ItaZian Food, Harmonds- 
worth 1963, p. 43), which was quickly made by draining 
the whey from curdled milk using fisci or fisceZZae (cf. 
Longus 3.33.2# Col. 7.8.3), small baskets or frails 
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fabricated from withes (J. M. Frayn, Sheep Rearing and 
the WooZ Trade in ItaZy during the Roman Period, Liverpool 
1984, p. 131). 6EOycLXý was customarily produced from 
sheep's milk (cf. Ctes. ap. Phot. Bibl. 72.48a8, Aeschylides 
ap. Ael. NA 16.32 and J. M. Frayn, Subsistence Farming in 
Roman ItaZy, London 1979, pp. 39-43# although there it 
is stressed that the question of whether the Romans used 
chiefly sheep's milk or cow's milk, and which they pre- 
ferred, is 'somewhat otiose'), sometimes seasoned with 
marjoram, mint, onion, aniseed, thyme, and coriander, 
either left in a sealed pot for several days until it had 
soured, at which point the whey was drained off (Col. 12. 
8.1-2), or more simply curdled with sharp vinegar (Gp. 
18.21). The resulting curds could be stored in olive- 
oil or wrapped in terebinth leaves to keep soft (Gp. 18. 
12.3), and because they were a cooling food (Gal. Bon. Mal. 
Suc. 13.2=6.811K, Meth. Med. 7.4=10.468K, Alex. Trall. 
7.3=2.261 Puschmann, A*e*t. 2.98), the cheese made from 
them was no doubt cooling too, hence complementing the 
hotness of the bread. Cheese was a popular accompaniment 
with bread (Longus 2.18). OxygaZa was suitable eaten 
with honey (Anthim. 78, Philox. ap. Ath. 4.147e). E. 
Newby (A Short WaZk in the Hindu Kush, London 1981, pp. 
186-187) records that the not dissimilar Afgan quaimac 
-- the thick yellowish crust that forms on cream -- when 
mopped up with bread hot from the oven is delicious (on 
quaimaclqymak see H. Saberi, Noshe Djan: Afgan Food and 
Cookery, London 1986, p. 38). 
13 .5 
OTE68epliov: A drink (Hp. MuZ. 1.44=8.102L, 2.207=8.402L) 
and a synonym for starch (Sch. Theoc. 9.21) and a sort 
of pudding made with aZica or )(6v8POQp pine-nuts, almonds, 
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raisins, reduced wine, and pepper (Apic. 2.2.10 and J. 
Andr4 ad loc., Paris 1974, p. 148: IL' apothermum est 
b 
. e. une bouillie ou un gateau 
de semoule m6lang4e de 
vin de liqueur'. ); the latter seems to be closest to 
what Orib. is saying here, particularly in view of the 
reference to 0CPaLOV (for this reduced wine preparation 
see Orib. 4.1.21n. ). 
13.6 ThV 6' C'OYCVCCT(iTnV ... TP&YOV TtOLOOOLV: This method 
is repeated elsewhere by Orib. (4.1.1 and n., cf. 1.8.6n. ). 
The method of cooking something in one liquid which is 
then poured away and another liquid added can be parallel- 
ed by a recipe for rice in Anthim. (70) and by a recipe 
for Optov (Sch. Ar. Eq. 954). Apic. (7.13.4) details a 
more elaborate concoction than Gal. 's here using pepper# 
honeyl wine, passum, rue, pine-nuts, walnuts, alica or 
x6v6pocj and hazelnuts, whilst Cael. Aur. (chron. 2.13. 
178) mentions pine-nuts boiled with ptisana for flavour- 
ing. on pine-nuts see Orib. 4.7.27n.. 
14 Ttept Dp6uou: Orib. takes his information on oats from 
Gal. (Alim. fac. 1.14=6.522-523K)l ignoring as irrelevant 
to diet Gal. 's initial statement (Alim. fac. 1.14.1=6. ' 
522K) that oats grew abundantly in Asia and especially 
in the area of Mysia around Pergamum. Oats were often 
employed as cattle fodder (Gp. 18.2.6, Col. 2.10.24, 
2.10.32, Hsch. s-v. D6miogr Plin. Nat. 18.143, cf. Var. 
R. 1.31.4), but references to their culinary use are 
few: in an indigestible bread (Orib. Syn. 4.17.9), to 
make a sort of wine (Gp. 7.34.1), as one of the offerings 
in honour of Dionysus (Polem. Hist. ap. Ath. 11.478d), and 
as the staple food of the inhabitants of the Oeonae 
islands (Plin. Nat. 4.95, Mela chorogr. 3.56). This 
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reticency can be ascribed to the 
lowly position held by 
oats in the ranks of the cereals 
(cf. Ed. Dioct. 1.17 and 
i, AndrA, Ll AZimentation, Paris 1981, p. 54) rather than 
their lack of cultivation: Thphr. (HP 8.4.11 8.9.2# CP 
4.6.3) and Plin. (Nat. 18.205) discuss their many-coated 
seeds, their exhaustion of the soil, and the times of 
sowing, whilst Serv. (ad Verg. E. 5.37) remarks that oats 
were 'in Thracia fructuosael, and in fact they generally 
thrive best and give the highest yields in cool climates 
(see W. M. Findlayl Oats: Their CuZtivation and Use from 
Ancient Times to'the Present Day, Edinburgh 1956, p. 1) , 
which may zoo have meant their being ignored by agricul- 
tural writers engrossed by more tasty comestibles. In 
addition to cultivated oats (Avena sativa L. ) barren 
oats (A. steriZis L. ). are also mentioned for the damage 
they wreaked on wheat and barley (Cic. Fin. 5.91, Verg. G. 
1.154, Dirae 15, Calp. ecZ. 4.1161 Symm. reZ. 3.16, Cato 
Agr. 37.5). Oats were heating (Orib. Syn. 4.31.1) and 
of the same power as barley (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 6.7.17=11. 
855K: on barley see Orib. 1.10.1n. ). See also Orib. 
4.7.20n. on oats. 
14.1 XL1YLTTOVTCQ: See P. Garnsey and C. R. Whittaker (edd. ), 
Trade and Famine in ClassicaZ Antiquity, Cambridge 1983# 
esp. pp. 6-16 ('Famine in the Greek World') and pp. 56-65 
('Famine in Rome'). It was generally the people in the 
country who starved after a bad harvest whilst city 
dwellers were cushioned by grain stored in government 
granaries or in private handsl for the tax collector 
and landlord during the imperial period extracted their 
due from peasants with ruthless efficiency (A. H. M. Jonest 
The Later Roman Empire 284-602: An Economic and Admini- 
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strative Survey, Oxford 1964, vol. 2, pp. 8lo-all; cf. Lib. 
Or. 18.293,27.6, Gal. Alim. fac. 2.63.2=6.652K). Famine 
as a consequence of successive droughts faced the people 
of 3rd and 4th c. A. D. Palestine, and as early as the 2nd 
c. A. D. a gradual diminution in rainfall was noted, a 
climatic fluctuation rather than a permanent condition 
since there have been no significant climate changes in 
Palestine over the past 2,000 years (D. Sperber, Roman 
Palestine 200-400 The Land: Crisis and Change in Agrarian 
Society as Reflected in Rabbinic Sources, Ramat-Gan. 
1978, pp. 70-99). Some ancient references to famine are 
collected in M. Rostovtzeffj The SociaZ and Economic 
History of the Roman Empire, 2ndedn. (rev. P. M. Fraser) , 
Oxford 1957, p-598i n. 9). 
15 
10 
6x6vLOU: Italian millet or panic (Seteria itaZica L. ), 
which as stated here was sometimes called VLO. Nn (Gal. 
Bon. MaZ. Suc. 7.9=6.791KO, AZim. fac. 1.30.2=6.548K, cf. Ar. 
ap. Poll. 6.61, Orib. Syn. 4.15.8), was extensively sown 
(X. An. 1.2.22, Str. 12.3.15, Plb. 2.15.2) and eaten both 
as a food and as a medicine (Alex. Trall. 5.5=2.209 Pusch- 
mann, Hp. MUI. 2.110=8.236L, Hsch. s. v. EXUILOC), although 
considered less nourishing than millet (Dsc. 2.98, cf. 
Gal. AZim. fa6.1.30.2=6.548K). 
Ttept x6y)cpou: Orib. takes this passage almost without 
change from Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.15=6.523-524K), the omis- 
sion of the fact that there was nothing oily or viscous 
in millet bread (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.15.1=6.523K) no doubt 
being considered justified since it is clearly stated 
that such bread was xpaUpoQ Te xcit iýcLftp(SQ, whilst the 
final two sentences of Gal. 's chapter (AZim. fac. 1.15.3= 
6.524K) are on the subject of milk and thus are of no 
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immediate interest to Orib.. Bread was made from millet 
(Trypho ap. Ath. 3.109c, Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 5.3=6.782K, 
Porph. VP 34j Plin. Nat. 18.100, cf. Ov. Fast. 4.743 Ziba- 
que de miZio) and to a lesser extent from panic (Plin. 
Nat. 18.54) which was particularly good eaten hot (Col. 
2.9.19). Millet was cooling (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.10.15= 
12.16K, Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 5.33=17B. 302K, Hp. Acut. comm. 4. 
96=15.898K) and drying (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 2.6=15.525K, 
Paul. Aeg. 7.3 s. v. 'K6YXPOQ) and hence when prepared as 
a porridge checked the bowels (Dsc. 2.97, Plin. Nat. 22. 
130, Cael. Aur. chron. 2.7.104-105, cf. Hp. Vict. 2.45=6. 
542Lj Cael. Aur. chron. 2.13.174), especially when boiled 
with goat's milk (Plin. med. 2.6, Anthim. 71). Millet 
soup (156(PnUa, see Orib. 4.7.21n. ) was employed in medi- 
cine (Hp. Morb. 2.19=7.32L. 2.42=7.60L) and the grain was 
applied hot in a linen bag for aches and pains (Plin. Nat. 
22.130, cf. Alex. Trall. 8.2=2.343 and 361 Puschmann). on 
the growing of millet# and its use as an emergency crop 
because of its speed of growth and tolerance of marginal 
conditions see: M. S. Spurr# 'The Cultivation of Millet 
in Roman Italy'r PBSR 51 (1983), pp. 1-15; on millet in 
general see Orib. 4.10n.. 
15.2 T6 8* dXCUPOV t4ZVTCQ: This recipe resembles the plainly 
boiled polenta or yellow maize flour of northern Italy, 
on its own a 'dull and rather stodgy' food (E. David, 
ItaZian Food, Harmondsworth 1963, p. 137), but when left 
to go cold and then fried in olive-oil, or baked in the 
oven with a sauce (cf. 'Polenta al Sugol in E. Romer, 
The Tuscan Year# London 1984, p. 143) a quite tasty dish. 
O. P. Bozzi (La Lombardia in cucina, Firenze 1982, pp. 114- 
115) details a recipe calling for 'g. 500 di farina di 
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fraina, g. 500 di farina bianca, litri 1 di latte intero, 
litre 3 di acqua, g. 300 di burro, sale g. 400 di formag- 
gio fresco di Valtellina. a cubettil. 
15.4 licT& ydXcLxToQ: Milk has two uses, one as a food and the 
other as a medicine (Gal-SimpZ. Med. 10.2.7=12.263K). It 
is found frequently in ancient recipes: with chicken (Apic. 
6.8.11), puddings (Apic. 7.13.3,7.13.18), kid (Apic. 8. 
6.11) and xux&ajcC (Hp. Vict. 2.41=6.538L). It contained 
good juices (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 2.14=11.495K), and was sweet 
and nourishing (Ath. 2.46e, Dsc. 2.70.1, Plin. Nat. 28. 
123, Aret. CD 1.8.1-2=24A. 323-324K, CA 2.7.4=24A. 279K), 
hence Gal. 's assertion here that millet mixed with milk 
was beneficial CCC C'OXUIICCLV. 
16 Ttcpt 6p13CTjc: Using as his source Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.17= 
6.525K), Orib. omits that TEdLvTCQ used this seed for check- 
ing the stomachr that 
lar to the one used f 
less-pleasure for the 
his usual disinterest 
The views represented 
a certain astringency 
they employed a cooking method simi- 
or x6v6poc, and that it provided 
palate than x6v6poc. This reflects 
in Gal. 's culinary information. 
here are orthodox: rice being of 
(Cels. 2.24.1, Aret. CA 2.2.17=24A. 
255K) checked the bowels (Dsc. 2.95#' Gal. SimpZ. Med. 8. 
15.16=12.92k, Cael. Aur-acut. 1.17.1771 Anthim. 70, Alex. 
Trall. 9.3=2.427 Puschmann; cf. Theod. Prisc. log. 64, 
Marc. med. 20.25, Aret. CA 1.10.6=24A. 234K on rice being 
dried) was prepared in the same way as X6v6POQ (Megasth. 
ap. Ath. 4.153d, Thphr. HP 4.4.1o)l was moderately nourish- 
ing (Dsc. 2.95), and was difficult to digest (Sim. Seth. 
s. v. 6puCa=p. 75 Langkavel; but for an earlier opposing 
assertion of ease of digestion see Thphr. HP 4.4.10). It 
was no doubt its blandness (Cels. 4.14.2) that disap- 
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pointed Gal. 's taste-buds. Nevertheless, it was used 
to make 6PL*VbnQ bread (S. ap. Ath. 3.110e, despite Gal. 
(Alim. fac. 1.16=6.524; ) saying that bread cannot be 
made from certain 6CMPLCL including rice) and TEXcLxo5C 
(Chrysipp. Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647d), as a thickening agent 
in sauces (Apic. 2.2.8 and 9, Vinid. 7), as one of the 
ingredients for the stuffing of Oprov (Sch. Ar. Eq. 954), 
and by the Indians boiled as a sort of ptisana (Plin. 
Nat. 18.71) and fermented into wine (Ael. NA 13.18). 
Imported from the East (Babylonia and Bactriap see D. R. 
and P. Brothwell, Food in Antiquity: A SurVey of the Diet 
of EarZy PeopZesl New York 1969, pp. 101-102) and India 
(Str. 15.1.13, cf. Plin. Nat. 18.93; it was introduced to 
Egypt by the Arabs sometime after the 7th C. A. D. conquest, 
W. J. Darbyt P. Ghaliounguit L. Grivettir Food: The Gift 
of 08iris, London 1977, vol. 2, pp. 492-493) it was expen- 
sive (HoroSo 2o3ol55-157), which explains its rare ap- 
pearance in cooking. 
17 TICPL QaXMV: orib. copies here from Gal. (Alim. fac. 1.18. 
1-4=6.525-526K)l the omissions and changes being as fol- 
lows: there is no reference to Gal. 's opening statement 
that bread could not be made from lentils because they 
were dLA. LTtCZrQ ... XCLL q)CLOUPOC (but in contrast Sopat. ap. 
Ath. 4.158e, QdXLVOV (SPTOV)p and Gal. 's mention of len- 
tils being suitable for XOLA. L(XXOC and 6UCYCVTCPL'KOC ap- 
pendant to the information concerning their drying prop- 
erties (AZim. fac. 1.18.2=6.525K) is passed over; the 
section dealing with the qualities of the juices is cur- 
tailed MZim. fac. 1.18.3=6.526K)p the allegation that 
elephantiasis and cancer resulted from an excessive 
consumption of husked lentils being summed up in the 
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more optimistic RcLx6XUUOV, Orib. -perhaps showing inde- 
pendence here by disbelieving Gal. 's gloomy strictures; 
I 
and finally the application of lentils in cases of 
68CLT68nQ ... RcLXCECcL Wim. fac. 1.18.4=6.526K) is ig- 
noredt Orib. presumably holding the view that he had 
already said enough on xerantic matters. The rest of 
Gal. 's chapter (Alim. fac. 1.18.4-9=6.526-529K) is left 
aside: it studies TETLCdVTj (see Orib. 1.10. ln. ) , Qaxo- 
TvrLadwj (see Orib. 1.24n. ) , and rcLpL)Cnp& xp& (see orib. 
4.1.25n. ). On the medicinal properties of lentils see 
Orib. 4.7.2n.. 
17.1 XUjibQ: Daremberg (pp. 567-568) states that, because the 
words XUA. 6Q and XUU6Q are continually confused in the Mss, 
it is permissible to read whichever of the two is required 
for the sensep whatever the Mss offer, and both he (p. 32) 
and Raeder (p. 14) justifiably change the Mss reading 
here of xuX6c to xuu6c. The ancient testimony on the 
differentiation states that Xuji6c was h YCUGTh 86VCLIILC 
and xuX6c the composition (CF13CFT(XCYLC) from wet and dry of 
things being digested by heat (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 1.38=11. 
449-450K). Among the qualities associated with h YCUCYTh 
66VCLIILC ikalsr as here, astringency IGal. Def. Med. 462=19. 
457-458K). 
&Xatv: On the purgative qualities of salt see orib. 1. 
7.2n. . 
ydp4): Garum was a laxative, both on its own and taken 
with other foods as here (Cels. 2.29.2, Gp. 12.12.1, cf. 
Hp. Vict. 2.56=6.564-566L), since salt can act as a 
cathartic in the intestines (R. I. Curtis, 'Salted Fish 
Products in Ancient Medicine', JHM 39 (1984), p. 439). 
on garum see Orib. 4.1.26n.. 
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ýXaý4): 'Cold-pressed' OT6 611OTPL13dC) olive-oil, especial- 
ly that called 6jLQdXLVOV, was best for health since it 
was without bite, good for the bowels, emollient, and 
purgative when drunk with TvrLa(jvn (Dsc. 1.30.1-2, cf. 
Gal. Simpt. Med. 2.11=11.487K). It was frequently used 
in combination with garum to season foods to cause defeca- 
tion (e. g. Gal. AZim. fac. 1.1.2=6.461K, 1.24.2=6.537K, 
2.22.3=6.599K, 2.54=6.640K, Orib. Syn. 4.28.2). on olive- 
oil in general see S. Mariner, 'El olivo y el aceite 
en las literaturas clAsicas' in Produccion y Comercio 
deZ Aceite en Za AntigUedad, Madrid 1980, pp. 243-254; 
J. J. Rossiter, 'Wine and oil Processing at Roman Farms 
in Italy', Pheonix 35 (1981), pp. 345-361. 
&Q CCpnTCLL: This refers to a passage in Gal. Wim. fac. 
1.1.13=6.461K) on the boiling of cabbages which is not 
excerpted by Orib., another example of his carelessness 
in compilation (cf. Orib. 1.13.1n. ). 
17.2 tE CLIOT@V C7XEUCLCO11&Vn QaKfi: Raeder (p. 14) follows the 
Mss of Orib. and prints QcLxh, whilst Daremberg (p. 32) 
changes the accent to a circumflex in accordance with 
the Mss of Gal. (see Helmreich, p. 243). Because the 
word exhibits a contraction ((PCLXfi 6LTtb TOO (MR&L, Sch. Ar. 
V. 811, cf. Euphro ap. Ath. 11.503a) a circumflex is ex- 
pected, and this is what appears elsewhere (e. g. Ar. Eq. 
1007, PI. 192, D. L. 6.37, Phan. Hist. ap. Ath. 9.406c), but 
Raeder occasionally shows a perverseness in keeping 
to the Mss readings (cf. Orib. 1.21.1n. ). 
XCLL T6VOV: All the Mss of Gal. read xat 'r6vov (Helmreich, 
p. 243). Although there is no problem of sense with the 
retention of TbV in the Mss of Orib. (xaL T6v T6vOV), 
perhaps it is best to delete it as does Daremberg - 
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(p. 32) and Raeder (p. 14) as arising through dittography. 
18 .1 CFXCUdCCTCLL CXCUCLCFaý: This is a prAcis of Gal. (AZim. 
I 
fac. 1.19.1-2=6.529K). For the sake of brevity much 
information is removed, for example that a 'wet' 6TVOQ 
was made in a 'X6TpCL ('the commonest cooking pot of an- 
tiquity', B. A. Sparkes, 'The Greek Kitchen', JHS 82 
(1962), p. 130 and plate VI. 1), and a 'thick' 9TVOQ in 
a XonciQ (on the XondQ see Orib. 4.1.28n. ) , and that 
mixed with pearl barley an ETVOC of broad beans was 
eaten by gladiators (on 8TVOC see Orib. 4.8.14n. ). 
18.2 'rhv 80 ofiaCav ... TtT L CY6V'Q : This sentence is lifted 
straight from Gal. Wim. fac. 1.19.3=6.530K) with no al- 
terations or omissions. However, Orib. passes over the 
external use of broad beans to cleanse the skin which 
10, 
Gal, discusses subsequently. 
18.3 6vTOQ 6ý ToO ... TrP CT(SJICLT L Orib. ignores Gal. 's aside 
-4 
that some people in the country ate toasted broad beans 
as TpCLYAjlaTCLj but otherwise quotes verbatim from his 
source (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.19.4=6.530-531K). The concluding 
part of Gal. 's chapter Wim. fac. 1.19.4-5=6.531-532K) is 
passed over in silence, somewhat surprisingly considering 
the amount of dietary information concerning broad beans 
contained in it, but perhaps Orib. felt it to be too 
lengthy for inclusion in his work, or to be angled too 
much towards the kitchen, for Gal. talks of boiling 
broad beans with pork or lamb, and mixing onions with 
an E-rvoc;, or eating boiled broad beans with raw onions. 
Broad beans were nourishing, flatulente and difficult to 
digest (Dsc. 2.105.1, Hp-Vict. 2.45=6.542L, Henioch. ap. 
Ath. 9.408b, Diph-Siph. ap. Ath. 3.73ap Gal. Puer. Epij. 5= 
11.373Kl'Simpl. Med. 5.23=11.777K# 7.10.53=12.44K# Hp. 
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Acut. comm. 1.17=15.465K, AZim. fac. 1.21=6.532K, Orib. 
Syn. 4.17.9, Cic. Div. 2.119, Ov. Med. 70); they had a 
purgative power like 
ýearl 
barley (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 
7.4=6.790K, Vict. Att. 7.45, Meth. Med. 8.4=10.569K), 
when green were moistening (Orib. Syn. 4.34.7, Gal. SimpZ. 
Med. 4.15-pll. 671-672K), and were a strong food (Cels. 
2.18.5) and thick-juiced (Gal. Hp. Aph. comm. 4.76=17B. 
768K). There were two sorts of broad bean, black and 
white (Hom. IZ. 13.589, Thphr. HP 8.5.1, Marc. med. 14.42, 
36.13, Macr. sat. 7.3.13)l both of which were enjoyed as 
a food (Plin. Nat. 18.118, Col. 2.7.1): boiled (Mart. 13. 
7), especially with bacon (Mart. 5.78.10, Hor. S. 2.6. 
63-64, cf. recipe for fave at prosciutto in E. Romer, 
The Tuscan Year, London 1984, pp. 66-67 and G. Bassani, 
/ 
The Garden of the Finzi-Continis, (trans. ) London 1974, 
p. 89 for the same dish in modern Italy) and cracked to 
make a soup (Cael. Aur. chron. 2.7.100). P. Levi (The HiZZ 
of Kronos, London 1980, p. 85) claims that a taVerna at 
Andritsaina in the Peloponnese makes 'the best bean soup 
in Greece'. 
19 OC TUCYaOL: Orib. lifts this section with no omissions 
and only a few minor changes from Gal. Wim. fac. 1.21= 
6.532K). Surprisingly for someone striving for concise- 
ness Orib. feels it necessary to add CLOTO% after XCLT& 
TObQ CLOTOIbC Tp6TEOUQ, yet there is no confusion in Gal. 's 
text as to the fact that it is broad beans that are being 
boiled in the same way as peas. Orib. prefers to keep 
860 indeclinable in contrast to Gal. 's 8UCYL. This is 
nothing unusual in itself (buaLv dLX0aZQ,, Arist. POZ. 
1287b27; 8130 CC15jCUL, Hdt. 3.130.4; 6uorv disappeared 
at an early date# at least in Ionic P cf . A. Cuny, Le nom- 
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bre dueZ en grec, Paris 1906, p. 456), but it is perhaps 
strange that Orib. should want to change Gal. on such 
I 
a point. The other alteration involves word order, 
06H CCCYL appearing in Gal. not, as in Orib., after TOVC 
XUdjIOLQ but after QUC765CLQ, a displacement due no doubt 
to copying. Peas and broad beans were very similar: 
they were surrounded by pods (XODOý, Gal. Atim. fac. 1. 
28.3=6.543K) which had to be removed before boiling 
(Petr. 28.8), and were classified as 6CMPLCL (Thphr. HP 
8.1.1, Phot. s. v. TECCOV). They were preferably sown in 
well-irriqated soil, for otherwise they died or grew 
malformed (Gp. 2.13.3, cf. Pall. 10.6). Both were boiled 
to make a sort of soup or 6TV7jp2)V EýMUa (Phaenias ap. Ath. 
9.406c). Gal. elsewhere held peas to be less flatulent 
/ 
and free of purgative power, and so better to eat than 
broad beans (Vict. Att. 7.45, Alim. fac. 1.28.6=6.545K)I' 
and he is supported by Hp. (Vict. 2.45=6.542L) and by 
Cels. (2.18.5) who considered broad beans to be strong- 
er food than peas. The peas grown in Roman times gener- 
ally belonged to the dwarf variety which is self-supporting, 
although the climbing variety trained on trellises or 
canes was not unknown (m. s. Spurr, Arable Cultivation in 
Roman Italy, London 1986, PP. 112-113). For peas employed 
in cooking see: Apic. 4.4.2,5.3.1-9,5.4.2-6. 
20 Tiept tpEDC'VawV: Orib. derives his information on chick- 
peas from Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.22.2-3=6.533-534K), omitting 
the first section (AZim. fac. 1.22.1=6.532-533K) which 
deals with how to cook this pulse, some people in the 
country making an grvoQ from chickpeas (see Orib. 4.8. 
14n. ), others an tPEYu6c, and it was customary, to eat 
chickpeas boiled in water either unaccompanied or season- 
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ed with salt or grated dried cheese. Orib. shows a 
predilection for plurals# Gal. 's tPdOLVOOQ and Tq) CYU)jIaTL 
being changed to tpýýLVDOL (se ct. 1) and 'ro% cy&ýiam (sect. 
3) respectively, and he broadly sums up Gal. 's rambling 
statement about the faecal connection between green 
chickpeas, broad beans, and Ot dLTCXE% xapnoC with 
6110CO)Q TLELCYLV (presumably sc. XXwpo%; cf. Gal. Alim. fac. 
1.19.4=6.531K on the excrementitious properties of green 
broad beans). Gal. 's hesitation over the aphrodisiac 
affects of chickpeas (TECTELaTEUJI&VOC, '... the chickpea 
is beZieved to arouse ... 1) is swept aside by Orib. 's 
dogmatic assertion which has no need of Gal. 's anlLetov 
(cf. Orib. 1.41.1-3n. ) that stud horses were given 
chickpeas as fodder for this purpose. Finally, with the 
omission of the fact that black chickpeas were grown in 
Bithynia, the familiar pattern of culinary, topographical, 
and agricultural descriptions being ignored is clearly 
established. Chickpeas were flatulent and nourishing 
(Gal. SimpZ. Med. 6.5.17=11.876K, Vict. Att. 7.47, Bon. MaZ. 
Suc. 7.11=6.791K, Dsc. 2.104.1, Hp. Acut. (Sp. ) 18=2. 
486L), but Gal. elsewhere too (Hp. Acut. comm. 4.83=15. 
876K) is cautious about their spermatical properties. 
As Orib. says, their purgative effect was strong (Hp. 
Vict. 2.54=6.562L, Morb. 2.38=7.54L, Int. 14=7.202L, 
Alex. Trall. 9.1=2.395 Puschmann, Theod. Prisc. Zog. 77), 
so strong sometimes that r& XoXepLx6 (see Orib. 1.49.5n. ) 
resulted from eating them (Hp. Epid. 7.82=5.436-437L). 
There were several sorts of chickpeas, the white (some- 
times referred to as golden, Sapph. ap. Ath. 2.54f) being 
sweeter (Thphr. HP 8.5.1, Plin. Nat. 18.124)f the black 
(otherwise called XPLOC) being more diuretic (Gal. SimpZ., 
'did 
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Med. 6.5.17=11.876K, Gp. 7.12.22) and thus good for the 
ridding of kidney stones (cf. Anthim. 66t Gal-SimpZ. Med. 
6.5.17=11.877K). Green chickpeas were eaten especially 
in times of famine (Gal. Atim. fac. 1.36.1=6.551K), and 
were sometimes employed medicinally to moisten (Orib. Syn. 
4.34.7). Despite Gal. 's disparaging comments, chickpeas 
were eaten toasted as a dessert (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.7.1= 
6.498K, Ar. Pax. 1136, Plaut. Bac. 767, Pl. R. 2.372c7-Bi 
Archestr. ap. Ath. 3.101d, Crobyl. and Xenoph. ap. Ath. 2. 
54e, Mart. 5.78.21), soaked (madidum) as a snack (Mart. 
1.41.5), as a vegetable for dinner with Zaganum (see 
Orib. 1.9.1n. ) and leeks (Hor. S. 1.6.114t cf. Apic. 5. 
8.1 and 2), and as one of the ingredients in a soup made 
from dried vegetables (Apic. 4.4.2). 
20. ý, 3 TtCPLTTWýLaTLXOL : Daremberg (p. 571) says that lil faut 
bien admettre que TEEPLTTCOIICLTLx6Q est ici L peu prýs 
synonyme de QXEYUCL-rLX(5Q' . Phlegm by its very nature was 
1wet' p and the adjective TtCPL-rT(OJIaTLX(5Q ('excrementitious') 
was associated with moisture (e. g. Gal. San. Tuend. 4.4. 
10=6.245K, 4.5.15=6.266K, AZim. fac, 1.19.4=6.531K, 3.18. 
6=6.702K, Plu. Mor. 130cp Arist. Pr. 873alB, GA 766b35, 
Alex. Aphr. Pr. 1.2). TtEpC*r'rCLG)UoL was Tb Tfic *rpoQft lbTt6, %ELII- 
JICL (Arist. Gý 724b26o Gal. San. Tuend. -1.3.1-2=6.7-8K)', and 
was closely connected with phlegm (Tb (PX6YjICL -CfiC XPnGCjIOu 
TPO(P% TtCPCTTCOILdL 6CFTLV, Arist. GA 725al5sq. , cf. 
Gal. A zim. 
fac. 3.40.2=6.745K, Praenot. =19.509K 15?, nV ... )(u4c-OV 
TECPLTTd)IiCLTCX) , yet even Orib. differentiated between the 
two quite carefully (Orib. 3.8j 3.11)t and therefore it 
would be best not to follow Daremberg on this point. 
Rather TtCpCrTwjicx is what remained after the digestion of 
food and which was to be excreted (cf. Gal. Nat. fac- 1-10;: 
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2.22-23K, Aff. 
-T-'an. 
6. =19.685K) , as opposed to the 
Fig. 2: Olive grove above Assisi, see Orib. 1.54 
(photograph by M. D. Grant). 
'c 
Fig. 3: 'Pomegranates generally provide the least nourish- 
ment for the body', Orib. 1.51.2 (photograph by M. D. Grant). 
excrement itself (, K6TEpoc-r OX6ýCLXOV, etc. ) . 
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21.1 UP110r. ... xuu6c: This sentence is lifted from Gal. 
(Ajim. fac. 1.23.2=6.535K), the Previous section (AZim. 
fac. 1.23.1=6.534-535; ) concerning the boiling of lupines 
being omitted, presumably because Orib. considered it 
common knowledge. 
6 XCA01311EVOC C8CWQ d)116Q &OPOCECTCLL xuvt6c: 611bC must 
surely be inserted after CE)CUC following C2 and Daremberg 
(p. 36), for xuu6c on its own which Raeder (p. 15) prints 
means nothing special. As the Mss of Gal. all read 611bQ 
(Helmreich, p. 249), perhaps Raeder is needlessly adhering 
to the Mss of Orib. (cf. Orib. 1.17.2n., 1.41.8n. ). 
21.2 6c; TL 8' 6 ... -CUyXdVWV: This is a rather violent para- 
phrase of Gal. 's following sentence, where it is stated 
that when soaked and boiled in sweet water lupines be- 
came like things devoid of quality. The rest of Gal. 's 
I, 
chapter Wim. fac. 1.23.3-4=6.536-537K) talks in gener- 
al terms about the different qualities in foods, and 
therefore is irrelevant to Orib. 's more specific purpose. 
Unprepared lupines were bitter (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 4.7=11. 
'646K, AZim. fac. 3.31.3=6.731K, Verg. G. 1.75l Pall. Vet. 
14.3, Alex. Trall. 9.1=2.395 Puschmann), drying (Gal. SimpZ. 
Med. 5.9=11.730K)i and heating (Hp. Vict. 2.45=6.544Kt 
Cels. 2.33-5)t but when soaked became sweet and mild (Ath. 
2.55f, Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.8.3=11.885K, Plin. Nat. 22.154). 
In contrast to Orib., Diph-Siph. (ap. Ath. 2.55f, cf. Gal. 
SimpZ. Med. 5.12=11.745K) regarded lupines as purgative, 
although this apparent anomaly may be explained by say- 
ing that they were purgative x6v Tt6PU)'v and not CCQ 
8LcLy, 6p7jcrLv (although cf. Gal. Alim. fac. 1.24.1=6.537K) 
They were difficult to digest (Gal-Vict. Att. 7.50) and 
thick-juiced (Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 7.12=6.791K). Lupines 
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were eaten (Col. 2.7.1), despite derogatory remarks 
about them (Col. 2.10.1, Lyc. ap. Ath. 2.55d, Alex. ap. 
Ath. 2.55a), as a dessert (Mart. 5.78.21, Petr. 66.4) 
and with bread (Alex. Trall. 4=2.137 Puschmann). 
22.1 XCL'L DOUXýPWQ: Another name for fenugreek, so called 
because the seeds were shaped like small horns (Plin. 
Nat. 24.184, Sch. Nic. AZ. 424# Dsc. 2.102.1, Hsch. s. v. 
13015'KCPCXQ) . It appeared also as cLCY6xcpcLc, 
' 'AýPCLQ CLCYCLOVp 
, x&P(POQ, and siZicia. Thphr. (e. g. HP 4.4.10,8.8.5) 
refers to fenugreek solely as T6 1306XCPCLC. Here xCLL 
is disjunctive rather than copulative (cf. 54n., also 
Gal. Vict. Att. 7.49 and N. Marinone ad 10C., Torino 
1973l p. 75). 
TECPt "rAXCG)Q: This section is a very much truncated 
version of Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.24=6.537-538K). bTtdYCL ... 
TtPOCCY8LOU6VTj is taken from sect. 1 of Gal. Is chapter; 
6 C78 L CTCL L ... 8L& YdLPOU from sect. 2; tOaCCTCLL ... TOLdUTTj 
from sect. 3; XUX6Q ... Tb 8'VTCpo'v from sect. 4; sect. 5 
concerning a cure for chronic pains in the chest using 
dates, fenugreek, and honey is omitted as having nothing 
to do with diet and the digestion. It was generally 
acknowledged to be laxative, both as a decoction (Dsc. 
2.102.2), as a cataplasm with mallow seed and linseed 
(Theod. Prisc. Eup. 24), and eaten whole with garum (Gal. 
Vict. Att. 7.49). Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.25.1=6.538K) recom- 
mends that the seeds should be soaked in water before 
being consumed. Since it was heating (Gal. Simpl. Med. 
8.19.6=12.141K, Cels. 2.33.5) fenugreek acted as a 
remedy for cold gout (frigida podagrat Larg. 160) and 
the dispersal of dTIIOL (Gal. Simpl. Med. 5.9=11.729K, cf. 
4.7.1n. ). A poultice of fenugreek seed, flax seed, and 
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hydromeZ cured spasm (Cael. Aur. acut. 3.8.78), whilst 
fenugreek boiled in water or honey-water eased throat 
I 
swellings (Marc. med. 14.39), and equal quantities of 
linseed and fenugreek in hydromeZ cured stomach ache 
(Plin. Nat. 20.251); the other remedies in Plin. (Nat. 
24.184-188) are almost all for external use only. Men- 
tioned by Gal. (AZim. fac. 2.22.2=6.598K) as part of a 
dinner of a certain rhetorician called Protus which com- 
prised fenugreek, radishes, mallows in olive-oil and 
garum, followed by fisht pork, and fowl, and concluded 
with a dessert of pears. In AP (11.413, cf. Nic. AZex. 
424) is a poem deriding a vegetarian dinner as suitable 
only for sheep; the fodder was lettuces, leeks, bulbs, 
basil, radisheso and endives. Apic. (5.7) details a 
/ 
similar sauce for fenugreek as Orib.: Uquamen, oil, 
wine, Bread, being a neutral food (cf. Hp. VM 14=1. 
604Lj, Dieuch. ap. Orib. 4.7.13-14 where it is used as a 
base of a remedy for sick people)r presumably dampened 
the headache-causing effects of fenugreek, but this is 
nowhere explicitly stated. In possible connection with 
this Gal. (Bon. MaZ. Suc. 7.2=6.790K) remarks on fenugreek 
not comprising of good juices, and thus when eaten to 
excess could harm ClOXUýLCa. 
22.2 lip-T& liVLLTog: Honey was used to counteract the bitter- 
ness of fenugreek (Plin. Nat. 24.188), hence the use of 
hydromeZ in the specific for stomach ache (Plin. Nat. 20. 
251) - 
23.1 Hat TCLOTCL ... II&A. 
A. 0v 'rAA. CG)Q: Orib. extracts this from 
Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.25.1=6.538-539K) with but one charac- 
teristic change, namely simPlifyingTTP05LCX5pý)(O'VTCQ to 
6LCfttXO'V-reQ (cf. 1.42.3n. ). The subsequent section 
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(Alim. fac. 1.25.2=6.539K) relates an anecdote concerning 
a young doctor in Alexandria who for four years enjoyed 
excellent health on a diet of fenugreeko birds' pease 
(WXPOL, Lathyrus Ochrus) , lupines, and calavances (Qdc; Tl- 
XOL, Vigna sinensis L. : see Orib. 4. B. 16n) , eaten with 
garumt and sometimes olive-oil, vinegar, or salt, but 
this of course has to be left aside by Orib. because of 
its length. 
23.2 ECYTL U MOC ... C)(C L This is taken from Gal. (Atim. fac. 
1.25.3=6.540K) with a few changes for smoothness of sense. 
Although Orib. shows leniency here by saying that cala- 
vances and birds' pease were of no pronounced qualityp 
Gal. elsewhere states more harshly that they were worse 
than broad beans (Vict. Att. 7.451 Bon. Mal. Suc. 7.7=6. 
791K) and were flatulent and hard to digest ýVi&t. Att. 7. 
5o, cf. AZim. fac- 1.28.6=6.545K). Conversely Hp. *(Vict. 
2.45=6.542L) held birds' pease and calavances to be 
nourishing, easy to excrete, and not particularly flatu- 
lent. They possessed a certain degree of sweetness 
(Thphr. CP 4.2-2)p which is perhaps the reason why Arist. 
(HA 19.627bl6-17) advises growing 6XPOL near beehives, 
and were best eaten when green (Thphr. CP 6.12.9, cf. 
Ath. 4.139a), although they were served when dried as 
a dessert either boiled or roasted (Phan. Hist. ap. Ath. 
2.54f, Epich. ap. Ath. 2.56a, Ar. Pax 1144 and Sch. ad Zoc. ). 
They were also eaten in the same way as fenugreek (Gal. 
Bon. Mal. Suc. 1.24.2=6.537K and 1.22n. ). 
24 nept XcL815pcav: orib. here quotes almost verbatim the 
latter part of his source (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.26=6.540K), 
but omits completely the former part detailing such inform- 
ation as the similarity of the 060M Of AABUPOL to that of 
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oXpOLXbirds' pease (Lathyrus ochrus L. ), and the popularity 
of kiaupm among the 
6LYPOLHOL in Asia, as well as among 
the city dwellers of Alexandria and elsewhere. It is 
equivalent to the Lat. cicercula (CGL 2.358.6,3.193.42), 
and J. Andre in his commentary on Plin. (Nat. 22.148, 
Paris 1970, p. 122) identifies it with 'Jarousse (lesser 
chickpea) ou pois carrA (marrowfat peas) ou gesse culti- 
ve4 (cultivated vetch, Lathyyrus satiVUS L. ) ainsi nomm4e 
pour sa graine anguleuse comme celle du pois chiche, 
mais beaucoup moins grosse ... . Ses noms italiens sont 
cicerchia siZVatica, cicerchibne. ' H. Le Bonniec in his 
commentary on Plin. (Nat. 18.124, Paris 1972, p. 230) con- 
siders it to be the pois carrAel. A plant with an ob- 
long leaf (Thphr. HP 8.3.1) and a creeping stem (btL- 
yeConcLUXCL, Thphr. HP 8.3 . 2) , it was sown among the other 
legumina either in January/February or November (Col. 
2.10-19, cf. Var-R. 1.32.1-2). It was used as cattle 
fodder (Cod. 7.3.22), but was suitable for human use 
being in taste similar to the chickpeast distinguished 
only by its darker colour (Col. 2.10.35, Alex. ap. Ath. 
2.55a, Anaxandr. ap. Ath. 4.131d). Sometimes the outside 
was coated in a salty dust (Plin. Nat. 19.186, cf. 18. 
154). Flour of marrowfat peas acted as a sort of leaven 
for barley bread (Plin. Nat. 18.103), although such 
legumes on their own were in general considered to be 
flatulent and generative of much excrementitious matter 
(Plu. Mor. 286e, Gal. AZim. fac. 1.28.6=6.545K; but con- 
trastingly Plin. (Nat. 22-148) says 'cicercula ... magis 
in aluo proficit'. ), and incapable of being made into 
bread (Gal. AUM-fac. 1.16=6.524K). That the cPdcnjXOQ 
was confused by some with the XdOupoQ accounts for their 
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alleged similarity in power, but TEwC perhaps betrays 
Gal. 's hesitation concerning the superior nourishment 
derived from X&8UPOL, for elsewhere (Bon. Mal. Suc. 7.6- 
7=6.791K) he regards them as full of bad and melancholic 
juices. M. D. Grmek (Les MaZadies aV aube de Za 
civiZisation occidentaZe, Paris 1983, pp. 326-327) men- 
tions the toxic syndrome of lathyrism, but ancient medi- 
cine apparently did not record any maladies following 
the ingestion of beans and Grmek (pp. 332-340) suggests 
that the Greeks and Romans were able to digest beans 
without any problems because they were not deficient 
hereditarily in g luco s e-6 -phosphate dehydrogenase. 
Tt ýMXOnTLCFdVýI: 'Lentils and barley pottage' (see also 
Orib. 4.1.22n. ). More lentils (CXa*rT(JV *9* TfiQ TCTLCYdVTJQ, 
presumably in volume, cf. L. Foxhall and H. A. Forbes, 
IELTOjLETPCLd: The Role of Grain as a Staple Food in 
Classical Antiquity', Chiron 12 (1982), p. 42: I in 
antiquity amounts of grain were normally expressed in 
units of volume') than barley were needed for this dishe 
because barley swells considerably during boiling whilst 
lentils do not so much (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.18.5=6.526-527K). 
The seasoning was the same as for TETLCYeVVnj' namely a 
little salt'j, olive-oil, leeks, and dill (Gal. AZim. fac. 
1.9.3=6.501-502K), except that when savory or penny- 
royal were added it became supposedly more pleasant and 
digestible, unlike TtrLadLVTI (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.18.6=6.527KI 
Ptis. 4.1-2=6.821K). Pork that was VCaAdQ (see Orib. 
4.1.25n. ) could be boiled with QCLXOTITL06LVn for pleasure 
to the palate and for the digestion (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.18. 
6=6.527K). Here Gal. must mean that XdOupm could be 
cooked with the same seasonings. 
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25.1 TECPL dLp(ixfj)V: Orib. quotes Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.27.1-2= 
6.541K) with only a few minor changes and one large 
omission, that of a citation of a line from Ar. 's 
Merchant-Ships, listing dPCLXOL among various grains 
such as wheat, barley, and darnel. What makes Orib. 
lift one section complete, and severely truncate another, 
if difficult to see. It could be argued that, as with 
the persea (see Orib. 1.63n. ), a more unusual food 
required fuller treatmente but that would not explain 
the lifting of the section on common peas (see Orib. 
1.19n. ) straight from Gal.. It seems rather that Orib. 's 
system of condensing was purely arbitrary. The identifi- 
cation of dPCXXOQ is uncertain: LSJ (s. v. ) suggest wild 
chickling (Lathyrus annuuS L. ), whilst J. Andr4 (comm. on 
Plin. Nat. 21.89, Paris 1969, pp. 130-131) puts forward 
two sorts of vetch: Vicia sativa L. j var. amphicarpa, 
and Vicia Sibthorpii L. j both of which climb round other 
plants. One of the pulses (Phot. s. v. &PdxoUQ, Hsch. 
s. v. dpaxm, CGL 2.243.49) from which bread could not be 
made (Gal. AUM. fac. 1.16=6.524K), dPCLROC was certainly 
cultivated in the eastern part of the Roman Empire, in 
Egypt (POxy 3488.22,2874.12, cf. Clem. Al. Strom. 1.37. 
3) and along with barley and wheat in the 7th c. A. D. in 
Palaestina Tertia, the present Negev of Israel (P. 
Mayerson, 'Wheat in the Roman World: An Addendum', CQ 
n. s. 34 (1984), pp. 243-245). Elsewhere Orib. (Syn. 4. 
21.6) places XdLOUPOL and &PCLXOL together between things 
that are flatulent and things that are not. The dpcLXOQ 
seed was used as a unit of measurement (Gal-Comp. Med. 
7.3=13.68K, 7.5=13-96K). Besides Gal. (copied in turn 
by Orib. here and Sim. Seth. (appendix s. v. dpaxoL = 
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p. 134 Langkavel) there do not appear to be any instruc- 
tions on how to use this pulse. 
4 
6V TO% AnjInTPLaXOtQ XCLPTtO%: Daremberg (pp. 573-574) 
translates this expression by Icereales' because of the 
etymological link, although caution is expressed over 
the extended significance of the Greek term compared 
with the French. Thphr. (HP 8-1.1t cf. CP 4.9.1,4. 
7.4) divides crtTOC and 'r& CFLT68TI into two principle 
classes, the first including such plants as wheat, 
barley, and rice-wheat, the second (-r& Xe5poTti, cf. 
Sch. Nic. Th. 753) embracing broad beans, chickpeas, and 
peas; there was also a third class comprising millet, 
Italian millet, and generally plants which belong to 
the summer seed-time. For D. S. (2.36.3) Ot A7jjiTjTPLCLX0L 
xapTTOC meant solely wheat. But Gal. (Hp. Acut. comm. 1. 
7=15.454K) extends the sense Of ATJIIATPLCL cyndpUaTa almost 
to that applied by Thphr. to GC'roQ and T& OCT68TI, thus 
including lentils, broad beans, lupines, chickling, 
common and Italian millet, peas, fenugreek, oats and 
chickpeast and elsewere (Vict. Att. 6.30) equates 
AnIIATPLOL with pulses in general (T& 6C3TEPLCL). See Orib. 
1.1n.. 
25.2 6LPCL)COV A rought hard kind of 6PCLxOQ growing among 
lentils (Thphr. HP 8.8.3) that was engendered by a 
change WeTcLWal) in the lentils (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.37.2= 
6.552K). 
T&V TtCXeXLv6'v: The seed of axe-weed (Bonaveria Securi- 
daca L.; Lat. securicuZa, CGL 2.400.50) or h8i5cyapov was 
flame-red in colour, and was two-edged like an axe, 
hence its name (Gal-Simpl-Med. 6.7.2=11.883K, Thphr. 
HP 8.8.3, Plin. Nat. 28.155). It was a wild form of 
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6PODOC (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 4.7=11.646K, and see Orib. 1.27n. ) 
The axe-weed plant was bushy and had leaves 
like that of 
t 
the chickpea (Plin. Nat. 22.121) It harmed lentils, 
and being inedible was discarded (Gal. Alim. fac. 1.37.2= 
6.552K, Gp. 2.43). Although not suitable as a food it 
was used as a medicine: a pessary of pounded axe-weed, 
wheat, and myrrh encouraged the womb to receive sperm 
(Hp. MuZ. 2.181=8.362L), whilst axe-weed seed mixed with, 
among other things, fenugreek, pepper, and Bruttian 
pine was a remedy for those suffering from liver complaints 
(Marc. med. 22.12), and axe-weed seed was good for the 
stomach when taken in drink, and eaten with honey before 
intercourse acted as a contraceptive (Dsc. 3.130) How- 
ever, these applications were outside Gal. 's (and so 
Orib. Is) purpose, and were therefore ignored. 
26 TECPL 80A. L'%Cav: Gal. 's discourse (AZim. fac. 1.28=6.541- 
546K) on the nomenclature and dietary properties of 
86A. LXOL from which Orib. borrows these two brief senten- 
ces is contrastingly long and discursive, Orib. paring 
his information to the bare minimum. A type of pulse 
(Suda and Hsch. Is. v. 86XLxoL, Poll. 1.247) , they were 
grown trained up long stakes (Thphr. HP 8.3.2) along 
with such things as broad beans, peas, and lupines (Gal. 
AZim. fac. 1.28.9=6.546K, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 5.8=6.784K, cf. 
Thphr. HP 8.11.1, Col. 2.12.3). That they were not only 
more laxative and less flatulent than peas but also 
nourishing was a commonly held view (Hp. Vict. 2.45=6. 
542LF Diocl. ap. Gal. Alim. fac. 1.28.5=6.544K# Sim. Seth. 
appendix, s. v. 66XL)COL = p. 134 Langkavel). They were 
sold dried (Edict. Diocl. 1.21: ýMaL6, Xou ETIP001fasioLi 
sicci), and the ftVOQ made from them was thick-juiced 
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and phlegmatic, less flatulent than that from broad 
beans, and without any purgative element (Gal. Vict. Att. 
7.53). Besides being called XODOC because the whole 
xdpnoa was eaten, Xo56Q and all (cf. Plin. Nat. 12.26), 
they were also called IiVXCLE XTITEaCCL and MýLCL (Aet. 1. 
93j, CGL 2.361.52). Lettuce stalks could be salted# 
dried, and preserved with herbs and faseoli uirides 
integri (Col. 12.9.1). For the identification of 
66A. LXOL see Orib. 4.8.18n.. 
26.1 XaDobg: XOD(SQ usually refers to the pods of pulses in 
general (e. g. Nic. Th. 536t Gal. AZim. fac. 1.36.1=6.655K, 
Jul. 0r. 5.175c-d), and when applied specifically to 
66A. LXOC a qualifying statement seems necessary, for 
instance XODC)v ... I orTEep 6h xcLt xTITEC60'VTCLL (Gal. Vict. 
A tt. 7.53) . 
27 TiepL 6p6Dcav: Taking as his text Gal. (Alim-fac. 1.29= 
6.546-547K), Orib. leaves aside the openipg sentence 
of his source to the effect that cattle eat 6poýOL Or 
bitter vetches that have been sweetened beforehand in 
water, but that men should avoid them because of their 
unpleasantness and bad juices. Orib. j however, adheres 
to what follows with some minor changes: that it was Hp. 
(Epid. 2.4.3=5.126L, cf. 6.4.11=5.310L) as Gal. acknow- 
ledges, who said that 6PODOL were eaten in times of great 
famine is ignored, and Gal. Is tr-. dL'VdYXnC ýLCLCCLQ tT%* 
(1()Tb TtcLpcLyCyvOVTCLL is neatly paraphrased as ncLT' dLvciYXTIV 
to-DCovTCLL j although d)Q 'bTEOA. CCTtECYaCLL is expanded to 
(IcyTC bTtOXCCTECCYaCLLj perhaps for clarity. Bitter vetch 
was certainly used more for cattle fodder (Cato Agr. 27, 
Col. 2.7.1,2.10.24,2.10.34, Hp. VM 8=1.586L, Verg. E. 
3.100, Gal. AZim. fac. 2.6.1=6.567Kt Plaut. Mos. 62, Arist. 
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HA 3.522b26-28,8.595b6-7, Gp 17.4) and bird food (Var. 
R. 3.7.8# Pall. 1.24.3) than for human consumption, but 
famine or siege changed this situation (D. 22.15, 
Philostr. VA 1.15). Until comparatively modern times 
vetch was made into bread in the poorer parts of Greece 
(P. Leigh Fermor, Mani, Harmondsworth 1984, p. 74). For 
the medicinal properties of bitter vetch see Orib. 4.8. 
2n.. 
28.1 T6 TC)V CMCdLUWV CmeplICL: Orib. lifts this passage from 
Gal. Wim. fac. 1.30.1-6.547-548K) with characteristic 
culinary omissions, namely that sesame-seeds were moulded 
with boiled honey into cakes called "CYcLjiC8CC (cf. Ath. 
14.646f, Sch. Ar. Pax. 869), and that they were spread on 
breads (cf. Alcm. ap. Ath. 3.111a, Ath. 14.646b). That 
it was when the seed was stored ('xCCjiCVOV) that oiliness 
developed is apparently forgotten, although C2 and 
Daremberg restore the word from Gal., perhaps the correct 
move in view of the jerkiness of Raeder's text where no 
reason is given for the oleaginous progression. Sesame- 
seeds were in fact pressed to make oil (Gp. 9.18.2, 
Plin. Nat. 15.30o 18.96# Gal. Simpl. Med. 4.8=11.649K, Hdt. 
1.193.4). They were considered bad for the stomach (Dsc. 
2.98), and engendered thick, viscous, and phlegmatic 
juices iri the body (Gal. Vict. Att. 5.28, Hp. Aff. 55=6.266L). 
All fatty things made with cheese, honey, and sesame- 
seeds provoked heartburn and flatulence (Hp. Aff. 47=6. 
258L)t and this coupled with the innate viscosity and 
adhesiveness in sesame-seeds (Gal-SimpZ. Med. 8. iB. lo= 
12.120K) no doubt rendered them slow to digest, despite 
Hp. 's (Vict. 2.45=6.544L) assertion that they were laxa- 
tive especially when unwashed. Plin. (Nat. 22.132) comes 
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near to saying that sesame-seed 
dvcurpýTICL 
... Tb-v aT61icLyov 
when he writes that it was stomacho 
inutilis. In medi- 
cine sesame-seed with 'soft' wine was a specific for 
catarrh, chronic cough, and light fever (Hp. Epid. 7.68= 
5.432L), although it was to be avoided in cases of TOcpoQ, 
when putrefying bile mixed with the blood in the veins 
and limbs, and lodging caused swellings and sharp pains 
(Hp. 1rnt. 41-7.268L, 42-7.270L) . They helped to heal the 
right lobe of the liver if damaged after childbirth, 
the symptoms being vomiting of blood, pains in the in- 
wards, and spasms of the heart (Hp. MuZ. 1.43=8.100-102L). 
They were plastered on externally for inflamed stomachs 
having been finely ground with rose-oil (Alex. Trall. Febr. 
2-1.323-325 Puschmann, 7.4=2.367 Puschmann). 
The seed was sown all over the Mediterranean, from 
Campania to Cilicia and Syria (Col. 2.10.18,11.2.50, 
x. An. 1.2.22), and hence was used extensively in cooking 
for seasoning (Antiph. ap. Ath. 2.68a, Philem. ap. Ath. 2. 
64e) and for cakes (Chrysipp. Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647f-648a, 
Hp. Morb. 2.50-7.78L# cf. Col. 12.15.3-4). on sesame-seeds 
see also Orib. 4.7.33n., and D. Bedigian and J. R. Harlan, 
'Evidence for Cultivation of Sesame in the Ancient World', 
Economic Botany 40 (1986), pp. 137-154, who relate that 
sesame as a crop originated probably on the Indian sub- 
continent* 
28.2 Tb 6# tP6CFLj1OV: According to LSJ (s. v. ) Sisymbrium POZY- 
ceratium L., according to TLL (s. v. irio, 7 
2.377.69-70) 
Sisymbrium irio L. and other species. From 9P6aLj1OV to 
6LqXS6n Orib. quotes word for word his source (Gal. Alim-fac- 
1.30.2-6.548K), although he omits the prior analogy as 
to the inferiority of Italian millet to common millet 
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being of the same degree as the inferiority of hedge- 
mustard to sesame. It was called by the Romans 
irio 
(Ps. Dsc. 2.158RV, Plin-Nat. 22.158). Sesame and hedge- 
mustard are justifiably juxtaposed, for the two plants 
had similar leaves (Thphr. HP 8.3.1) the colour of blood 
(Plin. Nat. 18.58), were sown in summer before the rising 
of the Pleiads (Thphr. HP 8.1.4, Plin. Nat. 18.49,96), 
and were generally considered alike (Thphr. HP 8.7.3). 
The seed capsules were horn-shaped like those of fenu- 
greek# and contained small seeds that were fiery to 
the taste like nose-smart (Dsc. 2.158# Gal. Simpl. Med. 
6.5.21=11.877K). It was probably this fieriness that 
made them more unpleasant to eat than sesame, and Gal. 
says elsewhere (AZim. fac. 1.33=6.549K) that they provided 
little nourishment. Their heat made them ideal for 
fluxes from the chest and coughs (Dsc. 2.158p Gal. Simpl. 
Med. 6.5.21=11.878K). A strong infusion of the whole of 
the common hedge-mustard plant (Sisymbrium officinate L. ) 
was formerly taken for all diseases of the throat (M. 
Grieve, A Modern Herbal# Harmondsworth 1976, p. 570). 
29 TTIQ fttPOU 11ARUVOC.: This is a direct transcription of 
Gal. Wim-fac. 1.31=6.548K), the only words missing 
being xCuMnCp xat T& (JACaILCL after A8UCUa, no doubt be- 
cause Orib. considered them an irrelevant culinary aside. 
Poppy seeds (see also Orib. 4.6.2n. ) were spread on 
bread (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.12.13=12.73K, Vict. Att. 5.27, 
Plin. Nat. 19.168, Cato. Agr. 79,84, Petr. 1.3, Ath. 3. 
113c, Dsc. 4.64.1) and were thought to be cooling (Dsc. 
4.64.2, Garg. Mart. 19, Hp. MuZ. 2.117=8.252L,, Gal. San. 
Tuend. 6.14.15=6.447K# Simpl. Med. 7.12.13=12.74K), 
hence their soporific and anodyne property (Gal. Meth. 
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Med. 12.1-10.816K, Hp. Epid. comm. 6.5=17B. 331K, Plin. Nat. 
20.202# Col. 10.104, Verg. G. 1.78, A. 4.486, Cels. 2. 
I 
32, Ov. Fast. 4.547, Seren. 24j Hp-Mul. 2.149=8.324L, 
Dsc. 4.64.2# Alex. Trall. Febr. 7=1.421 Puschmann). Al- 
though Orib. talks here of the superiority of white 
poppy seeds (Papaver somniferum var. aZbUm De Candolle 
L. ) over black (var. nigrum), other doctors (e. g. Larg. 
148, Alex. Trall. 8.2=2.355 Puschmann) apparently made 
no such distinction, and in fact in Ptolemaic Egypt 
the black variety occurs 'a little more frequently' than 
the white in papyri (D. J. Crawfordt 'The opium Poppy: 
A Study in Ptolemaic Agriculture' in Problýmes de Za 
terre en Grýce ancienne (ed. M. I. Finley), Paris 1973, 
pp. 232-233). Poppy seeds were nourishing (Hp. Vict. 2.45= 
6.544L) and were employed extensively in cooking besides 
decorating bread: in cakes (Plaut. Poen. 326, Chrysipp. 
Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647f, Sopat. ap. Ath. 14.649a, Dsc. 4.63. 
2) and stews (Epaenet. ap. Ath. 14.662d-e). 
30 TtCpt A. LVOCMdPjIOU: Orib. culls the basic medical facts 
concerning linseed (Linum Usitatissimum L. ) from Gal. 
(Alin. fac. 1.32=6.549K), leaving aside the culinary re- 
marks about people sprinkling it on bread, mixing it 
after parching with garum as an &ýO'V, and pounding it 
fine with honey. Linseed was used for many cosmetic and 
medicinal purposes: as a hair restorative (Cleopatra ap. 
Gal. Comp. Med. 1.2=12.432K), as a Poultice to disperse 
swellings and indurations (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 4.42=15. 
816K, Dsc. 2.103, Ps. Theod-Prisc-SimpZ. Med. 81, cf. Cels. 
2.33.5), boiled in water to combat fevers (Hp. Morb. 3. 
17=7.157L# cf. Gal. San-Tuend. 6.14-10=6.446Kp Hp. Acut. 
comm. 4.95=15.898K where it is said to be able both to 
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dry and cool), and in a remedy for a dry cough (Larg. 
96). In contrast to Gal. 's statements here, Hp. (Vict. 
2.45=6.544L) held linseed to be nourishing, although he 
too considered it to be constipating. Elsewhere Gal. 
(SimpZ. Med. 7.11.17=12.62K) explains that it was flatu- 
lent and full of excrementitious moisture, which was pre- 
sumably the reason for it being bad for the stomach and 
hard to digest. Nevertheless it was used as a food and 
a medicine (Gal. Simpl. Med. 5.23=11.777K), and Plin. (Nat. 
18.73) gives a recipe for polenta of barley seasoned with 
toasted linseed, coriander seed# and salt. There was 
also a confection made of honey and'linseed called 
xpuaox6)LXCL (Alcm. ap. Ath. 3.1116) . M. Grieve's remarks 
(A Modern HerbaZ, Harmondsworth 1976, pp. 317-319) about 
linseed are surprisingly similar to those contained in 
Orib. 's pr4cis. 
31 nept 6PjLCVOU: The fact that Gal. (Alim. fac. 1.33=6. 
549K), from whom this extract is taken, devotes such a brief 
section to; 6pjIL'VOV shows that it was not a highly regarded 
food in medical circles. Orib. omits that in terms of 
nourishment it lay between hedge-mustard (6p6cyLliov) and 
cumin. There were two kinds, one with a darker oblong 
seed, the other with a paler round seed (Plin. Nat. 22. 
159)j, and J. Andr6 (ad Zoc., Paris 1970, p. 125) identi- 
fies it was a variety of Clary, the Red-topped sage (Sat- 
via Horminum L., an annual S. European species; see also 
m. Grieve, A Modern HerbaZ, Harmondsworth 1976, p. 702). 
Red-topped sage was sown as a summer crop (Thphr. HP S. 
1.4, Plin. Nat. 18.49, cf-96), although as usual the wild 
variety was thought to be of greater Potency (Dsc. 3. 
129), and why Gal. records that people mixed the seed 
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with honey was that it was bitter (Thphr. HP 8.7i3). 
Hsch. (s. v. 6PILEVOL) categorises Red-topped sage as a 
sort of pulse, and Polýem. Hist. (ap. Ath. 11.478d) lists 
it among the other grains such as barley, peas# lentils, 
and white poppy-seeds. In medicine it was used to re- 
duce the spleen (Cael. Aur. chron. 3.4.60) , and mixed 
with honey to clear'white spots in the eyes (XCUX6- 
liaTCL, Gal. Simpl. Med. 8.21.7=12.152K, Dsc. 3.129) . 
32 Ttcpt 'KCLVVdDC(OQ: Taking his information from Gal. (AZim. 
fac. 1.34.1=6.550K), Orib. follows his customary habit 
of ignoring any remarks about food. Gal. Wim. fac. 
1.34.1-2=6.550K) records that hemp seeds were toasted 
and eaten as TpCLYAIICLTCL during the after-dinner drinking? 
but being particularly heating they affected the head 
taken in excess. Hdt. (4.75.1-2, cf. Hsch. s. v. XdvvCL- 
ýLQ) describes the Scythians sitting under felt cloths 
and intoxicating themselves to such a degree by putting 
hemp seeds on red-hot stones and inhaling the fumes that 
6LYdjIC'VO L ... (bP60'VTCLL Sim. Seth. (s. v. KdLvcLDoC = pp. 60- 
61 Langkavel) says that the Arabs achieved the same ef- 
fect by chewing the leaves. Hence Gal. 's statements 
that hemp seed was xcQaXcLXyýQ (cf. AZim. fac. 1.35=6. 
550K, Vict. Att. 5.29), and he no doubt would have pre- 
ferred it to have been employed solely externally, for 
example using the extracted juice for earache (Gal. Simpl- 
Med. 7.10.5=12. BK, Marc. med. 9.27, Dsc. 3.148) and to 
kill uermes in the ears (Marc. med. 9.77), or mixed 
with axle-grease to disperse swellings (Ps. Apul. herb. 115-1)- 
Rather than being a food or medicine hemp was used 
mainly for rope (Plin. Nat. 19.173-174, Moschio ap. Ath. 
5.206f, Var. R. 1.23.6o Dsc. 3.149). 
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33 -rb -roG &yvou cynýpvLa: Orib. neatly rewords Gal. 's 
gTtý)(CLV T&Q 671' dLQPOE)C(JLCX YLYVOIiýVCLQ 6pudc (Alim. fac. 
1.35=6.550K) for brevity, but otherwise quotes most of 
his source with only a few omissions, that the seed 
could be eaten raw or toasted, and. that unlike hemp 
it did not affect the head; clearly he assumed the reader 
would know whether or not to cook the seeds. The chaste- 
tree (Vitex agnus castus L.; see 0. Polunin, Trees and 
Bushes of Europe, London 1976, p. 169 and figs. c and d) 
is a tree-like bush (but with cultivation could become 
a tree, Thphr. HP 1.3.2) which enjoys well-watered places 
(cf. Pl. Phdr. 230be Pall. 9.8.4, Gp. 2.4.1), and has 
branches that are hard to break, and leaves like that 
of the olive tree# only bigger and softer (cf. Ps. Dsc. 
1.103RV). It bears a fruit which was used for snake- 
bites, problems of the spleen, and dropsy, and a seed 
resembling pepper which was supposed to have a taste 
like wine when taken in drink (Dsc. 1.103.1, Thphr. HP 3. 
12.1, Plin. Nat. 24.59-60 and J. Andr4 ad loc., Paris 1972, 
p. 114). The seed helped indurations and blockages of the 
liver (Alex. Trall. 9.1=2.395 Puschmann). it derived its 
name from the power of the seed, leaves, and fruit to 
repress sexual appetite (Alex. Trall. 11.7=2.497 Puschmann) 
and it was used for this reason by women celebrating 
the Thesmophoria (Ael. NA 9.26, Sch. Nic. Ther. 71# Plin. 
Nat. 24.59). Elsewhere Gal. stresses that the seeds 
were hot and dry (SimpZ. Med. 6.1.2=11.807-810K, also Dsc- 
1.103.1)p not cooling and dry as here, although in sup- 
port Plin. (Nat. 24.60) says that they reduced fevers. 
Gal. develops the unusual argument (Simpl. Med. 6.1.2= 
ll. BOBK) that if the seeds were productive of 6LT1166oug 
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TEvcx5Ua-rog, then they would fill the bowels with flatu- 
lence and so# like roc 
4 
ket, sharpen the desire for sex! For the 
table they were toasted and served with TPCLYAj1aTCL (Gal. 
SimpZ. Med. 6.1.2=11.807K) , but they were of small value as nour- 
ishment (cf. AZim. fac. 2.39.4=6.623K on the OXcLaTOC) I 
the shoots were eaten during famine Wim. fac. 2.58.2= 
6.644K) and were suitable for the stomach (Vict. Att. - 4. 
24); otherwise a medicinal plant (Nic. Ther. 528-530, 
Larg. 2, Dsc. 1.103.1-3). 
34 Ttept DCROU: In Gal. 's chapter from which this section is 
derived Wim. fac. 1.36.1-2=6.550-551K) tares (dLQdXTJ) are 
mentioned together with vetch, and it is to both of these 
seeds that 'rolkwv refers. Orib. omits information super- 
fluous to his theme, such as that farmers stored the 
whole plant for cattle fodder, and that Attic writers 
called DCROC equally dpaxoQ or A. &DUPOC. It was sup- 
posedly named uicia from uincire, because like the vine 
it had tendrils that bound themselves to the stalks of 
lupine. s and other plants (Var. R. 1.31.5). It was sown 
for seed at the end of January (Pall. 2.6) in dry soil 
(Plin. Nat. 18.138, cf. Col. 2.10.30) as clear of weeds 
as possible (Cato Agr. 35.1). Its power to fertilize 
the ground was well known (Cato Agr. 37.2, Plin. Nat. 18. 
137, Col. 11.2.811 Pall. 1.6.14). Since it had an un- 
pleasant taste and was hard to digest it was used mainly 
for cattle fodder (Col. 2.7.1,2.13.1, Pall. 1.6.14,12. 
13.3, Apul. met. 7.14.4), it being sown for this purpose 
in September (Pall. 10.81 Col. 2.10.29) or March (Plin. 
Nat. 18.137); hence Gal. 's statement that people ate it 
only in time of famine. The seed was used as a pharma- 
ceutical unit of measurement (Larg. 75,88,170) like the 
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6LPCLROC seed (cf. orib. 1.25.1n. ) , but otherwise does 
not appear in cooking and medicine. 
t 
35-38 on these four sections in general see: A. C. Andrews, 
'Melons and Watermelons in the Classical Era I, Osiris 
12 (1956), pp. 368-375. The watermelon was probably 
well known in Greece at least as early as the 4th c. 
B. C., although the melon (othewise known as the canta- 
loupe or muskmelon, Cucumis meZO L., var. chatae Nand. ) 
was not discovered until much later. The watermelon 
is indigenous in the arid tropical region of southern 
and eastern Africa, and was first developed into a culti- 
vated form in Egypt, evolving into the improved CitruZ- 
Zus lanatus (Thunb. ) Mansf., whilst the melon is a native 
of tropical Asia and Africa. The XOXOx6'vTn of Hp. seems 
to have been the gourd, especially the large gourd (Cu- 
curbita maxima Duchesne). Thphr. describes the cucumber 
(ONU0Q, Cucumis satiVUS L. ) and the bottle-gourd (CYC'KucL, 
Lagenaria vulgaris Ser. ). The cucumber, a native to 
northern Indial was the first of the Cucurbitaceae to be 
used in the ancient worlde and its name was extended to 
the watermelon with a qualifying epithet (cYL'xuog TEýTEczv) 
The melon was naturally held to be a type of watermelon 
and thus was called 11nXOTEftCO'Vr a term alluding either 
to size and shape ('apple-melon') or sweetness (1honey- 
melon'). The Romans designated watermelon pepo, and 
melon melopepo (cf. Isid. orig. 17.10.16), although the 
latter was shortened by the 4th c. A. D. to meZo. However, 
references to the CUCUMis may sometimes apply to the melon 
or watermelon since the word was not restricted to signi- 
fying only the cucumber, and this is borne out by the 
survival of the word in current Italian nomenclature 
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applied in a similarly haphazard way, a circumstance 
that is hardly surprising considering that among the many 
varieties of Cucumis meZO L. are forms with long narrow 
fruits, superficially resemblinq the garden cucumber (see 
m. Zohary, Plants of the Bible, Cambridge 1982, p. 86, 
and also p. 85 for a photograph of a watermelon). 
35.1 *EQj7j0CtOa RCLýZQ ... 8LCLCP&CLPfiVOLL: This is a prAcis of Gal. 
(AZim. fac. 2.3.2-5=6.561-562K). Unlike Gal., Orib. con- 
siders it pointless to explain cacpfi noCoTnTcL XuVtUav oibbe- 
ILCcLv as that which possesses no harshness, saltiness, 
astringency, or bitterness. Also omitted is the first 
paragraph of Gal. 's chapter (Alim. fac. 2.3.1=6.651K), 
which stresses the importance of cooking the large gourd 
to avoid the cold heaviness on the stomach and ensuing 
nausea that resulted from eating raw large gourds, a 
somewhat surprising exclusion unless Orib. felt that it 
was common knowledge, or that his extract brought over the 
point adequately. 
35.2-h 6' 6n-rn8eUacL ... TtO L 6" TCL: Orib. derives this section 
from Gal. Wim. fac. 2.37=6.563-564K), leaving aside 
only the reason for seasoning large gourds with marjoram, 
namely that anything watery needed something harsh, 
acidic, astringent, or salty to make it pleasant to eat. 
The central part of Gal. 's chapter (AZim. fac. 2.3.5-7= 
6.562-563K) mentions three other recipes for large gourds 
and their respective effects: with mustard they caused 
a bitter and hot juice to be assimilated, with "rapC)(OL 
they engendered a salty juice, and with quinces they 
had an overpowering harsh juice during assimilation. 
Although these recipes are forgotten here, along with the 
fact that large gourds were corrupted in the stomach 
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if they did not pass through quickly, Orib. quotes 
the sentence concerning TCLPCXOL elsewhere (4.1.28 and 
n. ). For 'simple sauce' see 4.1.42n.. 
35.3 EVLOL 8t XC'VOGVTCC ... TECLPCLTt)LA CY L CL L: By excerpting this 
sentence from Gal. 's previous chapter (AZim. fac. 2.2.2= 
6.559K) on the naming Of &PCLtOL (fruits that ripen in 
the 40 days after the rising of the Dog star: see orib. 
1.39.1n. ), orib. seems almost to be appending it as a 
suddenly remembered afterthought. For the sake of brevity 
he ignores, on the whole, Gal. 's generalising chapters 
(e. g. Alim. fac. 1.37=6.551-553K on the different seeds 
growing among each sort of grain; 2.22=6.598-601K on the 
theory that the consumption of apples and pears loosens 
the bowels. 
As Orib. states here large gourds (paZtentesque cucur- 
bitae, Verg. Cat. 3*. 13) were wateryl cold, and of no 
pronounced quality (Hp. Epid. 6.5.15=5.320L, Gal. Vict. Att. 
2.10, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 13.1=6.811K# AZim. fac. 2.45.1=6.635K, 
Orib. Syn. 4.34.1, Cels. 2.18.3,2.27# Garg. Mart. med. 6, 
cf. Col. 11.3.48). Being cooling they were ideal for 
fevers (Gal. San. Tuend. 4.10.17=6.297K, Hp. Acut. comm. 2. 
11=15.539K, Anthim. 561 cf. Dsc. 2.134 who used them 
shredded and plastered on externally for inflammations, 
swellings, and childhood fevers), and their moistness 
made them laxative (Hp. Aff. 55=6.266L, Vict. 2.54=6.560L, 
Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 2.59b, Gp. 12.19.8, Cels. 2.29.1, Gal. 
Alim-fac. 1,1.20=6.465K). Other physicians also stipu- 
lated the needfulness of cooking (Menodor. ap. Ath. 2.59a, 
Mnesith. ap. Ath. 2.59c, Gal. Atim. fac. 2.45.1=6.635K, cf. 
Cels. 2.24.1), Phan-Hist. (ap. Ath. 2.68d) going as far 
as to say that large gourds were inedible when raw, but 
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good to eat when boiled or baked. As a food they were 
harmless except when they corrupted in the stomach be- 
cause of a slow passage they became full of bad juices 
(Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 8.8=6.794K, cf - AZim. fac. 2.11.4=6. 
586K). Before large gourds were served their rind was 
scraped off since it was hard to digest (Plin. Nat. 19. 
72). The longer and thinner large gourds were, the more 
agreeable they became for the table, and thus Plin. (Nat. 
19.72, cf. 19.61, Col. 11.3.50) recommends those which 
have been left to grow hanging as more wholesome than 
those grown lying on the soil, particularly since this 
kind contained fewer seeds, the hardness of which caused 
disagreeableness; hence the reason for the seeds (separa- 
ted and arranged in rows, Thphr. HP 1.11.4) being removed 
before the large gourds were dried, as here, for storing 
over the winter (cf. Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 5.14=6.785K). They 
could also be preserved for food in brine (Plin. Nat. 19. 
74). For recipes see Apic. (3.4.1-8). 
35.2 OPLYdV4): one common denotation of 6PCycLvov was sweet 
winter marjoram (Origanum heracZeoticum L. ) and its 
varieties, usually called ýCYCLVL in Modern Greek., a plant 
that occurs throughout Greece, but only rarely and spora- 
dically in Italy. It was confused with 6PCycLvoc *Hpax- 
XCCaTLxAr which as a term for a type of marjoram denoted 
common or wild marjoram (Origanum vuZgare L. ), which is 
native in Europe and the adjoining part of Asia, and is 
widespread in Greece and Italy. The rarity of sweet 
winter marjoram in Italy indicates that commom marjoram 
was probably the species generally used there; conversely 
Gal. and Orib. in Pergamum may have meant sweet-winter 
marjoram in their recipe (see A. C. Andrews# 'Marjoram as 
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a Spice in the Classical Era I, CPh 56 (1961) , pp. 73- 
82) . With its harsh, 
hot, acrid, and bitter flavour 
(Cael. Aur. chron. 1.4.1ý12, acut. 3.21.210, HP-Vict. 2. 
54=6.560L, Arist. Pr. 20.927al-2, Gal-Simpl. Med. 8.15. 
13=12.91K, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 37, Dsc. 3.27.1, Plin. Nat. 
12.91,19.184,19.186, cf. Ar. Ran. 603) marjoram was 
ideal for counteracting the wateriness of large gourds, 
and its digestive quality (Gal. Alim. fac. 3.24.10=6. 
713K, Plin. Nat. 20.175) was no doubt valued in view of 
Orib. 's hesitant statement that large gourds were digest- 
ed 010 Itax6Q. Marjoram was employed as a seasoning (Antiph. 
ap. Ath. 2.68a# Alex. ap. Ath. 4.170b, Ar. ap. Poll. 6.69, 
Ach. 874), in salads (Col. 15.59.4), with fish (Antiph. 
ap. Ath. 7.295d# Sotad. Com. ap. Ath. 7.293d, Apic. 4.2.11, 
10.1.1 and 2,10.3 - 8) , meat (Apic. 5.4.6,7.5.2, Pap. 
Heid. (ed. F. Bilabel, ' "OtýCLPrUTNCL und Verwandtes I in 
Sitzungsberichte der HeideZberger Academie der Wis- 
senschaften, Heidelberg 1920, p. 11)), and vegetables 
including large gourds (Apic. 3.4.7,5.4.3). 
36 Ttept TteTE6vwv: Orib. copies this passage almost word for 
word from Gal. (AZim. fac. 2.4.1-2=6.564-565K), and the 
lack of alteration firmly justifies Raeder and Daremberg 
restoring from Gal. <TAQ 8*> at the beginning of sect. 
2. only the confirming evidence for watermelons pos- 
sessing ýUTETL'KbV ... TL is removed, namely that dirt and 
rough spots on the skin could be removed by being rub- 
bed with watermelons. What is predictably ignored is 
the following discussion (Alim. fac. 2.4.3-4=6.565-566K) 
regarding the root of the word TtftcaV (from nencLtvca, 
fripenl)o, the adjectival use of TtdTLCOV with grapes, pears, 
and large gourds, and the resulting name CYL'KUOTttTtCOV for 
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clarity. Watermelons were especially cleansing (Gal. 
AZim. fac. 1.1.21=6.466K, Plin. Nat. 20.12, Dsc. 2.135.2) 
laxative (Plin. Nat. 2ý. ll, cf. Diocl. ap". Ath. 2.68f) , 
particularly if boiled in UcXCxpcL-rov (Diocl. Ap. Ath. 2. 
68e) , cooling (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 13.1=6.811K) , and 
diuretic (Dsc. 2.135.1). As Orib. says, if they were 
not properly digested and lingered in the stomach, the 
juice springing from their corruption approached the 
harmfulness of noxious drugs (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.7=6. 
793-794K, Alim. fac. 2.11.4=6.586-587K). The rind and 
dried root served as an emetic (Dsc. 2.135.2, Gal. AZim. 
fac. 2.11.7=6.588K, Plin. Nat. 20.12), perhaps because 
of the harshness in them (Gal. Vict. Att. 2.10). Water- 
melons were eaten raw when the flesh was tender and 
the seeds had been removed (Phan. Hist. ap. Ath. 2.68d), 
or cooked in water and served with oil* vinegar, and 
honey (Ps. Garg. Mart-med. 151 cf. Diocl. ap". Ath. 2.68d-e). 
Apic. (3.7) gives a recipe for a dressing of pepper, 
pennyroyal, honey, passum, Uquamen, vinegar, and asa- 
foetida, although whether this is for raw or cooked water- 
melons is not stated. Watermelons could not be dried 
(Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc- 5.13=6.785K). 
37 ot jinXontnovec: Orib. here encapsulates the essential 
points of Gal. 's chapter on the same theme Wim. fac. 
2.5=6.566K), the one large omission being that although 
the fleshy part of watermelons containing the seeds was 
not eaten, the inside of melons was eaten. Orib. con- 
tradicts himself elsewhere (Syn. 4.19.7) by saying that 
melons did possess 'rb 6' CCQ EUCTOV tEOPJAV, and this 
contradiction is upheld by Gp. (12.20.1), where melons 
are said to be cooling and Suitable as an emetic for 
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phlegm. This vomitory quality 
sharpness (Gal. Vict. Att. 2.10) 
render them pungent enough to 
for faintness (Cael. Aur. chron. 
10.20.4, cf. Plin. Nat. 19.67). 
be made sweeter if their seeds 
was the result of their 
which was such as to 
be used as odoramenta 
1.4.108, Antyll. ap. Orib. 
Melons supposedly could 
were soaked in milk 
and honey before planting (Gp. 12.20.3). Melons were 
certainly regarded as moist (Orib. Syn. 4.34.1, Gal. AZim. 
fac. 1.1.21=6.465K), and bad-juiced (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 
13.1-2=6.811K), and like watermelons they could not be 
dried (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 5.13=6.785K). As a food (Capi- 
tol. AZb. 11.3) they were regarded as savoury and so were 
eaten with pennyroyal and diluted vinegar (Anthim. 58) 
or pennyroyal, onions, and vinegar (Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 
15), or pepper, pennyroyal, honey, passum, liquamen, 
vinegar, and asafoetida (Apic. 3.7). 
38.1 06PnTLXbV ... 
tHc CVCOV: This is taken straight from Gal. 
(Alim. fac. 2.6.1=6.567K), and thus once again (see Orib. 
1.36n. ) Daremberg and Raeder are correct in restoring 
<TL> from Gal. 's text. The subsequent discussion (Alim. 
fac. 2.6.1=6.567-569K) is passed over since it is to do 
with the recognition of foods proper to each individual 
person and animal, and not with cucumbers. 
38.2 TO% 8E UCLA. OGQ ... Ttdq)C L Orib. extracts this from the 
point where Gal. resumes his investigation of cucumbers 
(AZim. fac. 2.6.4=6.569K), omitting the concluding warn- 
ing that all bad-juiced foods should be avoided, even 
if they happen to be easy to digest, since any bad 
humour collecting in the veins and putrefying could cause 
malignant fevers. Cucumbers were cooling (Dsc. 2.135.1# 
Gal. Simpl. Med. 5.23=11.777K, Cels. 2.27, P s. Garg. Hart. med. 
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16, Hp. Vict. 2.55=6.564L, Cf. P. L. Fermor, Mani, Har- 
mondsworth 1984, p. 15, for a modern Greek example: 
I 
'Snipping the end off a cucumber, he handed it to Joan, 
whop without a word, stuck it on her forehead. (This 
curious custom spreads a welcome coolness on the fore- 
head ... )I) and watery 
(Plin. Nat. 19.186, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 
8.18.14=12.122K, Vict. Att. 2.11, Alex. Trall. 5.5=2. 
201 Puschmann, 5.6=2.221 Puschmann, Marc. med. 30.35, 
Cael. Aur. acut. 2.29.159), although they repressed sexu- 
al desire (Sim. Seth. S. V. 6LYY06PLCL =pp. 21-22 Langkavel). 
They were, as Orib. says, diuretic and good for kidney 
complaints (Hp. Epid. 7.115=5.462L, 7.62=5.428L, Aff. 
57=6.266L, Vict. 2.45=6.544L, Diocl. ap. Ath. 2.68e, 
Anthim. 57, Cels. 4.17.2, Plin. Nat. 23.143, Cael. Aur. 
chron. 3.8.121, Larg. 152). Although Alex. Trall. (Febr. 
5=1.375 Puschmann) expresses amazement that anyone should 
believe they caused XOXA, Diocl. (ap. Ath. 3.74c) attri- 
butes to their coolness and slowness of evacuation their 
provocation of bile, and they were considered bad-juiced 
(Cels. 2.21, Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.7=6.793-794K, 13.1-2= 
6.811K, cf. Puer. Epil. 4=11.368L), so Orib. is justi- 
fied in saying that excessive consumption of cucumbers 
caused immoderate thick humour to collecto There were 
three kinds of cucumber (CYCHUOV X'VOdLOVTCL# Phil. ap. AP, 
6.102.5) , the Laconicum, ScytaZicum, and Boeotium (Plin. 
Nat. 19.68, Thphr. HP, 7.4.6). J. AndrA (L'Atimentation 
et la cuisine a Rome# Paris 1981, p. 41) suspects that 
ancient cucumbers were bitterr and perhaps Democritus' 
surprise at eating a cucumber with a honey-like taste 
supports this view (Plu. Moro 628b-d), as does Augustus' 
substitution of wine by cucumber slices or a tart apple 
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(Suet. Aug. 77) , although to argue# as AndrA doest that 
the presence of honey and passum in two recipes of Apic. 
(3.6.2 and 3j cf. Plin. Nat. 20.12) betrays this bitter- 
ness is precarious; for other recipes (Apic. 3.6.1,4. 
2.7) are completely savoury. Cucumbers were preserved 
for food in*, brine (Plin. Nat. 19.74) like gherkins to- 
day, and could be cut and hung up to dry in the smoke 
of the hearth for use with dishes of boiled pulses, 
mushrooms and vegetables in the winter (Nic. ap. Ath. 9. 
372e-f, cf. Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 5.16=6.785-786K). They 
were eaten raw after removal of the seeds (Phaenias ap. 
Ath. 2.68d). 
39 TEEpt 06RCOV: The usefulness and importance of figs in 
the ancient world is shown by Orib. quoting almost ver- 
batim from Gal. (AUM. fac. 2.8=6.570-573K). Left out 
is such information as that bread and pork produced com- 
pact and strong flesh (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.8.2=6.571K)p 
that the difference between ripe and unripe. figs was 
much greater than in other fruits (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.8. 
3=6.571K), and that suitable cutting and purgative medi- 
cines to be mixed with figs for blocked and indurated 
livers and spleens included thyme# pepper, ginger, pen- 
nyroyall and savory (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.8.5=6.572K). Ripe 
figs were laxative, thirst-quenching (cf. Alex. Trall. 5. 
5=2.193 Puschmann) and extinguishing of heat, whereas 
dried figs (CLC CCYX66eg) were nourishing, heating, and 
thirst-provoking (Dsc. 1.128.1, cf. Hp. Vict. 2.55-6. 
564L, Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 8.3=6.792K)o thus illustrating 
Gal. 's point about the marked difference between the 
two sorts of fig. Gal. comments elsewhere on the 
XCLXo)(ujjCct of figs (Bon. Mal. Suc. 13.1-2=6.811K), and 
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certainly they were among the foods that were aZiena ... 
stomacho (Cels. 2.25.1, cf. Plin. Nat. 23.120# Ps. Garg. 
Mart. med. 49, Ruf. ab. orib. 1.40.1), but equally onlyp 
as Orib. says here, if there was any delay in their be- 
ing digested (cf. Heraclid. ap. Ath. 3.79f-80a, Gal. Bon. 
MaZ. Suc. 8.4=6.792-793K). They possessed TL ... ýun- 
TLX6V dLEL6Xoyo'v both when eaten (Gal. Simpl. Med. 8.17. 
43=12.132K, Comp. Med. 7.1=13.9K) and when applied ex- 
ternally (Dsc. 1.128.2p Heraclid. ap. Ath. 3.79e, Plin. 
Nat. 23.117). Orib. 's doubts concerning their nutrition- 
al value are strange since most other writers expatiate 
upon their fattening powers (see Orib. 1.40.2n. )p but 
their flatulent effect of short duration was noted (Gal. 
Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.3=6.792L# Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 49, Cels. 2.26. 
2) as was the swiftness of their evacuation (Philotim. 
ap. Ath. 3.79a-di Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3.80b, Gal. Vict. Att. 
10.76) and their sweetness (Ar. ap. Ath. 14.652f, cf. Gal. 
Vict. Att. 12.89). There were many varieties of fig 
(Plin. Nat. 15.68-73t Macr. sat. 3.20.1-5, Col. 5.10.10-11: 
for a Roman wall-painting of figs see E. S. P. Ricotti, L? 
arte deZ conVito neZZa Roma antica, Rome 1983, fig. 86# 
'Bellissimo cesto di fichi che si trova ad Oplontis'. ). 
39.1 6Ttc'OPCL LQe9* (bPCL C OU Q According to Gal. (Hp. Epid. I COMM- 
1.1=17A. 17-18K) the year was divided into seven seasons# 
winter having three sub-divisions and summer two. The 
latter part of summer was called 6TE6PCL, and it commenced 
at the rising of the Dog-star and concluded with the 
rising of Arcturus (cf. Gal. Hp. Hum. comm. 3.19-16.433K, 
Hp. Aph. comm. 3.14=17B. 599K, Antid. 1.17m14.103K, Hp. 
A*e*r. comm. = p. 85 Wasserstein, Sch-Hom. IZ. 22.27). %Accord- 
ing to A. J. Bickermann (Chronology of the Ancient World, 
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London 1980, Table 2, pp. 113-114), at latitude 38 01 
which runs near Pergamum, the heliacal rising of Sirius/ 
Dog-star (heliacal rising: 'When the sun progresses far 
enough from a given star, the latter appears above the 
eastern horizon just before sunrise', Bickermann, op. cit. 
p. 54) in A. D. 100 and afterwards was 28 July, whilst the 
heliacal rising of Bootis/Arcturus in A. D. 100 and after- 
wards was 23 September, and in A. D. 300 and afterwards 
1 November. For Arist. (HA 6.569b3-4, cf. D. 35.10; 
Arcturus would rise at the end of summer whatever time- 
reckoning was used, lunar or solar# since the lend of 
summer' is a rough observation not a precise calculation) 
the rising of Arcturus ended the summer (Bickermann, op. 
cit. Pp. 53-56). Elsewhere (AZim. fac. 2.2.1-6.558K# Hp, 
Hum. comm. 3.19=16.433K, Hp. Epid 6 comm. 4.19=17B. 184K, 
Puer. Epil. 6=11.377K) Gal'. states that the Greeks called 
the central part of the summer uw)pcx which lasted forty 
days, in the middle of which the Dog-star rose (cf. Ath. 
1.22e). The last part of WwPCL was therefore included in 
ft6pa, and both these times of the year gave their name 
to a class of fruits. Thus &patOL were all the fruits 
that ripened under the Dog-star. The meaning of ft6pa 
as a denomination of a class of fruits was restricted 
in Gal., for he says (Bon. Mal. Suc. 8.3=6.792K) that the 
Greeks precisely called ft6pa just figs and grapes. How- 
ever, the initial phrase of Orib. 's excerpt seems to show 
that 6TEC)PcLL included more fruits than figs and grapest 
and in fact Gp. (10.74.1) lists 6n6PCL as those things 
with a pale fruit (XXO66TI X(XPTE6v) without a woody ex- 
terior such as nectarines# applest pears, and plums, 
whilst Chrysipp. Tyan. (ap. Ath. 14.647f-648a) uses 6TtcSpcL 
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in an extended sense to include almonds and hazelnuts 
(see also Orib. 4.7.12n. ). Yet there is invariable 
frustration in any atýempt to pin down Greek technical 
terms, as Daremberg (p. 576) admits: 'On voit donc que 
les trois expressions d)PCLtOL X(XPTtOCr 6n6pCL et 6LXP68PUCL, 
ou du moins les deux derniýres, sont employ4es tantot dans 
un sens plus restreint, tantot dans un sens plus 
6tendu, et, quoiqulils ne soient pas compl4tement synony- 
mes, comme, d'ailleurs, Ventroit dont nous nous occupons 
le prouve 6videmment, il est impossible de tracer tou- 
jours de limites exactes entre ces diverses classes de 
fruits '. 
0 39.4 Tb -rC)-v (p45CLpC)v TtXfi8og: The word (p, &eLp was applied to 
several parasites. Arist. (HA 5.556b22sq. ) explains 
that one variety of qh5cCp was generated out of the flesh 
of animals, the sign being a small eruption on the skin 
unaccompanied by any discharge of purulent matter; if 
these eruptions were pricked q)8CtpCQ jumped out. The 
second variety of QBCCP arose when the body was sur- 
charged with moisture, and this condition could prove 
fatal. The latter was perhaps due to the louse 
Phthirius inguinaZis and to the round worm Ascaris, the 
former to Sarcoptes scabei, a very minute inch-mite. 
Orib. must be referring to this inch-mite because of 
his summariness, the fatal disease surely requiring 
more comment to judge from the other gruesome accounts 
of it (D. S. 34/35.2.23, Luc. AZex. 59# Plu. SUZZ. 36.2, 
Hdt. 4.205, Porph. VP 55; on phthiriasis in general see 
Cael. Aur. chron. 4.2.14-18). J. M. Riddle (IGargilius 
Martialis as a Medical Writer', JHM 39 (1984), pp. 416- 
421) , however, suggests that the fatal disease may have 
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been epidemic lous 
infectious disease 
transmitted by the 
concludes that the 
remains uncertain. 
from the eating of 
e-borne typhus which is an acute 
caused by Rickettsia prowazeki and 
t 
human louse Pediculus humanus, but 
nature of phthiriasis in antiquity 
The itch-mite was caused not only 
dried figs (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.4- 
6.793K, Paul. Aeg. 1.81.1) but also from the consumption 
of olive-oil into which a gecko-lizard had fallen and 
died (Ael. NA 9.19), or from dirtiness (D. L. 5.5). Gal. 
(Comp. Med. 1.7=12.462K) held that (POCLPtCLCFLC occurred 
on some people's heads as a result of moist and hot 
humours, but not when these humours came to such a de- 
gree of heat that harsh serous discharges resulted. The 
remedies for it were drying and capable of drawing from 
and cleansing deep down in the skin, Archig. (ap. Gal. Comp. 
Med. 1.7=12.463K) enumerating stavesacre, realgar, sodium 
carbonate, vinegar and olive-oil; sumach and olive-oill 
curled dock and olive-oil; and white hellebore, staves- 
acre, and sodium carbonate (cf. Dsc. 4.152.2# 5.105.1; 
also M. Grieve, A Moýern HerbaZi Harmondsworth 1976, 
p. 771 on the use of stavesacre seeds as a parasiticide 
to kill pediculi). 
39.5 tUTECQP(IYU&VOLr.: See Orib., 1.53.4n.. 
CXLPPOUUtVOLQ: Indurations could occur both in the 
spleen (Aret. CD 1.14=24A. 328K, Gal. Atr. BiZ. 6-5.126- 
127K) and in the womb (Sor. 3.7.2,4.4.2)0 liver (Aret. 
SD 1.13=24A. 109K)i kidneys (Gal. Meth. Med. 14.4-10.956K) 
and other organs. Gal. (Ad GZauc. 2.6=11.103K# Meth. 
Med. 14.6=10.962K, Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 1.2=17A*801K) defined 
CyRtppog as a mass contrary to nature that is properly 
without sensation and hard# but more loosely not alto- 
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gether insensible. The former was incurable, the lat- 
ter could be cured with difficulty. Indurations were 
the result of thick and cold humours, namely black bile 
or excessively dry phlegm or a mixture of the two (Gal. 
SimpZ. Med. 5.9=11.736-737K, Hp. Hum. comm. 2.27=16.300- 
301K, Hp. Vict. comm. 3.19=15.337K# Cur. Rat. Ven. Sec. 5= 
11.265K). Indurated parts could be cured by things 
with a moderate heat which were neither excessively 
moist nor altogether without moisture (Gal. Ad Glauc. 
2.6=11.104K), hence the need to mix figs with whatever 
was cutting, attenuating, and purgative (cf. Plin. Nat. 
20.127). 
39.6 JICT6 TLVOQ T@, v TtcLxuv6vrcav t6ecylidTav: Following the 
text of Gal. and C2, Daremberg (p. 50) inserts the adject- 
ive TtcLxuv6, vTwv after TUYV, and this gives the sentence 
some point. Raeder's version may be palaeographically 
correct with the Mss. of Orib., but the advice he ascribes 
to Orib. is very strange since figs were eaten with many 
different foods: with ham (Apic. 7.9.1), shoulder of pork 
(Apic. 7.10), with cheese (Plin. Nat. 15.82)t bread (Sen. 
Ep. 8.7.3), and on their own as a dessert (Antiph. ap, Ath. 
3.74d, Polem. Hist. ap. Ath. 4.139a, Dinon ap. Ath. 14.652c# 
Pherecr. ap. Ath. 14.653a, cf. X. Cyr. 6.2.22). Mixing figs 
with other foods was not just a culinary aberration see- 
ing as the physician Philotim. (ap. Ath. 3.79a) opined 
that figs in no way hindered the digestion even as part 
of a meal. There was a sort of fig jelly bottled in a 
jar (ficus ... geZata, Mart. 4.46.10). 
40. tit-'Po6(poU: Rufus of Ephesus was perhaps the most important 
Greek doctor during the Roman Empire next to Gal. r al- 
though mediaeval writers conjured up fantasies of him 
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acting as the personal physician to Cleopatra or being a 
contemporary of Plato. That he could not have lived 
before the 2nd half of the lst c. A. D. is supported by 
Gal. , who numbers him among the 'VCCBTEPOL 
CCLTPOL' (Atr. 
Bil. 1=5.105K), and the Suda (s. v. 'POOQOQ), which calls 
him YCYO'V(bg tTEL TPCXLCL'VOrJ. A precursor of Gal. in many 
respects, he polemicised vehemently against the theory 
of the veins promulgated by Erasistratus, and he was 
among the first people to recognise the crossing of the 
optic fibres, and the vessels in the uterus which had 
escaped the notice of all his predecessors. Little of 
Ruf. 's extensive writing have survived intact, and thus 
posterity is indebted to Gal., Orib. j, A*e*t. l Alex. Trall, j 
and Paul. Aeg. among others for preserving large fragments 
(see: Gossen, 'Rufus', RE n. s. 1 (1920)p cols. 1207-1212 
*4 
and J. Ilberg, 'Rufus von Ephesus: ein Griechischer Arzt 
in Trajanischer Zeit' in Abhandlungen der PhiZoZogisch- 
Historischen Klasse der Sa**chsischen Akademie der Wissen- 
schaften 41j Leipzig 1930, pp. 1-53). Although this ex- 
tract partly contradicts what Gal. wrote, the fact that 
Gal. (Atr. Bil. 1=5.105K, cf. Ord. Lib. 3=19.57K) praised 
Ruf. so highly explains why Orib. considered it permis- 
sible to include it in his work. orib. too (Eup. introd. 
6) admired Ruf. j calling him 6 JICYdLX0Qr although this is 
no doubt an echo of Gal.. 
40.1 EGxa: This sentence must refer, among other things, to 
the XCLXOXUILCCL Of figs (see orib. 1.39n. ) . 
40.2 CLE 80 Cay'dbec ... This is a divergence from Gal. 's 
views about the nutritive powers of dried figs. Even 
Hp. (Vict. 2.45=6.542L) regarded figs with X6V8POL Of 
millet as strong nourishment for TOtCYL TtO'VdOUCFLV. New-- 
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born children supposedly grew sturdy when fed with fig- 
juice (Herod. Med. ap. Ath. 3.78d), and Plu. (Mor. 131e) 
listed dried figs along with boiled eggs, meat, and 
cheese as solid and nourishing food. Orib. omits to say 
that a diet of figs and water as enjoyed by two sophists 
of Elise Anchimolus and Moschust although promoting a 
robust physique, caused maloderous perspiration (Heges- 
and. ap. Ath. 2.44c). On drying figs cf. C. Levi# Cristo 
s! a fermato a Eboli, Torino 1945, pp. 62-63: 'Dalle 
ringhiere del balcone pendevano e dondolavano pigre 
al vento le trecce di fichi, nere di mosche che cor- 
revano a sorbirne gli ultimi umori, prima che la vampa 
del sole li avesse tutti succhiati'. 
40.3 riuaay6pac: Raeder keeps Daremberg's (pp. 576-577) emen- 
dation riu&Ly6pac for Mss. Y6PCL, but preserves Mss. 
EbPaji6viý for Daremberg's EOPUJI&VEL. Paus. (6.7.1o) 
presents a certain Dromeus of Styphalus as the inventor 
of the carnivorous diet, athletes previously having 
eaten cheese (cf. D. L. 8.12), but the tradition of 
pythagoras changing the diet of figs for one of meat was 
more widely accepted (Plin. Nat. 23.121# D. L. 8.121 Ps. Garg. 
Mart. med. 49, Isid. orig. 17.7.17, Porph. VP 15). Who was 
this Pythagoras? In D. L. (8.46), in a catalogue of 
people called by the same name, there is mentioned a 
Pythagoras (JG)VLCLCTKT1TAC_; or dLXCtTtTnC who was almost contem- 
porary with the philosopher# although Daremberg thought 
that as Icet alipte 4tait de Phliase, et que Rufus indi- 
que Samos comme la patrie de llathlýte qui fut le premier 
soumis au rAgime animall il paralit que Diogene n1a pas 
voulu parler de cet alipte-l&'. Yet Ruf. only says that 
Euramenes was from Samos# not Pythagoras, and so Pythagoras 
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of Phlius may be meant. Iamb. (VP 5.25) records another 
Samian Pythagoras (on Samos as the birthplace of the 
philosopher cf. also 
ýuc-Vict. 
Auct. 3)t the son of 
Eratocles (the philosopher being the son of Mnemarchus), 
to whom he attributes the changeover to a flesh dietj 
perhaps the tradition is too confused to allow any pre- 
cision. However, a further strong argument against the 
philosopher's having instituted the carnivorous diet was 
his almost definite vegetarianism (see J. Scarborough, 
'Beans# Pythagoras, Taboos and Ancient Dietetics'l CW 
75 (1982), pp. 355-358, and D. A. Dombrowski, Vegetarianism: 
The PhiZosophy behind the EthicaZ Diet, Wellingborough 
1985, pp. 35-54, esp. p. 43). 
41.1-3 CGxcL ... ucTcx5oXX6ucvov: Using as his source Gal. Wim. 
fac. 2.9.1-2=6.573-574K), Orib. leaves aside the proof 
(cullietov) of the great nourishment in grapes, namelY 
that people who ate them with figs or with bread became 
fatter, but apart from this omission Gal. 's-text remains 
substantially unchanged. Gal. 's subsequent section Wim. 
fac. 2.9.3=6.574-575K) concerning the composition of 
grapes -- the dry, astringent pips and the moist# fleshy 
pulp -- is omittedt probably because it merely states in 
greater detail what is already included by Orib. in his 
prAcis; certainly this is the case as regards the pips# 
Orib. summarising in sect. 4 Gal. 's views on the subject 
in eight words. Gal. 's account Wim. fac. 2.9.4=6.575K) 
of the way people ate grapes, some spitting out both 
pips and skin# is also forgotten since it has little 
bearing on diet. 
41.3 61i6v ... xu0v: Food passed through several stages of 
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digestion before being converted into blood, firstly in 
the stomach, then in the liver and veins# and finally 
in the parts being nourished (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Szýc. 5.17-18= 
6.786K). When digestion was unsatisfactory 'raw' humour 
was produced (Anthim. introd., cf. Hp. Hum. 6=5.454L), a 
thick and cold fluid resembling pus (Tt6ov) but without 
the latter's evil smell and viscocity (Gal. Alim. fac. 
1.2.11=6.488-489K*l Hp. Hum. comm. 1.1=16.52-53Kf Comp. Med. 
10.2=13.332K, San. Tuend. 4.4.54-55=6.255K). Not only 
grapes but also molluscs could engender 'raw' humour 
(Gal. AZim. fac. 3.32.4=6.735K), as could bread made 
without much yeast and salt (Gal. Alim. fac. 1.2.11=6. 
488K; see also Darembergr pp. 571-572. 
4 1.4 11CLXXOV ... Tuyx(i'VOVTCL: Orib. 's pruning here is too rough, 
/ 
and his wording does not wholly convey what Gal. Wim. fac. 
2.9.5=6.575K) was trying to say (on the same problem cf. 
Orib. 1.50.2n. ). Gal. suggests that a rapid transit 
through the bowels could be achieved by eating just the 
flesh of grapes without either the pips, as Orib. says, 
or skin# which Orib. for some reason forgets; still bet- 
ter was to drink just the juice or YXEGROC (cf. Orib. 1. 
41.8n. )# although this could cause flatulence. The final 
part of Gal. 's section (Alim. fac. 2.9.5=6.576K) is Omit- 
ted, somewhat surprisingly considering it delineates the 
greater nourishment contained in dry grapes than in watery 
grapes. The omission of the next two sections (Alim. fac. 
2.9.6-7=6.576-577K) concerning the preservation of grapes 
either in YXC0X0Q or marc is more understandable since it 
in no way advances the understanding of diet. 
41.5-8 T6V 15' dLTE0TL8ejAVG)V .-. CCQ TtdLVTCL: With intermittent 
but unimportant gaps Orib. draws his information from Gal. 
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(Alim. fac. 2.9.8-11-6.577-579K). Sweet grapes (e. g. coc- 
coZobis from Spain, Plin. Nat. 14.3.01 Surrentinum, Plin. 
Nat. 14.38) passed through the bowels quickly and hence 
caused little harm (Gal. Vict. Att. 12.90), whilst all ripe 
grapes were thought to be hot, moist, and laxative (Hp. 
Vict. 2.55=6.564L). Fresh grapes could upset the stomach, 
but hanging them for some time dried off their excess 
moisture and so made them better to eat (Dsc. 5.3.1# Plin. 
Nat. 23.10, Gal. Vict. Att. 10.81, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.3=6.792K). 
Grapes could be stored in yXeOxoc, gtýTjUa (see Orib. 4.1. 
21n. ), sweet wine, rain-waterr or marc (Dsc. 5.3.1-2, 
Plin. Nat. 23.11-12, Apic. 1.12.1). Unripe grapes (61L(PCLE, 
cf. AP 5.304) in contrast to ripe grapes were cooling (Gal. 
SimpZ. Med. 4.12=11.657K and 660K). Grapes were eaten as a 
dessert (Matro ap. Ath. 4.137b, Antiph. ap. Ath. 2.47dr Mart. 
5.78.12) and as an &ýOV with bread (Suet. Aug. 76.2? cf. 
Mart. 13.22: for a Roman wall-painting of grapes see E. 
S. P. Ricotti, L'arte del convito nelZa Roma anticap Rome 
1983, fig. 74, '... grappolo dIuva ý un piccolo partico- 
lare degli affreschi che decorano le pareti di una sale 
di Oplontis'. ). 
41.6 at 6- OCV65E: LC: Strong wine was called oCv68TjQ, whilst 
weak wine was called b8cLT65TIC (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 3.1=15. 
628K# Erot. s. v- ONOV OCV66CCL = p. 67 Nachmanson). The 
quality of these grapes must be analogous to the wine. 
6VLOL 8L XCLL ... : Inonnulli quoque mustum, idque dulcet 
eiusdem rei causa bibunt: id enim maxime subducit: quod 
vero ex uvis austeris, aut acidis exprimiturt ad omnia 
pessimum est' (Rasario, p. 214). 
41.8 YXCGXOQ: Another rather vague term equivalent to Lat. 
mustum (CGL 2.263.26) , ranging from 'C6 dTt6cTcLyjjcL Tfig 
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CYTOL(PUXflr- 7tPLV TWLTTlaý (Hsch. s-v- YXC0XOQ, cf - Cato Agr. 
23.2) to the juice of freshly pressed grapes (Gp. 5.47.2, 
6.13.1, Gal. Alim. fac. 2.9.5=6.575K, Longus 2.2.4) or to 
the juice derived from the second pressing (Col. 12.36, 
Var. R. 1.54.2), or even to lightly fermented must (Gp. 
6.14.2,6.12.21 3.15.2, Plu. Mor. 655e-656b). It appears 
to have been made usually from white grapes (cf. Tib. 1.5. 
23), to have been sweet in flavoure and was boiled down to 
make 9014a or sapa (Gal. Antid. 1.2=14.11K, Bon. Mal. Suc. 
11.3=6. BOOK, Vict. Att. 12.88, Gp. 19.9.6, Plin. Nat. 14. 
121, Dsc. 5.6.4). YXCUROC was also kneaded with millet 
flour (see Orib. 1.22n. ) to make cakes that were first 
dried in the sun# and then left in a damp place until re- 
quired as a substitute for yeast (Gp. 2.33.3). Grapes 
. 01 
could be preserved in mustum (Cato Agr. 7.2), and from Mas- 
silia came a disgusting mustum for the table that reeked 
of smoke (Mart. 3.82.23, cf. 10.36# and Alexandr. ap. Ath. 
4.131f on XaTI'vCcLQ. 
T6 yXUX, 5 (TC)V bTTCLX'CLUO), rýPW'v YeLP) The Mss. of Gal. (Helm- 
reich, p. 279) read -rbyXUx6-rcL-rov- 
fjT=jjr L x6, rCLTOv y&p roi5TOI 
except for the 6th c. Ms. W which has OTtcLxTLKd)Tepov. 
Daremberg (p. 54), following C2, keeps to the text of Gal., 
although other Mss . of Orib. read -rb yXUx6 TCOV ýJTtCLXTLXG)- 
Týpcav, the following y6p disappearing, and this is what 
Raeder prints, despite the awkwardness of construction 
(cf. smoother parallel in Gal. Vict. Att. 2.7: 6TL JIýV 06V 
ax6po8a -Hat xp6jiua ... T&), v )LcTETuv6vTczv taTCV; also AUM. 
fac. 1.24.1=6.537K: T6v 1&CPuaLv6vTcav 6' ftrTt Qavcp%) . 
The true reading may lie with W for, in many cases, of 
all the Mss- of Gal., lueras autem lectiones ... fere 
solus praebet' (Helmreich, Praefatio, p. XXIX). With 
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[w] and [01 becoming nearly homophonous by the imperial 
period (e. g. Orib. 1.9.1 6LY. LX6TCPOV N for dL)Cu?, 6Tcpov 
0 
(Raeder ,p- 11) , Orib. 1.14.1 
A. Lj16T'rOVTCQ AN f or XLVV6T- 
TO'VTCQ (Raeder, p. 13)j Orib. 1.20.3 15UCMCTtT6TCPOL codd. 
for 8UCMCTET6TCPOL (Raeder, p. 15); cf. L. R. Palmer, The 
Greek Language, London 1980, p. 177 and S. -T Teodorsson, 
The Phonology of Attic in the Hellenistic Period, Studia 
Graeca et Latina Gothoburgensia 40j G*O*teborg 1978, pp. 
42-43; for similar Mss confusion because of pronunciation 
see Orib. 1.8.1n. ) bTTCLX'rLX6TCP(DV could possibly have 
been a scribal slip for the original IbTLCLXrLX6TCPOV, TU)V 
then being inserted to accord with the grammar, and thus 
the phrase would run with far less strain 'rb yXUR60 
bTt(XX"rLX6TCPOV Y(ip. Even if A and C omit yCipt it must 
be kept with N and C2 to ensure smoothness of sense. The 
fact that the Mss. of Gal. read Tb YXUX6TcLTov, whereas the 
Mss. of Orib. read -rb yXujj6, should cause no difficulty 
since orib. was often inclined to shorten or simplify words 
for the sake of brevity (cf. Orib. 1.42.3n., 49.2-3n. ). 
It is common to find YA. Ux6Q standing on its own with 
the noun it qualifies understood (Nic. AZex. 386 and Sch., 
Arist. Pr. 875b2, j Anaxandr. ap. Ath. 4.131f, Thphr. CP 6.17. 
2, Herod. 6.77 and I. C. Cunningham ad Zoc., Oxford 1971j 
p. 171, Theoc. 18.11 and A. S. F. Gow ad Zoc., Cambridge 
195o, p. 351). 
41.9 T6 8' 6LTc6DPeYiicL: Gal. Wim. fac. 2.9.12-13=6.580K) ex- 
plains that to make an dLTE6DpeyjicL of grapes what was left 
of the pulp (DP6TLCL) after pressing for wine was put into 
small casks, into which enough water was poured to cover; 
after leaving to stand a hole was opened at the bottom of 
the casks, and the dLTt6DPCYILa flowed out, and this was 
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drunk instead of wine. Sometimes this operation was re- 
peated, although with far less water because of the dimin- 
ished strength of the 
ýulpj 
the resulting drink being cal- 
led 8CUTCPCCLC. other authors (Plin-Nat. 14.861 Var. R. 1. 
54.3, Dsc. 5.6.15) did not apply this distinction, and 
held that any beverage made with grape-skins and pulp was 
6euTepCcLQ or lora; it had to be consumed within a year as 
its power faded. It was administered to fevered patients 
in place of wine (Dsc. 5.6.16) and caused headaches (Orib. 
Syn. 4.20.4)t but its diuretic quality does not seem to 
be mentioned elsewhere. Grapes were preserved in Zora 
(Cato Agr. 7.2), and this emphasises its cheapness as a 
drink (Cato Agr. 25) . dLTIODP6yjICLTCL were also made of 
wormwood for dLTEOCYLTCCL (Aret. CA 1.1=24A. 198K, cf. Orib. 
1.49.5n. ), and of buckthorn by the TpcayXo86ToL as a 
drink (Str. 16.4.17). 
42.1-6 at JLýv CLOOTTIPCLL 0*0 O68EV 
EXOUCYCLL: This is lifted almost 
word for word from Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.10.1-2=6.581-582K), 
Orib. only omitting Gal. 's preamble to the effect that 
raisins have the same relationship to grapes as dried figs 
do to fresh figs# and that there were many sweet raisins 
but few harsh onest most being a mixture of these two 
qualities. Sim. Seth. (s. v. C7TCL(PC8EQ = p. 95 Langkavel) 
also regarded sweet raisins as hotter, harsh ones as cold- 
er. Hp. (Epid. 7.80=5.436L) seemed to have envisaged 
their cooling property when he recorded that a certain 
Nicoxenus at Olynthus was given D6TPuv tE hXCOU after a 
fever following phrenitis, as did Gal. (Comp. Med. 9.8=13. 
317K, cf. Plin. Nat. 23.16) when he recommended cumin 
mashed with stoned raisins for inflammations of the geni- 
tals. Raisins that were heating were laxative (Hp. Vict. 
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2.55=6.564L) and strengthened the stomach (PS. Theod. Prisc. 
SimpZ. Med. 130, cf. Gal. Rem. Par. 1.1=14.318K). Elsewhere 
Gal. (SimpZ. Med. 6.1.7ý=11.842K, cf. Dsc. 5.3.3) by say- 
ing that sharp raisins purged away phlegm contradicts 
what he says here about the power of sweet raisinst and 
Hp. (Aff. 55=6.266L) diverges still further by assert- 
ing that raisins, along with cheese and sesame-seeds, 
actually caused phlegm. In agreement with Orib. 's state- 
ment that raisins could dull biting pains in the stomach 
are Gp. (2.47.13) and Cels. (2.24.2), who opined that uuae 
ex oZZa were extremely suitable for the stomach. Raisins 
that were not astringent were better for chest and lung 
problems rather than for enlarged livers and spleens (Gal. 
Vict. Att. 10.82). Superior to raisins made from black 
grapes (Hp. MUZ. 1.42=8.101L) were raisins made from white 
grapes (Plin. Nat. 23.15, Hp. Mul. 1.105=8.228L). There 
were two methods of drying the grapes: the first involved 
twisting the stems of the ripened bunches of grapes and 
leaving them to wither (cf. Honest. ap. AP 5.20.3) on the 
branches. The bunches were then cut off and hung in the 
shade (cf. Plaut. Poen. 312, Alex. Trall. 8.1=2.331 Pusch- 
mann XPCj1CLC7Tfi C7TCL(PUXA; cf. Cato Agr. records a speedier 
method invol-ýing hanging the bunches of grapes ad fabrum 
ferrarium, to dry, cf. Cael. Aur. chron. 2.7.107,3.2.34). 
Finally the raisins were packed between vine leaves in 
jars (cf. Mart. 7.20.9) and stored in a cool, smokeless 
room. Raisins prepared in this way were extremely sweet 
and could be kept for a long time (Gp. 5.52.1, Pall. 11. 
22). The second method required the grapes to be picked 
and spread on boards for a short time, care being taken 
to avoid bruising. The bunches were then plunged into 
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boiling lye made with brushwood cinders and olive-oil, 
before being taken out and arranged on wicker-work to 
dry. They could be stored in pots sealed with plaster# 
or between vine or plane leaves in jars (Col. 12.16.1-3). 
Raisins were used to make a wine (Pl. Lg. 8.845b6, Pall. 
11.18, cf. Verg. G. 4.268, Hp. Acut. 17=2.362L) and were 
enjoyed as a food on their own (X. An. 4.4.9, Ant. Fro. 1 
p. 177(66N) or as one of many ingredients (Alex. ap. Ath. 
4.170a, Antiph. ap. Ath. 2.68a, Cato Agr. 143.3): with must, 
vinegar, and mustard seeds to season turnips (Nic. ap. Ath. 
4.133d), with nuts to stuff turdi siZiginei (Petr. 69.6), 
and in sauces for meat (Apic. 8.2.7), fish (Apic. 4.2.30, 
10.1.2), and fowl (Apic 6.5.1). 
42.3 6TELRPCLTLxbv: Apart from the variant tTELXP(ITTJTLXb'V ('as- 
tringent') in the second hand of C (16th or end of 15th 
c.; see Raeder, Praefatio, p. V and Daremberg, Indication 
des manuscrits, p. LVII) the Mss of Orib. are unanimous 
in their reading 9TzLxpcxTLxbv. * Although there is no prob- 
lem of sense ('une facult4 tempe'rante', Daremberg p. 55), 
this reading is divergent from the text of Gal. (bEL- 
XCPCLaTLxbv) as emended by Chartier in his edition of 
1639-1676. Is Orib. straying radically from his source, 
or is he merely substituting a later and simpler form of 
the same word? Because the Mss. of Gal. have such prob- 
lems with tTUXCPOLC7TLXbV (p. 280 Helmreich: tTELXCPTJTLXbV 
W, 6TtLXPCLTTI'rL'KbV V, fJTTCLXrLXbV AB; cf. also San. Tuend. 4. 
4.78=6.260K, p. 115 Koch: tTLLXCPCLCYTLXbV Scaliger, btL- 
XPCLTTjTLX6r. M, XCLT& XCP(XC'CLX6r Ml, tTtLXCXPCXT7jXbQ VR), the 
latter explanation for Orib. 's divergence is perhaps the 
most reasonable and certainly LSJ equates the two words 
(s. V. tTELXPCLTL'R6c) . Deriving from btLXCPdVVUj1L (to Mix 
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something with another thing, esp. wine with water: Hom. 
Od. 7.163, Damocr. ap. Gal. Antid. 1.16=14.100K, cf. Hp. 
Aph. comm. 56=18A. 169K), the word was applied to the 
action of tempering XCLROXUVLCCL Wex. TraM 7.7=2.285 
Puschmann, cf. Herod. Med. ap. orib. 5.30.3, Gal. Math. Med. 
9.10=10.640K). Gal. (SimpZ. Med. 2.12-13=11.488-419K) 
explains some of the ideas behind tempering: pain caused 
by coldness could be relieved by an injection of warm 
olive-oil, whilst if the coldness was particularly strong 
rue and bitumen (there is a specimen of Roman bitumen 
stamped with an official seal in the Museo Nazionaleat 
Chietil Abruzzol on bitumen in medicine see R. J. Forbes, 
Studies in Ancient Technotogy, vol. 1, Leiden 1955, pp. 
96-98) could be added to the warm olive-oil. Drugs for 
tempering biting humours (tTELXCP(iVVUTCL QdPJIaXCL) worked 
by being stronger than these humours, but if the drugs 
were administered in too small a quantity or if they 
were too weak, then bad humours were provoked and nourish- 
ed, and recourse had to be made to purges. Besides sweet 
raisins orange-tawny (XLPpOC) wines (Gal. Meth. Med. 12.4=10. 
837K) and chicken broth (Dsc. 2.49.1) possessed tempering 
powers. 
42.5 CLL c; 'KUDCXLTLxaC: Named after ERODCXCL, a region of Pamphylia 
(T6Ttou TICLVLQUXCCLQ, Hsch. s. v. Kýajjog; cf. Aret. CD 1.5=24A. 
322K, Gal. Vict. Att. 12.98) or Galatia (Plin. Nat. 14.80), 
which is not such a contradiction as it first seems. R. 
Syme ('Pamphylia from Augustus to Vespasian't KZiO 12 
(1937), pp. 227-231), in his discussion of the separateness 
of Galatia and Pamphylia, argues that the administration 
and finance overlapped between the two area, which were 
at different stages joined either together or to neigh- 
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bouring provinces such as Lycia, until the time of Ves- 
pasian when the 'vast consular province-of Cappadocia- 
Galatia' was constituted, and the Claudian province of 
Lycia-Pamphylia was reconstituted, thus providing a 'last- 
ing change'. The wines from EX6DEXCL were renowned for 
their thickness, sweetness, and darkness (Gal. Meth. Med. 
12.4=10.833K, 6.3=10.404K, Simpl. Med. 4.8=11.648K, Hp. 
Acut. comm. 3.2=15.632K, Bon. Mal. Suc. 11.2=6.800K, Aret. 
CA 2.9=24A. 284K). They were without astringency, had no 
diuretic action, and were drunk before meals (Gal. San. 
Tuend. 5.5.16=6.337K). Gal. is therefore quite correct 
in numbering the grapes tH -rU)V YXUXCL@V T@V jICYdXWV. 
TEpLV UFOLCLV: XCLL TtPLV UTOICLV appears in the Mss ABP 
of Gal., but XCLL is omitted by W (p. 291 Helmreich). 
Raeder rightly deletes it from his text of Orib. as it 
adds nothiog to the sense ('even before eating'? ), and 
must have arisen through dittography with the preceding 
cYXUýCA. LTLRCLC . Daremberg (p. 56) retains it in his textr 
but shows its redundancy by ignoring it in his transla- 
tion ('avant de les manger'); A. Olivieri (RIGI 1-2 (1929), 
p. 156) suggests its retention by saying that it Imanca 
pure in Galeriolf but admits its lack of meaning by 
pointing out that Daremberg does not translate it. 
42.6 yCycLpTOV 8' 6XCOQ 068EV 6XOUCYCLL: When the heart-wood 
(IiATpa) of the vine was scraped the*grapes that were sub- 
sequently produced were seedless (Thphr. CP 5.6.13,5.5.1t 
col. Arb. 9.3, Pall. 3.29). 
42.7-8 TPOQh 60 tH T8V dLCYTCLQC6(jv ... Orib. here uses as his 
source Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.10.4=6.583-584K), omitting that 
raisins, besides being better for the stomach than dried 
figs, were endowed with less laxative and purgative power 
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than the latter. 
43 T& CYU'K(iVLLVCL: This is but a small part of Gal. 's chapter 
on mulberries (AZim. face 2.11=6.584-587K) I Orib. omitting 
a preliminary disquisition on the difference between 
Attic and Asian Greek, 116PCL belonging to the former, 
GUXdjIL'VCL to the latter, although Ath. (2.51b) remarks 
that the Alexandrians also called them OPCL. The advice 
to eat mulberries before other foods because they were 
moist and therefore easily corrupted easily if their pas- 
sage was delayed by anything taken earlier (cf. Gal. Bon. 
MaZ. Suc. 8.8=6.794K) is reminiscent of the advice regard- 
ing peaches (Gal. Alim. fac. 2.19.2=6.593K and Orib. 1.47n). 
Gal. elsewhere (e. g. San. Tuend. 5.8.7=6.351K, SimpZ. Med. 
5.23=11.777K, AZim. fac. 2.2.: 1=6.558K) juxtaposes mulber- 
, ries with 
ROX6RUVTCLL and TLýTEOVCQ as having similar proper- 
ties. After excerpting Gal. (AZim. fac. 2.11.4-5=6.586- 
587K) from T& -EOCVU-v auxcjjLLvcL -gCLOap4 to XCLL Tb ýTWLP CNCLL, 
Orib. jumps to the end of Gal. 's chapter Wim. fac. 2.11. 
7=6.588K) with bYPC&VeL ILýv TtcjvTcoC ... # deriving from 
the intermediate section only that mulberries possess some 
astringency, a fact stated in Orib. 's own words MP6CFECITL 
C)E TO% CFUKCLILCVOLC XCLL CFT6(PC&g TL) which do not have any 
immediate connection with Gal. 's phraseology. Mulberries 
were famous for their dark colour (Arist. Rh. 1413al9i Ps. 
Verg. Copa 21). Diph. Siph. (ap. Ath. 2.51f) p like Orib. 
considered them to give little nourishment and to be 
easily digested. When ripe they were laxative (Hp. Vict. 
2.55=6.562L, Gal. Vict. Att. 10.76, Plin. Nat. 23.135p Dsc- 
1.126.1), but when unripe and dried were costive and thus 
suitable for dysenteric and coeliac conditions (Gal. SimpZ. 
Med. 7.12.23=12.78K). The root had a skin that was not 
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only cathartic but also bitter, and hence boiled in water 
and drunk was ideal for the expulsion of flat intestinal 
worms (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.12.23=12.79K, Alex. Trall. Verm. 
2.595 Puschmann, Dsc. 1.126.2). The fruit was cooling 
(Gal. SimpZ. Med. 4.3=11.631K, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 49) and 
suitable for healthy and sick people (Anthim. 87). The 
juice was used in composite medicines for its astringency 
(Androm. ap. Gal. Comp. Med. 6.6=12.929-930K) and for its 
soothing effect on the mouth and uvula (Plin. Nat. 23.136), 
honey sometimes being added for palatability (Gal. Comp. 
Med. 6.3=12.910K). Apart from a recipe for mora ut diu 
durent (Apic. 1.12.6), mulberries do not appear to have 
featured in cooking. 
44 T& j3dL"rLVCL: Characteristically Orib. disregards Gal. 's 
(AZim. fac. 2.13=6.589K) opening sentence regarding the 
01 
different names for the blackberry, but otherwise quotes 
with a minimum of variation. Perhaps surprisingly be- 
cause of its dietetic value he leaves out the latter part 
of Gal. 's penultimate sentence, a reminder that black- 
berries when unripe and dried were more costive, and Gal. 's 
final sentence, a statement to the effect that all medi- 
cines made with. blackberry juice possessed a more drastic 
power because of it. The. astringency of blackberries was 
well known (Gal. AZim.. fac. 6.2.4=11.848K, Dsc. 4.37, Plin. 
Nat. 24.117, Hp. Liqu. 5=6.128L). Why an excess of black- 
berries was thought to cause headaches, and why this de- 
fect should be mitigated by thorough washing is unclear, 
unless it was their excessive astringency that was at 
fault or their frigorific quality (Gal. Simpl. Med. 4.3=11. 
631K, Alex. Trall. Febr. 4=1.361 Puschmann). Certainly 
elsewhere Gal. 
Wim. fac. 2.38.5=6.622K) criticises black- 
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berries for being ill-suited to the stomach and full of 
bad juices. Not only the unripe fruit but also the flower 
had the power to check the bowels, hence their use in 
cases of dysentery and stomach fluxes (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 6. 
2.4=11.848K, Dsc. 4.37, Plin. Nat. 24.119, Plin. med. 2. 
7). Blackberries were used in medicines both externally 
(for fissured breasts, Hp. Mul. 2.186=8.366L; for splenitis, 
Larg. 131) and internally (for colic, Larg. 113; for flux 
from the womb, Hp. MUZ. 2.112=8.242L). Blackberries could 
be a substitute for mulberries (Gal. Comp. Med. 6.6=12. 
929K) because of their similar properties (Gal. Comp. Med. 
6.4=12.920K), and the two fruits were sometimes called by 
the same name of 116palmora (cf. Ps. Dsc. 4.37RV# Gal. AZim. 
fac. 2.13.1=6.589K, Anthim. 86), while if more precision 
was required then a phrase such as u6pa T& &TE6 'coO DdLTOU 
(Hp. Nat. MuZ. 32=7.354L) could be used. No doubt the 
similarity in colour of blackberries to mulberries (puni- 
ceis ... rubis, Prop. 3.13.28; u6pa 'r6L 
dLTE6 'roO R&Tou r& 
6puapd, Hp. MuZ. 2.112=8.242L) added to the confusion. The 
Latin equivalent was rubus (CGL 2.256.36). Blackberries 
grew in the wild (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.38.1=6.620K), and their 
presence showed that the land was well-watered and fer- 
tile for crops (Col. 2.2.20, Pall. 1.5-1, Gp. 2.5.16,2. 
10.6). When ripe and sweet the fruit was eaten as a des- 
sert (D. S. 1.34.9). 
-KC(paXcLA. yet: 'Nous ne connaissons pas d'autre exemple du 
verbe jjcWAcLXy6w employ4 dans un sens actif I (Daremberg, 
p. 578 although on P-692 he requests 'supprimez la note 
sur XC(paXcL, %yCt I). However, LSJ (s. v. ) give five examples 
drawn from Hp., Sor., Dsc. s Arr., Gal., and an inscrip- 
tion from Palestine. 
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45 6 TU)v HUVOC75(iTcov RaPTEbc: Orib. quotes Gal. (AZim. fac. 
2.14=6.589K) almost verbatim, only leaving aside Gal. 's 
mention of the farmers 
Lr 
whom the fruit of the wild rose 
or rose hip (see J. D'Andrea, Ancient Herbs in the J. 
PauZ Getty Museum Gardens, Malibu 1982, pp. 70-72 and 
plate) supplied little nourishmente and that they called 
the fruit XUV60ý(ITOV. The wild rose (Roca canina L. ) 
was in size between a bush and a tree, with flatter leaves 
than a myrtle, strong thorns around the branches (hence 
its use to fence in fields# Col. 11.3.4). a white flower, 
and an oblong fruit resembling an olive stone which when 
ripe was the colour of a pomegranate (Thphr. HP 3.18.4# 
Dsc. 1.94p Ath. 2.70c-do Sch. Theoc. 5.92, Gal. Alim. fac. 
2.38.1=6.619Kj Plin. Nat. 16.180 and J. Andr4 ad Zoc. , 
Paris 1962, p. 159) E. Richards - MCLVTCOUXCVOU ("'H 
QuTýxh bLaxocylifti T&V x, %acrNczv xp6vc)vl , AAA 14 (1981) p 
pp. 212-214 and fig. 3) suggests that the floral sculptural 
patterns in certain buildings of the classical period were 
chosen to depict plants used at that time for medicinal 
purposest the tholos of Epidaurus displaying representa- 
tive medicinal plants from Greece including the wild rose. 
Thphr. (HP 9.8.5) reports the superstition that the fruit 
of the wild rose had to be gathered standing to wind- 
ward to avoid danger to the eyest but what the danger was 
he does not say. Dsc. (1.94, cf. M. Grieve, A Modern 
HerbaZ, Harmondsworth 1976, pp. 690-691) specifies that 
it was the dried fruit with the woolly (tPL68n) inside 
removed that checked the bowels when boiled in wine and 
drunk, this woolly part being bad for the windpipe (Gal. 
SimpI. Med. 7.10.62=12.52K). Elsewhere Gal. (AZim. fac. 
2.38.5=6.621-622K) rejects wild rose fruits as being of 
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little nutritive value and full of bad juices, food fit 
not even for domestic pigs but only those that lived in 
the mountains. Naturally these fruits were not used'in 
the kitchen. On the wild rose see also W. L. Carter, 
'Roses in Antiquity', Antiquity 14 (1940), pp. 250-256 
and esp. p. 253. 
46 dLPXEU0L'8eC: ' Summarising his source (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.15. 
1-2=6.590K) Orib. concentrates on the medicinal powers of 
the juniper berry and their effects if eaten in quantity, 
and leaves aside their benefits such as cleansing the liver 
and kidneys, and thinning thick and viscous humours. Per- 
haps he expected the reader to have some knowledge already 
of plants and fruits (cf. Orib. 1.33n. ). The berry re- 
sembled pepper corns (Plin. Nat. 12.26), was sweet and mod- 
erately heating (Dsc. 1.75t Thphr. 0d. 5, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 
6.1.57=11.836K, Alex. Trall. 7.8=2.305 Puschmann), and was 
used, as Gal. says here (cf. Nic. Ther. 583-586), *in medi- 
cines: in a remedy for jaundice (Cass. Fel. med. 49), in a 
recipe for a diuretic wine (Cato Agr. 122), in an antidote 
against poisonous drugs (Gal. Simpl. Med. 9.1.2=12.174K), to 
make a vinegar to promote the digestion (Gp. 8.35), with 
False Dittany (? Ditamnus aZbus L. # see M. Grieve, A 
Modern Herbat, Harmondsworth 1976, p. 147) to drain off 
the water'in dropsy (Plin. Nat. 24.27),, for flatulence 
(Larg. 109), in an elaborate preparation to purge the in- 
ternal organs (Plu. Mor. 383e, 384b), and for flux and 
pain of the womb (Hp. Nat. MUZ. 32=7.356L). Perhaps the 
fact that the juniper berry was 6PLj1? JV LXCLVC0Q (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 2.15.1=6.590K) caused stomach-ache when eaten to 
excess. It was used as a seasoning in cooking (Apic. B. 
4.2). On the confusion between cedar and juniper trees 
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trees see: R. Meiggs, Trees and Timber in the Ancient 
Mediterranean World, Oxford 1982# Appendix 31 pp. 410- 
420; on the juniper tree (Juniperus communis) in general 
see: 0. Polunin, Trees and Bushes of Europe, London 1976, 
pp. 26-27. 
47 Ttept TEepaLx6v: in the chapter from which this note is 
excerpted (AZim. fac. 2.19=6.592-593K) Gal. adds that 
peaches were originally called VLýXCL 'nePCYLXdL, and that the 
reason for eating them before a meal was to enable them 
to pass through the bowels quickly, for they were moist 
and full of bad juices (Of. Gal. Simpt. Med. 7.12.17=12. 
76K, Atim. fac. 1.1.22=6.466K, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 44# An- 
thim. 85) and thus when mixed with other foods caused cor- 
ruption. Gal. even thought that they degenerated so quick- 
ly after being picked that it was impossible to dry them 
before they rotted (Bon. MaZ. Suc. 5.13=6.785K, Alim. fac. 
2.2.1=6.558K), although Dsc. (1.115.4) recommends dried 
peaches to check fluxes of the stomach add bowels. Gal. 
(Bon. Mal. Suc. 13.1=6.8llKt cf. Alex. Trall. 7.1-2.251 
Puschmann) suggests peaches among other things such as 
cucumbers and melons to cure sick people of dryness and 
heat in summer. Diph. Siph. (ap. Ath. 3.82f) thought peaches 
were good in flavour and more nourishing than apples. The 
peach tree, coming originally from the East as its name 
reveals, was a recent introduction to Italy in Plin. 's 
time (Nat. 15.44-46, cf. J. AndrA, VaZimentation et Za 
cuisine & Rome, Paris 1981, p. 80 and the Pompeian wall- 
painting in Museo Nazionale of Naples illustrated in W. F. 
Jashemskir The Gardens of Pompeii, Herculaneum and the 
Villas Destroyed by Vesuvius, New York 1979, fig. 390). 
There are recipes for peaches in agrodoZce sauces in Apic. 
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(4.2.34,3.4.8). 
48 TLEpt 6LpjICVLaxu), V: Orib. bases his information on Gal. (AUm. 
fac. 2.20.1-2=6.593-59ýK). Pall. (12.7.4; cf. 12.7.6 and 
Isid. orig. 17.7.7) says that there were three sorts of 
peaches: duracinal praecoqual and Armenia. Plin. (Nat. 
15.39-40) held that the duracina was the best peach, and 
adds that the Asiatica (= Armenia? ) ripened at the end 
of autumn, whilst the praecoqua ripened in summer# hence 
its name; the latter two varieties were, according to 
Plin. j, only discovered some thirty years before he was 
writing (see also Nat. 16.103). Dsc. (1.115.5) however 
says that the smaller IIcpcrLx& jiýXaj called 'ApjievLCLXd, 
were known by the Romans as Dpcx6xxLCL (cf. Gal. Vict. Att. 
10.77: T@V 'APILEVCCOV & 6h TtPCX(SXLa XCAOCUL P(OllatOL; the 
Modern Greek word for apricots is 13cpNonuo). Gal. 
(SimpZ. Med. 7.12.18=12.76Kt cf. Alim. fac. 2.11.2=6.585K) 
says that by his day the old name VLnXdCL 'ApVte'vLRA had been 
abandoned in favour of Ttpcx6XXLOVp whilst Gp. (10.73.1) 
and Sim. Seth. (S-v- DEPNORRa = p. 27 Langkavel) assert 
that the dLPIIEVLaK6v is the DepNoxxov. Yet'Gal. is not 
consistent, for he sometimes distinguishes between 'APIICV- 
Lax& and TtPCLLx6xXLCL (Bon. MaZ. Suc. 13.1=6.811K) j as does 
Ps. Garg. mart. (med. 44). Col. mentions only Armeniacae 
(e. g. 5.10-19,11.2.96,10.404). J. AndrA (comm. on Plin. 
Nat. 15.39p Paris 1960, pp. 87-88) says that the tree 
originated from Turkestan, and that to begin with praecoqu- 
um designated an early-ripening Armeniacum or apricot, but 
that later the former became the general name, from which 
through Arabic aZbarquq the modern words derive (It. aZbi- 
coCo, Fr. abricot, Sp. aZbaricoque, Rus. CLCpAKoe) ., Dura- 
cina or 86)PdX LVOV/ý066X LVOV was probably the nectarine, al- 
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though Andr4 advises that it is 'vain de chercher & les 
assimiler & une espýce moderne'. The old categories 
0 ApvLEVLaxd and TtPCLMRýLa seem to have lingered until a 
later date. Gal, is not consistent either concerning 
the superiority of the digestive qualities of apricots 
over peaches, for he states that both did not always pass 
through the bowels easilyp and so remained undigestedi 
offering no help towards evacuation (Alim. fac. 1.1-22-6. 
466Kp cf. Sim. Seth. s. v. 13eptxox'KCL = p. 27 Langkavel). 
48.3 T& TEPOLLx6xxLCL; A borrowing from the Latin (Gal. Bon. MaZ. 
Suc. 5.15=6.785K)l the adjective praecox also referring 
to other 'early-ripening' produce, for example figs (Col. 
5.10.10), grapes. (Col. 12.37), garlic (Plin. Nat. 9.112), 
and roses (Plin. Nat. 21.19), this word is not listed in 
LSJ. TEPaLx6xKLaj as Orib. says herej may have been better 
than dLPVLE: VLCLX6Lr but they were still bad-juiced (Gal. Bon. 
MaZ. Suc. 13.1=2=6.811K) p moist and watery (Gal. Atim. fac. 
1.1.22=6.466K), and not to be eaten in excess (Gal. Vict. 
Att. 10.77). The reason for their superiority lay in 
their not acidifying or corrupting (Paul. Aeg. 
presumably in the stomach. 
49.1 6CYCL IIEV CYT6(PE; L TCOV jlýXWV: Orib. draws this sentence from 
Gal. (AZim. fac. 2.21.2=6.595K) with a few minor alterations. 
Gal. exhorts the reader with the imperative COOL, and 
consequently uses the infinitives t)(CL'v and CCVaL after 
týuXpbv and lltanQ respectively instead of Orib. 's more pro- 
saic COY. CL and bTtdPCCL. Orib. excludes from his excerpt 
some general information Wim. fac. 2.21.1-2=6.594-595K) 
concerning the large number of apples and the properties 
of the juices of the various varieties. 
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49.2-3 8fiXOV 8' &Q: Orib. derives this from Gal. (AZim. fac. 
2.21.4-5=6.596-597K), but with some considerable changes. 
He contracts C106TIA. OV to 8fi, %OV (cf. perhaps tTtLXPCLTL)tbV 
from tTTLXCPCLCYTLX2)V, 1.42.3n. ) whilst disregarding that 
it is 6H 'r6V ý6TJ TTCLXAAXLr. CCPTjJ1dVG)V that this fact is 
clear, and TECLXbV and )(UjIbV are written in reverse of 
Gal. 's word order. In Gal. it is 6 yXuxbc xuu6c which 
is assimilated more and not 'r& y; kUxdcL (sc. JLAXCO j although 
this is a minor slip -- if it can be regarded as a slip 
at all -- compared with the incompetent handling of Gal. 's 
information concerning quinces (Orib. 1.50.2n. ). Gal. is 
also more elaborate, saying that only if the sweet juice 
is completely on its own without any bitterness and thick- 
ness can it be assimilated more, whilst if it contains an 
element of bitterness or thickness it is passed more easily. 
The same is true for Orib. 's T& 8' 6TEOLCL where Gal. on 
the other hand is describing -rL itaL DA0 )(UjIO6 yýVOQI but 
here Gal. 's descriptions are summed up carefully, the one 
large omission being that it was a variety of apple called 
TtA. aTav Car LVOV which was thrown to the pigs in Asia, and 
that Gal. is comparing watery and unpleasant apples with 
this variety. Surprisingly Orib. leaves aside completely 
the medicinal uses of apples Wim. fac. 2.21.3=6.595-596K)l 
harsh ones being administered for stomachs weak because 
of hot ftaxpacyta and excessive moistness, sharp ones when 
a not altogether cold thick juice had collected in the 
stomach. 
49.4-6 6cya 5ý xaXU)C: This is taken from Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.21-6- 
7=6.597-598K), with little altered or left out. Gal. 's 
recipe for wrapping apples in aTaCC and baking them in 
hot ashes can be paralleled by Ruf-'s recipe for quinces 
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(ap. Orib. 4.2.20 and n. ). There were many varieties of 
applet Plin. (Nat. 15.49-52) listing over twenty (see 
also K. D. White, Roman Farming, London 1970# Appendix A, 
p. 26 2) . Col. (5.10.19) mentions those which were good 
for the health. Sharp apples strengthened relaxed bowels 
and stomachs (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.12.16=12.75K, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 
8.6=6.793K, San. Tuend. 6.10.29=6.431K) and thus apple 
juice was prescribed for those who passed harsh and ir- 
regular stools because of colliquescence (Hp. Acut. (Sp. ) 
21=2.500L). The cooling properties of apples (Cels. 
2.27, Sim. Seth. s. v. VLAXcL = p. 63 Langkavel, Gal. Vict. Att. 
2.11) meant that the Juice was useful during the after- 
math of a fever (Hp. Epid. 7.80=5.436L). Apples that rip- 
ened in spring were sour, injurious to the stomach, and 
/ 
bile-producing, except when cooked (Dsc. 1.115.1, Plin. 
Nat. 23.100). Unripe wild apples were ideal for loose 
bowels (Plin. Nat. 23.104) 1 and orbiculata and Scandiana 
apples dulled flatulence and nausea# and prevented food 
from turning sour in the stomach or from being spewed up 
(Larg. 104, cf. Cels. 2.24.1). Ripe sweet apples were 
wholesome and easily digested, unlike green apples not 
yet fully ripe which lay on the surface of the stomach 
(Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3.80e-81at Anthim. 84). Apples in gen- 
eral were less digestible than pears (Philotim. ap. Ath. 
3.81b) , and it was considered best to eat the softer 
rather than the harder fruit# but not to excess (Gal. Vict. 
Att. 10.77). Although Archestr. (ap. Ath. 3.101d) branded 
apples at dessert as a sign of dire proverty, they reg- 
ularly rounded off a Roman meal (Hor. S. 1.3.6-7# cf. A. 
otto, Die Sprichw*o*rter und Sprichwoo*rtZichen redensarten 
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der R3mer, Leipzig 1890, p. 261, s. v. ouum). When boiled 
they became sweeter (Gal. Atim. fac. 3.31.4=6.732K)i how- 
ever, in cooking they 
ýo 
not seem to have attracted much 
attentiont Apic. (4-3.4) giving but one recipe utili- 
zing apples, in a spicy sauce with leeks and meat-balls 
for shoulder of pork. 
49.5 TO% dLVOp6XTOLQ: Those who had an aversion to food were 
called dLTtOC7LTOL, whilst those who had no appetite W)6-ý- 
PERTOL) were called dCFLTOL (Gal. Hp. Epid. comm. 1.30=17A. 
74K). Appetite (6PEELC) sprang from a sensation of want 
whenever the stomach# unable to bear the veins 'milking' 
and 'sucking' for nourishment contained it it, desired 
food as a cure for its distress (Gal. Sympt. Caus. 1.7=7. 
130-131K). The moister the stomach wasp the weaker its 
power of retention# just as the drier it was, the stronger 
its power of repulsion. In old people the moisture at 
the mouth of the bowels could grow cold to such an extent 
that lack of appetite (dLVOPCECcL) resulted, and thus ex- 
cretion waned from the lack of food being distributed 
(Gal. Hp. Aph. comm. 20=17B. 494-495K). Hence the reason for 
dLvcLPCECCX generally being considered as arising from bad 
temperament (6UCYKPCLCYCCL) : Paul. Aeg. (3.37.4) classified an 
dLvopeEm arising from thin and biting homours stinging 
the stomach and causing nausea, thirst, and fever; 
and another stemming from thick, viscous, yet not morda- 
cious humours that brought on nausea but not thirst (cf. 
Sor. 1.24.1, Suda s. v. dujbCa) These peccant humours 
could be emptied either by vomiting or evacuation (Alex. 
Trall. 7.3=2.253 Puschmann). Hedge-parsley (nauxaVC, 
TordyZium apuZUM L. ) in 6E, 611EXL purged the upper bowels 
emetically, and thus cured 6vopeECa Op. 12.32.2) j as did 
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680uEAL: dLTE6uE: AAj and IICXC11TIXOV by themselves (Antyll. 
ap. 0rib. 5.29.8). Hot 
bUaXPCLOL'CL which engendered dLvo- 
peECa could be combatteý by cooling foods and drinks 
such as melca (recipe in Gp. 18.21), endives, lettuce, 
and cold water; cold 8UC3RPCLC7CCL could likewise be opposed 
by heating foods and drinks, such as old wine, hydrogarum, 
and garlic (Paul. Aeg. 3.37.6). Lack of treatment for 
dwopeECCL could result in death (Aret. CA 2.3=24A. 261K). 
8LCLPPOZCOUýVOLQ: Cael. Aur. (acut. 3.22.222) explains 
diarrhoea as an out-pouring of liquid matter through the 
anus without any pain, with the result that the body be- 
came wasted. If this condition persisted and the bowels 
were scraped, then by the subsequent ulceration dysentery 
was caused (Gal. Hp. Aff. comm. 6.77=18A. 191-192K). Diar- 
, rhoea was 
brought about when the stomach was irritated 
by acidity and got rid of food although still undigested 
e; rlier than was proper; or when the stomach was oppressed 
by the quantity of its contents (Gal. Nat. Fac. 3.5=2.158K, 
Hp. Vict. comm. 2.7=15.248K, Cog. Cur. 9=5.45-46K, Introd. 
13=14.752K). Suitable remedies included the juice of 
houseleek (&CCEq)OV 116ya, Sempervivum tectorum L.: 'Boerha- 
ave, the famous Dutch physician, found looz of the juice 
beneficial in dysentery, but it is not admitted into mod- 
ern practice', M. Grieve, A Modern Herbat, Harmondsworth 
1976, p. 423) given in a drink (Dsc. 4.88.2), and sumach 
with rice and wine reduced by boiling to a third (Gal. 
Rem. Par. 3=14.573K) . 
6UCCVTCPL, KOrQ: Dysentery that arose from yellow bile, when 
the intestines were first abraded by the harshness of the 
humour, and afterwards gnawed away and ulcerated, was cur- 
able; but whatever arose because of black bile was incur- 
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able (on death from diarrhoea see Sen. Nat. 2.59.11 and 
ad Zoc.,, H. M. Hine, An Edition with Commentary of Sen- 
s 
eca., Natural Questionsj Book 2j New York 1981, pp. 447- 
448), since there was no difference between ulceration 
and cancer (Gal. Hp. Aff. comm. 4.24=17B. 688K, 6.3=IBA* 
11K, UP 5.10=3.381K, Loc. Aff. 6.2=8.381K). There was 
also a type of dysentery called cLCjicLT65nQ when a consid- 
erable amount of blood was passed (Gal. Loc. Aff. 2.5=8. 
85K). It was thought advisable not to check the dysen- 
tery that came about at the decline of a disease lest 
from the checking another more serious problem started 
(Gal. Introd. 13=14.753K). Dysentery was caused too by 
cold and inclement weather (Gal. Hp. Hum. comm. 3.11=16. 
386K. cf. Arist. Pr. 861bl-5) and the consumption of 
harsh things such as onions, garlic, and old meat (Aret. 
SD 2.9=24A. 154K? cf. Plu. Mor. 101c). R. E. Siegel (GaZen's 
System of PhysioZogy and Medicine, Basel 1968, p. 288) re- 
marks: 'An accurate comparison, however, between the an- 
cient and modern diagnosis of cholera, dysentery, and 
diarrhoea is not Possible, since Galen based the defini- 
tion of these diseases on different concepts. The mod- 
ern clinician derives the diagnosis of these diseases 
from purely etiological principles whereas Galen and 
other physicians of antiquity classified these diseases 
as a single group. They divided the cases, however, ac- 
cording to severity of symptoms from the milder cases Of 
diarrhoea to cholera# the most severe'. As Orib. recom- 
mends here,. astringent substances (see also Cels. 4.22. 
4) were employed as remedies: hypocist (Cytinus Hypocis- 
this L. # Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.10.27=12.27K), flower of wild 
pomegranate (Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.2.3=11.847K)p oak-gall in 
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astringent wine (Gal. Rem. Par. 2.24=14.466K and M. Grieve, 
A Modern Herbal, Harmondsworth 1976, P. 597: 'Medicinally, 
they [oak-galls] are a 
'powerful 
astringent, the most pow- 
erful of all vegetable astringentsl used as a tincture 
internally, in cases of dysenteryt diarrhoea, cholera 
linseed in vinegar (Plin-Nat. 20.250), and dried unripe 
mulberries (Orib. Eup. 2.1. M27). 
50.1 Ttept xu6mCCOV: Orib. quotes verbatim the first sentence 
of his source (Gal. Alim. fac. 2.23.1=6.602K). Gal. 's 
preservation of quinces by boiling them in honey can be 
paralleled with Ruf. 's instructions (ap. orib. 4.2.20). 
Quinces were renowned for their astringency (Alex. Trall. 
4=2.131 Puschmannt Dsc. 1.115.21 Gal. SimpZ. Med. 3.15=11. 
579K, Loc. Aff. 2.9=8.114K, Ps. Garg. liart. med. 43, Hp. Vict. 
2.52=6.562L) whose force suffered diminution during cook- 
ing (Plin. Nat. 23-100). Apples, of which the quince was 
the Cydonian (cf. Seren. 435 'poma Cydon ... Cretaeis 
misit ab oris'),, ranged in nature from being sweet to 
harsh to weak and watery# the cold and watery element 
seeming to predominate (Gal. Simpl. Med. 7.12.16=12.75Ko 
Macr. sat. 7.6.13; cf. Alex. Trall. Febr. 7=1.415 Puschmannt 
and Hp. Morb. 3.17=7.160L where the cooling properties of 
quinces were'used to counteract parching fever. 
50.2 6 6' datb T&v aTpouUav xuMc: There were several sorts 
of quinces. Glaucides (ap. Ath. 3.81d) lists JIýXCL HU66VLCLI 
QCLIALaj and CrTpouUa; Cato (Agr. 7.3) has maZa strutear 
cotonea, Scantiana, and Quiriniana; Col. (5.10.19) deline- 
ates struthea, chrysolmelina, and mustea. Although an- 
cient writers described CYTPOU8CCL as smaller and sweeter 
than XU86VLa (Dsc. 1.115.3, Gal. San. Tuend. 6.15.2=6.450K)o 
it is probably impossible to assign to the name a modern 
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variety because of the lack of evidence. Orib. derives 
this section from Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.23.1-2=6.602K) with 
considerable abbreviation: to begin witho Gal. it discus- 
sing '176 6116 10C) )CUIOU *rC)"J CýIPO'UaCWV MXG)V 4dPUCLXOV and 
not just the juice# and it is this qxipILcLxov that could 
last up to seven years, or cCQ TtXcCOVCLQ ... 
tVLCLUT013C in 
Orib. 's words; and secondly# Gal., stresses the useful- 
ness of the medicine in cases of loss of appetite, a 
remarkable omission on Orib. 's part considering he re- 
produces everything Gal. says about the qdpUaROV engen- 
dering a thick crust on the mouth of its storage jar, at 
first sight an irrelevance to dieteticsp unless it is ar- 
gued that this information is merely reassurance for people 
worrying about whether or not their juice might have gone 
off. However, even if this explanation is upheld, Orib. 
can justly be accused of mangling Gal. 's words, for the 
(P&P4aXOV in question was made with aTpouOLdL juice, honeyr 
ginger, white pepper, and vinegar, boiled together until 
the consistency of honey (Gal. San. Tuen. 6.15.1=6.450K). 
it is far more plausible that this thick and spicy con- 
coction should last for a long time and form a crust than 
the plain Juice. It was probably the harshness of this 
medicine that aroused the appetite (cf. Orib. 1.54n. on 
olives in brine being used for the same purpose), for 
aTpou, DCa on their own were less astringent than xu&MCL 
(Ath. 3.81c). The ancients, not in general exact with 
their, terminology, appear to have taken CYTPOUaCcx on occa- 
sion as a synonym for XU5(5'VLCL (Antiph. ap. AP 6.252.1, Nic. 
Alex. 234 and Sch. ad toc., Plaut. Per. 87), whilst Thphr. 
(HP 2.2.5) regarded the CITP0155LOV as being the stock from 
which the HU66VLOC developed, in the same way as the dLXPdLC 
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originated from the dTLLOC. 
50.3 6 8ý nUftwCcov XUAbQ: With a few minor changes this is 
I 
lifted from Gal. (AZim-fac. 2.23.3=6.603K), and here 
Gal. is talking of the juice which was universally re- 
cognised as suitable for stomach fluxes, coeliac affec- 
tions, and dysentery (Dsc. 1.115.1, Ps. Garg.. Mart. med. 43, 
Plin. Nat. 23.103, Alex. Trall. 8=2.291 Puschmann). Orib. 
misses out the final part of Gal. 's argument which both 
details a Syrian recipe for jinXoTxXcLxo(3Q, made from pulp- 
ed quinces boiled in honey that was of such longevity 
that it could be exported to Rome, and gives a synopsis 
of -r? ) (pdpj1cLxOv made with OTPoUOCa. Quinces were stored 
either in barrels in the same way as pomegranates, or 
steeped'in honey (Col. 12.47 . 1-3) In medicine they were 
used among other things as an antidote for poisoning by 
Meadow Saffron (ephemeronj Larg. 193); in cooking with 
leeks, honey, Ziquamen, oil, defrutum (Apic. 4.2.37) , or 
eaten with veal or beef dressed in Ziquamen, pepper, asa- 
foetida, and olive-oil (Apic. 8.5.2), or served on their 
own studded with spikes so as to resemble sea-urchins 
(Petr. 69.7; for a wall-painting of quinces from the villa 
at Torre Annunziata see: W. F. Jashemski, The Gardens of 
Pompeii, Herýulaneum and the VilZas Destroyed by Vesuvius, 
New York f979, fig. 489). 
51.1 T&C 6LTICOUC: Orib. has excerpted this sentence from Gal. 's 
opening Wim. fac. 2.24.1=6.603K) to his chapter on the 
same theme. What is disregarded (AUM. fac. 2.24.1-3=6.603- 
605K) is in many respects a reiteration of the facts given 
about applest with an examination of why Hp. (Epid. 2.1= 
5.84L) prescribed pomegranate juice with dX(PLTa meal for 
heartburn. As with apples there were many varieties of 
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pear (Thphr. HP 1.14.4, Cato Agr. 7.3, Pamphil. ap. Ath. 
3.82d, Col. 5.10.18, Plin. Nat. 15.53-56, Larg. 104; cf. 
K. D. White, Roman Farmlng, London 1970, Appendix A, p. 262). 
Ripe pears were heating, moistening, and laxative; hard 
unripe pears were costive (Hp. Vict. 2.55=6.562L, Dsc. 
1.116, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 40, Alex. Trall. 8.1=2.331 
Puschmann). When, eaten raw pears were cold and phlegmat- 
ic (Gal. Vict. Att. 2.11, Puer. EpiZ. 4=11.368K, Cels. 2. 
27, Alex. Trall. 5.6=2.221 Puschmann)p but nevertheless 
were suitable for the stomach (Cels. 2.24.1). Gal. (SimpZ. 
Med. 6.1.51=11.834K) explains the dichotomy between hot 
and cold in pears as due to a combination of watery, 
sweet, earthy, and cold properties. Anthim. (84) and 
Alex. Trall. (5.6=2.221 Puschmann, cf. Mnesith. ap. Ath. 3. 
Boc-d) thought that ripening made pears good to eat, 
whilst Plin. (Nat. 23.115p cf. Gal. Vict. Att. 2.11) held 
that all pears were cibus onerosus unless cooked, and part- 
icularly if boiled down with honey (cf. Plin. Nat. 15.58, 
Apic. 1.12.4). Despite medical warnings pears were eaten 
raw in water at symposia (Alex. ap. Ath. 14.650c), no doubt 
so that their coolness could counteract the heat of the 
wine, and as a dessert (Juv. 11.73, Mart. 5.78.13). In 
Apic. (4.2.35) they feature in a savoury dish with pepperl 
cumin, honey, Uquamen, olive-oil, and eggs. They were 
also eaten sliced and dried (Col. 2.21.3, Plin. Nat. 23. 
115) . 
ýOLdQ: Gal. is correct in saying that pomegranates too 
were like apples, for there were several varieties (Plin. 
Nat. 13.112-113t Gal. Alim. fac. 2.21.1=6.594K). The juice 
of sweet pomegranates was laxative but somewhat burningr 
that of wine-favoured pomegranates was flatulent, whilst 
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that of sharp pomegranates was cooling (HP. Vict. 2.55=6. 
562L, cf. Gal. Simpl. Med. 4.3=11.631K, Thphr. HP 1.12.1. 
Sim. Seth. S. V. ýOLCLL' = p. 88 Langkavel). This coolness 
was put to use for fevers (Hp. Epid. 7.94=5.450L). Al- 
though Plu. (Mor. 652f) recalls that it was wine-flavoured 
fruit that was cooling, this apparent discrepancy can be 
correlated with Hp. 's statement by reference to Thphr. 
(CP 6.6.4), where it is said that wine-flavoured juices 
underwent many changes, being first astringent, then 
sharp, and finally sweet. Pomegranates, like apples, were 
astringent (Gal. Loc. Aff. 2.9=8.113K, SimpZ. Med. 1.34=11. 
441K, 5.15=11.756-757K, Plin. Nat. 23.106) and therefore 
strengthened the stomach (Gal. San. Tuend. 6.10.29=6.431- 
432K, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.6=6.793K, Meth. Med. 10.3=10.674K, 
Vict. Att. 10.82, Cels. 2.24.2). Pomegranate juice mixed 
with honey stopped vomiting (Hp. Mul. 1.93=8.222L, Marc. 
med. 30.62), and the dried pips taken with other foods 
checked the bowels and stomach flux (Dsc. 1.110.2, Hp. MuZ. 
1.109=8.232L). The fruit was served as a dessert (Antiph. 
ap. Ath. 2.47dj Matro ap. Ath. 4.137b, Men. ap. Ath. 14.651a), 
but the numerous pips (Hdt. 4.143.21 Plu. Mor. 173a) were 
not always eaten (Thphr-HP 4.3.3l Ar. ap. Poll. 6.80). The 
pips of the acid pomegranate (ý&Q 6ECCaC, cf. Larg. 41) 
were used in the dish called liblia made with meat, fowl, 
or fish seasoned by cheese, vinegar, asafoetida, cumin, 
thyme, savory, onion, and coriander (Epaenet. ap. Ath. 14. 
662d-e). Wine was made from pomegranates (Pall. 4.10.10). 
51.2 TPOCphV bt Trp (76UCLTL : This sentence Orib. takes from Gal. 
(Alim. fac. 2.24.4=6.605K) with a culinary omission, namely 
that VLVCLrCLL were cut into thin circles and dried for use 
during the winter and spring whenever there was a short- 
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age of cereal; the omission of culinary information is 
not uncommon in or ib. (cf. 1.28.1n. r 29n. j 32n. ) Pome- 
I 
granates did possess no nutritional value (Ps. Garg. Mart. 
med. 41, Dsc. 1.110.1) as Gal. says, whilst in contrast 
with other 'apples' pears were nutritious (Ps. Garg. Mart. 
med. 40). The final section of Gal. 's chapter on pears 
and pomegranates (AZim. fac. 2.24.5=6.605K) is ignoredp for 
it is merely a discussion on the difference between Attic 
ýoCa and Ionic ý6a, which Gal. himself states is irrele- 
vant Tý) OCýa T@V dLV%DP6TECOV- 
IIVCLCCLQ: This variety of pear was named after the unit of 
weight JIVE! (Plin. Nat. 15.39; Inec non quaedam e piris 
libralia appellata amplitudinem sibi ponderis nomine ad- 
serunt') , which was cognate with the Lat. Zibra (CGL 2. 
361.43 and P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire 6tymoZogique, vol. 3, 
Paris 1984, p. 644). The term was also applied to stones 
(X. Eq. 4.4, Poll. 1.200) , truf f les (Plin. Nat. 19.34) 1 
lumps of f at (Pall. 4.12.3) r and Purple-f ish (TEopQ6pcx, 
Speus. ap. Ath. 3.89a and ad ZOC. L. Tar&n, Speusippus of 
Athens: a critical study with a collection of the related 
texts and commentary, Leiden 1981, pp. 246-248). 
52 T& Vj&MLXCL: This section comes from Gal. (Alim. fac. 2. 
25=6.606K), with a few minor changes and omissions. Med- 
lars were'astringent (Gal. Alim. fac. 3.31.4=6.732K, Meth. 
Med. 5.5=10.33OKi Hp. Acut. comm, 1.17=15.457K# Thphr. CP 
2.8.2, Hp. Vict. 2.55=6.562L, Dsc. 1.118, PS. Garg. Mart. med. 
47, Alex. Trall. 5.5=2.193 Puschmann), and thus ideal, as 
orib. saysp for combatting stomach flux (Plin. Nat. 23. 
141, Theod. Prisc. log. 101i Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.10.47=12.41KI 
Vict. Att. 10.78, Hp. Acut. (Sp. ) 21=2.500L). Since they 
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were astringent they could be utilised as a substitute 
for quinces (Alex. Trall. 4=2.13 Puschmann). There were 
three sorts of medlart the anthedon, GaUicum, and the 
setania (Plin. Nat. 15.84; Thphr. HP 3.12.5 distinguishes 
6LV0n86V j OcadveLOC, and 
dLV8n6OVOCL8AQ), the latter being 
nearer in its properties to the apple and so less astrin- 
gent (Plin. Nat. 23.141). Medlars were usually picked 
for storing when not yet kipe, and could be preserved in 
diluted vinegar, or in chaff, or in must after being 
steeped in salted water for five days; when ripe they 
could also be preserved in honey (Pall., 4.10.22). Be- 
cause the fruits contained three stones an alternative 
name for them was -rpNOXXOV (Gal. Simpl, Med. 7.2.11=12.71- 
72K). A wine was made from medlars (Plin. Nat. 14.103). 
When ripe medlars were sweet (Cael. Aur. chron. 4.3.70), 
and were eaten as a dessert (poll. 6.79). Orib. is per- 
haps referring to the harsh unripe fruit when he says that 
sorb-apples were h6CW ... CCQ t8w8AV. although Gal. adds 
that medlars were more medicinal than culinary (AZim. fac. 
2.25.2=6.606K), and their powerful astringency would 
obviate any excessive use. 
T& o5a: Sorb-apples were astringent (Alex. Trall. 5.5=2. 
193 Puschmann, see also Orib. 4.7.14n) and hence ideal 
for upset stomachs and dysentery (Alex. Trall. 7.5=2. 
269 Puschmann). 0. Polunin (Trees and Bushes of Europe# 
London 1976, p. 79) says that sorb-apples are 'only edible 
when frosted, or over-ripe and used for making alcoholic 
beverages'. 
53 T3V QOLVCXWV: Orib. here copies almost word for word Gal. 
(AZim. fac. 2.26.2-3=6.606-608K), omitting the opening com- 
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ment (AZim. fac. 2.26.1=6.606K) as to the harmlessness 
of calling dates either DdXCLVOL (POLVCXW'v as the ancient 
Greeks did or QOLVLRCQ as the Greeks of Gal. 's time did; 
and the closing section Wim. fac. 2.26.4=6.608K) which 
concerns the flatulent and dangerous qualities of green 
dates (cf. Thphr. HP 4.4.13). Apic. (1.2) lists among the 
ingredients for absinthium Romanum a date from the The- 
baid (Thebaicam, cf. Dsc. 1.109.2, Cael. Aur. acut. 2.37. 
200, Theod. Prisc. Zog. 36). Plin. (Nat. 13.42-50) des- 
cribes the different varieties of date, from which he 
singles out the caryotae as being famous for food and 
juice, the best growing around Jericho as Gal. says, al- 
though equally highly spoken of were those found in the 
valleys of Archelais, Phaselis, and Livias in Palestine 
(cf. Var. R. 2.1.27). Among the other sorts of date were 
the nicoZai (cf. Alex. Trall. 4=2.139 Puschmann) and the 
patetae. Dates were hard to digest and caused headaches 
when eaten to excess (Dsc. 1.109.1, Sim. Seth. S. V. QOtVL- 
xeQ = p. 112 Langkavel, X. An. 2.3.15# Gal. Rem. Par. 1.1-14. 
318K, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 58, Anthim. 92). However, when 
dried their tendency to cause headaches was diminuted (Plin. 
Nat. 23.97). Being very sweet dates contained much heat, 
but also some astringency like all the other parts of the 
palm tree (Gal. Simpl. Med. 8.21.6=12.151K, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4. 
38=6.779K). They furnished thick Juices (Gal. Vict. Att. 
12.90-91, Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.34=6.777K). Plin. (Nat. 19.91) 
specifies a concoction mixed with pinguibus caryotis (cf. 
(PONLE XLnap6c here, and Gal. AZim. fac. 1.24.5=6.538K, 
Alex. Trall. Febr. 7=1.411 Puschmann) to overcome the acrid- 
ity of elecampane. In medicine dates were most often 
used for sore throats and the spitting of blood, perhaps 
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because of their thick and viscous juice (Marc. med. 14.46, 
Larg. 74, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 58, Alex. Trall. 4=2.139 
Puschmann) , and also in a remedy for an ulcerated bladder 
(Larg. 148). As a food they were eaten for dessert (Petr. 
40.3, cf. Plin. Ep. 1.761 Antiph. ap. Ath. 2.47d, Alex. Trall. 
1.15=1.545 Puschmann), as a prandial 6y1ov with bread (Gal. 
San. Tuend. 6.7.11=6.412K), and in sauces for ostrich 
(Apic. 6.1.1), chicken (Apic. 6.9.4), slices of meat 
(Apic. '7.6.10), and fried fish (Apic. 10.1.1). Dates were 
also made into wine (Ephipp. ap. Ath. 1.29d). 
53.1 XCLT& ThV IICLXCLLC7TCVTJV EUPCCLV: 'Vltima Syriarum est 
Palaestina, per interualla magna protenta, cultis abun- 
dans terris et nitidis' (Amm. Marc. 14.8.11). There were 
three provinces of Palestine, the first comprising Samaria 
and Judaea with its capital at Caesarea, the second 
If 
Gallilaea governed from Scythopolis, and the third Idumaea 
and Arabia Petraca, with its capital at Petra (P. De 
Jonge, Sprachlicher und Historischer Kommentar zu Ammianus 
MarceZZinus XIV 1-7, Groningen 1935, p. 75). 
53 .4 T6 
ýTECLP tjI(PPdTTCTCLL: Sweet foods with thick juices block- 
ed the liver and spleen (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.41=6.780- 
781K). Other things causative of blockages were coldness 
in winter# since without heat the nutritive juices re- 
mained hard to digest (Gal. Meth. Med. 12.3=10.829K); milk, 
but only when the extremiti-es of the vessels (dLyyeCcov) 
which transferred the food from the concavities of the 
inwards (tX T&5V CYL118V TOO CFTtXCiYXVOU) to the convexities 
(T& xUpTdL) were narrow (Gal. AUM-fac. 2.14.12=6.687K) ; 
white bread without much salt or yeast when eaten by old 
men, whose vessels were by nature narrower (Gal. San. Tuend. 
5.7.5=6.342) ; and lack of anger and pasýsion which made 
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the body more phlegmatic and colder, and thus prone to 
hepatic and splenic blockages (Gal. San. Tuend. 1.8.17=6. 
1 
41K). The main function of the liver was to draw nourish- 
ment into itself, and by a process which Gal. calls Itrans- 
formative' (dL%XOL(OTLXA) to digest and alter this nourish- 
ment so as to make it like itself. Anything remaining 
was excrementitious and was expelled by the liver's 'secre- 
tive' (9HRPLTLUý) or 'separative' (dLTCOXPLTLRA) power (Gal. 
Comp. Med. 8.6=13.193K). The liver was also the principal 
instrument of sanguinification and the source of the veins 
(Gal. UP 4.12=3.298K). When a blockage arose at the por- 
tal fissures of the liver because of thick or viscous 
juices there followed a sensation of weight (OdLPOUC CLCOOn- 
CYLQ) lying on the right hand side of the abdomen (Gal. Loc. 
Aff. 5.7=8.345K). R. S. Siegel (Galents System of Physio- 
logy and Medicine, Basel 1968, pp. 243sq. ) delineates an 
effect of blockage: 'Galen correctly described the pro- 
duction and secretion of yellow bite as the specific 
function of the 'flesh' of the liver ... Impaired func- 
tion of the liver would lead to jaundice by retention and 
accumulation of this humor in the blood'. 
(PXCYjLCLrVOV: A (p, %Cyj1OVA was a red and hard mass (6yxOQ) 
which caused throbbing pains (Gal. Def. Med. 382=19.441K# 
Diff. Resp. 2.7=7.853K, Ad Glauc. 2.4=11.101K). It owed 
it genesis to blood becoming blocked in a part of the body 
subject to putrefying flux (Gal. Cris. 2.12=9.693K, Hp. 
Vict. comm. 3.19=15.337K), whether because of wounding, 
spasms, bruises, ruptures, dislocations, fracturest or 
exhaustion after physical exercises (Gal. Ad Glauc. 2.1= 
11.73K). When the flux was thin in consistency, the cure 
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for QXE: yjIOvA lay in drying and heating medicines (Gal. 
Comp. Med. 6.9=13.993K). 
54 TEepL tXcLL&Sv: orib. here quotes Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.27.1= 
6.608-609K), the only omission being the statement that 
olives were preferably eaten with bread (cf. Gal. San. 
Tuend. 6.7.10=6.412K) , and that dAldbeQ and xCAUjIDd8EQ 
eaten before meals with garum rather than bread loosened 
the bowels. Verg. (G. 2.85-86, cf. Plin. Nat. 15.4) re- 
cords three kinds of olive, Cato (Agr. 6.1) eight, Var. 
(R. 1.24.1) seven, Pall. (3.18.4) six named and an un- 
specified number of unnamed, Col. (5.8.3) nine, of which 
the orchis and the radius he regarded as better gathered 
for eating than for their oil. A hot and dry climate was 
the most suitable for the olive tree, such as in Libya 
and Cilicia (Gp. 9.3.1, cf. P. Brown, Augustine of Hippor 
London 1967, p. 20). Diph. siph. (ap. Ath. 2.56b) lends 
support to Gal. 's view that olives provided little nour- 
ishment, and adds that they caused headaches, black olives 
in particular being oppressive both to the head and to the 
stomach. Cels. (2.26.2, cf. Larg. 104 and his remedy for 
those Iqui adsidue inflationibus urgenturl) in contrast 
thought that olives engendered the least flatulence, 
whilst Plin. (Nat. 23.73) said that pale olives were use- 
ful to the stomach, dark olives less so, and both were 
suspect as regards the head and eyes. Olives when com- 
pletely ripe were moderately hot, but when unripe more as- 
tringent and cooling (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 6.5.3=11.868K). They 
began banquets (Mart. 13.36, cf. Plaut. Curc. 88-89) and 
with chickpeas and lupines ended them (Mart. 5.78.17-21) 
and Apic. (3.9-5) has a recipe for cabbage with herbst 
garum, wine, olive-oill and oZiuas Uirides. on the arch- 
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aeology of the cultivation and use of the olive see: H. A. 
Forbes and L. Foxhall, 'The Queen of All Trees', Expedi- 
tion 21 (1978), pp. 37-47. 
CLC 6PUTtcnerc: Plin. (Nat. 15.6) specifies that the best 
age of pickling olives for quality and flavour was when 
the berry was turning black, at which stage they were 
called druppae in Lat., and drypetides in Greek (cf. Ath. 
2.56a). In another passage (Nat. 12.130) Plin. glosses 
druppa as an olive not ripe enough to eat but already be- 
ginning to change colour, from which an inferior oil could 
be pressed (cf. Nat. 15.26). Less specifically the word 
was applied to ripe olives (Sch. Ar. Lys. 564, Thphr. CP 2. 
8.2p Suda s. v. 8pUTEdnnQj Moer. 437 = p. 396 Pierson)j to 
fat JAE= (Cratin. ap. Ath. 6.267e) , and to elderly prosti- 
tues in opposition to r&C bnoncp8ýVoUC with bodies firm 
as olives steeped in brine (Ar. ap. Ath. 4.133a). Hsch. 
(s. v. 8PUTECTEUC) lists another word 6PUTtCrCtQ as meaning 
olives fallen unripe from the tree, but P. Chantraine 
(Dictionnaire btymoZogique, vol. 1, Paris 1968, p. 299) sug- 
gests 'cette forme peut etre une simple altAration popu- 
laire de 8PUTtCTtAQ' Every olive, not just bpUncne%, of 
course supplied an oily juice (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 4.8=11.649K). 
6puncne% were sometimes eaten sprinked with salt (Corn. 
Long. ap. AP 6.191.3-4). 
at W'Vd8eQ nat XOXUJID&8CQ: Moer. (90 = p. 47 Pierson) says 
that the former was the Attic word# the latter the general 
Greek term, and generally there was no difference in the 
method of preparation, the two words being interchangeable 
(Suda s. v. 6LXud8ecj Phryn. 87 Fischer) .A synonym for 
xCLXUjI5dL8CQ was VnxTpC8cQ (cf. Poll. 6.45, literally 
'swimmers'). Possibly, in view of XCLL' rather than A two 
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different olives are mentioned by Orib.: 6LXjid8cC must 
then mean olives in brine (CLA. 1171) 1 and Col. (12.49 . 8) 
1 
recommends a concoction of one part brine to two parts 
vinegar, although using the term more loosely he says 
that this will turn posia olives into colymbades. Gp. 
(9.33) gives detailed instructions as to how ripe darken- 
ing olives picked with their stalks should be washed in 
cold water, dried, and then carefully laid in a jar in 
which salt, brine, vinegar, and olive-oil have been mixed; 
the jar was then covered over with fennel. Pall. (12.22. 
1), again using the term imprecisely, treated columbares 
olives by spreading them on fennel, dill, or mastich, and 
pouring on top vinegar and brine. If Orib. is giving two 
sorts of preserved olive then xOXU45&5CQ are olives left 
., Ofloating 
in their own oil without any admixture, just as 
Plin. (Nat. 15.16) describes, but this precise distinction 
should be treated with caution, especially since olives 
in olive-oil would be unlikely to contain T6V CYT6(POVTCL 
XuVL6v, although Cael. Aur. (chron. 1.1.25) remarks that 
coZimbades were very young green olives which would have 
some astringency. Far more probable, however, is that XCLý 
is used here to link alternative names for the same pro- 
duct (see J. 6. Deniston, The Greek Particles, oxford 1934, 
p. 292)t or, in other words olives in brine. Pickled olives 
were considdred wholesome but constipating (Diph. Siph. ap. 
Ath. 2.56b, cf. Gal. San. Tuend. 5.9.5=6.354K), and aroused 
the appetite (Plu. Mor. 687d, cael. Aur. chron. 1.1.25); 
they were used in cooking with chicken (Apic. 6.9.9). 
54.2 (it W 6EouQ: Vinegar was an important ingredient in 
pickling, Gp. (9.29, cf. Pall. 12.22.5) giving a recipe 
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for preserving unbruised black olives in salt, olive-oil, 
and oxymeZ, whilst col. (12.49.6) recommends an initial 
steeping for forty days in salt, mastich, fennel, and 
weak vinegar, which was then drained off and the olives 
put in a solution of must boiled down to a third or must 
reduced by a half and mixed with vinegar. olives in vine- 
gar were easily digested (Philotim. ap. Orib. 2.69.10), the 
vinegar serving as an appetiser (cf. Dsc. 5.13.1, Gp. S. 
35, Plu. Mor. 734a, Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 4.133f, Ruf. ap. Orib. 
5.11.3). 
55 'K&PUCL Td Te VLeydXCL: Orib. takes this section from Gal. 
(Alim. fac. 2.28=6.609-611K) with characteristic omissions 
such as the initial discussion concerning nomenclature, 
mention of the more open texture (XCLUVOTtpa) of walnuts, 
and a reference to the antidote to noxious drugs of wal- 
nuts and rue. The unusual Ttpoano5pexoýi6vcav Wim. fac. 2. 
28.4=6.611K) is changed to 6vLDpex6ue'vo'v which is slightly 
more common (cf. Orib. 1.41.8n., 42.3n., 49.2-3n. ), and 
Gal. refers to walnuts as 5CLC7LXLX6L RdLPUCL, not XdPUCL jLCY&XOL- 
In fact the usual terms for walnuts were RdLpuci nepOLUdL 
and XdPUOL DCLC7LXLXd (Poll. 6.80, Dsc. 1.125.1, Thphr. HP 
3.6.2j Gal. Antid. 2.7=14.142K, Alex. Trall. 8.2=2.355 
Puschmann) or just xdpua (Gal. Vict. Att. 10.79t Alim. fac- 
2.11.2=6.585K) , but x6pua VLeydXa is also found in con- 
trast to XdLPUCL CIIL'KpdL or hazelnuts (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 5. 
8=6.784K, Simpl. Med. 7.10.12=12.15K, ap. 0rib. 1.1.2t cf. 
Var. L. 5.102). When dried walnuts were hard to digestt 
bad for the stomach, and caused headaches (Dsc. 1.125. 
1, Cels. 2.25.2, Plin. Nat. 15.87), whilst eaten fresh 
they were sweeter and less bad for the stomach (Dsc. 1.125. 
2, Plin. Nat. 23.147, cf. Var. R. 1.67, Thphr. CP 4.2.1); 
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perhaps their bad effect on the stomach sprang from their 
excessive astringency (Gal. Comp. Med. 6.2=12.906K, SimpZ. 
Med. 7.10.12=12.13K), 
ýence 
the reason for eating dried 
figs with them (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.4=6.793K, Sim. Seth. 
s. v. xdpua = p. 49 Langkavel) . As Gal. says here, when 
they matured they inclined tnt T6 tXcLL68cQ (Plin. Nat. 15. 
88, Mnesith. ap. Ath. 2.54c) and an oil was pressed from 
them (Plin. Nat. 15.28t Dsc. 1.125.2). They could be stor- 
ed during the winter (Gal. Vict. Att. 10.79), sometimes in 
sand (Var. R. 1.59.3) in much the same way as they are pre- 
served in sugar today. They were eaten as a dessert (Ephi- 
pp. ap. Ath. 1.29d), as an ingredient in sweet cakes (Chrysipp. 
Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647f-648a) and sauces (Apic. 6.5.3)t and 
ground with cumin, liquamen, passum, brine and olive-oil 
as a substitute for salt fish (Apic. 9.13.2). 
TaL XeTLTOxdLPUCL: Hazelnuts were also called nuces AbeZIanae 
after Abellanumt the town in Campania which was supposedly 
their place of origin, or Ponticae nuces, because they 
were introduced into Asia and Greece from Pontus (Plin. Nat. 
15.881 Isid. orig. 17.7.24, cf. Orib. Syn. 2.58.4, CGL 2. 
359.381 3.358.53). There was a smooth (calua) hazelnut 
called Praenestina after Praeneste in Latium (Plin. Nat. 
15.90,17.96, Cato Agr. 8.2,133.2, Macr. sat. 3.18.5-6). 
Ps. Garg. Mart. (med. 54) and Plin. (Nat. 23.150) say that 
hazelnuts conferred fatness to the body, which perhaps 
corroborates Gal. 's assertion here that there was more 
nourishment in them than in walnuts, although Diocl. (ap. 
Ath. 2.53d, cf. Cels. 3.27.4B) believed the reverse to be 
true. They caused headaches and were bad for the stomach 
(Dsc. 1.125.3, Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 2.54b), being oily, flatu- 
lento and hard to digest (Philotim. ap. Ath. 2.53f, Cels. 
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2.26.2), especially when mixed in with other foods (An- 
thim. 89). Their substance was more earthy, coldo and 
harsh than that of walnuts (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.10.12=12. 
14K). The nut was roasted (Plin. Nat. 15.89) or blanched 
and peeled (Marc. med. 26.33, Mnesith. ap. Ath. 2.54c) be- 
fore being used. It was added to sweet cakes (Chrysipp. 
Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647f-648a)l salads (Col. 12.59.3-4), and 
to various sauces (Apic. 6.5.2'and 3# 8.1.7). 
56 TEEpt dLj1UY6dX(JV: For this section Orib. has selected a few 
phrases from Gal. (AZim. fac. 2.29=6.611-612K) to give a 
brief picture of the medicinal value of almonds. Missed 
out are such facts as the lack of astringency in almondst 
and the correct gender of the word, which Gal. too says 
has no value for healing. Almonds, and especially bitter 
ones, were ideal for cutting through and thinning thick 
and viscous things, and for aiding expectoration (Gal. 
Simpl. Med. 5.12=11.745Kp Hp. Morb. 3.15=6.142L, Alex. Trall. 
5.4=2.157 and 2.171 Puschmann, 5.6=2.223 Puschmann, Dsc. 
1.123.1, zopyr. ap. Orib. 14.52.1, cf. Gp. 18.17.3 and reme- 
dy for coughing sheep). They were fatty and oily (Gal. 
SimpZ. Med. 4.8=11.649K, Hp. Vict. 2.55=6.564L). Diocl. 
(ap. Ath. 2.53d), in contrast to Gal., held that almonds 
were nourishing, but Diph. Siph. (ap. Ath. 2.54a) consider- 
ed that they contained little nutrition (on almonds see 
also Orib. 4.7.28n., and M. Zoharyo Plants of the Bible, 
Cambridge 1982, pp. 66-67 for photograph and reference to 
almonds containing about 50% fat). 
57 Ttept TELCFTaXCWV: The pistachio came from the East; Thphr. 
(HP 4.4.7, cf. Nic. Ther. 890-891) classifies it as an 
Indian or Bactrian terebinth (TýPILLVOOC), and says that 
the nuts were, in sweetness and palatableness, superior 
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to almonds which they resembled. By the lst c. A. D. the 
pistachio was established in Syria (Dsc. 1.124, Plin. Nat. 
13.51), and was grown in Italy in the 4th c. (Pall. 3. 
25.33), preferably in a sunny and well-irrigated place 
(Pall. 11.12.3) sometimes grafted on to almond or tere- 
binth trees (Pall. insit. 157, Gp. 10.11.11 10.65.1). 
Orib. here cuts his source (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.30=6.612K) to 
the bare medical facts, omitting Gal. 's information about 
pistachios growing in Egyptian Alexandria and Syrian Ber- 
oial their aromatic quality (TtOL6TnToc dLPwvtcLTLCox5crnc, cf. 
Isid. orig. 17.7.3o nardi pistici odorem)t and their negli- 
gible benefit to the stomach. It was their fine-particled 
substance and astringency which made pistachios suitable 
for cleansing and removing obstructions in the liver, chest 
and lungs (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 8.14.21=12.102K, PS. Garg. Mart. 
med. 55# Alex. Trall. 1.15=1.545 Puschmann). Pistachios 
could be stored for the winter (Gal. Vict. Att. 10.79) and 
were enjoyed as a food (Ath. 14.649cl cf. Plin. Nat. 23. 
150, Anthim. 91); however Apic. makes no use of them in 
his recipes. 
58 TECPL 'KOX'KUJ1NWV: Orib. here quotes only a small part of 
his source (Gal. Alim. fac. 2.31=6.613-614K) to give a bare 
outline of the properties of plums. Gal. (AZim. fac. 2. 
31.1=6.613K) says that when thoroughly ripened plums were 
rarely astringent, harsh, sharp or bitter, which was the 
case if they were not ripened (cf. Anthim. 85); and that 
the second best plums were Spahish. Boiled in UCXCKPCLTO'v 
with a lot of honey they were laxative (cf. San. Tuend. 5. 
9.3=6.353K# Vict. Att. 7.51, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 46; the 
contrary view that they were costive in Dsc. 1.121 is at- 
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tacked by Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.10.35=12.32K). Diph. Siph. (ap. 
Ath. 2.50b) also held plums to be of little value as food, 
whilst their moistness (cf. Thphr. HP 1.12.1, Gal. Vict. Att. 
2.10, San. Tuend. 5.8.7=6.351) was the cause of their laxa- 
tive effect (cf. Alex. Trall. 9.3=2.419 Puschmann). They 
were dried for storing over the winter (Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 
5.15=6.785Kt Puer-Epil. 4=11.367K); Pall. (12.7.15) ex- 
plains that damascena were spread out on wicker work in 
the sun to dry. Plin. (Nat. 15.43) distinguishes bet- 
ween pruna and damascena, calling the latter a foreign 
tree which, although grown for a long time in Italy, had 
a larger stone and less flesh than in its country of ori- 
gint and never dried into wrinkles because of the lack of 
its native sunshine. However, Gp. (10.73.2) mentions 
that 8auacYxnV6V rather than xoxxi3Ii7IXov was the general 
name for the plum, and Gal. (e. g. San. Tuen. 5.9.3=6.353K) 
uses 5a4aCrxTIVd as an adi . CrU)v 6aUaC7xTJV3V xOxxUIifiXc, )v) and 
not the name of a separate fruit (cf. *Isid. orig. 17.1.10: 
'coccymela,, quam Latini ob colorem prunum uocant ... 
cuius generis Damascena melior, a Damasco oppido, unde 
prius asportata est', and Ath. 2.49d). Like peaches# if 
they putrified in the stomach plums could be dangerous 
(Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 8.1=6.791K)o. Eaten fresh (Alex. ap. Ath. 
2.49el cf. * painting of a transparent glass-bowl contain- 
ing quinces, plums and green almonds in P. W.. Lehmann, 
Roman WaZZ Paintings from BoscoreaZe in MetropoZitan Mus- 
eum of Art, Cambridge Mass. 1953P p. 206 and plate 24), or 
cooked (Petr. 31.11). 
59.1 TtEPL GnPLXU)'V: Plin. (Nat. 15.47) says that the jujube 
(zizipha: Zizyphus vuZgaris Lmk. = Z. Jujube mill. with a 
dark yellow fruit; perhaps Orib. Syn. 4.13.6 is referring 
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I"IR 
Fig. 4: From left to right, black grapes, fresh figs, 
jujubes; see Orib. 1.41,39 and 40,49 respectively 
(photograph by M. D. Grant). 
Fig. 5: In clockwise order, red plums, black plums, fresh 
dates, dried carobs, pears, damsons; see Orib. 58.1,53, 
60,51,58.2 respectively (photograph by M. D. Grant). 
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to both when he records both CYnPLx(i and CýCuQa as contain- 
ing little nourishmentr cf. Paul. Aeg. 1.80.3) was a recent 
introduction in his day to Italy, Sextus Papinius Allienuse 
consul in A. D. 36, having brought some cuttings from Africa 
in the last years of the principate of Augustus (the ju- 
jube being a native of Asia: see 0. Polunin, Trees and 
Bushes of Europe, London 1976, p. 134 and fig. c; this is 
betrayed by the name CCCU(Pov itself, since it is not a 
Greek word but leine ausl*a*ndische Apfelart': see L. Meyer, 
Handbuch der Griechischen EtymoZogie, vol. 3# Leipzig 1901, 
p. 270 and E. Boisacq, Dictionnaire ýtymologique de la 
langue grecque, 4th edn., Heidelberg 1950, p. 310). In 
the same chapter Plin. mentions tuberes (Neapolitan med- 
lar) , and distinguishes a white and a red variety, the 
latter called syricus or Syrian because of its colour. 
But J. Andr4 (ad Zoc. , Paris 1960l p. 91) argues that the 
adj. syricus cannot refer to colour, and suggests plaus- 
ibly that it is a corruption of OnPLx6c, after the Greek 
name for jujubes (T& CMPLX(i) ; certainly Col. (9.4.3) com- 
mends not only red but also white jujube trees for bees. 
Thphr. (HP 4.4.5) reports an Indian tree whose fruit is 
like that of the cornelian cherry (-CO% UPCLV6OLr, ) , and 
this probably refers to the jujube. Plb. (12.2 ap. Ath. 14. 
65ld-e) gfves a full description of the XwT6c which must 
be the jujube (Thphr. HP 7.15.3 mentions that XwT6c was a 
common name for several plants) : the tree was not tall, 
was rough and thorny, and the fruit at the beginning was 
similar in colour and size to ripe white myrtle-berries 
(Ta% A. CURatC 11UP-CCOL), but as it grew its colour changed 
to red, and in size resembled round olives, and it had 
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a very small stone. As a food it was similar to a fig or 
date (cf. Hdt. 4.177; a modern synonym for the jujube is 
'Chinese date'# T. Fitzgibbon, The Food of the Western 
World: An Encyclopedia of Food from Europe and North 
America, London 1976, p. 96), but of superior fragrance 
(see also F. W. Walbank, An Historical Commentary on 
PoZybius, vol. 2, Oxford 1967# pp. 319-321). The tree 
could be grown from seed (Plin. Nat. 17.75) or cuttings 
(Gp. 10.3.4# 10.43). Pall. (5.4.3) advises storing 
ripe zizyfa in a sealed earthenware pot kept in a dry 
place, or cutting them down on the twigs and hanging them 
up. Gp. (10.44) talks of laying up jujubes in oCv6ueXL. 
Orib. here quotes almost all of his source (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 2.32=6.614K) apart from Gal. 's statement as to the 
jujubes' want of medicinal properties; however, Sim. Seth. 
(s. v. CNCU(pa = p. 40 Langkavel) recommends their decoction 
for coughs and problems of the chest, kidneys, and blad- 
ders. Garg. mart. (med. 48) adds nothing except that jujubes 
caused thirstr and attracted merely by their pleasantness 
of taste. 
sq. 1 dLap6vT(av: 'Est hoc mulierum et puerorum effraenatorum 
edulium' (Rasario, p. 216). Daremberg (p. 580, although on 
p. 692 he asks without giving reasons for this note to be 
ignored) expresses bewilderment over the true reading 
here, pointing out that Gal., after reprimanding everyone 
who tried to speak like the Athenians of the classical 
period, would hardly have used a word such as &Odpca, which 
is generally seen only in poetry and was probably not in 
circulation in his timel nor can Daremberg understand why 
Orib., or a copyist, should use so poetic a word in 
place of the common dLRPCLT06VTWV found in Gal., which of 
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course bears a different meaning. The latter objection 
can be countered by examining the readings of the Msslof 
I 
Gal. (p. 301 Helmreich) , WAB transmitting 
6L, 5up6VTC0Vj and u 
6LaP(5VTC0'V: only Charter's edition (Paris 1679) contains 
dLXPCLTO6VT(ZV,, a change undoubtably made on the same grounds 
as Daremberg's uncertainness over the true reading. As 
for the former objection, the word does appear in proser 
albeit rarely (PI. Lg. 7.796b7, Procl. in Prm. p. 863S, Him. 
Or. 63.7, cf. 74.2), and thus Raeder is correct in retain- 
ing it. On the subject of 'poetic' words in prose R. J. 
. Durling 
('Lexicographical Notes on Galen's Writings', 
Glotta 58 (1980)t p. 265) rightly comments: 'Much more re- 
search needs to be done on the employment of allegedly 
poetic words in prose. How often, howeverp does a poetic 
word need to be employed in prose for it to lose its 
poetic associations? And how conscious are the prose 
authors of these poetic association? Is not the distinc- 
tion, in the last resort, utterly artificial? '. 
59.2 6XLYOOThV: In the text of Gal. Helmreich (p. 301) reads 
6VYTiv. 6AtYoaThv seems an unusual reading to adopt, al- 
though Raeder (p. 26) makes no comment in his app. crit. 
The word appears to be almost invariably changed to 6XLYCCY- 
Tnv elsewherep e. g.: J. Burnet on Pl. Lg. 953a2 (oxford 
1914) , W. Christ on Arist. Metaph. 1053a9 (Leipzig 1903) 
K. G. Kuhn on Gal. Alim. fac. 3.14.13=6.687K (Leipzig 1803), 
and R. D. Dawe on S. Ant. 625 (Leipzig 1979) who proffers 
the following on this subject: 'I make no pretence of 
being able to solve this crux. But it may be worth 
pointing out that 6XLYOGT6Q as no more than an error for 
6?, Cyoc occurs at Arist. Po. 1458b25' (Studies on the Text 
of SophocZes, vol. 3, Leiden 1978, p. 108). Ignoring the 
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spelling, perhaps Orib. is here acting independently and 
stressing the paucity of nourishment from jujubes. 
60 TEEpt XEPCLTC(bV: Gal. 's love of word-play (the difference 
between REPdTLCL (carobs) and 'REPCLCCCL (cherries) , Alim. 
fac. 2.33=6.615K) is omitted by Orib. as being superflu- 
ous to dietetics. The subject of the original sentence 
is 98calia, whilst Orib. makes it xcp(JTLCL, and the descrip- 
tion EUX658cc is turned to XoA. 68n, although this could be 
a mistake of the Mss (cf. Sim. Seth. s. v. EUXO'KýPCITCL = P. 
73 Langkavel: EuXoxýpcLTCL, d nat xcpdTLcL X6yovTCLL and fol- 
lowing note). Finally dLXV 068L 8LCLXCZPCtTCLL Tay, &)Q is a 
complete reworking of Gal. Is dAX& xat Tb Vlfi 8LCLX03PE: tC7- 
OOLL TCLY, ýWQ 06 C711LXPbV CLOT0% OTEdLPXEL XCLx6V1 and Gal. 's 
splendidly morose wish that it would have been better if 
carobs had not been exported from the East is forgotten. 
What remains is more a note using Gal. than a quote from 
Gal., an interesting insight to Orib. 's method of composi- 
tion. The size of a man's finger and occasionally-curved 
like a sickle, the carob was sweet (Plin. Nat. 15.95, Gal. 
Simpl. Med. 7.10.20=12.23K)i and when dried was costive, 
good for the stomach, and diuretic, but when fresh was bad 
for the stomach and the cause of diarrhoea (Dsc. 1.114, 
Plin. Nat. 23.151, Ps. Garg. Martoned. 51). J. AndrA (comm. on 
Plin. Nat. 13.95, Paris 1960, pp. 110-111) says that the 
carob (Ceratonia siliqua L. ) is a native of Syria: Thphr. 
(HP 1.11.2) records that people called carobs 'Egyptian 
figs' (cyuxfi AtyunTCa) which was, as he says elsewhere (HP 
4.2.4), erroneous, as the carob did not occur in Egypt 
but in Syria, Ionia, Cnidus, and Rhodes (cf. Larg. 121, 
siliquam Syriacam). Col. (5.10.20, Arb. 25.1) calls the 
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carob siZiqua Graeca, and by giving straightforward in- 
structions for planting shows that it was well establish- 
ed in Italy by his time (see also Pall. 3.25.27,12.7.23, 
Gp. 10.72). There is a photograph o-f a carob in M. 
Zoharyj PZants of the BibZe, Cambridge 1982, p. 63. 
XoA. (L8Tj: The same word applied to carobs elsehwere in Orib. 
(3.10.1) in an extract drawn from a different place in 
Gal., shows that XOX6671 is the genuine reading, although 
without this correlativeness the epithet EUX68n could apply 
equally well to carobs (see Daremberg, pp. 580-581). 
61 TECPL XCLTET16pewc: orib. concentrates on the medicinal as- 
pects of the caper derived from Gal. (AZim. fac. 2.34=6. 
615K), and omits that it grew mostly in Cyprust that as 
an &ýov it stimulated the appetite, and that tender caper 
shoots were eaten seasoned with brine and vinegar. While 
Orib. says that it removed blockages from the inwards (T& 
cm>Ay)(va included both liver and spleeny Gal. Meth. Med. 13. 
17=10.921K# Vict. Att. 12.114), Gal. specifies liver and 
spleen. This vagueness is more likely to be a result of 
compression than of Orib. disagreeing with what Gal. had 
said. The spleen# with its flesh that was thicker in 
texture than that of the lungs to the same degree as it 
was looser in texture than that of the liver (Gal. Hp. Hum. 
comm. 1.14=16.157K; see also A. W. Ham, 'The Structure of 
the Spleen' in A. Blaustein (ed. ), The Spteent New York 
1963, p. l: 'The spleen is roughly the size and shape of 
a clenched fist. It lies in the shelter of the left 
ninth, tenthr and eleventh ribs, with its long axis paral- 
lel to them. Its purple colour is due to its great con- 
tent of blood. It is soft and more friable than most 
organs'), eliminated the thick atrabilious humours formed 
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in the liver (Gal. UP 4.15=3.316-317K, Sympt. Caus. 3.3= 
7.222K, Hp. Hum. comm. 2.27=16.3ooK)l so that jaundice aris- 
I 
ing in this organ was darker in colour than that arising 
in the liver (Aret. SD 1.15=24A. 114Kt Gal. Nat. Fac. 2.9=2. 
132-133K, cf. Hp. Epid. 2.1-10=5.82L); on the function of 
the liver see Orib. 1.53.4n.. The caper is a wild plant 
growing in rough and thin-soiled localities (Dsc. 2.173. 
1-2, Col. 11.3.54-55, cf. Timocl. ap. Ath. 13.567e). Plin. 
(Nat. 13.127,20.165), in an outburst of patriotism, de- 
clared that only the Italian caper should be usedp for- 
eign varieties being ha*rmful. Caper berries (bacuZaej 
Plin. Nat. 25.96) were preserved by being pickled in a mix- 
ture of two-thirds vinegar to one-third brine (Col. 12.7. 
2, cf. Mart. 3.77.5, Alex. Trall. 7.4=2.163 Puschmann), 
caper stalks by being partially dried and then pickled 
(Col. 12.7.5). As was generally the case with plants, 
capers that grew on hills or places without water were 
stronger in power than those growing in fields or gardens 
(Gal. Vict. Att. 2-7). The caper's uses in medicine were 
numerous: to remove obstructions in the liver and spleen 
as here (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 5.12=11.746K, Meth. Med. 13.17= 
10.920K), to induce periods and purge phlegm through its 
bitterness and harshness (Dsc. 2.173.2, Gal. SjmpZ. Med. 
7.10.7=12. ý9-10K, cf. Alex. Trall. 7.3=2.257 Puschmann), as 
a diuretic (Cels. 2.31)p and given with Oxymel at the 
start of a meal to remove kidney stones (Gal. Meth. Med. 14. 
16=10.999-IOOOK, Aff. Ren. 8=19.694K). For the caper as a 
food see: Apic. 4.1.1 and Plaut. Curc. 90; on the caperbush 
in general see: M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible, Cambridge 
1982P p-98 (with photographs). 
62 TtepL auxo116pwv: Orib. derives his information about the 
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Sycamore-fig (Ficus sycomorus L. ) from Gal. (AZim. fac. 
2.35=6.616-617K). It grew mostly in Caria and Rhodes 
and places that were not rich in corn, and the regulari- 
ty of the fruit made it useful in times of famine (Dsc. 
1.27.2, D. S. 1.34.8). Plin. (Nat. 13.56-58, cf. Thphr. 
HP 4.2.1) describes the tree as resembling a mulberry 
in foliage, size, and appearance. The fruit, a sweet 
fig without any seeds inside, was borne not on the bran- 
ches but on the trunk in grape like clusters, a phenome- 
non known as cauliflory (see the photograph and descrip- 
tion of the Sycamore-fig in M. Zohary, Plants of the 
Bible, Cambridge 1982, pp. 6B-69). The fertilization of 
the Sycamore-fig by wasps is vital to the ripening of the 
fruit# but then no seeds are produced since the ovaries 
are converted into galls which make the figs inediblei 
to prevent the setting of this type of fruit the tree 
was incised with an iron hook (cf. also Ath. 2.51b). As 
Gal. says, the fruit was sweet (Dsc. 1.127.1) and cool- 
ing (Ath. 2.51cr Alex. Trall. 1.16=1.585 Puschmann), al- 
though Str. (17.2.4) records that it was not prized for 
its taste (see also V. Reichmann, 'Feige (Sykamore), RLAC 
7 (1968), pp. 683-689). 
63 TEEPIL TEEPCI&C XCLPTEOG: Perhaps because of the strangeness 
of the subject Orib. quotes his source (Gal. Alim. fac. 2. 
36=6.617K) with only a few minor alterations. The persea 
(Mimusops Schimperi Hochstett, see M. Schnebel, Die Land- 
wirtschaft im HeZZenistischen Xgypten, Munchen 1925t PP. 
312sq. ) was apparently brought from Persia, where it pro- 
duced a poisonous fruit, to EgyptF where alone it pro- 
duced an edible fruit (Gal. Comp. Med. 2.2=12.569KF SYMP. 
Caus. 3.4=7.227K, Sem. 2.1=4.603K, Ps. Arist-Plant. 821a 
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33-37, Plin. Nat. 15.45, and Sch. Nic. Ther. 764 where 
Bolus, a pupil of Democritus, is quoted as saying that 
the persea was used by the Persians to kill sentenced 
criminals; cf. also Ael. NA 10.21, Paus. 5.14.3). However 
D. S. (1.34.7) believed that it was introduced into Egypt 
from Ethiopia by the Persians when Cambyses conquered the 
area. Str. (17.2.2 and 4) supports this view by saying 
that the persea was found only in Egypt and Ethiopia. 
Thphr. (HP 2.2.10,3.3.5, CP 2.3.7) reports that attempts 
to grow the persea elsewhere, for instance at Rhodes, 
were a failure as the tree only got as far as flowering 
and bore no fruit. The tree is mentioned frequently in 
papyri (e. g. POxy 2969.11,53.7,1188.3). The tree bore 
abundant fruit# as large as a pear, oblong, almond-shaped, 
and grass-green in colour (Thphr. HP 4.2.5, Plin. Nat. 13. 
60, cf. Plu. Mor. 378c and J. Gwyn Griffiths ad loc., 
Aberystwyth 1970, pp. 536-537; there is a black and white 
photograph of perseas found in Tut-ankh-Amon's tomb in 
W. J. Darby, P. Ghalioungui, and L. Grivetti, Food: The 
Gift of Osiris, London 1977, vol. 2, fig. 18.20), whose 
sweet and easily digested flesh was good for the stomach 
(Dsc. 1.129). 
64 TEEpt XLTpCOU: This passage is excerpted from Gal. (AZim. 
fac. 2.37.2-3=6.618-619K). Dsc. (1.115.5) says that al- 
ternative names were MT15Lnet, IIEPCYLXdLl and xC15P6unAcL (the 
latter because the green unripe citron resembles the un- 
ripe cedar-cone; or because cedar and citron trees have 
spines around the leaves, Ath. 3.84d; or more fancifully 
because the fruit and leaves had the smell of cedar, Isid. 
Orig. 7.7.8), and that the fruit is oblongo wrinkled, 
golden, strongly-perfumed, with a seed like that of a 
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pear. They are first mentioned in Greek literature by 
Antiph. (ap. Ath. 3.84a-b) in the first half of the 3rd 
c. B. C. as coming from Persia. Thphr. (HP 4.4.2), after 
describing the tree in detail, reports that its habitat 
was Persia and Media, and adds that the fruit was not 
eaten but was placed among clothes to keep away moths, 
and its juice was used as an emetic with wine to bring up 
poison (cf. Ath. 3.84d-85c). Verg. (G. 2.126 and Serxi. 
ad loc., is the first Latin author to mention the citront 
and he also refers to it as from Media. That Juba II of 
Mauretania (c. 50B. C. -A. D. 24) mentions the citron im- 
plies that it had been naturalised in Africa along the 
Mediterranean coast (Ap. Ath. 3.83b). In Petr. (38.1) a 
guest at Trimalchio's dinner relates to Encolpuis that the 
millionaire's estates grew citria (a conjective of 
Jacobi for Ms. credrae: see M. S. Smith ad loc., oxford 
1975, p. 83), but the general tone of the passage must 
surely be a joke at the expense of the gullible guest 
(cf . P. A. George, 'Petroniana , CQ n. s. 17 (1967) , p. 130) 
plu. (Mor. 733e) reports that in his day older people 
were unused to such novel items of food as citrons. BY 
the 4th c. A. D. the tree was acclimatised in Italy, and 
pall. (4.10.16) talks of the citrons produced on his es- 
tates in Sardinia in the district of Neapolis. Citron 
trees were best grown in the sun in porticos and kept cov- 
ered during the winter (Gp. lo. 7.11) for they were killed 
by frost and cold (Gp. 10.7.10). Gal. (SimpZ. Med. 7.12. 
19=12.77K) says that the flesh and skin were eaten (swe- 
eter varieties must have been developed), but that the 
seeds were inedible (but cf. Gal. SimpZ. Med. 4.7=11.646K 
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where citron seeds are said to have a hot and bitter taste) 
Conversely Plin. (Nat. 13.103, cf. Nic. AZex. 533) thought 
that the whole fruit was lexecratum ... odore et amaritu- 
dine', yet like Orib. prescribed it to strengthen the 
stomach (Nat. 23.105, cf. Sim. Seth. S. v- XCTPCX = p. 52 
Langkavel). 
The problem faced when discussing KCTPLOV is whether 
the word is a specific term for the citron, or a generic 
term for citrus fruits. Most writers (e. g. E. H. Warming- 
ton, The Commerce between the Roman Empire and India, 2nd 
edn., t London 1974, p. 218; B. Flower and E. Rosenbaum, The 
Roman Cookery Book, London 1958, p. 53, note 1; F. Olck, 
I Citrone , RE 3 (1899) r col. 2612; W. J. Darby. P. Ghalioun- 
gui, and L. Grivetti, Food: The Gift of Osiris, London 
1977, vol. 2, pp. 703-705; J. M. Riddle# 'Gargilius Martia- 
lis as a Medical Writer', JMH 39 (1984)o p. 422, n. 64) 
are sure that, because of an almost total lack of evi- 
dence otherwise, the only citrus fruit known to the an- 
cients was the citron (Citrus medica L. ), the orange and 
lemon having been introduced by the Arabs to mediaeval 
Europe. In the course of their conquests into Asia and 
Africa far beyond the territory influenced by the Roman 
Empire the Arabs became acquainted with sour oranges (Cit- 
rus Aurantium L. )# which were apparently brought from 
India in the 920's to be sown in Oman, and from there were 
carried to Iraq, Syria, and Egypt; the lemon (Citrus 
limon [L. ] Burm. ) originated in southern China, was men- 
tioned as an Indian fruit by the Arabs in the loth c. 
under the name Z7mu-nah, and by the latter part of the 
12th C. was firmly established in Spain; the lime (Cit- 
rus aurantifolia Swingle) was taken by the Arabs from 
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India to Egypt and Europe at about the same time as the 
sour orange and the lemon (see H. J. Webber and L. D. 
Batchelor (eds. ), Theýýitrus Industry, VOL-1: History, 
Botany, and Breeding, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1943, 
pp. 1-17; also pp. 396-398 on the citron). 
However, S. Tolkowsky (Hesperides: A History of the 
Culture and Use of Citrus Fruits, London 1938, esp. pp. 
1-111) argues for ancient knowledgeýof all the citrus 
fruitse and not alone, for F. Brunet (Oeuvres MbdicaZes 
d'AZexandre de Tralles, Paris 1933p vol. 1, p. 93) translates 
)CuXý) xL'rpCou (Febr. 7:; -1.431 Puschmann) by 'Jus de citron, 
ou d1orangel, and A. C. Andrews ('Acclimatization of Cit- 
rus Fruits in the Mediterranean Region't AgricuZturaZ 
History 35 (1961), pp. 35-46) in general supports Tolkowsky's 
thesis with few modification and amendments. D. Casella 
('La frutta nelle pitture pompe. iane' in G, Macchiaroli 
(ed. ), Pompeianal Naples 1950, pp. 360-364) stated that 
lemons, oranges, and limes were grown in Italy in the lst 
c. A. D., and he based this statement on various mosaics 
and wall-paintings found in Pompeii and Herculaneum; 
however, his assertion that a painting in the House of the 
Ephene (ibid., p. 367 and fig. 46) represents a pineapple 
(Bromelia Ananas L. ) mu st surely render his arguments 
suspicious as pineapples are definitely from America. 
Likewise a large part of Tolkowsky's argument rests on 
fruits depicted on mosaicst wall-paintings, and sculptures, 
but an examination of some of his examples reveals how 
difficult his argument is to support: mosaic 9992 in the 
Museo Nazionale of Naples shows three birds perched on the 
edge of a large basin which rests on a square pedestal 
(photograph in M. Grant# Nerop London 1970# p. 194). To 
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the bottom right of the picture is a feline creature# to 
the left a spherical orange fruit with some dark green 
pointed leaves still attached. Tolkowsky believes it is 
an orange, yet it could equally well be a pomegranate, 
especially because of what appears to be protuberance at 
the end facing the viewer as on a pomegranate. The garden 
room from the House of Livia at Prima Portal whose frescoes 
have now been removed to the Museo Nationale in Rome, is 
also thought by Tolkowsky to show orange and lemon trees, 
although with artistic licence bearing quinces, the ex- 
planation being that at the time of composition the cit- 
rus trees had not become sufficiently acclimatised in 
Italy to bear fruit. In a detailed study of the paint- 
ing, M. M. Gabriel (LiVia's Garden Room at Prima Portal 
New York 1955, pp. 32sq. ) lists the numerous trees and 
plants depicted such as viburnum, oleander, cypress, 
quince, pomegranate, spruce, laurel, pine, oak, and arbut- 
us, but she makes no mention of citrus trees, and the 
round and orange fruits certainly look like quinces and 
pomegranates. A mosaic probably from Tusculum and housed 
in the Museo Nazionale at Rome (No. 58596: for photograph 
see W. J. Jashemski, The Gardens of Pompeiij HercuZaneum 
and the ViZZas Destroyed by Vesuvius, New York 1979, fig. 
419), divided into three bands separated by thin brown 
lines, shows some ill-executed birds in the top and bot- 
tom sections, and in the central band a line of six 
fruits resting on some dark green leaves ('possibly orange 
leaves' according to Tolkowsky). Even if Tolkowsky's 
interpretation of the fruits as being, from left to right, 
an apple, a lemon, a sour orange, a citron, a sweet orange, 
and a lime is rather too trusting of the clumsy rendering, 
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the second fruit from the left at first sight appears to 
be a lemon. Unless looking more closely it is regarded 
as a citron, and the knobbly pale yellow fruit third from 
the right is a pine-cone, since similar representations 
of the latter appear frequently in Roman art in scenes 
of cornucopia (tee also Orib. 1.13.6n. for pine nuts in 
cooking), and the two 'oranges' and the 'lime' could 
equally well be apples (photograph of a citron in M. 
Zohary, Plants of the Bible, Cambridge 1982, p. 123). The 
fruit that was sold to me in a Naples fruit market in 
August 1984 as a Icedrol had a slightly bubbled skin, but 
otherwise resembled the fruit second from the left in the 
mosaic, and if the artist was wanting the proportions to 
be correct then the fruit is far too large to be a lemont 
yet the proportions would be roughly suitable if it were 
a citron and the fruit third from the left were a pine- 
cone. Tolkowsky also cites as evidence the mosaics of 
Santa Costanza in Rome, built between 320 and 330 as the 
mausoleum for Constantine's daughter: certainly yellowish 
oblong fruits are represented (A. Grabar, The Beginnings 
of Christian Art 200-395t trans. S. Gilbert and J. Emmons, 
London 1967, plates 202,206,2o71 W. F. Volbach, Early 
Christian Art, London 1961, plates 32-35), but need they 
be lemons or even citrons? It is far more likely that 
they are pomegranates, for in Christian symbolism these 
fruits alluded to the Church because of the inner unity 
of the countless seeds in one fruit, and, since in pagan 
mythology they were an attribute of Proserpina and the 
return of spring and rejuvenation of the earth ('Symbol 
der Zeugung und Fruchtbarkeit', J. Murr, Die Pflanzen- 
welt in der Griechischen MythoZogie, Innsbruck 1890 (repr. 
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Groningen 1969), pp-50-51; cf. also Jul. 0r. 5.176b), 
they also came to represent the hope of immortality and 
I 
resurrection (G. Ferguson, Signs and SymboZs in Christian 
Art, New York 1961, p. 37). A fruit imbued with such con- 
notations would surely strike a greater chord in a Christ- 
ian tomb than a citron, even if, as M. Gough argues (The 
Origins of Christian Art, London 1973, p. 80), the mosaics 
were 'blatantly Dionysiac', hence the reason for Santa 
Costanza being known in the Renaissance as the ITempio 
di Bacco'. 
Archaeology too cannot furnish any conclusive evidence: 
in the course of her excavations of the cities buried by 
Vesuvius in A. D. 79, W. F. Jashemski (The Gardens of Pompeii, 
Herculaneum and the Villas destroyed by Vesuvius, New 
York 1979) came across earthenware pots bored with breath- 
ing holes for the roots of trees planted therein (pp. 29 
and 240), a practice associated today with citrus treest 
and root cavities that may have belonged to lemon trees, 
although equally well to citron trees (pp. 285 and 295). 
In the House of the Fruit Orchard on the Via dell' Ab- 
bondanza in Pompeii is a painting of a female oriole in 
what could be a lemon tree, but again a citron tree can- 
not be ruled'out (plate 420). 
The literary evidence is slight. Sch. Nic. Atex. 533 
says: Tb 1,1716LX6V UfiXOV, 6 60TL Tb VEPCiVrCLOV. The 
Byzantine and Modern Greek for the bitter orange is 
vEP&VTCL, but even Tolkowsky admits that it is impossible 
to affix a date to the scholion. Hsch. (S. V. ULTPCov) ex- 
plains RLTPCOV as T6 'I'V8LX6V 11fiXOV, and Tolkowsky haz- 
ards that this could be referring to the orange. The 
Babylonian Talmud (Succ. 36a) talks of a 'spherical cit- 
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ron', but this cannot be used as evidence for the cul- 
ture of oranges in the Roman period. No ancient authort 
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even in the most detailed accounts of the properties and 
growing of UCTPLO'Vp remarks on what surely are wide dif- 
ferences between oranges, lemons, and citrons. It is 
true that special sorts of citron were grown, for in- 
stance U6XCLVCL RCTPLCL after grafting with an apple tree 
cutting (Gp. 10.7.8) and 6PUDP& XCTPLCL after grafting 
with a mulberry tree cutting (Gp. 10.7.12, cf. Pall. 4. 
10.16, although Mr. R. Kerby, the Assistant Curator of 
the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh, says in a letter 
that he would question strongly the grafting of 'Citrus' 
Rutaceae on to 'Pomegranate, Punicaceae as the families 
are not even closely related), and round glass jars or 
clay moulds in the shape of a human or animal face could 
be fixed at an early stage around the fruit to produce 
unusually shaped citrons (Gp. 10.7.6,10.9.1-3). But 
these are not examples of ancient ignorance to explain 
the different citrus fruits available as Tolkowsky postu- 
lates. It is interesting to note that perhaps the most 
important factor in the spread of the citron tree through 
the Mediterranean was the adoption around 136 B. C. of the 
fruit in place of the cedar cone by the Jews as part of 
the ritual of the Feast of the Tabernacles (see I. Erich, 
'The Influence of Religion on the Spread of Citrus', 
Science 129 (1959), pp. 179-186, where however it is also 
argued that the citron was used by the Jews long before 
the 2nd century B. C. ). 
65 TtepL -r6V dLY6LCOV (PUTCOV: On this section Daremberg (p. 581) 
understandably remarks: 'Nous ne savons pas pourquoi 
orib. a rattach6 au premier livre ce chapitre, qui parallt 
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avoir plus de rapport avec le commencement du second, oiý 
il est 4galement question d'herbes potag&res'. There 
I 
were three types of wild plant, those which grew outside 
the area of cultivation or fallow ground or pasture, those 
found in pasture, and those growing in fallow fields. 
Wild plants supplied the deficiencies of the farinaceous 
diet of the poor, and added a relish to plain food (see 
J. M. Frayn, Wild and Cultivated Plants, JRS 65 (1975), 
pp. 32-38 and A. C. Andrews 'Alimentary Use of Hoary Mus- 
tard in the Classical Period', Isis 34 (1942-1943), p. 
162: '(Hoary mustard, Sinapus incana L. ) ... remained a 
wild plant of no economic importance, belonging to the 
category of wild herbs commonly used by country people to 
supplement their larders'). Wild vegetables such as wild 
lettuce, gum succory (or wild chicory, Cichorium intybus 
L: 'on the Continent, especially in Belgium, the young 
and tender roots are boiled and eaten with butter like par- 
snips, and form a very palatable vegetable', M. Grieve, A 
Modern Herbal, Harmondsworth 1976, pp. 197-199), chervil, 
gingidium, and chicory were all xca16xwa (Gal. Bon. MaL. Suc. 
S. B=6.794K, cf. Diff. Feb. 1.4=7.285K)i but were neverthe- 
less considered fit to cook (Diocl. ap. Ath. 2.68d, cf. Pl. 
R. 2.372c6); travellers have made mention of the consump- 
tion of wild herbs in Greece today, for example K. Andrews 
(The Flight of Ikaros, Harmondsworth 1984, p. 104): 'We 
all sat down at a table and the soldier's mother brought 
plates of bitter berbs in olive-oil'; ibid. (p. 177): 'The 
boy's mother brought us a dish of mountain herbs for our 
supper'; and P. Levi (The Hill of Kronosp London 1980, p. 
129): 'On Sundays the whole of Athens goes on excursions 
far into the country ... the women ... spreading out in 
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battle order over entire hillsides in search of wild 
salad. And at stripping an archaeological site of its 
irises and anemones they are more damaging than the most 
voracious herd of goats'. 
T6V dLXCLV5G)5C)V: A little before the passage Orib. ex- 
cerpts here, Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.39.3=6.623K) lists what he 
means by dL'KCL'VO65Tj: golden thistle, spindle thistle, eryngol 
blessed thistle, white thistle, and pine thistle. They 
were eaten raw dipped in garum and vinegar, and with olive- 
oil poured over them after they had been boiled in water 
(Gal. AZim. fac. 2.50.1=6.635-636K). Apic. (3.16) suggests 
dipping herbae rusticae in liquamen, olive-oil and vine- 
gar, or cooking them in a pan with pepper, cumin, and 
mastic berries. Artichokes (xLvdpa) when hard and woody 
engendered melancholic. bile, and Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.50.2= 
6.636-637K) advises thoroughly boiling them and eating 
them with olive-oil, garum, wine, and coriander. 
6LpCcyTTjQ yfjQ: The Mss of Orib. (Raeder, p. 27; Darembergr 
p. 73) are hesitant over the correct reading, the first 
hhnd of A recording dplj a correction in a second hand re- 
cording &PCOTTIC, which is also the reading of C; on the 
other hand, the Mss of Gal. (Helmreich, p. 307) appear to 
be unanimous in their approval of 6LPTL. Although Orib. 
does occasionally select a different word from Gal. to 
express himself, the general sense of what he says re- 
mains the same (e. g. 1.61n. : T& c7TtXdLyXvcL for CMXfiva XCLL 
ATtcLp; see also 1.55n. ), and this rather argues against 
&pCoTTIC. In view too of Gal. 's preference nepL TCav 
6LTtCLXIBV dLHCLVOC)V to pluck them before they have become 
withered and hard Mlim. fac. 2.29.3=6.623K) and the paral- 
lel phrase &VCC7XOVTCL TfiQ YfiQ dPTL T& TOLCLOTa (px5Ta (AUM. fac. 
0 
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2.50.1=6.63 5K) , the reading 
6LPTL Tfir. of Daremberg (19.0 
il faut en excepter les plantes 
4pineuses, au moment oL 
elles sortent deterre') is preferable to Raeder's 
6LpbjTnQ yfiC (Rasario, p. 218, evidently came to the same 
conclusion as Raeder: 'spinosos qui in terra optima 
exoriunturl), although it could perhaps be argued that 
&xava6671 grown in good soil would be more succulent than 
those grown on poor ground, and this may have been on the 
copyist's mind when making his transcription (cf. perhaps 
Mnesith. Ath. ap. Gal. Alim. fac. 2.59.2=6.645K: T6 XCLT& y% 
TZECPUXbC t8d)8LIi6v tOTL). 
0 
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TEXT AND TRANSLATION 
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OPIBA, '&". '., IOT IATPIK-QN 1'fNAr-Qr-Q, %' 
BIBAION 6' 
I 
i. `Ex T%7uv raxinvoG, itepi ircipcccx£u4c rpogiuv. 
TO &f cvccT6Triv 81UPCIv 6Tav tbc XM 7rT"Cwct. T6v 6vopcLZ6- I 
A(VOV TOTOV 7rOlOOclv- Ta6Tqv b' a&rhv icai Thv Ti'qiilv, icaO6, ncp iai 2 
Thv Kpleiv, dprolroloocl 
* 
7TTiCCOVT(C 6POiWC' IlPpa 'r&p IXOUCIV (EWOCV. 
-av 7rup6)v b' dlccelvTwv, 4ET Tic 6wocucac T6 l(7TT6TfpOV &CUPOV It 
0 dpTOUC IK 100 X017100 7TOtjCatT0 TOOC 7TITUPtTac 6vogaZop(vouc, ctXt- 
0 , (V[Tac bt icait ccpabal[Tac IK TOO XU6apWT&TOU. Z6971C bt WICIOVOC 4 
XpýZouctv ol xaeapol i(ait palaXOAvat blOVTal lJallOV OOX (WC TIE 
pcra Thv 16pi1v h Thv p4laEtv 6nTaceat* Toic bt mwimc dpicd - 
Kal NP71 PPaXda Xal P6XCLEIC dCo(VhC Kall XP6vOC 6X(TOC. OGTW bt 6 
Kal TAc 6? rTAccwc aOAc paxp(nipac ptv ol xaRapoi. OpaxuT(pac b' ol 
ITITVPITCLI blOVTal. T6 P(TCLE6 bt TCUV KaeapWT&TUIV Kail ýtMaPUYT&TUIV 6 
OU'K 6Xi*f OV ICTI ITI&TOC IV T17U paXA6V TC Kai ATTOV * (CII bt kal P(COV 
elboc dxpipibc aOTt7uv Ol aOT66poi Te xdt cu-p(opicTol irpocayop(u6p(vot. 
IE dbictxpiTWV ? LXC6PWV, Ph XWPtIOPIVOU 'TOO * 7TITUPthbOUC dIT6 100 
wa0apoO, Tiv6pcvoL IX TIBV VIWV KpI9tbV 4PPVY(IC17UV CUPPITpWC T6 
X61XICTOV dX(pllrOV 'riVETCtt* T6Tujv b' dITOPOOVT(C IVI'OTC KdK T17UV 
axlwv aOlat cxtudZopcv. dwbCuv b'ZvTwv dn6vTwv Sca xalCuc lcxcu- A 
6COrl, PAICT6 IcTtv c"bij T& IX TCUV dpiCTWV Kall VIUIV WPIMV 'JIV6- 
pEva Ph 7T6vu Erlp6v lxoucCuv T6v cT6xuv. tv lect b* Im 7roUoic 9 
Tt7uv OTlcxtv6VTWV lnlIT6TTctv aOT& CIPakp ý OTIVIP TXUKEI fi OIVOP(XITI 
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THE FOURTH BOOK OF THE MEDICAL COMPILATIONS OF ORIBASIUS 
From the works of Galen on the preparation of food. 
I 
Whenever people winnow as one ought the best emmer 
2 they make what is called tragos. The same grain as well 
as einkorn, along with barley too, they make into bread 
after winnowing in an identical fashionj for these grains 
3 have a husk on the outside. As for wheats that have been 
milled, if after sieving off-the finest meal one makes 
bread from what remains behind, then these breads are cal- 
led 'bran-loaves', whereas from the refined meal one 
4 makes siZignitai and semidaZitai breads. White breads 
want more leaven and require rather to have been kneaded 
and to be baked not straightway but after leavening or 
kneading; for bran-loaves on the other hand a little yeast 
and gentle kneading and a short space of time suffice. 
5 Thus white breads require longer baking, whilst bran- 
6 loaves require shorter baking. There is a considerable 
difference between the whitest breads and the darkestj a 
difference which is occupied by intermediate categoriesl 
I however, there is also a class of bread that holds a mid- 
dle point exactly between the-two types of bread: it is 
called 'wholemeall or 'unrefined', beceause it is made 
from unsifted meal, or in other words flour from which the 
7 bran has not yet been separated. From young barley that 
has been moderately parched comes the best barley meal; 
on occasion when we lack this sort of groats we prepare 
8 them from other grains. Of a wholesome smell are all 
groats that have been properly preparedt especially what- 
ever has been made from the best young barley which does 
not have a completely dry ear. It is the habit of many 
people who are in sound health to sprinkle the barley 
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ucti wou Kal Obcm xcLI Trivciv tv Tib elp(l Trph , BuOt'v 
1-ý TP'Cuv %bPCuv TOG 
10 iourpoo, ma vactv cdceaveceat -rýo w6pcxioc 
abiWou. TivovTai b* lK 
11 'rj, V aXq)iTU)V Kdt pUcu ObCtTt 9UPCE01VTUJV. X6vbpoc bt ioO ptv yivouc 
12 lcr*i TCuv TrupCuv* iTpoc? Xctv bt Xph T6V VOOV TOTC IE 6TOO T6TOU 
CKEUCLZOPIVOIC ý0q)APaciv. xux6c -rap ICTIV 05TOC abToo PEPITPIVOC 
ýban, Kal TrkEiCTnC bc6pcvoc ltphccwc Ucm=4 ptv To6c cxcu&ZovTcLc, 
ýuc ctOT&pxwc lyylpivoc, 6 pixp%7uc bl PkallT(t TOU VOCOOVTCLC* JV 
13 -r6xci -r&p cuvic-raTcti xdt lTaXývmt bt& T6 i(oXXdjbilc dvat. XPý TOiVUV 
CybaTt Trctiu7r6XXw pivýwac ITO &VOp6KUJV IYCIV bri TACICTOV &V60W ly 
XIVOOVTac, PIXPIC &V lynOý, TnVixaOTCL b' ITUPOWEIV AbIl KCýl TUiv 
ilXti)V' T6 b" Umov d xcýi xaT" &PX&C (601WC dvapilatc, 6blv pXa. 
14 YOC. Tolc b' ftaivOuclv, 6TCEV 7rOTl bi& býEtv cq)obp&v TCLCTp6C fi 
XoXtubCuv bilEobov bolOtbo oo(pipaTOC, lyi7uvrac Xpý plXpi 7TWICTOU 
i6v x6vbpov tbc fcvlcOat TctKep6v, ETTCL TOPUACCLVTCLC LbC 6POIWOýVCtj 
16's TrTICCtVrIC xult7u billeTIPIVW, TIIVIKCLOTCt bib6vctt ýoq)dv. h 6PTUCIC 
I It 6Til Tlvic()uJ Tq) TrXuTt7u x6vbptp. nTtc&vn bt wpocily6vTwc cy-cuac". 
C(TUl, 6TaV Int 7TXc! cTov ? Lvoib4CaCa T6Xlg XCET61 T4V IYYICIV, dTCE jl(T& 
TaftTa bt& 11C11CLIKOO ITUP6C dXpt 7rOXXOO XUXWOI. IliTVUTcEt b' CE6TJ 
IN KaT' IKEIVOV T6V xatp6v 6Eoc, 6Tctv dvotbAcTj T(Iiwc* bpOýc b' dxpt. 
Pax -fivopivnc. ineppakkav XA -rooc ELXCLC Xmok 00 7TOX0 TIP6 rhc 
lbwbAc' Acuov bt Kdl d XaT* dpX4C f. ýOJWC IpOW01C, 00 Pkdy(IC 
1 8UOZV CDVG Daremberg: 60LOEV C2: 66o G: bUCtv Raeder 
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with reduced wine or sweet wine or honeyed wine and then 
to drink' it with water in the summer two or three hours 
before bathing, and they say they have discovered a thirst- 
10 quenching drink. There is also made from groats kneaded 
11 into a paste with water barley-cakes. Chondros is manu- 
12 factured from a type of wheat; one must pay attention to 
the soups made from this particular grain; for its juice is 
mixed with water, and although needing a lot of boiling it 
deceives those who are preparing it as being sufficiently 
boiled, and so causes not a little harm to invalidsl the 
reason for this is that it quickly sets and thickens 
13 through being glutinous. Hence one should boil it on the 
coals with plenty of water for as long as possible stir- 
ring it with dill until it has been cooked, and then one 
should immediately add some salt; it you also mix in oil 
14 right from the start you will cause no harm. In the case 
of healthy people, whenever they have need of a soup be- 
cause of severe mordant pain of the stomach or evacua- 
tion of bilious excrements, it is necessary for them to 
boil chondras for a long time so that it becomes softe and 
then to stir it in order to render it like the strained 
juice of pearl-barley, and finally to give it to drink. 
15 The seasoning can be the same as for refined chOndras. 
16 Pearl-barley is suitably prepared when it has swelled to 
its fullest extent during boiling, then after this put on 
a gentle flame until it has wholly converted into juice. 
17 There is mixed with it vine-gar-at that precise moment 
18 when it has completely swelled; when it is carefully boil- 
ed one must add fine salt, but not too much, for edibili- 
tyl and if you should wish to add oil at once from the 
start you will not harm the boiling; it is not necessary 
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TijV i4MCIV* Ob phV dXXO TI XPh IJITV6(IV 8TI 114 WP&COU PpCtXO Kdt 
19 dVýOOU, Kdl WOW 606C IV dPXj. bd bi itpoppilawac IV Obcat TAv 
tbphv Tmc6vrlv In' 6liTov, cha lppcLX6vTac Gutfq Tpiottv bt& Tl7uv Xct- 
PCUV IXOUCIBV IV lauTa^lc in Tpctxý, KaealTEP 6 CnaPTOC ICTIV tE ou, 
to TrAlKnuciv Oirobýwctw ioic imoZvTtioic. 8poc W faw TAc Tpt'Wtwc 
6ffopp6ycu T6 irpocxEi'pcvov lippa* icfiv bt ph Trav dTroitlcTj T6 dXu- 
pt7)bfC, h tyllOCICCE IrTIC&Vll ýUnTIKUrrlpa PIV TiV(TCU, 916Ptlv W o0bc- 
21 piaV ITIPaV 7TPOCTPIP(Tai. XcipicTil bt mucicia ITTICdVrIC ICTtV, 61aV 
01 U(l7f(lPOl TPtqlaVlr(C CIOAV jJPAV IV OU191 p(O* ýbcaoc. fTO* lyhcaYT(c 
JTF* @')XjTOV. tpp&XWCI T6 WCEXOýp(VOV lyllp& T( Utl CIPCtIOV* lViOTIE bt 
i XCII p(Xt Kdl KýPIVOV fiPa T06TOIC IMPORIOUCto l(UXCtDVCI PEMOV A 
tt n-T161VTIV nCPCLCKEUdZOVT(C. n(Cpa yiV(TC(l KAXICTOV 6 KCAOOCI 4paXO- 
nTIC6VIIV, OOK TICW TIL p(TPtP 111TVýM(C. d1l" AaTTOV TIC TITICdVTIC. tbC 
fiv Xulovpivnc Ti ra'i tic 8-rxov alPoPlvnC PiTav* 01 qPaKol T&P lytb- 
. 11 ptiot PpaXO wpocavoibi'mouciv. A -rc phv dpiructc h. -- UOTh Kdit 706TW 
TtD lb! CPCLTI Tj K=& ThV TrTIC&VTIV ICTL WXýV 6TI WPOPCIC fi TljXOUC 
týWaXXopiwic hbiwv Tc Spa Kal OncnTOT(Pa TiMal, =Iccivnc 00 
N XatpOýCTJC TOýTOIC, dkk* 6PKOUPIVIIC dV4Ot! J K6 TrPdCy p6VkP. 14OXOn, 
poTdTTI b' Icirl CKcuacia ipai(Ac h bt& Tori cipcdou Toic TrokloiclOw6 
22; TtBv paT(I'pwv cxcuaZopivil. xpiac bt Xot-poov (1 0061(1 cvvcyciv. irl 
piv n-ricdvg Trp6cVa-rOV, KCLI p6lic-ra io0c n6bac, Tt W. opaKI Tapl- 
Xnp6v 6pp6TTov c6pAcctc. j)Cw(P Tc T6 PUME6 Toýqwv. 5 vtallc 6vo- 
TEOUOtQ G Daremberg et Raeder: TZXOUCCOLC codd. 
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to mix in anything else except a little leek and dill, and 
19 these right at the beginning. One should soak in water 
0 
beforehand raw pearl-barley for a little while, and then 
on putting it in a mortar pound it with the hands while 
holding something rough, such as Spanish broom from which 
20 they plait shoes for beasts of burden. Let the limit of 
the pounding be the moment when one has thoroughly removed 
the surrounding husk; if however not all the chaff has 
come off, then the barley will be somewhat darker after 
being boiled, but it does not inflict any harm besides. 
21 The worst method of preparing barley is when cooks after 
pounding it raw in a mortar with water, then boiling it 
a little, add what is called 'reduced' or Idiminuted' wine; 
sometimes they even add honey and cumin along with these 
wine preparations# and so make a hotchpotch rather than 
22 barley-soup. There is an excellent food which people call 
lentil-and-barley soup, where they add the barley and len- 
tils not in equal measure, but instead less barley, since 
it would thicken the juice during decoction and also gain 
a great deal of weight; for lentils on the other hand# when 
23 they are boiled, swell up only to a small degree. The 
seasoning is of course the same for this food as for 
pearl-barley, except that when savory or pennyroyal have 
been put in as an addition it becomes more pleasant and 
easier to digest, whilst pearl-barley is unsuitable with 
these seasonings, and suffices with just dill and leeks. 
24 There is a thoroughly wretched method of Preparing a len- 
til dish perpetrated by cooks for many people using re- 
25 duced wine. If you wish to boil pork, either when fresh 
with pearl-barley# particularly the trotters, or with 
lentils when pickled, you will find suitable as being the 
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1 
P&Zouct. 14 4pcLK4jjTTtc6Lvv) %pAcipov 
dc hbovAv -TE 'Kaý% lt'Wlv' Y'CL'k6v 
v , &t ykul, ýopaxA, tal Tto), 16 bd ME wa. I OPMJLý 
nliov 6Lklsjv TA VLPOIJ - Oullot. ima"Imb-t(pot lap otnoc. xoxox6vTn 
V flx6-rwc 6pvtfivy %atpu bt& Thy 6baTtbbq Ttot6T? Iya 61i(PuTov cmap. 
%oucav 6ý* n6vra -I&p 6ca ioiaOm bptplctv fi 611civ h akwjpoic 
fi Auxo1c dvctpiTvuceat bdTat Xupoic, d 1AMot jAiTE 6TIbA Irpoh- 
meat pAyc vaVTmLbctc IpTRcceat Tok XapoZvowac. AbicTov b* IcTIV VA 
1b(CPCt KOXOK4VTn PET& TaPiXOUC tv Xo? r6bi cmacetica. p6licra el T6 
T6piXoc eful irt7jv TTOYTIKIZV TCUV ICLXOVPIVWV JAWWV. TaC Toylulibac, !9 
fic xat PouvidbaC KaXOOCIV, IM ITUOV I4PdV Xpj* K&WcTat bo dov 
al bic tyllOdcat. xa*t h ToO dpou bt ýtZct ? rcipa7tlrlciujc IcOicirat T4 30 
Tfic -foTyultiboc. Iv Xtbpaic bi Tict tp6ciat bptuulrlpae xaT& bi KvpA- 31 
vtlv (pndtv tXcTat -rt7u qpu-rCu T6-rw Trp6c Thv Trap' hwiv ythpav- 
fil(tCTa -fdp ICTI TappaKW^b(C o(al bpt; LO T6 dpov 1v bittivotc Toic Y6- 
Trotc, d)c Kal -rt7uv -roT-ful'ibwv (Tvat Xprlct; jjj-rcpov. Kdt TO ToO bpa- $2 
rovT(ou bi 6itav 14, Cuyrcc bic wou ical Tpic oOTwc IcOittv bibopcv. Thv 
bt TOO 4&Cq)ObIXOU CKEU? LZOVTtC IbC TOk SIPAOUC. Iffob&v bt ir& Tot- 21.3 
aOTCE VIC IYIIJPCV, 6TaV bOXj pcTp*tu)c Ixtiv 14WIccuK, 16 irp6T(POV 
Obwp dwoklowac Iýtp6llctv 7rpocAi(cv (Wwc IT(" O(PPIP. rAwma 
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midway point between the two foods that which people 
call 'new', since it is useful with lentil-and-barley 
26 soup both for enjoyment and for digestion. Beet-and- 
lentil stew is also a good food, and one should add a 
large quantity of beets, and quite a lot of salt or sweet 
27 fish-sauce, because in this way it is more laxative. The 
round gourd is naturally suited to marjoram because the 
latter's moist composition is at harmony with it; the 
reason for this is that all such things need to be com- 
bined with harsh or sharp or bitter or salty juices as 
suits them, if it is intended that those who take them 
as part of their diet should neither eat what is unpleas- 
28 ant to the taste nor should be made nauseous. The large 
gourd is extremely pleasant as a food prepared with pick- 
led fish in a casserole, especially if the fish should 
happen to be the sort from the Black Sea which are called 
29 corvi. Turnips, which people also call kohlrabir must be 
boiled for a long time; the best are those that have been 
30 boiled twice. The root of cuckoo-pint is eaten in much the 
31 same way as that of the turnip. - In some places there grows 
a harsher variety; whilst in the countryside around Cyrene 
there belongs to this plant the opposite properties to 
that on the land around us; in fact the cuckoo-pint in 
those places is hardly medicinal and bitter at all, so 
that it is said to be more useful even than the turnip. 
32 After boiling the root of edder-wort two or maybe three 
times we give it thus to eat, whereas we serve the root of 
33 asphodel prepared in a similar way to lupines. Whenever 
we boil these vegetables twice, when it seems best that 
they should undergo only a moderate amount of boiling# 
after pouring away the first lot of water it is a good 
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ndXlv tv IKEN40 KQO(Yciv, JJC Tax(Pikv T(vic0a" XPh Tap PAT( 61POC 
phTf ObaTOC VVXPOO tpaýctv T6 b1c lytbpcvov* o0xjTt -rap dxp, pCuc 
X4 -fivf. TcEt TctxEp6v, oW b lin ITXEICTOV 
ltptC. T06C KOXXI'ctc xph W. 
T(POV IY4CaVTCLC# (IlTa dpl*aVTaC. OGTWC T6 TPITOV ly(! V, dXpIC &V 
TCtX(pOt TIVWVTat* TP6(PIAOI tap OOTO) TCVACovrcEl* 7rp6c 67taTWTAV bt 
yctcTp6c 60c U &pXAc dpTýcctvmc tkaiw, ical ydptp xeCt oolvy ppctX(i 
11-0 Tý yEvogivy ZwpiZ Xpfidat. 7rp6c Totpixciav b' bmAbcict CibACIT6t 
IcTiv 6ca cxktlp6c TE filla Xal ITEPITTWACETIK&C IX(I T&C cdpxac' Tit 
Tap ATOt IT6VU ACtiCtKhV fi 7fdVU ETIP&V KCLI 67TIPITTOV IXOVTa T4v JEIV 
U TOO cjjgaToc obx timýbftct TaptXc6fc6at. T& TON ETIP& ctbiuaTa bict. 
7TaTT6gcva Tolc eLXCIV dppUJTCt TIVETCEt CX(XETIEu6pcva, icct96nfp laywk, 
al bt Tliv 6KACLZ6VTWV TC xal irt6vwv btBv cdpxcc 17ttTAbClOt Tapt. 
XcUc8al, TAV 6TOITIaV tKaTipav IKIT(q)(UTIACti, Eilp6T? ITCL PtV TtZV *f(Tn- 
PCKK6TWV, diicTpov b' OTp6TnTa T17JV VIWV XOiPwv* tbc Tap T& Erlpa, 
ctbpciTa p6pcaic 8pota Ttimat TCtPIXCUOIVTCZ, T6V tVaVTtOV Tp6lrOV 8CCt 
30' Mav 6Tp& btappci xal TAxfTa 
*I 
TOIC dXCIV 6AIX00VTCL bt& TOOTO ON 
00bi Tt7UV IX06WV 6COI JACLkaK6CCIPKOt TI CICI XCLI 67TIPITT04 KCKOet7T(p ol 
71(TPCKIOI XCAWP(VOI Xdl TOV 6V(CXWV 01 IK KCIOCEPCtC OCEMCCTIC, f. IC 
-rctptXciav dclv 17ttTAbctot* xopaxivot bi xdt p6lkot xat nnkcquýbcc, ITI 
Tc c4pbat Ycal capbivat Kal Tit CpEiTavct xaloýjicva TIP6C TaptXclav 
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idea to transfer them at once to another lot of hot water, 
and then to boil'them again in this fresh water, so that 
they become tender; for it is imperative that whatever is 
to be boiled twice should not come into contact with either 
cold air or cold water; this is because it will no longer 
become properly tender, not even if you boil it for a very 
34 long time. One must boil snails a second timep then after 
seasoning one must boil them a third time until they become 
tender; for when they are tender they are nourishing; but 
in order to make them laxative they must be seasoned at 
once right from the start'with a sauce made from olive-oil, 
35 fish-sauce, and a little wine. All flesh that has both a 
hard and at the same time excrementitious composition is 
suitable for preserving; but flesh which has either a 
completely soft or completely dry composition and which 
possesses a simple structure is not suitable for preserving. 
36 In fact dry flesh sprinkled with salt is not fit to be 
eaten on account of it being withered, an example of this 
being hare; but meat from pigs that are fat and in their 
prime are suitable for preserving; but the following two 
types of meat ought to be shunned because of their extra- 
ordinary naturer namely the dryness of old pigs and the im- 
moderate moistness of young porkers; this is because dry 
meat which has been preserved is like leather, whilst in 
contrast all meat that is excessively wet flows away and 
37 is dissolved as it combines with the salt. This is the 
reason therefore why none of the fish that are soft-fleshed 
and plain, such as the so-called 'rock-fish' and the var- 
iety of common hake from clean sea-water, are suitable for 
preserving; but guarracini, corvi, young tunnies, not to 
mention older tunnies or tuna, and the so-cAlled coly- 
25o 
as I=Abcia. xal -tit Kq-rarl bi rZv iDalaTTkuv 4ujv TctpiXcu6pcva Del- 
jjw TIvcTal, lrcpTTwpcrnxhv (XovTa Kait aOTa Týv, Opxa' ljoXOrlpal 
h' al TPITIal lTP6C TCLPlXdav eld bia T6 EtlP&v rat dniptTrov Ixftv 
21) TAV C4pXCL Trp6bnXov W ly To6Twv, dic 6ca 111v CATIPel Kdl vcuptbbil 
Kai etovEl bcppaTj)brl TiveTat -rapiXtuelvTcz, Wcuma lrrdvTa IcTjv- -r& 
W tvavTiwc biaTtelpeva kc=op(pl plv a&6L yivecOut, lmývctv b' 
40 IcMwEva ToOc 7raXck v, dt icoXljjbcic xupoýc- dpic-ra W Im TOY tic 
Ip4v ndpav 1106vTwv -r& -it rabctptK& -rapixq (c6pbac W or&rk xa- 
XOOCIV 01 VOV) 071 T( IK TOO TT6vTou xoptUpcvot pMot* bcu-rIpav b* 
In' a6TOIC IXOUCI T6EIV OT TE KOPCXXTIVOI Kai h iMXap6c Kai T& CapEiTaVa 
41 xaXoýpcva. ITxigaloc Itfic dpcivuri TivcTal I& IT&na IcT& TlZv Tcpv6v- 
0 'EW; 16%0 
I 
Kal dildoov 42 Twv xal 6(ppatv6VTUlV CKEUCECOCIC. T6V X(UX6V - 
ZwW6V-cKcuiZ(lV IE C-b=oc p6vou xdt ilaiou walt &Aeou wal 7rpacou 
PPaXIOCp aCJVCVIIPITPUJV ITr(; lpdXAOjJIVWVjJ(T61 TýV(%PTjClVTAVaýT(jpjrr,. 
49 -r6 d(piwnpa rzv nlclawv h xal w6yrtuy. I(p' 6cov &v lyic Xp6vov. 
dAUXlbT(POV dd 'ft#V(Tal, OCUPOV bl Kail nllCp6V* T6 plyTol CT(p(6V 
ct7upa T6 KaTa r6 obwp (wneiv, dnonelpevov IV IKdVW -rac JE dpxlc 
ilTTaPX6CaC aOTCP TrO16MOC. IV NP XP6VY T6 KaXO6PiVOV dTfOl6V T( 
KC11 6baTtZb(C TiVITal, PjT( dXUK6TTITOC IXOV It JJjT( TnKp6TTjTOC ý 
44 CI'CIVCU)G T& 'TOOV 7nKp& (I Wupov fi TPITOV IWýCaj POUIrietITIC, 
Tellwc dnoOAccTat TAv irnxp6TYlTa KCrrdL 76 Obwp. wal IcTat 17zv 
d7ro(wv, 6poiwc i(cnr& T6vk -r6v rp6irov Kal -rij bpi pla JWqejv-ra d? ro_ "cc-rat Thv bptpOTMa* xal brit rZv cTug6vTwv 6 a&r6c 16yoc &pp6TT(IL. 
1 Ccaji6v codd. : deZ. Daremberg. 
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38 mackerels are suitable for preserving. Cetaceous fish are 
better preserved than those freshly caught from the sea, 
since they possess excrementitious flesh; red mullet are 
wretched for preserving because they have dry and plain 
39 flesh. It is evident from these examples that those things 
that are preserved, since they are hard, sinewy, and re- 
semble sk in in texture, are difficult to digest; those 
things that are contrarily composed consist of fine part- 
icles, and on being eaten reduce the thick and glutinous 
40 humours. The pickled fish from Gades, which people now call 
tuna', and the 'corvi which are exported from the Black Sea# 
are the best of those on which my experience has touched; 
guarracini, young tunnies, and the so-called coly-mackerel 
41 take second place to these. All brains are better in every 
42 respect prepared with cutting and heating seasonings. Make 
white sauce and simple sauce from just water, and olive- 
oil, dill, and a small quantity of leeks, while a suitable 
43 measure of salt is added after sufficient boiling. The 
decoction of most or even all these things will always be 
more salty in proportion at the time you spend boiling 
them, and latterly also bitter; however, a solid body 
that is boiled in water which then has removed those qual- 
ities which existed in it right from the beginning becomes 
in time that which people call flavourless and watery, 
possessing neither saltiness nor bitterness or astringency. 
44 If indeed you want to boil bitter things a second or third 
time, this action will transfer completely the bitterness 
to the water# and they will become like those things with 
no flavour; similarly as in tha previous example anything 
harsh in flavour when boiled will have its harshness re- 
moved; and the same argument applies in the case of as- 
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-r6 b' Obwp I; Pw'Pfvov I'd w1clova jp6vov aOT6 iKaO' lauT6 ILXvvctb- 44 
T(POV lavToo TimaL 
'Ex T'Bv T0690u, w(pl cKtuaclac lb(Cpd'TWV' Kcilrat tv 
-rCp TTcpl bial-rqc tv irrp Cz 16ytp np6c TO irikuL 
"Oca Ptv 6TrravT(c wpmTlpopi: v ErLoat'vct* 8ca b' lw6m(c OTpativct, I 
xav Tki) Tj Tkct lupblia 6vraL bia(pipa bt ral -roic Pic-fogivoic 2 
hb6cpctctv, oTov T40 icopt&vvtp tal Tq) dvjOLy xal Tq) xupivw xal TOIC 
Trpdcotc YoCt 6ca d1la firt Kplactv fib6cpara. Xpý b' 6Tt 
ýKicw 
Toic 8 
hb0cpactv tn! Cnlla WOI(IV* T& -fap OOTWC dpn)OIV'FCE KaV " TaCyPt 
lWiCnP& IMV. K61licTa bt Th d7r' dpXjC pqolwa- Xcipw b' 8coic 4 
tE OCTIPOU TI llf[PIPCT(Tat* 6 'T6P ICTI h (WnCIC* irpinot b* fiv Toic 
PtV ICXUPOTIPOIC (IVT6ea Kdi ol Ucc irlciouc dc -rc IKTnEtv TAc Tri- 
juckfic, xal UX(Tat 16 1110V TOOC Uac)* XpIcOat bt irldutp Tdp Trupi* 
T& V lcxvZt xal T& dvailia F. 1 Oiloic 6=6v, Tip palcmunipip TrvpL 6ca & 
bt Kp4a (IITCuv 4 7rpop(iTwv JWCIC, pt-r& OeptAv irpo7rAv, Tqvtxaiha 
Tdp Icirt bucocp61tpa (ital ol XpIOI Kal 01 TPZITOI PRIOV)s Kal T6 
6irTri0tv bucocp6Tcpov fiv ylvotTo. T6Twv be! tv I twice, Ir6 1711- 6 
kpct dq)atpt^tv ical w1cimp Obcm lwtiv xal Td'tc hb6cpactv dkkotoiDv 
xul -r& 6cra TtDv ptv buc6cpwv btax6=ttv tal OXfiv irrdvTa* wp6hot 
Tap 01 PUCIOI 07TOVTal, Kdl ph CEC117T61r(C CICI 117TapJJTCLTOt xal Abi- 
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45 tringent substances. , Water after being boiled for a long 
time will become of its own accord more salty than it 
was. 
2. From the writings of Rufus concerning the preparation 
of foods; this passage comes in the first book of the 
work On Diet, towards the end. 
1 Everything we eat that has been roasted is dry; and 
everything that has been boiled is moist* even if it happens 
2 that these things are by nature different. There is dif- 
ferentiation too in the seasonings that are added, for 
instance between coriander and dill and cumin and leeks and 
3 all other such seasonings as are now used with meats. One 
ought to make things pronounced with seasonings as rarely 
as possible; this is because whatever has been seasoned in 
4 this way is noticeable even in the stomach. The best sea- 
sonings are those which have been mixed in from the begin- 
ning; the worst seasoning is anything that has been mixed 
in later: the reason for this is that the cooking is not 
even; it might be satisfactory in the case of the strongest 
seasonings (where there is more salt during the melting of 
the soft fatj and the fattiness absorbs the salt); use a 
strong fire; but if you want to bake weak and bloodless 
5 foods, use a gentle fire. Boil sheep's and goats' meat 
after the summer solstice; for during the summer solstice 
they have a rather overpowering smell (especially rams and 
billy goats), and on being roasted they become even smell- 
ier. Any cover or lid ought to be removed during boiling 
and one must boil the meat in plenty of water and adjust 
the seasonings to taste and cut through the bones of rank- 
smelling meat and crush them all; for the marrow is the 
first thing to putrefy and yet if it has not putrefied it 
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7 CTOL Tw6cmv b' 6ca irt 6TExa lWdv Ut w6 8ca tic OcTt pov. j[pla 
-rex piv -rCuv 6-rpt'wv ? rdvTa tic Ocupov- -r& bl TCVV Wpwv. 66c piv 
i(alt &OC '(d' CEIT6c CINOICa, Po6c b* tic CcTcpov* 6pv[Owv bi T&c pt. 
-Talac wal 116ac xal dl(x-tpWvac val tpdccav xal wipbtxa ral -rctcuva 
xat 6TYaTAva tic Ccupov- irpv-r6va bi wal mptcupb val xiXictv 
a6Ti'xa* [XeOc bt Trdvlrac (Tt cTraipov-rac- ob y&p blxov-rat 16c IwIl. 
k atok xpijcýC)c. 6ca bl bd ptv &MUiv, IWdv bl, -raOTa -r6 6EoC 
9 Troid WaeUptbT(PCL T6c b' dlcxropibctc xal bubwvq ITX(ovTctc ToC, 
Row dpxd bt xca h bttujEtc* ical y6p d Tt TtDv dTP"uJv dw6 "paC 
tiAc lWotc, oUtv b piTa pipycwc, ph xal Inaivicatc -r& plficuL 
10 Xak6Zac bt T&c tv Tok KplaCl, TtvOplvac b' tv Tolc bciv, hTOO I&C 
Ov 61'Tac hbi-w Thv cdpKa nottiv, T&c bl 711ciOuc OTPOTIPav wal 
11 dilhalpav. nap6ceat pIv ouv ph Xpýdat -rolc irotoCnow d bi wou 
blot, KnPOO TrPOC(pPRICIV PpaXý* 6WTCmac bt ToOc 6PA06C TCU Owdy 
12 xpiav. btaTvtbqj bl, ITI MWOC TOO ICP(t'OU9 d (vact x6-XctZat, irapet 
, rE TO TICuccav am6pcvoc (biacilpativu yap IYTCLOOcl) Ical Toic Trod 
141 TOIC 6inckv- oO -rap b6VC[VTal ? LTp(pdV. 6cot bl GCLccov Po6kovTal 
lwclv, ol ptv virpov IppWouciv, ol b' 6ir6v alipiou. ol bi xilp6v. ol 
bt TAc xp&bTic'xdt lAaUov TOv IPIVCCu*v' oOlrot bl x6l Tolc 67[TWpIVOIC 
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7 is particularly fatty and sweet* One must learn what sort 
of things need to be boiled first, and what sort of things 
need to be boiled later. All meat from wild animals is 
boiled laterl but as for meat from domestic animals# pork, 
lamb, and goat need to be boiled immediately, whilst beef 
is boiled later; on the subject of fowl, large birds, 
marsh birds, chickens# woodpigeons, partridges, pea-fowl, 
and francolins are boiled later;, turtle-doves, pigeons, 
and thrushes are boiled immediately; all fish must be cook- 
ed while they are still quivering; for they do not readily 
8 tolerate being kept. Vinegar makes friable everything 
9 that must be left until the next day and then cooked. As 
for chickens one must chase them, andpour over them some 
vinegar: the chase is worth it; the reason for this is 
that if you were to cook some wild game immediately after 
a huntp no great harm would come to you; even if you did 
not boil it immediately you would praise it most highly. 
10 Consider the fact that a few pimples on meat such as the 
ones that appear on pigs make the flesh more pleasant, 
but a larger number of pimples make the meat more moist 
11 and disagreeable. Therefore try not to use these meats; 
if you do have need of them for some reason or otherl. add 
12 a little bees-wax; smear the roasting-spits with wax. one 
can determine whether the pimples are present even while 
the victim is still alive by examining the tongue (for 
the pimples appear there), and the back feet; for they 
13 cannot stop trembling. Some people add sodium-carbonate 
to everything they want to boil faster# others add asa- 
foetida juicet some bees-wax# others the sap of fig twigs 
and particularly those from wild fig trees; the latter 
also provide a faster cooking time for things being roasted. 
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14 Akcw TAv 6'ffnctv ncLPlxouclv. 6noTP"PP=cL K T6 PvTTLLn6V KCLI T6 
.1 CXCU- I&T14 TAC PIV011c ltdt T6 6IT6 700 CAIVOU Kal 
&a TuptL K6 6EJE 
U(Tat, w6wa cic Trlyiv jAdklCTa, T6 bt lAvTTujT6v btctXwpd Tolic CK6pbotc. 
Irv TTiptbct b' tcfiv (OU'ra xpla, AV UapaXeý WP6 Ac 
(yAcewc xoýt ppcXel 
it; wp6c ptKp6v Oban UwV ixovTt Kal 
Wpou A TAc ipaTopt-favou. 0ý 
bd bt TOOC IX06aC WPOITCACILOOV, 6TI jAh 76C 
fiYaV CKlinpol5c, pnb' 
lEap6cceiv 8-n ; Lh T& Ad6mcr n&v-rac W 6potwc Tolic xplact 7Tpo. 
PpiX(tV ObaTl TO ILXCEC IXOM Kdit T& eýjla' T(OtEiv b' oOTwc ptv rpla 
T& TCUV mpaý6buiv KCLXtDC tYrleiVTa KOMOCL, 
81TWC T6XtCTCE KCITCE- 
wovijeý- T& b' d1la ph upoewtiv prlb' 6Tffav, Met p6vtp TCp nvpl 
tyxpýgctv* w6vu T&P OOTwC diroTimai ptv h IX06a, 6 Tt bt xoklObic 
Is' ICTIV &PUNITCEL o0c bt ph buvaT6v ICTIV 6TrTACal, 76TOUC IrpiffEl 
Is lqpOok 6n p6Xtcira liTZc. OOTW bt Kal ZPVCCE Xal T& Kpla, 67t6Tf 
19 xat'pft Tic lWic. tl bi Tic T& i6cTpf a irpotdicac 6wT& itotActse ical 
cOv vdTrul Ww. rdt Twilpti lapAlmot vOv bh uOT&. oO pdov A Tojýc 
btWpouc TOv diciapu6mv braiviciETai To6c tbwbiliouc x6 ietc vocoC#- 
.0 civ. T6 xubj)vtov oO Tr&vu 
4pOi(piETav laljP6vuv b' 4T6 bCil- 2 
ATot cOv plAtv lydTat xdi PpaXd oTvtp, TOG X(TrOUC dTalp(ejvTOC, A 
T6 c7riplia ImBatipcTat xdt Olt tUdiat, 61w b' a6Tq) cTdtc u(pl. 
TrldCC(TCEt %Ctl tVTiO(Tal 1ACIP119, ICTC fiV T6 CýdlC lKaTaXCtU"' TrjVt. 
post be-L lacunar 
indicaVit Raeder. 
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14 SPicy sauces, that is the mYttoton, both the one made 
from mint and the one made from celery and all those pre- 
pared with cheese and vinegars are all especially good 
for the digestion, but myttoton relaxes the bowels with 
15 the help of garlic. Meats are suitable for elderly 
people, if the meats are chopped up finely before boiling, 
and marinaded in water for a short time with salt and with 
16 thyme or goats' marjoram. it is not necessary to leave 
fish to maturep except those which are very hard, nor to 
beat themp except when they are cephalopod molluscs; one 
ought to marinade beforehand in water mixed with salt and 
thyme all fish just as in the case of meat; do the same 
for meat from quadrupeds and cook them well by thoroughly 
boiling, so that they can be quickly digested; the other 
sorts of fish should neither be boiled nor baked but should 
just be buried in the fire; for cooked in this way the fish 
skin is completely removed# and there is sucked out too 
17 whatever glutinous element is present. It is permissible 
to boil those things which cannot be baked especially if 
18 they are boiled gently. The same is true for fowl and 
meat, whenever one derives pleasure from whatever is boil- 
19 ed. If one first' boils oysters and then bakes them and - 
one eats them with a little mustard and pepperp one will 
commend them even to those who are ill as a delicacy on 
2o a par with cocks' testicles. The quince is not at all' 
ruined if you follow these instructions: You must take 
it and either it is boiled in honey and a little winer 
after the skin has been removede or else the seed is re- 
moved and honey is poured over, and spelt dough is wrapped 
around the whole fruit and it is placed in the embers, un- 
til the dough has been completely burnt away; then this 
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KaOTa bt -roCrro ptv Tr(pttpqTat, aýrT6 b' 61ov 106v Ic-ra rdj r6 pjXt 
wav dvilp6calro. 
j. 'EX TCUV Aioxkiouc. itEpl cxcuaciac TPOCPCUV. 
'Entl -rä wolliL 'Kuv AupýTwv npocb(iTai -tivoc cxcuaciac xat 1 
. TivE-Tal pcxTiw, Tä ptv WPOCTIOCM(VWV au, Toic, ra b' 
a(Palpouptvwv, Tü 
bt blaTiGipiV(UV ITWC WWC, tCWC &P)l6TTEI lllKpä lt£P't TOýTUM £tlt£iV. 
ICTI b' OU WXICTOV TUUV TO10eTWV Kdi ITpÖC UT(jaV IKC[l Irp8C fibovfiy 2 
t KäOCLPCIC (b)i0V ÖV'rWV ITI* Kdi b(i ltpt'UTOV C7rOUbäE(IV Oeb(VÖC 
hTTOV TrEpt TOýTOU, lt(PtalpOÜW6 TE Tä Jih XPAC1gCL Xdt KaOalpOVTCC 
ÖCa TtVäC aeTI7UV IXG bUCXEPCICCC. XCLGCtlp£TCKI bl 116V1M4 Tä PIV iYtb- a 
MEVC4 Tä bl ßp£X6PEVC4 Tä bt ITXUV6iUEVCL ItOXI6KIC* dtp£tV(iV )AV OZV 
äpg6TTEI Tä JAV ItiKpiCLC 4 CTPU(PV6TnTCLC IXOVTÜ TiVaC 4V ÜbaTt Tä 
bt b? JKTIXÜC bptpýTIJTCLC 4V 6££& XCKPCIP(VW, d7rOßpiXtiV bi TÜC 
41pUpibaC, ItklýV£tV bl Tä ty. OVT4i TiVaC äXCLE)apýl'CCC. TILV ZWW)2ivujv 4 
bl Xat 61'rTW)1(VWV TÖ 1tOp Xdt Tiä fibýCgaTCL TrpäC haCTOV 6P1U6TTOVTCL 
j46kICTCL lt(Plalp('ITCLt lr&C bUCWbiCLC Xal läC dXUXiC[C Kdt TaC IAOYQtlptCLC 
TILV Xuk17uv. tff ETXfiv bt ItPÖC TaGTa Itäct ITATavOV, Xe)JIVOV, XOPI'a'VVOV ro 
Xal 'rlä 1017Zä MDV XXWP%7UV fibUCg&TWV, JJT)btV T£TptppiVOY, älls' 4J dpCL 
TÖ TOIOGTOV äpP6TTEI, TCOXCLC9iVM 6 XUX6C* (TI b' 6PiTctvOC, H9ßP9, 
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burnt layer is removed, and thus the whole quin I ce is cook- 
ed and all the-honey is absorbed. 
3. From the works of Diocles, concerning the preparation 
of foods. 
1 Since the majority of foods stand in need of a certain 
amount of preparation and are made bettert some of them 
requiring something to be added to them, some of them some- 
thing to be removed, others needing to be handled in some 
other way, then perhaps this'is the right place to say a 
2 little on these matters. Not least among these considera- 
tions both for health and for enjoyment is the cleaning 
of whatever is still uncooked; and it is of paramount im- 
portance in this matter to make efforts stopping at noth- 
ing, by stripping off everything that is of no use and re- 
moving all thosethings which have something troublesome 
3 about them. All things are cleaned, some by being boiled, 
others by being soakedi others again by being washed several 
times; thus it is fit to clean by boiling in water those 
things which possess a certain amount of sharpness and 
pungencyr and those things which have a certain amount of 
biting sharpness in blended vinegarr and to soak well those 
things that are salty, and to wash the things whith have 
4 some impurity. The fire for things that are boiled and 
baked, and the flavourings suited to each food remove in 
particular the bad smells, ' the insipidness, and the bad- 
5 ness of the juices. Add in addition with reference to 
all these considerations rue, cumin, corianderr and the 
other fresh green seasonings, but do not crush any of 
them, but for that which something crushed is suitabler 
the juice of crushed seasonings is to be used; there is 
also marjoram, savoryp thyme, saltr vinegar, and olive-oil 
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s' 66pov, dlec, dEoc, Uatov. (Xov-ra Tr6yra Tim lauTtDv dper6c. 
. 
Tup6c 
bt nac Xdpwv piv 1crt -rt7uv ciprlpivwv- fincra b' b XuTrAcciEv ctTyctoc 
:F TctptcivllC (6tbbtlc Ph ltctkct'6c 6XiTOCv Kai p6kkov 6irT6c. CiX(Ptov bl, 
.d dpa nou bd, T6 X(UX6TaTOV *10[l (6WblCTaTOV Kai TrtKp6TaTOV' Ul 
8 y&p 6cpal hbUCp6TWV hbovac Kai dp(T6C (XOUCtV. T& bt TrdXTI T& 
bIZt TUPOG ITWOVOC Kai CTIC69OU Kal CIXCPIOU Kai Tplpp6T= T[XAOOuC 
yiv6; icva wp6c hbovhv ptv 6bkv TNETUI PfLXXOV, lvoxld bt Troll&Ktc. 
it elptl6TTEt bt T& piv ptKpac fi pribcpiac tTravop0d)ccwc bc6peva Tcuv 
6, VWV lydV, Lk I&TTkt7UC dirciv, u"baTI* T& bt Ppwpd)brj Kai 6TO Kal 
10 dXuXa wcT' 6Eouc. lWdv bt bd Kal T& 6ypet Kai pwpdt pfr' 6Eol)C, 
T6 bt xaxoxuX6Tcpa Kai dMIOupa 6Ect yXuKd. piricTov b' ICTI T6 
CUVTIOIVCtl xal xcpavv6vai 6PPOTT6VTWC irp6c fKaCTa TOiC Xulolc Kai 
TOiC 6CPCEiC 6VEU TPIPPdTWV* IA61ICTCE bo dV TIC T06TOU KaTaTUTX&VOI 
CTOXctZ61jcvoc, 6irwc PATE 6CPt PATE xuijtb prlbcvl KaTaXOPICg T6 
IJ(PITAIVOV, &XV 6c94 Te ? tdvTwv pia xal XU16C ETC lpaVAC(Tal Trpl- 
12 TrU)V lKliCT4) T17UV TrOlOUPIVWV. IYETat bt 7T6VTa bro dVepdKwv 6paktbc* 
1(pA& b' 6Tav YIVTITat, Z(6VTUIV ITI TOV 6TPCJV, lEa[p(IV JK TCuV dtTTf(wV, 
Kai ph WOW tv %PuXo; livOlc, 8ca Ph u'ET& Tibv 6Tptbv IcOtpcTat. 
Is 6TfTrIV bt 7ri&vTa brit paXaKoO Kai 6paloG 7rup6c, Kai T& piv poX(ýq- 
; )06C IXOVTa Xulobc tEtKpdZ(tV JUCLUOV, T& bt XP? ICTOOC tTxuk6T(pa 
Troldv. 
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which have altogether the same properties as the season- 
6 ings mentioned previously. All cheese is worse than the 
I 
things we have spoken of so far: goats' cheese which has 
been made with rennet is the least harmful unless it is 
7 somewhat old, and particularly when it is baked. Asa- 
foetida, if it is needed in some degree, should be the 
whitest, most fragrant, and most pungent available; for 
the scents of seasonings Possess useful properties and 
8a capacity for delight. Whatever is thick and heavy from 
an excess of cheese# and from sesame-seed, asafoetida, 
and a mass of pounded seasonings are for enjoyment and 
9 nothing morel since they often cause trouble. In brief 
it is all right to boil in water any foods which are eat- 
en with bread that have little or no need of culinary ad-ý---, : 
justment; whereas odorous, moist, and insipid things should 
10 be boiled with vinegar. One should boil moist and flavour- 
less things with ordinary vinegar, but whatever has a bad 
11 flavour and is astringent in sweet vinegar. The most im- 
portant point is the suitable combination and mixing for 
each individual taste and smell without pounded seasoft- 
ingsl one can achieve this goal best by having the aim 
that the mixture should not contain an excess of one fla- 
vour or smell, but rather that overall a single smell and 
taste should ensue appropriate to each of the recipes. 
12 Everything is to be boiled evenly on the coals; when they 
are cookede and the water is still bubbling, remove them 
from the pot# and do not allow the food to rest in the 
water as it cools, unless it is to be eaten with the stock. 
13 Bake everything on a gentle and even fire# and whatever 
has bad juices will exude more moisture, whilst everything 
that has good juices will become more succulent. 
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'EK TCuv MvqclGiou roO iCuZtxrlvoO, irepl xpdppilc. 
I Kpdpp? lv XPh XCETax6yat d)c 6EuT&Ttp cib? lptw, tha diroidOvat xal 
T6 ObWP IaCal 67MOneAVal XCLI CUTKaTax6yat xo'piou xdt 7rTlydvou 6ca 
WaVil' ElTa 6EUPIXITI AVOV, Kal 6COV OU'V T1 W1XP6V Ctl(PiOU IniEUCOV. 
2 TC(krIC d Moic xaTccGt'ctv 6cov Wompov, 6blv pA COt CUCTt 
IV Tq) 
ctumaTt irovilp6v* 
dlk& Kdl F. 1 T1 7TPOCJTrdpXfl, IKPIM(t, IKOCt f-vt T1 46' 
pu)lja Trcpl -rok 6q)ealp6c, itakv Kai wvqpok. val IT, 'T(Pl T6 bla- 
(ppayga Kdl T& 6TroX6vbpta (T TI TrPOCTr! lrTfl dTOTrOV, XCLI 
8CCL CTrkflVi, 
iav ý coperienc. 'rawavibm aýT&* Trp6c rc iro0c IICXCETXOXIK06C 
OCCU- 
39 maah iceitcOat tbliA' KaGaipu T&p -r&c 4plloac. Trp6c bt -r& dpOpix& 
01')K ICTIV IT(POV IrOlOOTOV, OTOV h XplEpoll CUTl((lplVTj OOTWC xal btbo- 
+ P? VTj ACTO nPet. Tfp6c bt Toitc bucfvTcptxo6c bd TAC KP6pPTjC 
la- 
06v-rctc dc Obwp bcnptXtc diropplXctv 6, dura IIAPMowra tic Ocpp6v 
iobwp lyciv, Iwc hv y1wrat -raiccpd, aTTa &"eAcat -r6 Obwp 7triv, 
Int- 
06Wtv xdt flaiov, cha IvcuTKaTcLZlcctt, IETTa IIAP&Xlovra dc &TTdov 
1VOPIllyal 6 T1 av POUý CITIOU. A p6VTjV Icei(tv -rhv xpdppvlv Kal 
6 bib6vat yuXp6v. -roOTo bt'Xph nottiv ph find, AV tKdCTnV hplp([V 
Trpuilt tic irldovac hglpac* ph wolb bl. Tva ph Trpoccl. 
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4. From the writings of Mnesitheus of Cyzicusj concern- 
ing cabbages. 
1 You should cut up cabbages with a very sharp knife# 
then wash them and allow the water to drain off; cut up 
together with the cabbage a sufficient quantity of cor- 
iander and rue; then sprinkle with honeyed vinegar,, and 
2 grate on top a small quantity of asafoetida. If you want 
to eat a piece of cabbage the size of a saucer, nothing bad 
will remain in your body; but if any badness was present 
befor6hand, it removes it; and if obscuration affects the 
eyes, it stops it; and it alleviates choking, and more- 
over if anything strange troubles the area around the dia- 
phragm and the soft part of the body below the cartilage 
and above the navel it remedies itt and anything that is 
in the spleen# even if it is of considerable size; eating 
raw cabbage produces wonderful effects: the reason for 
3 this is that it purges the veins. For those who are suf- 
fering from gout there is nothing which approximates to 
cabbage prepared in this way and given early in the morn- 
4 ing to a patient who has not eaten. People who are troubled 
by dysentery must take some cabbage and soak it well In 
plenty of water# and then put it in hot water to boil 
until it is tender; then they must drain away all the watert 
pour over oil, and sautý; and finally after putting it in 
a pot they should crumble into it pieces of whatever cer- 
eal food they want, or else they should eat the cabbage 
5 alone and served cold. This should be done not once, but 
on each day early in the morning for several days; do not 
use much cabbage, in case it becomes oppressive. 
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Z. 'Ex -rt7uv Alcýxouc, apTwv cxcuacial. 
wAPTOv bd CXEU6Z(IV dXE%)PlVOV IK ITUPOO d)C &KOXXOT6TOU Kai I 
0 K06qpwC ýITEZUPWP(VOU 'TXU%(lql E15pl, lbC Iý CTEPEWT6TOU TOO cTatT6c* 
bd bt nkdova Xp6vov Tpiftceat. h b' SnTqctc h Int TOO lnvloý pot 2 
(paivE-rat dcq)aXEcTlpcx Týc IV Tly xpipavy, In bt paWlov h IV Tlu 
aprin- pakaicA Te T&p xal nXciw xp6vov h SrMcic Timm, irp6muctic 
Tf elIT6 TOO Trup6c Tili 6? rTwpivq) ou' Aqbt. WC CUAPC[iV(t Trap& T6 IXT6C 
Thv 6r6%auctv elvat. 6 b" IV TtD Kpip6vw dpToc frlp6T(poc plv TOO a 
IV TO lTrviw Kal dClrOALbT(POC, o6c dc(paXhc b" h 6=nctc, AX& TaX6 
T& l; T6C IýIKCXIP(Tai, tku T& IvT6c tbp& (Tvat. 6 bo IYKPUq)taC EIIP6- 4 
TaTOC Tt7UV dPTWV ICTI#V' firt bt To6Tou lpywbfc-ripa h 5WTnTIC TAC IV 
Týj xptp&vw* bd b* 6VOPCtXI&V TIE dvat nokkhv Kai Jnl TAc dvOpamac 
Tl(PPaV lKavhv Indvai. T6 bl CTalC piXTiov ptv Etv dul 16 dXc6ptvov 6 
Kai ph ix ccptbdLX(WC T(T. F. VljplVOV Kai TETPtAPIVOV lKavCUC, Kdt ThV 
paXax6Ma nXdw be! (Xciv fi IV TCP KplpliVtp dpTov, cha l7riTtOlwa 
17: 1 Thv TI(ppaV ThV IlTl TOO TrUP6C, KaTaKWWat dVWe(V T6 CT61C 
AX9 Tiq)pq, f109 oOTuK Thv etv0paKtaLV Il? lPeLXX(lV dJC Trl(iCTlnV Kai 
pdXtcTa dvwecv IlMal'(1V KC19* &v 6m&at 16rrov. OOTOc 6 dpToc 6 
Eilp6TaTOC Tr6VTWV ICTiV* d'q b' fiv XpTlctptbTairOC TrP6C T&C KOAlaC 
T&C 6TPdC TC Kai dlT(lTTo6cac Kai 8cat 4pli-fpa IXouct woW. 
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5. From the writings of Dieuches, methods of preparing 
breads. 
1 Wheaten bread should be prepared from the least gluti- 
nous ordinary wheat as possible, and this gently fermented 
with sweet leaven, such as is made from the very hardest 
2 spelt flour; it requires milling for a long time. Baking 
in an oven seems to me safer than in a covered earthen- 
ware vessel, but better still is baking in a 'milk-bread' 
oven: f or the baking is gentle and takes a long time, and 
burning from the fire does not readily happen to the bread 
in baking because of the fact that the heat is outside the 
3 oven. The bread baked in a covered earthenware vessel 
is drier than bread from the oven and more suited to the 
stomach, but the actual cooking is not safe# since the 
crust quickly burns on surface with the result that the 
crumb remains uncooked. The bread baked in the ashes is 
the driest of the breads; in addition this type of baking 
is more troublesome than baking in a covered earthenware 
vessel: there must be a lot of hot embers and a sufficient 
5 amount of ash lying on top of these embers. Dough made 
from spelt is better, Provided that is is made from the 
finest wheat flour and is thoroughly milled, and one must 
have more softness to the dough than is the case with bread 
baked in a covered earthenware vessel; then place it on 
the ashes on the fire, and completely cover the top of 
the dough in more ashes, and arrange the embers over the 
top so that most of the surface and especially the top 
is scorched on whatever part it is baked. This bread is 
the driest of all breads: it is extremely useful for moist 
bowels, indigestion# and everything that has a large amount 
of phlegm. 
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'EK TOV AIIEýXOUC, 71(pl dktpilrWV- 
'AI(piTw bl xp4catTo dv -tic Kal w6wima Kali lWngct TrOlOv. Kdt I 
tic Zwp6v ipiectov lpp6XXwv ZlovTa tbc 6=6urrov T6 alq)ITOV. ph 
XlVt7UV, AM ICUV TaxAvat, dTpIpa Xliat'vuyv Int iTvp6c A ZbaTOC O(PPOO, 
itat bicq)Oov -timeat. Kal tic dpvciov bt Zw; i6v Kali tic 10VIOV Ph 
navTdnaciv dniPFxOv Kal tic b(I(pax(lov lpp&Xkwv KCLI CVVEWCUV TOIC 
bvccvTcpty6^ic. lKav6v b' tic T6 TETCLpTTlM6plOV TAC XOIUK TOO 
&X(piTOU 2 
TOO XPIICTOTdTOU KCII 6tbpOTdTOU KOT151a: Wý61axToc Kdt ObaToc T6 2 TpiTOV p1poc PkrlGtv wal TAc lj4xwvoc 6 Ktbbwv wvrvpwplvoc* A ctmAc 
? fp6C 7TUP! 6COV TpitbPolov 61xAc ptcTwv WcacpIrIc c6v(%p4E. Kdt 
0O, (pjPCtTOC 716XOC TIOICUV ? fp6Cqpfpf. TOOTO' dv67rauciv Ttva Trott! TZv 
6vacr6cfwv Kal Cmvov. XpAcenTo b' dv nc o, 6 irroll&xtc.. 611& Tplc A4 
T(TpdXIC Kdl JARICTCt IRI TiU*V ICXU6VTWV* woul ydp Tiva dbuvapiav, 
T& Tt oOpa cTtdvta pabilft TOIC 17il n1dov aOTO Xpwplvoic. TiVCTCLI 4 
b' dk(PITOV Kdt dIT6 TOO OP69OU * q)p6Y(Tat bt COV TID dX15PY lTrxV 
dITO7MCC(Tal' Tc Kdt Tpitp(Tol Kdl IpCiKETal, YaG&TrEp Kai T6 xptOtvov 
614PITOW TOOTO T6 61(PITOV KPCITT6V ICTI Kai d(puc6T(p6V TI TOO 
i(pteivou. 
L Tic -riu*v &tc6Xouc. ncpl irpocpCuv ciuvaciac. 
Toic dcOcvtZc x&pTa (Xouct xal pylxln buvaii(voic waXvTlpav i 
0 GbaTOC TrpOcblXccOat TP094V KP&TICTOV d? TOPPIXCIV KQýl lydV Kal Tpl- 
PCIV AV TpOq? AV IV TCp 716PCETI Ttb bibojuivy' cupPalm T&p hwiv AV 
Grant: 13' codd., Raeder et Daremberg. 
2 fi CYUXfiC BCMV Raeder : hC7U)(fiQ A: h CYUXfi Daremberg. 
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6. From the works of Dieuchest concerning groats. 
Use groats when preparing drinks and anything boiled, 
and put extremely well toasted groats into boiling stock 
made from fowls, and do not stir# but let the barley soft- 
en, whilst heating it without touching it either directly 
over the fire or else in a bain-marie until it is properly 
cooked, and put into lamb or kid stock, and boil together 
for people suffering from dysentery. If suffices to put 
into a pint and a half of the finest and ripest groats 
four and a half pints of milk and water# in the proportion 
of two-thirds of milk to one third of water, and the head 
of a poppy which has been toasted; or after mixing near 
the fire one tenth of an ounce in weight of pounded figst 
boil the ingredients together, and serve after cooking to 
the consistency of sou]ý: it provides some respite and also 
sleep for those who are convalescent. However, nobody 
should make use Of it too often, but rather just three or 
four times, and particularly in the case of people who are 
strong; the reason for this is that it causes diminution 
of strength, and what is more those who (ise it too much 
4 pass scanty urine. There is also a type of groats from 
oats; the oats are parched with their husks# and are then 
completely winnowed, milled, and pounded, just like groats 
from barley; this type of groats made from oats is better 
and somewhat less flatulent than barley-groats. 
7. From the works of Dieuches, concerning th6 preparation 
of foods. 
1 For those who are weak and are no longer able to take 
any food more substantial than water, the best action to 
take is to thoroughly soak, boil, and gradually mix the 
food into whatever drink is being administered; for it 
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&4boctv dn6 Trdclnc The -TPWAC XCITT4V TE Kal (IC dTPhv btaluoplvqv 
, al 
dvabiboc0ai, 7t(PITTjJPCXTdt TE ph ýITOWTUCOCEI IV Ta^tC XO, X, 'CIC V 
2 bt' Uilc hpipac dvabiboceat TPO(Phv Spa icat n6pa. PRICTa b* h 
TOMOTTI wpocipop& Xprlcip? l fiv elil bi6pivTj OTC CuvfCTAxaCIv al xotMat 
xat ph IXTapdCCOVTav I(TrTAc bi Kai P&POC IX06CIlC lTPOCblOVTal TI)O- 
(J)AC. &ITOPPIXOI ; AIV OZV 6V TIC T6 T( dX(PITOV T6 KaiTup6v Xdt T&C 
xakouplvac lpixibac* Tfk(iCTnv bo dpact b6vapiv ol 6PTOt dic Ocp; i6- 
TaTOI xXac0lVT(C Kai dTrOPpaXIVTCC* IbCa6TWc bi xall 6 irup6c (pwxoctc 
4 Kall IP(IX0('tC 61TOPPIXOtTO &v 6; AOiWC. Ttbv b* d(p(YLURIVWV ITI p6XlOV 
6 T6 Tr6pa KP(ITTOV xa't TPO(PIUtbTfp6v ICTIV. TOIC PIV 05V 7rupiCCOUCI 
Kdl o1c al xpiccic pý 6qbiwc *fivovTat bd AV KpleýV ; Ih ITEPIITTtCCfIV, 
(IXX& 7tk6VOVTCt ItPEIV T17J UbaTt' Trp6TEpov bi XXtivavTa 67roXciv xal 
A10 I? rIX1OVTa Obwp 
iyciv, lWolm bo fiv xalibc, ft blKa KOT6XQC' 
illbaTOC (IC ; AVCIV TfiC KPIMC linXictic' fy(Tat b* twc &V h KPIOA 6a" 
flT* &TmeWtc T6 XcTrT6TaTOV C)bwp, ; Atc-fwv jAlkin fi u6T6 xaO' lauT6 T 
c, hibOU. TOOTO Kai irýv xoikt'av dhmov Trold Kalt OOPdTal Xdl TPI(Pf. 1 
'IxctvcLuc. btibOTat bt xdt h elc T6 dX(ptTov xpt0h cppuxedca, AV Kdxpuba 
xrlkoOctv* be! bt 7TP6 TOO ReclMvat C! ýThV dTrOTPIq1aI X06(PWC T6 Trpoc- 
Kcxaupivov dXupov xat diroPpdawct Aptiv. ThV KOIXIaV PrIXXOV 
CTnCIV IK(iVOU * bd b" IV Tilp Oban IyEly, xaO&7T(p Kai Thv tbghv 
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happens to distribute in us from all nourishment a deli- 
cate assimilation which is dissolved into vapour, and what 
remains after the digestion of the food is not left behind 
in the bowels, and for the whole day the food Is distri- 
2 buted at the same time as the drink. Such a way of taking 
food would be particularly useful when given to those 
whose bowels are constipated and their bowels are not dis- 
turbed; for they have need of light food which has some 
strength in it. Therefore one should soak dried friable 
groats and that which is called 'burghulf; bread discharges 
the most power when broken into pieces when still very hot 
and saturated; similarly too toasted and pounded wheat 
4 should be soaked in the same way. But the drink which is 
yet more powerful and nourishing is that of things which 
5 have been well boiled. So for those who have fallen ill 
of a fever and for those in whom the crises do not come 
easilyo, one must not strip off the husk of the barley, 
but rather one should boil barley after washing it in 
water: first one must pour away the hot water and then boil 
another lot of water which has been poured in; it should 
cook properly if You pour in five pints of water to twenty- 
one ounces of barley; it is 
? 
boiled until the barley splits; 
then after straining off th e thinest water serve by itself 
or mixed with honey. This concoction relaxes the bowels# 
7 and is diuretic and moderately nourishing. Also given is 
barley toasted until it turns into groats, which people 
also call cachrus; before grinding it one must rub off 
lightly the husk that has been previously scorched and then 
8 boil it after soaking it well. It checks the bowels more 
than groats; one must boil it in water, Just like raw barley. 
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xpt"v. i&q)cyot b' IN TIC Kdt T&C KaXOUAjVaC lpiKibac IV 6baTI, 6'9- 9 
fX6pEVOC TOO KIVdV, 
Birwc iluc kc? rT6TaTov ý T6 lyllila. dcpcyoi b' &v III 
TIC Kai 6PTOUC KaTaNAOUC xat TOU EnPOk Xal TOk TrPOCCPaTOUC 
- Ical 1 Trvpo6c tbpok xat Trc(ppuTpivouc xal xlTXPov Kai cXcb6v nacav 
Irpo(pAV, 6TrOiav b Onolapp&vot TiD x&livovTt olxdav dvat. xal Iv Tq) 
n6paTl TIlp bibogivy xat Iv Etuptip 
ipviwv 
Kali IV Moic nkdoct Xup6ltc. 
T& bl 67rOTpIP6pEva waXu-repa piv -rt7uv btappcyp&-rwv (paive-rat elvat 11 
xdl T17uV d(pftpWgIVWV Kai ICXUp6T(Pa. 67TOTPIPOtTo bt cXEb6v n6ca Tj 
lTpO(IPIjp! V7j TPO(ph dx6mc dC T& bib6gEva 7r6paTCL Kait TcUV dKPO- 12 
bp6uN 7roXka Xal 6CTfpl'WV IV TPO(PAC ljipct Kul bvv6pcwc lTp6C TIVctC 
Tt7UV dppWCT06VTWV KaTaXpqjTO dv Tic, x671TWV Kai TpipWV Kdt ITXU- 
MZWV (IC T6 bib6mov. bd bt TOk JAV dpTOUC, Kail T06C ITIP06C Xdl Is 
T06C TrPOCq)&TOUC, Kai T& Tr6TraVa PPIECEVTaC TPt'pctv btivTa 6baTI Kai 
40fETlV bl" 60OViOU. PICT91C b' &V 6TOIC 7rp6C T6 ThV A(UX6TTjTCI ph 14 
lp(paiMECOal ThV d7T6 TOO dpTOU TOO CIK60U C7TlPjUa q)djEac xalt dp6- 
, Tbaka xal CTPOPIXOUC Xall OUa, Xall IJIEO* IV6C IK6CTOU Kal P(Ta TIVWV 
ý TrdVTWV, 6VACOU TE h pap&9OU CltlpIAaTOC JACTWV, TOIC ; AV OýV 
WUPICCOUCIV IV iUfktXpdTLP, Tolc b' dV(U TrVPCTCUV O'IVOU 7TaPCIXIWV. hI So 
bi xlTXPOC Kall h juelivn TptP6pcva fiv 6pp6cete mptlehfmcgiva olic 
al KoAlat IKXOXOOVTal xal OTC k(Mal KU*t ITOXIdt 61TOXWPjC(IC TIVOV- 
Tat. bd bi TPI'POVTa bulvat GbaTl 114 ACICCOV 6EU069OU TtJ', J &VbPL Is 
al ? KXUlfCaC WL 7ruxvoO KI 66OViOU, IV KOTý11) GbaTOC IlrIXlWV OTVOU 
xioLL add. Daremberg. 
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9 one can also boil the so-called 'burghull in water, whilst 
refraining from stirring it, so that the process of boil- 
w 
10 ing may be as gentle as possible. One can boil leavened 
bread, both dry and fresh# and wheat, both raw and parched, 
and millet, and in fact almost all food, whatever is as- 
sumed to be suitable for the sick persont and the food is 
given as a drink both in lamb stock and in many other 
liquids. Those things that have been gradually mixed into 
a dish seem to be thicker than extracts prepared by macera- 
tion, and also stronger than those things that have been 
boiled down, and nearly all the foods previously mentioned 
can be gradually mixed in drinks which can be offered to 
12 patients. ý One can use many fruits with hard rinds and 
pulses in the role of nourishment and bodily strength for 
certain sick people, by cutting, crushing# and converting 
these fruits by pressing into juice for whatever drink is 
13 administered. It is necessary after soaking to mash bread, 
both when dry and freshr and popana, and after they have 
been steeped in water to strain them through a piece of 
14 linen cloth. Mix with them so that the whiteness of the 
bread does not show toasted cucumber seed, and almonds, 
pine-nuts, and sorb-apples, either each of them singly, 
or some or all of them together, and after mixing in some 
anise or fennel seed, put into honeyed milk for those suf- 
fering from a fever, and for those without a fever pour in 
15 some wine. Millet and panic when ground are suitable after 
being stripped of their husk for those whose bowels are 
bilious and for those whose stool is thin and excessive. 
16 one must after milling soak these grains in no less than 
an eighth of a pint of water per person, and after strain- 
ing through a piece of thick linen cloth pour into a half 
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U6CTIIPOO T6 PITPIOV, TFp6CqKpf VACTIEL dpp6cu b' OnOTPiPCIV 11 11 
KITXPLP 'r& Ev'POTX& Ketpua COV TCP AlilpaTt TO IvT6c ph TIOW, Kai 
cuvcKXuXtZ6pcva PET& T4C KiTXPOU ý6q)ljpCt TiVOITO &V -ro'tC nVpjCCOU- 
av. cicuEvaTaTov liev irctvTw 
BCOV fiAIXOIViKIOV IV TE KOT6X( 
Y. PdTTOV KaT& Týv nTtc&vnv v 
hCCOV AV KaTCE(PIPOI TýC 7TTI, 
p6ppoc bi (ot bi Pp6POV KCEXOO 
xal T6 ý6pjpa KdAICT6v icni 
boc, TAC bi 7TTICCiVTIC 6COEVIC 
Yp6lTOV Tt 7TTICdVq XOT6ktlV IV 
4PCEKOD ý6(pijpa TrotEiv dq)WKTOV 
liaTivilc1peptypivilc btitXaciac 
(IV, ICTE AV KCLXCUC Treptuxupic, 
dri(ppa K&TW ICTCLI' T6v bi p 
Tt i&wo'DlvTct fi YXAXwvoc eiviX 
6Ecibiov ppctX6 briXely. 6Tav 1 
KoWa YaTaq)cpAc. olvou dwl 
potloo^tfv b' AV Tt xcnX[qt xat 
xn7i cvvcytbpeva " 4paxl dvcu 
V TO 07TO TIC XdXpUbOC* bf-I Y aftýC IS 
ic Oba-roc* lb bt bivp9oc J. Topuvav 
Ll dTrOXUXiZEIV. TOOTO Yat Týv xoikiav 19 
itVTIC, 6 TE XUX6C I(ITT6T(POC 'fIVETCLI. 
IV) 61TEWT6TaTov Tr6VTWV TCUV 6CITPiWV, 0-0 
ICXUp6Tcpov b' A T6 6IT6 TAC K6XPU- 
(POC KCII hbiWV* IW(Tat bt T6V aýT6V 
6baTOC KOTýXatc biKa. * T6 b' dIT6 TOO 21 
IT(PITrTICCOVTa, TI(ppac ILC ICITTOT6TTIC 
6 4paK6c ICTIV* KOýquc bt Xph ITal- 
Kdl CACal XEWT6) KOCKiV41, KOI h PtV 
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pint of water a moderate amount of astringent wine, and 
17 administer it to the patient on an empty stomach. it is 
suitable to mix into a paste with millet a few chestnuts 
with their inside skin, and after squeezing out the chest- 
nut juice a soup can be made with the millet for those who 
18 are suffering from a fever. The weakest soup of all is 
that made from parched barley; one should put one quart 
of parched barley into three pints of water; when it is 
thoroughly cooked it is better to stir it in the same way 
19 as pearl-barley and to express the juice. This prepara- 
tion purges the bowels less than pearl-barley, and its 
20 juice is thinner. Bormos or oats, which some people call 
bromos, are the most easily digested of all the pulses, 
and the soup made from them is excellent, for it is strong- 
er than that from parched barley, and weaker than that from 
pearl-barley and more pleasant; it is boiled in the same 
way as pearl-barley, half a pint of oats in five pints of 
21 water. The soup from lentils should be made after the 
husks have been removed without parching, and by mixing in 
double the quantity of the finest fir ash than there are 
lentils; one should tap the lentils lightly until they are 
properly freed from their husks, and sift them in a fine 
sieve, and the ash will appear underneath; boil the lentils 
after washing them several times, pouring over a seasoning 
free from olive-oil with dill or pennyroyal; add a moderate 
amount of salt, and pour a little vinegar on top when they 
are thoroughly cooked; for those without a fever, and for 
those afflicted by diarrhoea, mix in one twelfth of a pint 
22 of the most fragrant wine instead of vinegar. Pears and 
quinces when chopped up and boiled together with lentils 
without wine'and vinegar help the bowels; let-ha"lf a pint 
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23 of lentils boil in three and a half pints of water. You 
can use for some people, whose bowels need to be moisten- 
ed, lentils boiled together with the tops of the leaves 
of young beets or with mallows or with cucumbers, or with 
large gourds after you have chopped these vegetables up 
24 finely. Use starch for those whose bowels are loose dur- 
ing a fever; -one can mix some starch too into the lentil 
dish for the bowels; one can use it both in milk and mixed 
with water, and also on its own; it is expecially good for 
people suffering from dysentery and for catarrh-laden 
coughs: boil two ounces of starch in two pints of water. 
25 Panic is least suitable for those with a fever; although 
it is not good for the latterl it is particularly good for 
those troubled in the bowels; boil one eighth of a pint in 
one and a quarter pints of water; after pounding in a mor- 
tar one must boil in water a moderate amount of what has 
been notedl after soaking and straining it, and adding 
26 a little dill and salt. You can mix that which is strained 
off the pounded barley into lentil dishes, into barley 
soup, and into every soup instead of olive-oil, except into 
27 lentil dishes you can mix raw cucumber seed. And after 
straining mix with the pearl-barley and the rest of the 
concoctions either pine-nuts, which people call pignoliast 
or hazelnuts, or almonds, particularly if you want the-mix- 
28 ture to be made in place of milk. By gradually mixing some 
almonds into them you can make the soups more suitable for 
people with coughs; for those who are troubled in the bowels, 
mix in white poppy seeds instead of olive-oil, after gently 
toasting the seeds together with their pods and converting 
them into juice by pressing# and put them into the mixture 
29 which is being boiled; this also encourages sleep. For the 
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bowels one should mix in the Euboean-nut or sweet chestnutp 
which some people call the Sardis nut, not only the nut 
b 
itself but also the inner skin; having ground it up squeeze 
30 into the water some Juice from-the poppy seeds. Boil quarter 
of a pound of'the'finest wheat flour'in five pin. ts of wat- 
er with a moderate amount of olive-oil and dillp having 
washed the flour beforehand; similarly too chondros if 
31 you wish to make it into a soup. Boil it, 'and on mixing 
in the milk, at the moment when what is being boiled is 
thoroughly cooked, pour on hot water and do not boi'l to- 
gether for too long; one must-soak the chondros in-water, 
and then mix in three-eights of a pint of chondros, and one 
pint of each of the two ingredients to three and a half 
pints of milk; gently boil on the coals, mixing and holding 
32 it in the hands to prevent it heating to excess. You can 
33 mix in milk to everything that is being boiled. Popanong 
which some people call itrion, is harmless if you prepare 
it by cutting it up into small pieces and grind in some 
almonds or cucumber seeds; if you do not do thisp boil as 
34 usual with olive-oil and dill. One can use this for the 
bowels both on its own and also mixed together with lentils; 
but for people suffering from a fever it is the most use- 
35 less aliment of them all. People cook it properly when 
they boil it in stock made from fowl or lamb; they boil 
it in plenty of stock in earthenware pots, neither touch- 
ing nor moving it, as it happens to become particularly 
36 soft in this way and well cooked. Dry bread is the light- 
est thing that can be boiled: one should pound it finely 
for those suffering from a fever after warming it in the 
fire and soaking it, and boil about two ounces in one pint 
of water, making it the consistency of soup; grind into it 
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37 either almonds of cucumber seed. For those who are free 
from fever, pound it in a mortar to the size of fine 
wheat flour or groats, soak it for a short timer pour off 
the water, and boil two ounces in three-quarters of a pint 
of water, grate in some of the previously mentioned ingred- 
ients, and after making it the thickness of groats serve 
38 with honey, or as it pleases the sick person. Some people 
use for bowels racked with indigestion not only foods which 
cause flatulence but also those which are full or moisturep 
both by themselves and also with lentils# and for consti- 
pation they use them macerated or boiled in more stock 
made from fowls than solid matter. 
8. The preparation of starch and other sediments. 
1 There exist sediments, just like starch, from all pulsesi 
starch is made as follows: take the whitest fine wheat 
flourr and begin by gently soaking ite wash it# and strain 
it through a piece of linen cloth with as much water as 
possible and remove as much as you can of the sticky paste; 
allow it to stand in an earthenware pot, then drain off 
the water and once again in the same way pour in another 
lot of waterr and repeat the process following this proceý- 
dure until what is strained through the cloth becomes clear, 
and then remove the sediment and dry by baking in the sun 
2 in an earthenware pot until it is completely dry. One 
should treat bitter vetch in the same manner, and particu- 
larly the white variety of bitter vetch: pound it# sift 
out the bran from the meal, macerate, and grind finely* 
soak in plenty of water# and change the water several times 
a day, untilthat which is poured away is clear, and store 
3 away after drying it. One can use starch when mixed in 
concoctions in the case of empyema for the spitting up Of 
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blood and for women's periods and for corpulence and for 
good complexion, administered in honeyed wine and with 
4 groats. An eighth of a pint of bruised meal is suitable 
5 for a healthy person, both male and female* There is also 
a sediment of pounded lentils made in the same way as sedi- 
ment from bitter vetch, being soakedp ground, and having 
had the water for soaking poured away until what is strain- 
6 ed off becomes clear. The sediment when dried is mixed in- 
to anything that is boiled for those who are troubled in 
their bowels, especially with millet, with dry bread, and 
with pearl-barley, and one can use it with the majority of 
7 the other boiled dishes. The boiled dishes made from pul- 
ses are more ineffectual than the boiled dishes mentioned 
previously for people Suffering from a fever; the reason 
for this is that they happen not to be very nourishing and 
cause flatulence; but one can use them after making a meal 
8 from the pulses when raw. In the case of broad bean 
meall if you wish to render it free from flatulent proper- 
ties# pour plenty of water over it and boil; when it is 
covered in froth and is completely cooked, pour away all 
the water and mix in a fresh lot of hot water; 'it suffices 
to add one pint of water and olive-oil mixed together with 
three-eighths of a pint of what has already been cooked. 
9 You can use this recipe for mucous discharge from the nos- 
trils and mucus in the chest after mixing it with some bees- 
10 wax. one can use it too for dysentery and constipation 
after making it more oily# and neither boiling it before- 
11 hand nor pouring away the water. There can be mixed into 
it both marrow and bees-wax and cheeser especially toasted 
cheese# and a lot of olive-oil for those we wish to,, void of 
12 excrement. The meal can also be mixed with both ýearl- 
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barley and lentils 'for those who strain at stool and for 
13 those who suffer from dysentery. The unskimmed meal should 
be boiled in the ratio of three-quarters of a pint to 
14 three pints of water. Thick'soup made from peas is less 
flatulent than that made from broad beans and is easier 
to digest; hence one should serve it instead to those who 
15 are ill.. one can give this soup both for catarrhs and 
coughs; it should be boiled in the proportion of three- 
16 quarters of a pint to three pints of water. The thick soup 
made from calavances is the sweetest soup of them all, but 
is difficult to cook and otherwise has similar qua lities 
17 to the things already mentioned. It is boiled in an equal 
18 quantity of water. Worst of all are the thick soups made 
black-eyed beans and from wild chickling, and the decoction 
is of no use whatsoever for illnesses. 
on boiling. 
1 one should boil all grains? both barley and wheat, plas- 
tering around the lid of the pot with spelt dough; one 
should boil it for as long as possible over an extremely 
gentle fire; for it will not be burnt, if what is being 
cooked is not stirred for the length of time it is boiled; 
therefore as soon as the grains are thoroughly cooked one 
should stir and agitate them by holding and moving the pot 
in the hands so that they do not burn. Use for whatever 
is boiled and for foods, eaten with bread olive-oil that has 
no odour and does not reveal any strength in the mouth; 
3 such an oil is that made from unripe olives. Boil and bake 
those fish which are of a suitable appearance in their skin; 
you should, if you boil them, assign the seasoning and suf- 
ficient oilive-oil and boil first in brine, and then drop 
into the boiling sauce; when the cooking is carried out like 
26,7 
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liac lclräc Kalt XC[Tip-fürtcOcti buvdijcV6C icitiv. pauov bl. bloc i4, %L- 
14£VOC, wclttp EILWaciv tweiv, bucKC[Tcp«f Ctci6T(POC Kai Tac xotlicLc iviote Z 
malaKwTipac ItolýLY Kal Týv älloiwctv ty Toic blaxwpAgcLclv OG liav 
ICTIV IXWV, K6V KOXXWb(CTEPOC e* TÖV XU)IÖV bt «fXUKZV CTZWIV (XOVTLI 
dLvcLbibwctv. 
jk 'F- KT CU V9 AVT6XIOU. TPO(pal CUVEXCUC VOCOGCt KCtl CK(U- 
aCjC(l CL6Tt7UV* K(iTCEI IV TO TTcpl PoTiOnp4irwv. tic T6v irpi. 
Tov 16yov, IV -roic wpoc'ipfpoplvotc. 
IV TO 
W 
Kf(PCllUiU). 
'EKICKTIOV IM TlMV CUVCXCJV VOCTIA&TWV IPO(PIIV ITE904VUi TE 
ý#TIJV KCR dvaboO4val TCLXiCTTJV Kal 06 116VU lTOXftO(POV KdL 
jjb'lWC 
bt ndcac T&c elpripivac dLpClr&C apTOC 111UT6C JE QaJOC. JCTW bi 2 
ItUPtBV JUIV TPIPTIVtCtiWV. O. KCA KCIBapj)V 
bi 144 ccp6bpcL (IT016TPOTOC bo 
6 TOIOOTOC)* T(Tpt'ipOw b* 0 IA&XCL Kait tEOTrT6COUJ. c(litbalivIc bt 
IA4T( 16TLOV T17JV TrUpdJV p4Tf UlWV ltValaPOCIVICOU) bl& T6 ICXUp6V. 
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this the fish is more succulent and retains its own juice 
4 inside itself. Similarly too a fish baked in its skin is 
betterp more tender, and more nourishing. One should add 
seasoning to the olive-oil, and sprinkle over a sufficient 
amount of salt and some fine groats. 
10. From the writings of Philotimus, the preparation of 
millet. 
1 Millet is pounded when raw, ground finely, and after some 
water has been-poured on is pounded once again, strained, 
boiled, and when it becomes glutinous like meal and has 
a harsh taste it is effective in combatting blocked bowels. 
2 On the other hand, when it is boiled whole, just as people 
are accustomed to do, it is more difficult to digest and 
sometimes makes the bowels more relaxed and produces a 
change in the stools which is not excessive, even if if 
should be rather glutinous; it distributes sweet juice with 
an astringent effect. 
11. From the writings of Antyllus, the foods for those who 
are continuously ill and theii preparation; this pas- 
sage comes in the third book of the work On Remedies, 
in the section on foodstuffs one should give to sick 
people, in the second chapter. 
1 One must select in the case of continuous illnesses food 
that is easily digested, quickly distributed around the 
body,, not too nutritioust and excreted without difficulty 
(for whatever stays in the body revives fevers); bread 
macerated in water possesses all the above mentioned quali- 
2 ties. it should be made of three months wheat, and not too 
refined (for this sort of food is too nutritious)l grind 
it well and bake it thoroughly. Bread made from the finest 
quality flour both of this type of wheat and the others 
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ICTw bt Kal lw1oc pallov Kai EupiTqc- 6noppcX1c6w b' Obcat OtppCp 
6XILP Kai 611W CUV(XtC dnOX(OpiVy Ph WaV 16 TOO dpTOU PIPOC, 
d11& T6 lvbaýv* T6 T&P bEpPaTCUbEC a6ToO wp6c Thv biaboXhv val 
ThV TrIYIV dOETOV. PiTpov bi Týc btappoxAc o6 T6 dvolbAcal P6VOV. 
3 dkl& Kai T6 dnonvEOCut TAC 16p? lc xdt prlbtv IKdVqc 6bwbivat. TOO 
b' a&ToG YiVOUC Kdt x6vbpoc nkuT6c, &noXvItZ6pfvoc pkv %di nluv6- 
4 pEvuc bcavCuc, lq)66c bt bib6licyoc IV ObaTt ý Pd1Xp&TLp. TOO b' 6-roO 
yiVOUC KU1 XU16C UT1C6VTjC, JytLP(VOC PIV TV JAIPOC WTtc4vrjc nEvrc- 
xaibEica pipcctv QaToc, 6noletnoplvou bt valr& Thv lyijov TOO irdw 
=ou p1pouc Kai biriGoupivou- niviTat b' 6 Xul6c bkiyov wpockapýuv 
5 pElt'Kpa'rOV. Kdt 6T6 bt T6 P(X1'KpaTOV IK TCUV 61ýV TpO4piJAWV 6V 
'TIC Gd? ), KaOtyd); IfVOV OOTwC, tZCjT(p Kai TAV TMC&VTIV ((paP(V, TOO 
plitToc wp6c noW 14(pil TOO ObaToc dvampapivou 'TaPankylcliusc tic 
6 TrIjAnTOV JAIPOC. CKEU&Z(Tat bi Kdl ý64pijpa IK TOO X6vbpou T6vbc T6v 
Tp, 67rov- iduodc 6 X6vbpoc lKav%Bc. Kai IT0116KtC d1TOXU01VTOC TOO 
nk6pauc, aUtc JTr1pp1)L(TU1 6baTt KaOapqj 6cov Zpav piav, dira Tpi- 
Ptiat X(pCjV Iv Tip obaTt. lwc ya. 1aKTW1Dt T6 GbWp Tý If. XPO14 Kai 
Tt TraX6TTjT1, Kd11(1Ta oCYTwc btn8oýpcvoc 6 X6vbpoc 6T6c p1v (Ew 
p1m. T6 W dnoya). aKirw0iv tE aýTOO 'TPOCXaPPhv(' WUV 61t*TOV. I'll 
bt Tt7jv baKVOP1VWV T6V c16paXOV Kai T& (VTfpa PpaX6 T1 Kai dAeOU, 
Int bi T&Bv dvaTpuroldwiv 16v CT60CIXOV Kai VCLUTIWUV 714XWVOC 
Kai 06pou, In! bt TtZv JpnvjupaTou; Ljvwv icupivow lye-rat bt plXpt 
(I 
... ' 
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should not b-e*'eaten because Of it's-strength. Instead the 
bread should be stale and leavened; soak it in constant 
changes of hot water, and do not soak all the bread but 
only the crumb; the part which is like skin in texture is 
not suitable for successive use and the digestion. A mea- 
sure of the amount of maceration comes not only from the 
rising, but also from the breathing of the yeast and the 
loss of all its smell. Of the same kind are refined groats# 
and after having had their juice extracted and being suf- 
ficiently washed they are boiled and served in water or 
4 honeyed'milk. - Of the same kind too is pearl-barley juice, 
one part of peeled barley being boiled in fifteen parts 
of water, a fifth part being left behind after boiling and 
strained; the juice is drunk while taking at the same time 
5a little honeyed milk. And some people place honeyed milk 
in a category apart from these foods, although it is boiled 
down in the same way as we described for pearl-barley, the 
honey being tempered with parts of water equal nearly to a 
6 fifth part. The soup from groats is prepared in the fol- 
lowing manner: the groats are sufficiently washed, the 
water in which they are washed being changed often, and 
once again clean water is poured over them for one hour, and 
then they are rubbed by hand in the water, until the water 
is like milk both in colour and consistency, and then the 
groats on being filtered in this way remain on the outside; 
add a little salt to the milky liquid made from the groats, 
and a small quantity of dill in the case of people suffer- 
ing biting pains in the stomach and inwards, some pennyroyal 
and thyme for those suffering from an upset stomach and 
nausea# and some cumin for those suffering from flatulence; 
boil until there is a degree of solidity and offer before 
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cuc-rdr. cuK Cal wpocrpipciat upiv btaYvTjvaL ToCno 16 
dW TAC TpO- 7 
. 
jTj, Nal Tý TAC I[Pocqwac dKolli Kall Tcp Výc it XpjjcTtLc CK(ucLc6f 
ýqb4p Thc wly! u; c. zalt Tib Taxlwc 
dvcL%apPhvccGat. fcFT LV ýviw 
2 
Cal x6vbpov %dj 410V Wporlyo, 05CLO At piv oOv In! rt; jv 611wv ji UP 
7rvptTZv atcav alibc al -rpoq)ai- %aTiL Tupiciraciv bl nollaKic 4 bt6L T6 ph napfival 
taýrrac h bt& 16 Ph OlKdWC IX('v TrP6c aOT4c 706C x6PVOv'rac dvQT- 
sca6ptea rcais dilaic xpAcOat irpoqetc. 
IV alc IcTiv Irp, 6v Te Val 
16XQVOV Xdl dX9)lTOV Yal UY. 16 PIV OU'V ITPtOV IK 7rVpjjV ICTW), 0.1 
ilrv Cal 6 dpToc &WMAlvoc xaXt7uc* lurr6v b' aOT6 b(i divat ccp6bpac. 
T6 T&p naX0 dywucikwc 6=rlTal* Kait T(Tpi(pGat bi WE P6klCTCL ICITT6- 
TaTOVP 'ZCTE In' rClIC "qMT 'E'Val* IWICOat b" IV ObaTl (P&XtCTQ 
piv oOv 6; APpiq), d bt Pk 6in KaBapWT6TIP) IlTl ITICICTov, tzcTc uTr6 
T4C ly4C(WC IVW0jVaL 
. 
IXITw b" 6liTov dltbv Kca IcTw dvilalov h to 
ppaX6 n wavuliZc tlatlou upodappaviTw, irpiv IPIT&CC(cecit T6 ITpt0V 
CUV(yW)IIVOU T41 QaTt TOO llafou. 6poiwc bi Cal X6vbpoc lyciT&I 11 
d; v ioic c&rolc hbikpaciv. laxdvwv bi n6vTu; v IMTnbct6TaTov iucLxdXr, It 
IV Tf. Tdp(P Cal Ila1q) 1964 ICOIOAIVTI Cal T6 61T* CLýTfiC 664plIga. a 
bh *(N(Tal TtBV 96XIUJV I%PW; AIVWV TCUV VCQPCJV TAC paldXrjC Xwp'IC 
T%DV IV%DVp Intilra TPIPOPIVWV IV 6U'lq Cal a56tc lYwAivwv IV Obem 
Cal dXl Cal Acu'u. j. bcvTlpav bt X%hpav IX(l K01OK6VTrl* bd W Int. Is 
li1cceat T&c cq)6bpa wapke lydv 61ac WcTouc. Iva ph -too obaroc 
lw4k, ucvai btaKoptic -f lywviat * EulcOwcav bt Pura T4v lyllciv Kal npoc. 
4p, Epic(kucav. M&Itclra piv IV 6bpaXpg (Kdt Tip o6b" dcTopoc h To, - 
9GTLv add. Daremberg. 
Ttpo7jyo6jicOcL Matthaei et Daremberg : 
nponyOUJIýVn A C2 
Ttponyo5jjCv CNMVD Raeder : post 
TEponyoOlicv Zacunam indicavit 
Raeder. 
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7 it goes cold. When this sort of food has been well pre- 
pared we often prefer to groats and bread because it is 
I 
easy to administer, is digested without difficultyr and 
8 is distributed rapidly in the boýjy. These then are the 
foods for acute fevers: in difficult circumstances we 
are often forced, either through these things not being 
available or because they are not familiar to the sick 
people in question, to use other types of food, among 
which are itrion, vegetables, groats# and eggs. Itrion 
should be made from the wheat from which the best baked 
breads are made; it must be very thin; for when it is 
thick it bakes unevenly; it must be pounded extremely fine- 
ly so that it is of the same size as groats; boil in water 
(especially in rain water, but if nott in the cleanest wat- 
er possible) for a long time# in order for it to become 
one single mass through the boiling. The recipe calls for 
a little salt and no olive-oil, or there can be added just 
a very small amount of olive-oil and having first boiled 
11 the olive-oil with the water sprinkle on the itrion. Sim- 
ilarly too chondros is boiled with the same seasonings. 
12 Mallows are the most useful of all the vegetables eaten 
after being cooked in fish-sauce and olive-oilp and also 
the soup from themp made from young mallow leaves boiled 
without their ribs, and then pounded in a mortar and again 
13 boiled in water, salt# and olive-oil. To these the large 
gourd takes second place; one should choose the very young 
gourds; boil whole gourds without scraping them, so that 
they do not become waterlogged whilst being boiled; they 
are scraped after being boiled and then servedp expecially 
in briny water (for then such food is not unpalatable), but 
if note one should serve them in fish-sauce and olive-oil. 
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a6Tn WPOCqpop&), (I bt PA. 11C TdPOU lcdt tlcLI*Ou bOTIOV- i& W d)a 14 
lytiv bd IV MaTt ICIVOGVTCtC dbiana6CTWC UOT6* o6 y&p cuvt'c-raTcLi 
Tdt xivo6pcva o6bi ? rCtX6V(Tal* AUTIov b' IV 6LUKPaTtp ll#dV* ITI T&P 
galov &TpdL btaldvit. 
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14 One should boil eggs in water whilst stirring them without 
pause; for when stirred they do not congeal or thicken; 
they are better boiled in vinegar; for then they stay 
still more moist. 
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A commentary on Book 4 of Oribasius' 
Medicat CompiZations 
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TfiV F, 16YEVECYTCITTIV ooo gEca, 5cv: 'Ex nobilissima olyra, de- 
tracto (ut par est) cortice, tragum quem nominat, con- 
ficiunt' (Rasario, p. 24 7). Orib. lifts the se words from 
Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.13-21=6.519-520K), although he omits 
to say here how TP&YOQ was prepared, this being quoted 
in full elsewhere (Orib. 1.13.6 and n. ). 
pF cOyCvCCYTcL-r-nv: Wheats which contained a lot of bran were 
dubbed dLYC'vC%, whilst wheats from which the greatest 
quantity of CJCIICbCLXLQ could be milled were called 
C6yCVC% (Gal. Ad GZauc. 2.9=11.120K). 
6Xupav: Emmer or Triticum dicoccum Schrk. (see Orib. 
1.13. ln. ) . 
'rp(iYOV: This was similar in appearance (CFXfijLCLj cf. Gal. 
Alim. fac. 1.36.1=6.550K) to x6vbpoc (Dsc. 2.93p Gal. AZim. 
fac. 1.13.17=6.517K, cf. Artem. 1.68 where the two are 
mentioned together, and Orib. 4.1.11n. ) and was madej as 
Orib. says, from emmer (Gp. 3.8, cf. Plin. Nat. 18.76; 
6Xupa is a cultural variety of CeCa (Dsc. 2.91) , hence 
Gal. 's statement (HP-Acut. comm. 1.17-15.455K) that TP6YOC 
nas made from the latter). The grain was soakedl winnow- 
ed, and dried in the sun, this operation being repeated 
until the seed vessels and bran had been removed; the 
resulting TPdYOQ was then stored away ready for use (Gp. 
3.8) - 
1.2 -rC(pTIV: Einkorn or Triticum monococcum Schrk. (see Orib. 
1.13. ln. ) 
1.3-6 T(Dv Ttupwv ... 'YLv6uc-vOL: This is based on Gal. (AZim. 
fac. 1.2.2-4=6.481-483K) with considerable changes in 
wording and phraseology. For instance, Gal. refers to 
bran bread as TLLTUPCCLQ whilst Orib. calls it TuTupftTIC, 
and Gal. takes pains to explain that cLOT6nuPOL was the 
I. - -- - 
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current term, (3UYXOIILCFTOC the archaic for wholemeal bread, 
whilst Orib. ignores any such differentiation. 
W 
1.3 T3v nup3v: LSJ gives Triticum Vulgare, Daremberg (p. 256) 
'froment'. The word can be used in the all-embracing 
sense of 'wheat', being often contrasted with barley 
(Thphr. HP 8.4.1, Hdt. 4.33.11 IG 12.76.38,40, Pl. Lg. 
847e6, Ar. V. -506). 
If necessary a specific variety of 
wheat could be named, e. g.: CTjTdVLOQ TEup6Q (Sor. 2.25.2) 
TPLj1TjVLCLtOQ (Dsc. 2.85) , and cf. TtUP3V rL yýVOQ (Thphr. 
HP 8.4.1). See also Orib. 1.2.1n.. 
T06C TTVrUPCTCLQ: Bran-bread was also called OpcLTTL'jjnQ and 
OxovoQ according to Philemon (ap. Ath. 3.114e), and was 
the poorest sort of bread in order of ranking (Poll. 6.72). 
It provided about half the nourishment of white bread 
(Gal. Antid. 1.14=14.69K) being on a par with bread made 
from light spongy barley (Gal. AUm. fac- 1.10.5=6.506K). 
Pl. Com. (ap. Ath. 3.110d) calls Cilician loaves ýUTLCLP016Q, 
and this may be referring to the darkness of the bran. 
Naturally bran-bread was laxative (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.2.2=6. 
481K, cf. Orib. 1.1.4n. ). However, L. A. Moritz (Grain 
Mills and Flour in Classical Antiquity, Oxford 1958, p. 
173) thought that it was 'unlikely that any bread was made 
from bran albne', and that bran-bread was kneaded rather 
from the overtails of sieving during the production of 
finer grades of flour (Moritz, op-Cit., p. 161). 
CFL, XLYVCTCLC: This was the Roman term (Gal. Comp. Med. 7.1= 
13.8K, cf. L. A. Moritz, Grain-MiZZs and Flour in Classical 
Antiquity, Oxford 1958, p. 173) for the whitest or RCLOCL- 
pc5TCLTOQ sort of bread which was 'thought to be extremely 
nourishing but difficult to excrete (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.2. 
5=6.483-484K, Aff. Ren. 6=19.684-685K). It was made from 
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siZigo or soft wheat, the best in Italy being a mixture 
of Campanian SiZigo with that grown at Pisa# and from 
it was produced not only bread but also pastries (pis- 
trinarumque opera, Plin. Nat. 18.85, cf. Juv. 5.70-71 and 
E. Courtney ad Zoc., London 1980, p. 239). 
OCUL80ACTCLQ: This was the next whitest bread after 
aLA. LYVCT7jQ, and also a Greek word according to Gal. (AUM. 
fac. 1.2.5=6.483-484K). It was held to be strongo nour- 
ishingl difficult to excrete# and to have thick juices 
(Hp. Vict. 2.42=6.540L, Gal. Hp. Actit. comm. 4.95=15.898K, 
Dsc. 2.85.1, Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3.115c). 
1.4 xp6voc 6A. Cyoc: Without clocks the measurement of time was 
necessarily vague in ancient recipes, and attempts at 
greater precision produced somewhat comical results (e. g. 
CCQ 08COP [60V, 8LCLXLTE&V xp6vov -roaobTov, 600V 6LV TLQ TPLCOV 
ciTaUm 80uov dLV6aCLCVj Dsc. 2.78.1). 
1.6 Ot CL16TOTtUPOC Tý XCLL GUYU011LOTOC: These were two names 
for a leavened (Plin-Nat. 22.138, Cael. Aur. chron. 5.11. 
136) bread made from flour with none of the bran removed 
(Cels. 2.18.4, Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 2.34=15.577K, Ad GZauc. 
2.9=11.120K)i hence a rough food (Plu. Mor. 466d) which 
makes Habinnas' statement of preference over white bread 
seem positively eccentric (Petr. 66.2 and M. S. Smith ad 
Zoc., oxford 1975, p. 185). OUYXOIIL(jT6c was the earlier 
term (cf. Hp. VM 14=1.600L, Acut. 10=2.300L), cLfjToTEuP6c 
the later (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.2.4=6.482-483K). Diph. Siph. 
(ap. Ath. 3.115c), in contrast to Gal., placed wholemeal 
bread towards the end of his list of breads rather than 
midway. It was eaten both as an everyday food (Alex. and 
Phryn. Com. ap. Ath. 3.110e) and in special diets (Hp. Int. 
20=7.216L) and it features macerated in rose-oil and 
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water as a cataplasm for haemorrhoids (Larg. 224). 
1.7-9 tx T3V V&JV ... 
686ý0u: Orib. hardly alters Gal. (AZim. 
fac. 1.11.1=6.506-507K) for this passage on dXQLTOV, 
1.7 &XQLTOV: This was made from Young, half-ripe barley (Poll. 
1.247, Hsch. S. V. dXQL-rOV, Pall. 7.12) and was called 
poZenta in Latin (Anthim. 64, Char. exc. gramm. 1.553.25). 
Plin. (Nat. 18.72-73) gives three methods of preparing 
it: previously soaked barley was dried for one night, 
then parched (cf. Ov. Met. 5.450) on the next day and 
crushed (frangunt) in a mortarl some people after vigor- 
ously parching the barley sprinkled the grains with a lit- 
tle water and let them dry before grinding (moZanflj the 
third method involved barley being taken from the ears 
when still green, then pounding it after soaking it, wash- 
ing it clean, drying it in the sun, parching it again# 
then grinding it (moZunt). It appears from Plin. 's use 
of frango and moZo that 6L; k(PL'rOV could range from merely 
crushed grains to ground meal (see also Orib. 1.12.1n. ). 
RdLu T8v dXXG)V: Dieuch. (ap. Orib. 4.6.4) mentions (SXQLTOV 
made from oats. 
9 -roo Xou-rpoiO: on bathing see Gal. ap. Orib. 10.1 and 
Antyll. ap. Orib. 10.2-3, Herod. Med. ap. Orib. 10.4-5, Agathin. 
ap. orib. 10.7 and Daremberg ad Zoc., vol. 2, Paris 1854, 
pp. 865-883. 
10 'y C VOVTCL L ... (PUPOLUVTOV: This is a rewording of Gal. 
(AZim-fac. 1.11.2=6.507K), the original running YCYVOVTCLL 
C)' tE aft6v bypq) cpupaUv-c(j)v at VLdCCLL. 
U&CCLL : See orib. 1.12.2n.. 
11 x6v8poc ... TLUPZ5v: With a shifting of word order this 
comes from Gal. Wim. fac. 1.6.1=6.496K). 
x6v6poc: Orib. appears rather vague here about the prove- 
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nance of x&ý6poc, Dsc. (2.96) being more specific in 
saying that it came from emmer (UCL 6CHORROC) Gp. (3. 
7) explains its preparation: UCL was winnowed, put into 
hot water, then pressed. One part of the whitest and 
finest sand to four parts of pounded white chalk were 
mixed together, and a small quantity added to the ELL 
which was then hulled. When this operation had been com- 
pleted the C&L was passed through a large sieve. The 
best time for carrying out all this was during the Dog 
Days, or from late July to August. Three grades of 
X6v8poc were produced: Cato (Agr. 76) refers to the first 
grade (aZica prima; x6v5poc = atica CGL 2.477.57) in his 
recipe for pZacenta. on x6v8poc see also Orib. 1.5.1n. 
and L. A. Moritz, Grain-MiZZs and FZour in Classicat An- 
tiquity# oxford 1958, pp. 147-149). 
1.12- TCpOCFýXCLV 8E XPT'j ... Trp Tt%uTro %6'v8w: Orib. takes this 
15 
passage from Gal. (Atim. fac. 1.6.3=6.497-498K) with a few 
changes, one of the more noticeable being the imperative 
YMOOCO for the plain indicative YCYVCTCLL in sect. 15p an 
occurrence that is perhaps seen more often the other way 
round (see Orib. 1.49.1n. ). 
1.12 ýOQAjjcLC7LV: A sort of thin soup (see Orib. 4.7.21n. ). 
1.13 dLvAO(p: The fact that dill (Anethum graveoZens L. ) allayed 
flatulence (cf. Cels. 2.26.2) and being heating (cf. Alex. 
Trall. 8.2=2.339 Puschmann) was digestive of raw and un- 
cooked masses is probably the reason why it was used to 
stir porridge made from X6v6pog* since this dish could be 
troublesome to the digestion (stirring with bunches of 
herbs was a standard method in the ancient kitchen# cf. 
Apic. 7.6.7 agitabis ramo satureia). Its discutient 
(8LCLCPOP7jTLx6V property no doubt dispersed -rb RoU6871C 
*_- 
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(Gal. SiMPZ. Med. 6.1.45-11.832K, Dsc. 3.58, Hp. Vict. 2. 
54=6.558L, Ps. Theod. Prisc. SiMpZ. Med. 12). As A, S. F. 
Gow in his commentary On Theoc. says (vol. 2j Cambridge 
1950, p. 148), dill was a garden herb and was largely used 
in cooking as it still is in Greece today because of its 
flavour and scent (cf. Col. 10.120, Plin. Nat. 19.186f 
19.167 lanesum et anetum culinis et medicis nascuntur'). 
For a full and detailed account of the properties of 
dill as a carminativer diuretic, for soothing swellingst 
as an analgesic, somniferant, antaphrodisiac, and galac- 
tagogue see J. Stannard, 'The Multiple Uses of Dill 
(Anethum graveotens L. ) in Medieval Medicine' in M. 
Gundolf (ed. ), GalFrter der ArzeniF ouch apotFker, 
Berlin 1982, pp. 411-424. 
1.14 ycLcrTpbQ: As well as expressions for other internal or- 
gans there are two terms found in Orib. 4 for parts of 
the stomach, namely YCLCYTAP (1.14,2.3) and XOL, %CCL/XOL, %CCLL 
(7.1,2,6,29,34,10.2) and a third term found elsewhere 
in orib. , namely cYT611axoc, Arist. in RA (495b2osq) re- 
garded the4CYT61=XOQ as the complete oesophagus, running 
f rom the mouth OLTZ6 TOO CYT61ioLTOC) and terminating at the 
stomach (ECC ThV 'KOLXCWV), but elsewhere (PA 674a9sq) he 
calls the passage connecting the mouth with the stomach 
OCcyo(pdY0Q. Gal. (UP 4.1=3.266-267K) gives the name of 
OCoo(piyog to this passage, and adds that it was commonly 
called the cYT6vLcLxoc, since IaT6vLcLxoc is the general term 
for any narrow passage or isthmus# so to speaki leading 
to a cavity'. Hence the throat, neck of the bladder, and 
the cervix of the uterus were all called cYT6uaxoc, and 
this explains Arist. 's interchanging of the terms (cf. Gal. 
UP 5.5=3.332K). However, c7T6vtaXOQ could also be applied 
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more specifically to the mouth of the stomach (GT6Ua Tn-r. 
yaaw6c, Gal. Sympt. Caus. 1.7=7.127K, Comp. Med. 8.1=13. 
118K, Hp. Acut. comm. 1.17=15.460K, Prog. 8.7-14.643K), 
Plu. (Mor. 687d) describing it as regulating the appetite 
by either contracting or opening to admit food. Yet the 
term was applied haphazardly, as Plu. a little earlier 
(Mor. 698b) calls the cYT611CL)COC an dLyyCrOV, or receptacle 
for holding the food before it was passed CCr. ThV XdTW 
XOLXCCLV, a function more suited to the oesophagus, or 
even the stomach if h XdTCO XOLXCCi is taken to refer to 
the intestines, although 'lower stomach' is perhaps more 
accurate (cf. Dsc. 2.169.3, Hp. Acut. (Sp. ) 21=2.500L). 
R. E. Siegel (GaZen On the Affected Partst Basel 19761 p. 
207) mentions that Galen spoke of cT6viaToc X0LXC(XQ (Cf - 
Ruf. ap. orib. 7.26.23) , or the upper entrance to the cavity 
of the stomach, which is still commonly called cardia to- 
day; the ambiguity of the term reflects the difficult 
differential diagnosis between pain of the heart and pain 
at the upper end of the stomach. ycLaTAP must be the StOM- 
ach, and there appears to be hardly any confusion over 
this. Gal. (ap. Orib. 24.18.3-11) gives its correct posi- 
tion# the liver lying to the right and embracing the StOm- 
ach with its'lobes, the spleen to the left, the oesopha- 
gus entering from above (Gal. ap. orib. 24.17) and the in- 
testine exiting from below (Gal. ap. orib. 24.18.11). 
HoLVa is mentioned by Gal. (ap. Orib. 24.18.10) as being 
not part of the same body as the tVrCPOV (bowel) but of 
the oesophagust and since he distinguishes (ap. orib. 24. 
17) between OCCFOQdLYOC and cYT611cLXOQr he must presumably 
mean the terms to be taken as loesophagus' and 'mouth 
of the stomach' respectively. Therefore 'KOLXCCL is per- 
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haps a general term for cT6ýnxoQ and yCLCITAp together 
(cf. Ruf. ap. orib. 7.26.20), with the 9VTCPOV leading off 
from below and the OCGýýYOQ travelling up. wards to the 
mouth, although D. Gourevitch ('Les noms latins de 11 es- 
tomac', RPh 50 (1976), pp. 96-110) sees considerable over- 
lap between these words, 'KOLXCCL meaning festomac' and 
Iventrel, YCLCYTAP 'abdomen' and Iparoi abdominale' (E. 
Benveniste, 'Termes gr4co-latins d' anatomiel, RPh 39 
(1965), pp. 7-9, discusses these terms briefly with part- 
icular reference to the New Testament). 
16 - TtT L cy(ivTl TCLPCLC7lKcUdLcoVTcr.: This passage is derived 
21 
from Gal. Wim. fac. 1.9.3-6=6.502-503K) with some changes 
and omissions. Gal. begins by saying that TETLCY&Vn moist- 
ened when it was prepared correctly, whereas Orib. launch- 
es straight into how it may be prepared TtPocm-K6vTwc; an 
aside (Alim. fac. 1.9.4=6.502K) on how cooks cheated by 
adding starch to the soup to make it seem as if it had 
been boiled for longer than it really had is omitted# Orib. 
no doubt wanting to avoid putting ideas into his readers' 
heads; and TtPO8LCL5PtECLVTCLt (AZim. fac, 1.9.5=6.502K) is 
characteristically simplified to TEPOýpdEcLvTaQ (cf. Orib. 
1.41.8n., 42.3n. ). Gp. (3.9) suggeststen parts of water 
to one of barley, Orib. (Syn. 4.37.4) fifteen parts of 
water to one of barley boiled until a fifth remained of 
the original quantity and then strained. See also Orib. 
1.10. in. . 
1.16 6L& VLOACLU00 TtUPbQ: cf. Xenocr. ap-Orib. 2.58.48 bt' &'V8Pd- 
j=X(jx'nQ, Anthim. 3 Zento foco, Dsc. 2.76.4 Ko, 5QnC 
6LVOPCLXLELQ, Dsc. 2.76.11 tXCLQPý) 7%UPCP Apic. 4.5.4 lento 
igni. 
1.18 TEPaCIOU DPCLX6 ...: The use of dill and leeks in this 
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recipe must be solely for flavouring (cf. Gal. AZim. 
fac. 
1.7.3=6.501K) and not for aIny medicinal purposes supple- 
mentary to the barley# for only a small quantity is speci- 
fied, and moreover leeks were regarded as flatulent# pos- 
sessing unhealthy juices and immoderate heat, and being 
generally bad (ILOXOTIP(i: Gal. Diff. Feb. 1.4=7.285Kp Morb. 
Caus. 2=7.6K, Dsc. 2.149.1, Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 9.371e). 
For the popularity of leeks in cookingt despite their 
alleged medicinal drawbacks, see: Apic. 2.3.1,4.2.27p 
6.2.3,6.9.3,8.7.10 etc. ). 
1.19 6 amipToc: Spanish broom (Spartium junceum L.; see also 
S. Boscherini, 'Grecismi nel libro di Catone "De agri 
cultura"I A&R 4 (1959)t P. 150) was used to make 'shoes' 
(solea) for oxen t3 protect their hoofs after an operation 
for lameness caused by a down-flow of blood into their 
feet (Col. 6.12.1,6.15.1,, cf. Pall. 1.24.2, Vet. 12.2, 
Veg. MUZOM. 1.26.3), and Sabina Poppaea, the second wife of 
the emperor Nero, was drawn by mules shod with gilded 
(: )ncxp-rCcL (D. C. 62.28.1) Horses and mules were not shod in 
antiquity (K. D. White# Roman Farming, London 1970, PP. 
295 and 504 n. 91), and thus for use on roads hoofs were 
hardened by driving the animal to summer pasture on stony 
mountainsideh (cf.. Var. R. 2.8.5)1 or else protected tem- 
porarily by solea or metal 'hipposandals' (see R. E. M, 
and T. V. Wheeler, Verulamium: A Belgic and Two Roman Citiesp 
oxford 1936j pp. 220-221 and plate 63B; S. Frere, VeruZa- 
mium Excavations, Oxford 1972, pp. 171-172 and fig. 63; B. 
Hobley, Excavations at the Lunt Roman Fort, Bagintonj 
Warwickshire: Final Report, Birmingham 1974, p. 41 and fig. 
12.2). The Spaniards around Carthago Nova used the long 
leafless shoots (cf. Dsc. 4.154) to make footwear and 
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shepherds' clothes (Plin. Nat. 19.27), and the roughness 
of these shoots (cf. Isid. orig. 17.9.103) was 
ideal not 
I 
only, as here# to pound barley# but also to scrub out 
wine Jars (GP. 3.5.9). 
1.21 ttýTIJICL 're XCLL OýPOLLOv: These were alternative words for 
must from the sweetest grapes reduced by a half 
(Gal. Comp. 
Med. Gen. 3.3=11.612-613K, cf. Pall. 11.18, Dsc. 5.6.4) 
or, in a recipe which claims to be for 
gtýTJJICL RdLXXLC'rO'V 
(Gp. 8.32# cf. Phot. S. V. CYCPCLLOV), for a mixture of 50 
E&FTCLL Of Must to 100 E6CYTOLL of the best wine reduced to 
one third part. The terms were interchangeable (Gp. 
4.15. 
Bt Erot. S. V. OCV4) CILPCLCQ = p. 67 Nachmansonj Sch. Nic. 
AZex. 
153# Plin. Nat. 14.18, Gal. Atim. fac. 1.13.20=6.519K, Eust. 
1385.15) j CFCPCLLOV apparently being originally the 
Attice 
gtýnj= the general Greek name (Gal. Comp. Med. 7.1=13. BK# 
Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 6.3=17B. 322K, Moer. 340 = 310 Piersonj 
CYCPCLLOV is perhaps connected with CYCLP6CJ 'to filter', P. 
Chantrainep Dictionnaire btymologique, vol. 4.1# Paris 
1977, p. 1006), the former perhaps being in more common use 
(Gal. Meth. Med. 12.8=10.867-868K, but contrast Hsch. S-v- 
9LýnV= and Poll. 6.17 where the reverse is true), the lat- 
ter sometimes being used as a general term for a decoc- 
tion (e. g. Aret. CA 1.4.5=24A. 211K baccanou Etýnjia, 2.7.3= 
24A. 278K jiaXdXTjQ 'r@V ýLr, @'V &ýTJVYý, CD 2.5.3=24A. 335K Tft 
h5U6CYIIOU Tb ELVI11q, etc., but contrast Paul. Aeg. 3.28.3 
-roG 6LTE6 CCFXdL6CO'V CYLPCLCOU) This preparation was made from 
a variety of musts (Cretan, Mytilenaean, Pramnian, Theran: 
Dsc. 5.6.4, Aret. CA 2.2.14=24A. 254K# Gal. Comp. Med. 7.1=13. 
8K), in colour was dark (Gal. Vict. Att. 12.88, Bon. Mal. Suc- 
11.3=6.801K)i and because of its sweetness (Ar. V. 878# Ruf. 
ap. orib. 5.9.1# cf. Gal. Alim. fac. 1.11.1=6.507K) was used 
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extensively in cooking (Antiph. ap. Ath. 2.18ap Alex. ap. 
Ath. 4.170ct Gal. Alim. fac. 
s. v. defrutum, sapa). 
1.14.1=6.523K, Apic. passim 
xu, Kc6va: Hom. (IZ. 11.638-64o, cf. Gal. Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 
6.5=17B. 333K, Ath. 11.492d) describes this as being made 
from Pramnian wine and grated goat's cheese on which 
were sprinkled 6LA. (pLTcL (see Orib. 1.12.1n. ). Hsch. (S. Vo 
xu, KCU)) adds water and honey to the list of ingredients, 
and other citings of this preparation include thyme (Ar. 
Pax. 1169, Thphr. Char. 4.1), pennyroyal (Ar. Pax. 712), mint, 
rue, dill, coriander, linseed (Hp. Int. 12=7.196-198L, Nat. 
Mul. 38=7,382L), broad beans and hedge mustard (HpoMuZo 2o 
113=8.244L). Orib. 's point is that TtTW3dVTI was supposed 
to be a plain food for invalids, not an elaborately season- 
ed drink like nuxLov, the sometimes bewildering number of 
ingredients making the word a synonym for confusion or 
medley (Luc. I(: far. 17l Vit. Auct. 14t Theophyl. Simoc. Ep. 82, 
M. Ant. 9.39). On -Auxtwv in religious ceremony see A. 
Delatter 'Le cyceon: breuvage rituel des mysteres d' 
Aleu- 
sis', BAB 40 (1954)o pp. 690-752. , 
1.22- 98ECYUa YNETCLL ... XCLt Tttq)LV: This is taken from Gal. 
25 
(Alim. fac- 1.18.5-6=6.526-528K) with one minor and one 
major omissiont Gal. (AZim. fac. 1.18.5=6.526K) specifying 
that it was the people living around Pergamum (OC TECLP' 
h, ýItv 6LVaPCZTEOL) who called this dish of lentils and barley 
QCLXOTLTLCFdVTJ, and describing the blockages in the liver and 
the exacerbation of splenic inflammations due to QCLXO- 
TtTLCYd'VTI mixed with CYCPaLO'V. 
1.22 ýMnoTt"rLO&V71V: lptisana cum lenticula, quam Graeci phacop- 
tisanen uocant' (Cael. Aur. chron. 2.13.178). There were 
other mixtures with TtTLGd'vn and lentils, for instance 
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tragoptisana ('ex lenticula atque alical, Cael. Aur. chron. 
3.2.33) , polypody (Polypodium VuZgare L. ) With TtTLO&Vn 
(Ruf. ap. Orib. 7.26.69) DoXýOqKxjtý (Chrysipp-StOic. ap. 
Ath. 4.158b) , and TL'OX(pO(pcLxfi (Poll. 6.61) . 
1.23 ý YF- llhv &pTucytg ... : cf. Gal. Ptis. 4.1=6.821K, CTtCLTCL 
TCLX&')Q ttýACYCWTCC &ELf3dUOUCYLV Ot JAV 6ý71jjap Ot i5ý 6LIIU, %Ovl 
Hat TLVEQ IWjILVO'V XCXt JIýXL. 6CITL 8' h TOLaI3T7j GXE-UaCYýCL 
UO)COnpa 
0151IDPCLQ: Savory (Satureia Thymbra L. ), called by the 
Romans satureia or cuniZa (Col. 9.4.2, Larg. 124), was# 
when cultivated# considered pleasant to eat both green 
and dried (Col. 11.3.57,12.59.4) since its bitterness 
(cf. Thphr. CP 3.1.4p HP 1.12.2, Sch. Ar. Ach. 254) was not 
as pronounced as in the wild variety (Dsc. 3.37). It had 
a cutting power (Gal-Vict. Att. 2.7,12.115, AZim. fac. 
2.8.5=6.572K# Alex. Trall. 5.4=2.171 Puschmann) and was heat- 
ing (Hp. Vict. 2.54=6.560L), and thus would have made (PCLRO- 
TtTLC7dVn more digestible, although Cels. assures that it 
was of bad juice (2.21) and unsuited to the stomach (2.25. 
1). One-property Gal. does not mention savory bestowing 
on QaROTLTLCYdLVTI is the aphrodisiac (cf. Mart 3.75.4, Ov. 
Ars. 2.415, Cels. 2.32) . 
yXftouc: Pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium L. ), was also cutting 
and attenuating (Gal. Vict. Att. 2.7,12.115, AZim. fac. 2.8. 
5=6.572K, Alex. Trall. 5.4=2.173 Puschmann, 5.6=2.223 
Puschmann), heating (Hp. Vict. 2.54=6.560L, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 
6.3.7=11.857K, cf. Gp. 8.7), and hence digestive (Dsc. 3. 
31.1, Gp. 12.33). It is listed elsewhere as an adjunct 
to soups made of barley and lentils (Hp. Int. 44=7.276L, 
Aff. 41=6.25OLp Plin. Nat. 20.153o Apic. 5.2.2,4.4.1). 
1.24 *roVQ TtOXXotg: The Mss of Gal. (Alim. fac. 1.18.6=6.527K) 
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read TOVQ TEXOUC7COLQ (Helmreich, p. 2451 Rasario (p. 249) 
evidently had the same in front of him when he was trans- 
lating: 'Pessime autem a coquis lens ex sapa divitibus 
apparatur') whilst the Mss of Orib. read To% TEOXXOtC 
except for G which agrees with Gal. (Raeder, p. 95 and 
Daremberg, p. 262). 'Puisque les lentilles Ataient plutO4t 
un aliment des gens du peuple que des riches, nous avons 
pr4ferA la legon TtOX, %OrQj quoique sans cela le Mot jIdLYCL- 
poQ se dise plus souvent des cuisiniers employ4s par les 
particuliers que de ceux des gargotes' (Daremberg, p. 616). 
To form a decision as to the correct reading on anything 
other than a crude head-count of the Mss seems impossible', 
and therefore it seems best to follow Daremberg and Raeder 
and read TO% TtOU0%. Lentils with CFCPCLLOV cannot have 
been an expensive food solely for TO% TtXOUCFCOLC (100 
denarii per castrensis modius, Ed. DiOCZ. 1.11, the same 
price as wheat, 1.1a, crushed broad beans, 1.9, and chick- 
peas, 1.15; E. Ratti (IRicherche sul luxus alimentare 
romano fra 10 sec. A. C. e il 10 sec. D. C. ', RIL 100 (1966), 
pp. 157-204) does not list lentils as a luxury item, and 
I. S. Neale (Roman Foodstuffs and Their Relation to the 
Social Classes, diss. University of Hull 1969# pp. 62-63) 
says that lentils appeared on the tables of all sections 
of society; see also M. DembiAska, 'Diet: A Comparison of 
Food consumption between some Eastern and Western Mona- 
steries in the 4th - 12th centuries I, Byzantion 55 (1985) 
p. 440 on lentils as a 'popular and widespread food'), yet 
as Daremberg says, UdyeLpoQ is perhaps better associated 
with someone in the service of a house or hired for a 
special occasion (Posidipp. ap. Ath. 14.695c-d, Plaut. Ps. 
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790sq., Petr. 47.11, and G. Bertiaume, Les roles du 
mageiros, Leiden 19821 pp. 74-75) than a cook in a popina, 
ganea, or caupona. 
1.25 Tobc TE66ac: Trotters were considered among the lighter 
parts of the pig (Cael. Aur. chron. 3.2.35) # and thus their 
inclusion, as here, in barley soups (Apic. 4.4.1) may have 
been to add flavour rather than bulk, especially since 
salted foods were less nutritious than fresh (Cels. 2.18. 
10). 
TCLPLXTIP6'V: This was either meat (Chrysipp. Stoic. ap. Ath. 
4.137f, Gal. Simpl. Med. 4.20=11.694K, Hp. Aph. comm. 2.18= 
17B. 485K, Ph. Mund- 21.66, Syn. Ep. 1.2=2B) or fish (Hdt. 
9.120.1, Hp. Vict. 1.35=6.522Lg 2.48=6.55op Plin. Nat. 32. 
18, Poll. 6.4B, Gal. AZim. fac. 2.3.6=6.563K), or fruit 
(Pl. Sym. 190d7-8) preserved in salt (Gal. Alim. fac. 2.34. 
2=6.615K, Suda s. v. -rCiPLXOQ, Alex. Trall. 7.4=2.263 Pusch- 
mann, Sch. Ar. Ran. 558, hence the Latin equivalent sa4sa- 
mentum CGL 2.451.56), vinegar (Hp. Vict. 2.56=6.564L, cf. 
Apic. 1.9-1) or dried (Hdt. 2.77.4f Suda s. v. -raPLXC6CLV, 
cf. F. A. Wood, 'Greek Fish Names', AJPh 49 (1928), p. 187 
and M. Koehler, ITdLPLXOQ. ou recherches sur 11 histoire et 
les antiquit4s des pecheries de la Russie mýridionale', 
Memoires de V AcadZmie Imperiale des Sciences de St. - 
Pýtersbourg, sixieme s4rie, vol. It St. -P4tersbourg 1832, 
pp. 347-490). A 2nd/3rd century A. D. letter talks of a jar 
of pickles (T2) XCPdULOV TCOV TaPELXC(OV, cf. Plu. Mor. 668c) 
being topped up - presumably with vinegar or brine - and 
recommends the bottom layers as better than the top ones 
(POxy 2680.22-25). Cato (Agr. 88) explains how brine of 
" suitable concentration for pickling was manufactured: 
" basket filled with salt was suspended in an amphora 
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filled with clean water which was left in the sun. The 
basket was shaken several times a day until the salt 
0 
ceased to dissolve, and the brine was saturated enough 
forpickling when an egg or small dried fish could float 
in it. Meats for pickling were first boned, and after 
salting were packed in old olive-oil or vinegar containers 
with grape pips and sometimes sweet must (Gp. 19.9.3-6). 
The salt preserved the meats from decay by contracting 
the fibres and con*suming any moisture (Gal. Simpt. Med. 4. 
20=11.694K, 11.2.5=12.373Kt cf. D. L. 8.35). Pickled leg 
of pork is mentioned elsewhere (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 10.2.9=12. 
271K) , and it would have been ideal in qXIXOTLTLCY&Vn for sa- 
vour and the digestion since pickled foods were COCrTO40L 
(Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2.58.133) and being heating (Alex. Trall. 
Febr. 6=1.389 Puschmann, 7=1.407-409 Puschmannj Hp. ViCt. 
2.56=6.564L) were easily digested (Cels. 2.28.2, cf. Orib. 
1.17.1n., 1.54.2n. ). Before being eaten salt fish was 
washed until the water ran sweet (Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3. 
121ce Plaut. Poen. 241-244, Ter. Ad. 380), and it was served 
either baked, sprinkled with salt and olive-oil, or cook- 
ed plain (cf. Pherecr. ap. Ath. 3.119d# Hp. Aff. 41=6.250L), 
or in a sauce (Archestr. ap. Ath. 7.303e, Sen. Ep. 95.25). 
cic. (Att. 4.8.1,14.16.1, Fam. 9.16.7) praises a patina 
tyrotarichi (see Apic. 4.2.17 for recipe); fish preserved 
either by drying or smoking were dispatched over long 
distances and were particularly appreciated as gifts 
in the Byzantine period (Tz. Ep. 39,98, Theophyl. simoc. Ep. 
8-9, and see A. Karpozelos, 'Realia in Byzantine EpistO- 
lography X- XIIc', ByzZ 77 (1984), pp. 24-25); and salt 
fish is still esteemed in modern Greece (N. Kazantzakisp 
BCOC XCLL nOA. L*rCtCx TOG 'AX6En Z6PjiTTCL, Athens 1964,7th edn. 
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p. 235 16LA. A. 0r. 
UXCL YUVaNCLr 6LAAOQ IITECLXCALdLPO# dAAOQ TMLPdL6CCj 
dA. A. oQ 9(pnjjepC8eQ; J. M. Stubbs, The Home Book of Greek Cook- 
ery, London 1963, p. 68 'Salt Cod with Garlic Sauce'). on 
the manufacture of salt fish see also J. M. Blasquez, Eco- 
nomia de la Hispania romana, Bilbao 1978, pp. 407-409 
('Pesca y salazones') and pp. 499-500 ('Baetica, industrias 
de salazOn') andM. L, S. Leon, Economia de Za Hispania 
meridionaZ durante Za dinastia de Zos Antoninos, Sala- 
manca 1978, pp. 225-232. 
Veaxtc: Presumably when Gal. says Tb VLeTcLE6 'roftzv he 
means midway between what is fresh (TtP6cYQcLTov) and what is 
pickled (TCLPLxTiP6v) r although D. (25.61) appears to regard 
vCCLXAQ and Ttp6aQcLToQ as signifying very much the same thing. 
However, later usage (e. g. Luc. Nec. 151 Plu. Mor. 669a) 
took 'VECLA. AC to mean 'freshly salted' (Hsch. s. v. VCCDCYTL 
6LX06c) 
. Perhaps TaPLXnP(5V was left to mature; whilst VCCLXAQ 
designated food straight from thh pickling process. Cheese 
could also be described as veaXAg (Archig. ap. Gal. Comp. Med. 
5.1=12.808K) as could milk (Sch. Nic. Alex. 364, Tb VEXIXtQ 
Y(ixa' AYOUV Tb VE(DCYTL TLOUV) . 
1.26 xcLXbv 65ecylia ... Y&P 06TOQ: This is a paraphrase of Gal. 
Wim-fac. 1.1.43=6.477-478K) where it is stated that 
-reuTXO(PCLAA was suitable to administer in both health and 
sickness, and that if the lentils were boiled twice then 
the dish became more constipating. 
composed of opposites, beets being 
more sol and the juice assimilated 
was thus composite too (Gal. AZim. f 
ydLPOU YXU'KtOQ: Besides being made 
4.1.34n. ) YdPO'v was also processed 
'rE: U'rXOQa'AA was a food 
less laxative, lentils 
into the body from it 
ac. 1.18.9=6.529K). 
from fish (see-Orib. 
from pears (Pall. 3. 
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25.12), and it is possible that Orib. is referring to such 
a sauce here. R. I. Curtis (The Production and Commerce 
of Fish Sauce in the Western Roman Empire, diss. University 
of Maryland 1978, p. 69) remarks that 'the precise nature 
of this sweet garum remains unknown', and points tentative- 
ly towards another fishless ycipov recipe ascribed to 
Joachus of Martyropolis made from unleavened bread, herbs, 
and spices, and recorded by Gal. (Rem. Par. 3=14.546-548K). 
However, the recipe in Gp. (20.46.5) for ydpov with fish 
calls for the addition of 9týT111al and it is more likely that 
Orib. had in mind the traditional sauce rather than one of 
the rather esoteric examples. Salt could also effect un- 
expected saccharic results, for Chrysipp. StoiC. (ap. Plu. 
Mor. 626e) said -rdpL%oCj dLv dXjiyý OpýXeTaL, yXuxlftepov Q 
YCVCCF8CLL (cf. Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3.121c, Opp. H. 1.118# 
Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2.58.67). - 
1.27 XOXOR6VTTI -.. TOIbQ XajiO&vovTaC: This is an almost exact 
transcription of Gal. MZim. fac. 2.3.7=6.563-564K) on the 
subject of which see Orib. 1.35n.. 
VCLUTL68CLQ: Nausea arose through overeating (Plu. Mor. 
127a# 442f), the presence of purulent matter in the body 
(Aret. CD 1.13.4=24A. 327K, cf. Gal. Comp. Med. 8.3=13.156K), 
and the consiimption of unpleasant things such as bay oil 
(Dsc. 1.40.2). Salty (Plu. Mor. 669a) and astringent (Gal. 
Comp. Med. 8.1=13.121-122K) substances could mitigate 
otherwise nauseous foodstuffs. 
1.28 48LCITOV ... Ji6; kA. WV: Orib. paraphrases Gal. (AZim. fac. 2. 
3.6=6.563K) for this sentence. 
tV X01165 L: B. A. Sparkes ('The Greek Kitchen', JHS 82 
(1962) j pp. 130-131 and plate 6.5) describes the Xondc as 
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a casserole having a rounded but shallow body, offset lips, 
and handles to be grasped horizontally and rising to the 
level of the rim which was flanged to receive a lid. The 
spout, although in some cases vestigial and not wholly 
pierced through, provided a useful outlet for steam; how- 
ever, as ancient cooks shook pots to mix the contents 
rather than stirring them (see Orib. 4.9.1n. ) , the larger 
opening in the lids of surviving %OTEdL8CC are unlikely to 
have been designed to accept a stirring implement as 
Sparkes tentatively suggests. As here Xon&8eQ were used 
mainly in the cooking of fish (Plu. Mor. 182f, Pl. Com. ap. 
Ath. 1.5cj Euphro ap. Ath. 8.343bf Ar. V. 510# Arched. ap. 
Ath. 7.292e j Gal. Alim. fac. 3 . 29.12=6.725K) , but sometimes 
other foods (6PoDdLYXTjj Dsc. 2.1421 9VTOQ, Gal. AUM. fac. 
1.19.5=6.531K). 
lluxxcav: LSJ (s. v. ) suggest that this might be the sciaena 
umbra L. which does occur in the Black Sea as Orib. sayst 
and likes a rocky habitat (opp. H. 1.128-130)1 being a Medi- 
terranean fish there is no English name for it# but the 
French call it corb, the Italians corvol whilst the Turkish 
name is eqkina, and it is nowadays eaten fried (see A. 
Davidsonj Mediterranean Seafood, 2nd edn., Harmondsworth 1981, 
p. 98 and fig. ). DI Arcy Thompson (A Glossary o, 02' Greek 
Fishes# London 1947, pp. 161-162) states ''a difficult and 
uncertain fish', and proffers three tentative equivalents, 
namely the above one, and secondly Sciaena aquila L. j 
also of the Sciaenidae but 200cm in length as opposed to 
the 75cm of the Sc. umbra, and making a noise in the water 
with its resonating air bladder; it too is tasty, having 
white boneless flesh. Both these identifications are 
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based on a schotion (ad Opp. H. 1.128-130) which equates 
U, 3?, oL with uuXox6nLcL and ILUXox6TLoL, IIUXoK6TE0Q being the 
modern Greek for Sc. aýuila and umbra* The third suggest- 
ion is the grey mullet or Mugil cephaZUS L. (cf. Dorio 
ap. Ath. 3.118c). Daremberg (p. 263) translates by Iom- 
brines' (Sciaena cirrosa L. )j which although of the 
Sciaenidae is rarely found in the Black Sea. Of all these 
explanations the first seems preferable because what little 
ancient testimony there is fits (other citings occur in un- 
helpful lists of fish: e. g. Ar. ap. Ath. 3.118dj Mnesim. ap. 
Ath. 7.329d, Ephipp. ap. Ath. 7.322e, Hsch. s. v. Ut5UoV) and 
the noise of the Sc. aquiZa would surely have been com- 
mented on by someone in antiquity when such phenomena were 
held in great interest (cf. Arist. HA 536bl6-25), while the 
suggestions of grey mullet and lombrines' are both puta- 
tive and stand in need of more support. Poll. (6.48) im- 
plies that the fish was pickledt and Gal. remarks else- 
where Wim. fac. 3.40.6=6.747K) on it being exported from 
the Black Sea (cf. Ael. NA 14.23 who says that 1113A. A. OL lived 
in the Danube). 
1.29 T6LQ YOYYUA. C8cLQ ... ttýTjaercya: This is one of the rare places 
where Orib. expresses himself mainly in his own words (cf. 
Orib. 1.43n., 1.60n. ) rather than leaning heavily on the 
phraseology of his source, in this case Gal. (AZim. fac. 2. 
60=6.648-649K). The reason for the turnip requiring such 
thorough boiling was that it was difficult to cook (Gal. 
SimpZ. Med. 6.3.12=11.861K)i had an unpleasant pungency ('ra- 
pas coquet ut exbromari possint'i Apic. 6.3.2), and needed 
to be rid of its flatulent and indigestible nature (Diph. 
Siph. ap. A. th. 9.369f, Damocr. ap. Plin. Nat. 20.19, Cels. 2.26. 
1, Mnesith. Ath. ap. Gal. AZim. fac. 2.59.2=6.645K, Dsc. 2.110. 
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1, cf. Hp. Vict. 2.54=6.56OL; on cooking to remove strong 
qualities see Gal. Atim. fac. 2.62.2=6.651K). Turnip roots 
were pickled in vinegar, or vinegar and brine, sometimes 
with the addition of mustard or honey (Gal. Alim. fac. 2. 
39.3=6.623Kt 2.56=6.641K, Var. R. 1.59.3, Nic. ap. Ath. 4. 
133d-e, Hsch. s. v. &%U66EQ, Apic. 1.12.8), and although 
regarded as a humble food for the poor (Alex. ap. Ath. 2.55a, 
Megacles ap. Ath. 10.419al Col. 2.10.22) nevertheless fea- 
ture in recipes on their own and with meat or fowl (Euphro 
ap. Ath. 1.7d-e, Apic. 3.13.1-2,6.2.3, Anthim. 52, cf. 
Petr. 66.7, Alex. Trall. 7.1=2.249 Puschmann). occasionally 
turnip leaves were eaten, either during famine (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 2.39.1=6.622K) or because of religious scruples (Jul. 
Or. 5.175 d-176a; the sacred law of the Eleusinian Myster- 
ies of Demeter and Persephone frowned on the eating of 
fruits that grew downwards in the earth since the earth 
was the last and lowest of things). The aphrodisiac pow- 
ers of turnips were noted (Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.3.12=11.861K, 
Dsc. 2.110.11 Diocl. and Dionys-Stoic. ap. Plin. 20.19). 
DOU'VL(I5CLQ: Although Gal. asserts that YOYYUXL'g and POUVL&Q 
are the same (Bon. Mal. Suc. 8.10=6.794K, AZim. fac. 2.39.1= 
6.622K), other writers distinguish between the two (Ath. 
1.4d, Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 9.369d, Plin. Nat. 20.21, Dsc. 2. 
ill# cf. D. S. 3.24.1, J. AJ 3.1741 Ath. 9.369b), but the 
confusion shows there can have been little difference (cf. 
Speus. ap. Ath. 9.369b ands ad Zoc. r L. Tar&n, Speusippus 
of Athens: A Critical Study with a Collection of the Re- 
lated Texts and Commentary, Leiden 1981, p. 254, who iden- 
tifies DOUVL(iQ with the French turnip or kohlrabi, Bras- 
sica napus). 
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1.30- XCLL h TOO dPOU 8ý ýL?; CL ... )(PTICYL116-rF-POV: Orib. derives 
31 
his information here from Gal. Wim. fac- 2.61.1=6.649- 
650K). The dpOV is usually identified with cuckoo-pint 
(Arum itaZiCUM L. ) whose native habitat is Italy (Arum 
macuZatUM L., a plant of the same family, grows in 
Britain), and the ancient descriptions agree with this 
interpretation (see M. Grieve, A Modern Herbal, Harmonds- 
worth 1976, pp. 236-239 and plate 32): its leaves resemble 
sorrel, and it has a long fleshy stem called the spadixt 
which is prolong6d'iihto- a purple OnoTt6p(pupov, cf. Ps. 
Dsc. 2.167 where there is recorded the alternative name 
of QOLVCXCOV, presumably on the basis of colour) club- 
like extremity (t)TECPOCL8A) ' and on this are borne light 
yellow flowers (Thphr. HP 1.6.7-8, Plin. Nat. 19.96, Dsc. 
2.167). The cuckoo-pint possesses large tuberous roots# 
oblong in shape, approximately the size of a pigeon's 
egg, brownish externally, white within (ýLCCL XeUxA, Dsc. 
2.167), and when fresh fleshy, yielding a milky juice, 
almost insipid to the taste at first, but soon producing a 
burning and prickling sensation (cf. Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 4. 
14=6.770K, 8.10=6.794K, Orib. Syn. 4.2.4). its purgativer 
heating, and mucus-ridding properties were recognised in 
antiquity (Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.1.61=11.839K, Plin. Nat. 24. 
143, cf. Pelagon. Vet. 6.71). The root was eaten after 
boiling in water with mustard or with bTtOTPLj1UCLTCL (see 
Orib. 4.2.14n. ) or with olive-oil, vinegar and garum (Gal. 
AZim. fac. 2.61.2=6.650K) . 
TEOLP , hILN: In other words in the countrside around 
Pergamum, Galen's home and birthplace. 
1.32 xCLL ThV TOG 6PCL'KOVTCOU 8L IýCC(xv e. U80jiev: This state- 
ment is derived from Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.62.1=6.651K). 
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6PcLx6v-rL. o'v is customarily identified with edder-wort 
(Dracunculus Vulgaris L., or Iserpentairell A. Carnoy, 
Dictionnaire btymoZogique des noms grecs de plantes, Lou- 
vain 1959, p. 112), a variety of cuckoo-pint (cf. Cael. Aur. 
chron. 2.14.205, Plin. Nat. 24.142, Phan. Hist. ap. Ath. 9. 
371d, Gal. Succed. =19.728K 6LVTL 6pcLxovTCou, dpov) with a 
harsher flavour (Gal. AUM. fac. 2.61.1=6.649K) growing in 
shaded places and deriving its name either because its 
stem looked like a snake, or because it warded off snakes 
(Dsc. 2.166.1, Gp. 13.8.7, Isid. orig. 17.9.351 Plin. Nat. 
24.150, Ps. Apul. herb. 14.1 and Mss illustrations of the 
plant facing p. 46 of CML 4, ed. E. Howald and H. E. Sigerist, 
Leipzig 1927). Edder-wort had a pleasant smell (Marc. med. 
20.115) and a bitter and purgative juice (Gal. Bon. MaZ. SUC- 
4.14=6.770K, Simpl. Med. 6.1.61=11.839K, 6.4.9=11. B64K, 
AZim. fac. 2.63.2=6.652Kt Alex. Trall. 9.1=2.397 Puschmann), 
and whilst Thphr. (HP 7.12.2) disapproved of its use as a 
food, Dsc. (2.166.4) mentions that the inhabitants of the 
Baleares islands mixed the boiled root with honey to serve 
at meals instead of cakes. The root was otherwise eaten 
in the same way as turnips (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.61.1=6.649Kt 
see Orib. 4., 1.29n. ). 
Th'V U TOO dLC7(POUXOU ... 06PIlOUC: This comes from Gal. 
(Atim. fac. 2.63.1-2=6.651-652Y, ). There are three important 
varieties of asphodel distinguished by modern scientific 
botany# namely asphodelus fistutOsust asph. aZbus, and asph. 
microcarpuss but it is difficult, and often impossible, to 
determine with the meagre information supplied in ancient 
texts which of the three varieties is being referred to in 
any particular case. The plant grows 1-3ft in height (cf. 
Icaulem eius cubitalem et saepe duum cubitorum', Plin. Nat. 
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21.109), have radical, long, numerous leaves (cf. Thphr. 
HP 7.13.2), and are easily grown from seeds (cf. Thphr. 
I 
HP 7.13.4). The word has passed into modern language: 
e. g. French asphodble, German affodiZI, Spanish asfodeZo. 
Ps. Apul. (herb. 32.2, also Larg. 254 lastulae regiae, quam 
asphodelon Graeci dicunt') mentions that an alternative 
name was hastuZa regia, and this has survived in popular 
nomenclature as Royal Staff or, more closely, King's 
Spear (see J. -M Verpoorten, 'Les noms grecs et Latin de 11 
asphodýle', AC 31 (1962), pp. 111-129). According to M. 
Grieve (A Modern HerbaZ, Harmondsworth 1976, p. 72), the 
roots when dried and boiled in water yield a mucilaginous 
matter that in some countries today is mixed with grain 
or potato to make asphodel bread (cf. Plin. Nat. 22.67). 
The root (fleshy and acorn shaped, Thphr. HP 7.9.4) wasp 
as Orib says, eaten: Plin. (Nat. 21.108) recommended it 
baked in ashes, then seasoned with salt, olive-oil, and 
mashed figs. However, Orib. ignores how to prepare lupines 
in his description of them (1.21 and n. ), so it is care- 
less of him to remark that asphodel was prepared in the 
same way (cf. 1.17.1n., but see 4.1.33n. ). Gal. (AZim. fac. 
2.63.2=6.652K) decided that asphodel was food fit merely 
for famished rustics (it grows wild, cf. P. Levi, The HiIZ 
of Kronos, London 1980, p. 83 on asphodel growing around 
the temple at Bassai) because of its discutient and at- 
tenuating power which could be dulled only after several 
boilings. The medicinal quality was put to use in curing 
alopecia (Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.1.71=11.842K)o for jaundice 
(Hp. Morb. 2.38=7.54L, Orib. Syn. 4.23.5) and for an in- 
flamed spleen (Hp. Int. 30=7.246L). 
1.33 tTtCL8&V 8L T& TOLCLrJTCL . _. LAC: Although he omits in his 
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description of lupines an account of how to prepare them 
(see Orib. 4.1.32n. ) , Orib. now proceeds to close this gap 
I 
with this detailed disquisition, taken however from Gal. Is 
chapter on cabbages (AZim. fac. 2.44.2-3=6.631-632K) . The 
choice of source from which to extract is perhaps not as 
strange as it at first sight appears, for the culinary de- 
tails given by Gal. on lupines are perfunctory whilst those 
on cabbages are more than full. 
ýTýP(P Oepwý: The omission of the noun is common in medi- 
cal texts (cf. Hp. MuZ. 1.66=8.136L, Anthim. 54,67, Xenocr. 
ap. Orib. 2.58.119, Dieuch. ap. Orib. 4.8.8, Seren. 540). 
1.3 4 robg 'KOyXCaQ .-- XPýGaCLL : For this section Orib. para- 
phrases Gal. (A lim. fac. 3 . 2.2=6.669K) # leaving aside the 
delightful opening sentence of Gal. Is chapter (AZim. fac. 
3.2.1=6.668K) : 6TL jlýV 06V Oft' tV TO% TLTTjvorQ ... TOOTO 
-rb COOV, d'VTLXPUQ bfi, %O'V! Snails had thick juices (Gal. 
Vict. Att. 12.1141 Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.12=6.768K, Atr. BiZ. 4=5. 
114-115K) and hard flesh that was difficult to digest (Gal. 
Hp. Vict. comm. 4.26=15.413K, AZim. fac. 3.2.1=6.668K), but 
once digested was nourishing (Petr. 130.7, cf. Gal. Hp. Aph. 
Comm. 2.18=17B. 484K). After a careful and thorough boil- 
ing they became laxative (Cato Agr. 158.1-2, Cels. 2.29.21 
Aret. CA 2.5.5=24A. 273K). A simple food (Polioch. ap. Ath. 2. 
60b-c, Epich. ap. Ath. 3.85d, Plin. Ep. 1.15.2), often eaten 
as a starter or as an accompaniment to wine (Mart. 15.53, 
Hor. S. 2.4.58-59, Petr. 70.71 cf. N. Luardo Andalucia: A 
Portrait of Southern Spainj London 1984, p. 166: 'Snails 
are a summer crop. They come in two varieties, large 
and small which, eaten in their own clear soup accompanied 
by a tankard of beer, are the traditional preparation for 
a long night at a town's ferial), they were fried or 
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roasted with olive-oil, oenogarum, saltp peppert asa- 
foetida, and cumin (Apic. 7.18.1-4) or, as here, boiled 
(Seren. 315-317) The best snails came from Sardinia, 
Libya, Astypalaea, Sicily (cf. Achae. ap. Ath. 2.63b) and 
Chios (Dsc. 2.9.1) , and could be eaten fresh or pickled 
(Plin. Nat. 30.45). Snails were also bred and fattened 
in uiuariat an innovation attributed to Fuluius Lippinus 
sometime before 49 B. C. (Plin. Nat. 9.173-174, Var. R. 3.3. 
3,3.14, Macr. sat. 3.13.15). 
ydLpcp: Gp. (20.46) contains four recipes for this sauce, 
the most complex involving leaving gish entrails mixed 
with salt sealed in a jar outside in the sun for several 
months, after which the liquid which had formed from the 
putrefying fish was drawn off. Another methodl perhaps 
adapted for domestic use, involved boiling fish in brine 
with a little oregano and wine until the sauce had reduced, 
at which point it was strained and stored away ready for 
use. Plin. (Nat. 31.94) recommends mackerel (Scomber 
scombrus L. ) for use in ycipov, and adds that Clazomenael 
Pompeii# and Leptis were famous for their ydpOV. It 
could also be made from meat (Dsc. 2.32) and fruit (see 
Orib. 4.1.26n. ). There is considerable modern literature 
on this sauce: R. Sanquer and P. Galliou, 'Garum, sel et 
salaisons en Armorique gallo-romaine', GaZZia 30 (1972), 
pp. 199-223; C. Jardint 'Garum et sauces de poisson de l' 
antiquitA', RSL 27 (1961), pp. 70-96; M. Ponsich and M. 
Tarradell, Garum et industries antiques de salaison dans 
Za Mbditerranbe occidentaZe, Paris 19651 M. RAnard, 'A 
propos du "garum sociorum"', Latomus 29 (1970), pp. 297- 
313; other works are listed in R. I. Curtist The Production 
and Commerce of Fish Sauce in the Western Roman Empire, 
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diss. University of Maryland 1978. Similar fermented 
fish products are manufactured in the Far East today, for 
instance Kecap ikan in Indonesia, NampZa in Thailand, Patis 
in the Philippines, and Shottsuru in Japan (A. H. Rose (ed. )p 
Fermented Foods, Economic Microbiology vol. 7, London 1982, 
pp. 21-23). 
1.35- Ttp? )C TCLPLXCL'CLV ... T& CYCLPECTCLVCL XCLX061ieva: Apart from a 
40 
few minor omissions, such as a brief explanation of what 
was meant by 'excrementitious' meat (T&C tXo6cyag &V 
tau- 
Tatc byp6TTITa TEcLPcCTtcLPvi&vTiv (PXCYj1CLTLWOTýPCLV: see Orib. 
1.20.3n. ), Orib. copies this section from Gal. (AZim. fac- 
3.40.2-6=6.745-747K). 
1.36 XCLYC06Q: Hare had dry meat (Hp. Vict. 2.46=6.546L, Gal. Vict. 
Att. 8.681 Archestr. ap. Ath. 9.399d-e recommends salted 
roast hare despite Gal. 's strictures concerning this method 
of preparation) that was constipating (Cels. 2.30.2t cf. 
Plin. Nat. 28.202) and generative of thick melancholic 
blood (Gal. Loc. Aff. 3.10=8.183K, Vict. Att. 8.67, AZim. fac- 
3.1.8=6.664K) and ranked among T& xpda Caxup6TcpcL (Hp. Aff. 
43=6.252L). Hares were a suitable food for convalescents 
(Plu. Cat. Ma. 23.4) and were a popular delicacy (Eub. ap. 
Ath. 2.65e, Hippoloch. ap. Ath. 4.128d, Dicaearch. Hist. ap. 
Ath. 4.141b, Ar. Ach. 1110, Eq. 1192, Luc. Hist. Conscr. 56, 
Mart. 13.92.2, Hor. S. 2.4.44,2.8.89-go, Petr. 36.2, Macr. 
sat. 3.13.12) eaten stuffed, boiled in a sauce, minced, 
and roasted (Apic. 9.8.1-13). Anthim. (13) gives a recipe 
for a spicy sauce for young hares comprising pepperl cloves, 
ginger, malabathrum, and nard. There was also a dish 
prized by gourmets made with the blood and inwards of hares 
(Ar. Ach. 1112 and Sch., Gal. AZim. fac. 3.17=6.699K, SimpZ. 
Med. 10.2.4=12.259K# Hp. Prorrh. 1 comm. 1.13=16.541K, Diph. 
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Siph. ap. Ath. 9.401a, Apic. 9.8.5). Not only wild hares 
(Cael Aur. chron. 1.1.23, cf. Hor. Carm. 1.37.18-19, Plu. 
Arat. 26.4, Ov. Ars 1.272) but also hares bred and fat- 
tened in hutches were eaten (Var. R. 3.12.5; see also D. W. 
Rathbone, 'Breeding Hares for Medicinal Uses', ZPE 47 
(1982), pp. 281-284). 
1.37 6L'RdPLTTOL: This refers to 'simplicity' (cf. Plu. GaZb. 3. 
2, Luc. Nigr. 26, Plu. Mor. 267f, Alex. Aphr. Pat. 36-2.208 
Bruns, Philostr. VS 1.32.2) or in other words freedom from 
harmful admixtures or properties (Ifrei von Sch'adlichkeiten't 
Alex. Trall. 1.15=1.537 Puschmann, cf, Gal. Comp. Med. 2.21= 
13.552K). Such fish included turbot, wrasse, and parrot 
wrasse (Alex. Trall. 1.15=1.543 Puschmann). 
TU)v 6vCaxcov: A. C. Andrews ('The Codfishes of the Greeks 
and Romans', JournaZ of the Washington Academy of Sciences 
39 (1949) r pp. 14-15) identifies this fish with the common 
hake (Lat. asellus Cass. Fel. med. 28# Merluccius vulgaris 
Fleming), and this is given credence through Romance 
philologYr the species being c. alled asineZ at Fiume, naseZ- 
Ii at Genova, nasello at Acona, and naseZZ at Parma (but 
cf. E. de Saint-Denis# Le vocabulaire des animaux marina 
en latin cZassique, Paris 19471 pp. 10-11, 'En un mot# l' 
identification de 11 asellus reste incertainell and other 
suggestions include Gadus merZuccius L. and Gadus tricir- 
rhatus L. ). Common hake occupied a place midway between 
hard and soft fleshed fish (Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2.58.2, Gal. 
Bon. MaZ. Suc. 3.1=6.762K) and was nourishing and easily pas- 
sed (Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2.58.6). It was suitable for pickling 
(Euthyd. ap. Ath. 7.315f). Opp. (H. 1.102) relates how it 
loved to feed in shallow muddy water, but Gal. is quite 
adamant Wim. fac. 3.29.4=6.721K) that only common hake 
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living in clean sea-water was good, turbid water causing 
the flesh of the fish to become oily and glutinous. It 
I 
was a delicacy (Plin. Nat. 9.61, Petr. 24.7, cf. Ov. HaZ. 
133), the best specimens being caught off Pessinus in 
Galatia (Var. ap. Gal. 6.16.5), and features in an elabor- 
ate patina ex Zacte (Apic. 4.2.13). 
611 XCL&Lpdr. aaxdLCFGTlr. : It was a commonplace that foul water 
bred foul fish (Sen. Nat. 3.19.1-3p Anthim. 43, Juv. 5.103- 
106j, Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 9.1-3=6.795-796K, cf. Alim. fac. 3. 
26.6=6.717K). 
XOpCL'KNOL: Daremberg (p. 266) translates by 'bolty' (Tila- 
pia (Chromis) nilotica; see also J. Cotte, Poissons et 
animaux aquatiques au temps de PZine, Paris 1944, pp. 54- 
56), an Egyptian fish, and certainly the bolti was often 
referred'to as NcL>. CLVOQ in antiquity (Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2. 
58.9, PFay. 116.4-5f j. BJ 3.520, Plin. Nat. 5.51F 9.68f 32. 
56, Str. 17.2.4; photograph of stone relief of a TiZapia 
niZotica from the tomb of Idut at Saqqara, c. 2423 B. C. 
in W. J. Darby, P. Ghaliougui and L. Grivetti, Food: The 
Gift of Osirisr London 1977, vol. 1, p. 368, fig. 7.29). 
Howeverf the term probably also stood for another sort of 
fish that was caught off Sparta (Ar. Eq. 1053) and Italy 
(Archestr. ap. Ath. 7.294a); D' Arcy Thompson (A GZoa8ary of 
Greek Fishesp London 1947, pp. 122-125) suggests 
the HeZiastes chromis Gthr. or one of the family of 
Sciaenidae or the grey mullet (MugiZ cephalus L. ). It is 
possible that this mysterious other fish earned the appel- 
lation because of its similar appearance to the famous 
Nilotic, either in shape or in dark colouring (cf. Opp. H. 
1.33 Rat HOPCLXUVOV bt6vujiov CLCOOTtL )(poLfl, , Speus. ap. Ath. 
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7.308d, Ar. ap. Ath. 7.308f, and F. A. Wood, 'Greek Fish 
Names I, AJPh 48 (1927) , pp. 308-309) Arist. perhaps is 
talking about it when 
ýe 
says it is a shoaling fish (HA 
610b3-5) and spawns about harvest-time (HA 57la26-28) near 
the shore in tangled weedy spots (HA 543a3O-bl) . The 
Egyptian fish was pickled (Plin. Nat. 32.106,127; on the 
Egyptian salt-fish industry see D. S. 1.52.5-6) and was con- 
sidered an unsurpassed delicacy (Mart. 13.85) since it was 
sweet and fleshy (Ath. 7.309a). The other fish was also 
pickled after being netted in the Black Sea (Gal. AZim, fac. 
3.30.5=6.729K, cf. Xenocr. ap. orib. 2.58.151) and was held 
to be of small nourishment, easily passed, and of moderate 
flavour (Hices. ap. Ath. 7.308d). E. de Saint-Denis (Le 
vocabulaire des animaux marins en latin classique, Paris 
1947, pp. 27-29) grapples with this ichthyological problem 
and presents lune solution tres satisfaisantel for the se- 
cond fish: lune espýce petite, d' un brun chatain, que 11 
on peche par milliers en M4diterran4e, et qui porte encore 
& Naples le nom de guarracino, en Corse celui de corVOZO; 
cl est le petit castagneau (Sparus chromis L. ) de qualitA 
inf6rieure ... 1. N. Douglas (Siren Land, Harmondsworth 
1983, p. 103) unflatteringly describes this fish: 'The 
guarracino, for instance, is a pitch-black marine monstro- 
sity, one to two inches long, a mere blot, with an old Red 
Sandstone profile and insufferable manners, whose sole re- 
commendation is that its., name is derived from korakinos 
(korax =a raven; but who can live on Greek roots? )'. 
TLnXCLýL158EQ: This was the name given to young tunnies under 
a year old (Arist. HA 57laB-12, Sostr. ap. Ath. 7.303b# Plin. 
Nat. 9.47; see also T. H. Corcoran, The Roman Fishing In- 
dustry of the Late Republic and Early Empire, diss. North- 
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westdrn University 1957, pp. 56-58, J. Cottel Poissona et 
animaux aquatiques au temps de PZine, Paris 1944, p. 84p 
D' Arcy Thompson, A GZossary of Greek Fishes, London 1947t 
pp. 197-199) which lived in the sea where it neighboured 
rivers or lakes and there was a mix of fresh and salt water 
(Opp. H. 1.113-116). The best young tunnies were those from 
Pontus (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.30.5=6.728K, cf. Opp. H. 4.504-505, 
S. ap. Ath. 7.319b, Plin. Nat. 32.146, Arist. HA 543bl-3), and 
Ael. (NA 15.10) gives a graphic description of fishing for 
them. Gal. (Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.13=6.769K, AZim. fac. 3.30.4=6. 
728K) considered them to have less thick and viscous juices 
than other cetaceous creatures and thus to be more diges- 
tible, but medical opinion was divided for Hices. (ap. Ath. 
3.116e) and Alex. Trall. (1.15=1.543 Puschmann , 11.1=2.473 
Puschmann) regarded them as difficult to digest and full 
of thick bad juice. Juv. (7.119-120) mentions a jar of 
(presumably pickled) Young tunnies as a nondescript food 
(cf. Col. 8.17.12 who recommends intestines of young tun- 
nies as feed for farmed fish); Apic. (9-11) gives a reci- 
pe for a sauce with young tunnies consisting of pepper# 
lovage, cumin, onion, mint, rue, hazelnuts, dates, honey, 
vinegar, mustard, and olive-oil. 
G(jpbaL XCLL C7CLP8NCLL : A. C. Andrews ('The "Sardinian Fish" 
of the Greek and Romans', AJPh 70 (1949), pp. 171-185) pro- 
pounds a convincing explanation of these fish. The names 
occur in close association in contexts that suggest that 
they are alternative names for the same fish, or refer to 
very similar fish; Ed. DiocZ. (5.12) lists sardae siue sar- 
dinae, siue probably meaning 'also called'. Xenocr. (ap. 
Orib. 2.58.142) describes the CALP5CL as a large ocean TUj, %CLj16Q 
which was excellent as a food when preserved. As the 
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nTjXcLjAQ was the common tunny (Thynnus Vulgaris Cuvier) , 
Xenocr. must mean that C7dp8CL is the common tunny rather 
more than a year old. Diph. Siph. (ap. Ath. 3.120f) says 
that adp6a was the same size as the xoVaQ, or coly mack- 
erel (Scomber colias Gmelin) , and the year-old tunny is 
about the same size as the adult coly mackerel. The 
adp6a was pickled (Col. 8.17.12g Plin. Nat. 32.131t Gal. 
AZim. fac. 3.40.5=6.746K); in factr elsewhere Gal. (AZim. 
fac. 3.30.5=6.728-729K) says that Sardinian "rdPLX0Q made 
from tunny was so famous that the product was generally 
called TdPLXTI C7dP8CL; the most superior salt fish had been 
called CYdp6LXn TdPLXn, but by Gal. 's day were simply 
acipbat. Wim. fac. 3.40.6=6.747K) . One small group of mod- 
ern names consists of a few scattered 'survivals of sarda 
as names for the tunny. However, the majority of modern 
descendants of the ancient names refer to the small fish 
of the herring type, especially the pilchard, but also 
the anchovy, shad, and sprat. The earliest indication of 
this shift from immature tunny in the direction of the pil- 
chard is found in Epaenetus of the'lst c. B. C. (ap. Ath. 7. 
328f), but it is not clearly visible until the post- 
classical period. The available evidence suggests that 
cYdp6cL and CYCLP6L'VTI began as terms for year-old tunny of 
prime quality shipped in preserved form from Sardinia# and 
then became alternative, secondary names for the fish 
themselves. Commencing with a limited transfer of appli- 
cation to small fish of the herring group, probably the 
pilchard, an application which later became predominanto 
there was a concurrent spread of both applications to' 
similar fish. The term 'Sardinian' b ecame a symbol of ex- 
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cellence, and by extension was applied to the preserved 
fish of other centres where the product was of similar 
type and quality. The shift in later authors of the term 
in the direction of the pilchard can be explained either 
by the broadening of the term, or by a decline in the 
standards maintained by the Sardinian tunny-pickling in- 
dustry. 
T& CYCLPECTCL'VCL: This word does not appear in LSJ, even under 
the variant spellings CYCELTCL'VA and tEftava. It was a sup- 
erior type of ROXC(IC (coly-mackerel) , being more delicate 
(XcTtT6TcPoV and sweeter in flavour (YXUR15TCpOQ: Diph. Siph. 
ap. Ath. 3.121a). It derived its name according to Str. 
(3.4.2, cf. Plin. Nat. 32.146) from h 'r6v 'EELTcLv6v Tt6XLc 
(ECEL'CCLVC)V Ptol. Geog. 2.4.7; 'EELTCLVZ5V# Mela 2.6) ,a city 
in Baetica near the Isles of Heracles opposite Noua Carthago# 
where it was salted (cf. vice-versa, Scombroaria, named 
after the scomber caught there, Str. 3.4.6; and also Orib. 
4.1.37n. on C&P6aL and CFCLP6t'VCLL). It is often mentioned 
together with XOXCCLC (Arist. HA 598b27sq. j Epich. ap. Ath. 
7.313e, Ar. ap. Ath. 3.118d). 
v 38 -c6L xyl-rw8Tl: 1-oo par ce mot, on dAsignait tous les ani- 
maux marins de grande taillel, (Daremberg, p. 596; cf. Sch. 
OPp. H. 1.611 TZCLVTCL'XOiD T06C jjCYCj, %OUQ C)(86C HATTI XýyCL) . 
Cetaceous fish included dogfishes (esp. GaZeus canis and 
ScyNium canicuZa, Philotim. ap. Gal. AZim. fac. 3.30.3=6. 
728K), dolphins and whales (Arist. HA 52lb23-24, PA 669a8- 
9), mackerel (Scomber Scomber L., Alex. Trall. 1.15=1.543 
Puschmannt Xenocr. ap. Orih. 2.58.143), tunny (Thynnus thyn- 
nus L., Ael. NA 13.16t Gal. AZim. fac. 3.36.1=6.737K, Bon. 
MaL. Suc. 4.13=6.769K, Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2.58.144) and young 
tunnies (IInXCLj166CQj Alex. Trall. 1.15=1.543 Puschmann, - 
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Xenocr. ap. Orib. 2.58.136). 
at TPL'YXCLL TpL-yX71 and mulZus (CGL 2.458.58) were basic 
names for two members of the family of MuZZidaep the red 
or plain surmullet (MuZIus barbatus L. ) and the striped 
or common surmullet (MUZZUS surmuZetus L. ), the mullet 
proper or mugiZ being a drab fish held in no great esteem 
(A. C. Andrews, 'The Roman Craze for Surmullets', CW 42 
(1949), pp. 186-188 and E. de Saint-Denis, Le vocabuZaire 
des animaux marins en Zatin cZassique, Paris 1947, pp. 68- 
69). A gluttonous fish (Ael. NA 2.41) feeding on sand and 
whatever grew in the sand (Opp. H. 1.95-98) and caught in 
skeins by trawling (Plu-Mor. 977f), it was preferred by 
some gourmets caught near the shore by rocks (Sen. Nat. 3. 
18.4' , Archestr. ap. Ath. 7.320a, 325e, cf. Alex. Trall. 9.2= 
2.403 Puschmannj Opp. H. 1.128-130), whilst other gourmets 
sought surmullets from the open sea (Plin. Nat. 9.65). 
With their growth in popularity from the lst c. B, C. they 
were farmed in ponds (Cic. Att. 2.1.7, Parad. 38, Plin. Nat. 
9.641 but contrastingly Col. 8.17.7# Ineque enim si uelimus, 
ut in mari non nunquam conspeximus, in uiuario multitu- 
dinem mullorum pascere queamust cum sit mollissimum genus, 
et seruitutis indignantissimum'). During the early empire 
the price of surmullets rose to ludicrous heights (Sen. Ep. 
95.42, Juv. 4.15, Mart. 10.31.3-4t Suet. Tib. 34.1) but by 
the late 4th c. A. D. this state of affairs had ended (Macr. 
sat. 3.16.9). Surmullets were sometimes killed by being 
pickled alive in garum at the table so that diners could 
observe their dying chromatic variations (Sen. Nat. 3.17. 
2, Plin. Nat. 9.66). Their red flesh (Aus. 20.117, cf. Plin. 
Nat. 37.187) was friable but not soft (Gal. Vict. Att. 8.601 
Alim. fac. 3.28.3=6.719-720K) and afforded more nourish- 
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ment than most other fish (Philotim. ap. Gal. 
AZim. fac. 
30.1=6.727K, Gal. Alim. fac. 3.26.1=6.715K) . The best sur- 
mullets had the flavour of oysters (Plin. Nat. 9.65) and 
were eaten grilled with a sauce (Apic. 10-1.11-12) # baked 
(Alex. Trall. 9.2=2.407 Puschmann) , in a patina with salt 
fish (Apic. 4.2.22), and, when salted themselves, season- 
ed with a sauce (iUS in muZZo taricho) of pepper, rue, 
onions, dates, mustard, sea-urchins and olive-oil (Apic. 
9.12). On the surmullet see also J. Cotte, Poissons et 
anim-aux aquatiques au temps de Plinel Paris 1944, pp. 98- 
101 and T. H. Corcoran, The Roman Fishing Industry of the 
Late RepubZic and EarZy Empire, diss. Northwestern Uni- 
versity 1957, pp. 41-48. 
1.40 T& Te rCL6CLPLX& TCLPCXn: Salted fish from Gades, modern 
Cadiz, was famous as early as the Sth c. B. C. (Hp. Int. 25= 
7.232L, 30=7.244L, Cf. Antiph. ap. Ath. 3.118d, Nicostr. Com. 
ap. Ath. 3.118e, Eub. ap-St. Byz. s. v. rae)CLPCL, Hsch. S*V. 
rcL6eLPLXbV -reLPLXOQ) . 
tx 'roiO IT6vTou: The Black Sea met the criteria set by 
medical opinion on having the best sorts of fish through 
having clean water that was supplied by numerous large 
rivers (Gal. Alim. fac. 3.34.6=6.711K). Fish from the Black 
Sea were well known (Pers. 5.134, Cratin. ap. Ath. 3.119b, 
Archestr. ap. Ath. 3.116f who however patriotically denounces 
it in favour of Sicilian salt fish). 
1.41 tYXýQaXOC TEELC ... ORCUCLCYOE C Q: This sentence is lifted al- 
most intact from a chapter on brains by Gal. Wim. fac. 
3.7.2=6.677K), who thought that brains had thick juices 
and were cold, difficult to digest, moist, and phlegmatic 
(Bon. Mal. Suc. 4.24=6.774Kt AZim. fac. 3.7.1=6.676-677K, 3. 
15.9=6.693K, Def. Med. 38=19.358K, cf. Vict. Att. 12.114, 
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Paul Aeg. 1.85.1# Orib. Syn. 4.2.4) , hence the need for 
cutting and heating seasonings, a thought that is echoed 
by the 14th c. Milanese physician and astrologer Maino 
del maineri (L. Thorndike, 'A Mediaeval Sauce Book', 
Speculum 9 (1934) , p. 188) : 'De piscibus autem sciendum 
est quod quanto sunt grossioris carnis et difficilioris 
digestionis et maioris superfluitatis et humoris nature 
tanto indigent saporibus calidioribus et acutioribus. Et 
hoc est verum non solum in piscibus verum etiam'in carni- 
bus'. Conversely Cael. Aur. (chron. 3.2.26) considered pig's 
brains to be quickly and easily digested. Brains from cows 
(Orib. Syn. 4.12.1), pigs (Aret. CA 1.10.9=24A. 236K), kids 
(Cael. Aur. chron. 1.1.15) and birds (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.20.7= 
6.705K, Suet. Vit. 13.2) were all eaten (for recipes see 
Apic. 2.5.1,4.2.1,5.4.5,8.6.11,9.4.2) and were held 
to be strong and nourishing food (Hp. Vict. 2.49=6.552L, 
Cels. 2.18.8, Gal. Vict. Att. 12.114, Orib-Syn. 4.12.1). 
vLcT& T&V 'rCji'V6'vTo), v nat OcpVujLv6, vT(Dv: Among the heating 
foods were hemp seeds (Orib. 1.32 and n. ), juniper berries 
(Orib. 1.46 and n. )r rocket, peppers and On'ions (Cels. 2. 
271 Orib. Syn. 4.31.3-6, Gal. ap. Orib. 3.31); among the cut- 
ting foods were hyssopp pennyroyal, savory, and leeks (Gal. 
Vict. Att. 12.115, Orib. Syn. 4.23.6# Gal. ap. Orib. 3.24). 
1.42 TbV xCUxbV EW116V ... ThV CLfJTdPxTj: This is a paraphrase 
of Gal. (3.29.13=6.725K) and as such does not help with 
the Mss reading. Daremberg (pp. 267-268) deletes the first 
CwýLbv to read Tbv A. CUxbV 'Kat &TtX00V CCOVIbv, but there is 
nothing wrong in' following the Mss and preserving with 
Raeder (p. 97) the repetition. Gal. specifies that there 
should be plenty of water (56CLTOC 8CUDLXO0Q) and sufficient 
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(aftapxeQ) olive-oilj, dill, and leeks. Halfway through 
boiling these things some salt was added, but not too much 
as to make the sauce taste like brine. this recipe was 
suitable for the digestion and for convalescents (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 32.9.14=6.725K) , but variations using, for example, 
pepper, vinegar, or garum could be made for other states 
of health. Larg. (200) describes album ius (CGL 2.359.61 
Xeux(Sc albus, candidus) as pingue et saZsum which agrees 
with Gal. 's recipes. Apic. 's culinary recipes (e. g. 6.9. 
11,7.6.4,8.8.4) are, in general, far removed from the 
medicinal versions because of the number of ingredients in- 
volved. In contrast to white sauce thqre was green sauce 
made with fresh herbs (Apic. 6.5.4) and black sauce made 
either with blood (Poll. 6.57# Suda s. v. Ccau6m or with 
aCpaLOV (Gal. Hp. Prorrh. 1 comm. 1.13=16.541K; see Orib. 4. 
1.21n. on CYCPCLLOV). White sauce was an ideal accompani- 
ment to fish (Gal. Vict. Att. 8.64, San. Tuend. 4.10.17-18, = 
6.298K), and thus this section should really follow 
straight on from sect. 40, the interposition of sect. 41 
being another sign of Orib. 's carelessness in composition 
(see 1.13.1n. ). 
6LnXoriv CCOILbV: Orib. appears to, regard the two sauces as 
the same, whilst Gal. 's instructions Wim-fac. 3.29.13=6. 
725K) do not mention 'simple' sauce. Hor. (S. 2.4.63-69) 
contrasts ius simplex with ius duplex, the former being 
merely sweet olive-oil mixed with wine and brine. As with 
many ancient (and modern) recipes*, the ingredients and 
methods of preparation were left to the individual to de- 
cide upon, despite that fact that there might be a common 
name for what turn out to be markedly different concoctions 
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(see Orib. 1.7.3n. ) . The easiest solution is to take Hat 
as disjunctive rather than copulative (see Orib. 1.22. ln. ) 
In Apic. (8.1.5) ius si mplex designates meat stock ('le 
jus de la viande IpJ. Andr4 t ad Zoc. , Paris 1974 pp . (39) . 
43- -rb &Q60111a ... 
tCLUTOrJ 'YCVETCLL This is a truncated ver- 
45 
sion of Gal. (AZim. fac. 3.31.2-6=6.731-733K). 
1.43 dnm6v TE: XCLL b6CLT&5F-Q: As Gal. says here, whatever was 
without quality and was watery did not taste salty, briny, 
or sharp, nor did it have any smell (cf. Gal. AZim. fac. 
1.40=6.47SKp Loc. Aff. 3.9=8.176K). 
1.44 CC C)CdTCPO'V A TPCTOV: Anything with pronounced and unwant- 
ed qualities was boiled two or more times so as to be ren- 
dered suitable to eat (cf. Gal. AZim. fac. 1.23.1=6.534K, 
1.29.2=6.547K, 2.62.1=6.651K, Dsc. 2.105.1o Anthim. 67, 
Sim. Seth. s. v. TtP&CYOV -, o p. 88 Langkavel) . 
2. tit-'P06(P0U: On Rufus of Ephesus see Orib. 1.4o. tit. n.. 
2.1 6CYCL iAv 6TETrOVTCQ: Here the food seems to be regarded as 
absorbing the quality (hot, coldp wet, dry; see G. E. R. 
Lloyd, 'The Hot and the Cold, the Dry and the Wet in Greek 
Philosophy', JHS 84 (1964)t pp. 92-106) of the cooking meth- 
od. Cels. (2.18.10) adds, that food cooked in a sauce 
nourished more than what was roastedt while what was roast- 
ed was more nourishing than things boiled (cf. Gal. Hp. Vict. 
comm. 4.26=15.413K). 
2.2 XOPLdVV4): Coriander was considered cooling by some (Cels. 
2.27, Plin. Nat. 20.217t Dsc. 3.63# Alex. Trall. 9.2=2.401 
Puschmann), heating by others (HP-Vict. 2.54=6.558L, Gal. 
Vict. Att. 3.14, SimpI. Med. 7.10.32=12.36K, Ps. Theod. Prisc. 
Simpl. Med- 36)# and was used equally by doctors and cooks 
(Gal. AZim-fac. 2.51.4=6.638K): in a seasoning for olives 
(Cato Agr- 119), as a diuretic (Cels. 2.31)0 for indiges- 
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tion (Gal. Comp. Med. 8.4=13.167K) , and as flavouring for 
meat as Ruf. says here (for boar# Apic. 8.1.31 in lamb- 
I 
stewl 8.6.2-31 with sucking-pig, 8.7.11 etc. ). 
6LVAO(4): This was a popular xp&LcYLv ý6ucrjia (in a sauce for 
roast meat, Apic. 7.5.4; with wild boar, 8.1.7; with hare 
8.8.6), but perhaps not used as much as the other three 
condiments mentioned here. For the properties of dill 
see Orib. 4.1.13n.. 
XUjLNCP: Cumin possessed heating and diuretic properties, 
and was dispellent of flatus (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.10.61=12. 
52K, Comp. Med. 1.6=12.460K, Ps. Theod. Prisc. Simpt. Med. 43, 
Dsc. 3.59), besides attenuating the thickness of the hu- 
mours (Gal. Comp. Med. 9.4=13.276K) . It was used extensively 
in cooking (cf. Plin. Nat. 19.160): with sow's womb (Sopat. 
ap. Ath. 3.101c),, with fish (Posidon. ap. Ath. 4.152a)p in 
VLGýIcL (Epaenet. ap. Ath. 14.662a) , and with various types of 
meat (Apic. 7.4.1-2# 
7.5.3,7.6.12,8.18). 
TtPdLCYO LQ Leeks imparted their onion-like savour-to many 
meat dishes: 
in sausages, Apic. 2.5.3; in a sauce for meat 
slices, 7.6.12; with sucking-pig, 
8.7.10; with hare, 8*8. 
13. Ruf - must mean when 
he says 8LCUPýPCL Gt ROLL TO% ILLC- 
yojjýVOLQ 
h513CYj1CLC7LV that coriander# dill, cUmin, and leeks 
differed as to their flavours and not their medicinal pro- 
perties which appear 
very similar. On the properties of 
leeks see orib. 4.1.18n.. 
2.3 6TICCTTIUCI: 
Les assaisonnements doivent 3. r4vAler tres-peu 
p. 269) . 
au gouto 
(Darembergr The Greek I'lere 
seems some- 
what strained, 
perhaps as a result of Orl. 1: 1. s compression 
of V 
text. 
, uf., 
s original 
It is not cle,:, 
whether LTt4CYTjVLCL 
refers to 
the taste, smell, or power c)f t"le 
seasonings. 
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Elsewhere the adjective is qualified: e. g. o66cIICCLV tTEý_ 
CFTJUOV ... TtOL&TiTap 
Gal. Alim. fac* 1.1.40=6.475KI T(J)CoC 
6nL'CTTJJIOV, Gal. AZim. fac. 1.23.3=6.536KI btLGTJJJ6TCpov 6E T6V 
6X, Xwv 6Lnb TOO GXAJIaTOQ, Luc. Nigr. 24; &vcx8AUcLTcx oOli tTEýr3nVLcL, 
Hdt. 1.51.5. That the foods thus flavoured were tnýanjia 
in the stomach argues for the word referring to power, but 
taste (as Daremberg) and smell are equally possible, and 
bdanjia should therefore be taken in an all-embracing sense 
of 'pronounced', 'noticeable', 'marked'. 
2.4 X6X)LL(3TCL 15ý T& dLTE* dLPXfiC IILX86VT(I: Cf. 06 JIhV 6L, %?, O YýTL 
Xpý JiLYV6CLV, 6TL 11h TIPdLCYOU DPCLX6 TL XCLL &VAeOU, xcxL ToLIDT' 
cfjObg tv dLpXý (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.9.3=6.502K). Whether this was 
a purely culinary criterion, the flavour of the seasonings 
blending in better when mixed into a dish at the outset# 
or whether this is a piece of medical advice, '-the proper- 
ties of the seasonings conflicting with those of the rest 
of the dish unless cooked for the same period of time, is 
difficult to say. Perhaps it is the former, seeing as the 
rest of the chapter by Ruf. is concerned with food and not 
medicine. 
ot &XCQ: Because salt was drying and absorbent of moisture 
it was used to preserve meats and other foods (Gal. Simpl. 
Med. 11.2.4=12.372-373K, 4.20=11.694K, AZim. fac. 3.40.3=6. 
745K, Ph. Mund. 21.66, Dsc. 5.109.21 Plin. Nat. 31.98; see 
also Orib. 4.1.25n. ). Here it is used to absorb the fat 
from the boiled meat. There were two sorts of salt: arti- 
ficial, made by evaporating sea-water (see Orib. 1.7.2n. ), 
and natural, which was quarried or scraped from the sides 
of salt lakes such as Cocanicus in Sicily (Plin. Nat. 31. 
73-r8l). The saltiest, whitest, and most agreeable sea- 
salt came from Tarentum (Plin. Nat. 31.85). Salt was puri- 
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fied by being dissolved in water, and the brine thus formed 
left in the sun until it solidified (Cato Agr. 88) . For 
seasoning foods the bes t salt was one that dissolved easily 
and was moist, such as that from Attica and Euboear whilst 
for preserving meats a sharp, dry salt like Megarian was 
suitable (Plin. Nat. 31.87) .A simple meal was bread with 
salt (Hor. S. 2.2.16, Plin. Nat. 31.89) ; bread that could 
be well digested was made with salt and yeast (Gal. Vict. 
Att. 6.32, Bon. Mal. Suc. 2.3=6.759K, cf. Orib. 1.8.1n. ) , 
and salt was used to season cakes (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.3.2=6. 
491K) , brain (Gal. Alim. fac. 3.7.2=6.677K) , and sea-food 
(Gal. Alim. fac. 3.32.4=6.735K). However, garum took the 
place of salt in a great many ancient recipes (Apic. pas- 
sim, Orib. 4.1.26n., 4.1.34n. ). 
ExTnELV: This word means 'melting' or 'softening', Erot. 
(s. v. EXT71ELC = p. 38 Nachmanson) giving as synonyms tx8A- 
XUVCYLQ and C(3XVCLCICCL. The word can refer to the wasting 
of veins which, together with flabbinessr caused old men 
to have catarrhs (Hp. Aer. 10=2.46L, Gal. Hp. Aph. comm. 3.12= 
17B. 588K), or to the softening of a broken limb when denied 
exercise because of bandaging (Hp. Off. 12=3.312L, Art. 
52=4.230L). Hp. (Prorrh. 2.8=9.26-28L) talks of it being 
impossible for those with gouty concretions on their joints 
or those living a lazy life and suffering from dry bowels 
to be healthy by any human art; only dysenteries and 6, %XCLL 
6UTAELEC flowing to the lower areas of the bowels could 
be of benefit. 
. nLjjCXfiQ: A soft, flowing fat which was not capable of 
solidifyingp in contrast to CYTýCIP# a hard fat which con- 
gealed when cook. The area of soft fat on animals was loca- 
ted by Arist. (HA 520a8sq. ) as being between the skin and 
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the flesh. Plump pigs because of the moist nature of 
their composition yielded large quantities of soft fat, 
while cows and goats produced more hard fat on account 
of their dryness (Gal. Simpl. Med. 11.2=12.343Ksq. ) . 
2.5 XPýa CLCYC)V: Ath. Med. (ap. Orib. 1.3.2 and n. ) agrees With 
Ruf. as to the best time for boiling goat's meat. Medi- 
cal opinions on the eating of goats were dividedi Hp. 
(Vict. 2.46=6.546L) thinking goat's meat lighter than beef 
but heavier than lamb# and that it was easily excreted. 
Clitom. (ap. Ath. 9.402c-d) regarded it as nourishing and 
suitable for athletes since its juices were COTOVoL and 
yXCCYXPOLt thus remaining in the bodily substance for a 
long time. Gal., however, held that the eating of goat's 
meat produced melancholic blood-(Loc. Aff. 3.10=8.183K) and 
was unwholesome as regards a healthy state of the humours 
and the digestion (AZim. fac. 3.1.7=6.663K, cf. Paul. Aeg. 
1.84). Cooks prepared kids rather than goats (Apic. 8.6. 
1-11, cf. Juv. 11.66, Mart. 10.48.14, Var. ap. Gel. 6.16.5), 
and sometimes goat's heads were eaten (Alex. ap. Ath. 13.568 
d) as in the eastern Mediterranean today. 
TtpOD&T(ZV: Again, doctors had variant ideas on sheep# but 
logically so, for as Gal. (Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.25=6.774K) ex- 
plains, meat from older animals was hard, dry, and diffi- 
cult to digest, whilst that from young animals was moist, 
tender, and easily digested. Thus lambs had moist and 
phlegmatic meat, and sheep were excrementitious and un- 
wholesome (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.1.7=6.663K, cf. Bon. Mal-Suc- 
6.9=6.789K, Paul. Aeg. 1.84). It therefore seems strange 
that Ruf - should talk of TXPODdT(OV and not dLpvC)v, for it 
was the latter that were usually eaten (Apic. 8.6.1-11P 
Tib. 2.5.38, Philox. ap. Ath. 4.147d# Eub. ap. Ath. 2.65c, 
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Plaut. Aut. 374; also J. AndrA, LP aZimentation et Za 
cuisine a Rome, 2nd edn., Paris 1981, p. 139 'Le mouton 
est rarement citA lamb was considered fairly nour- 
ishing, but less so than pork (Gal.. Up. Epid. 6 comm. 3.2= 
17B. 12K). On the correct time to eat sheep see Orib. 1. 
3.3 and n. . 
2.6 OC ILUCXOL CATLO'VTCLL : According to Arist. (HA 52lb4-5) 
marrow was one of the fluid parts (Ev x8v bypC)v) in certain 
blooded animals, being bloodlike in young animals but be- 
coming fatty or suety in older animals (cf. Plin. 11.214). 
Since, as Ruf. says here, it putrefied easilyp Gal. (SimpZ. 
Med. 11.1.3=12.332-333K) advised storing it with dried bay 
leaves in the winter, and in a cool, dry room in summer. 
Deer, then calf, marrow were thought to be best, having 
emollient and soothing powers (Gal. Ad Glauc. 2.5=11.104K, 
Ad Pis. 9=14.241K, SimpZ-Med. 5.9=11.738K, Plin. Nat. 28. 
145). When fresh, bone marrow was more pleasant (h6L'WV)# 
greasier (A. LIICLP6TCPOQ), and sweeter than brain; cooked well 
it was nourishing, but it was nauseating eaten in excess 
(Gal. AZim. fac. 3.8=6.677K). Gal. believed it a misnomer to 
call vG)TL(XtOQ marrow just because it was the same colour 
as genuine marrow (Alim. fac. 3.9=6.678K). 
2.7 T& 6L TC)v ft6PG)V: There was considerable difference bet- 
ween domesticated and wild animals, pigs, for instance, 
that roamed in the mountains*having hotter and drier meat 
than their tame counterparts (Gal-SimpZ. Med. 10.2.13=12. 
279K) . 
F QCLCYCYCLV This was the paZumbus (CGL 2.470.23, Cass. Fel. med. 
48) or 'ring-dove/woodpigeon' (Columba paZumbus L. j, see DI 
Arcy Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Birds, Oxford 1936, pp. 
300-302). Because woodpigeons had hard flesh (Gal. AZim. 
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fac. 3.18.3=6.700K) it was best, as Ruf. says here, to 
hang them for a day until they became friable and easy 
to digest (Gal. Vict. Att. 8.71). The size of a cock and 
the colour of ash, they were regarded as one of the five 
varieties of pigeons (TtEPLCYTCPC)V, Ath. 9.393f-394b). 
They were constipating especially when cooked in vinegar 
(Cels. 2.30.1, Plin. Nat. 30.60) and hence were a remedy 
for dysentery (Plin. Nat. 30.58); this was perhaps a result 
of their dryness (Hp. Vict. 47=6.548L). They were a great 
delicacy (Ar. Ach. 1106, Hor. S. 2.8.91, Mart. 13.67.1,2. 
37.6, cf. Petr. 70.2), and there are a number of recipes 
in Apic. for them (6.4.1-4). Woodpigeons were specially 
fattened for the table as early as the time of Cato (Agr. 
90) , who recommends a mixture of boiled broad beans (faba) 
and emmer wheat (far) as feed. Var. (R. 3.9.19-21) and 
Col. (8.7.1-8.8.2) provideý more detailed instructions such 
as confining the birds in so small a space that they could 
not move, and a different diet of barley meal pellets or 
bread. mixed with wine. 
TttPI5LXOL: Because it had hard meat and was therefore diffi- 
cult to digest Gal., like Ruf. r suggested hanging the part- 
ridge for a day', before eating (Vict. Att. 8.71, cf. Apic. 6. 
3.2; on the partridge or Tetrao Perdix L. see DI-Arcy 
Thompson, A GZossary of Greek Birds, Oxford 1936, pp. 234- 
238 and S. Cramp and K. Simmons (eds. ), The Birds of the 
Western PaZearctic, Oxford 1980, vol. 2, pp. 486-496 and 
plate 55). Occupying a position between what is attenua- 
ting and fattening, partridge was among dLiLcvLTtT6TcLTCL T8V 
68ca4dwV (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 3.1=6.762K) and those that 
lived in the hills had nothing glutinous about them, unlike 
birds fattened by rearers on a lot of moist foods (Gal. 
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San. Tuend. 6.11.4=6.434K). Partridge was reasonably dry 
(Hp. Vict. 2.47=6.548L) and hence the breast was, when 
boiled in clean water without any seasoning except for 
some coriander, ideal for f luxes from the bowels and dysen- 
tery (Anthim. 28) . Partridge is not often mentioned for 
the table (Mart. 13.65, Poll. 6.52) and Apic. (6.3.2) 
offers only one plain recipe. 
TCLC)VCL: The peacock (D' Arcy Thompson, A GZossary of Greek 
Birds, Oxford 1936, pp. 277-281), with its hard (cf. Apic. 
2.2.6) and fibrous flesh, was difficult to digest (G&1. AZim. 
fac. 3.18.4=6.701K) and thus Ruf. is correct to advise it 
to be eaten CCQ 13CYTCPO'V (cf. Gal. Vict. Att. 8.71 and Anthim. 
24, who suggests hanging for five or six days in the case 
of old peacocks, and one or two days in the case of young 
birds until caprientur bene: see J. Svennung, 'Capriare in 
Anthimi De observatione ciborum', Eranos 32 (1934), pp. 
38-40). Although bred on farms both for profit and pleasure 
(Var. R. 3.6.1-5), their possession even at the time of 
Col. (8.11.3) was a rara conditio (but contrarily Antiph. 
ap. Ath. 14.654e, probably however jokingly). They were 
prized for their beauty, which could alleviate the loneli- 
ness of country life (Col. 8.11.1, cf. Antiph. ap. Ath. 14. 
655b, Arist. HA 488b24, Mart. 5.58.13, Luc. Dom. 19), and 
there seems to have been a genuine sense of sadness at their 
being served for dinners (Ael. NA 3.42, Mart. 13.70). The 
first person to kill a peacock for the table was the ora- 
tor Hortensius at the inaugural banquet of his priesthood, 
and fattening was the innovation of M. Aufidius Lurco in 
67 B. C. (Plin-Nat. 10.45, Macr. sat. 3.13.1). They were 
a luxury (Hor. S. 1.2.116, Juv. 1.139sq. 0 cf. Petr. 33.4), 
and peacock isicia or rissoles took first place before 
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those made from pheasant, rabbit, chicken, and sucking- 
pig (Apic. 2.2.6). 
&-c-cayfiva.: Francolin (ietrao francoZinus L. j see DI Arcy 
Thompson, A GZossary of Greek Birds, Oxford 1936, pp. 59- 
61 and S. Cramp and K. Simmons (eds. ), The Birds of the 
Western Palearctic, Oxford 1980, vol. 2, pp. 479-483 and 
plate 54), once a rare bird from Ionia (Ov. Fast. 6.175, 
Hor. Epod. 5.54, cf. Var. ap. Gel. 6.16.5 Phrygia attagena) 
was, by the time of Plin., caught in Gaul, Spain, and the 
Alpine regions (Nat. 10.133), but on Crete only in the dis- 
trict of Cydonea (Nat. 8.228). A large bird (bigger than a 
partridge, Alex. Mynd. ap. Ath. 9.387f), it enjoyed marshy 
and muddy places (Sch. Ar. V. 257; also dust baths# Arist. 
HA 633a3osq. ). Ruf. is unusual in advising it to be eaten 
etc I)CYTCPO'V. Francolins were more easily digested than 
many other birds (Gal. Alim. fac. 3.18.2=6.700K, Cael. Aur. 
acut. 2.37.209) since they occupied a position between what 
is attenuating and what is fattening (Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 3.1= 
6.762K, Aff. Ren. 6=19.685K), especially those that lived 
in the hills (Gal. San. Tuend. 6.11.6=6.435K). They were a 
suitable food to be given to those with stomach disorders 
(Gal. Comp. Med. 8.4=13.173Kp Marc. med. 20.26), and won con- 
siderable praise at the table (Apic. 6.3.3p mart. 13-51P 
Ar. Ach. 873sq. t Ar. ap. Ath. 9.387f, Phoenicid. ap. Ath. 14. 
652e; see also A. Micha-Lampakis, *H 8LCLTPO(Pfi TC)V dLPXCLCCDV 
'EXXnV&5V, Athens 1984, p. 159). 
Tpuy6vcL: One of the five varieties of pigeons (T&5V TLCPL- 
CYTCPOCL6C)V, Arist. HA 544bl-7), the turtle-dove (turtur, CGL 
2.460.38; Turtur communis Selby# DO Arcy Thompson, A Glos- 
sary of Greek Birds, oxford 1936# pp. 290-292 and J. Harting, 
Handbook of Bri-tish Birds, London 1891, p. 127 and plate"18, 
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fig. 8) migrated in winter (Arist. HA 597b3-5, Var. R. 3.5. 
7, Plin. Nat. 10.73). Unlike Ruf., Gal. (Vict. Att. 8.70, 
cf. AZim. fac. 3.18.2=6.700K) thought it necessary to 
hang turtle-doves for at least a day because they had 
hard meat, but since this meat was dry (cf. Hp. Vict. 47= 
6.548L) it was possible to eat them without risk of pain- 
ful indigestion# especially those from the mountains. In 
contrast Anthim. (25) believed that fattened turtle-doves 
had wretched meat and engendered melancholy bile# whilst 
those in the wild had a craving to eat hellebore which made 
them akin to poison. However, Anthim. is alone with his 
dire warnings, and Col. (8.9.1-4, cf. Var. R. 3.8.1-3, Pall. 
1.25) details the methods for rearing these birds for the 
market on millet or pellets of wine-soaked bread. Hp. (Int. 
41=7.266-268L) prescribes lentils, beets, and turtle-doves 
in a diet to counteract 'typhus' (when corrupting black 
bile mixed with the blood in the veins to cause sharp pains 
and lameness). Turtle-doves were a delicacy (Plaut. Mos. 
44, Bac. 68, mart. 3.60.7,13.53, Juv. 6.39). 
TtepLCY'rep&V: A generic word (cf. Arist. HA 544b29sq. ), but 
when used specifically as here it refersto the Domestic 
Pigeon (CoZumba liVia, var, domestica, D' Arcy Thompson# 
A Glossary of Greek Birds, oxford 1936, pp. 238-247: Lat. 
columba, CGL 2.405.5). It was a faultless food (Gal. Bon. 
MaZ-Suc. 3.1=6.762K) and easily digested (Gal. AUM-fac- 
3.18.2=6.700K). Young pigeons were, especially when roast- 
ed, suitable for both healthy and sick people (Anthim. 29), 
and Theod. Prisc. (Zog. 37) recommends iced water and baby 
pigeons snatched from their mothers as a remedy for chol- 
era and diarrhoea. There are recipes for paZumba and coZumba 
in Apic. (6-4.1-4). Modern Mediterranean tastes coincide 
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with Ruf. 's advice here: 'On the whole# the Spaniards like 
to eat their game well-hung in spite of the generally 
higher temperatures. T he exceptions are rabbit, quail, 
and pigeons which should be eaten on the day after they 
are killed' (A. MacMiadhachAin, Spanish RegionaL Cookery, 
Harmondsworth 1976, p. 158). 
xCXX(IV: A generic term for turdus (CGL 2.349.60) or 
'thrush', including such varieties as G%Uirj CEOD6pocl and 
TPL)(dQ (Arist. HA 617alB-22, DI Arcy Thompson, A GZossary of 
Greek Birds, oxford 1936, pp. 148-150). They were easily 
digested, but of hard meat (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.18.2-3=6.700K), 
yet Ruf. seems to be orthodox in his advice for cooking 
them CL6TL'XCL- Roasted with myrtle-berries they were a speci- 
fic against dysentery (Plin. Nat. 30.58). The practice of 
fattening thrushes was introduced a little before the time 
of Cornelius Nepos (c. 99-24 B. C. ) according to Plin. (Nat. 
10.60), and although Col. (8.10.1) complains about the la- 
bour and expense involved in rearing thrushes, he neverthe- 
less (8.10.1-6, cf. Var. R. 3.5.1-6) gives precise instruc- 
tions on where they should be housed, and their diet of 
dried figs, and wild olive and ivy berries. They afforded 
great pleasure as food (Pers. 6.22, Pall. 1.26.1) and were 
reckoned by some to be the tastiest of all the birds (Mart. 
13.92, Hor. Ep. 1.15.39; see also J. O. Retap "'Nil melius 
turdo": Gastronomia clAsica y modernal, Helmantica 28 
(1977), pp. 403-416). They were served roasted (Pherecr. 
ap. Ath. 6.269b, Telecl. ap. Ath. 6.268c, Hor. S. 1.5.72), 
boiled (Pherecr. ap. Ath. 6.629e), with asparagus (Met. Pius 
ap. macr. sat. 3.13.12), with peas (Apic, 5.3.2), and as an 
ingredient in a stuffing for sucking-pig (Apic. 8.7.15; 
see also A. Micha-Lampakis, *H 6LcLTpo(ph TC)v 6LpXcLL'(av 
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'EXXTj, V&V, Athens 1984, pp. 159-161) . 
C)COGQ: See Orib. 4.9.3n. on what is looked for in a 
fresh sea-fish. 
2.8 6CIOL 8ý 5et 11ýv WXL[CL'V: ECOXOL were the remains of food 
left over from the day before (Suda s. v. ECOXCLe Hsch. s. v. 
EoAov, Poll. 1.65, Axionic. ap. Ath. 6.240be 3.95ce cf. Hp. 
Aff. 52=6.260L 6 dpTOQ --- Ttp6a(paTog ý EWXOQ) , and hence 
the adjective could be used to describe thoughts or crimes 
that had gone stale (Porph. Abst. 1.3.1, D. 21.112). Meat 
that was fibrous and hard, such as that of cranes (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 3.19.2=6.703K), turtle-doves, partridges (Gal. Vict. 
Att. 8.70 and peacocks (Anthim. 24), was hung up to mature 
in order to tenderise it. Meats treated in this way were 
called CCLXVdL (Gal. Hp. Prorrh. comm. 3.118=16.760K) . 
T6 6Eog: vinegar was held to be sharp (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 1. 
25=11.424K, 4.3=11.631K), cooling (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 3.35= 
15.694K, SimpZ. Med. 1.19=11.413K, Hp. Vict. 2.56=6.564L, 
Plu. Mor. 652f, Plin. Nat. 23.54), but with a trace of heat 
(Gal. SimpZ. Med. 8.15.10=12.90K, 1.21=11.417K), astringent 
(Dsc. 5.13.1) and of a dispellent power (Týc dLTtoKpOUCYTLXfiQ 
8uv6Lj1C(OQ, Gal. Meth. Med. 11.18=10.799K). Its use as a ten- 
deriser can be paralleled by Ruf. 's use of fig sap (ap. 
Orib. 4.2.13 and n. ). Vinegar was made not only from 
wine (Gp. 8.33), but also from sorb apples (Pall. 2.15.5), 
pears (Pall. 3.25.11), figs (Plin. Nat. 14.102)# and 
peaches (Gp. 8.34.1). It was employed extensively in cook- 
ing, with gourds (Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 2.59b), bulbs (Philem. 
ap. Ath. 2.64e), paunch (Lync. ap. Ath. 3.100f), and in the 
preparation of curds (Gp. 18.21)o Plin. (Nat. 23.57) 
states that no other condiment served so well to season 
food or to heighten a flavour. 
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kýCLOUPd)TCPOL : týcLaupk can be used to refer to earth that 
has been dug over (Gp. 3.3.10), to roe (Arist. HA 510b26), 
and to the fruit of the wild mulberry (Phan. Hist. ap. Ath. 
2.51e). Bread made from millet, because it lacked any 
oiliness, was brittle (XPCLiOPOQ) and týcLftp6c (Gal. Alim. 
fac. 1.15.1=6.532K, cf. 1.18.1=6.525K). Gal. (AZim. fac. 
3.16.4=6.698K) contrasts týCLOUP6TCPOC cheese with cheese 
that is ROU65nC, the difference perhaps between the 
crumbliness of Wensleydale or Caerphilly and the sticky 
smoothness of Brie or Lymeswold. The vinegar here is added 
to make otherwise tough meat tender and easily broken up, 
so that it becomes like the flesh of red mullet which is 
accurately described as hard but q)cLO6pCL by Gal. (Vict. 
Att. 8.59). 
2.9 T&C 8' dLXCxTOPC6CLQ: Gal. (Bon. Mal. Suc. 3.1=6.762K) places 
chicken among the 6LjICjLnT6raTcL 6L TCOV t6ecriLdMov, that is food 
which occupies a position between what is attenuating and 
what is fattening. The wings of the young birds were part- 
icularly nourishing (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.20.1-6.703K)t although 
the meat. as a whole was easily digested (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.18. 
2=6.700K) and drying (Hp. Vict. 2.47=6.548L, Int. 22=7.222L)i 
whilst the broth (ECOýL6M was on the other hand laxative 
(Gal. Simpl. Med. 11.1.38=12.361K, 3.15=11.576K, cf. Ad Pis. 
4=14.226K). Col. (6.7. lsq. ) describes how chickens were 
fattened: the birds were hung in baskets and confined in so 
close a space that they could not turn round. They were 
fed on barley-meal kneaded into pellets with water or some- 
times with a mixture of wine and water. Occasionally the 
birds were let out of their baskets to peck any insects 
that were biting them. Chickens were boiled (Aret. CA 1. 
10.9=24A. 236K)e and were considered good in a sauce or 
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roasted carefully a little way from the fire (Anthim. 23) 
Apic. gives numerous recipes involving chicken, for in- 
t 
stance pieces of chicken in a pease mould (5.3.2) j roast 
chicken with various sauces (7 . 9.1-15) , and chicken wings 
in a vegetable stew (4.5.2). 
XCLL 6L6xCLV: This is a problematic sentence and the 
solution offered here is by no means final. Ruf. appears 
to be talking about domestic chickens and wild chickens, 
and how to ensure that they are tasty and wholesome. The 
two previous translations offer the following renditions: 
'Quant aux poules, 'il faut les fatiguer en les pourchas- 
sant, et de plus verser dessus du vinaigre quand on les 
a tuýesl (Daremberg, p. 271) and 'Gallinas vero asservare 
possumus infuso acetor quandoquidem ita perdurant' (Rasa- 
riot p. 250). Daremberg's translation seems to convey 
better than Rasario's what Ruf. is trying to say, for al- 
though vinegar was used asýa preservative (see Orib. 4.1. 
25n)v 15L6RCLV cannot be taken to mean lasservarel. How- 
ever, the idea of tiring (1, il faut les fatiguer') is not 
contained in the Greek whose tortuosity is due no doubt 
to Orib. 's excerpting (see'Orib. 1.13.1n. ). On the other 
hahd 8L6'A'eLV surely means Ichasell and the suggestion that 
it means 'seek after' or 'procure' seems lame considering 
that chickens were not rare creatures in the ancient world 
(J. Andr4, LI aZimentation,; et Za cuisine & Romet 2nd edn., 
Paris 1981# p. 127-129). Clýasing would have the effect of 
producing lactic acid whicýý supposedly gives meat a super- 
ior flavourr and certainly: Cels. (2.26.2) mentions that 
the least flatulence came from whatever was got by hunting 
and birding, and Gal. (Vict. Att. 8.69) suggests mountain- 
I 
There is a mosaic in the villa at Piazza Armerina 
which depicts hunters about to eat what looks 
like a chicken (R. J. A. Wilson, Piazza Armerina, 
London 1983, p. 25, fig. 11: 'Mosaic of the Small 
Hunt' (Room 23)). 
lk 
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roaming chickens in an an attenuating diet. Chickens were 
also considered best when eaten freshly slaughtered (Aret. 
CD 1.2.16=24A. 300K) which underlines Ruf .Is comment about 
eating TL TCjv dLyptow immediately after the hunt. Birds 
were sometimes cooked in vinegar (Apic. 6.9.3, Theod. Prisc. 
Zog. 101, Ps. Plin. med. 2.6), and the general toughness of 
most 'free range' chickens would necessitate some sort of 
marinating (see L. van der Post, First Catch Your Vand: 
A Taste of Africa, London 1977, pp. 51-52: 'Even the chicken, 
the favourite delicacy of the West African table, is rarely 
tender enough for roasting or grilling straight away but 
has to be marinated not for flavour so much as to make it 
tender enough for real enjoyment'. ). 
2.10 %CLXCJC(IQ: The pimples of tubercles Orib. is here referring 
to are the cysticercus-cysts of the tape worm which are to 
be detected chiefly on, or rather under# the tongue as 
Orib. says. Arist. (HA 603bl6-26) adds a few more details: 
the pimples appeared about the legs# neck, --and shoulders, 
and if few in number the flesh was comparitively sweet, 
whilst if they were numerous they became watery and flac- 
cid. Not only was an inspection of the tongue revealing# 
but also the animal was unable to keep its hind feet at 
rest, again as Orib. describes. Cooks were attentive in 
these matters (Ar. Eq. 375-381 and Sch. ). When undercooked 
meat is eaten the cyst is digested and viable parasites 
(Trichina (TrichineZZa) spiraZis) mature, reproducep and 
deposit larvae in the intestinal mucosa; however, the mor- 
bid effects of trichinosis were not recognised until com- 
paratively moder times, and thus ancient doctors quite 
readily prescribed the eating of infested meat (see W. J. 
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Darby, P. Ghalioungui, and L. Grivetti, Food: The Gift of 
Osiris, London 1977, vol. 1, pp. 171-172). 
bcFLV: Pork was productive of the best blood, contained 
good juices, and strengthened the body, so that it was 
used by athletes (Gal. AZim. fac. 3.1.1=6.660K, Hp. Vict. 
2.46=6.546L, cf. Eub. ap. Ath. 2.63d-e). Certainly Gal. 
thought (Alim. fac. 3.1.6=6.663K) that moister pork as 
from sucking-pigs provided less nourishment since it passed 
through the body more quickly; but the unpleasantness (dLnb- 
ecyT6pcLv) which Ruf. associates with pork being bypOT6pav 
must comelsolely from the pimples. Pork was also held to 
be fatty (TELILEX6671C, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 2.20=11.514K, Ath. 9. 
402d) and glutinous (YVCr)(pog)j and thus Gal. advises old 
people against eating too much of it-as it caused stoppages 
(611(pp6ECLQ). It was used frequently in cooking (Apic. 5.3. 
1,7.7.1,8.7.1-17# Alex. ap. Ath. 14.655f, Ov. Met. 8.648, 
Petr. 49.9). On the varieties of pig in the ancient world 
see Fr. Poplin, 'Origine du porc' in Le porc domestique, 
Ethnozootecnie 16, Paris 1976, pp. 6-13. 
2.11 XTIP00 ... DPCLX6: What result adding wax to the pork was 
supposed to have on the pimples no other writer seems to 
mention, unless the wax's promotion of the digestion (Gal. 
Simpl. Med. 7.10.23=12.25K, Paul. Aeg. s-v. xnp6c) combatted 
their ill, effect,, or it's sweetness (Theoc. 1.27, Hom. 0d. 
12.48, cf. Dsc. 2.83.1) disguised their taste. Bees waxes 
were named after their place of origin (e. g. 'Pontic', Larg. 
86; 'Cyprian', Plin. Nat. 22.42; 'Etruscan'# Dsc. 1.70.3). 
on wax in general see R. Bull and E. Moser, 'Wachs', RE 
13 (1973) , cols. 1385sq. . 
2.12 TOO CepeCOU: This word was applied at an early date to 
animals killed for food rather than for sacrifice (Hp. Aff. 
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52=6.262L, X. Cyr. 1.4.17,2.2.2, An. 4.4.9), and Gal. 
(Meth. Med. 7.6=10.489K) and Mnesith. Ath. (ap. orib. 2. 
68.9) use both CEPELOV and 815CO as butcher's terms. G. 
Bertiaume (Les roZes du m&geiroso Leiden 1982, pp. 73-74) 
gives an explanation for this: 'Outre ces m&geiroi cuisi- 
nant dans le cadre de sacrifices, on retrouve & compter du 
IVýme siýcle, moment oýi le luxe privA se d4veloppar des 
cuisiniers affectAs L la pr6paration des repas dans les 
o2koi ... ils appliquaient leur art 
& des chairs achetAes 
au marchAj ou gard6es en r6serve & la suite de sacrifices 
2.13 'VCTPOV: This was sodium-carbonate or cooking-soda. A pure 
soda called Chalestricum was found at Clitae in Macedonia 
(Plin. Nat. 31.107), whilst an inferior soda was made in 
Egypt by evaporation in the same way as salt (Plin. Nat. 31. 
109). The best soda was light (ROGQOQ)j crumbling (cOD- 
pun-coc) , and either red or white in colour (Dsc. 5.113.1) . 
Soluble in water (Arist-Mete. 383bl2, Sen. Nat. 3.20.2-3, 
ov. Met. 15.313-314) and bitter in taste (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 4. 
4=11.632K), it was used as sometimes today in cooking to 
make vegetables greener (Apic. 3.1, Plin. Nat. - 19.143) and 
in bread instead of salt (Plin. Nat. 31.115), but there do 
not appear to be any references outside Ruf. to foods 
being cooked quicker after the addition of cooking-soda. 
ot 6' 6TtbV GLX(PCOU: On silphium see Orib. 4.3.7n.. 
TfiQ XPd6nQ XCLL VAAA0V T&V 6PLVE&V: upd8n is a branch (Ar. 
Pax. 627, Sch. Nic. Ther. 853 where the bud or xop'3'VTI is des- 
cribed as swelling on a xpd5n), or in this case the young 
twigs (cf. HP. UZc. 12=6.416L where the (PA. OL6'V )cXw6v is 
probably more appropriate to a shoot than a branch) of the 
fig tree. The ft6a (properly the juice tapped from a plant 
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as opposed to xuX6c, the juice squeezed from fruit or vege- 
tables) from the soft shoots of the wild fig was used medi- 
cinally (Dsc. 1.128.4). T6'V 
6PLVCU)V refers to the juice 
of wild figs (tnLVCbQ ý 6LYPta CUXý, Sch. Nic. Alex. 3191 
6PL'VE69 TAI dLypCCL OUlifi, Thphr. HP 2.2.4) , and the word is 
used as a noun as here (Gp. 6.2.9, Hom. 0d. 12.103, Thphr. 
HP 1.8.2) or as an adjective qualifying CYGRO'v (Arist. HA 
554al5, Eur. ap. Ath. 3.76a); a synonym was 6XUVOOQ (6X'3v- 
OOUQ, 6pVVE06Q, Hp. Mul. 2.113=8.244L, cf. Dsc. 1.128.5, Gp. 
17.18). Wild figs were more efficacious than cultivated 
(Plin. Nat. 23.126) since the former have a stronger flavour, 
and strong tasting things were often thought to be more pow- 
werful than weaker tasting things (cf. Anthim. 90 on bitter 
almonds, and Lucr. 4.10sq. on disguising bitter medicines). 
Dsc. (1.128.5) mentions that fig branches when boiled to- 
gether with meat made the meat 06ýnTOQ, and idea similar 
to that of Ruf., whilst Plu. (Mor. 697b) reports that the 
hot, bitter, incisive vapour given off by figs cured the 
flesh of birds by making it friable. 
2.14 I)TEOTPCIIIIaTCL: A specific recipe for this sauce is given by 
Apic. (1.19) consisting of pepper, lovage, ýmintv pine-nuts, 
raisins, dates, cheese, honey, vinegars garum, olive-oil, 
wine, and defrutum. However, here the word appears to be 
a general term for sauce (cf. Hp. Vict. 2.56=6.570L, Gal. 
AZim. fac. 2.61.2=6.650K, 2.40.3=6.626K) with the particular 
sauces listed afterwards. Sharp in flavour (ingredients 
included mustard and vinegar, Gal. Vict. Att. 11.85) they 
were popular with fish (Ar. Ec. 1169sq. o Antiph. ap. Ath. 
14. 
662b, Hp. Aff. 43=6.252L). 
uuTTcaT6v: A number of ways of mixing this are mentionedt 
cheese (Ar. Eq. 771 and Sch., Hsch. s, v. 'jiurTcar6v, Sch. Ar. 
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Ach. 174) and garlic (Thphr. HP 7.4.11, Erot. s. v. uU-r-rcA)-r6v 
= p. 59 Nachmanson, Anan. ap. Ath. 7.304b, cf. Moret. 87 andr 
ad ZOC. j A. Perutelli, Pisa 1983, p. 127) being the main in- 
gredients, but sometimes with the addition of eggs (Hsch. 
s, v, uuTTcaT6, v, Sch. Ar. Ach, 174) and leeks, olives, honey, 
and olive-oil (Dsc. 2.152.3, Sch. Ar. Eq. 771), or even mint 
and celery as Orib. states here. Although vinegar appears 
not to feature in lists of ingredients in other authors, 
the epithet 6PLji6Q (Hp. Epid. 2.6.28=5,138L, Poll. 6.70, 
Aret. SA 2.9.3=24A. 154K) applied to VIUTTcjTt6v suggests its 
occasional inclusion. This sauce was associated too with 
fish (Anan. ap. Ath. 7.282b), 
UC'V8nQ: The different varieties of mint were held to be 
heating and promotive of the digestion (Gp. 12,33F Hp. Vict, 
2.54=6.558L, Dsc, 3.34.1, Plin. Nato 20.147). on mint see 
A. C. Andrews, 'The Mints of the Greeks and Romans and 
Their Condimentary Uses', Osiris 13 (1958), pp. 127-149. 
aeXC'Vou: Celery was thought to be more diuretic (Gal. Vict. 
Att. 3.20, AZim. fac. 2.51.1=6.637Kt Ad Glauc. 1.15=11.58K, 
SimpZ. Med. 8.18.16=12.118-119K, San. Tuend. 5.9.1=6.353K. 
Aret. CA 1.1.7=24A. 190K, Dsc. 3.64.1, Hp. Aff. 54=6.264L) 
than laxative (Hp. Vict. 2.54=6.558L). On celery see A. C. 
Andrews, 'Celery and Parsley as Foods in the Graeco-Roman 
Period', CPh 44 (1949), pp. 91-99. 
8LCL)(G)PCZ TOVQ cyK6p8OLQ: Garlic was believed to act as a 
laxative (Cels. 2.29.1, Gal. AZim. fac. 2.44.3=6.632K, Ps. 
Garg. Mart. med. 18, Ps. Theod. Prisc. Simpl. Med. 15) and as a 
digestive (Gp. 12.30.5, cf. Alex. Trall. 7.8=2.303 Pusch- 
mann). 
456UOU: Thyme is mentioned only rarely as a condiment in 
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Greek sources (see A. C. Andrews, 'Thyme as a Condiment 
in the Graeco-Roman Era Osiris 13 (1958) , pp. 150-156) . 
, rPCLYOPLYCIVOU: This is perhaps goats' marjoram (Thymus 
Teucrioides L. ), a wild mountain herb (Nic. Alex. 310 and 
Schi) which was similar in appearance to thyme (serpyZZum, 
hence the alternative 8151LOV) , and was used frequently in 
medicine being heating and discutient of things in the 
stomach, this being no doubt the reason why Ruf. recommends 
it in treating meat for ynp&56L (Plin. Nat. 20.176, Cels. S. 
llt Larg. 192, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 8.15.13=12.91K; see also 
Orib. 1.35.2n. ). There were several varieties, some with 
broad leaves, 'others with small, delicate flowers and 
thin leaves (Dsc. 3.30.1 and J. Andr4 ad Plin. Nat. 14.1111 
Paris 1958, p. 133). Marinading in herbs was common prac- 
tice in the ancient kitchen (e. g. Apic. 7.4.1). 
2.16 TtpOTtCLXCLLOGV: The word only seems to appear here, the pre- 
fix Ttpo- denoting intensity (see LSJ s. v. np6, D. 11 . 4) . 
Even TtPO7IdXCLL0Q is somewhat rare, being used to describe 
old wine (Philotim. ap. Orib. 5.33.1# POXY. 2596.8,2728. 
19; but Ot TL&VU IlaXaLOL 'rCov OC'V(OVI Gal-SimpZ. Med. 4.7=11. 
646K), olive-oil (A*e*t. 15.14), and time (Tz. H. 11.173, Syn. 
Insomn. 6.2=132B, TO% TLPOTECXXaLO% xP6VLOLQj Const. Porph. 
Adm. Imp. 50 = p. 224 Bekker). As an adverb Ttp6TECLXCL Lfea- 
tures in Phld. (D. 3.12.24), Plot. (2.3.9), and Alex. Aphr. 
(Fat. 16). On Ruf. 's preferred state for fish see Orib. 
4.2.7n.. 
6 Eapdcm E Lv This means 'to beat', Hsch. (s. v. 6ECLPdE(%VTCQ) 
giving as a synonym RP073ELV (cf. Sch. Ar. Nub. 1373). McAd- 
xm, or cephalopod molluscs, among which are cuttle-fish, 
squidl and octopus (Gal. Alim. fac. 3.34.1=6.736K, cf. Arist. 
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HA 523b22sq. ) require beating to tenderise their otherwise 
hard flesh (Alex. Trall. 7.1=2.251 Puschmann) for cooking 
(Pl. Com. ap. Ath. 1.5d, *Ar. ap. Ath. 7.316b,, Clearch. ap. Ath. 
7.317b) , an'. action used as a metaphor for physical assault 
in Roman comedy (e. g. Plaut. Rud. 559,1010) . R. Howe 
(Greek Cooking, London 1972, pp. 49-50) describes the pre- 
sent day practice of beating: 'Octopus# when it is good, 
has something of the flavour of lobster and can be much 
more tender. It all depends on the method of killing the 
creaturep the usual way being a systematic slow beating 
against a rock or something equally hard and handy. I re- 
member once, when staying in a small hotel along the coast 
just outside Athens, I heard every morning a slow thumpp 
thump. Curious, I went down to the shore and'saw men slap- 
ping grey masses Of octopus against the flat rock. The 
octopus, I was told, dies hard and must be killed in this 
manner; the flesh can be very hard . and it needs' at least 
forty hearty slaps to make it tender. It is always the 
fisherman and not the housewife who does all this beating 
or slapping and it is usual to kill the octopus as soon as 
the boats land. By the time they reach the shops or market 
they are ready for cooking, although a little more hammer- 
ing with a kitchen mallet does them no harm. ' 
ýyXpl5DCLV: on this method of cooking see Orib. 4.5.4n.. 
2.19 T& 60rPCCL: Oysters were eaten both raw (Gal. AZim. fac. 3. 
32.2=6.734K, Macr. sat. 3.13.12, cf. Sen. Ep. 78.23, and P. J. 
Parsons, 'The Oyster', ZPE 24 (1977), p. 12 and F. Lasserr. ej 
IL' ý16gie de 11 hultrel, QUCC 19 (1975), p. 149) and cooked 
(Mnesith. Ath. ap. Ath. 3.92b-c, Gal. AZim. fac. 3.33.2-6.736K). 
Apic. "s (9.6) recipe also involves sharp ingredients such 
as pepper and vinegar, perhaps because they were used as 
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an hors d' oeuvre to whet the appetite (Alex. ap. Ath. 3.107b), 
but also because their phlegm-producing quality could be 
counteracted in this way (Gal. Vict. Att. 8.630. San. Tuend. 
5.6.2=6.339K, Xenocr. ap. orib. 2.58.90, Anthim. 49). Their 
benefit to VOCYOUCYLV lay in their being laxative, diuretict 
and nourishing (Ath. 3.92a, Diocl. ap. Ath. 3.86c# Gal. Simpt. 
Med. 3.15=11.576K, Cels. 2.24.3,2.28.1). on oysters see 
A. C. Andrews, 'oysters as a Food in Greece and'Rome', CJ 
43 (1948), pp. 299-304, - J. AndrA, LI aZimentation et Za 
cuisine & Rome, 2nd edn., Paris 1981, pp. 105-1071 M. 
Labrousse, 'Recherches sur 11 alimentation des popula- 
tions gallo-romaines escargots, hultres et "fruits de mer" 
ý Montmaurin', PaZlas 8 (1959), pp. 57-84; Go Lafaye, lostrAi- 
culture', BSAF 1915, pp. 218-221. 
TEETEýPCL: There were three types of pepper known to the 
ancient world: long, black, and white. The fruit of the 
long pepper is a spike about 11iin long of closely packed 
seeds, tapering to a Point# which is harvested unripe and 
dried in the sun. The fruit of the black pepper vine is an 
elongated cluster of berries, each berry consisting of a 
nearly globular drupe at first greent and when ripe becom- 
ing red. Beneath the red skin of the berry there is a 
thin pulpy layer which encloses the white seed. White pep- 
per is the ripe seed of the black pepper stripped of the 
outer skin and dried (J. I. Miller, The Spice Trade of the 
Roman Empire 29B. C. to A. D. 641, Oxford 1969, pp. Bo-83). 
E)L6611OUQ: This was another term for 6pXL6cQ (Gal. UP 14. 
11=4.193Kp cf. Dsc. 1.112.3). The testicles of cocks fed 
on grain were thought to be pleasant and nourishing (Gal. 
ap. 0rib. 2.32.4,2.34, Alex. Trall-Febr. 4=1.367 Puschmann) 
and were used in elaborate dishes as a delicacy (Apic. 4. 
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3.3), hence Ruf. 's statement that they were commended as 
68COUILOUC no less than oysters. In medicine they were 
used for phthisicis (Theod. Prisc. Zog. 61, cf. Alex. Trall, 
5.5=2.193 Puschmann), and like oysters no doubt revived 
the appetites of convalescents. Testicles are'a delicacy 
in the Mediterranean area today: 'The butchers may also 
have trays of strange-looking little yellow lumps which 
are unborn chickens' eggs to be put in stews, and bulls' 
testicles hanging in bunches of forlorn rubbery bags' 
(N. Luard, Andatucia: A Portrait of Southern Spain, Lon- 
don 1984, p. 156); 'in Israel we had eaten chickens"testi- 
cles and bulls' testicles ... I (E. Newby, On the Shores 
of the Mediterraneant London 1985, p. 429, cf. pp. 376-377 
on testicles displayed by butchers in the Souk of Talaar 
old Fez, Morocco). 
2.20 Tb XU56VLOV: The quince, named after its supposed place 
of origin Cydonia, a town in north-western Crete (Plin. Nat. 
15.37), was listed as a variety of apple (see Orib. 1.50. 
ln. and 2. ). Since they were astringent they were used 
for bowel problems such as dysentery (Larg. 111,193, Cael. 
Aur. acut. 3.21.203, Gal. Simpl. Med. 1: 39=11.452Kp Anthim. 
83). Cael. Aur. (chron. 4.3.70, cf. Alex. Trall. 5.5=2.193 
Puschmann) recommends either boiled or baked quinces as Ruf. 
does here, while Dsc. (1.115.1) thought that baking quinces 
made them more pleasant. 
06 n6vu (PacepeTCLL: 'Cydonia mala non admodum corrumpuntur, 
eaque ex melle sumenda, sunt: eadem ex vino quoque detracto 
cortice coquuntur, aut abiecto semine mel inditurl (Rasarior 
p. 251). Ruf . Is phrase can be paralleled (6LCL(POCýPOVTCLL 
y&p Ot CPXCYVlCLT65ELC XUUOC , Gal. San. Tuend. 6.10.13-6.428K) , 
and Alex. Trall. (5.6=2.223 Puschmann) describes the food 
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from almonds, pistachios, raisins, and pine-nuts as 
86CMETt-roc 0*6 XCLL (P, 
5CLPCLXh TPOQC3V T3V 6V rý yaCrrpt 8L& T6 
tXaLrOBEQ CLý)TC)V- Because honey checked corruption (Col. 12. 
47.4; there were two ways of using the word Oopd, one 
being the process of corruption, the other the state of 
being corrupt, Gal. Marc. 1=7.666K and C. T. Theoharides, 
'Galen on Marasmus', JHM 4 (1971), p. 371) Apic. (1.12. 
3) suggests that quinces should be preserved in honey and 
defrutum, and this idea must be behind Ruf. 's recipe here. 
Raeder (p. 99) signals a lacuna after 8er, but unnecessarily 
so since good sense can be read from the text as it stands: 
ILe coing ne se corrompt pas de tout, et on le prend avec 
du miel cuit et un peu de vin ... ' (Daremberg, p. 274). 
Mnesith. Ath. (ap. Ath. 2.59c) held that quinces were easily 
affected by the action of heat, and this may have result- 
ed in the protective covering of dough to seal in the good- 
ness (for the same cooking operation cf. Dsc. 5.109.7). 
aTcxtQ: This dough was usually made from wheat as opposed 
to barley (Epich. ap. Ath. 3.110bj Arist. Pr. 927b2l-23, cf. 
Poll. 7.21 where it is distinguished from VACa), A Simi- 
lar recipe for quinces can be found in Anthim. (83) and 
for apples in Gal. (Alim. fac. 2.21.6=6.597K). 
3. tit. ALOXXýOUQ: Diocles, son of Archidamus of Carystus in 
Euboeat was one of the most important representatives of 
the Dogmatic 'school' of the 4th C. B. C., and he won such 
fame that the Athenians called him the second Hippocrates 
(Plin. Nat. 26.10, Gal. Introd. 4=14.683K). Gal. judged 
him in a favourable light (Hp. PI-PZac. 9.5=5.751K) which 
must be the reason why Orib. excerpts him (cf. Orib. 1. 
40. tit. n. ). He wrote works on anatomy (Gal. Anat. Admin. 
2.1=2.282K),, on bodily health addressed to a certain 
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Pleistarchus (Ath. 7.316c, Gal. AZim. fac. 1.1.4=6.455K) 0 on 
fevers (Cael. Aur. acut. 1.12.100) , on bandaging (Gal. Hp. Art. 
comm. 3.23=18A. 519K), on roots for medicinal purposes (Sch. 
Nic. Ther- 647) , on poisonous drugs (Ath. 15.681b) , and on 
food (see M. Wellmann, 'Diokles (53) 1, RE 5 (1905) , cols. 
Bo2-812 and esp. col. 812). Diocl. stressed moderation 
and balance in his theories about diet, and W. Jaeger 
(DiokZes von Karystos: die Griechische Medizin und die 
Schule des AristoteZest Berlin 1938, pp. 45-51) draws at- 
tention to this through the overwhelming number of examples 
of the impersonal use Of dLP116TTEL and dLP116TTov (sc. taTC) 
in the surviving fragments. For a summary of information 
about Diocl. see W. Jaeger, 'Diocles of Carystus: A New 
Pupil of Aristotle', The Philosophical Review 49 (1940), 
pp. 393-414. 
3.1 TL'VOC CREUCLOCCLQ: cf . 
&XV ("x=Eep Ot 5ELVOL -CCZV &ýOTIOLCOV 
-ro% TELXPO%)('UjIO%XCLL CL160TTjPOtQ A86GUaOt, XpZ5V-rCLL, Plu. Mor. 
51c; Igustas, si quid deest, addest Apic. 5.2.21 bTE6XOLTtOV 
O&V T& jLtV TtUP6,571 TO% dLVCLLý'6XOUCFL XCPaVV6VTCL TtpOC7(pdPCLVp 
T& i5' COXUP& TO% dLC7aC'VCCFT6POLQ# T& 8' WACOQ dLTCPTtfi TO% 
ý66CYJLWLV, otov YXAXOvOc x611n. ROLL XCLXajICV8nQ XCLL 06VIOU 
RcLL Tiý Tob TEeTpocFeVvou CMtpjICLTL ... j Gal. Hp. Hum. comm. 1. 
12=16-129K; also Hp. Aff. 39=6.248L, VM 3=1.576L, ViCt. 56= 
6.566-568L, and J. Bertier, Mnbsithbe et Dieuchýsj Leiden 
1972# p. 29). 
3.3 xcLOcLCpcTaL 6L TEdL'VTCL: Prolonged (Orib. 4.1.29n. ) or fre- 
quent (Orib. 4.1.33 and n. ) boiling as well as soaking 
(Orib. 4.1.25n. ) were standard cooking operations in the 
ancient world. 
3.4 Th h86CFvLCLTCL: A similar sentiment is expressed by the 14th 
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c. Milanese physician and astrologer Maino del Maineri: 
'Amplius propter huiusmodi sapores cibaria mala et cor- 
I 
ruPta ori efficiuntur delectabilia et ab hominibus come- 
duntur que ab eis non susciperenturl (L. Thorndiker 'A 
Mediaeval Sauce-Book I, SpecuZum 9 (1934) , p. 186) . Bad 
tastes were sometimes covered up with a sauce (Gal. AZim. 
fac. 3.30.3=6.728K) , for with no refrigerators to prolong 
freshness meats would have deteriorated quicklyr and smok- 
ing, pickling, ahd drying processes although effective 
leave a strong flavour of their own which would have had 
to have been counteracted by heavy spicing and flavouring 
(see C. Driver and M. Berriedale-Johnson, Pepys at TabZe: 
Seventeenth Century Recipes for the Modern Cook, London 
1984, p. 23); nevertheless, the Romans seems to have enjoyed 
spicy food for its own sake leaving aside the question of 
putridity (see J. Edwards, The Roman Cookery of Apicius, 
TransZated and Adapted for the Modern Kitchen, London 1984, 
pp. xx-xxii). 
3 .6 cupbQ 
8t TE&Q: Doctors in antiquity divided cheeses into 
two classes, fresh and old. The latter was of bad juice 
(Cels. 2.21, Gal. Bon. Mat. Suc. 4.2=6.765K), checked the 
bowels (Hp. Vict. 2.51=6.554L, Cels. 2.30.2, Gal. Ad Pis. 
4=14.226K, Simpl. Med. 3.14=11.575K)i and was bad for the 
stomach (Plin. Nat. 28.131). All cheeses had thick juices, 
but fresh cheese less so (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.9=6.767K), 
whilst every cheese caused flatulence (Cels. 2.26.2) and 
engendered kidney stones when eaten in excess (Gal. Hp. 
Epid. comm. 3.15=17B. 47K). Thus Diocl. is orthodox in his 
statement about cheese. Gal. (SimpZ. Med. 10.2.9=12.269K, 
AZim. fac. 3.16=6.696-699K) discusses the properties of 
cheeses in more detail, and his general view is that most 
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cheeses were bad for the health, apart from 
6EuYCLX6XTL'VOQ 
(see Orib. 1.13.2n. )t made around Pergamum and eaten when 
fresh with hot bread (Gal. Alim. fac. 1.13-19=6.518K) Col . 
(7.8) and Gp. (18.9) describe how cheese was madet and how 
it was preserved either in sweet vinegar and oxymeZ (cf. 
Plin. Nat. 11.242) or in salt (cf. Moret. 98-99). Plin. 
(Nat. 11.240-241) records the most popular cheese available 
in his day. On dairy products and methods of making cheese 
see J. M. Frayn, Sheep-Rearing and the WooZ Trade in ItaZy 
during the Roman Period, Liverpool 1984, pp. 127-141. 
a. CycLog: cheeses were made not only from cows' milk but 
also from sheep's (Cato Agr. 76.2) and goats' milk (Hom. IZ. 
11.639). Perhaps Diocl. advises using goats' cheese be- 
cause goats' milk was medium in consistency (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 
10.2.7=12.265-266K), being neither too thin and serous like 
asses' milk, nor too thick like cows' milk. 
TcLULONTIC: Besides using rennet the cheese was curdled 
with fig-juice, fig-leaves, and the heads of artichokes 
(Gp. 18.19.2). As A. S. F. Gow explains in his note on 
Theoc. (7.15-16, vol. 2, Cambridge 1952, p. 136), the 
ancients did not use rennet extracted from the inner lin- 
ing of the stomachs of sucking calves and other animals 
as modern dairies do, but rather the curdled milk from the 
stomach in which the enzyme would still be active (cf. Arist. 
HA 552b5-6). Rennet came from kids (Aret. CA 2.2.20=24A. 
256K), asses (Hp. MUZ. 2.192=8.372L)i hares (Nic. Ther. 577) 
and goats (Plin. Nat. 11.239). Var. (R. 2.11.4) recommends 
using a piece of rennet the size of an olive to coagulate 
two congii (roughly 12 pints) of milk. N. Luard (Anda- 
lusia: A Portrait of Southern Spain, London 1984# p. 161) 
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describes a traditional way of manufacturing cheese: I... 
but our cheeses came from the valley itself. They were 
made by Josý's aunt at his little family farm on the spur 
below the house. She was famous for her cheeses along the 
straits. They were made in spring from goats' milk from 
the valley's flocks and coagulated from the stomach of a 
new-born kid, killed after its first suckling, The little 
dried bag of the stomach hung from a rafter in the stone 
cottage and she broke off a tiny nut from the curd every 
day to add to the flocks' morning yield. When the mixture 
was ready she would plunge her hands into the bucket and 
knead the spring curds until the whey had separated. Then 
she would pat and shape the handfuls of cheese on a straw 
mat, squeezing out the whey until she was left with a solid 
stem-patterned cake. The cake would be dried for a couple 
of weeks; after this it was stored in olive-oil in urns 
until it was ready to be eaten'. 
3.7 cFCX(pLOV: The phrase CC dpa TzoiO 8er displays some reluc- 
tance on the part of Diocl. in recommending this condi- 
ment, perhaps because doctors regarded it as flatulent 
and difficult to digest (Gal. Simpl. Med. 8.18.16=12.123K# 
8.15.12=12.90-9lKr Plin. Nat. 22.100, Hp. Acut. 10=2.298L, 
Dsc. 3.80.1). There were several varieties of cyMpLovj 
from Syriat Persia, Armenial and Cyrenaica (Hdt. 4.169.1, 
Dsc. 3.80.1), but by the middle of the lst c. A. D. the 
OMPLOV from Cyrenaica was extinct as a result of exces- 
sive sheep grazing (Plin. Nat. 19.38, who adds that the last 
stalk was sent to the emperor Nero; see also A. C. Andrews, 
'The Silphium of the Ancients: A Lesson in Crop Control', 
Isis 33 (1941), pp. 232-236). Larg. (67) suggests the use 
of Syrian OMPLOV if Cyrenaic could not be found. Attempts 
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to grow the latter variety elsewhere were a failure (Hp. 
Morb. 4.34=7.546L). Juice (ft6c) was tapped from the roots 
and stalk, and was often white in colour as Diocl. says 
(cf . Dsc. 
3.80.2) , and the 
leaves j stalk, and roots were 
also used in medicine and cooking (Plin-Nat. 19.43, Hp. 
Acut. (Sp. ) 18=2.486L, Gal. Vict. Att. 3.13). The taste was 
sharp (i5QLV115Qr Gal. Hp. Epid. comm. 5.24=17B. 285K) and hot 
(Dsc. 3.80.1, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 8.15.12=12.90-91K). Dsc. 
(3.80.2) says that the Median and Syrian varieties had a 
more pungent (DPc0jLW8CCFTýPcLv) smell, and if their identi- 
fication with the stale-garlic smelling asafoetida is cor- 
rect, this description is very appropriate. It was used 
extensively in ancient cooking (Apic. passim, Philem. ap. 
Ath. 2.64e, Axionic. ap. Ath. 3.95c, Sopat. ap. Ath. 3.101c, 
Epaaenet. ap. Ath. 14.662d). On CYCX(PLOV see also E. Kuster, 
'Noch einmal die Silphionfragel, Natur (Basel) 7 (1912)p pp. 
588-590. 
3.8 T& 8ý Ttd)(Tj T& 8L& TUP00: Cheese was served with honey 
(Pherecr. ap. Ath. 3.96b), melted on leg of pork (Antiph. ap. 
Ath. 3.96b), chopped in salads (Col. 12.59.3), spread on 
cakes (Ath. 14.646b), and used as an ingredient in cakes 
(Ath. 14.646d, Cato Agr. 75,76j 77,78, see Orib. 1.1.7n. ). 
Yet this extensive use of cheese in cooking was frowned 
upon by dietitians as Ruf. says hereo presumably because 
the, badness in cheese was thought to affect the other in- 
gredients (cf. Gal. Alim. fac. 1.2.8=6.486K, Anthim. 79-81, 
Hp. VM 20=1.622-624L). 
TPLTITALTOW: This was a general term for sauce including 
-ýLUTTwT6v (Sch. Luc. Lex. 6 and Orib. 4.2.14n. ) , mulberry con- 
serve (Sotad. Com. ap. Ath. 7.293b), and olive-oil and vinegar 
dressing for fish (Timocl. ap. Ath. 7.295b, cf. Archestr. ap. 
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Ath. 7.326b). It could also signify a drink made with 
pounded spices (Poll. 6.181 Ath. 1.31e). 
3.1o 6ECL yXUREV: A recipe for sweet vinegar in Gp. (8.36.1) 
directs that equal quantities of sharp vinegar and must 
should be poured into a pitch-smeared jar and left for 
thirty days. 
3.12 Ile-C& -r6V b'YPCA)V: With the cooking water or stock# cf. 
Dieuch. ap. Orib. 4.8.17, Hp. Aff. 51=6.260L. 
4. tit. 11VTIOLUOU TOO KUCLXTIVOrJ: After assessing the language of 
the two surviving fragments of Mnesith. Cyz. (see Orib. 1. 
intr. 2), K. DeichgrIaber ('Mnesitheos aus Kyzikosl, RE 15 
(1931), col. 2284) comes to the conclusion that this doctor 
lived in the Hellenistic period; he should not be confused 
with his more famous Athenian namesake (Orib. 4.4.1-5n. )# 
concerning whom see S. Dow, 'Two Families of Athenian Phy- 
sicians', BHM 12 (1942), pp. 18-26 and J. Bertier, Mnbsithhe 
et Dieuchýs, Leiden 1972. 
4.1-5 Kpciul3Tiv %ph xcvrcLx6tDaL: Cato (Agr. 156-157) and mnesith. 
Cyz. recount their ideas on the cabbage in a strikingly sim- 
ilar way, as can be seen if sections from the two passages 
are set alongside: 
Mnesitheus Cato (ed. Mazzarino, Leipzig 1982) 
1 itat auyAaTax&ýaL noptou 157.7 ... (si edes concisam et 
XCLL TtnydLvou 60CL CxcLVdL- er-ra 
6EuiAA. t. -rt. NLvov, nat 6cov 
06V TL TtLItPbV CLXCPCOU t; TtC- 
Euc7ov ... 
2... 6L, %X& XCLL CC TL TZPOU- 
Tt(iP)(Ct., tX5dXXCL, XCLL CC TL 
dLjlcL6p(A)j. lcL TEept -robr. 6(poax- 
jLO'5 r. , TECL6 CL... 
rutam et coriandrum concisam 
siccam et sirpicium inrasum) 
et brassica ex aceto oxymeli et 
sale sparsa 
157.6 ... si quid antea mali 
intus erit# omnia sana faciet, 
et de capite et de oculis om- 
nia deducet et sanum faciet 
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*XCLL TEVLY1106C, 
xcLL P-TL 
TEEpL Tb 6L6L(PPOLYIICL XCLL -16L 
6TEO- 
x6vbpLcL EC TL TEPOCMLTLTCL 
157.7 ... et si bilis atra est 
et si lienes turgent et si 
cor dolet et si iecur aut pul- 
d-ronov, Rat 6cya, CYTZXTIVC , 
66LV mones aut praecordia: uno 
ý COjlCY6'DljQ#, TCLTECLV6OCL CL6TbV. Uerbo, omnia sana faciet, et 
intro quae dolitabunt ... 
TtPbQ bt -CO? JQ 8UGE: V-rE: - 156.5 ... uerum torima moles- 
PI-RObl- 661: IfIC xPdl, 13T)Q >, cLD6, v- ta erunt, brassicam in aquam 
-rag CCQ 06COP 8CLIýLXýQ dLTLODP6- 
XCLV C51, er-ra t0dL?, XOVTCL 
macerare oportet: ubi macera- 
ta erit, coicito in aquam 
OE: PlibV 156WP tlýCtVr P-Wr. 6LV 'ye- calidam, coquito usque donec 
vn. raL -ra-Repd, er*rcL 
6LTETlaficycLL 
Tb 06G)P TE&V, tTLLDdXXCLV XCLt 
EXCLLOV, CrTCL 6VCYUYXaTCXC&YCLL , 
7 CLTCL 6jIDetXXO'VTCL CCQ dYYCLOV 
ýV, 5p6tý(IL 6 TL dV 006XT. 1 CYL-' 
TCou, ý 116vnv tCYalCLV ThV 
jipdjlýnV XCLL i5o56, vCLL týuxp6v 
commadebit bener aquam defun- 
dito. postea salem addito et 
cumini paululum et pollinem 
polentae eodem addito et oleum. 
(6) postea feruefacitor in- 
fundito in catinume uti fri- 
gescat: eo interito quod uo- 
TOOTO 6ý )(Pý TEOLCEV j1h &TECXE, 
tucicy-mv hlitpav TEP(A ecc 
Tt?, F-L*OVCLr. hlltPCLr. - Uh TEO, %? J Ur 
rva Uh Tlpocycyrý. - 
let cibi, postea edit; sed, 
si poterit solam brassicam 
esse, edit, et si sine febre 
erit, dato uini atri duri: 
aqua tum bibat quam minimuml 
si febris erit, aquam. id 
facito cotidie mane. nolito 
multum dare, ne pertaedescatr 
uti possit porro libenter 
esse. 
E. Brehaut (Cato the Censor on Parmingo New York 1933, 
pp. 139-140) recognised the parallel between Mnesith. Cyz. and 
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Cato (Agr. 157.6-9) and commented that a peculiar feature 
of the parallelism was that Agr. 157.9 was notso close to 
the Greek as Agr. 156. 
ý-6. 
S. Boscherini (Lingua e scienza 
greca net "De agri cuZtura" di Catone, Rome 197o, pp. 63- 
88) examines in detail the relationship, and posits a com- 
mon source written from a typically Alexandrian 'scienti- 
fic' viewpoint, possibly from the pen of Chrysippus, 
Cleemporus, Bolus, or Pythagoras. He rejects the charge 
of dubious authenticity, although certainly the passage 
stands out from the rest of this work in its treatment of 
the subject. Mnesith-Cyz. and Cato have undoubtably much 
in common, yet the Latin writer advises salting the cab- 
bage and considers specifically the case of painful affec- 
tions of the heart and liver, and treats of intestinal en- 
cumbrance, whilst Mnesith. Cyz. introduces particulars such 
as the amount of cabbage, rue, and coriander to administer 
to a sick person which are lacking in Cato. 
Why Cato (Agr. 156.5 and 157.9) repeats in different 
words the same idea is difficult to seer and P. Reuter 
(De vestigiis Graecis apud M. Catonis De agri culturas 
Leipzig 1903, pp. 32sq. ) affords no convincing explanation. 
It is possible that Cato made use of Mnesith. Cyz., who 
lived in the Hellenistic period as has been already said 
(Orib. 4.4. tit. n. ). On the subject of the separateness of 
0* 
Mnesith. Cyz. and Mnesith. Ath., H. Hohenstein (Der Arzt 
Mnesitheos aus Athen, Jena 1935, PP-15-18) examined the 
fragments of the two authors and found considerable dif- 
ference in style, most notably with the Athenian shrinking 
from hiatus (the two exceptions occur in Ath. 2.106d and 
10.419c) and the doctor from Cyzicus making no effort to 
avoid even violent hiatus (e. g. CL6nPC4) CCT(I, Orib. 4.4. 
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1; tcYOCECY, &CLL 6IIA: Orib. 4.4.2) . 
A. Sideras (IAetius und Oribasius: 1hre gemeinsamen 
Exzerpte aus der Schrift des Rufus von Ephesos IlUber die 
Nieren- und Blasenleiden" und ihr Abh*a'ngigkeitsverh*a*lthnisle 
ByzZ 67 (1974), pp. 110-130) discusses the way in which 
ancient writers made use of their predecessors, centring 
on Orib. 's and AZt. 's excerpting of Ruf. Ren. Ves., and he 
concludes that the two later authors utilized a compilation 
of Ruf. 's writings rather than the original. Cato may have 
done the same with Mnesith., which would be one explanation 
of the variations between the two writers# or perhaps Cato, 
seeing as his text is fuller, represents what Mnesith. Cyz. 
wrote more closely, Orib. truncating the text in his usual 
fashion. 
Apic. (3.9) gives some similar recipes for cabbage, cori- 
ander and rue featu ring in' several of them. other medical 
opinions agree with what Mnesith. Cyz. says: good for the 
eyes (Gp. 12.17.6), spleen (Gp. 12.17.9,15, Dsc. 2.120.3), 
purging the veins (Gal. SimpZ. Med. 7.10.48=12.42K), pains 
in the sides (Alex. Trall. 6=2.241 Puschmann), and for those 
suffering from dysentery (Marc. med. 27.530 cf. Gal. AZim. fac. 
2.44.1=6.631K, 'San Tuend. 5.8.7=6.351K, Hp-SaZubr. comm. 2- 
15.179K), although it was stressed that cabbage had to be 
boiled very well or preferably twice for its costiveness 
to take effect (Dsc. 2.120.1). The only adverse effect 
caused by cabbage was the production of black bile (Hp. 
Epid. 7.82=5.438L, Gal. Loc. Aff. 3.10=8.184Kp Anthim. 50) 
4.1 ROPCOU: This was the later Greek term-, ---for--uaPCcLvov (Gal. 
SimpL. Med. . 7.10.43=12.36K, cf. Dsc. 3.63, Hp. MUZ. 1.66=8. 
138L, Nic. AZex. 157 and Sch. ). On coriander and its proper- 
ties see Orib. 4.2.2n.. 
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TE71Y&VOU: The rue (Ruta graveoZens L. ) in this recipe must 
have been envisaged as acting in more than a merely flavour- 
ing capacity since its powers coincided with many of 
those belonging to cabbage. For instance, besides being 
heating (Gal. GaZ. Vict. Att. 3.14, SimpZ. Med. 4.7=11.646K, 
8.16.18=12. IOOK, Plu. Mor. 647b, Dsc. 3.45.1, Alex. Trall. 
7.3=2.261 Puschmann) , rue was good for pains in the sides, 
chest, and intestines, and for coughs and difficulty with 
breathing (Dsc. 3.45.2, Plin. Nat. 20.136, Gp. 12.25.8# Hp. 
MuL 2.201=8.384L, Morb. 2.47=7.68L, Larg. 121); it also 
imProved the eyesight (Plin. Nat. 20.134, Ps. Apul. herb. 90. 
6) and was diuretic (Cels. 2.31, Hp. Vict. 2.54=6.558L). 
Both fresh (Aret. CA 1.2.8=24A. 204K) and dried (Archig. ap. 
Gal. Comp. Med. 2.1=12.551K, Nic. Alex. 412-4131 Gal. San. 
Tuend. 4.5.15=6.266K) rue was employed# and it features in 
many ancient culinary recipes (Apic. passim and A. C. Andrews, 
'The Use of Rue as a Spice by the Greeks and Romans'# CJ 
43 (1948), pp. 371-373), 
4.2 TVVLYj1OT3Q: choking could arise through inflammation of the 
larynx (Gal. Hp. Prorrh. 1 comm. 2.89=16.680K), inspiration 
being made during the ingestion of food (Arist. PA 664b3O- 
33, cf. Anaxandr. ap. Ath. 6.227c), and inflammation of the 
lungs (Gal. Hp. Aph. comm. 4.34=17B. 705K). It was judged a 
serious affliction (Aret. SA 2.1.2=24A. 25K), and in certain 
cases it could prove fatal (Hp. Coac. 61=5.598L, Aph. 7.59= 
4.596L). 
4.3 T& dLp8pLX&: Disease of the joints or gout (cf. Gal. Ling. 
Hp. Exol. =19-85Kt Damox. ap. Ath. 3.102d) was painful (Hp. 
Epid. 6.4.3=5.306L, Gal. Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 4.3-17B. 125K)i and 
cures included special diets and bathing in cold sea-water 
(Aret. CD 2.12.1=24A. 339K, Gal. San. Tuend. 6.11.11=6.436K, 
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cf. Sen. Ep. 53.3). 
4.4 VAOTCL: Administering cures to patients on an empty sto- 
I 
mach was a standard procedure in-the ancient world (Gal. 
San. Tuend. 6.15.4=6.451K, Hp. Morb. 3.11.2=7.132L# Aret. 
CA 1.2.3=24A. 201K, Marc. med. 28.31, Seren. 307j Anthim. 
64) . 
4.5 tX6CYTTVV hvlýPCLV: Cf - ThV 
WAIMPOV 8L&LTCLV, Gal. Puer. Ep. 
5=11.374K. 
5. tit. ALCOXOUQ: Dieuches was a doctor of the Dogmatist 'school' 
according to Gal. (Ven. Sect. ad Erasistr. 5=11.163K) and 
teacher of Numenius of Heraclea (Ath. 1.5b). His floruit 
was towards the beginning of the 3rd c. B. C. (Gal. Simpl. 
Med. 6. prooem. =11.795K, Hp. Nat. Hom. comm. 2.6=15.136K), 
and his writings examined among other topics anatomyr 
blood-letting, and diet (M. Wellmann, 'Dieuches (3)', RE 
5 (1905)p col. 480). 
5.1 dL, %C6PL'VOV: dLXEUPtTCLL breads were placed after CYejIL8CL%tTCLL 
in order of merit (Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 3.115c, Philist. ap. 
Ath. 3.115d)t and J. Bertier (Mnbsithhe et Dieuchbs, Leiden 
1972, p. 235) remarks that lil est permis de croire que 
Dieuches conseille sous le vocable de dACUPLv6c, une farine 
14g; re, par opposition & la CYCjIC8CLXLQj qui peut bein e4tre 
pure, en terme de blutage, mais qui donne des produits plus 
lourds. ' On the subject Of dACUPtTCLL see Ath. Med. ap. Orib. 
1.2.2 and n., and also A. Jard4 (Les cbrhaZes dans Z' 
antiquitb grecque, Paris 1925, p. 10): ICI est ainsi qu' 
ils distinguaient, d' aprýs 11 Apoque des semailles, les 
bi6s de printemps et les bl6s d' hiver; d' aprýs la qualit6 
de la farine, les bl6s &XeuptTaL et les blAs GCJIL6C1XtTCLL. 
Les deux classifications d' ailleurs se rejoignent, les 
bi6s de printemps 4tant en m*e*me temps les bl4s dACUPtVIL, 
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Ttupot CYL-ravLOL ROLL 6L?, CUPVTCLL ., 
5.2 h 6' 6TETTiCFLr.: On baking in general see Philist. ap. Ath. 3. 
115e, Hp. Vict. 2.42=6.539Lt Gal. AZim. fac. 1.2.6=6.4B4Kt 
Gal. ap. orib. 1.8, and Ath. Med. ap. Orib. 1.9. 
h tTEL TOO CTtVCOU: Gal. (Antid. 1.8=14.46K) states TEpb 
TEdVTCOV 8' C(5CWVLOQ TC XCLL W0,39 d)TETTjJ1ýVOQ 6 6PTOC ECYTCLL 
'KPLýCLVCTT1Q# 001i CTLVCTnQj which seems to imply that 
CnvýTnQ was a leavened bread made from wheat flour (cf. 
CTEVCTcLQ 6LpTOUQ# Ath. 4.139a) It derived its name from 
the CTEv6c, a type of oven where the charcoal was put into 
a shallow receptacle under the oven floor, and because this 
floor was not flush with the edge of the base at the back 
or front, the slit left at the back enabled a draught to 
be maintained under it (see B. A. Sparkes, 'The Greek 
Kitchen ', JHS 82 (1962) , p. 127 and f ig. 2) . CTvvCrTjQ was 
certainly regarded as being baked better than ta)(cLpCTTjC 
because it was less burnt on the outside (Hp. Vict. 2.42= 
6.540L), but other-. authors held, in contrast with Dieuch., 
that UPLOCLVCTTIC, was superior, for although the two breads 
were made the same way, CnvýTnQ was less evenly baked and 
more difficult to digest (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.2.12=6.489Kt Ath. 
3.115c). In Phan. (ap. AP 6.299.2) appears the line XCLL 
Tp6QOQ CTEVC6TCL TtLCIX60U (V56*L*OQ. The ingredients of 06Coc 
were cheese, honey# and CFCXLYVLC (Chrysipp. Tyan. ap. Ath. 14. 
647d) , so the epithet TtCaXcoc is appropriate, whilst 
Cnvc6TcL must be an adjective describing the method of bak- 
ing the Q06tOQ# and not a synonym for 061COr.. 
451171 TL An CLILTIC was a type of TEXCLXOUC (Ath. 14.644fo Poll. 
6.77) and something of a delicacy (Ar. PZ. 999, Antiph. ap. 
Ath. 6.262c). The Suda (s. v. 6LVLnQ) states firmly that 
d1ITIr. o6V 6 TtXCL'KOi5Qp Oý)y, 6 CnV69 which might account for the 
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absence of the word elsewhere meaning an oven, and B. A. 
Sparkes ('The Greek Kitchen I, JHS 82 (1962) , pp. 121-137 
and 'The Greek Kitchen: An Addendum' I JHS 85 (1965) , pp. 
162-163) makes no mention of it in this sense. 
5.4 tyxpuQýaQ: A bread so called from being baked in the ashes 
(Gal. AZim. fac. 1.2.13=6.489K, Sch. Luc. Lex. 3,, Ath. 3.110b, 
Hsch. s. v. tYKPU(PCCLQ) , and made from wheat-meal (dXcupov) 
as Dieuch. recommends here, or in a finer version from 
OCjiC6aXLQ (Archestr. ap. Ath. 3.112b), although Erot. (s. v. 
6LPTOV tYXPU(PCCLV = p. 26 Nachmanson) records that the Athen- 
ians prepared a more elaborate tYXPUQCCLQ of juicy dates, 
wheat-meal, and water. In the Middle East bread is still 
baked in the ashes: I ... and the muleteers, having unpacked 
and settled down, - began to mix a few handfuls of flour with 
waterp to pat it into a dish about an inch long, and put 
it under the embers to cook' (F. Stark, The Valleys of the 
Assassins and Other Persian TraveZs, London 1982, p. 77)1 
'Tafas went into one of the twenty miserable hutst and in 
a few whispered words and long silences brought flour, of 
which with water he kneaded a dough cake two inches thick 
and eight inches across. This he buried in the ashes of a 
brushwood fire, provided for him by a Subh woman whom he 
seemed to know. When the cake was warmed he drew it out 
of the fire, and clapped it to shake off the dust; then we 
shared it together ... ' (T. E. Lawrence, The SeVen PiZIars 
of Wisdom, London 1936). Hp. too (Vict. 2.42=6.540L) 
describes it as being extremely dry, hence presumably its 
usefulness in combatting moist bowels (Dieuch. ap. Orib. 4. 
5.6) as in the diet for the son of Eratolaus who was suffer- 
ing from dysentery (Hp. Epid. 7.3=5.372L, cf. AcUt. (SP-) 
21=2.500L). But there was a danger lest, without special 
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care, the bread might cook unevenly and become difficult 
to digest (Ath. 3.115e# cf. Luc. D. Mort. 20.4 for a simile 
of a loaf blistering on the outside)* Gal. 
Wim. fac. 1. 
2.13=6.490K) says that ash-baked bread was the worst of all 
the breads as regards the method of baking. tYXPUQIaC ap- 
pears to have been unleavened. 
6.1 dA(PCT(P 8ý XPACYCXLTO: Nic., (ap. Ath. 3.126c-d) gives a simi- 
lar recipe, but using either X6v6poC (see Orib. 4.1.11n. ) 
or peeled barley instead of Dieuch. 's dX(PLTOV (see Orib. 1. 
12. ln. ) j, although instead of just boiling the grains in fowl, 
lamb, or kid-stock# Nic. details that they should be boiled 
first in olive-oil# then put into the stock, and boiled 
with the lid on until they swelldd up, at which point they 
could be served in hollow pieces of bread or jL'3C7TpCL. 
C)6CLTOQ OeplIOG: This must refer to a bain-marie, as in Apic. 
(4.2.1, cf. 9.10.1) where a patina is cooked either direct- 
ly over the fire or I ad aquam calidam I. Larg. (66) talks 
of cooking lin, ýjduplici uasol which again must be some sort 
of bain-marie (cf. Alex. Trall. Febr. 5-1.375 Puschmann on 
peaches cooked in steam). For an illustration of a pos- 
sible Roman bain-marie see J. Mertensr 'Une riche tombe 
gallo-romaine', AC 21 (1952), pp. 56-57 and p. 42, fig. 2f 
No. 7. 
ECQ C)EX(PdRELOV: Ar. Byz. (ap. Ath. 9.375b) calls pigs as 
a whole 06ECt sucking-pigs XOtPOLP and young but fully- 
grown pigs UXQaXCQ. He is supported by Cratin. (ap. Ath. 
9.375a), Ar. (Ach. 786), and possibly Hdt. (2.70.1). How- 
ever, Anaxil. (ap. Ath. 9.374e-f) uses the word of an adult 
("cýXeLOQ) pig. On the other hand, the word can be used 
for new-born piglets (Arist. HA 573bl2-14t Clem, AleStrom* 
7.24, interp. ap. Poll. 1.251). Anaxil. 's interpretation 
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can be included in Ar. Byz. ls definitions if it is supposed 
that the pig is adult yet young, and Arist. 's statement 
could be taken to mean that as the sows grow larger and 
older their offspring develop into bigger and better pigs. 
Certainly P. Chantraine (Dictionnaire btymoZogique, voi. 1, 
Paris 1968, pp. 260-261) says that UX(ME ldýsigne une 
jeune bete, mais apte & la reproduction', and adds of the 
diminutive 6E>. QdXLOV (e. g. Ar. Thesm. 237, Lys. 1061, Plu. 
Mor. 82f) 'doit falloir distinguer de Xotpor. '. Why Dieuch. 
should specify a stock for the dXQLTOV made with young 
but fully-grown pig seems strange, unless like Clem. Al. he 
is using the term loosely, or else is of the same opinion 
as Philotim. (ap. orib. 2.69.3) that young animals are bet- 
ter for their meat than old. 
6.2 TfiQ XOdG)Q ... ROT6A. CLL: There were 12 XOTIAM to 1 XOIOQ 
(Gal. Pond. Mens. Doct. 10=19.770K). As the Mss stand this 
recipe calls for ý[ X0GQ to (SXQLTOV to 2 ROTO. CLL (or 
1 /6 
Xo%) of water and milk, so the proportions are 3 parts 
of (! X(pLTOV to 2 parts of water and milk (roughly 1ý pints 
to 1 pint, since 1 HOT6Xn is equivalent to approximately 
ý pint, LSJ s. v. xoTO. ". With such a small proportion of 
liquid it seems difficult to make this dish the ý0QA11CLTOC 
Tt&y , og, and one would expect rather such proportions as 
are given by Orib. at 4.11.4. It is possible to envisage 
a corruption of 8' to S', and this would give the more rea- 
listic quantities of 1ý pints Of dXQLTOV to 4ý pints of 
water and milk, or one part Of dA. QLTOV to three of water 
and milk. 
-rfig IIARCOVOC 6 X65WV: The addition of toasted poppy head 
to this dish Of 6LX(PLT0V must have provided the main sopori- 
fic ingredient, although the milky porridge itself was no 
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doubt soothing and Dieuch. 's warning against drinking too 
much of this porridge is because in excess poppy-juice 
and seeds were violently chilling and could cause death 
(Gal. Simpl. Med. 7.12.13=12.73Kp Dsc. 4.64.3, cf. Gal. San 
Tuend. 6.14.15=6.447K), which is the reason for the gods 
Sleep, Night, and Death being represented in ancient art 
as garlanded with or holding poppies (see Panagiotis 
Creticos and Stella Papadoce, 'IIAXWVOC xat 6TtCou LcrTop4cLI, 
AE 102 (1963), pp-80-89). A similar recipe to that of 
Dieuch. 's is found in Hp. (HuZ. 2.149=8.324L) for the dis- 
placement of the womb, made with cheese, poppy-seeds, and 
dX(PLTCL, and again the purpose of the preparation is to 
provide release from pain (cf. Gal. Hp. Epid. comm. 6.5-17Bo 
331K). Presumably the object of the toasting was to bring 
out the power and flavour of the poppy-head (cf. Chrysipp. 
Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647f, and Plin. Nat. 20.202 on drinking the 
juice of boiled poppy). As so often (e. g. Orib. 4.2.13n. ) 
the wild variety of poppy with its longer and smaller head 
was considered more effective than the cultivated poppy 
(Plin. Nat. 20.202). No other author appears to mention 
06PCL OTEdLVLCL as a result of too much poppyp unless Hp. Is 
statement (Vict. 2.45=6.544L) j1AXG)V CITCiOL110V can refer to 
micturition As well as defecation. On the poppy in cook- 
ing and medicine see Orib. 1.29n.. 
CYURft: Although CIGROV is the usual word for a fig# OURT-1 
for a fig tree (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.1.4-6.556K), the latter 
can be used to denote the fruit as well (e. g. Ar. AV- 590). 
But the fact that it was permissible to eat figs 6atýLXGMC 
(Gal. AZim. fac. 2.52.2=6.6o6K, Philotim. ap. Ath. 3.79b) 
tends to vitiate this reading in view of the quantity 
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specified to be used. Yet maybe Dieuch. uses figs merely 
to add a hint of sweetness to the dish (cf. Ar. ap. Ath. 14. 
652f) . That they were strongly 
diuretic (Gal. AZim. fac. 
2.8.1=6.571K, Plin. Nat. 23.120) again makes Raeder's read- 
ing (p. 101) Mxfir. suspicious since the recipe was supposed 
to cause 05PCL C7TLdLVLCL. On figs in general see Orib. 1.39- 
40 and nn.. 
600V -CPL650XO'V 6XXfiQ: This equals ý 8pCL)CILA, which is ap- 
proximately 
1 /lOoz, which if correct is a minute proportion 
of figs to be added to this dish. Altogether the quantities 
in this recipe seem odd. Perhaps hcrUyfi should be read with 
Daremberg (p. 282) , although the Mss all read ý CYUXfir. except 
for A which has hCJU%fiQ, and 6aov TpL6DoXov 6XxfiC taken as 
referring to the amount of poppy to be-used; this would at 
least tie in with the general advice about not using poppy 
to excess. 
7.1 Torr. dLCYOCVrOr. ---: That sick people could not stomach strong 
foods was a concept realised in the earliest Greek medicine 
(Hp. VM 8=1.586-588L) following the idea of 'like to like'; 
on the importance of drinks in diet see Hp. Aff. 23-6.234L. 
. 
6L ECr -rjjýv 6La%uojj&vnv: dL-cliA, also spelled dm16c (e. g. 
Nonn. D. 1.238j Hp. FZat. 8=6.102L) and dLTliCC (Arist. Mete. 
346b32# Gal. Hp. Hum. comm. 3.13=16.396K) was the exhalation 
(6LVCL8UjICCLC7LQ) which arose from boiling wine and water (Arist. 
Mete. 384a6, Gal. Alim. fac. 2.21.6=6.597K), from burning (Hdt. 
4.75.1), from perfumes (Antiph. ap. AP 6.250.5), and from 
hot bodies (of a lion, Arist. HA 594b26; of a fevered man, 
Gal. Hp. Epid. comm. 4.30=17B. 218K). This exhalation was moist 
(Arist. Mete. 359b3O), and triggered the sense of smell when, 
after emanating from some substance, it was carried through 
the nostrils to the brain (Gal-SimpZ. Med. 4.22=11.698K). 
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Certainly Dieuch. Is 6"i8ocnv -. _A. CTLTA'v when resolved 
into 6LTILA would not leave any excretions in the bowels and 
would not agravate a sick person's condition# but his 
phraseology is unusual, for elsewhere 
dLT11(5Q seems to be 
used of troublesome vapours: e. g. headaches due to the 
bowels sending up dL'r11ObQ XUJ1U)V VLOXBnp&5v (Gal. Bon. Mat. Suc. 
11.21=6.807K) , an excess of hempseed causing an 
dLTUbv 
... 
Oepli6v to affect the head (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.34.2=6.550K) , 
the corruption of phlegmatic humours in the stomach pro- 
ducing dLTVLObQ IIOXOTIP06Q which rise to the head (Gal. San. 
Tuend. 6.10.13=6.428K), wine filling the head in moist and 
hot constitutions with dLTVZv (Gal. San. Tuend. 1.11.1-6.54K) , 
and indigestion producing flatulence which sends fumus 
to the head thereby starting ax6Tcalia (Anthim. introd. ) . 
7.3 T6 R(Xnupbv: This adjective could be used to describe dry, 
brittle wheat (as opposed to soft barley, Arist. Pr. 927a 
24), easily cut bone (Hp. VC 19=3.254L, v. l. COTIpLC; TOV), 
dried (or smoked? ) pork (Antiph. ap. Ath. 3.96b)o and wal- 
nuts (Epich. ap. Ath. 2.52b). Dieuch. is here presumably 
specifying a particularly friable sort of dXcpLTOV (see 
Orib. 4-1.7n'. ) . 
T&C RCLXOU116'VCLQ tPL'KC8CLQ: tPLXL'Q is connected with tPcCuo), 
a verb usually associated with the bruising or pounding of 
grain (XPL, 58LQ ... tPnPLYjIýVCLQ, Hp. Nat. Mul. 103=7.416L; 
C&LQ 6PnPLY116VCLQ, Hp. Superf. 34=8.506L) LSJ (s. v. tPLXCC) 
translate 'pounded barley, groats, (cf. Gal. Ling. Dict. ExoZ. 
Hp. S. V. tPCXL6EQ = 19.100K); but Seleuc. (ap. Ath. 3.114b) 
describes 6PLXCTCLQ as being bread made from pounded and 
unsifted wheat (dLCYACYTOU TtUpOG) and like x6v8poc (made from 
emmer, see Orib. 4.1.11n. ), which seems to imply that tPLIACQ 
was burghul or cracked-wheat, used in Mediterannean cook- 
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ing today, and not pounded barley. Hsch. (S-V. tPLx6c) 
however equates tpOdC 
I 
with tpeyu6c, which Erot. (s. v. 
(pcL-K3v tp6YVLCLTCL = p. 90 Nachmanson) says is properly 
6 U%a 
6Ln, PnJLýVOQ X6CL110Q. In want of further evidence perhaps 
Ath. 's cracked-wheat should be supported, particularly as 
Gp. (14.19.2) lists ftCYj16Q along with Tt-rLcYdLVn and xdyXPOQ, 
cereals rather than pulses; on the other hand, 
tPLXCQ may 
be no more than a generic term for cracked pulse of what- 
ever description. 
ot (SpToL (bc OcPu6TCLTOL: Breads when hot were considered 
especially efficacious (HP-ACUt. 
(Sp. ) 20=2.498-SOOLl Vict- 
2.44=6.542L) , and when macerated or given with a drink 
they did not dry (Hp. Aff. 51=6.260L) and so would not 
exacerbate constipation. 
7.5 CLL 'KPL'CYCLC: Hp. (Aff. 8=6.216L, cf. Gal. Hp. Prog. comm. 3.1- 
18B. 231K) explained the crisis of an illness as either an 
exacerbation, or an abating, or a transformation into an- 
other disease, or a cessation; or as E. Withington des- 
cribed it ('The meaning of 'KPCCYLC as a medical term', CR 
34 (1920)p pp. 64-65), 'a crisis, preceded or accompanied 
by an elimination or abscession, refers to the determina- 
tion of the disease as by a judicial verdict'. 
TtX6V0VTCL: On washing grains cf. Hp. Acut. (Sp. ) 3o-2.518L. 
7.7 xcjXpu5cL: ... evidently ... a third name for husked grain 
without the hulls' (L. A. Moritz, Grain-MilZs and FZour in 
Classicat Antiquity, Oxford 1958, p. 147). The barley was 
first roasted (Hsch. s. v. xcLYXP6G)V, Sch. Ar. Nub. 1358P Cratin. 
ap. Plu. S01.25.1, Str. 15.3.10), then rubbed to remove the 
husks (Sch. Ar. Eq. 254), and finally pounded (Suda s. v. 
-AdLy)(pu) as Dieuch. says here. Thus it was similar to 
dX(pLTov (see Orib. 4.1.7n. ). It was regarded as heating 
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by Gal. (Simpl. Med. 1.13=11.404K) , but there is no mention 
elsewhere of its binding effect on the bowels. 
7.10 6PTOUC XaTaMLOUQ: A 12th century recipe for bread soup 
from the monastery of the Kosmosoteira includes olive-oil, 
onions, and herbs as seasonings (M. Dembin4ka, 'Diet: A 
comparison of Food Consumption between some Eastern and 
Western Monasteries in the 4th-12th centuries', Byzantion 
55 (1985) , p. 447. Cael. Aur. (chron. 1.1.12,1.4.88) men- 
tions a pultica or porridge called TOP&VnTOQ made with 
bread, dill, water, salt, and honey; Hegesipp. Com. (ap. Ath. 
12.516d) records a Lydian dish called XdL'V8aUXoQ made with 
meat, bread, cheese, dill, and a rich stock (Ecoliori TECO'VOC) I 
whilst Hp. (Aff. 41=6.250L# cf. Gal. Comp. Med. 2.1-12.516K) 
recommends a soup of bread -in stock to be given to patients 
without a fever. 
7.12 TUOV dLXP06PI5WV: This category of fruits included nuts (Ath. 
2.52a) and also things with a hard rind rather than a shell 
such as quinces (Glaucides ap. Ath. 3.81a). Soft fruits 
(ftEýpcxL, see Orib. 1.39.1n. ) were usually, but not always, 
/ 
distinguished from &xP65Pua (Hp. Hum. 16=5.49BLi Aff. 61- 
6.268L, cf. Gal. Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 5.21=17B. 282Kp Plu. AZex. 
23.5). 
7.13 T& TE6ncLvcL: Orib. mentions that some people called these 
cakes CTPLCL (4.7.33), a statement which Daremberg (p. 286) 
says is not 'complýtement dl accord avec les autres dAfini- 
tions de ce mot que nous ont conservýes diff4rent grammar- 
iens ou scholiasts', However, Crin. (ap. AP 6.232.4) has 
the two words in conjunction (CrPCVECLL nondbcQ) thereby 
supporting Orib.. The cakes were round (Plb. 6.25.7) and 
thin (Juv. 6.541, Suda s. v. Tt&tava, cf. Phil. ap. AP 6.231. 
3), and were used at sacrifices (Ar. Th. 285p Theopomp. Hist. 
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ap. Porph. Abst. 2.16.4, Plu-Mor. 362f, IG 2.165le CIL 6. 
32323-140). How they were made seems uncertain: Hsch. (s. v. 
Tt&Eava) describes them as TtXCLXO'5VTL0L dLTtb dpTOU, which sug- 
gests they were made of wheatj while the description in CGL 
(2.413.36, II16TtcLvcL liba singulare non habet') implies that 
they were similar in composition to the libum, prepared 
with flour, eggs, and cheese, and baked (Cato Agr. 75) . 
The word Tt6TECL'VO'V is connected etymologically with TtýTtTcaj 
Ttý. Ttca and Tt6TTCD (see Eust. 152.29,774.60, and G. Herzog- 
Hauser, 'Popanon (1) 1, RE 22 (1954) , col. 49) . 
8C 60OVCOU: The recipe for garum in Gp. (20.46.6) calls 
for the garum to be strained two or three times &OC dV 
-K(jaapbv 6xDfi., and some sort of cloth would have been need- 
ed to achieve this. Starch was also strained 6L' 60ovtou 
(Dieuch. ap. orib. 4.8.1). 
7.14 'COO CYLX60U CMýPl=: on the cooling and soothing properties 
of cucumbers see Orib. 1.38.1n.. 
cyrpoDL oug: See Orib. 4.7.27n.. 
o5cL: According to Plin. (Nat. 15.85, cf. Thphr. HP 3.12.6) 
there were four sorts of sorb-apple: a round variety like 
an apple that was the sweetest and most fragrant, a pear- 
shaped variety that was soure an egg-shaped type, and a 
variety called torminaZe valued solely as a medicine. 
They were used either fresh, or dried (Cato Agr. 7.4# Var. 
R. 1.59.3, Pall. 2.15.4), or preserved in sapa (Cato Agr. 
143.3). They feature in remedies for stomachs (Hp. Acut. 
(Sp. ) 21=2.500L, Larg. 104, Seren. 555) being astringent 
(Gal. SjmpZ. Med. 1.34=11.441K, HP. Vict. 2.55=6.562L, Cels. 
2.30.1. cf. Mart. 13.26), and costive (Dsc. 1.120, Alex. 
Trall. 9.3=2.331 Puschmann; but less so than medlarst Gal. 
SimpZ. Med. 8.15.1=12.87K), and acidic (Verg. G. 3.380). 
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Presumably Dieuch. 's recipe here is for people with dis- 
ordered bowels, although he only vaguely makes mention of 
6LPPWGT0x5VT(bV. Sorb-apples feature in a recipe for patina 
with brains by Apic'. (4.2.33). See also Orib. 1.52 and 
n. - 
(IVCU nupe-ru)v: Hp. (Loc. Hom. 27=6.318L, Acut. (Sp. ) 21- 
2.500L, Aff. 41=6.250L) also mentions concoctions made with 
bread with the admixture of wine for those without a fever. 
7.17 -r6L E1500INCL RdLPUCL: Chestnuts were held to be a type of 
acorn (Plin. Nat. 15.921 hence their other name ECLP8LCLVCLL 
0&XcLVOL, Dsc. 1.106.3, Dieuch. ap. orib. 4.7.29; also called 
xacTdva, Hsch. s. v. C16DOICud; X(5TZLVtCL, CGL 2.98.23; for 
other names see Macr. sat. 3.18.7). They were eaten raw# 
roasted (cf. Mart. 5.78.15) , or boiled (Gal. Bon. MaZ. 
SUC- 
4.33=6.778K) , and were considered reasonably sweet (Gal. 
Simpt. Med. 4.8=11.648K). Mnesith. (ap. Ath. 2.54b) believed 
them to be difficult to digest butt if digestion was pos- 
sible, nourishing (cf. Gal. Alim. fac. 2.38.4=6.621K), and 
he advises against eating them raw (cf. Gal. Vict. Att. 10. 
So), for the cooking process removed the potentially harm- 
ful fatty element. Chestnuts are protected by a skin and 
a shell, the latter being -rb XýUIICL "rb tvT6c, although Plin. 
(Nat. 15.92), in contrast to Dieuch-P thought that this 
skin spoilt the taste of the chestnut if it was not peeled 
off. Chestnuts were not usually used for those with a 
fevert so perhaps they acted merely as a flavouring in 
this recipe# for medicinally they were not highly regard- 
ed, being but weakly astringent (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 4.37- 
6.779K; in Theod. Prisc. Zog. 64 they are used for haemorrhage 
from the stomach). Apic. (5.2.2) has a recipe for lentils 
and chestnuts with herbs# and from chestnuts was pressed 
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an oil (Plin. Nat. 15.28) . 
7.20 06PIlOC: As Dieuch. says here, fý6pUOQ was sometimes con- 
sidered a synonym for 
ýp6uoc (Orib. Syn. 4.13.6, CGL 2.260. 
18, Hsch. s-v. 56P110C) , although he might have been expect- 
ed to have said 13P6uoc 66 (OL 8L D6piiov 'KcLXoGcYLv) since 
Dp61= appears to be the more common word. In view of the 
castigation of Dp611og elsewhere (Orib. 1.14 and n. ) it must 
be that Dieuch. is referring to something other than TPO(Ph 
TU)v 0TtoCuyCcj-v in this laudatory sentence. There was prob- 
ably some confusion between AVena satiVa L. and Avena 
barbata L., and certainly Hp. (Vict. 2.43=6.542L) concurs 
in the -. nutritive value of oats and their suitability for 
ý60'nVtcL whilst Gal. (SimpZ. Med. 6.2.17=11.855K) considered 
them of similar power in medicine to barley. M. S. Spurr 
(Arable Cultivation in Roman Italy, London 1986, p. 61) su97 
gests that in the Roman period oats were better known in 
their wild form as a weed rather than a cereal crop. 
7.21 TOO QaXOG: see also Orib. 1.16n.. Dieuch. 's recipe in- 
volving merely washing the lentils before boiling differs 
from other ancient recipes which prescribe not only wash- 
ing but also that the water in which the lentils are cook- 
ed should be changed several times# for brown lentils in 
particular stain the water an earthy colour (Anthim. 67, 
Gal. Alim. fac. 1.1.43=6.478K, 2.61.1=6.649K, Plin. Nat. 22. 
144), although modern recipes (e. g. E. David, Italian Food# 
Harmondsworth 1963, pp. 138-139) only require washing to 
remove any dirt. The husks (dXUPCL) were stripped off be- 
cause they were hard to digest (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 4.84=15. 
876K), and this made lentil dishes more nutritious and less 
astringent (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.18.3=6.526K, cf. Dsc. 2.107. 
1), the greater part of the OOCFCCL being in the, seed (Gal. 
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AZim. fac. 2.1.5=6.557K). For flavouring lentils Atithim. 
(67) recommends vinegar, sumach, and oil; Gal. (AZim. fac. 
1.1.14=6.462) oil, garum, and pepper; Hp. (Morb. 2.15=7. 
28L) honey and vinegar; and Dsc. (2.107.2) amongst other 
things vinegar, pears, and quinces. So Dieuch. is ortho- 
dox in his recommendations. Being drying (Gal. Hp. Epid. comm. 
5.33=17B. 304K, Alim. fac. 1.18.2=6.525K, San. Tuend. 5.8.7= 
6.351K) they were ideal for diarrhoea, and Dieuch. is cor- 
rect in adding mallow or cucumbers to lentils for people 
whose bowels needed to be moistened (see Orib. 4.11.12n. 
on the properties of mallow). Apart from their applica- 
tion in medical recipes (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 7.6=6.790L), len- 
tils were used extensively in culinary dishes (Plin. Nat. 
19.133# Apic. 5.2.1-3,4.4.2, Pap. Heid. s. v. Xayavo(paxfi 
(ed. F. Bilabel, '*04)aPTUTNa und Verwandtes' in Sitzungs- 
berichte der HeideZberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Heidelberg 1920, P-11), and Mart. (13.9) places lentils 
from Pelusia between alica and broad beans in order of 
merit. On lentils see also Orib. 1.17n.. 
ý6Qnua: A thin soup (Lat. sorbitio, CGL 2.428.49) made 
from starch, rice, pearl-barley, x6vbpoc, beans, wheat 
flour, or other such ingredients (Marc. med. 14.42, Gal. 
Comp-Aled. 7.1=13.10K, Hp. MuZ. 2.117=8.254L, 2.110=8.236L), 
sometimes with the addition, as here, of some herbs or 
honey or salt for seasoning (Hp. MUZ. 1.75=8.166L, Acut. 
(Sp. ) 30-2.518L# Larg. 186). Hp. (VM 5 1.580L) thought 
that 150QAIICLTa should consist of a small quantity of strong 
foods in a large amount of water, and this supports Dieuch. 's 
quantities of 1 XOT6kn of lentils (about ý pint) to 7 XOT6- 
A. cLL of water (about 3ý pints). Standing midway between 
drinks and solid foods (Hp. Aff. 46=6.254L) , ; 50QAIICLTCL could 
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be made thicker or thinner in consistency (Hp. Fist. 7-6. 
456L, Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 4.34=15.802K) # and were administer- 
ed mainly to nourish people with fevers without exacerbat- 
ing their condition (Arist. Pr. 863b6-9,11p. Aff. 44-6.254L) . 
The words ý6ýonjicL and sorbitio were firmly linked with the 
sick-room (Plu. Mor. 123c, Sen. Ep. 78.25. 
T6QPCLQ ... 
tXcLTNnc: Most ash was held to be astringent 
apart from fig-wood ash (Gal. SimpL. Med. 8.19.4-12.138K, cf. 
4.19=11.686K on ash's ability to cut through thick and 
viscous humours). But the purpose of the ash in this re- 
cipe seems unclear# and Dieuch. does not say whether it is 
to be boiled with the lentils or not. Perhaps the ash fac- 
ilitated the removal of the husks (TtCPLCLXUPCECLV) I taking 
the place of the bran or mixture of unbaked brick and sand 
in Plin. Is (Nat. 18.98) recommendations for milling; or 
perhaps the ash was used for colouring like the chalk in 
the preparation of X6v8poQ (see Orib. 1.11n. ). Ash was 
mixed with lentils to help preserve them in storage (Col. 2. 
lo. 16, Plin. Nat. 18.308), but this cannot have any bear- 
ing on what Dieuch. says here. E. David (French ProvinciaL 
Cooking, Harmondsworth 1964, p. 382) remarks on wood ash 
being added to water in which snails are boiled, and thus 
the most plausible explanation of Dieuch. 's ash is that 
it was an, adjunct to the seasoning. 
6EeL'6LOV: 6TL T6 6EOQ XCLL dL, %CDCLQ XtyeTCLL dLTEb Tofj Ufi 
XCCýCOaOLL. 6TL VCVCXPWI16VOC ONOr. tOTLV (Suda s. v. 6ECt) 
Rasario (p. 253) translates laceti parum'. 
OCVOU: Hp. (Acut. (Sp. ) 21=2.500L) suggests the use of dark 
wine in cases of diarrhoea without any accompanying fever, 
the reason being that wine was able to dry (Gal. Hp. Fract. 
comm. 2.72=18B. 524K). . 
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22 (5LTE L0L RCL t IA XCL T& 'A U 86V L CL : See Orib. 1.51n. and 1.50n. 
respectively. 
7 . 23 Tc6TXCO'V: There were two sorts of 
beet, one black (in 
other words the familiar dark-red type) , the other white. 
The former was diuretic, the latter laxative (Diph. Siph. ap. 
Ath. 9.371b, Plin-Nat. 20.69, Dsc. 2.123) as Cic. (Fam. 7. 
26.2, cf. Mart. 3.47.9) found to his intense discomfort. 
As in Dieuch. 's recipe here, beets were added to lentil 
dishes for their astringent and remedial effects on dis- 
ordered stomachs (Cels. 2.3o. lt Gal. Comp. Med. 8.4=13.173K# 
Dsc. 2.123, Plin. Nat. 20.69,19.133), but the only other 
author to specify beet leaves is Plin. (Nat. 22.143) in 
case the lentil mixture ceZeriter inarescat. Gal. (Atim. 
fac. 1.1.43=6.477K) gives precise instructions for making 
-reuTXoQaxfi, using salt or sweet garum, beet# lentils, and 
later in the same work Wim. fac. 1.18.8-9=6.528-529K) men- 
tions that the purpose of such a dish was to achieve an 
evenly balanced mixture, lentils being more laxative, beets 
less so. The use of beet leaves rather than roots in 
Dieuch. may have been because the leaves had milder powers 
(Gal. Alim. fac. 2.59.4=6.646K), and this recipe was intend- 
ed solely for moistening the bowels; beet root in contrast 
sometimes caused biting pains in the stomach (Gal. AZim-fac. 
2.4 3.2= 6.63 OK) . 
7.24 &jIU X L4): Starch was called thus because it was 'made with- 
out milling' from every kind of wheat (Plin. Nat. 18.76-77), 
Dsc- (2.101) explains its method of preparation: clean 
spring wheat (CYTjT&VLOQ Tzup6c) was soaked, the water being 
changed five times a day and, if possible, five times a 
night (cf. Cato Agr. 87 who inst-ructs that the grain should 
be soaked initially for tenýdaysj the water being changed 
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twice a day). When the grain had softened the water was 
poured away carefully so as not to disturb any sediment 
which had collected. The grain was next rubbed in the 
water, which was then filtered through a sieve to remove 
the bran and husks; after a final straining the liquid was 
dried in the sun as quickly as possible to prevent it from 
acidifying. Dso. (2.101, cf. Mart. med. 27.138, Herod. Med. 
ap. Gal. Simpt. Med. 1.34=11.442K) also advises it to be mix- 
ed with milk for the bowels, and Marc. often refers to 
sorbitiuncuZae made from starch (med. 10.18,14.42). On 
the medicinal properties of starch see Orib. 1.6n.. 
7.25 XýYXPOQQ: See Orib. 1.15n. and 4.10. 
-rb WDcupov: An WRcupov was a type of cup or saucer 
(Alex. ap. Ath. 12.516e)p and thus its use as a unit of 
measurement (Hp-Morb. 2.47=7.68L, Gal. Pond. Mens. Doct. 4-19. 
752-753K) draws an analogy with the American 'cup' measure- 
ment. 
7.27 TOO Rd)VOU TZ) XdLPUOV: By the time of Gal. the usual word 
for pine-nuts was a"rp6DLXC)L (Gal. AZim. fac. 2.17-6.591K). 
other names included X6VOL and x6xHCLXOL (Ath. 2.57b-cr Gal. 
Hp. Acut. comm. 4.63=15.847K, cf. Phryn. 375). They were be- 
lieved to be astringent (Dsc. 1.69.3)t beneficial to the 
kidneys and bladder (Plin. Nat. 23.142, cf. Larg. 143,147), 
ideal for expectoration of matter from the chest and lungsl 
and strongly nourishing (Gal-Simpl-Med. 7.10.68=12.55K, B. 
16.22=12.102-103K). If the pine-nuts were mixed with the 
TtTLad'vTj when it was still cooking they would soften during 
boiling (Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 5.4=6.782K), and despite being 
6x -r6v ROLROX611W'V (Gal. Bon. MaZ. SUC. 4.16=6.771K', but Posidon. 
ap. Ath. 14.649d merely says that this nut is ý-VrOV ... 
cG)(ujLov), their overall medicinal properties would recom- 
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mend them for Dieuch. 's recipe. The phrase ILd, %LC7TCL 80 0% 
&vrt 'YdXCLXTOQ is perhaps explained by Gal. (Comp. Med. 7.1- 
13.10K) where pine-nuts are listed with milk and Isucka- 
ble' eggs (see orib. 4.11.14n. ) as having similar proper- 
ties . 
T& TIO'VTLX&: This was another term for hazelnuts (cf. Ath. 
2.53b and Orib. 1.55.1n. ). 
T& E)dLCYLCL: A fairly common synonym for almonds (Chrysipp. 
Tyan. ap. Ath. 14.647f, A*e*t. 12.37, Gp. 10.57), on which see 
Orib. 1.56n. and 4.7.28n.. 
7.28 x3v dLjlUY8dXu)'V: In his edition of plin. (Paris 1960, p. 108 
ad Nat. 15.89) J. Andr4 points out that there are two types 
of almonds, one sweet (var. sativa Asch. ) j the other bit- 
ter (var. amara Schn. , cf. Gal. Simpl. Med. 4.7=11.646K, 5. 
12=11.745K). Medicinal recipes often specify which type 
of almond is required (e. g. amygdala amaral Theod. Prisc. Eup. 
20, Larg. 5, Gal. San-Tuend. 6.3.17=6.393K; duZciat Larg. 
147). Bitter almonds were useful for the expectoration of 
thick and viscous matter from the chest and lungs, and for 
coughs (Gal. Simpl. Med. 6.1.36=11.827K, Dsc. 1.123.1# Phryn. 
Com. ap. Ath. 2.53a, Anthim. 90, Ps. Garg. Mart. med. 53), so 
Dieuch. 's application of them here is correct. On almonds 
see also Orib. 1.56n.. 
0 -rOC ThV XCU'AhV IIAMAML: 'Poppy seed is also CLV -r t) tXaCOU ... 
an important source of oil. There is first a cold pressing 
which produces a clear edible oil known in France as oZivet- 
te. Second pressings under heat produce a red oil# after- 
wards decolourized and used for paints and industrial pur- 
poses' (T. Stobart, Herbs, Spices and Flavouringst Harmonds- 
worth 1977, p. 204). 
7.31 8L& XCLpbr. EXc. Ov: Presumably another instance of shaking the 
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pot rather than stirring with a spoon (see Orib. 4.9.1n. ) 
7.33 CTPLOV: This was a thin TECJIýLATLOV made with sesame-seeds 
and honey (Ath. 14.646d; see also A. Micha-Lampakis, OH 
5LCLTPO(Ph T8V dLP)CCLLC)'V 4E, %XTjV&V, Athens 1984# p. 45 and Orib. 
1.7.3n. ) , poppy-seeds (Dsc. 4.63.2) , olive-oil and salt 
(Alex. Trall. 5.5=2.191 Puschmann) which was baked (Hp. Acut. 
(Sp. ) 39). D. H. (1.55.3) agrees that it was flat when re- 
calling a tradition that Aeneas' Trojans used CTPLCL as 
plates (cf. Verg. A. 7.107sq. ) f and describes it as 1115PLVOC 
(Antyll, ap. Orib. 4.11.9 recommends using the same wheat as 
for bread), whilst Aret. (SA 1.3.13=24A. 308K) and Alex. 
Trall. (9.1=383 Puschmann) hold it up as an example of a 
bernvov CYLTMEQ. It was a dry cake (RaTtup68n TtXcjc4jcLTcLj Sch. 
Ar. Ach. 1092), sometimes'broken up as an ingredient for 
other more elaborate cakes (Ath. 3.125f j Gal. Loc. Aff. 1.4- 
8.35K) and porridges (Antyll. ap. orib. 4.11.9-10). When 
Dieuch. here gives advice on how the CTPLOv may be rendered 
6LXuTE6Tcpov ('less liable to cause pain', perhaps from flatu- 
lence)v he may have had in mind a similar case to that re- 
corded by Gal. (Loc. Aff. 1.4=8.35Kt trans. R. E. Siegell 
Basel 1976, p. 29): 'One person who brings up malodorous 
gas (TO XVLCY38CQ) admits of having ingested a smelly cake 
(TLXCLxO13VTOQ XVLC768OUQ) aft-er a meal like one prepared with 
oil and itrium. 1 Since sesame was held by Paul. Aeg. (7.3- 
2.258 Heiberg) to be yA. Ca)(pov xcLL A. LTtcLp6v, and by Sim. Seth- 
to furnish TPO(Phv ... XLTEcLpdLV (s. v. cAmliov = p. 99 Langka- 
vel), and remembering that olive-oil was an ingredient of 
CTPLOV, perhaps XVL038CQ is best taken as Igreasy'r its 
usual meaning; in which case the preparation of CTPLOV de- 
scribed by Dieuch. must have been to counteract this greasi- 
ness and make the sesame more digestibler for Plin. (Nat. 
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22.132) states: Isesima ... stomacho inutilis in cibis et 
animae grauitatem facit' (cf. Dsc. 2.98, (340aUov RaXo- 
a-r611a)(ov) . 
7.34 TEP&Tap4a: Although this word does appear elsewhere in the 
singular (Archig. ap. Aet. 8.73), it usually occurs in the 
plural (Hp. Hum. 6=5.484L, Aph. 1.15=4.466L, Decent. 14=9. 
240L, Ruf. Ren. Ves. 2.29). 
7.36 ETIPbr- 6LPTor.: See Orib. 4.7.10n. on a mediaeval recipe for 
bread soup. Hp. (Aff. 6.250L) recommends the crumb of 
white bread broken up in stock to be given to feverish 
patients after an evacuation because the lightness of the 
concoction would not aggravate their condition. 
TtUp&YC0UCFL Both Daremberg (p. 293) and Raeder (p. 105) read 
TtUpýTTOUCYL here. But Dieuch. employs -CYC- elsewhere in 
this chapter (4.7.4,34), and it seems perverse not to use 
-acy- here as well following the reading (albeit corrupt) Of 
A. 
7.38 otc tEUYPaC'VOVTCLL: Iquand on a des selles liquides' (Dar- 
emberg, p. 294). This word can sometimes refer to things 
that have lost their moisture (Thphr. Lap. 10), but usually 
it denotes things that are full of moisture as here (Arist. 
Pr. 877a33, Hp. Prog. 2=2.114L, Plu. Arat. 29.6, Mor. 914c). 
8.1 Tb dLVL15XLO'V: See Orib. 1.6n. and 4.7.24n. on starch. The 
bnoo-rdoeLC or 'sediments' (cf. Hp. Epid. 1.8=2.648L, 4.14= 
5.152L OGPCO'V 6Tt&3TCLC7LQ) had to be broken up before use, 
to judge from what Theod. Prisc. (Zog 64, amyZum tritum) 
and Marc. (med. 26.78, amuli semunciam terito) say, so 
not only was the ancient process of making*Istarchl differ- 
ent from the modern, but the end product was dissimilar in 
appearance. 
AXL(JCwv: Drying foodstuffs and medical preparations in the 
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sun was standard procedure in the ancient world (Hp. Mul. 1. 
104=8.226L, Acut. (Sp. ) 32=2.32L, UIC. 12=6.412L# Str. 16. 
4.13, Hsch. S. V. hXL&CCLL) . 
8.2 'rb'V 6pO5O'V: There were several sorts of bitter vetch, 
white (Larg. 165, Marc. med. 29.11)0 red. (Marc. med. 17.52)t 
yellow, and cream (Gal. Alim. fac. 1.29.2=6.547K, cf. Thphr. 
HP 8.5.1). The time of sowing was also supposed to make a 
difference# spring-sown vetches being harmless (TPLGdL, %UTEOL) 
and not indigestible like those sown in the autumn (Thphr. 
HP 2.4.2). The white variety of vetch specified by Dieuch. 
here was held to be sweeter than the other varieties of 
vetch (Thphr. HP 8.5.1) and hence less medicinal (Gal. AZiM. 
fac. 1.29.2=6.547K)p sharper flavoured foods being regarded 
as more efficacious (cf. bitter almonds in Anthim. 90 and 
Lucr. 4.10-17). The methods of preparation detailed in dif- 
ferent authors are similar to Dieuch. 's instructions here 
(e. g. Dsc. 2.108.1, Cael. Aur. chron. 2.14.204, Hp. Int- 1=7. 
170L). Dieuch. is not alone either in recommending vetch 
for the promotion of good complexion when taken internally 
(Hp. Vict. 2.45=6.544L, Plin. Nat. 22.153); vetch was also 
added to face packs (Ov. med. 53sq. ). Vetch meal was moder- 
ately purgative (Gal. Meth. Med. 8.4=10.569K, Cels. 5.5-2) 
and drying (Gal. Simpt. Med. 5.9=11.729K, Atim. fac. 1.29.2= 
6.547K). 'It was not possible to make bread from vetch 
(Gal. Alim. fac. 1.16=6.524K), and there are no recipes in 
Apic. for this pulse, perhaps because it was regarded more 
as food for cattle than for men (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.29.1=6. 
546K). On vetch see also Orib. 1.27n.. 
8.3 bt, tllTtocal): Empyema was the name given to a disease which 
caused slight fever during the day but heavy fever at nights 
copious sweating, coughing without the expectoration of 
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much sputum, sunken eyes, flushed cheeks, bent finger-nails, 
swollen feet, blisters over the bodyl and lack of appetite 
I 
(Hp. PrOg- 17=2.152-154L). A sweet remedy similar to that 
described by Dieuch. here is detailed by Hp. (Acut. (Sp. ) 
30=2.518L) employing boiled squill, cumin, sesame-seeds# 
almonds, honey, and sweet wine. 
C6CYCLPR C CLV : See Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 4.89=15.884K, HO. Epid. 6 
comm. 4.25=17B. 205K, Hp. Art. 53=4.236L. 
8.7 Qucywi56aTcpoL: 6CMPLCL 6ý Tt6V-rcL (pUCy(5,5CCL, XCXL 6)lj, &,, -ACLL g; q)a&l 
I "at' TEC(PPUYVL6VCL- ýXLCFTCL bt DCDPCYVL6VCL XCXt )(, XCOPdL- TOUT60LOL 
11h XP6E: a0CLL j, AV jLh IIE: *r& CFt, -CCWV (Hp Acut. (Sp. ) 18=2 . 484- 
486L) . 
8.9 -r&Q XOPIX"ac Hall, Xcrrappouc: x6puCa signified mucous dis- 
charge from the nostrils, whilst xCLTdLPPOUQ was the mucus 
in the chest and DP(iYXOQ the mucus in the throat (Hp. VM 
18=1.614L, Gal. Meth. Med. 7.11=10.513K, Sympt. Caus. 1.4=7. 
107K, Hp. Prog-comm. 2.49=18B. 180K, Luc. D. Mozýt. 6.2). Gal. 
(Introd. 13=14.742K) recommends hot, weak, cereal-based 
foods to draw out these afflictions, and Dieuch. 's recipe 
is in keeping with this advice. 
8-11 6, "O'nooo"?: cf,, Bp-Acut. (Sp. ) 38=2.526Lt Aret. CA 1.4.17= 
24A. 216K for this word. 
S. 12 -ro% -re-tvr-ajuL6E: cFi,: Tcl-vccn16c was an inflammation around 
the intestinum rectum (16 dLlleUlDUCylA'VO'V CVTepov) which 
caused frequent urges for stool but scant evacuations# these 
resembling phlegm or mucus. The condition was easily re- 
lieved and was never considered by itself. fatal (Aret. SA 
2.9.6=24A. 156K# Gal. Def. Med. 270-=19.422KO Introd. 13-14. 
754K, Cels. 4.25.1). Cels. (4.25.2), like Dieuch. here# 
also prescribes the same diet for TCLVCGUCSQ as for dysentery, 
namely foods that are mildly, astkingent. 
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5UCYE: 'V-rr-p otot Q: See orib. 1.49.5n.. 
8.13 dneq>aog: Sor. (1-118# Cf. Hp. Epid. 
despumated honey using this word. 
7.3-5.370L) describes 
Skimming the froth off 
boiling liquids was a common operation in the ancient kit- 
chen (Apic. 5 . 2.3, S. 3 . 3,5 .4 . 3; see also Orib. 4 . 11 . 3n. ). 
14 Tb 8ý TtC(JLVOV tTVOC,: Peas were generally thought to be 
less flatulent and to be more easily digested than beans 
(Gal. Alim. fac. 1.21=6.532K, 1.28.6=6.545K, Hp. Vict. 2.45-6. 
542L) . 
9. -CVOC could be made from peas (Ar. Eq. 1171) 1 beans 
(Sch. Ar. Ran. 62) , or any sort of pulse (XC6POTtd# Phaenias 
ap. Ath. 9.406c) I or even Y, (Mpog (Gal-Vict. Att. 6.35) it 
seems that the pulses were first soaked in water and milk 
(Gal. Vict. Att. 6.35) v and then olive-oil or some sort of 
fat was mixed in'during the boiling (Gal. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 5.3= 
6.782K) ; to an ftVog made from x6v6poa could be added dill# 
leeks, pennyroyalr mint# hyssop, and pepper (Gal. Vict. Att. 
6.35), so presumably these seasonings could also feature 
in a TtCaLvov 9-CV0Q. The consistency Of CTV0Q must have been 
reasonably thick to Judge from the parallels given by an- 
cient authors (606PTI or porridger Sch. Ar. Av. 78; XýXLOOQ 
or gruel# Gal. Bon. Mal. Suc. 5.3=6.782K) and the epithet 
TtCL)(6)(ujioQ applied to it by Gal. (Vict. Att. 7.53). on the 
medicinal properties of peas see Orib. 1.19n.. 
16 -rU)V Qac7L'XCJV: Presumably this is an alternative spelling 
of ý=cFAXcov (see Orib. 1.23.2n., and C's reading of bUb for 
80b at Orib. 4.8.14). Calavances were enjoyed as a food 
(Demetr. Com. Vet. ap. Ath. 2.56a, Ar. Pax. 1144) particularly 
when toasted (Epich. ap. Ath. 2.56a). I. S. Neale (Roman 
foodstuffs and Their Relation to the Social Classest diss. 
University of Hull 1969, p. 60) suggests the translation of 
'cow-peas rather than 'calavancel. 
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S. 18 -cC)v 8oXL')((OV; LittrA (6.543 ad Hp. Vict. 2.45) and Daremberg 
(p. 298) translate Iharicots' , but as J. AndrA (L 
I atimenta- 
tion et Za cuisine & Rome, 2nd edn-o Paris 1981, p. 39) 
points out: 'Le phaseolus ... n' est naturellement pas 
notre haricot (PhaseoZus vuZgaris L. ) , dont 11 Ame#rique 
tropicale est la v6ritable patriet mais le doliquej banet- 
te, ou mongette (Vigna sinensis End. ). ' LSJ too take 
86, %Lxoc to be the Vigna sinensis or I calavance' , but this 
is the same identification as is given for Qdcln%OC (see 
Orib. 4.8.16n. ). Many types of beans have a similar appear- 
ance, and thus Andre's translation of banette or mongettel 
known in English under its common appellation of 'black- 
eyed bean' (see A. K. Bedevian, Illustrated Polyglottic 
Dictionary of Plant Names, Cairo 1936, p. 614) , should be 
tentatively accepted for want of any further information. 
In the ancient world there was some confusion over what a 
86XLXOQ was, Gal. devoting a long section of Alim. fac. (1. 
28=6.541-546K) in the attempt to explain what other authors 
meant by 66XL)(09 (see also R. Joly ad Hp. Vict. 2.45f Berlin 
1984f p. 269). If it is the black-eyes bean it is hard to 
understand why it was considered so bad (worse than lentils, 
peas, broad beans, but better than chickling, Gal. Bon. Mal. 
Suc. 7.7=6.791Kj cf. Vict. Att. 7.45). 86, %LXOL were nourish- 
ingf laxativef and moderately flatulent (Hp. Vict. 2.45-6.542 
L), and when green were eaten pods and all in oil, garumf 
and sometimes wine (Gal. AZim. fac. 1.28.8=6.546K, 2.1.5- 
6.557K). They do not appear in cooking for the more luxur- 
ious table. 
T&ýV dLpdLKcov: It is understandable that Dieuch. warns against 
(jpa-KoQ (probably wild chicklingf Lathyrus annuus L. ) as it 
was more difficult to digest than chickling (Gal. AUM. fac. 
3613 
1.27.1=6.541K); see Orib. 1.25.2n.. 
9.1 TtCPLTt'%dLCYCLVTCL CT'rCLLTL Obviously by sealing the pot the cook- 
s 
ing juices would be preserved intact along with the good- 
ness of the pulses, and the lack of evaporation would help 
prevent burning. This method of cooking is noted by Dsc. 
(2.16)p although mud rather than dough is used to seal the 
pot in this case. Nowadays foil or greaseproof paper are 
employed for the same purpose (E. David, French ProvinciaZ 
Cooking, Harmondsworth 1964, p. 400). 
6L& XeLPbQ 6XeLV XL'VO0VTCL: Shaking the pot rather than 
stirring the contents appears to have been a standard cook- 
ing process in the ancient world (Larg. 64p Apul. met. 2.7j 
Anthim. 3, Plu. Mor. 182f, Dieuch. ap. orib. 4.7.3LAus. 2.6.5). The 
same method is used today to prevent soft vegetables from 
becoming pur4ed (e. g. 'Courgettes Rap4es' in J. Child and 
S. Beck, Mastering the Art of, French Cooking, vol. 2, 
Harmondsworth 1978# p. 485). 
9.2 Tý) dLVO(3UOT&TQ: Breath smelling of strong spices# garlic# 
or wine was disapproved of in antiquity (cf. Cic. Pis. 13) 
being suitable only for rustic boors (Plaut. Mos. 38sq., cf. 
Poen. 1309-1314), hence Dieuch. 's advice here. Col. (9. 
14.3) lists some of the 6ý= to be avoided: saUamentat 
omnia Uquaminar and such things as onions and garlic. 
Plin. (19.113) quotes the Greek writer Menander as saying 
that smell of garlic on the breath could be n6utralised by 
the eating of a beetroot roasted over hot charcoal. 
Tb 6ýLQdXLVOV (sc. CXCLLOv): There were two preparations 
called by the same name, one made from olives, the other 
from grapes (Plin. Nat. 12.130). The former was made from 
unripe olives and was used when new (Thphr. 0d. 15) Dieuch. 
recommends it here because it was not biting (d8nxTov) but 
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e638ec or sweet-smelling (Dsc. 1.30.1, cf. Sim. Seth. s. v. 
6A. CXLO'V ý- pp. 39-40 Langkavel). Plin. (Nat. 23.79) regarded 
omphacium as utiUssimum -- both in cooking and medicine -- 
and places it in order of merit before OZeum uiride (made 
in December when the olives began to darkent cf. Cato Agr. 
65, Col. 11.2.83). 
9.3 TObQ 15' tU(PuctQ 000 
&V Tý XCTEý8L A. CTtC6CQ were the scales 
(Arist. HA 486b2l-22) , 
UpI. LCL the skin (Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. so 
355f, cf. Mnesith. ap. Ath. 6.357c) of fish. A. Davidson 
(Mediterranean Seafoodi 2nd edn., Harmondsworth 1981t p. 
234, see also Ruf. ap. Orib. 4.2.7) describes what it to be 
looked for in a fresh sea-fish: the eyes should be bright 
and stand out properly, the gills should be moist and red 
(not grey), the body should be firm or even rigid to the 
touch; the scales should adhere firmly to the skin, although 
some fish have looser easily detached scales; and the smell 
must be fresh and salty. Besides Dieuch; 's advice concern- 
ing the scales here, other ancient writers comment on smell 
being the test of freshness (Anthim. 47# 49t Antiph. ap. Ath. 
6.225e) - 
Tb EXCLLOV CXCL'VbV: Apic. (10.1-1) gives the same instruct- 
ions on cooking fish, salting them first, then frying themp 
and finally plunging them in sauce (cf. Anthim. 42,45). 
In this wayr as Dieuch. says, the fish will be crisp on 
the outside whilst retaining its flavour and succulence 
inside. An Apulian cook gives the following advice on the 
frying of fish (E. David, Italian Food, Harmondsworth 1963, 
p. 171): 'The chef then went into the question of how to fry 
fish; it was a more difficult accomplishment than it seemed 
to be. Fried fish must be crisp -- not wet and flabby as 
they often were. Only barbarians used fat or butter. Olive 
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oil, and nothing else should be used ... I. 
9.5 XETLTOC) &XýDCTOU: Fish when about to be grilled or fried 
are nowadays usually dredged in flour and coated in oil 
or melted butter, because this helps keep the fish from 
breaking up and gives a slightly crisp exterior. Presuma- 
bly the finely ground 6LXQL'rO'V fulfilled the same purposee 
JO. tit. OLXOTCVLOU: This is the traditional spelling, but OUXOTC110C 
is also found in some good sources (Ath. 2.53f, Gal. AZim. 
fac. 1.6.1=6.496K, 1.13.2=6.511K). He was a pupil of 
Praxagoras (Gal. Ut. Diss. 3=2.890K, UP 8.12-3.671K, Sympt- 
Caus. 1.6=7.124K, Ven. Sect. ad. Erasistr. 5=11.163K), a fel- 
low student of Herophilus (Gal. Math. Med. 1.3=10.28K), and 
a contemporary of Erasistratus (Gal. Hp. Aph. comm. 6.1-18A. 
7K), his floruit can therefore be dated to between 300 and 
260 B. C.. He was involved in surgery (Cels. 8.20.4)r 
physiology (Gal. Trem-Palp. Conv. Rig. 6=7.614K), and the treat- 
ment of internal disorders (Cael. Aur. chron. 1.4.140, acut. 
2.16.96). However, it appears that the Ilept Tpocp% alone 
of his writings was still read in later times (cf. Gal. AZim. 
fac. 3.30.2=6.727K on a textual variant in this work). See 
also Diller, 'Phylotimos', RE 20 (1941), cols. 1030-1032. 
10.1 x6y)(pOQ: See Orib. 1.15n.. 
&Xyj-cý): 'Nous avons regard4 ce mot comme le neutre d' un 
adjectif verbal, d4riv4 du verbe dLX6w ou (Daremberg, 
p. 620). Hsch. (s. v. 6LXTIToV) gives as a synonym dXCUPOV# 
and the word is used elsewhere to signify 'meal' (Hp. Art. 
36=4.160L, Liqu. 5=6.130L, Aret. CA 2.2.7=24A. 250K). 
ll. tit. *AvT6XXOU: Antyllus was a Greek doctor of the 2nd c. A. D.,, 
and was reckoned among the best of the Pragmatist school. 
His merits were in the fields of dietetics, general therapy, 
and above all surgery, his work on the latter topic being 
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entitled XELPOUPYOOUCV(x and comprising of at least five 
books. The majority of the fragments of Antyllus' works 
are contained in the Medical Compilations (see M. Wellmannp 
'Antyllos (3)1, RE 1 (1894), cols. 2644-2645). 
11.1 TE)V C7uvEx@, v VOCYTIIdT(JV: 'Continuous' fevers were distin- 
guished from 'chronic' fevers because there was no state of 
6LTtUPCECa before the disease had completely abated (Gal. Cris. 
2.6=9.664K, Dieb. Decr. 2.12=9. BBBK# Introd. 13=14.729-730 
K). Continuous fevers could be caused by inflammations a- 
round the liver (Gal. Introd. 13=14.745K) and yellow bile 
(Gal. Diff. Feb. 2.2=7.336K). 
OCVLL6CLVTTIQ: See Orib. 1.2.2n.. 
11.2 TfiQ C64TIC: Plin. (Nat. 18.102-104t cf. Pall. 11.21) sets 
out several methods of making leaven, and concludes with 
the method most used in his time: some dough was kept over 
from the day before and through sourness it fermented, a 
method still employed on occasion today (H. Saberi, Noshe 
Djan: Afghan Food and Cookery, London 1986, p. 43: 'Regular 
nan is made of wholemeal flour and it is leavened with a 
fermented starter prepared from a small lump of the dough 
from the previous day. This will have been left in a warm 
place overnight. '). Yeast was moderately heating (Gal. Simpt. 
Med. 6.6.4=11.882K, Dsc. 2.85.2) and hence leavened bread 
was easy to digest (Cels. 2.28.1, Gal. AZim. fac. 1.7.4=6. 
499K). Thus, as Antyll. says# it was suitable for sick 
people (cf. Gal. 's recommendations of bread with a lot of 
yeast for those who were old and did no exercise, AZim. fac. 
1.4.4=6.494K, San. Tuend. 5.7.6=6.343K). 
5cpjiaT68eQ: cf. Hp. Nat. Puer. 12=7.188L, ... &Onep tTE' dpTýp 
6nTcall6w, XeTtTbv tECOTCXTaL tmno>-ft biievOCLUc- 8cPiicLLV6- 
lievog y&p xat QUO61LEVOC 6 6LPTOC (ItPC-rCXL- ý 6' ON QUCY&TCLL, 
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UCCV'Q T6 011CVOEL6ýQ -YCVC-UaL. 
11.3 tV UMOLTL I UCA. LXPdT(P: The fact that Antyll. gives 11CV- 
UpOLTOV as an alternative to water# as does Gal. in his com- 
mentary on Hp. Acut. (1.43=15.498K), shows that he is refer- 
ring to a mixture of honey and water (cf. Hp. Aff. 15=6. 
222L, Hp. Morb. 3.17=7.156L). There were two other sorts 
of jIeXCXPCLTO'V, the first being made from honey and milk 
(E. Or. 114, Hom. 0d. 10.519), the second consisting of 
honey and wine (Poll. 6.17= OC'V(%ICXL, Isid. orig. 20.3-12, 
cf. CGL 2.367.6). Gal. (ap. orib. 5.14.6-7) states that un- 
boiled honey and water was laxative# whilst the boiled mix- 
ture was nourishing, and he continues by giving a recipe: 
some honey was added to a large amount of water and boiledt 
the froth being removed (see Orib. 4.8.13n. ) as soon as it 
was formed to prevent bitterness. The preparation was 
ready as soon as the froth stopped forming. Arist. (Mete. 
1092b28) also considered exact proportions unnecessary pro- 
vided that the IICXC"KPCL-C0'V was well diluted, although he 
says that some people use nine parts of water to one of 
honey; Paul. Aeg. (1.96) gives similar proportions of eight 
parts of water to one of honey. It was -good for the di- 
gestion as Antyll. says (Gal. ap. Orib. 5.14.1). 
11.7 hVCRCL XCLL X6VBPO'v XCLL 6LPTOV nPOTjYOi3VICv: Raeder (p. 108) 
indicates a lacuna after this phrase. Howevert this is 
unnecessary since a clear sense can be extracted without re- 
sort to excessive emendation, and the strained syntax is 
no doubt a result of Orib. 's compression during excerpting 
(see Orib. 1.50.2n. ). Reading <U7rLV> hVCXCL ... TEP071YO1511COat 
Daremberg (p. 303) translates: "Quand ce genre d' aliment 
est bien pr4par4, nous le pr4f4rons quelquefois & l' alica 
et au pain parce qu' il est facile & administrer, qu' il 
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se digere ais6ment et qul il se distribue rapidement dans 
le corps'. TEPOnYO6jLC, 5CL is an emendation by Matthaei, 
the Mss revealing some confusion with C and N transmitting 
TEpOTIYOGUEV and A TLPOnYOUILýV71, and 6CITLV could well have 
disappeared through haplography after dLVCLXCL4DCiVC08CLL (-ECeAI 
ECTIN, [AI] easily being taken for [IN] in a hastily writ- 
ten script). Daremberg's version is therefore preferable 
to Raeder's text. 
11.9 tWaýVCL L: This recipe is reminiscent of one described by 
Anthim. (82) where simeZa or fine flour is left to cook with 
goat's milk until buter sic fiat (cf. Anthim. 70 where rice 
is cooked slowly with milk ut unum corpus deueniat). 
11.12 11CA&Xn: M. Grieve (A Modern HerbaZ, Harmondsworth 1976, pp. 
506-508) remarks that the demulcent and emollient proper- 
ties of mallow make it useful in inflammation and irritat- 
ion of the alimentary canal, and of the urinary and respira- 
tory organse The action too of the root upon the bowels 
in unaccompanied by any astringency. Because of its out- 
standing medicinal properties, and the fact that both its 
leaves (cf. Luc. Merc. Cond. 26), roots, and flowers can be 
used as food (cf. Plu. Mor. 158a)j Antyll. is justified in 
calling it XCLX&VOV *.. n6VTCO'V tTtLrTj8CL6TCLTOV. in antiquity 
mallows were used as a laxative (Mart. 3.89, Cels. 2.29.1# 
Cael. Aur. chron. 1.1.15, Gal. AZim-fac. 2.42.2=6.629K)t for 
hoarseness (Gp. 12.12.1), and for irritations of the kid- 
neys and bladder (Diph. Siph. ap. Ath. 2.58e, cf. Larg. 147, 
Alex. Trall. 9.3=2.419 Puschmann). Being easily digested 
(Hor. Carm. 1.31.16) they were used as food, sometimes as a 
substitute for bread (Sch. Ar. PZ. 543). Apic. (3.8) has 
two similar recipes for mallow: with olive-oil, garum, and 
vinegar; and with pepper, garum, and passum (other recipes, 
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4.2.13,4.4.2,4.5.1). The dried roots of mallow when 
boiled in water give out half their weight of a gummy 
matter like starch (9)(CL 16ý XCLL YVCYYPOV TL XCLT& T6V YUXbV 
h UaX&yTj, Gal. Alim. fac. 2.42.1=6.628-629Kp cf. Bon. MaZ. Suc. 
4.42=6.781K) ; no doubt the leaves had enough of this gummy 
matter to make the ý&PnUCL as described here (on ý&PmicL 
see Orib. 4.7.21n. ). 
11.13 XOA-O"AX5VTq: See Orib. 1.35.1n.. 
656XII7,1: According to LSJ this is a hapax, although there 
is no difficulty over meaning, and the formation of the word 
is familiar from such compounds as O6P6XCLLov and 6W. 1171. 
11.14 T& 6' 66L: Anthim. (35; see M. Grant, 'A Note on Anthimus' 
De obseruatione ciborum epistuZal , Hermes 114 (1986) , pp. 
383-384) adds that eggs should be put into cold or warm 
water which should then be gradually brought to boiling 
point at the same time as being stirred with a spatulal for 
in this way the eggs could be cooked evenly throughout. 
other authors (Plin-Nat. 29.49, Larg. 115# Gal. SimpZ. Med. 
11.1.31=12.352K, Marc. med. 27.77) recommend eggs cooked in 
vinegar (6EOC) or vinegar mixed with water (6E6xPCLTOV)# Gal. 
in particular (SimpZ. Med. 11.1.31=12.352K, cf. Theod. Prisc. 
tog. 101) for drying fluxes from the bowels which seems 
strange in view of Antyll. 's assurance that eggs will be 
Oypci after being boiled in Wxpccrov, moist bowels usually 
being treated with something dry. Eggs were popularly eat- 
en when boiled in water just long enough to heat them; their 
contents were then sucked out (hence ý)oQTIT6c, Gal. SimpZ. Med. 
11.1.31=12.254K, Nicom. Com. ap. Ath. 2.58a). The purpose of 
the sharp point at the tip of the handles of Roman spoons 
may have been to pick a hole in the shell rather than to 
spear snails as is commonly believed. Eggs were served 
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with garum (Mart. 13.40), honey, salt (Gal. Hp. Acut. comm. 
1.17=15.463K), and pine-kernel sauce (Apic. 7.19.3). Be- 
sides chickens' eggs, 
ýeesevs 
(Plin. Nat. 29.55j Petr. 65.2), 
pheasants' (Anthim. 38) and other sorts of eggs were eaten. 
Perhaps Antyll. 's instructions for soft eggs show that he 
preferred them in this way to runny eggs, as did Dsc. (2. 
50) who believed them to be nourishing; Philotim. (ap. Orib. 
2.69.5) held that eggs were more digestible when soft, and 
Alex. Trall. (9.2=2.403 Puschmann) urges the avoidance of 
hard eggs. 
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M. E. Milham, in an amusing short article, ' recounts how 
a leading American classical scholar, who had been invited 
to a Roman banquet in the 19301s, was driven because of the 
inedibility of the unfamiliar seasonings in the dishes to 
head for a hamburger stand afterwards to satisfy his hunger. 
However, with the growth, at least in Britaint of overseas 
holidays particularly during the past decade and the estab- 
lishment of diverse ethnic restaurants people have become 
more adventurous in what they choose to eat: supermarkets 
from St. Andrews to Manchester to Bristol di splay guavas, 
papayas, yams, persimmons (of which 'Sharon fuits' are a 
variety)# okra, pommelos, ginger and turmeric roots, and 
numerous fresh herbs. 
- It is often habit which predetermines a reaction to a 
particular dish, and the Roman love of combining honey and 
pepper in dishes (to me a delicious idea) is no more obtuse 
than the Tunisians sprinkling pepper on their coffee and 
tea, 2 or, to the French, the English serving lamb with mint 
sauce. 3 J. Edwards in his book The Roman Cookery of Apicius 
4 describes ancient cuisine as 'delicious', whilst J. D. 
Vehling found the recipes in Apicius 'practicalp goodl even 
delightful' and lauded some as being 'of the rarest beauty 
and of consummate perfection in the realm of gastronomy'. 5 
museum pamphlets and booklets 6 indicate the awakening int- 
erest of a wider audience, and there have been some recent 
articles of a general nature on ancient eating habits. 7 
Oribasius surely meant his work to be a practical manual 
of diet and medicine, and therfore this appendix offers a 
selection of recipes derived from the Medical Compilations 
and adapted for the modern kitchen. 
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1) Pancakes, orib. 1.7.1-2 
ýlb wholemeal flour 
teaspoon sea-salt 
olive-oil 
1 tablespoon honey 
Iýoz grated cheese (mature 
cheddar) 
1 teaspoon sesame seeds 
Put the flour in a bowl, add the sea-salt, honey, and about 
2 tablespoons of water, and mix into a dough, adding more 
water if necessary to make it the correct consistency. 
Knead well for several minutes, and then pat out into a thin 
circle about 71n in diameter on a floured board. Pour enough 
oil into a heavy frying pan to come level with the top of 
the dough circle, heat, and when it is hot but not smoking 
slide in the pancake and cook steadily for about five min- 
utes. When the underside is golden turn it over. Repeat 
this turning over if required. if wished the pancakes 
can be garnished: spread over the top the cheese and ses- 
ame seeds, and cover the pan until the cheese is melted. 
Serve hot. 
2) Cabbage Salad, orib. 4.4.1-2 
ý red cabbage 
ý teaspoon fresh rue 
14 teaspoon asafoetida 
1 tablespoon honey 
Bunch of fresh corinader 1 tablespoon wine-vinegar 
leaves 
Shred the cabbage and place in a salad bowl. Finely chop 
the rue and coriander and put on top of the cabbage. Mix 
the honey and vinegar together until the honey is completely 
dissolved and pour over the cabbage. Mix the salad well, 
and then sprinkle on top the asafoetida. 
3) Stewed quinces, Orib. 4.2.20 
Quinces 
Honey Sweet white wine 
Peel the quinces, slice, and core. Put the quince slices 
in a pan, add enough wine to cover and simmer with the lid 
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on until the fruit is soft. Add enough honey for the de- 
sired sweetness and simmer again until the juice begins to 
I 
set to jelly. Skim off any froth that has risen to the sur- 
face before turning off the flame. Serve the conserve in 
individual dishes chilled. 
4) SnaiZs, orib. 4.1.34 
Snails Garum or sa-It 
Fruity virgin olive-oil Strong red wine 
It is possible to buy already prepared snails in a tin, 
in which case only the last of Oribasius' recommended oper- 
ations need be carried out. Put the snails in a saucepan 
on a moderate heat with a tablespoon of olive-oil, stir 
them, and moisten them with garum or salt and red wine. 
Leave to cook until the snails are tender and coated in 
the reduced sauce. Serve. E. David 8 details the three 
operations referred to by Oribasius: after a month of star- 
vation the snails are thrown into a pot of boiling water and 
cooked for 20 minutes. They are then taken from their shells, 
the little intestine is removed, and after washing in sev- 
eral waters they are boiled for a few minutes, After drain- 
ing they can be seasoned and cooked as above. 
5) LentiZ and Barley soup, Orib. 4.1.22-23, cf. 4.1.17 
5oz red lentils 
3oz pearl barley 
ý teaspoon dried savory 
ý teaspoon salt 
2 tablespoons olive-oil 
2 pints water 
1 tablespoon wine-vinegar 
Soak the lentils and barley overnight. Drain, and pour in 
the measured amount of fresh water. Simmer gently for an 
hour or until the barley and lentils are soft and disinte- 
grating. Add the savory, wine-vinegar, salt, and olive- 
oill and cook for another half hour until the soup has 
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thickened with the barley gluten. Serve hot. 
Pea soup, Orib. 4.8.14 
1 
4oz dried peas 
1 leek 
ý teaspoon salt 
ý teaspoon dill 
1 tablespoon olive-oil Ili pints water 
Soak the dried peas in water or milk for several hours. 
Drain, rinse, and put in a pan. Add the oil, finely 
chopped leek, and measured water. Bring to the boil, then 
cover and simmer for about an hour until the peas are ten- 
der, of if desired until a smooth texture. Five minutes be- 
fore serving season with dill and salt. Serve hot with a 
sprinkling of pepper. 
7) Thick bean soup, Orib. 1.18.3 
8oz broad beans 1ý pints water 
6 tablespoons fruity olive- sea-salt 
oil 
Soak the broad beans for several hours in water, then rinse 
and drain. Put all the ingredients in a pan and bring to 
the boil. Cover'the pan with a lid and simmer gently for 
about 1ý hours until the beans have broken up. For a really 
thick soup the beans can be passed through a sieve (or 
pur4ed in an electric blender). Season with more salt if 
required and serve. 
8) Sesame caker Orib. 4.7.33 
Boz sesame seeds 
Honey 
2 tablespoons olive-oil 
4 teaspoon salt 
Coarse wholemeal flour 
Mix enough honey with the sesame seeds to blend without 
making too stiff a mixture. To this mixture add the olive- 
oil, salt, and enough flour to make a stiff dough, and knead. 
Then roll out the dough to 
1 /31n in thickness on a floured 
boarde and cut it into circles. Arrange the circles on a 
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greased baking pan and bake in a moderate oven for about 
15 or 20 minutes until golden brown. Cool on a wire rack 
before serving. 
***** 
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NOTES TO THE APPENDIX 
In Def ence of Hamburger -- Apicius and Roman Cooking 
I 
Vergilius 12 (1966), pp. 46-48. 
2 See N. Douglas, Fountains in the Sand, Oxford 1986 (re- 
print of 1912 edition) , pp. 25-26; cf . also cof f ee with cor- 
iander in Greece, P. Levi, The Hill of Kronos, London 198o, 
p. 93. 
3 E. David, Spices, SaZt and Aromatics in the EngZish Kitchen, 
Harmondsworth 1973P pp. 234-235. 
4 London 1984, p. ix. 
5 ApiciUS#, Cookery and Dining in Imperial Rome: A Bibliography, 
CriticaZ Review and TranoZation of the Ancient Book known 
. as 'Apicius de re Coquinarial, Chicago 1936 (reprinted New 
York 1977) , p. 38. 
6 M. Woodman, Food and Cooking in Roman Britain, 4th edn. , 
Cirencester (Corinium Museum) 19851 C. Holliger, Culinaria 
Romana: So assen und tranken die R*6'merj Brugg (Vindonissa 
Museum) 1983; J. Renfrewe Food and Cooking in Roman Britain: 
History and Recipes# Ruislip (English Heritage: Historic 
Buildings and Monuments Commission for England) 1985; al- 
though not museum publications the following books have 
chapters on ancient Greek and Roman food and recipes: K. 
Stewart and P. Michael, Wild Blackberry Cobbler and Other 
old Fashioned Recipes# London 1985, pp. 12-25; R. Barber, 
Cooking and Recipes from Rome to the Renaissance? London 
1973, pp. 6-35; R. Tannahill# Food in History, New York 
1973, pp. 71-104. 
7 H. Blanckp 'Essen und Trinken bei Griechen und R*O*mern'# AW 
(198o), pp. 17-34; M. Gechterg 'Lentaculum und Cena', AW 
12 (1981) 1 pp--58-59- 
a French Provincial Cooking, Harmondswoth 1964, pp. 318-382. 
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This index lists according to the forms in which they appear 
all the words in Books 1 and 4 of the MedicaZ COMPiZations, 
with the exception of the definite article, relative pro- 
nouns, and the particles U and XCLC. An asterisk placed 
against a reference denotes a discussion in the commentary. 
A. Index of -GeographicaZ and Proper Names 
'AOn'VCLCOU 1: 2. tit. *; 9. tit.; dycLv 1: 2.6; 4: 2.16 
11 tit. 
ACY15TtTLOL 1: 53.1 
6LYYCtOV 4: 4.4 -OU 1: 50.2 
ACYUTTTO'v 1: 63 -cp 
4: 8.1 (2x) 
*AXCECL'v8pcCqL 1: 62; 63 
-cav 4: 3.12 
(iY C TOL L 1: 13.5 AycLyov 1: 
'A'VT13XXOU 4: 11. tit. * intr. 1 
& ApnToOpov 1: 37 -ou 1: 3.2 eXYVC16C LV 1: 33 
BL0 UV LCLV 1: 1.15 (ILYVOU 1: 33. tit. ** 1 
rCL6CLPLx6 4: 1.40 6LY PL OV 1: 25.2 -civ 1: 65. rcLXCL, r Cq1: intr. l* tit.; 4: 2.7,9 
rCLXIjVOiO 1: intr. 1; 1-tit.; 4. 6LYPOtXOL 1: 15.4 -6V 1: 
tit.; 10-tit.; 12. tit.; 13.5 -OLQ 1: 13.4 
41. tit.; 4: 1. tit. -4) 1. 6LYPCS'v 1: 7.2; 13.3 -0% 1: 
intr. 3 15.2 
ACLjLCLCnt&ý 1: 58.2 dLYUII'VCiCYTOLC 1: 12.1 
ALC73XOUC 4: 5-tit. *; 6. tit.; 7. 
' 
de)TIV 1: 3 8.2 
tit . dL6 L CLX6 L TCOV 4: 1.6 ALOXX60UC 4: 3. tit. * 68 L aTECL15CYTCOC 4: 11.14 
4 E>. XAvwv 1: 1.3 dL6 L, týou 4: 1.9 
E0ý O'L*'X dL 4: 7.17,29 &8POTdTOU 4: 6.2 
EOPCLIL&KI 1: 40.3 d6u'voLli C av 4: 6.3 
860 L CL 4: 7.27 6LE C 1: 42.3; 4: 1.43 
* IEPLXOiD'VTL 1: 53.1 6LepwUc7TcpoC 1: 8.3 
*I OUX L CLV 6 1: intr. 1 6LýPCLQ 1: 2.13 -WV 1: 
ITITLOXPCLT CC0LQ1: intr. 3* 2.1# 12 
ITCXXCPL 1: 1.15 dLC&4GYV 1: 7.3. 
KcLTtTECL8 Ox C qL 1: 1.15 eIT1UCYrCPOQ 1: 13.4 -O'V 1: KUCLXn'VOiO 4: 4. tit. 28.2 -cL'v 4: 2.10 KUPAV71V 4: 1.31 dLnbAQ 1: 14.2 -ý 1: 34.2; 4: MV71CILUOU 4: 4. tit. * 1.27 
TICLXCLLOTCVTI'V 1: 53.1* ex V6L, CL'V 1: 1.4 
TIý. PCYMC 1: 63 dnacc -1: 1.1 
ITAX L(i6OQ 1: 3.1* (18ETOV 4: 11.2 
TI6, vTou 4: 1.40* -LX& 4: 7.27 dLO, %TjTCLrQ 1: 40.2 
-LHC)'v 4: 1.26 dLDPOQr. OUCYLV 1: 38.2 -CTCLL 
TIcLacLy6poLc 1: 40.3* 1: 21.1 -611evov 1: 'Pou(pou 1: 40. tit. *; 4.2. tit. 1.12 
E cLVL C (p 1: 40.3 &Oup6vrow 1: 59.1* EcLp6mvd 4: 7.29 CL Y E: L0Q4: 3.6 crupk)* 
EUPL(X, v 1: 53.1* CL YC XWq) 1: 1.10* 
0 LXOT C VLOU 4: 10. tit. * CLCY6c (gen. CLCF) 4: 2.7 -c(; 
1: 3.2* -Cav 4: 2.5 
B. Index of Words (UP&L) * 
(ordinal number) 1: 2. tit.; aZlia 1: 2.9; 38.2; 39.4; 
4: 2. tit. 41.3 
6BXcLUC7TCLTCL 1: 43.1 CLtjICITOrJCY%&CLL 1: 1.1* -(ODEN 6LýXCLDfi 1: 41.2 1: 7.4 
(IDPCOTCL 1: 1.10; 4: 1.36 CL t PCL L 1: 1.10* -CLC, 1: 2.10 
-4) 1: 64.3 -(ILC 1: 1.11 
6LYCL06L 1: 39.2 -6, v 1: 41.2 (X C POII&VII Q 4: 1.22 
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aC CYaCiV E: CY". )a L 4: 1.9 -6lLcOa 
1: 1.12 
aCC, DTIOLV 1: 21.2; 53.3 
6LRCLaCLPCY L CLQ 4: 3.3 
daia L Pco Q1: 2.12 
dLxCLVOW5(5v 1: 65* 
&xdTlV4) 1: 7.1 (Ttupt 
6LxUaC6v, rca, v 4: 1.36 
6LxOXXO, rdTou 4: 5.1 
6L%pcL 4: 7.23 
6mPaT3C 1: 2.12 
6LXPLDýQ 1: intr. 3 
-ECYTdTOLQ 1: intr. 3 
-C)Q 1: 1.15; 39.4; 41.1; 
4: 1.61 18,33 
&Xpo6py5cav 4: 7.12 
dxpcov 1: 53.2 
CdLXcL (acc. dA. Q) 4: 7.21; 9.5 
-6Q 4: 7.25 -C 4: 11-12 
-cQ 4: 2.4*; 3.5 -cLg 1 
8.2; 4: 1.18; 2.4,16 
-Cov 15.1; 7.2 (OaAcL-r- 
-rCcav) ;8.1; 13 .5; 61 .2 
4: 1.13,26,42; 11.6,10 
-cyLv 1: 17.1*; 4: 1.36(x2); 
2.15 
6LXCX-COPý86r, 1: 3.5* -CLQ 4: 
2.9* 
6LXcxTpu6, vcLc 4: 2.7 -cov 4: 
2.19 
&XccýDfivcm 4: 7.7 -ýVwv 
4: 1 .3 
6LXci6pLvov 4: 51,5 
&A. r-uptTaL 1.2.2* 
(! Xcupov 1: 2.6; 7.1,5,6; 15. 
2,4; 4: 1.3 -OU 1: 7. tit. 
-cov 1: 1.5; 4: 1.6 
6LXTI TC) 4: 10 .1* 
6ALTEft 1: 2.4 -6v 1: 42.7 
-6CYL 1: 2.4 
6LX; kd 1: 1.1,8; 10.2; 13.3; 
18.1,2; 34.2; 39.1; 41. 
1,6; 44; 49.1; 53.2,4; 
4: 2.16; 4.2; 5.3; 6.3; 7. 
5,25; 11.2(2x) dL/%A. ' 1: 1. 
11; 7.5; 8.3; 38.1; 39.3; 
55.2; 60; 4: 1.22,23; 3.5, 
11; 4.5; 6.1 
6LXXA Axav 1: 2.1 
dAAo (neut. acc. dA. XOC. ) 4: 1.18; 
7.5; 8.1 dXXTIc, 1: 23.1; 40. 
1; 47 6LX; kn, 4: 5.5 WuAV 4: 
11.2(2x) 6LA. A. OL 1: 53.2 6LXXCL 
-1: 1.12,15(2x); 17.2; 4: 2. 
2,16; 8.6 TdX, %CL 1: 15.4; 
47; 50.1; 4: 8.16 dXAmv 1: 
11.1; 39.1; 41.5; 50.1; 61. 
2; 4: 1.7; 8. tit.; 11.2 
6L>., %aLC 4: 11.8 dA. XOLC 
1: 50.2; 4: 7.10 
6LXXO L OGV 4: 2.6 
&, %XOLO(OC7LV 1: 38.2; 4.10.2 
6L, XX6xoTov 1: 43.1 
DAWQ 1: 14.2; 4: 3.1 
dLxjldL8cQ 1: 54.1 
CAUTIV 4: 9.3 
&xjLupc8cLQ 4: 3.3 
6AUX0% 4: 1.27 
dLXux6"rTj, roc 4: 1.43 
dLxuX6TcPOV 4: 1.43,45 
6LA. uTE6Tcpo, v 4: 7.33 
(5LA. Q L TOV 4: 1.7*; 6.1,4(3x-); 
7.3,7; 11.8 -ou 4: 6.2; 
8.3; 9.5* -4) 4: 6.1*; 11. 
9 -CL 1: 10.1 -wV 1: 12. 
tit. *; 4: 1.10*; 6. tit. 
dlia 1: 1.1,8; 20.11 4: 1. 
21,23,35; 7.1 
dLUa, 6pwVLa 4: 4.2 
dLVL D X&V CL1: 17.4 -OUCYL 1: 
42.3 
djLCL'VOV 1: intr. 3; 1.4; 
7.3 -o) 1: 1.1; 7.5; 48.3 
-OUQ 1.1.7; 42.4 -G)V 4: 
1.41 
allexerv 1: 1.12 
6LueTdLDXTiTov 1: 50.2 -CL 1: 
41.4 
6LIle, rpov 4: 1.36 -CaQ 1: 38.2 
6LIiTI-rL (dat. dilTIC) 4: 5.2* 
&UnýXwv 1: 41.7 
dLuuy6ci, %CLQ 1: 1.2 -wv 1: 56. 
tit. *; 4: 7.28*, 33,36 
-CL 4: 7.14 
6Llix5)L L ov 4: 8.1*(2x) -(p 4: 
7.24 
611UXOV 1: 6.2 -ou 1: 6. tit. 1 
4 .8. tit. 6Lu(p6-rcpcL 1: 55.1 -(av 1: 43. 
2; 52.2 
611QW 1: 28.2; 52.1 -OVV 1: 
64.4 
6LV 1: 1.8j 14; 7.1,2,5(2x); 
18.1; 35.1; 50.3; 4: 1.13, 
22# 33,34,43; 2.4,5, 
9r 20; 3.6,11; 4.4(2x); 
5.5,6; 6.1,3; 7.2,3(2x), 
5(2x), 9,10(2x) , 12,14, 
15,17,19,21,22(2x), 
23,24(5x), 25,26,28, 
30,31,32,34,38; 8.1, 
3,5,6(2x), 7,8,9,10, 
11,12,13,14,15(2x), 
18; 9.2; 11.5 X&V 1: 1.10; 
17.1; 41.2; 44; 4: 1.20; 
2.1; 9.3; 10.2 
386 
6L'VCLD Tj -C -roll &Vwv 1: 29.1 
dLvcLyucLr, 61icOcL 4: 11 .8 6Lv(iyxcLcy, 5C)cyLv 1: 14 .1 
avaynatov 1: 43.21 
6LV(iyxrl 1: 21.1 -TIV 1: 27.1 
6L'V(iy OV T6C1: 7.1 
6LVCLE) C 15(OCY LV4 10.2 -8CE)OT(IL 
1: 42.7; 49.2 -5L66CLCYL 1: 18.4 -8L66vLcvoc 1: 53.4 
-6C60oaOLL 4: 7.1(2x) -808fl. 
1: 23.1 -600ýVCLL 4: 11.1 
6L'V(i8OCYLV 1: 2.3; 41.1; 4: 7.1 
&VCL? 
ý71 Tý CYCL'v TCL 
l. intr. 2 
(5LVCL L JICL 4: 2.4 
6LVCLLPCtV 1: 63 
6LvCLX L PVOL116'VOU 4: 11 .5 6LVCLA. ajlýd'VCOaCLL 4: 11 .7 
-XcLjlf3cL'vo6aTjQ I: 2.6 
6LvcLXcXUjL6VO L1: 2.6 
6LvcLXTI TET L Xfi Q1. intr .4 6Lvaut', Yvocra(mL 4: 1.27 
-jlLYV6'VTCQ 1: 15.2 
-UCECLLC 4: 1.13 6L'VdTICLUCYL'V 
-4: 6.2 
&V CLR E: Tt -C CLII 6V0L1: 2.5 
6LvcLTt-rx3 E LV 4: 8.3 
&, ýacmicycuv 4: 6.2 
CLVCLTP6TEE: L1: 28 .1 
- OU6'vco'v 4: 11 .6 dL'V(ITPCDO'V-CCLL 1: 9.2 
6LVCL(pp C ETl 4: 8.8 
6LvbpL' (dat. 6L'VAP) 4: 7.16; 8.4 
&V 6 A. CL L OV 4: 7.21; 11.10 
civeu 1: 41.4,7; 4: 3.11; 7.14, 
22 
6LvAeou 4: 1.18,42; 7.21,25, 
30,33; 11.6 -cp 4: 1.13*, 
23; 2.2* 
6wTipi5acao 4: 2.20 
6L-vAcyou 4: 7.14 
6L'V8pCLX L &V 4: 5.4,5 -dQ 4: 5.4 
6v0petwav 4: 1.13; 3.12; 7.31 
6Lvap6nou l. intr. 4 -(P 1: 8.1 
-OL 1: 7.2; 23.1; 34.1 
-cov 1: 14.1 
6L'V L cyx6v Tow 1: 65 
&V L UOV TOL L1: 44 
6LVOLbfiCCLL 4: 11.2 6LVOL8AcYTj 4 
1.17 &VOLbAcaca 4: 1.16 
&Vopd%'roUQ 1: 41.5 -OLQ 1: 
49.5* 
&VOaVLO'rd'r(4) 4: 9.2 
avoxatc 1: 2.12 
6LvT C 1: 8.3; 4: 7.21,26,27, 
28 
(Svw3ev 1: 7.1; 4: 5.5(2x) 
6LvwiidXwc 1: 8.5; 4: 11.9 
6LEL6A. oyov 1: 29.2; 39.2 -G)Q 
1: 41.2 
dLF. 6a-rouc 4: 11.13 
dataxý) 1: 7.1 -6TCLroQ 4: 9.4 
6LTECLV(IXC)CTaCL L 1: 9.2 
w CxTtCLE 4: 4.5 
0 &TECLP LVTI 1: 1.10 
CLTLCLCFCL 1: 25.1 &TECLV 4: 8.8; 9. 
1 CwLTtacycLv 1: 49.6 CwLTtCLVTEC 
1: 53.2 CwXTLCLV'rCL 1: 1.12; 
51.1 &TtdLV-rcoV l. intr. 3; 
18.5; 39.1,5; 41.1; 52. 
2; 4: 1.8 &TtCLVTCLC 1: 22.3 
6LTtcLcYC)v 1: 39.3(2x 
aTteTt, rcL 1: 41.4 
datcn. rolkrac 4: 5.6; 7.38 
&TtýP Lr-cov 4: 1.35,38 
&TtýP L TTO L4: 1.37* 
aTte(peoc 4: 8.13* -ýp 4: 8.8 
6LTtex6lLcvog 4: 7.9 
emnaerv 4: 8.1 -flUCLL 4: 4.41 
8.1 -AG(XQ 4: 7.5 -TJ3ýVCIL 
4: 4.1 
dLTtTj8o64cvoQ 4: 10.1 -ov 
4: 8.1,5 
6LTtCIICXOV 4: 6.1 
dTtLOL 1: 51.2; 4: 7.22* -our. 
1: 51.1* -cav 1: 51. tit. 
-oLQ 1: 63 
aLTt, %ELr, 1: 1.15 -o0v 4: 1.42 
-Cp 1: 35.2 -3r. 4: 3.9 
dLnb 1: intr. 4; 2.5; 8.6; 50. 
2; 4: 1.6; 2.9,14(2x); 
5.2,3; 7.1,14,18# 20, 
21; 8.7 dLn' 1: 2.4; 53.4; 
4: 2.4; 6.4; 11.12 
dLTLoDpcicycLv, rcL 4: 8.2 
dLTt6DpcyvLcL 1: 41.9* 
6MODPýXCLV 4: 3.3; 4.4 
-DPýXOL 4: 7.3 -PPýXOLTO 
4: 7.3 -DPýEavTa 4: 7.7 
-Dpc)(&r8u) 4: 11.2 
-Dpa)(tvreQ 4: 7.3(cf. Dsc. 
1.110.2) 
6LTtoYCL, %CLx-rQ)Uv 4: 11 .6 
6LTtoy CvcrCLL 4: 2.16 
&TtoyxuxavUVTcQ 1: 27.2 
datoi5L86vaL 4: 9.3 ,5 
6LTE60ECILV 1: 1.13 
6LTtO L CL 1: 49.1,3; 55.2 
dLTtoxdLaCLPjICL 1: 11.2 
dLTEOA. CC Tt CCFaCL L 1: 13 .4 
-XCCTtCTCLL 1: 1.11; 12.2 
-YCCTEOVTCLL 1: 8.41 13.1 
-YELTt6uCVOL 1: 37.2 
dLTt6; kA. UCY L 1: 17 .3 6LTE 0 TE ý CYT. 1 4: 1.20 
&TtOTEXGVCLL 4: 4.1 
&TtOTE'VCrJCYaL 4: 11.2 
6LTtOTt'rC(JCYF, TaL 4: 6.4 
6LTtop La 1: 15.1 
387 
6LTEOPOG'V-rCC 4: 1.7 
6LTLOPPOTLTE L 1: 61.2 -PPOLýCLL 
4: 1.20 
&TE0ý7X66M 1: 7.2 
dMoTexerv 1: 36.2 
6LTEOT Li&CTCL L 1: 35.2 -TLDEVTCIL 
1: 18.4; 20.3; 27.2; 35.3 
--rL, 56j1c'vov 4: 1.43 
--rLOCj16VWV 1: 41.5; 49.6 
-04CYETCLL 4: 1.44(2x) 
-%D6CFOCLL 1: 61.2; 4: 8.2 
6LTEOTP C týCL L4: 77 
(inoxerv 4: 7.5; 8.2 -XtcLQ 
4: 7.37; B-8 -X6cO'V 4: 8.10 
-X60VTEC 1: 13.6 -X6ov-rCLQ 
4: 1.33 -XC(511cvo'v 4: 8.2 
-)CcOU6v(p 4: 11.2 -XUAD6vToQ 
4: 8.5; 11.6 
6LTtO)(U XC CC LV 4: 7.18 -6vievoc. 
4: 11 .3 w CLnTCTaL 1: 41.5 -611C'VOL 4: 
7.35 
6LTET LCYTOQ 1: 17.3 -OU 1: 17.3 
6LTEUP6-rOLr, 4: 7.21 
(! PcL 1: 14.1; 4: 3.51 7 
dLPCL C0L1: 1.6 
&POLXO L 1: 1.10; 25.1 -cov 1: 
25. tit. *; 4: 8.18* 
dpcLxov 1: 25.2* 
&P 6 Tfi Q 1: 1-tit. -ciQ 4: 3.5, 
7; 11.1 
&P8P L ud 4: 4.3 
6P L cy'ror, 1: 8.1 -TI 1: 1.2 -, nQ 
1: 65 -CL 1: intr. 3; 1.8; 
4: 1.40 -(O'v 1: intr. 21 4: 1.8 
6LPR CU4: 1.4; 2.9 -oull6vTlr 
4: 1.2 3 
6LPxEUiX6EQ 1: 46* 
&pXcx5torcov 1: 46. tit. 
6LPjLCVLax8v 1: 48-tit. *, 3 
6LpIL6 CC L 4: 7.25 6LP116T'rCL 4: 
1.44; 3.1# 3,5,9 
dLpu6cyCL 4: 7.17 dLp116c; CLC 
4: 7.15,24 dLpvL6cyTlC 4: 7.28 
&pj16-rTo'v 4: 1.25 6LPIL6-r-rov-ra 
4: 3.4 dLpu6r. oucycLv 1: 2.2 6LPiio-r-r6v-rcoQ 4: 3.11 
6LPVC L ov 4: 6.1 -OLQ 4: 7.35 
6LP, v C cov 4: 7.1o 
dPEOjIOLL l. intr. 4 
dpo'v 4: 1.31 -ou 4: 1.30 
ýI XCL) * 
6LPPG)CYTIIII(iTW'V 4: 8 . 18 6LPPG)C7TOiOCY L 4: 8 . 14 -015v-cwv 4: 7.12 
dPT L 1: 49 .6 ATITOTTO LCV TOL L 1: 13.5 -TtOLOiDOL 
4: 1.2 -TtOLTIGCLCY8CLL 1: 14.1 
6LPTOQ 1: 8.1# 3; 14.2; 15. 
1; 4: 5.3,6; 7.36; 11.1. 
9 -Ov 1: 8.3; 13.2; 4: 5.1, 
5; 8.6; 11.7 -OU 1: 12.2; 
22.2; 49.5; 4: 7.14; 11.2 
-4) 1: 22.1 -OL 1: 5.2; 10. 
2; 4: 7.3 -our. 1: 8.6; lo. 
1; 4: 1.3; 7.10 (xcLTcL- 
Mlour. )*, 13 -cov 1: 8. tit.; 
8.4; 9. tit., 1; 12.21 4: 
5. tit., 4 -OLr. 1: 6.2 
(TEXUTotr. )*; 29.1 
6LPTl6GCLV, rcLQ 4: 1.34(2x) 
6PTUCFLr. 4: 1.15,22 -LV 1: 
5.1; 4: 9.3,5 
6LPXCLCCLV 1: 1.1 
6LP)CAV 1: 7.5 fiC 1: 49.6; 4: 
1.34,43; 2.4 -T. 1 4: 1.18 
-CiQ 4: 1.13,18 -CLtC 1. 
intr. 3 
CIPX71TCLL 1: 3.6 -OVTCLL 1: 3.2 
6LPCOUOLT C ?, "OUCY L 1: 46 -ov 1: 
64.2 
6LC70EVAC 4: 1.4 -00C 1: 7.4 
-CJQ 4: 7.1 -ýGTcpoQ 4: 7.20 
-6CY"r(ITOV 4: 7.18 
6LO-racp 68c CQ 1: 42.6 -MOV 
1: 42. tit., l*j 7 
acyTolioc 4: 11.13 
6LCYUI&rpwQ 1: 2.12 
&CFýDaX4 r. 4: 5.3 -COT6pa 4: 5.2 
-ECYTdL"CTI 1: 41.7 
&CY(POUXOU 4: 1.32* 
6L, r6poLILVOL 1: 1.3* 
6LTLU(i,?. 'CTCLL 1: 49 .3 6L'rlihv 4: 7.1* 
6L-rw 1: 49 .4 6L, rovQ), r6pouQ 1: 2.10 
dTOTEOV 4: 4.2 -C(XV 4: 1.36 
6L-r6PU"rov 4: 9.1 
6vrpýiia 4: 6.1 
CLTPCILEVV 4: 2.12 
6L, rpoQov 1: 2.4 -OL 1: 2.9,12; 
3.6 -OUg 1: 2.13 -6'CEPOV 
1: 8.3 -=ýpoug 1: 2.10 
-6'CCPCL 4: 8.7 -6TEPOL 1: 
2.14; 9.1 
6LT'rCLyfi'VCC- 1: 3.4* -CL 4: 2.7* 
(X68 LQ1: 7. Lj 4: 11.6o' 12 
CLU ETIT L Rd 1: 7.4 
CLIOCYTnp6c 1: 53.2 -00 4: 7.16 
-CLC 1: 41.6(2x) ; 42.1p 2, 
6 -ELC 1: 17.11 41.7 -rov 
1: 41.8; 42.7; 49.6 -otQ 
4: 1.27 -6TcpcL 4: 3.1o 
CLO, r6c 1: intr. 3; 4: 1.44; 11. 
6 -A 4: 1.15,23 -6 1: intr. 
2; 1.11; 7.1(2x) , 3; 28. 
388 
1; 64.3; 4: 1.45; 2.20(2x); 
7.5,35; 8.10,11; 11.5,9 
-6, v 1: 9.2; 13.2; 21.1; 25. 
2; 50.1,2; 4: 4.2; 7.20; S. 
5 TCLOT(5v 1: 1.15 -AV 1: 8.4; 
17.3; 22.1; 49.2,3; 4: 1.2, 
21; 7.7 -ft 1: 1.12; 35.2, 
3; 39.2; 41.7; 4: 1.5; 7. 
18,30; 11.12 -00 1: 7.5; 
8.3; 14.2; 25.1; 53.4; 63; 
64.1(2x); 4: 1.12(2x); 7.24; 
11.2,3,4,6 -ý 1: 12.2; 14. 
2; 27.2; 43.1; 4: 1.17.27 -ý) 
1: 1.14; 5.1; 7.1,2; 31; 36. 
2; 64.2;. 4: 2.20; 6.3; 7.24 
(2x), 34(2x), 36,38 -oý 1: 
38.1 -CLý 1: 39.5 -dL 1: intr. 
3; 39.1,3; 44; 47; 49.5; 
4: 1.7,9,38,39; 2.19; 11. 
14 -06C 1: 4; 9.2; 17.1; 18. 
3; 19; 34.1; 38.2 -dLQ 1: 
intr. 3; 42.5; 51.2; 4: 1.40; 
11.8 -Fav 1: 1.4(2x), 5,10; 
2.2,12; 8.4,5,6; 9.2,3; 
10.1,2; 13.1,2; 15.2,4; 
17.1,2; 20.2(2x); 27.2; 36. 
1,2; 38.2; 41.1,7; 42.21 
48.1; 51.1; 52.1; 53.4; 54. 
2; 58.2; 61.1; 65; 4: 1.6; 
3.2; 7.31; ll. tit., 5 -otg 
1: 1.1,8; 2.2,6(2x); 7.1, 
7; 13.4; 17.1; 19; 20.2; 27. 
1; 39.2; 58.1; 4: 1.40; 3.1; 
7.14; 11.11 -aUC 1: 35.3; 39. 
4(2x); 41.2; 42.7 
ab-rcipxTl 4: 1.42 -cig 1: 7.1; 4: 1. 
12 
aO-rCxcL 4: 2.6,7(2x) 
cL6-r6xPCL'roP 1: intr. 1 
cL6T6TtUPO L 4: 1.6* 
cxlbxvLnp6, v 1: 43.2 
6LQaLPEUV 4: 2.6 dQaLPOUjLýVG)V 
4: 3.1 dL(PaLpeO6'VTOQ 4: 2.20 
dL(pcX6vTec 1: 7.3 
6L(gl pn li6vTl I: 17 .3 
&(Petýetv 4: 3.3 -cd)ot 4: 7.9, lo 
-etýcoji6vcav 4: 7.4,11 
-cLýTjUvrer, 1: 27.2 
&(p6týTjjia 4: 1.43 
CIQ%Dovov 1: 2.8 
6LQ L &0 L4: 7.3 
6L(PLx6lievoc 1: 1.1 
6L(P L CY TCLJI 6 VCOV 1: 27.1 
6L(PA. 0 L0L1: 11.1 
6LQOPLO86VTG)V 1: 53.2 
aQP06LCYCOUQ 1: 33 -wv 1: 33 
(SQUGOV 1: 33; 8.8 -cov 1: 23.2 
-6, repov 4: 6.4; 8.14 
6QCOXTOV 4: 7 . 21 6L)CP CL 6TOLTOV 4: 7.3 4 -6TcpcL 
4: 8.7 
6LXP L 4: 1.16 d)(PLQ 4: 1.34 
dXPLTEEP 1: 7.1 
dLXUVCLQ 4: 3.4 
6L)(UA. OL 1: 35.3 -(X 4: 3.9 
-6-repov 1: 9.1* -6TcpoL 
1: 2.14; 9.1 
6L)CUPOV 4: 7.7; 8.2 -c4*) 4: 6.4 
6LXUPU)8Cc 4: 1 . 20 ý (ordinai number) 4: 11. tit. 
OCL15 C CC L4: 6.3 
D&OOUQ 1: 8.4, 
06LXXCTCLL 1: 71; 49.3 -ouaL 
1: 22.2 
DdLpor. 1: 1.5; 72 -OUC 1: 
1.7 
DaP6 1: 4 -&L 1: 2.13 -etav 
1: 18.2 -CtQ 1: 2.5 
-15TEPOL 1: 2.3 
f3dT L VCL 1: 44*(2x) 
D6TOU 1: 44. tit. -o)v 1: 45 
ý6XTLOV 1: 20.2; 29.1; 48. 
1; 4: 5.5; 11.14 -OUC 1: 
2.5 -ca 4: 1.38; 3.1 
Ockrta-mv 1: 13.2 
ýTJX68CCTL 4: 7.24,28; 8.15 
ONOU 1: 34. tit. * 
oxaDepci 1: 7.5 -aC 1: 39.5 
OX&Dnv 1: 8.3,39.5; 40.1; 
4: 1.20 -TIC 1: 1.12 
XdTCT CL1: 39.4 -CL 1: 7.51 
7; 4: 1.12 -CTCLL 1: 53.4 
-O'VTCLL 1: 39.6 -OUCYL 1: 
41.2 -OUCYLV 1: 43.1 
f3X&ýELC 4: 1.13,18 
XT18 &V 4: 6.2 
D6cc 1: 3.3 ao(Sa 4: 2.7 
DOTj, aTJUdT(ov 1142.3; 4: 11. tit. 
DoTleorev 4: 7.22 
D6P40C 4: 7.20* 
DOUXýP(09 1: 22. tit. * 
D6,5Xc L 4: 1.25 -T. 1 4: 4.4 -oLo 
4: 7.27; 8.8 -6ucOa 4: 8.11 
-ov-r(XL 4: 2.13 -TIOeC719 4: 
1.44 -OJLýVOLQ 1: 33 
ADOUA. AOTIC 1: intr. 1 
DOUVL68CLQ 4: 1.29* 
ýPCLU(Dg 1: 28.1 
DpcL8UTtCTtToocyL 1: 49.5 
DpcL86nopog 1: 17.3 -OL 1: 18. 
4 -(X 1: 7.41 5 -(O'V 1: 23.2 
-6-CEPOC 1: 13.4 -G)TCPOL 1: 
19 
PCL)(6 1: 17.1; 30; 4: 1.18, 
22j 26; 2.11; 7.21; 11.6, 
10 -15V 1: 1.2 -ýOQ 1: 1.6; 
389 
4: 1.42 -EU 1: 1.4; 4: 1.34; 
2.20 -EUCL 1: 48.2; 4: 1.4 
-EUcLv 1: 1.6; 35.1; 46; 65 
-ctcLt 1: 42.6 -ELcxQ 1: 62 
-u-rgpcLv 1: 46 -u-rgpcLG 4: 1.5 
ßpcLY, 15«rT1-rCL 1: 1.12 
ßpgxcLv 4: 3.12; 8.2 ßpýECLV'rCLG 
4: 7.13 ßpEX6IICVCL 4: 3.3 
ßpEX%Dfi. 4: 2.15 ßPCLX9V«rOG 4: 
8.5 
ßpc51Lov 4: 7.20 -ou 1: 14. tit.; 
4: 6.4 
ßpW3fiVCLL 1: 13.4; 28.2; 56.1 
ßpwagv 1: 36.2 j3pcA9v-rcG 
1: 4; 53.3 ßPW%')CýTI 1: 41.5 
ßpwll(ýÖTI 4: 3.9 
ßý)PCFCLLG 4: 1.36 
Y(iXCL 1: 15.4; 4: 7.31 -CI'K-rog 1: 
7.6; 15.4*, 4: 6.2; 7.27, 
31,32 -CLXTL 4: 7.24 
YCLXCLX-rwefi. 4: 11.6 
ydp 1: 1.1,2,5,8; 2.2,4(2x), 
12(3x), 14; 5.1; 6.1; 7.3, -7; 
8.2,3,4# 5; 9.2(2x) 3; 15. 
3; 25.1; 35.3; 36.2; 39.2# 4; 
41.1,2,3,4# 8; 42.5; 43. le 
2; 47; 48.1, - 49.6; 53.2,57, 
4: 1.2,12(2x), 22,26,27, 
31,33(2x), 34,351,36; 2.4# 
5,6,7# 9# 12(2x) 16; 3.7; 
4.2; 5.2; 6.3; 7. le 35; 8.7; 
9.1; 11. Ip 2,9,13,14(2x) 
ycipov 1: 22.2 -oiö 1: 22. l(4x); 4: 
1.26 (YXUxgoG)*; 11.13 -Q 1: 
17.1*; 23.1; 4: 1.34*; 11.12 
yacy-rgpct 1: 12.2; 12.3; 13.4; 15. 
1,3; 17.2; 19; 22.1; 35.1; 
39.2; 3# 5; 41.5(2X)j, 6; 42. 
21 3; 58.1 ycLcr-rp(5G 1: 7.2; 14. 
2; 16; 23.1; 30; 34.2; 41.4, 
7; 43.2; 45; 49.5; 50.3; 53. 
2; 4: 1.14*, 34 yctc; -rpC 1: 17.2; 
41.6; 43.1; 49.2,3,52.1; 
61.2 
YE 1: 3.4; 7.2(2x), 5; 13.1; 14. 
2; 17.3; 24; 25.2; 35.1; 36. 
2; 39. ")(2x); 41.1,5; 42.3 
(3x); 56.2; 65; 4: 1.23o 25; 
7.25 
YEYTIpa, x6, rcav 4: 1.36 
YEYPCLJ£Jlgvct 4: 7.25 
YCVVCILOT9PCJV 1: 42.3 
ycvvav 1: 21.1 -iý 1: 7.5 -EL-raL 
1: 1.11 -UOCYL 1: 10.1; 39.4; 
41.3 -iOVTCLL 1: 53.1 -iav-rcL 1: 
7.7 -wilýVTJ 1: 41.1 -CGIIEVOL 
1: 2.11 
ycvv, n-rC, xov 1: 7.2 -dL 1: 7.4; 34. 
2 -oý 1.20.1 
y6vog 1: 7.2,3; 9.1 -CL 
1: 2.10; 48.1 -, n 1: 2.1, 
2 -OUQ 1: 5.1; 4: 1.11; 
11.3,4 -&V 1: 53.2 
'y CiOCY LQ1: 8.2 -LV 1: 1.4 
YC65TIC 1: 21.1 -CQ 1: 2.6; 
27.2 -TI 1: 1.1*; 17.1; 
49.1 -ouQ 1: 2.2 
-ea"r6pou 1: 8.3 
YTIPUKYL 4: 2.15 
yfic 1: 65 (dLýecy-rTir. ) * 
yC YCLP-cov 1: 42.5,6 -CL 1: 
41.4; 42.5 -cov 1: 41.4 
YC TCL L 1: 1.5,9; 7.5; 15. 
1; 17.1,3; 27.2; 28.1; 
49.4; 50.2; 55.4; 61.2; 
62; 4: 1.7,20,22,23, 
33,36(2x), 37,39,41, 
43(2x), 45; 3.1,8; 5. 
2; 6.4; 7.19; 8.1# 5; 
9.3,4; 11.12 -OVTCLL 1: 
1.10; 2.4-0-12; 13.2; 18. 
3,4;. 20.3; 35.3; 4: 1.10; 
7.5,15; 8.1 -COaCLL 1: 
3.2; 9.2; 4: 6.1; 7.35 
-6lLcVCLL 1: 1.12 -611evor. 
1: 14.2 -oli6vTlv 1: 22.1 
-01I&VTIQ 4: 1.18 -61LE'VOL 
-1: 2.4,8; 4: 1.6 -6VLEVCLL 
1: 1.12 -611eva 1: 58.2; 4: 
1.8; 3.8 -oU6vour. 1: 2. 
7 -oj&vcLQ 4: 2.10 -04ýVWV 
1: 49.6 y6, vcovTcLL 1: 2.12; 
4: 1.34; 11.13 -oLTO 4: 
2.5; 7.17 ;8.18 -TIT(XL 1 
2.12,13; 43.2; 4: 3.12; 
4.4; 8.1,5,8 -ACYCTaL 
1: 1.12 -ACO'VTCLL 4: 1.34 
-600(a 4: 1.15 -600= 1% 
1.8; 63; 4: 1.14,33,39 
-611evoC 4: 10.1 -OIL6'vTlr. 
4: 9.3 -oji6v4) 4: 1.34 
ye'YOV69 1: 8.3 -O'V6VCLL 
1: 5.1 -o-v6-rwv 1: 9.2 
'YCYP-'VTI116vo'v 45.5 -TIli6V4) 
4: S. 8 
YLV6CYXCLV 4: 2.6 -O'VCCLr. 1: 1. 
12 
, Yxci5lioc, 1: 41.8* -CL 1: 41. 
5 
YXAXOUQ 4: 1.23* -cavoQ 4: 
7.21; 11.6 
YA. CO)Cpo, v 1: 5.1; 7.5; 8.3; 
10.2; 53.4 -cLv 1: 1.4 
-o)v 1: 56.1 
'Y A. L (: Y'XP6TTI'r(X 1: 11 
yXux6Q 1: 53.2 -ýa 1: 49.1,2 
-6 1: 41.8; 53.4 -6'v 1: 
13.6; 4: 10.6 -60r. 1: 15; 
390 
14.1; 4: 1.26 -CU 4: 
1.9; 3.10 -CCqL 4: 5.1 
-c% 1: 53.1,2 -CUCLL 
1: 41.6(2x); 42.1,3 
-LoV 1: 39.5 -CL6V 1: 
42.5,7 -CCCLL(Z 1: 42.3 
-dTcL-co, v 4: 8.16 
YXUR15TTITCL 1: 46 -og 1: 62 
Y X600CLv 4: 2.12 
yoyyuXC6og 4: 1.30 -aQ 4: 
1.29* -cov 4: 1.31 
yoiD, v 1: 1.61 12; 7.4; 40. 
2; 4: 1.36,44 
ypaQ6COTCOV 1: intr. 1 
YUjLVCL?, "0j16'V4) 1: 8.1 -OLr_ 
1: 12 .1 
yujivý 1: 1.15 -CLC 1: 11.1 
YU'VOLLXC 4: 8.3,4 -wv 1: 59.1 
9 (cardinal number) 4: 7.24 
bd-AVOUCL 1: 46 -OU6N)COV 
4: 11.6 
5CUýLXýQ 4: 4.4 -? j 1: 2.6 -et 
1: 36.1 -00C 1: 2.5 -Coo, 1: 
41 .7; 52 .2 
bebcu4ývov 1: 7.1* 
8CýOCL (fUt. UCO) 1: 51.1 
UOL 4: 2.11 
bet 1: 1.2; 4: 1.19,26; 2.6 
(2x), 8,16,20; 3.2,7, 
10; 4.4; 5.1(2x), 4.5; 7. 
51 7,8,13,16,18,23, 
25,29,31,36; 8.2; 9.1 
Ox), 3,5; 11.9(2x), 13, 
14 
6EtTCLL (8e6jICLL) 4: 1.27 
6671ý2QCJL 4: 1.14 UOVTCLL 
4: 1.4,5 6E611CvoQ 4: 1.12, 
-64eva 4: 3.9 -OVL6VOLC 1: 
intr. 2 
URa 4: 7.5,2o, 24,25,30, 
36,37 
8EXQ&XF-LoV 4: 6.1* 
66vbpwv 1: 49.4 
b6 ECLOaCL L 1: 7.3 
66plia 1: 42.5 
bepýLOLTMEQ 4: 11.2* -TI 4: 1. 
39 
5c6Tcpov 4: 1.34,44 -cLv 1. 
intr. 2; 4: 1.40; 11.13 -ou 
1: 9.2 -CLQ 1: 9.2 -CL 1: 43.1 
-OL 1: 8.6; 13.1 
86XETCLL 4: 2.4 -OV'rCLL 4: 2.7 
6A 1: 1.2,3; 43. tit.; 64.4; 
4: 2.19; 9.1; 11.12 
6TjXTLXdQ 4: 3.3 
bfi?, ov 1: 9.3; 15.1; 15.4; 42.2; 
46; 49.2; 59.2 
bTlXov6TL 1: 1.7; 8.4 
A71117ITPLCLX6V (CYTtCPUdTCOV) 1: 
I. tit. *, 3 -0% (XapTtotC) 
1: 25.2* 
8fiELv 4: 1.14 -co)r. 1: 53.3 
-ELC 1: 42.3 -Ccjv 1: 42.3 
8LCi 1: 1.8,12; 2.4,10p 131 
7.1,3(2x), 4; 8.3,4(2x), 
5; 12.3; 19; 21.2; 22.1 
(2x) ; 24; 25.1,2; 28 . 1, 
2; 29.1; 35.1,2; 41.4; 
43.1; 45; 48.1; 49.2,6; 
56.1; 61.1; 4: 1.12,14, 
16,19,24,27,37,38; 
3.8; 7.16,31; 9.1; 11.2, 
8( 2x) 8L ' 1: S. 1; 7.1,3; 
13.6; 14.1; 22.1(2x); 27. 
2; 39.5; 46; 54.2; 68.2; 
4: 7.1,13; 8.1 
15LaDPCYVL(iTCO'V 47.11 
8LCLDPýXCLV 1: 11 -DPCLXCt(JCL 
1: 61.2 -DPýXO'VTCQ 1: 23.1 
-RCRPCYjI&VOU(; 1: 13.6 
bLCLDpoxfiQ 4: 11 .2 8LCLYV60T. ) 4: 2.12 8LýYVCOXCL 
1% intr. 2 
6LCLY'V(bCYTL'KfiQ 1: intr. 4 
ftaboXAv 4: 11.2 
8LaLPCtGO'CLL 1: 1.6 -064EVCL 
1: 1.9 
8C CL L TCL 1: 40.3 -TIC 4: 2. tit. 
6L CLXCLfi VCL L 4: 7.31 
6 LCLXC CILE: VTIV 1: 17.4 -OL 1: 
8.5 
6LCLXCXPLIL6VTI'V 1: 2.8 
6LCLx6TE'C CLV4: 2.6 
6LaXOPCtr. 4: 11.13 
8LCLX6e(3%&CLL 1: 9.2 -OV16'VTIV 
4: 7.1 5LCACA. Ujl6VTjQ 1: 2.2 
bLajl6VCL'V 1: 50.2 -E: L 4: 11. 
14 i5LCLjlCtVCLL 1: 50.2 
8 LcLTtcL"r"r6ucvcL 4: 1 .36 8LCLTt'VCOVL&VTJ'V 4: 11.1 
8LCLnVCGCCLL i: 1.8 
8LCLPPCt 4: 1.3 6 
8LaPPO*L*r. OjlýVOLQ 1: 49.5* 
6LCL(7nUCLCVEL 4: 2.12 
8LCLTC8CpVL(XCF'46'VOUQ 1: 9.2 
6LCLTL0611CVCL 4: 1.39 -(Ov 4: 
3.1 
8L a(=(D 6tQ. 1: 2.3 
15 LCL(P6PC L 4: 2.2 -OUCFL 1: 2.6, 
12 -OUCFLV 1: 2.1,2,4, 
14 
8LCLOCýPETCLL 1: 43.1; 471 
48.1 6LCLOCLpfiVCLL 1: 35.1; 
36.2 
8L CLQOOPdL'V 1: 43.1(2x) 
45 L CL(POPCiV 1: 48.1 
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6L d(ppaylia 4: 4.2 
6L CLXWP Et1: 12.2; 4: 2.14 
-EtTaL 1: 1.4; 60 -OiU)V-Ecg 
1: 5.2 -ACYG)(JLV 1: 41.2 
8L CLX6PTI CY VV 1: 21.2; 55.4 
-CLQ 1: 49.2 
8L CLX(OPAUCLT(I 1: 49.2 -AVLCLCYL'V 
4: 10.2 
5L CLXCOP TI TLX &V 1: 17.1 -OC 
1: 26 .2 
6LCUýUYfjVCLL 4: 11 .6 
5L66'VCLL 1: 49.5; 65; 4: 1.14; 
4.4 Ubou 4: 7.5 UboTaL 
4: 7.7 8ý6011r-'V 4: 1.32 
8C5WGL 1: 12.1; 28.1p 2; 
33; 41.2; 43.3; 45; 55.1; 
56.2; 59.2; 61.1; 64.4 
6C6WCYL'V 1: 35.1 i5LI5&CYL 
1: 1.6; 20.3; 46; 54.1 
bL8013C 4: 8.3 6L86'V 1: 6.2 
6L86vTE: Q 1: 18.5 8L8OUCY&V 
1: 39.3 6L56jievog 4: 11.3 
-TI 4: 4.3; 7.2 -OV 4: 7.12 
-4) 4: 7.1,10 -CL 4: 7.11 
6oi5g 1: 4o. 3 bcTýov 4: 11. 
13 
8L81511OUC 4: 2.19* 
6LEVAVOXF-V 1: 15.4 
6ý cvTcL 4: 7.13l 25; 8.2. 
5LE: EýpXeCYO= 1: 39.2 -eT(XL 1: 
28.1; 43.1 
15LýEO50V 4: 1.14 -OU 1: 39.3 
-cov 1: 7.4 
5LETPL'DOIIE: V 1: intr. 1 
8C E(P, 50Q 4: 7.18,21; 8.8 
-ov 4: 6.1 -CL 4: 7.35 -cov 
4: 9.1 
8L Tj MW 4: 7.27 6LnaTjjlýV(ý 
4: 1.14 8L'nOOX5UcVOQ 4: 11.6 
-oU 4: 11.4 
8L'nVC)i@r. 1: 7.7 
6L L ýVCLL 4: 7.16 
6L6 1: 2.6; 7.2; 9.1; 14.2; 
17.1; 28.1; 36.1; 41.1,2, 
6, - 44; 52.1; 54.1; 4: 8.14 
8L6TtF-P -1: 1.12; 2.2 
6LOPLO110% 1: intr. 3 
8LTEXCLOCCL9 4: 7.21 
6CTEUPOL 1: 9.2* 
5CC 1: 7.1; 17.2; 27.2; 4: 
1.29,31,33(2x) 
5 L'CYT L XO L 1: 11.2* 
8L TT6V 1: 7.3 
8L t415TI 1: 28.2 -ELC, 1: 41.6 
8L6'ACL-v 4: 2.9 
5ý COF, Lc4: 2.9 
8oCyl 4: 8.15 
5oxfi, 4: 1.33 80ROGOL 1: 2.1o 
6 OR L lidC7 CLQ. 1: 1.2 
boXCX(ov 1: 26. tit. *; 4: 8.18* 
86E, o 1: 7.1 -aLQ 1: intr. 3 
5pcLxov-ctou (ýCýa) 4: 1.32* 
8PWTýPLOV 1: 23.2 
8paXVtdQ 4: 7.24,37 
6P L 46 4: 1.31 -& 4: 1.44 
-ýGLV 4: 1.27 -UTýpa 4: 1.31 
8PLI16TTITCL 1: 6.1; 46; 62; 4: 
1.44 -aQ 4: 3.3 
8puTtcTEctr_ 1: 54.1 
86CCYaCLL 1: 8.3 
156VCLIILC 1: 20.2; 25.1; 56.1; 
61.1 -LV 1: 1.14,4; 6.1; 
17.2; 19; 27.2; 29.1; 35. 
2; 39.5(2x); 56.1; 61.2; 
62; 4: 7.3; 9.2 -CCOC 1: 2.6; 
7.5; 22.3; 30; 4: 7.12 -CL 
1: 6.2; 24; 55.4 -cwv 1: 
intr. 4; 42.3 -CCLV 1: 1.9 
815VCL08CL L 1: 56.1 86VCLV-raL 
1: 40.2 8UVAaýj 1: 1.1 
buv7jUvra 1: 39.1 8uv(iVLEVOC 
4: 10.1 -ov 1: 38.2 -oLC 4: 
7.1 
buvcL, c6v 4: 2.17 
8150 1: 13.2; 19; 4: 7.31; S. 
8 buotv 4: 1.9 6uaC 4: 7.36 
6U015LCiTEVCUCT'rOV 1: 2.3 
6uacv"rCPL'(IQ 4: 8.10 
8UGCV-rCPLX0X5Q 4: 4.4 -Otg 1: 
49.5*; 4: 6.1; 7.24; 8.12 
8uaýYI71TOV 4: 8.16 -6, rCPOL 1: 
25.1 
815c7ccoc 1: 3.11 2 
bUCYAA. LOL 1: 2.12 
8uc3ua*rcpycLa, ro-rcpoQ 4: 10.2 
8ua6alLwv 4: 2.6 -6, uepov 4: 
2.5 -CS'ECPCL 4: 2.5 
156(YTECTETOV 1: 4; 15.3; 21.1; 
29.1; 30; 321 64.2,4 
-OL 1: 2.3; 53.3 -CL 1: 11j 
4; 34.2; 59.1; 601 4: 1.39 
-cav 1: 23.2 -6, rcpov 1: 16 
-6TcpOL 1: 18.4; 20.3; 25.1 
8ucYXEPCCaC 4: 3.2 
6UC7XP-p&Y'repOQ 1: 13.4 
buCY(B6'n 1: 1.4 
8uaw8Car, 4: 3.4 
C&V 1: 5.1(2x); 10.1(3x)l 4: 
4.2; 7.18 ýv 4: 2.15 
CCLPL'VAV 1: 3.1 
6 ELCYCL L 1: 1.8; 4: 4.1 6a6aQ 4: 
8.1 
tauT6 1: 17.1; 4: 1.45; 7.5, 
24,36 -ob 4: 1.45 -t 1: 35. 
1 -dLc; 1: 39.5 -6v 1: 1.6; 7. 
3; 4: 3.5 -a% 4: 1.19 -otr. 
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1: 10.2 CL6"ro (ý: EdLUTO) 4: 
9.3 
tYYPdL(Pe Lv 1: intr. 3 
tyyt5g 1: 39.4 tYYUTCLTO) 
1: 1.15 
tYUCU08CLL 1: 13 .2 ýY, A&Pctxoc, 4: 1.41* 
6YXPODCLV 4: 2.16* 
tyxpuQccxc 4: 5.4* 
6YXCtTCLL 4: 2.20 ty)(6ovrcLQ 
4: 2.9 
6YY, UAL'cWV 4: 7.12 
ýyy, 6), wv 1: 9.2 t-y)(u)L6-rcpor_ 
4: 8.3 -CL 4: 3.13 
tyy, coper 1: 41.7 
ý8CCXOTJ 1: 53.2 
95catm 1: 4; 7.5; 8.3; 15.4; 
17.3; 18.1; 27.2; 59.1; 
4: 1.220 26,28 -OLTL 4: 1. 
23 -&Tcov 1: 77; 15.1; 36.2; 
39.5,6; 43.1; 4. -2. tit., - 
3.1 
E6co6Av 1: 1.12; 15.3; 41.5; 
52.1 -fiC 4: 1.18 
t665LILoc 1: 21.2 -ov 1: 63 
-oug 4: 2.19 
9,56L 4: 1.9 
cC 1: 1.8,12; 4; 7.4; 12. 
2,3; 14.1; 29.1; 41.2, 
4,5-, 43.3; 46; 50.1; 64. 
2; 4: 1.3p 13,18,25,27, 
28,44; 2.4,9,11,12, 
19; 3.7; 4.2(4x); 7.5,33 
(2x); 8.8; 11.7,9,13 
ct6oQ 1: 1.15; 7.3; 4: 1.6; 
11.7 CC8Tl 1: 7.2 
cCx6, rwc 1: 7.5; 15.1; 35.1, 
2; 49.3; 4: 1.27 
t cy"r C 1: 1.1(2x), 4,15; 6.2; 
7.2,3,4# 5(2x), 7; 15. 
1,3; 16; 21.1; 25.1; 28. 
1,2(2x); 29.1(2x); 30; 
32; 36.1,2, - 40.1,5; 41. 
1,5; 43 . 2; 44 (2x) ; 45; 47; 
48.1; 49.6; 55.3; 58.2; 
59.1; 60; 64.1,2; 65; 4: 
1.6,9,11,23,31,40; 2. 
20; 3.6,11; 6.4 to-rCv 1: 1. 
4,15; 4; 5.1; 8.1j, 5; 9.1; 
13.3; 14.1,2; 15.2,4; 18. 
1; 22.2,3; 25.1; 28.1; 29. 
1; 33; 41.1,5,7,9; 52.1; 
53.4; 55.1,2; 57; 58.1; 61. 
1; 63; 64.4; 4: 1.8,12,19, 
21,28,35,391 2.3,5,15, 
16,17; 4.3, - 5.4,6; 7.4,20, 
21; 8.4p 7; 10.1,2; 11.8 
gcy, rL 1: 17.3; 21.2; 23.2; 34. 
2; 48.3; 4: 1.6; 3.2 
ECYTL'V 1: 7.5; 4: 11.7 CCOL' 
1: 2.2(2x), 3,4, So, 6j, 91 
14; 5.1; 7.2; 8.6; 9.1, 
3; 11.1; 13.2; 19; 20.11 
26.2; 27.1; 39.5; 42.8; 
53.1,2,3; 58.1; 4: 1. 
37,38; 2.6 CCCICV 1: 1.6; 
2.1,2,3(2x), 6(2x) ; 3. 
2; 8.4,5,6; 11.2; 13.1; 
19; 20.2; 24; 25.1; 37.1; 
39.5; 41.1,,. 6; 42.1,4, 
5,6; 54.2; 4: 1.29p 37; 
11.8 ENCLL I: intr. 3; 1.5, 
8(2x); 7.1; 20.11 21.1; 
39.2; 43.21 58.1; 59.1; 
4: 1.12,31; 5.2,3,4; 7. 
10# 11; 11.9(2x) fCYTCLL 4: 
1.44; 7.21,33 faTw 1: 1. 
5; 8.2; 53.2; 4: 1.20; 11. 
2(2x), 9.10 Av 1: 7.1 ý, 
1: 41.1; 4: 4.2; 7.9,18, 
21; 8.21 10.2 15CTLV 1: 8.6; 
13.1; 41.6,7 E: CTj 1: 7.2; 
50.3; 4: 1.28; 5.5,61 7. 
1; 8.8; 9.2 Crv 1: 13.2,4; 
62 0ý)aa 1: 17.3 6v 4: 8.14 
6, v, rcL 1: 43.1; 4: 2.1; 8.7 
6v-roQ 1: 18.3 o0anQ 1: 2. 
12 6VrL 4: 7.29 6vrE: c 1: 
53.2 6v-rcLr. 1: 1.13; 2.7 
(2x) 6VT(ov 1: 2.12; 34.1; 
4: 1.8; 3.2; 7.31; 9.1 
OOGW-V 1: 13.1,2 
CtTtct'v 4: 3.1,9 CtTEOV 1: 
49.6; 51.1 cCn6v-rwv 1: 
intr. 3 
ECP TITCL L 1: intr. 4; 17.2 
ECpTjj16vaQ 4: 11.1 -o)v 1: 
2.12,14; 52.2; 4: 3.6; 
7.37 -OLQ 1: 1.15; 4: 8.16 
etc 4: 3.11 UL'a 4: 3.11 
ILC(X'v 1-13.2; 4: 11.6 
CCQ I: intr. 1,3; 1-Ir 13; 
2.6,10; 7.1 (2x) , 3; 8. 
1; 12.2; 13.5; 15.3(2x), 
4; 16; 18.4; 20.1; 21.2; 
22.2; 35.3; 37.1; 38.2; 
39.5(2x); 41.3(2x), 6,81 
49i6; 50.2; 52.1; 55.4; 
57; 63; 64.2,3; 4: 1.22, 
25,37,40; 2.4,6,7(3x), 
14; 4.4(3x), 5; 6.1(4x), 
2; 7.1,5,7,11,12,24, 
26(4x), 28(2x), 29,36; 
8.1,2 (2x) , 11; 9.3; 11. 
tit., 5 
C rTCL 1: 7.3; 13.6; 15.2; 4: 
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1.14,16,19,34; 4. 
1 (2x) ,4 (3x) ; 5.5; 8 
1; 9.3; 11.6 CTT' 4: 7. 
5 CN)' 1: intr. 4; 4: 1. 
21; 5.5; 7.31 
cCTc 1: 41.7(3x) 
6C Wa F-'V 1: 36.2C C6aCLCIL I 
47; 4: 7.33 E: C6aCLCYL'v 4: 10.2 
6x 1: intr. 1; l. tit., lo, 11; 
2. tit. (2x), 6; 4. tit.; 5. 
2; 6.1; 7.5; 8.3; 9. tit. 
(2x), 2; 10. tit.; ll. tit. 
(2x); 12. tit.; 13.2; 14.1; 
15.1; 29.1,2; 40. tit.; 41. 
tit., 7; 42.5,7(3x); 61.1; 
4: 1. tit., 3(2x), 7,8, lo, 
37,39,40; 2. tit.; 3. tit., 
12; 4. tit.; 5-tit., 1(2x), 
5; 6. tit.; 7. tit.; 8.16,18; 
lo. tit.; ll. tit., 5,6,9, 
13 6fE 1: 1.5,6(2x), 12; 7. 
tit.; 9.2; 10.1,2; 13.5; 
14.2; 17.2; 20.2; 21.1; 41. 
1,8; 42.3; 49.6; 4: 1.6, 
12,19,34,42,43; 2.4; B. 
7; 11.1,6 RdL'g 1: 8.3; 4: 1. 
7 
ExacyTov 1: 2.12; 4: 3.4 -'nv 4: 
4.5 -ou 1: 1.1; 5.1; 4: 7.14 
-(p 4: 3.11 -(X 4: 3.11 
ý'KdCTTOTC 1: intr. 2 
ýXCLTýPCLV 4: 1.36 -ou 4: 7.31 
6XDCULXC L 4: 4.2 
6xcCvov 4: 1.17 -ou 4: 7.8 
4: 11.2 -4) 4: 1.33,43 -'n. 
14.2 -cov 1: 7.5; 13.1; 20.1; 
24; 38.1 -OLQ 4: 1.31 
xometVOL 1: 43.1 
ý-KXCLiDCLL'POUCTLV 1: 39.5 -E: 'rOLL 4: 
2.20 
6XXCLPTtý 1: 3.3 tXXOLPTtfiCTCLL 1: 
22.2 
6xxonpoiOv 4: 8 . 11 
9-k-APLOL'V 1: 12.3; 22.3; 39.5 
ýx, %6yovTeg 1: 25.2 tRXEX-Cý0V 
4: 11.1 
6x X15 CTU CF L 1: 41.3 
6xX6TOU 1: 50.3 
61illUýELTCLL 4: 2.16 
ýXTECQCUYULCLL 4: 1.36 
6UTECTETOUCYCLV 1: 1.9 
6XTtX6VC LV 1: 44 
6xTcLp&cTcrov"raL 4: 7.2 
9X-rTIELV 4: 2.4* 
6wr6q 1: 8.5; 4: 5.2,3 
6X(pp(iTTE L 1: 61.2 
ýxy'oXoi3'VTCLL 4: 7.15 
6XX13XL rE: 4: 7.29 6XYUXCCYCLQ 4: 
7.16 6XXU, %CCYCLVTCL 4: 7.28 
6XCLLTIp6v 1: 28.1 
EXCLLOV 1: 7.1; 15.2; 22.2; 
4: 1.13,18; 3.5; 4.4; S. 
11; 9.3 -ou 1: 5.1; 7.1; 
22.1; 4: 1.42; 7.26; 28, 
30,33; 8.8; 11.10(2x), 13 
-4) 1: 7.1; 17.1*; 4: 1.34; 
9.2,5; 11.12(2x) 
6XaL85CC 1: 55.1 -oUr. 1: 55.2; 
56.2 
6XaL&5'V (gen. 6XaýCLO 1: 54. 
tit. * 
EXCLCTGOV 4: 7.16 6X&cYaOvCL 1: 
2.2,4 
6x&"r'r(bV 1: 42.7 -ov 1: 11.2; 
4: 1.22 -ova 1: 6.2; 12.1; 
14.2; 20.3 
X&)( L cy'rov 4: 3.2 --nv 1: 43.31 
51.2; 58.1 
tXE: CaQ 4: 2.7 
6Xa6vTCaV 4: 1.40 
6A. 151iou 1: 1.15; 15. tit. *, 3 
ý--A. 6-rp(p 4: 7.28 
tX65CLQ 1: 2.9 
6ýLD(MCLV 4: 1.26,33; 7.21 
-OUOLV 1: 7.3; 4: 2.13; 
-OLQ 4: 1.18 -cav 4: 6.1(2x) 
-ov'ra 4: 4.4(2x); 7.25 
-ovTCQ 1: 64.3 -CTaL 1: 5.1 
-0116VOU 1: 13.5 61106LA. WCFL 
4: 1.21 -6vrcLQ 4: 1.19 
6uDpc%6uE: vov 1: 55.4 
6UCTLXOtQ 1: 49.5 
911ETOV 1: 36.2 (2x) ; 37 .1 6liAv 4: 1.40 
9ILTECLA. LV 1: 1.4; 42.6; 4: 31 
6IM&GOCCOCL L 4: 11.10 
611TEP-cy6vTCL 1: 43.1 
6j1TICQPCLYU6VOLQ 1: 39.5* 
611TIL'TtA. 71CM 1: 12.2; 28.1; 39.3 
6jITLXaTTOJIýV(jV 1: 7.6 
611TEV CUjiOLTOUjL6V(aV 4: 11.6 
61ITtOLOUCYL 1: 53.3 
tUTtPTjCY8C C Oll Q (6UTE C TZPIIVL L)1: 2.4 
gunpocacv i: i. i 
611TW(jV 4: 8.3 
6U(PCLCVCCOaL 4: 7.14 tjl(PCLNOVTL 
4: 9.2 
ýVLQOP7103CY L 1: 38.2 
611QPCLXT L XdL 1: 7.4 
611(ppdEccol; 1: 7.5 -CLQ 1: 7.7 
6UQPCiTTCTCLL 1: 53.4* 
9V 4: 11.4 ýv6Q 4: 7.14 
6V 1: intr. 1,4; 1.1,2,4, 
5,8,10,11,15(2x) ; 2.1j, 
2,4 (3x) , 5,6 (5x) , 7,8 s 11; 3.5(2x), 6; 5.1; 7.4, 
5,7; 8.1,2; 10.2; 12.2; 
13.2,3,6; 15.2; 17.1(2x); 
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19; 20.2(2x); 21.1; 
22.3; 25.2; 27.1(2x); 
34.1; 35.1; 36.2; 38. 
2; 39.4; 41.5(2x), 6; 
42.4,5; 43.1; 48.1; 
49.2,4(2x), 6; 53.1; 
55.1; 56. tit.; 58.2; 
61.2; 62; 63(2x); 4: 1. 
6,9 (2x) , 12,19(2x), 21, 
28,31(2x), 33,43; 2. 
tit. ( 2x) , 6,10(2x); 3. 
3( 2x) , 12 ; 4.2; 5.2(2x), 
3( 2x) ,4,5; 7.1(2x), 8, 
9,10(3x), 12,14,16, 
18,20,23,24(3x) , 25 
(3x), 30,31,35(3x), 36, 
37; 8.1(2x), 3,13,15, 
17; 9.2,3 (2x) , 4; 10 - 2; ii. tit. (3x), 3,6,8,9, 
12 (3x) , 14 (2x) tvavT C oc, 1: 17.1 -OV 4: 1. 
36 -cLv 1: 17.2 -OL 1: 1.6 
-cog 1: 17.4; 4: 1.39 
-Co6Va'VTCOV 1: 2.12(2x), 14 
6VCLTtODdTvrov'rcQ 1: 23.1 
tvapy@g 1: 20.2 
tVUXC-rCLL 4: 9.1 
gv8oOE: v 4: 11.2 
9VELCYL 4: 2.12 
cvexa 1: 23.1; 49.5 EVF-XeV' 
1: 4 1.7 ,8 6V-DP&I)CLL 4: 4.4 
6VLCL 1: 1.15(2x) 6VLOL 1: 1.3; 
22.2; 26.1(2x); 35.3; 41. 
8; 42.5; 53.3 
tVLCLUTO'6r. 1: 50.2 
6'VL'OTE 1: 15.4; 49.5; 4: 1.7, 
21; 10.2 
6voX, %E: t 4: 3.8 tVOXXOUIAVOLQ 
4: 7.251 28; 8.6 
6VaU'YXOLT(IC9GCLL 4: 4.4 
6vTcO045a 4: 2.4,12 xdLv-rcL0Oa 
1: intr. 4 
gwrepov 1: 22.3 -a 4: 11.6 
-OLC 1: 17.2; 22.3 
tV-rCiO, &E: V 1: 3.1 
ý'VTCOCTCLL 4: 2.20 tWrLOCt0a 
1: 17.2 -&VTCL 1: 49.3 
6v-c6g 4: 5.3; 7.17,29 
6v-ruyxav6v-rw, v 1: intr. 2 
ýVW&fi'Va L 4: 11.9* 
9E 4: 7.18; 8.13,15 
FCL CPE: Vv 4: 3.12; 8.1 -00CYL 
1: 42.5 -CtT(XL 1: 42.5 
-611eva 1: 1.1 -F-Tov 1: 
39.5; 50.1 6EC>, cSv 4: 8.1 
tEaxo%ouMv 1: intr. 3 
6ECLTECLTýL 4: 1.12 
CLP(icycl CLv4: 2.16 -apaXDTl 
4: 2.15 
6EOLTUL [060'nC 1: 9 .1 6EcPYCLCYCLlid'vG)v 1: intr. 3 
6E6PXOVTCLL 1: 36 .1 ýEcupLcx6, v, rcjv 1: intr. 2 
6E LUJI&CE LV 4: 3.13 
C'ELV 1: 18.1; 4: 1.35 6EOL8TjX&VCLL 1: 13.6 
6EOTTTdLGOW 4: 11.2 
6EOPUa'v 1: 37.1 -C)OL 1: 39.5 
6EUYPCLCVCLv 4: 7.23 -OVTCLL 
4: 7.38 
6EW 4: 11.6 
gEwac'v 1: 1.7,8; 13.51 63. 
1; 4.1.2 
9OLUE: 1: 34.1 -urcLv 1: 1.14 
6MLLVýCCLL Q 4: 2.9 -CLQ 1: 
intr. 2 CTCLL 4: 2.19 
btavopecsoccac 1: intr. 4; 4: 
3.9 
6TECYCCPCL 1: 41.5 -OUCYL 1: 
20.1; 54.1 
6, nCyXCtV 4: 3.5 
bte C 1: intr. 2; 8.4; 28.1; 
4: 3.1 
6TEC L 6CiV 4: 1.33; 8.8 
X6LTtC L 8dV 1: 7.1 
67TErVCLL 4: 5.4 
6TEC L TCL 1: 1: 9.2; 4: 11.12 
xCiTle vra 1: 35.3; 4: 1. 
33; 11.6 
C lia(DO, CLV4: 1.13,18 
-OUCYL 4: 1.21 -oU6VnQ 4: 
1.23 -oU6vcav 4: 1.42 
6 Ttov6TlacLv 1: 8.3 
ETtETCLL 1: 39 .4 6 TEd-raEar. 1: intr. 2 
btýXe Vv 1: 33 -CL 1: 15.3; 
41.5; 44; 49.2(2x) 
6TtLCFXCO15CFL 1: 41.2,3 
(+ acc. ) 1: 1.9; 2.2,61 
8.1; 9.2(2x); 12.2; 13.6; 
20.2; 22.3; 41.7; 50.2; 
51.1; 55.11 4: 1.13p 16, 
29,33,45; 5.5; 6.3; 11. 
9 (+ gen. ) 1: 1.5; 8.5; 
41.7; 49.4; 4: 1.44; 3. 
13; 5.2,4,5; 6.1,3; 11. 
1,6(3x), 8 ft' (+ acc. ) 
4: 1.21 (+ gen. ) 4: 3.12; 
7.31; 8.3; 11.9 (+ dat. ) 
4: 1.40 R6LTte (+, 
, , gen. 
) 1: 
44 6Q" (+ acc. ) 4: 1.43 
39.5 
(+ dat. ) 1: intr. 4; 
35.1; 43.1 
E: nLDdXA. CLV 4: 4.41 5.5 
tTEODPýXETCLL 4: 11 .6 
6TELU)(CTOLL 1: 35.1 
-66E CLCH&CL L1: 38.2 
a EVLCL 4: 2.6 
t TE L X(X ýCLV4: 5.5 -OUCYL 1 
2.13 -CTOLL 4: 5.3 
LXSC IICVOV I: 7.1; 50.2 
bt L'XPCL"C CU1: 56. I 
ft LXPCLT LX6V 1: 42.3 
btLUTELTOLL I: 35.2 
bE L XýY ECF%&a L4: 11 . 13 
ETE L 11 CY VUTCL L1: 50 .2 
-11 C CYY C TCL L4: 2.4 
ftLVC(PCUQ 1: 2.12 
bE C EUGOV 4: 4.1 
ftCnayov 1: 50 
.2 
6TE LTtdTTE: LV 4: 1.9 
-6UP-, vo, v 1-29.1 
buTEoxcicov-va 1: 47 
6TEMOXft 1: 7.1 
btýcnjvtov 1: 4 -cL 4: 2.3 
bt L CYTtC L p6uc'VO L1: 2.4 
6TtCGXCCYLV 1: 16 
6TtLGXCTLX6Q 1: 14.2 -ov 1: 29.1 
6TE L TCXfirC%L I: 2.13 
CTEL'ObELOC 1: 21.2; 22.3- ov 
1: 33; 36.2 -OL 1: 2.3; 4: 
1.36 37 -CL 1: 49 .6; 4: 1.35 
( 2x) 37 -Oug 1: 1.13 
-6-repov 1: 55.4 -6TCL'ro'v 4: 
11.12 -6'rcLroL 1: 54.2 
61ILTL%D6'V_CCL 4: 5.5 
6TLLTOVLdQ 1: intr. 1 
btLQdYýl 1: 36.2 
6TTL(PC&VO'V'rCLL I: 3.4 
-od'VELOLV 1: 7.1 
6TILQa'VObQ 1: 27 .2 
btLXEtv 4: 7.21 -CC 4: 8.1 
-ýOUM 1: 13.6 -ýCLLQ 4: 
7.5 -&g 4: 8.8 -ýWV 4: 
7.16p 31 -60vra 4: 7.5 
bLLY, CLPE: tV 1: 44. ". ' ft L )(COP C OU 1: 13.2 
6TEOXCtCY, BaL 1: 8.3 
&E-Ed 4: 7.22,31 
6MA? "ECYOOLL 1: 3.6* 
ýp'yCiCETCLL 1: 12.2; 36.2; 39. 
3(2x) -OV"rCLL 1: 39.5 
-caOaL 4: 1.27 -6ucvov 1: 
17.3 -6uevOL 1: 7.1 
6pyG)6ccy, r6poL 4: 5.4 
tP6ýLVaOL 1: 20.1 -co'v 1: 20. 
tit. *; 34.1 
ýPC'YVtLvov 4: 8 .7 6pe, yu6c' 4: 8.12,13 00 4: 8. 
4 -ý) 4: 8.8 
r PC L It CTCLL 4: 6.4 tTtc ý EOL'VTOL 
4: 8.2 tPC6XOCk 4: 7.3 
-6'VTOC 4: 8.5 
6PLUL'bac, 4: 7.3*j 9 
tpLVCU)V 4: 2.13* 
6pý(PCLov 4: 6.1 
tPUC7LD06jIC'VOL 1: 2.12 
6P6CYLjLO'V 1: 28.2* -ou 1: 28. 
ti t. - 9CYCOaCLL 1: intr. 2 
608L'CLV 1: 1.11 40.21 41.7; 
42.5; 52.2; 4: 1.32; 4.4 
-OUCY L 1: 23.1 -OUaLV 1: 
15.2,4; 34.1; 39.6 -, Q 
1: 41 .7 -CTCLL 1: 15.5 (2x) 
14.1; 22.1,2; 4: 1.30; 
3.12 -O'VTCLL 1: 24; 27.1 
-ov-rCLC 1: 28.12EC78CLL 4: 
4.2 -c5VLcvoQ 1: 13.3 
-611evov 1: 15.41 55.3; 
63 -olidvn 4: 11.12 -611EVOL 
1: 18.5; 19 -6lievoL 4: 1.39 
OTt ý PCLV 1: intr. 1 
9CFTC 4: 2.20; 7.21 
6cYQLYII&VTI'v 1: 39.3 -, T. 1 1: 18.1 
60xdpac 1: 8.5 
ý-rcpora 4: 2.1 
6TCPOV 4: 4.3 -cLv 4: 1.20 -ou 
1: 51.1 -4) 4: 1.33 -aL 1: 
42.6 -OLQ. 1: 43.1 
9'rL 1: 2.2; 3.6; 12.3; 13.2; 
18.3; 29.1; 34.1; 46; 51. 
1; 4: 1.37; 2.2,7,12; 
3.2,5,12; 4.2; 5.2,41 
7.4; 11.14 
9-rvoc 1: 18.1; 4: 8.14 (Ttýa- 
LVO'V)*p 16 -ouQ 1: 18.3 
ý'r 0ý 1171 v 1: 2.2 -caQ 1: intr. 
2 -6"cepov 1: 42.5 
C5 4: 4.4; 11.2 
CIbCLPIIOaTCt 4: 7.25 
CfJYCCOLQ 1: 2.4,5 
COYC'VC% 1: 8.6; 13.1 
-Ca'rci-UTI'v 1: 13.6; 4: 1.1* 
C, 08TI Xov 1: 1.4; 7.2; 10.2; 
42.3; 55.4 
C156LdTVVCUCY-COV 1: 2.2 
C65 CC LVO L 1: 2.12 
Cý)8LON71TOV 1: 9.2 
COCXTtOCTITO'V -1: 2.2 
C'oTlacr. 1: intr. 3 
Cf)AXLOL 1: 2.5,12 
C15A'VCUOL 1: 2.12 
CGOCTCL 4: 2.15 
Cloa6r. 4: 1.4,18,34; 2.9 
C15UG)Q 1: 7.3; 49.5; 4: 
1.13,18,33 
C6RCLTdP'YCLC7TOL 1: 2.4 -6, rcpov 
4: B. 14 
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S&KO LX C QL 4: 11.7 7.31; 9.3; 10.1,2 
CIC)HPCL'roc 1: 2.12 -OUCYCL 1: 1.2 -ov 1: 6.1; 
EC)A. UTO'v 4: 7.6 4: 1.43; 8.16 -O'VTCL 1: 1. 
e6JIeY6aTJQ 4: 4.2 4(2x), 8,15(2x); 48.1; 
E6vLcT(iBo, xo, v 1: 2.2 -OL 4: 1.35,38; 3.3(2x), 5, 
1: 2.4 13; 10.2 -OUcav 1: 17.4 
C6TEdTVrG)'V 1: 23.2 -ov 1: 2.2 -O'VTOQ 1: 7.5; 13.4 
-O'r6pCL 1: 41.5; 4: 1.23 -okknjr. 4: 7.2 -OVTL 4: 2. 
- 6"M'r O'V 4: 7.20 15,16 -ov-rcr. 1: 19 
e6nc, ru)c 1: 38.2 -OIUCYCLL 1: 1.7( 2x) ; 11 . 2; 
COTEVOO L 1: 2.5 42.4,6 -ouca 1: 1.2 
efjpL, aliollc, v 1: 25.2 -O'VTCLL 1: -6, v"ccov 1: 41.2 -OUG&V 4: 
1.12 COPýCYELQ 4: 1.25 1.8,19 -06CYCLLC 1: 39.4 
c6pov 1: 8.3 E: OP6, vrcL 1: 43. 9XETOLL 1: intr. 4; 4: 1.31 
1; 49.2(2x) 6x6liCVCLL 1: 11.2 9CXTjxr- 
ebp(oa-r C CLV 1: 57 1: 7.5 6c)cTjx6-rer. 1: 84 
SOCYCLPR C CLv 4: 8.3 CXý 1: 50.2 
E: l6cT, r6uaxoc 1: 53.2 -ov 1: 55.3 U)Crv 4: 1.13,29,34; 2.6 
-CL 1: 59.1 -(O'v 1: 37.2 (2x) , 8,13 ; 3.9 , 10; 4. 
-6-rCPCLL 1: 42.8 -(S-repcL 1: 4; 7.5 (2x) , 7,8,2 1,25, 
48.1 31,33,36,37; 8.8; 9.1 
e6a-rolUL-repoc 4: 5.3 (2x), 3; 10.2; 11.13,14 
66CCOýLCLTOOCYL 1: 3.5 (2x) -c% 4: 2.5 -3VLEV 4: 
E: OTPOQEtV 1: 2.12 1.33 -OrJCFL 4: 7.35(2x) -6'v 
EC)TPO(PCav 1: 2.1 4: 7.38 -E5vTcg 1: 13.6; 15. 
C0(PaCLP, roQ 1: 47 2; 4: 1.32; 2.1; 7.35 
C6(pop(s-Ca-[ov 1: 53.2 -CO'VTCLC 1: 20.2; 4: 1.14 
eo(PP&EEG)r. 1: 8.3 -c5vrcav 1: 7.6 -mr. 4: 2.9; 
66(pueug 4: 9.3 7.24,3o, 31 -otro 4: 7. 
COXPOLCLV 4: 8.3 5,22,25; 8.13,15 
EGXUIICL 1: 7.7 -(O'V 1: 23.2; -fiCFOCLL 1: 7.1 -EtTCLL 4: 2. 
36.2 -(5TCLTCL 1: 1.4 20 -EtCYOCLL 4: 11.9 -fiTOLL 
efixulLCCLV 1: 15.4 4: 9.1 -fiaaL 4: 1.44 -AcyaQ 
C, 068TI Q 4: 3.6 -cQ 1: 64.2 -Tj 1: 10.1; 17.1; 18.3; 50.1 
4: 1.8 -6V 4: 1.8 -6a-rCL-ro-V -ACYCLVrcQ 1: 15.4; 4: 1.21 
4: 3.7 -COT&COU 4: 7.21 -ACYCLV"Ear. 4: 1.34 -nOfi. 4: 1. 
C(PCX-rLx6c,; 1: 21.2; 53.2 13 -TIOCrCCLL 4: 1.29 -TIOcCC 
-6TepoQ 1: 45 1: 5.1; 22.3 -T186V 1: 13.5; 
9(pe'Efic 1: 8.4; 13.2; 41.7 14.1; 4: 1.43'-fic; 4: 1.33, 
ýQ06c 4: 11.3 -4 4: 11.12 -6v 43; 9.3 -ETCLL 4: 3.12; 7. 
4: 2.20 -ft 4: 1.18 -ot 1: 4 5,20; 8.17; 11.6,11 
-dL 4: 3.12 -06Q 4.2.17 -6V -CSIICVOV 1: 7.1(2x); 4: 1. 
1: 4. tit. -0% 4: 2.18 45 -611CVOL 1: 1.3 -TIJAVOC 
6(PCC7'CTIC; L'V 4: 7.8 4: 1.12 -TIDctoa 1: 35.1; 4: 
9XC L 1: 1.4; 6.1; 8.3; 13.5; 1.20 -TiUvra 1: 49.4; 4: 
17.2; 23.1; 2; 28.1; 30; 1.44; 2.16 -TjUVTWV 1: 
31; 35.1; 39.1,2; 40.1; 17.2 -(%ICVOC; 4: 10.2; 11. 
49.6; 53.4; 56.1; 62; 4: 4 -6UCVOV 4: 1.33; 9.1 
1.35; 3.2; 11.1,13 -OUCL -6VLCVOL 4: 1.22 -(BIIEVCLL 
1: 2.3,11,14; 4; 10.1; 17. 4: 11.13 -6txva 4: 3.3 
1; 18.5; 19; 24; 36.1; 37. -COUýVCOV 4: 3.4; 11.12(2x) 
1,2; 38.1; 39.5; 41.6; 46 90IUCL 4: 1.21*; 6.1; 7.91 
(2x); 50.1,2; 4: 1.40; 5.6; 28,32,36; 8.3,18 -cLToQ 
7.1 -OUCYLV 1: 1.5,6; 3.4; 7 . 1: 14.1 -CL'rcL 4: 8.6,7; 9. 
5; 18.2(2x); 54.1; 4: 1.2; 2 d'r(Dv 4: 7.31; 8.6,7 
3.7 -CLV 1: 1.7,8; 4: 1.33, -CLCFL 4: 7.27 
38; 5.5; 11.8 -n, 1: 1.9 týTj CF L r. 4: 2.4 -LV 1: 7.5; 4: 
-OLCV 1: 1.8 -ýTco 4: 11.10 1.16,18,42; 11.4,13 
9)(Cov 1: 5.1; 8.1; 50.1; 4: -CcOr. 1: 1.1; 4: 1.12,33; 
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2.15; 9.3; 11.9 -E; L 
1: 1.1; 4: 2 .6 -Cca'v 4 
q. tit. 
C ?, "e Lv 4: 2.8* 
LOXLCa6VTCQ 1: 13.2* 
&OW311013C 4: 2.7 
ECOXOQ 4: 11 .2 MOV (t&)) 4: 6.1 
CWQ 4: 4.4; 7.5; 8.1(2x), 
2,5; 11.6 
CýOvTa 4: 6.1 -OUCYCLV 4: 9.3 
-OVTor- 1: 49.4 -6vrcov 
4: 3.12 
Cc6Ttupov 1: 1.15 
CUYOG 1: 1.5 
rý6vvj 4: 1.4 -71V 1: 8.2; 4: 
1.4 -TIC 4: 1.4 -ýj 4: 5.1 
CUUC'rTir, 4: 11.2 
Cwu6, v 4: 1.42 (Tb'V XE: UX6'V 
XCLL dLnXOC)V) (2x)*; 6.1 
(2x) -ý) 1: 35.2 (&TEXý))*; 
4: 1.34; 7.10,35,38 
-otg 4: 7.35 
?, '@v, rog 4: 2.12 
4: 1.38 
1: 1.1,15; 2.2,3,12; 
5.1; 7.5(2x); 8.5; 13.2, 
4,6(2x); 14.1(2x), 2; 
15.2; 17.1; 20.2; 27.1; 
35.3; 41.7, B; 43.1; 49. 
4; 52.2; 61.2; 4: 1.4,9 
(3x), 14,21,23,26,27 
(3x), 43(2x), 44; 2.5,15# 
19,20; 3.3,9; 4.4; 5.5; 
6.1,2,3 ;7.5,14 (2x) 
20,21(2x), 23(3x), 27 
(3x) , 33 (2x) , 36 (2x) , 37 
(2x), 38; 11.3,8(2x), 10, 
13 ATOL 1: 26. tit.; 49.4; 4. 
1.35; 2.20 
hyori 4: 2.10 
ýbcTaL 4: 7.37 
45n 1: 1.2; 2.12; 7.1(2x), 2; 
8.2; 13.4; 53.2; 4: 1.13; 
7.31; 8.8; 9.1 
A6o, vA, v 4: 1.25; 3.2,8 -(Jg 
4: 3.7 
hUvag 1: 17.1 
h66C 1: 50.3 -&L 1: 49.3 
h6C(D'V 4: 1.23; 7.20 -Cco 
1: 48.1; 52.1; 4: 2.1o 
-LOV 1: 15.3 -LCFTOV 4: 
1.28 -LCYTOL 4: 2.6 
hADEN 4: 7.13 '6, DACYCLV'rcL 4: 
7.25 
ýaTjjla 4: 7.26 
TIREL 1: 39.4 
TWIR L CTCL 1: 8.3; 41.1; 44; 
4: 1.31; 2.3; 3.6; 7.25 
hA. LdCav 4: 8.1 
hJ16POLV 1: 1.12; 13.2; 4: 4. 
5(tXdLCYTTjV)* -CLQ 4: 4.51 1. 
1; 8.2 -6v 1: 13.4 
hjlýpou 1: _29.1 -(jV 4: 2.7* 
hjILXOTU, VOLQ 4: 7.37 
hlLtv 1: 1.1; 7.5; 25.2; 
51.2; 4: 1.31; 7.1 
ýjILXOLVNLOV 4: 7.18 
hvCxCL 1: intr. 1; 4: 11.7 
ýncLp 1: 7.4,7; 41.3; 42. 
2; 53.4 -CLTOC. 1: 57 -CLTL 
1: 7.5; 39.5 
ýPOQ (gen. 9CLP) 1: 3.1,2, 
3; 34.1 
ýacYov 1: 2.1,8,9; 9.2; 
26.2; 4: 7.19 ýTTOV 1: 
1.4; 5.2; 7.5(2x); 12. 
2; 15.3(2x); 16; 20.1 
(2x); 27.1; 37.1(3x); 38. 
1; 39.1,3; 41.2; 50.3; 
53.2; 55.4; 4: 1.6; 3.2 
-O'VCL 1: 28.2 
hCYUXý 4: 7.28 
U5 (cardinal number) 4: 6.2 
aCLxdCyCyTj Q 4: 1.37 (AaOCLPffLQ)* 
4aaxCLTTL'wv 1: 7.2; 4: 1.38 
eacycov 4: 2.13 Oducco 4: 2. 
13 edvrov 1: 12.3 
Oauvaa-rA 4: 4.2 
0 E: N 4: 11.5 
OCL6TTiToc 1: intr. l* 
, D6XOLQ 4: 2.4; 4.2; 7.30 
686XT. 19 1: 50.2 -OL 1: 50. 
1 
Upoug 1: 3.7 -CL 1: 3.3; 
4: 1.9 
aEPLVAV 4: 2.5 -&5v 1: 3.3 
OEPýW&VELV 1: 2.1 -CL 1: 
32 -OUCL 1: 2.9; 10.1; 
46(2x) -ov 1: 6.2 -6vrcov 
4: 1.41* OCpjLaV86VrL 1: 
7.1 
OCPUaCFCqL 1: 2.12 
UP110C 1: 21.1* -ouC. 4: 1.32 
-cov 1: 21. tit. 
Oepu6c. 1: 13.2,3,4 -AV 1: 
8.5; 49.4 -6v 1: 7.3; 43. 
2; 4: 4.4; 7.31; 8.8 -ft 
1: 2.12 -00 1: 13.41 41.6; 
4: 6.1 -ý) 1: 8.1; 4: 1.33 
(t-rgP4), SC. 66CL-CL)*; 11. 
2 -OC 1: 9.3; 13.2 -d 1: 
2.13; 28.2 -a% 1: 2.6 
-o% 1: 2.8 -6, repov 1: 41. 
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6; 49.1 -6TCPCLL 1: 
42.1 -6TOLTOL 4: 7.3 
acpu(5, rTjc, 1: 9.3 -Tyroc 1: 
14.2 -TITL 1: 1.14 
accopccxg 1: intr. 4 
OApcLQ (gen. 04PCL) 4: 2.9 
axffLv 4: 2.6T CB A. CLCYU 6 VOW 
4; 3.5 
OPCLu6ucvOL 1: 1.6 
aPCOOCT LV1: 1.6 
OP13TETOUCYLV 1: 20.2 
auýq 4: 1.19,21; 7.25; 11. 
12 
, aT3,4DPCL 4: 3.5 -aQ 4: 1.23* 
86UOV 4: 3.5 -ou 4: 2.15*; 11. 
6 -a 4: 2.16 
, al3vvoc 1: 3.7 
a6paxa 1: 7.5 -axoQ 1: 29.1 
CCLTPLXfiQ 1: intr .2 CCLTPOý 1: 5.1 -U)v 1: intr. 2 
C6LOQ 1: 5.1 -ov 4: 9.3 -av 
1: 39.5 -cog 1: 21.1 
tepeCou 4: 2.12* 
L, KcLv6v 1: 9.2; 4: 6.2; 8.4, 
8; 9.3,5 -4V 1: 12.11 4: 
5.4 -fig 1: 14.2 -d 4: 4.1 
-raQ 1: 5.1; 7.4,5; 13.4; 
32; 33; 40.1,2; 50.3; 
4: 5.5; 7.6; 11.31 6 
Cva 4: 4.5; 11.13 
C'VC)V (gen. pl. CQ) 4: 11.12 
CTtvcou 4: 5.2* -4) 4: 5.3 
CTtVtTCLL 1: 8.4 
L CYOLCY LV1: 1.2 COOL 1: 1.. 8 
13 
C07111EPCCXV 1: 3.3 
C CTI 4: 2 .4 -Tlv 1: 2.2 -'nQ 4: 
11.9 -4) 4: 1.22; 8.17 
- cLy,, 4: 3.1 
c CY Tdc 4: 10.1 Ccy-rcLjj6vcav 1: 1. 
5 ta'r6ov 1: 7.6 
LOTOPOGOL 1: 63 
CCYXdbeQ 1: 40.2* -65ag 1: 39. 
6; 40.2 -66G)V 1: 42.8 -dCYL 
1: 39.4; 55.3 
CCYXE L 1: 43.1; 49.1 -oucyL 1: 
42.5 -OVTCL 1: 43.1; 49.3 
C cyXvo L' 1: 2.12 -6 4: 2.4 -C)v 
1: 1.7 
Caxu6v-rcov 4: 6.3 
C cyXu pdv 1: 35.2; 39.3 -6v 
1: 17.3; 4: 11.2 -OC 1: 2.13 
-d 1: 41.1 -rzQ 1: 4 -6-cepov 
4: 7.20 -6-repct 4: 7.11 
-OTýPOLC 4: 2.4 
ETPLOV 4: 7.33*; 11.8j 9,10 
-cov 1: 7.3(2x)*; 9.1* 
C X0159 4: 9.3 -OV 4: 9.3 -15CL 
4: 2.16 -6cLQ 4: 2.16 -fj'Q 4: 
2.7* -13WV 1: 3.6; 4: 1. 
37 
ucLaaCpcL 4: 4.2 -crcLL 4: 
3.3 -ovTcL 4: 3.2 
UcLadLTTCP 1: 1.9,10,15; 13. 
5; 18.1; 20.3; 23.1; 38. 
1; 39.5; 42.3; 47; 49.1; 
4: 1.2,19,36,37; 6.4; 
7.8; 8.1,5 
RcLaCLP(5v 4: 8.1,2,5 -dv 1: 
49.2 -00 4: 1.6 -ýL 1: 43.1 
-ý) 4: 11.6 -OC 4: 1.4,5 
-ci 1: 1.12 -&Q 4: 1.37 -Cov 
4: 11 .2 -wTdTTIV 4: 8.1 
-ca'rci'roU 4: 1.3 -(A)-r(ir4) 4: 
1.9 -coTdrcav 4: 1.6 
xci8apaLC 4: 3.2 -Lv 4: 8.3 
Haaccrru)CCL 1: 35.1 
HCL, DCQjcrv 4: 1.33 -Ct4UE: 'VOV 
4: 11.5 -ecpDa 4: 2.16 
'ACLO L ýVCL L 4: 9.3 
Xa, 5LX'VOUJIýVTjQ 1: 9.1 
xcLa6Xou 1: 2.2; 2.3 
-AdLeUYPOL 1: 2.10 
XCX LPL 6rCLrCL 1: intr. 2 
xaLp6c 1: 5.1; 43.2 -6v 
1: 2.13; 4: 1.17 -06C 1: 
2.12 
XCL C TO L 1: 14.2; 39.1; 43.1 
XCLX C CLQ 1: 1. tit., 11 
'K(iXLCFTOL 1: 3.1 -CLL 1: 3.2 
-a 1: 3.3 
xcL, Koc; T611cLxov 1: 30; 32; 37. 
2 -CL 1: 65 
xaxo)(UX6, rcpcL 4: 3.10 
XCL, Ko)cu4ccLv 1: 39.1 
xax6)CU40V 1: 17.3; 32 -a 1: 
1.4; 34.2; 41.1; 60; 65 
-cav 1: 23.2 
ucL, KC)g 1: 35.1 
XCLXCt'rCLL 1: 43. tit. 
XCRXAXCLCYLV 1: 1.3 
XCLU C aT71 1: 3.5 -ov 4: 1.7, 
22; 7.20 -OL 1: 3.1p 61 
8.4,6; 13.1; 53.1 -CLL 
1: 1.7; 4: 1.29 -CL 1: 3.4; 
58.2; 4: 2.4 
xcLX6v 4: 1.26 -% 1: 7.4; 21. 
1; 35.1; 36.2; 38.2; 41. 
3; 42.5; 44; 49.4(2x); 4: 
1.8; 2.16; 7.5,21,35; 
11.9 
RoLxorjaL 1: 7.3; 51.2; 4: 1.22; 
7.27,29 -OOCYLV 1: 5.1; 4: 
1.29,40; 7.7,20,33 
-oUv, raL 1: 20.2 -06UEVOQ 
1: 21.1 -ov 1: 1.11,15; 
4: 1.21 -OL 1: 53.1; 4: 1. 
37 -CLL 1: 54.1 -a 4: 1.37, 
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40 -CLQ 4: 7.3,9 -wv UCLTCLCITfiVCXL 4: 8.1 
4: 1.28 XCLTcLCcvuýV 4: 7.23 
jt(jjjv(av 4: 7.37 -OV'rL 4: RCLTCLTUYXCiVOL 4: 3.11 
7.10 -OVTCLQ 4: 11.8, XCVCCL(pCPAQ 4: 7.21 
XCLVV65 ecog 1: 32. tit. *, 1 XCLTCL(Pý PO L 4: 7.19 -OV'CCLL 
Xcauvipewc 1: 61. tit. * 4: 7.24 
KcxTEup6v 4: 7.3* 'KCLTCL(POPLx6v 1: 29 .1 
xdpaBoc 1: 3.6* XCXTCLXCtT(XL 1: 7.1 
, ACLP CQ1: 3.6* 'ACLTCLXPACYCL L TO 4: 8.6 
xapn6c 1: 45 -6v 1: 44; 62; xcLraXpC)To 4: 7.12 
63 -00 1: 44. tit.; 45. XCLTCPYdCCalDCLL 4.10.1 
tit.; 46. tit.; 53. tit.; -CLO86VTOC 1: 21.1 
63. tit.; 64.1 XCLTCLPYCLGj16VOQ 1: 8.1 -OL 
X&PTCL 4: 7.1 1: 2.2,6 
, K(ipuov 1: 55.2,3; 4: 7.27 Xcvrcpyacrýav 1: 2.6 
(TOG Rd)VOU) * -Cp 4: 7.29 UCLTCCYOCCLV 4: 4.2 
-a 1: 1.2(bis) (T6L JILUP& RCLT60U)V 4: 7.31 
XCLL T& VLEAAYCO*; 55.1, RCLTex6liCVCLL 4: 11.1 
2; 4: 7.17 (EOýO*L'XdL)*, lAdTOTtTO L 1: 9.2* 
27 (T6L rIOVTLK& 'RCLL T& XCLTT611CLCYL (dat. pl. X&TTUj1CL) 
edo L cL)*, 29 (EOj3ot*, x&) 1: 35.3 
-cov 1: 55. tit. KdTw 1: 1.4; 7.1; 12.2; 
XCLPUWTO 1: 53.1 36.1; 37.1; 49.2(2x); 
ltdo, rava 1: 1.2* 4: 7.21 
XCLTd 1: 1.41 8l 10(2x), 15; RdWOEV 1: 7.1(2x) 
2.12,14; 3. tit., 4(2x); RCLI500 LQ1: 2.4 
7.2; 8.2,5; 9.2; 10.1; xCL6cyG)vcQ 1: 2.13* 
13.4j, 5; 17.2; 19(3x); R&XPUbCL 4: 7.7* -U509 4: 
28.2; 33; 35.1; 38.2; 7.18# 20 
39.2; 41.3,5; 42.3,7 x6yxpoc 1: 15.3; 4: 7.15, 
(2x); 48.1; 49.4; 50.2; 25*; 10.1 -ov 4: 7.10; 
53.1; 62; 64.1; 4: 1.16, 8.6 -OU 1: 1.15; 15. tit. *; 
23,31,43,44(2x); 7.18l 4: 7.17,26; 10. tit. -(p 
25,28; 8.6; 11.4,8 4: 7.17 
XCLT' 1: 1.12; 2.6; 7.2; REtTCLL 4: 2. tit.; ll. tit. 
13.3; 17.3; 27.1; 39.5; Recuevor. 1: 50.1 -CL 1: 1.9* 
4: 1.13,17,18 'KCLD' 1: 1.12; XCRA. L116va 1: 49.1 
7.4,7; 8.3; 18.1; 39.5; xcx-r-njl6voLQ 1: 50.1 
4: 1.45; 5.5; 7.5,24,34, XC'VOiDVTCC 1: 35.3 
38 XCLa6TL 1: intr. 3 naWC xC PCLVL C 4) 4: 8.1 (2x) 
1. intr 
.1 KEpcLvv6vcLL 4: 3.11 
XCLTCLDPýXWV 4: 7.38 XCUPCOAvy 4: 3.3 
RCLTCLr,:. 6flOUr- 4: 7.10 HE PCvr ý cov 1: 60. tit. * 
-RCLTCL06VLCVOV 11.8 XC (ýKiXCL L OV 1: 41.1 -4) 4: 11 . 
XCLTCLXCLX6LýCL L45.5 tit. 
'ACLTCLxCLUofi. 4: 2.20 RCQCLXCL, %Yfi 1: 22.1 -ct 1: 44 
ROLTCLROP&M. 4: 3.11 -e% 1: 53.3 
RCLTCLX6ýaL 4: 4.1 xcQaXAv 1: 41.5; 46 -fig 1: 
xoLTa, %65T, j 1: 15.1 29.2; 41.5 
XCLTCLTEdcycy eLV4: 9.5 x 6(paAo L 1: 36 
Xa'r(InC'VOV'rCLL 1: 41.4 Wnpcou 4: 8.9 
RCL-rCLTEO, vTlafi, 4: 2.16 wnp6r. 4: 8.11 -6V 4: 2.13 -oG 
coll6vour. 1: 29.2 4: 2.11* -(p 4: 2.11 
'KCL'CCLPPOLXOLr. 4: 7.24 RTlr68Tl 4: 1.38 
XCL-rcippouc 4: 8.9*, 15 XLVCZV 4: 7.9 -OiDCFLV 1: 36.1; 
RCL-r(%CX EUCir. OUCY VV 1: 2.13 46 -AaCL 1: 36.2 -C)v 4: 6. 
xa-rcLcYxcUfi(; 1: intr. 4 1 -00vra 4: 8.1 -00wreg 
XCL-rda-racy Lv1: 42.3 -r_LQ 1 4: 7.35 -oirjv*rcLg 4: 1.13; 
2.1,12 11.14 -o6jieva 4: 11.14 
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X LVTj TLx6, v 1: 30 
RLTPC01L) 1: 64. tit. * 
"L XXCL 1: 3.4* -cLV 4: 2.7 
" XcLoD 6, vT cc4: 7.31 
ROLXCCX 4: 7.21 -CLV 1: 44; 48. 
1; 49.2; 4: 7.6,8,19, 
23,25,28; 8.6 -qL 1: 13. 
2; 4.7.22 -CLL 4: 7.2,15, 
24 -CIC 1: 42.3; 53.3; 4: 
5.6; 7.24.29,34,38(2x); 
10.1,2 -CLLr_ 4: 7.1 
XOL, v6v 1: 18.5; 39.1 -iý 1: 
39.5 
xoxxuUAXcov 1: 58. tit. * 
'K 6 X, %cLv 4: 8.1 
xoX?, (56TjQ 4: 1.12; 10.1 -cQ 
4: 2.16 -CLQ 4: 1.39 
-&Y-repog 4: 10.2 
Xo?, ox6v, rTj 1: 35.1*; 4: 1.27*, 
28; 11.13 -TIC 1: 35. tit.; 
4: 7.23 -CLLC 1: 35.3; 43.1 
-Cav 1: 36.1 
xoXuUýd5cC 1: 54.1* 
X0110: 611evoL 4: 1.40 
XOJILCFa6VTCL 1: 63 
X6VLV 1: 1.9 
x6Tt"rw, v 4: 7.12,37 x6Q)cLc 
4: 7.33 
HOPCLXrVOL 4: 1.37*, 40 
XOPCCLVVOV 4: 3.5 -4) 4: 2.2* 
XOPCOU 4: 4.1 
XOPOCCL9 4: 8.9* 
XOCTX C V4) 4: 7.21 
x6cyawog 1: 3.4* 
ROTOXTI 4: 7.22 -TIV 4: 7.20 
-ýj 4: 7.16 -OLL 4: 6.2*; 
8.8 -CLQ 4: 7.5v31 -CLLC 
4: 7.18,20,36 
ROG(Pov 1: 9.2 -oL 1: 2.2,6 
-G)Q 4: 5.1; 7.7,21; 8.1 
-6TEPOL 1: 2.9 -oTýpouQ 
1: 2.7 -orýpag 1: 2.4 
-6*roL*EOV 4: 7.36 
now6vic 1: 8 .3 
lioxxL, CLQ 4: 1.3 4 
lipci8TIC 4: 2.13 
Xpd4DTI 4: 4.3 -Tlv 4: 4.1*, 
4 -TIC 4: 4. tit., 4 
upda Lv1: 42.1 -cwc 1: 49.1 
-CCYLV 1: 28.2 
upcL-rcr 1: intr. 3 
XpdL'rLCFTOL 1: 2.1 
XPCLUJPOC 1: 15.1 
xp6cL 1: 40.3,5; 4: 2.7,15, 
16,18 -CLC 1: 18 . 1; 4: 1. 
25 -6v 1: 3. tit. -cLcYL 4: 
2.10,16 -CLaLv 4: 2.2 
up cC acyu)v 4: 9.4 -6) 1: 40.1 
-OUQ 1: 3.2 
xpetTTov 1: 15.3,4; 4: 
6.4; 7.4,18 -ouQ 1: 13. 
2 
XPCjtOLC%')ýVCLL 1: 41.7 
XpcjIcLc'r4 1: 41.5 
lip LDCLVtTCLL 1: 8.4 -CLLr. 1: 8.4 
XPLad'VOU 1: 7.3 -4) 1: 8.1; 
4: 5.2,3,4,5 
XPLOA 1: 1.15; 13.5; 4: 7.5, 
7 -A'V 4: 1.2; 7.5,8; 9. 
1 -ft 1: 1.15(2x); 7.5 
-CXý 1: 10.1 -dQ 1: 1.7,10 
-rOV 1: 1.7*; 10. tit.; 11. 
tit., 1*; 4: 1.7t 8 
XPL0L'VOV 4: 6.4 -OU 1: 12.2; 
4: 6.4 -cov 1: 12.2 
XPLOC (tPý13MDOL) 1: 20.2 
XPLO4 4: 2.5 
UPCC7LQ 1: 8.2 -CLQ 4: 7.5* 
X13CLABOV 4: 7.21 
xUalavou 4: 8.14 -4) 4: 8.8 
X6CLUOQ 1: 39.3 -OL 1: 18.2 
-(O'v 1: 18. tit. *, 1,31 
19; 20.1; 34.1 -OLC 1: 
19(2x) 
XU86'VLO'V 4: 2.20 -CL 4: 7.22 
-G)'V 1: 50. tit. *, 3 
XUTjjLdTWV 1: 3.6 
xUAGEL 1: 3.6* 
XUXeM'VCL 4: 1.21* 
X&ýLLVOV 4: 1.21; 3.5 -ou 
4: 11.6 -cp 4: 2.2* 
xU'vO(y5&'rG)v 1: 45. tit. r 1* 
X&VOU 4: 7.27 (T6 X(iPUO'V)* 
- ouQ 1: 13.6 
(ordinal number) 1: 9. tit. i 
ll. tit. 
XdLYCLVCL 1: 7.3 -Cav 1: 9.1* 
XcLyco6c 4: 1.36* 
xaal5pouc 1: 25.1 -W'v 1: 24. 
ti-*; 25.1(2x) 
XCLO CiV E: L'v 4: 2.20 -E: L 1: 2.6 
-OUGL'V 1: 22.1 -OL 4: 2.19 
-TITCLL 1: 5.1 -O'VTCLQ 4: 1.27 
-611evoc; 1: 22.3 Ax06, vTa 
4: 8.1 Xa56vrar. 4: 4.4 
XTIQOECTI 1: 29.1; 43.3 
XTI(PO&V 1: 64.2 -&V'ra 1: 
43.1 %7jQaAOeG0CLL 4: 1.27 
Xci%CL'vo'v 4: 11.8 -W'v 4: 11.12 
XýYCLV 1: 1.2 XC%CX'rCLL 1: 
48.2 Xcy611evm 1: 2.13 
-OLQ 1: 2.4 
X E: t OV 4: 7.36; 8.2 
XCLOOVTCr. 1: 31 XCLCLVOCCr. 
4: 10.1 %CXCCLCjIýVTjQ 4: 
6.2 
; kE: tTtov 1: 41.7 
XýUIICL 1: 13.5; 17.1(2x), 3; 
401 
4: 1.2,2o -CLTL 
4: 7.17 ,29 
XETEL?, 761LCVO'V 1: 5 5.4 
XCTt C6L4: 93,4 
Xbtouc 4: 2 20 
XcTET6v 1: 2.6; 7.5; 42.4; 
4: 7.33; 11.9 -AV 1: 1.9; 
4: 7.1 -00 1: 7.5; 4: 9.5 
-fig 4: 7.2 -ý) 1: 29.2; 4: 
21 -OC 1: 3.6; 9.1 -cLC 
4: 7.15 -d 4: 7.23 -015c 
4: 1.18 -6TEPOC 4: 7.19 
-ov 4: 1.3 -ag 1: 2.4 
-6-rcvrov 4: 7.5,9; 11.9 
-TIC 4: 7.21 
-XCTZ, roxcLp, 
60U 1: 55.3 
5.1 -a 1.55.1* 
XETETOUSPAQ 1: 61.1 
9.2 -fi 1: 49.1; 4: 1.39 
-e% 1: 2.6 
A. E: TtT6VCLV 4: 1.39 
XCnT6vOv-rOQ 1: 7.5 
XETE'rUVTLXA 1: 56.1 -AV 1: 
39.5 
Xcux6v 4: 1.42; 8.2 -AV 4: 
7.28 -oC 1: 2.2,4; 27.1 
-CLC 1: 1.7 -6-cepov 1: 29. 
1 -6CCL'rov 4: 3.7 
XEUI((5T71TCL (acc. XCUK6-rTIC 
4: 7.14 
XC CLV 4: 1.36; 10.2 
>, L'OOUQ 1: 7.7; 20.2 -COV 
1: 7.4 
XL 1100 1: 14.1 -ý) 1: 27.1; 
34.1 
XCIL6'r, rov'rec 1: 14.1* 
XLv6cynepliov 1: 30 -ou 1: 
30. tit. * 
XL TECLP6Q 1: 53.4 -civ 1: 28.1 
-6v 1: 28.1; 54.1't-dc 1: 
56.2 -6V 1: 42.7'--. oVr. 1: 
2.5 -CSTEPOV 4: 8.10 -CLL 
1: 42.4 -6rCLTOL 4: 2.6 
XL'r@C 4: 2.17 
XOD06Q 1: 26.1 
X6YOQ 4: 1.44 -oV 1: 9.2; 4: 
11--tit. -OU 1: 2. tit.; 9. 
tit-; 11-tit.; 51.1 
1: 39.5; 4: 2. tit. 
XO L TWO 4: 1.3 -d 4: 3.5 
-0% 4: 7.27 
XM68 L 4: 1.28* 
XOUTPOO 4: 1.9 
XUnAOCLC'V 4: 3.6 Xunobv 1: 
8.2 
JLdY CL PO L 4: 1.21 -; -CZV 4: 1.24 
ILELECL 1: 12.2*( 2x) -nr. 1: 12. 
tit. -CXL 4: 1.10 
Uaxp6, rcpov 1: 25.2 -cLv 1: 7. 
5 -ag 4: 1.4 
II&XCL 4: 11.2 
IICLXCLXA 4: 5.2 -Av 1: 1.4 -00 
4: 1.16; 3.13 -OC 1: 53.1 
4: 7.31 -(LTCPO'V 1: 1.1 
4: 2.4 -OL 1: 1.8 -aQ 4: 
10.2 -U)'rdLT(, p 4: 9.1 
jiaXdx La1: 3.6; 4: 2.16 
UaXaX6OCLPXOL 4: 1.37 
jicLXcm6, rTjTcL 4: 5.5 
116LXCL ý_ LQ4: 1.4 -LV 4: 1.4 
IICLXdL)CTI 4: 11.12* -Tlv 4: 7. 
23 -TIC 4: 11.12 
VLCLX(IX-BýVCLL 4: 1.4 
ll&XLCTa 1: 2.7; 3.5; 7.5; B. 
3; 30; 34.1; 41.1,6,8; 
50.2; 54.1; 4: 1.8,25, 
28; 2.14,17; 3.4,11; 5. 
5; 6.3; 7.1,25,27,28, 
35; 8.1,2,6,11; 11.9 
( 2x) , 13 
lidUov 1: 2.1; 2.3,6; 3.6; 
7.5; 8.1,2; 10.2; 11.1; 
12.2(2x); 13.2; 15.3; 18. 
1,3; 23.1; 26.2; 35.3; 
36.1,2(2x); 41.1,4# 5; 
42.2; 44; 49.2(2x); 5o. 2; 
52.1,2; 55.3(3x); 4: 1.4, 
6,21; 2.5,13; 3.6,8, 
13; 5.2; 7.4,8,24; G. 
14; 10.2; 11.2,14 
IICLP(i, &OU 4: 7.14 
IICLP L Xýj 4: 2.20 
lie 1: intr. 2 VIOL 4: 5.2 
jlýya 1: 43.1; 4: 2.9 -cLv 4: 
1.22 VLEydX71V 1: 4 -(p 1: 
27.1 -cLL 1: 51.2 -cLc; 4: 
2.7 -W'v 1: 42.5 jI6CCO'VL 
4: 7.38 -OUQ 1: 42.3 
116A. LOTOV 1: 41.2; 4: 3.11 
-cL 4: 2.9 
li6yepog 4: 7.37 
jlE, D68OLQ 1: intr. 3 
VLCVOV 4': 2.19 
JLCXCLYX6PU(POL 1: 3.4* 
IICXCLYXO, %Lx6v 1: 17 .3 -05 1: 
34.2 -o6g 4: 4.2 
IlexeLlInupov 1: 1.11 * 
IL 6, %CLV eC1: 20.2 jlc, %CLV(0TýPOU 
1: 29.1 
VL 6; k L 1: 7.3; 12.3; 4: 1.21; 
2.20(2x) --L-rog 1: 7.2*, 3, 
5(3x); 22.3*; 31; 4: 7.37; 
11.5 -LTL 1: 7.5; 50.1,2; 
4: 2.20; 7.5 
UEXCXPCLTOV 4: 11.4,5 -(p 4: 
7.14; 11.3* 
ILE: XL'VTI 4: 7.15 -TIV 1: 15. 
tit. * 
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11EXXT. IQ 1: 1.1 -OL 4: 1.27 
jjýjltýecacg 4: 2.9 
ji6v 1: intr. 4; 1.4,8,10 
( 2x) , 11 ( 2x) , 15 (4x) ; 
2.2 Ox) ,4( 2x) , 6(2x) , 8, 
12,14; 3.1,2,3,4,5, 
6; 5.2; 7.1(2x) , 3,5; 
8.1,3,5; 9.2; 10.1; 11. 
1; 12.1; 13.1,3,4,5, 
6; 15.1; 17.1,3,4; 18. 
1,4; 20.3; 24; 31,33; 
35.1,2,3; 36.1; 38.1; 
39.1,4,5(2x); 40.1; 41. 
5,6; 42.1,7; 43.1,3; 
49.1(2x); 51,2; 52.1; 53. 
1,2(2x), 3; 54.1; 55.4; 
57; 58.1; 61.2; 64.2; 4: 
1.5,12,20,25,36,39 
( 2x) ; 2.1,4,7(2x), 8, 
10,11,13,16(2x), 20; 
3.1,3(2x), 6,8,9,13; 
5.3,5; 7.3,5,11,13, 
14,18,21,25,36; 10.1; 
11.2,3,4,6,8,9(2x)o 
13 
116VEL 4: 11.6 -OL 1: 12.2 
jlýVTOL 1: 13.4; 18.4; 29.2; 
4: 1.43 
llýPOQ 4: 6.2; 7.31; 11.2, 
4,5 -OUQ 1: intr. 4; 4: 
11.4 -EL 1: 64.3; 4: 7.12 
-TI 4: 11.5 -CCYLV 4: 11.4 
VL6aov 1: 53.2; 64.1,4; 4: 
1.6 -TIV 1: 42.3 -TIC 1: 
49.1 -(ý 1: 35.1 -CLL 1: 41. 
6 -cL 1: 23.2 
uec; 6vi Tac 1: 2.14 
VL 6 CTTE L XCL 1: 52.1* -cov 1: 52. 
tit. 
VLeT& (+acc. ) 1: intr. 4; 1.6, 
7,8; 3.1,3; 8.6; 13.1, 
2; 49.5; 4: 1.4,16,42; 
2.5; 11.13 (+gen. ) 1: 7. 
3,6; 13.2; 15.4; 18.1; 
22.3; 39.6; 59.1; 4: 1.28, 
41; 7.14,17,38 lie-r* (+ 
acc. ) 1: 3.7 (+gen. ) 1: 5. 
1; 14.1; 17.1; 22.2; 49. 
5; 4: 3.9,10,12; 7.30, 
33,37; 8.3 (+acc. ) 
1: intr. 4 (+gen. ) 1: 13.5; 
4: 1.21; 7.14 
jIE"rCL$dXA. E LV 1: 2.10 -OVTCL 1 
1.1 -6uE: vov 1: 41.3 
IIETCOOM 1: 2.12 -fir. 1: 1.10* 
-CLC 1: 1.12 
IICTCLEO 1: 1.15; 2.14(2x); 
53.2; 4: 1.6,25 
JICTCLTE C TtT 6L1: 55-1 IICTý- 
Ttoc; E: v 1: 40.3 
VL Cr CLýD 6 PWV 1: 51.1 
ýLCT6XCL 1: 14.2; 17.1; 22. 
3; 30; 55.1,2; 56.2; 
57 lle-r6XCOV 1: 62 -OUCYCLV 
1: 17.1 -OV-CCL 1: 39.1 
li6TPLOV 4: 7.16.21 -ou 4: 
7.30 -cog 1: 1.8; 42.3; 
46; 49.6; 55.1; 58-1; 
4: 1.33 
ji6-cpov 4: 11.2 -4) 4: 1.22 
-a 4: 7.25 
Vt6XPL (+gen. ) 1: 3.1(2x), 2# 
3; 12.2; 23.1; 61.2; 4: 
1.14; 11.6 116XPLQ (conj. ) 
4: 1.13 JLýXPLTEEP (conj. ) 
1: 1.8 
11A 1: intr. 3; 6.21 8.3; 13. 
4; 14.1; 21.1; 35.1; 36. 
2(2x); 41.2; 43.1,3; 4: 
1.6,8,20; 2.6,9,11, 
16,17; 3.2,6,12(2x); 
4.2,5(3x); 5.5; 6.1(2x); 
7.1j 2r 5(2x), 14,16, 
17,31(2x) , 33,37; B. 
13; 9.1; 11.2(2x), 8(2x), 
9,13(2x) IITI66 1: 13.41 
56.1 VLT16' 1: 39.4; 59.1; 
4: 2.16(2x) 
VLnUv 1: intr. 3; 10.2; 4: 3.5; 
11.2 jul6eliCav 4: 9.2 -ELr. 
4: 3.9 jiTj6cvC 4: 3.11 
11TIR6TL 4: 7.1 
liAxwva 4: 7.28 -Uvor. 1: 29. 
tit., 1*; 4: 6.2(6 
x68wv)*; 7: 28 
llfixa 1: 50.1; 4: 7.22 -ca'v 1: 
49. tit., 1*; 50-tit., 1; 
51.1 -OLQ 1: 63 
jl'nXOTE6TtOVCQ 1: 37.1 -cav 1: 
36.1; 37. tiý. * 
jiýv 1: 1.4,5; 14.2; 17.3; 
39.3(2x); 41.1,5; 42.3; 
44; 56.2; 4: 1.18,23; 7. 
25 
JIATCOTC 1: 2.6 
liA*rc 1: 8.1(2x); 42.3(2x); 
49.3(3x); 4: 1.27(2x), 33, 
43(2x); 3.11(2x); 11.2 
(2x) 
VLLYV6CLV 4: 1.18 -60UCYL 1: 
7.2 -UTCLL 4: 1.17 -13(ov 4: 
7.31 -6wreg 1: 31; 4: 1. 
22 -15vrag 4: 1.13 -611E: VaL 
1: 39.5 JLCULyILývog_ 4: 1.12 
-ov 4: 3.11 -TIC 4: 7.21 
ULCYYE: Lv 4: 7.211 31 -c 
4: 7.27 -COV 4: 6.2; 7.5, 
14,24,31,34; 8.3,9 
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-OLC 4: 7.14i 24,26, 
32 -OLTO 4: 8.6,11,12 
-011ýVOLQ 4: 2.2 JiLXOfi, 1: 
53.4 -&Vra 4: 2.4 -Ctacm 
4: 8.8 litCOV 4: 8.8 
liLup6v 1: 1.14; 39.5; 4: 2. 
15; 4.1; 7.25 -ý) 1: 1.5; 
45 -ot 1: 20.2 -d 1: 39.6; 
4: 3.1 -dLQ 1: 42.3; 4: 3.9 
-@C 4: 1.12 
11 L wr 6, v 1: 7.5 -ft 1: 7.5 
JILVaTic 4: 2.14* 
lit. ELV 4: 7.27 -CL 1: 8.2 
liva C aQ 1: 51.2* 
liv6Lv 4: 7.5 
lioxec 1: 1.1,6 
u6vov 1: 1.1; 10.2; 13.3; 
20.2; 34.2; 41.6; 4: 11. 
2 -TIV 4: 4.4 -ou 1: 7.1; 
4: 1.42 -(43 1: intr. 3; 1.1; 
5.1; 4: 1.23; 2.16 -a 1: 
intr. 3 -03V 1: intr. 1 
iL6VLIIOV 1: 50.1 -6-repog 1: 
50.2 
ILOVOCFTCXWV (XPLa3V) 1: 11.2* 
u6pa 1: 43. tit. * -COV 1: 44 
-OLQ 1: 43.2 
116PLCL 1: 1.4; 64.1 
ILOX071 PC CLQ 4: 3.4 
uoxOnp6c 1: 47 -dL 1: 1.2 -6v 
1: 8.2; 36.2; 43.1; 63 
-dv 1: 43.1 -OC 1: 8.5 -aý 
1: 41.6; 4: 1.38 -d 1: 1.11 
-o? 5Q 1: 22.3; 4: 3.13 -8v 
1: 13.1 -0-rd-rTj 4: 1.24 
uuc, %6Q 4: 8.11 -OC 4: 2.6* 
ji6)LXo L 4: 1.37,40 -COV 4: 
1.28* 
vLuT, r(a, r6v 4: 2.14*(2x) 
ILcapdL 4: 3.10 
V(iTEU*L* 4: 2.19 
VCLUTL(58CLQ 4: 1.27* -&Sv 4: 
11.6 
veaAlc 4: 1.25* 
VCCLP(ic 4: 11.13 -Cov 4: 11.12 
'VýýO 1: 8.1 -OL 1: 2.14 -WV 4: 
1.7,8,36; 7.23 
VCUP(LBTI 4: 1.39 
VCQP015C 1: 39.5 -0% 1: 7.4, 
5,7; 20.2 
VCG)TýPOU 1: 51.1 
VýGTCL 4: 4.3*; 7.16 
V CrPo'v 4: 2.13* 
voll ý CYCLQ 1: intr. 3 
VOOTIU(i, rG)v 1: intr. 4; 4: 11.1 
(, rc)v auvex(zv) 
, v6cyoLc 1: 49.4 
VOCYOiOCY L 4: 11. tit. -OOC; Lv 4: 
2.19 -OiD'V'rCLC 4: 1.12 
I VOTLOLQ 1: 3.5 
vo0v (acc. VOUC) 4: 1.12 
vGv 4: 1.40; 2.19 
ECLV86V 1: 27.1 -OL' 1: 1.6; 
2.3 
EýVTI. v i: i. i 
E'n PCL NCL1: 15.1; 4: 2.1 
-OUaL 1: 2.13 -E 4: 8.1 
-OUCYCL 1: 17.2 -OUCFCLV 1: 
33 -6116VCL 1: 1.8 -OUýVOUQ 
1: 1.13 Enp(ivcLvrcL 4: 8.2 
-CC 1: 35.3 ETIpcLv8t 4: 8. 
1 -fiVaL 1: 18.5 -eVcya 4: 
B. 6 -CZCYLV 1: 58.1 
EnP(XV'rLXA 1: 17.3 -6v 1: 27.2 
ETip6r- 4: 7.36 -6v 1: 55.4; 4: 
1.8; 8.6 -civ 4: 1.35,38 
-0ý 1: 53.1,2 -CLý 1: 35. 
3 -d 1: 2.13; 4: 1.36(2x) 
-069 4: 7.10,13 -0% 1: 
1.8 -CL% 1: 2.4 -6, rcpoc 
4: 5.3 -oL 1: 2.14 -6"rcL-roc 
4: 5.4,6 
E'n p 6, rn'ra 4: 1.36 
Euý COCOCTCLV 4: 11.13 
0EX06C 4: 2.11 
6yxov 1: 1.1(2x), 2,8; 4: 
1.22 -ou 1: 1.5,6(2x); 
4: 7.38 -cp 1: 1.4,5 -oLc 
1: 2.12 
6yxOiDCYOaL 1: 1.3 
6yxouli6vTl 1: 1.2 
686v, rwv 1: 1.6(2x) 
68U'VCOCYLV 1: 46 66Q)UVCLL 4: 
11.2 
60CV 1: 39.4 
600VCOU 4: 7.13*# 16; 8.1 
0E CTCL L 1: 13.2 
OCUCCCLV 4: 7.10 -CLQ 1: 2.2; 
35.2 -cog 4: 11.8 
oCv6lLeXL 1: 13.6 -LTOQ 1: 
5.1*; 14.1; 4: 1.9 -LTL 
4: 8.3 
OCVOV 1: 13.6 -OU 1: 5.1*; 
14.1; 22.1; 4: 7.14,16, 
21*, 22 -4) 4: 1.9p 34; 
2.20 
OCV68ELr. 1: 41.6* 
OZOV 1: 1.7; 2.6; 8.3; 17. 
1; 35.3; 36.3; 42.4; 47; 
49.1; 64.1; 4: 2.2; 4.3 
OLOVEC 4: 1.39 
Ot6r. T6 ECILL 1: intr. 2 
6tOr. 4: 2.7 
6MY09 4- 14; 3.6 -ov 1: 2.6; 
31; 52.2; 64.2; 4: 1.6, 
19,21; 7.37; 11.4,6, 
10 -TIV 1: 2.6; 10.2; 12.1; 
30; 33; 39.3; 45; 46; 54. 
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1; 56.2 -ou 1: 1.5 
-ýp 4: 2.19 -aL 1: 1.1o 
-ar, 4: 2. lo 
6XLyoa-VAV 1: 57; 59.21ý; 
61.1 
6XLY6-rpo(poc 1: 15.1 -ov 
1: 61.2 -CL 1: 59.1 -o)v 
1: 23.2 
6XLyo, xp6VLOV 1: 39.3 
6X L 08TI Pý) 1: 35.1 
6XXfig 4: 6.2 
6XORXAPOUC 1: 18.3 
6XoQ 4: 10.2 -TI 4: 7.1 -OV 
1: 39.2; 4: 2.20 -Tlv 1: 1. 
6; 19 -Tir. 4: 7.1 -q) 1: 2. 
10; 4.2.20 -CLL 1: 1.7 
-CLQ 4: 11.13 -wv 1: 7 .3 
-wQ 1: intr. 4; 1.3; 13. 
5; 39.4; 42.6 
6X U PCL 1: 13.5 -cLv 1: 13.6; 
4: 1.1* -TIC 1: 1.15; B. 
6 -cLL 1: 8.6; 13.1 -6v 
1: 13. tit. 
6XupLvcov 1: 10.2; 13.2 
6ua?, Oc) 4: 3.13 -% 1: 7.1; 
4: 3.12 
6VtCLXUV"rLXAV 1: 6.1 
601PW 4: 11.9 
(5115POLC 1: 2.12 
6j1LXCVV 1: 7.1 -OiOV'r(X 4: 
1.36 -Amn. 1: 7.5 
bUOLO'YCVýQ 1: 28.2 
611OLor, 4: 10.1 -CL 4: 1.36 
-ouc 1: 2.7 -cog 1: intr. 
3; 8.4; 14.11 2; 18.2; 
19; 20.3; 37.1; 43.1(2x); 
48.1; 4: 1.2,44; 2.16; 
7.3j 30; 11.11 
6j1OLWOfiVCLL 4: 1.14 
611(P(iXLVOV 4: 9.2* 
1: 5 5.1 
6vCVTICFLV 1: 17 .4 
6VL'CYRUV 4: 1.37* 
6VOI16COUCYL 1: 13.2; 4: 1.25 
-OUCYLV 1: 15. tit.; 25.2; 
26.1 -OL 1: 1.14 -(5lievov 
1: 13.51 6; 4: 11 -oji6vouQ 
4: 1.3 -0116VOLC 1: 39.1 
6F. & (fem. 6E601: 49.1,2 
-6 1: 64.1 -CC 1: 64.3 
-CtCLL 1: 46.6(2x) -cCaa 
1: 41.7 -CL6V 1: 41.8 -ýwv 
4: 11.8 -&%v 4: 1.27 
-6'rcpov 1: 64.3 -U"rciT4) 4: 
4.1 
6Ec65LOv 4: 7.21* 
6EOLCLcou 1: 61.2 
6EOQ 1: 22.2; 64.3; 4: 1.17; 
2.8*; 3.5 -oug 1: 5.1; 22. 
1; 54.2; 4: 2.9; 3.9,10; 
7.21,22 -CL 4: 2.14; 3. 
3,10 (YXU'XF-Z)* 
6Eý)ßcL(POV 4: 4.2*; 7.25*; 
8.4 -ou 4: 7.16 -OLG 4: 
7.25 
6EuycLxä)i, rLvov 1: 13.2* 
6Euxpd-r4) 4: 11.14 
1: 61.2 -U9XL-rL 
4: 4.1 
6. Eý)VETCIL 1: 48.1; 50.1 
5TtLoaev 4: 2.12 
äTL 0ý CLV 4: 7.10 
6T16v 4: 2.13 
äTL6TE: 4: 2.18 
6Tt-rüv 4: 2.4,16; 3.13; 9. 
3 -ibv-rEG 4: 2.1 -riV«rCLG 4: 
2.11 -ficjcLL 4: 2.17 -Eicrib(IL 
4: 1.4 -ä-rCLL 4: 5.5; 11.9 
-rjvTCLL 1: 8.4 -TJUV 4: 2.5 
-718cUcrcL 1: 35.2 -T189vTct 
1: 49.4 -T1,5ýVrF-9 1: 8.5; 9. 
2 -(ýJIF-VOG 4: 9.4 -W1I9V4) 
4: 5.2 -W1I9VWV 4: 3.4 
-UllýVOLG 4: 2.13 d)Tt-rTitLeVOG 
1: 8.1; 4: 11.9 
5TtTTJC; LG 4: 5.2*(2x), 3# 4 
-LV 1: 7.3; 4: 2.13 -C(DG 
1: 9.1,2(2x); 4: 1.5 
-EL 1: 1.1 
6TtT(5Gý 4: 3.6; 9.4 -6 4: 2. 
19 -6-rCL«UOV 4: 6.1 
6T1(ýPCLG 1: 40.1; 41.1 -ZiV 
1: 37.2; 39.3 -CLLG 1: 39.1* 
OTtwG 1: 18.1; 4: 2.16; 3.11; 
7.9 
äpaTCL L 1: 8.3 
ÖPEELV 1: 54.1 
6p ý yctvoc 4: 3.5 -4) 1: 35.2*; 
4: 1.27 
äplidC 1: 20.1; 33 
bpllýVOU 1: 31. tit. * 
5PVECL 4: 2.18 
äPVC8ELOV 4: 6.1 -OLG 4: 7.35 
6pvL. ýbwv 1: 3.4; 4: 2.7; 7.38 
äpoßdx-XTI i: i. io* 
5poßoG 4: 8.5 -OV 4: 8.2* -OU 
1: 25.2 -OUC 1: 1.10* -wv 
1: 27. tit. * 
%0 
OPOr. 1: 1.9; 4: 1.20 
ÖPTUYEG 1: 3.4* 
6Pý) r. «n Q 1: 16. tit. * 
6011A 4: 3.11 -fi. 4: 3.11 -cLC 
4: 3.7 -CLUG 4: 3.11 
ÖGOV 1: 1.7; 12.2; 25.1; 35. 
1, * 4: 1.43; 4.1# 2; 6.2; 
7.18; 36; 9.1; 11.6 -(p 
1: 15.4 -OL 1: 1.6(2x); 3. 
4; 8.3; 39.6; 4: 1.37; 2. 
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13 -CLI. 4: 5.6 -a 1: 
intr. 2,4(2x); 1.4(2x); 
7.3o 4,5; 49.1(2x), 4; 
4: 1.8,27,35,36,39; 
2.1 (2x) ,2,5,6 (2x) , 6, 
14; 3.2,12; 4.1,2 -OUC 
1: 18.5 -OLQ 1: 7.5; 4: 2.4 
6CYTIEP L ov 4: 9.1 -cov 4: 7.12, 
20; B. 1,7 (2x) ;9. I 
6cy-rEL (pl. 6o-robv) 4: 2.6 
6aTPECL 4: 2.19* 
6, rcLv 1: 1.1,9; 2.12,13; 
3.3,6; 8.6; 13.1,6; 
15.1; 23.1; 35.1,2; 36. 
2; 38.2; 41.1,3,6,7; 
43.1,2; 50.2(2x); 53.4 
(2x); 4: 1.1,14,16,17, 
21,33; 3.12; 7.21 
o-ve 1: 7.5; 18.3 
6TL (conj. ) 1: 7.2; 9.2; 10. 
2; 15.1,4; 19 (2x) ; 42 . 2, 
3; 46; 48.2; 52.2; 55.4; 
59.2; 4: 1.23; 2.3 (causal 
particle) 1: 2.2; 22.3; 4: 
2.17; 11.9 6TL jiý 4: 1.18; 
2.16(2x) 6TLTIEP 1: 41.1 
06 1: 1.1,4,8(2x), 12; 3.5; 
10.2; 13.3; 14.2; 17.3; 
18.2; 22.1; 30; 35.1; 39. 
1(2x), 3,4,5(2x), 6; 41. 
1,3,5; 43.3; 44; 47; 55. 
1; 4: 1.12,18(2x), 23; 2. 
4,7,12,16,19,20; 5.2; 
6.3; 8.10; 9.1; 10.2; 11. 
1,2,14 06n 1: 1.12,15; 
2.2; 19(2x); 29.2; 34.2; 
37.1,2; 38.2; 41.2,6; 
4: 1.4,6,22,35; 3.2; 
4.3; 5.3 OOX 1: 8.4; 14. 
2; 20.1(2x); 44; 52.2; 4: 
7.35 
0086 1: 7.5; 23.2(2x); 28.1; 
6o; 4: 1.37; 7.35; 11.14 
o66' 1: 1.3; 35.2; 39.1; 
4: 1.33; 8.10; 11.13 
0686v 1: 7.5(2x); 13.1; 39. 
5; 42.6; 43.1; 4: 1.13; 
2.9; 4.2; 8.18 OU*6cvLcCLV 
1: 35.1,2; 62; 4: 1.20 
o66CV6C, ' 1: 51.1; 4: 3.2, 
8 
o686-repov 1: 41.3 
oO, A6TL 4: 1.33 
05, v 1: intr. 4; 1.11; 2.2; 7. 
1,2,3,5; 10.2; 13.1, 
3; 15.1; 28.1; 33; 35.1; 
41.6,7; 42.5; 64.2; 4: 
1.37; 2.11; 3.3(2x); 4.1; 
7.3,5,14; 9.1; 11.7p 
9(2x) 
06PCL 1: 36.1; 46; 4: 6.3 
ooper-raL 4: 7.6 
o, 5pTiTL*A6v 1: 38.1; 41.9 
-A'V 1: 43.1 -AQ 1: 30 
-OC 1: 37.1 
015criac 1: 2.2; 27.21 35.1 
-CLLQ 1: 1.1 
oriTE: 1: 6.1(2x); 21.2(2x); 
39.5(2x); 41.3,5(3x); 
48 .1 (2x) ; 55.2 (2x) 
o5TOC 1: 8.3; 12.2,12; 4: 
1.26; 5.6 a5TTI 1: 35.1 
-roiO-co I: intr. 2; 1.2, S; 
2.13; 6.1; 7.2(2x), 6; 
8.4; 12.3; 13.4; 14.1; 
15.4; 17.3; 19; 21.2; 24; 
25.1(2x); 28.1,2; 29.1; 
35.1; 39.3; 41.2; 45; 
48.1; 49.21 6; 55.4; 61. 
1; 62; 63; 64.1,2; 4: 
1.37; 2.20; 4.5; 6.2,4; 
7.6i 19; 8.15(2x), 17; 
11.7 'roriTov 1: 44; 49.2 
-rcL, 3-rTl, v 1: 1.4; 2.6; 33; 
4: 1.2 'roT3TOU 1: 14.1; 64. 
1; 4.1.12; 3.2# 11; 5.4 
TCL13TTIC 1: 41.5; 4: 4.2 
Tol3vp 1: 16; 48.1; 4: 1.23, 
31; 8.3,9 05TOL 1: 1.6; 
3.6; 20.2; 24; 53.1; 4: 
2.13 CLI)TCLL 1: 1.10; 42.5; 
54.1(2x) TctC), rcL 1: intr. 4; 
1.8,11; 3.31 . 
7.3,5; 23. 
1,2; 33; 40.11 41.1,6; 
48.1; 59.11 4: 1.16,18; 
2.8; 3.5 Toi3Toug 1: 26.1; 
4: 2.17 TcL6, rcLg I: intr. 2; 
1.8; 4: 11.8 T075TCOV 1: 1.4, 
9; 2.14(2x); 7.4; 8.2; 
11.2; 15.1; 34.1; 41.3; 
46; 4: 1.7,25,39; 2.6; 
3.1; 11.2 T015TOLC 1: 1.6; 
50.1; 56.1; 4: 1.21,23 
TCL15TCLLC 1: 42.6 
oUTcoc 1: 1.2; 7.5,7; 40.3; 
42.5; 54.1; 56.1; 4: 1. 
32,34; 2.16(2x); 5.5; 
7.25,31,35; 8.1(2x); 9. 
1; 11.5,6 ot), rw 1: 4; 5.1; 
43.2; 63; 4: 1.5,34; 2. 
18; 4 . 3; 9.3 
of)a 1: 51.1; 4: 7.14* -av 1: 
52. tit., I 
(P cX0r. 1: 39 .5 6(pOCLXjl06Q 4: 4.2 
ft LV 1: 17.4 
406 
&ýa 4: 9.2 -Cav 4: 3.9 
TLCLY tI: 7.1 
TtatbcQ 1: 1-2- wv 1: 59.1 
TM LC LV 4: 7.21 
TtdXCL L1: intr. 3 
TECLXCL L 6c 4: 3.6 OC 1: 2.14 
(2x); 40.2 -Ca'V 1: 1.3; 
9.3 
TECiX LV1: 2.12; 9.2; 4: 1. 
33; 8.1(2x), 8; 10.1 
TtdjITEOA. U 1: 1- 11; 35.2 
- TE6>, Xcp 4: 1.13 
TEci-v-rcL (adv. ) 1: 1.1,4; 
35.3; 4: 2.6 TZ&Vrýj 1: 
47 
TECLV -rCiTtCLO LV1: 51.2; 4: 6. I 
ncLv-ccmc 1: intr. 3; 4: 11.10 
TEciv-ru)(; 1: 1.4; 36.2; 43.3 
(2x); 53.4 
Tt(j, vu 1: 1.8,11; 3.5; 39. 
4; 54.1; 4: 1.8r 35; 2. 
16,20; 11.1 
TtcLpci 1: intr. lj 4# 2.1(3x), 
2,4,12(3x), 14; 50.1, 
4; 2.12; 5.2 TICLP' 1: 7.6; 
25.2; 51.2; 4: 1.31 
TECLpaXCLjl5dVOUCF L 1: 2.8 -&70ca 
4: 11.2 TEaPF-LXAQaUE: V 1: 2.7 
Tta, OCLX>A-rTOUCYLV 1: 19 
nCLPCL>, L n6V 1: intr. 3 
TtCLPCLn, %AG L OV 1: 6.2; 19; 24; 
25.1; 55.4; 62 -CL 1: 1.15; 
25.1; 42.7; 4: 8.16 -CLL 1: 
35.3 -G)v 1: 49.6 -coc, 1: 2. 
13; 7.1; 14.2; 24; 39.4; 
43.3; 63; 4: 1.30; 11.5 
TtCLPCLa-Kcudcov-[cQ 4: 1.21 
- 611evoL 1: 1.12 
-ancuacy, D6, wroc 1: 5.1 
-6v-rcL 1: 46.6 
TtCLPCLCFXF-UAV 1: 8.6 -fiC 4: 1. 
tit. -ý 1: 49.6 
TtCLPCLxcrv 4: 7.25 -)(&o'v 4: 
7.14 -)Ccojiývou 4: 10.1 
TtCLP Ct VCL L4: 11 .8 
TtCLPCjIDdXA. OUCYL 1: 13 .6 
TMLP 6X CL1: 14.2; 29.2; 30; 
57; 58.1 -ý)(OUCYL 1: 1.6; 
10.2 -t)(OUCYLV 1: 51.2; 4: 
2.13 -EtXov 1: 40.2 
-ex6uC'VOL 1: 4 
napopjiýL 1: 22.3 -OPjlA(7CL 
1: 12 .3 
TEELC 4: 1.41; 3.6 TOLaa 4: 7. 
11 nEL'v 1: 53.2; 4: 1.20(2x); 
4.4; 6.4; 7.26,32; 11.2 
TtELuav 4: 7.10 TEciaTIc 4: 7.1 
navrC 1: 3.3; 28.2 Ttciv'rcC 
1: 8.5; 53 .2 TtdL'VTCL 1: intr. 
2; 1.8; 7.3,4,7; 15.3, 
4; 33; 41.8; 65; 4: 1.27, 
39,41; 2.7,14; 3.3,5, 
11,13 TEd'vTcLC: 1: 10.1,4; 
2.7,16 TtdCcLQ 4: 11.1 
Ttci, vTco, v 1: intr. 2; 7.5; 4: 
1.43; 3.11; 5.6; 7.14, 
18,20,34; 8.1,16,18; 
11.12 TtacF&V 1: 35.1; 41.7 
TtELOL 1: 20.3; 4: 3.5 TE&CYCXLQ 
1: 39.1 
Tta6 E: L 4: 4.2 -ojitvou 1: 3.3 
TtdL'XOC 4: 6.2; 7.36,37 -TI 
4: 3.8 
TmOc 1: 53.4 -15 1: 8.3; 42. 
5; 4: 11.9 -x5, v 1: 18.4; 21. 
1; 38.2; 49.2 -E: UcLv 1: 1 
4 -ýoQ 1: 7.5 -c% 4: 1.3; 
-tcav 1: 55.1 -6TCPO'v 1: 24 
-U'rtpa'v 4: 7.1 -6'repa 4: 
7.11 
TTCLX6'VCTCLL 1: 7.1; 4: 1.12; 
11.14 
TtaXXS TTJ TL4: 11.6 
TtCLXXSY, ullor. 1: 17.3 -ov 1: 7.2; 
17.1; 28.1 -a 1: 7.4 
TE Cr PCLV 4: 1.40 -ELOaCLL 4: 2. 
11 
TEEXCXLv6v 1: 25.2* -OL' 1: 1. 
10* 
Ttellild-rav 1: 7. tit. *, 3 
TEýJLTVIOV 4: 11.5 -01) 4: 11.4 
TE&VTj'rcQ 1: 7.2 
TEC'V'CCXCLCbF-IiCL 4: 11.4 
TECTMV0ýVCLL (aor. pass. inf. 
TtE: TtCLCVC. O) 1: 18.5 
Ttcnava6vra 1: 49.4 
TEE: TtCLVOCLCC)V 1: 41.7 
TE6TEC L POV 1: 39.4 -cL 1: 41.1 
-OT&Tcov 1: 41.7 
TEETttPEL 4: 2.19 
TECTE L XT14ýVTJV 1: 1.5,6 
TtETtCCFTF-U'U(XL 1: 33 
TttTEO'V8C'V 1: 39.3 
Tt6TtovcQ 1: 38.1 -cav 1: 36. 
tit. *; 37.1,2 -OC7L 1: 
43.1 -OCYLV 1: 37.1; 43. 
2,3 
TtCTEUPWjl&VOQ 4: 6.2 
TEýP6 LXCL 4: 2.7* - 
TtE: PC (+gen. ) 1: intr. 4; 1. 
tit., 2; 2. tit.; 3. tit.; 
4. tit.; 5. tit.; 6. tit.; 
7. tit.; B. tit.; 9. tit.; 
10-tit.; ll. tit.; 12. 
tit.; 13. tit.; 14. tit.; 
16. tit.; 17. tit.; 18. tit. 1 
407 
19. tit.; 20. tit.; 21. -cL 1: 9.3; 38.2 
tit.; 22. tit.; 23. tit.; TEAYCL'VOV 4: 3.5 -OU 4: 4.1* 
24. tit.; 25. tit.; 26. nTl XOLU'6 Q 4: 1.40 -68ec; 4: 
tit.; 27. tit.; 28. tit.; 1.37* 
29. tit.; 30. tit.; 31. TtTIX6, v 1: 13.2 
tit.; 32. tit.; 33. tit.; TELaLVETCLL 1: 3.3 
34. tit.; 35. tit.; 36. TE Lc pa t c, 1: 2.4 
tit.; 37. tit.; 38. tit.; TE L8aV3Q 1: 1.14 
39. tit.; 40. tit.; 41. 
tit.; 42. tit.; 43. tit.; TE L XP t CLQ 4: 3.3 
44. tit.; 45. tit.; 46. TELXp6V 4: 1.43 -6 4: 1.44 
tit.; 47. tit.; 48. tit.; -6m-cov 4: 3.7 
49. tit.; 50. tit.; 51. TtLxp6, rnTCL 1: -56.1; 4: 1.44 
tit. j 1(2x); 52. tit.; -71roC 1: 27.2; 4: 1.43 
53. tit.; 54. tit.; 55. TtLILCA. AV 1: 52.2 -fir. 4: 2.4 
tit.; 56. tit.; 57. tit.; TI VC LV 1: 20.2; 4: 1.9 -OUCYL 
58. tit.; 59. tit.; 60. 1: 41.8 -C'rCLL 4: 11.4 
tit.; 61. tit.; 62. tit.; TE Ov 4: 2.4 TtL6Vco'V 4: 1.36 
63. tit.; 64. tit.; 1; Tt L6'[CLTOQ'I:: '3.7 -OL 1: 3.4 
65. tit.; 4: 1. tit.; 2. tit. nLCLvov 4: 8.14 (ETVOQ)* 
(2x); 3. tit.; 1,2; 4. TELCFCYOL' 1: 19 -rJ'V 1: 19-tit-*; 
tit.; 6. tit.; 7. tit.; 9. 26.2 
tit.; ll. tit. (+acc. ) 4: Tt L CTCLX C WV 1: 57. tit. * 
4.2(2x) TELTUPVTOLL 4: 1.5 -arg 4: 1.3* 
TICPLaLPCV'rCLL 4: 3.4 -oGv-rcL -CLLC 4: 1.4 
4: 3.2 TCCPLýPTj"r(XL 4: 2.20 TtLTUP68n 1: 1.4* -oUQ 4: 1.6 
TECPLaXUPLCY8ý 4: 7.21 Ttxa8cLp(i 1: 41.1 
TEEPLYPa(PA'V 1: 1.7,8 TtAcLxoioVTOQ 1: 7.2*, 3 -co'v 
TtEPLXC ClIeVOV 1: 63 1: 7.2 
TtEPLXCXCTLLcTji&va 4: 7.15 TEXdTOC 4: 1.6 
TEePLTtXdac7c, rCLL 4: 2.20 TEX CL wv 1: 41.5; 42.7; 55.1 
-TEXddav'ra 4: 9.1 TEXcUov 1: 8.1; 36.2; 4: 6. 
-TEA. aaUvra 1: 49.4 3; 8.8,11 TEAlov 1: 2.2, 
TEcPVt'rCCYCYCLV 4: 7.5 11; 20.2; 29.1; 4: 1.26, 
-Tt"rLCYCYOVTOL 4: 7.21 29 TtXcCovcL 1: 1.8; 2.6; 7. 
TECPLCM066CLCF"rOQ 1: 13.3 5; 50.1; 4: 1.45; 5.1 
TE CpC CYTOLCY VV 4: 11.8 nXcCco 4: 5.2,5; 8.6 
TEcp4G-rcp(iv 4: 2.7* nXeCovor. 1: 12.2; 4: 1.4; 
TtCPL'r'rfiQ 1: 1.8 -ov 1: 3.8 Tt>uCCO'VL 1: 1.8,12; B. 
intr. 3 2; 4: 7.35; 8.2 TEXCCO'Ver. 
TE CP Lrr(LIICL"rCL 4: 7.1 1: 53.3 TEActouQ 4: 2.4, lo 
TtEp L TTW4CLT LXAV 1: 1.8t 4: TtA. CCOVCLQ 1: 50.2; 4: 4.5 
1.38 -ot 1: 20.3 -dr. 4: TEA. CLOOL 4: 7.10 
1.35 TLXCtCFTO'V 1: 1.9; 8.1(2x); 
'rEcPLQaVfi 1: 6.1 13.6; 41.7; 50.2; 4: 1.13, 
ncpcrýaQ 1: 63. tit. * 16,33; 9.1; 11.9 -71, v 1: 
TtEPCYLXC)V 1: 47. tit. *; 48.1 1.4,5# 6; 4: 5.5; 7.3 
TEý"raXa 4: 7.23 -ou 1: 8.2; 4: 1.14 -Tir. 4: 
TtCTPOXOL 4: 1.37 1.12 -ýp 4: 2.4,6; 8.1 -wV 
Tt ýTTOUO LV1: 38.2 -06cTIC 1: 4: 1.43 
2.6 -CTCLL 1: 12.2; 28.1; TEXýXOUCYLV 4: 1.19 
35.1; 55.3 -OVTCLL 1: 41.3 TEA. COVdCOUCYLV 1: 39.4 
TtC(DOAV(XL 1: 1.8; 13.4; 4: TE XC OVdX LQ4: 7.21 
11.1 -ý 1: 36.2 -CC71 1: 7. TEXEovcLau6v 1: 2.10 
4 -Ctcv 1: 4 -ýVTCL 1: 23.1 TOLOor. 1: 1.5; 39.4 -OUQ 4: 
TtcQcuy6r. 1: 8.3 3.8 
TE&PUXCV 1: 1.3 TOUAV 1: 1.8; 25.1; 65; 4: 1. 
TE&4V 1: 41.6; 64.2; 4: 1.25; 23; 7.26 
2.14; 11.2 -Cu)Q 4: 11.7 TEXAPTI 1: 1*8 -CLQ 1: 1.7 
403 
TtX7jPOi3CYaCLL 1: 2.12 
TtXTjP6aCwQ 1: 2 . 13 
TEXA'r're L 1: 4 1.5 
TtXL08ýV 1: 13 .5 
Ttx'611CL, roc; (gen. TEX61ia) 4: 11.6 
TEX16VE LV 4: 3.3; 8.1 -ov-ra 
4: 7.5*, 21 -6ucvoc-; 4: 
11.3 -6ueva 4: 3.3 -8cL'Q 
4: 11 .6 
TEXu-r6Q 4: 11.1.3 -6v 1: 8.3 
-&5 4: 1.15 -OUQ 1: 6.2 
(6LP-COLQ) * 
TtVEX5Ud-UCL 1: 2.13 
TEVCUUa-C68CLQ 1: 2.14 
Tt, ve6uovcL 1: 7.5 -Ovor- 1: 29.1 
nVLylioý)Q 4: 4.2* 
Tt6cL 1: 3.3 
TE68ar, 4: 1'25* TtOaC 4: 2.12 
TtOLF-UV 1: 
1.12; 
64.3; 4: 2. 
10,16; 4.5; 7.30; 8.2,8 
-et 4: 2.8; 3.13; 6.2,3; 
7.6,21 -OGCFL 1: 2.9; 42.3 
-Oi3GLV 1: 13.6; 4: 1.1 -U)v 
4: 6.1,2; 8.10; 10.2 
-oi0v-ccL 4: 7.37 -OiDvTcQ 1: 
42.5 -ofJvrcLQ 4: 7.36 TEOCCL 
4: 8.1 nOLACYcLc 4: 8.7 
TtOLACTCLLQ 4: 7.33 nOLACYCXL-CO 
4: 1.3 TtOLAC; CLC 4: 2.19 
TtOLCU018aL 4: 7.27 -o, 61icva 
1: 7.7 -ouu&v(ov 4: 3.11 
TtOLTICY&IIEVO9,1: 10.1 
eTtOL710611TIV 1: intr. 1 
TEOLTJTýOV 1: 44 
TEO L6TYlrcL 1: 23.2; 35.1,2; 
42.71 4: 1.27 -TITOQ 1: 17.1; 
41.7; 55.1i 2; 56.2; 57 
Tt6XLv 1: 7.2 T16A. Cu)v 1: 13.2 
Tt6XCCYL 1: 13.3 
TEOXXdL'KLC 1: intr. 3; 1.10; 2. 
1w; 27.2; 44; 49.4; 50.2; 
4: 3.3,8; 6.3; 8.2; 11.6, 
8 
TEOA. '6r. 1: 1- 10 TtOX15 1: 1.5; 2 
5,6; 7.5; 8.2; 10.2; 13. 
2(2x), 4; 37.2; 52.1; 55. 
3; 4: 1.18; 4.5; 5.6 TtoX6v 
1: 2.13; 4: 7.31 TtoXA. Av 1: 
2.8; 15.4; 50.1; 55.1; 4: 
5.4 Tto>, XoD 1: 1.6; 4: 1.16 
no>. Xfir- 1: 17.1 TtoXX4) 1: 1.2; 
7.1; 38.2 'rEoXXoC 1: 13.6 
Tto>, >, GLC 1: 1.10; 4: 7.15 
TtOXXci 1: 1.4,15; 39.4; 4: 
1.26; 3.1; 7.12,17; 11.5 
TEOXXOx5Q 1: 35.1 TtoUdQ 1: 
46 TEoXXC)v 1: 7.6 TEOXXoVQ 1: 
48.1; 4: 1.9,24* 
TEox6TPW0Q 4: 11.2 -OV 4: 
11.1 -oL 1: 2.5,14; 11.1 
-wv 1: 23.2 
nox, 3xuxoL 1: 11.1 -6-cepoL 
1: 2.14 
n6ýn 1: 17.1; 4: 7.1,4 -CLTOQ 
4: 1.9 -OLTL 4: 7.1,10 -CLTOL 
4: 7.11 -ciT(ov 1: 39.5 
T10VTIP(5v 4: -4 .2 
TE(5TtCLVOV 4: 7.33 -CL 4: 7.13* 
TEOP C lio L91: 39 .2 
TEoa6v 1: 9.2(2x) 
Ttoa&rn-ca 1: 42.7 
no'rý 1: 1.8,12; 5.1; 13.5; 
14.1; 15.1; 27.1; 41.2; 
50.3; 4: 1.9,14; 9.1 
n6vilia 4: 6.1 
Ttou 1: 7.1; 4: 1.32; 2.11; 
3.7 
TE PCLY ILCLr 6C OLC; 1: intr .4 
TTPCLLX6liX L CL 1: 48.3 -G)v 1: 
48. tit. * 
TEPdELV 1: intr. 2 
TEPdCFOU 4: 1.18*, 42 -(p 4: 
1.23 -OLQ 4: 2.2* 
TI PCiT"r CLV1: intr. 2 
TtpblE: L 4: 2.17 -cov 4: 3.11 
-OL 4: 2.4 
TEpCv 1: 1.13; 18.51 22.2; 
36.2; 42.5; 44; 11.6,10 
Ttp6 1: 18.5; 23.1; 61.2; 4: 
1.9,18; 2.15; 7.7 
TXPOCLLPOU116VOLC 1: 58.1 
TEPOCL(Peqz, v 4: 8.10 
TEp6DcL, rcL 1: 3.3 -wv 4: 2.5 
(xpýa)* 
TtPODP6XELV 4: 2.16; 7.31 
-OV"UCL 4: 8.1 -5ýýEac, 4: 
7.37 -cLvTcL 4: 7.36 -cLv-ccLr. 
4: 1.19 
TLPOYCYPCLjivL6vG)v 1: 15.1 
TEPOYVW-rLXfir, 1: intr. 4 
Ttp66Ti Xov 1: 52.2; 4: 1.39 
TtPOi5LaDp6XE: LV 1: 42.5 
ITPOC L PTlu6vTl 4: 7.11 -cov 1: 
1.8; 8.7 
TtPOCRE&Yag 4: 2.19 
TEPOC(38LO116VTJ 1: 22.1 
TTPOMýCUV 4: 9.3 
TtPOnYO611COa 4: 11.7 
TEP08611wa 1: intr. 2 
TMOTICACLLOOV 4: 2.16* 
TEPOTtC L Pda, DaL i: i. I 
TEPOTt, %6'VCLQ 4: 7 . 30 
TEp6c (+acc. ) 1: intr. 1,2; 1. 
1,12; 2.1,3 (2x) , 12.3; 
21.2; 27.1; 36.2; 39.5; 
400 
41.5,6; 48.1; 49.1(2x); 
50.3; 55.4; 4: 1.31,34, 
35,37,38; 2.15; 3.2 
(2x), 4,5,8,11; 4,2, 
3,4; 5.6; 7.12,14,23, 
24 ( 2x) , 28,29,31,32, 
34(2x), 38(2x); 8.3,6(5x), 
9,10,12(2x), 15,18; 9.2 
(2x); 11.2,5,8 (+dat. ) 
1: 65; 4: 2. tit.; 6.2 
TtPOCYCLYopcu6vLr-vO L4: 1.6 
TEPOC7CLVO L5 LC7AOUCY LV4: 1.22 
TEp6cyapua 4: 7.34 
TtPOCY6CU'VCLL 4: 3.1 -UOV-rCLL 
4: 7.2 
TEPOC756)(CclaaL 4: 7.1 
TEpOCYE: jlýC'LXXC LV 4: 2.11 
TEp6cyE: CYT L 1: 39.2; 43.3 
TtpOa 6 YC LV 4: I. 12 
TtPOCMYOPCCLQ 1: 1.15 
TtpocFAxeL 1: 1.12 
Ttpocyfixc, v 1: 1.8; 52.2; 4: 1.33 
-A, KOV'ECLQ 1: 2.12 -, nx(5v-rwQ 
4: 1.16 
Ttp6cy8ev (adv. ) 1: 48.2 
TtPOCYXCLfiVCLL 4: 9.1(2x) 
-, Kr-xcLujl6vo'V 4: 7.7 
TEp6cyxCLUCY L94: 5.2 
TtPOCFXF, C4r-'VOV 4: 1.20 
Tt P OCY XCLI10 6V E: L 4: 11.6 -6-rw 
4: 11.10 -XCLD6'v 4: 11.4 
-oUG&V 1: 41.7 -OL 1: 12.3 
TEpOCYCLXTJ(PE: 1: 7.5 
TtPOCYTtCTI-CC L4: 4.2 
TEPOaO-r6XF-TCLL 1: 4 1.1 
TtpoacyTCL, %f, i I: 1.8 
npoaoTý 4: 4.5 
TEPOCTCLXe6 ýCYCLQ 1: intr. 1 
TEpOaTLOcVL6'vw'v 4: 3.1 
Ttpoa-rpCýC-cm 4: 1.20 
Ttp6a(paTov 4: 1.25 -oL 1: 
2.14; 9.3 -oug 4: 7.1o, 13 
Ttpoa(p6pc L'v 4: 7.37 -OUE'v 4: 
2.1 -C 4: 6.2; 7.16 
-E: aaCLL 1: 44; 47 -E: TCLL 4: 
11.6 -61icDcL 1: 18.5 -ovraL 
1: 2.21 4 -OU6VOLQ 1: 13.2; 
4: 11. tit. -6c, 5cuvjcL'V 4: 11. 
13 TIPOCYE: V6YXTjTCLL 1: 17.1; 
44 -CLLTO 1: 46; 4: 8.14 
-OLIL6VOLC 1: 4 
TEpOCY(popci 4: 7.2; 11.13 -ci-v 
1: 40.3 -ELQ 4: 11.7 
ITP6TEPOV 1: intr. 1; 7.1; 4: 
1.33; 7.5 
TtPOTP 6TLE L1: 41.5 
TEPOTPETtTLX6Q 1: 14 .2 
TtPObTt&PY, C L4: 4.2 
TEPG)L 4: 4.3,5 
TEpC3-coQ 1: 40.3 -ov 1: intr. 
4; 4: 3.2 -OL 4: 2.6 -CL 
1: 43.1 
TtT L O&VTJ 4: 1.16*j 20 -TIV 1: 
10.11 4: 1.19,21,23; 7. 
18,26; 8.6,12; 11.5 
-TIC 1: 1.2*; 18.1; 4: 1.14t 
21,22,23; 7.19,20; 11. 
4(2x) -, ýj 1: 18.2; 4: 1.25; 
7.20,27 
TtT L COLV L OT C 1: 5.1* 
Tvrýacyovccc 4: 1.2 WE ý CTWa L4 
1.1 -G)CYLV 1: 13.6 
Tt, rLcyefivcLL 1: 1.7 
TEURVA 1: 41.1 -6v 1: 50.2 
-AV 1: 1.6; 18.2 -00 4: 7. 
16 -OC 1: 2.3,5 -O-VýPOLV 
1: 2.8 
Ttuxv6-rn-ror. 1: 1.7 -T) TL1: 1 
14 
TLUPýOCFC LV 4: 7.24 -OUC7L 4: 
7.5,34,36,37 -OUCTLV 
4: 7.14,17,25; 8.7 
TzUpCTo6Q 4: 11.1 -6V 4: 7.14; 
11.8 
Ttop 4: 3.4; 7.36 Ttup6r. 4: 1.16; 
3.13; 5.2,5; 6.1 TtuPC 1: 
7.1; 4: 2.4(bis), 16; 6.2; 
9.1 
TtUpCVOU 1: 12.2; 13.4 -our. 1: 
8.6; 13.1 -cov 1: 8. tit.; 10. 
2 
Ttup6c 4: 7.3* -6v 1: 1.14; 9. 
1 -00 1: 1.15(2x); 7.5; 4: 
5.1 -OC 1: 2.1*1 2,4,6, 
12; 4(2x); 10.1* -06c, 1: 
2.5,7,10,12; 4: 7.10 
-U)V 1: 1.6*, 11; 2. tit., 
8,9j, 12; 4. tit.; 5.1; 6. 
1; 7.1; 15.4; 4: 1.3,11; 
11.2(2x), 9 -otC 1: 1.10; 
11.1 
TZUPPCOV (gen. pl. Ttupp6c)1: 11.2* 
TtrzIla 4: 9.1 
TtG)c 1: 18.1; 23.2; 24; 28.2; 
42.3; 43.2; 55.2; 62; 4: 
3.1 
ý&YCQ 1: 41.1 
ýOLYt WYVUjiL) 4: 7.5 
kLE) C wr. 1: 1.4,6; 35.1; 39.2; 
41.3; 4: 5.2; 7.5; 11.1 
ýqLUW 4: 11.7 
ý&VOV (ýCLCVW) 4: 4.1 
ý4CMJV 4: 11.1 
ýCO60ý1 1: 52.1 
UTLOV-CCL 1: 49.1 
ý66UaTL 1: 29.2 -cLTcL 1: 17.2 
-ci, rwv 1: 17.3 
ýTIUVTCL 1: intr. 3 
410 
L, Ca 4: 1.30 -CLV 1: 23.1; 
4: 1.32 
ýL'TtTOUCYLV 1: 25-2 
ýOLCLC * 1: 51.2 -CLQ 1: 51.1* 
-6)v 1: 51. tit. 
ýO(PE: LV 4: 1.14 
ý&PTI va 4: 7.17,20,21 
(Tot) (paxoG) *, 26,30; 
11.6,12 -aToQ 4: 1.14; 
6.2; 7.36 -cLTcL 4: 7.28 
-CLCFL'V 4: 1.12* 
ý6UJLCLTCL 1: 7.3* 
ýUnCLPG)T&Tcav 4: 1.6 
ýx5nT E: L 1: 36.2 -OUCYL 1: 39.5 
ýUTET LRA 1: 20.2; 56.1 -6v 1: 
10.1; 18.2; 36.1; 39.2; 
42.3 -AV 1: 19; 27.2 -fjQ 
1: 22.3 -COTýPCL 4: 1.20 
ýuaUw (gen. pl. Ncy6cc) 1: 1.7 
ý64TJV 1: 2.2,3; 4; 49.3 
-TIC 1: 49.5 
ý6vvucy L 1: 64.2 ýG)VV150UCYL1: 
42.2; 54.1 
ýýLv 1: 50 .3 
CaP80L L 4: 1.37* -ac 4: 1.40 
OCLpbtVCLL 4: 1.37* 
aapxoU (cycLpx6co) 1: 18 .1 CFCLPR686 LQ1: 41.7 
cycjpý 1: 41.1; 47; 64.1 
adLPXCL 1: 17.1; 35.3; 39. 
3; 4: 1.38(2x); 2.10 -6c 
1: 36.2 -C 1: 18.1 -E: Q 4: 
1.36 -ar, 4: 1.35 
cyoLpýftava 4: 1.37'*, 40 
CYCLQfj 1: 35.1 -69 1: 42.3; 
55.2 
acVvou 4: 2.14* 
Gejlc6cLxLV 4: 7.30(2x) ; 8.1 
-ccag 1: 7.4; 5.5; 4: 7.37 
crcuL8cL, M'r, nc 4: 11.2 -CLL 1: 
2.2,3 -cLQ 4: 1.3 -CLLr- 
1: 2.2 
OTjVLE: UOV 1: 1.5 
CmTtLCL 1: 3.6* 
CYATLOVTaL 4: 2.6 OaTtflVaL 1 
1.13 accryin6-reg 4: 2.6 
cTjpLxCb, v 1: 59. tit. * 
aft (fem. gen. possess. adj. a6c, ) 
1: intr 
.1 
Gfl aCL L4: 7.21 
CFTJCT(ivLou 4: 3.8 -ýp 1: 28.2 -cov 
1: 28. tit., 1* 
aL8TjPC(, O 4: 4.1 
aNuov 4: 7.23 -ou 4: 7.14, 
26,33,36 -cov 1: 38. tit. * 
CY LXLYVC TCLQ 4: 1.3* 
CFLX(PCOU 4: 2.13; 3.7*, 8; 
4.1 
C7 C PCL L OV 1: 13.6; 4: 1.21*, 24 
-ou 1: 13.5* -4) 4: 1.9 
CYL-r&VLOL 1: 2 . 2* (2x) ; 2.4s 
6 CYLTCiVLO'v 1: 1.15 
aL TT) Pu)v 1: 15.1 
OLTCou 4: 4.4 -cov 1: 61.2 
-OLQ 1: 43.1 
aCT(ov 1: 2.1 
axcXP-TE: u6jiE:, vcL 4: 1.36 
CYXýTmaua 1: 64.1 
cxcTt*r6uc, voc 4: 2.12 
G'KCU6CCLV 1: 8.3; 4: 1.42; 
5.1 -OIICV 4: 1.7 -OVTF-r. 
1: 7.1; 4: 1.32 -OVTCLQ 4: 
1.12 c7-Ar-UdGaQ 1: 10.1 
-C'rCLL 1: 6.1; 13.2; 18.1; 
4: 2.14; 11.6 -OVTCLL 1: 7.1 
-0116VTI 1: 17.2; 4: 1.24 
ý-611CVCL 1: 7.3,5 -OVLýVOLC 
4: 1.12 taxeudLoOTI 4: 1.8 
UXEUCLCYOfi, 1: 18.1; 35.2 
-aE: LTI 4: 11.7 -86CC 4: 1. 
41 -0CtCYCX 4: 1.28 -86VTG)V 
1: 7.5(2x) -aAaETCLL 4: 1. 
16 
crx C UCLCY C CL 4: 1.21,24; B. tit.; 
10. tit. -ag 1: 35.11 4: 2. 
tit.; 3. tit., 1*; 7. tit. 
-qL 1: 7.5 -cLL 4: 5. tit.; 11. 
tit. 
O'XLEP0% 1: 2.11 
ORLPPOUllýVOLC 1: 7.5; 39.5 
cyxXTip6Q 1: 21.1 -6v 1: 14.2; 
25.2; 42.5 -d 1: 1.10; 4: 
1.39 -06r. 4: 2.16 -dQ 4: 
1.35 -6TcPOL 1: 25.1 
CY'KA. 'nP6*rTl-[CL 1: 1.1 -TJTL 1: 1.1 
ox6p6OLr. 4: 2.14 
Cyx6DCLXOV 1: 2.11 
CrXUDEALTLXCLý 1: 42.5* 
COL 1: 1.5; 8.2; 53.2; 4: 4.2 
CYTICLCPO'V'rcLQ, (cmaCpco) 4: 2.7 
CMdLV L CL 4: 6.3 
GTt6p, roc 4: 1.19* 
CTM L POIL6VG)V 1: 2.6 
CyTt6pvla 1: 13.5; 14.1; 25.1; 
27.1; 29.1(2x); 32o, 33, 
35.2; 36.2; 4: 2.20; 7.14p 
26,33,36 -cLTog 1: 14.1; 
20.1; 29. tit.; 33. tit.; 
4: 7.14 -CLTL 1: 16 -cL-ccL lz 
1.11,12(2x), 15; 23.1 
-C! 'rCJV 1: 1*1# 8 -CLCYLV 1: 
1.5 
CFTtE PIAT L CL 1: 1.10 
aTtxciyxvcL 1: 61.2 
aTEXnv6c 1: 7.4 aTtXTIvC 1: 7. 
5; 39.5; 4: 4.2 
CYTtO6LeXV 1: 49 .4 
CMOU86r. C LV 4: 3.2 
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CYTOLIDUO'D 1: 8.3 
CY TOL C C; 4: 2 . 20* (2x) ; 5.5 
(2x) -CYTaLT6Q 4: 5.1 
CYTaLTC 1: 49.4; 4: 9.1* 
CYTOLUT Lx6v 1: 7.2 
cxTaXTLX6TCPOL 1: 20.3 
OTCLTLXdL 1: 34.2 
CYTCLQCCYLV (dat. pl. CYTCLQCC) 
1: 42.4 
CYTCL(PUXfig 1: 41. tit. -cLL 1: 
41.1*, 2,6,7 -6v 1: 41. 
6,8; 52.2 -CLVQ 1: 41.3, 
7 
(jTcixu, v 4: 1.8 -ucLg 1: 2.13 
-OcoV 1: 2.13 
CY'rF-YVOOCYLV 1: 42.2 
cy-rsjlQ6xcov 1: 41.9 -OLQ 1: 41. 
5 
a-repe(S, v 4: 1.43 -ag 1: 2.5 
-W'r(iTou 4: 5.1 
a-c61m 1: 42.3; 50.2 -CLTL 1: 
53.3; 4: 9.2 
cYT6ua)cov 1: 28.1; 42.2,3; 
44; 46; 54.1; 64.2; 4: 
11.6 -ou 1: 49.5 -cp 1: 
17.2 
a, roy, aC6jicvoQ 4: 3.11 
CYTp6QOUCYLV 1: 7.1(2x) 
cyTp6ýLXov 4: 7.27 -oug 
4: 7.14 
CyTpoyy6xov 1: 25.2 -a 1: 1.1o 
cy, rpouaL(ov 1: 50. tit. *, 2 
Cy-rPUQVCLC 1: 42.2 -(i 1: 49.6 
oTpu(pv6*r7l-ra 4: lo. 1 -TI-ccLg 
4: 3.3 
CFTUTET LX6V 1: 17.1 -0 1: 17. 
1 -6-cepog 1: 45 -chcpa 
1: 44 
CYT6QCL 1: 41.4; 49.1; 52.1 
-u)v 1: 50.3 -OVTCL 1: 49.2; 
54.1 -OVTOQ 1: 5.1 -oOcFrlg 
1: 55.1,2 -ov-rcC 1: 53.1i 
2 -6v"cwV 4: 1.44 
aTC)týLv 1: 6.1; 46; 49.6; 50. 
1; 4: 10.2 -Ewg 1: 17.3; 
43.3; 49.6; 4: 1.43 
GUYYPCLtýdVT(OV 1: intr. 3 (2x) 
GuyxcLaE: $&)v 4: 7.23 
OUYXCL'raX6q)CLL 4: 4.1 
CYU YX CL U&VTJ 4: 4.3 
GUYXOIIL64V 1: 1.8 
MYROULCYTOO 1: 13.4 -OL' 
4: 1.6* 
cy6EQ 1: 3.1* 
CYGROV 1: 39.4 -4) 1: 62 -cL 1: 
39.1,3,5,6; 40.1*; 41. 
1* -cov 1: 39. tit. *; 4o. 
tiý.; 41.2(2x); 52.2 
CyultcLx L Q- 1: 3.4* 
auxeLILLVOL 1: 43.1* -G)v 1: 
43. tit. 1 44 -OLQ 1: 43.3 
aunft. 4: 6.2* 
cuxoU6pcov 1: 62. tit. * 
GUXXCLjlýdLVCTCLL 1: 9.3 
CYU ILD CX L"V CL1: 2.12; 9.2; 4: 5. 
2; 7.1,35 CYUUUDTjXC 
1: 1.8 
aulille, rpcav 1: 49 .6 
Gx5uvlc-rpOc 1: 2.12 -wV 4: 1.42 
-G)Q 1: 8.1; 41.71 49.4; 4: 
1.7 
aujmdcýj 1: 17 .2 
CYUjITt&ýccOr. 1: 2.2 
CFd'4TE'rCOUa 1: 13.4 -dL-rwV 1: 
intr. 4 
cuu(POP&rwrov 1: 52.1 
C7,511CPUTOV 4: 1.27 
C76V 1: 1.1; 7.5; 22.1; 27.2; 
36.1; 50.1; 55.3; 4: 2.19t 
20; 6.4; 7.17,28t 29(2x); 
11.11 
CYU VCLYCLY CUV1: intr. 2 cuviEco 
1: intr. 3,4 
CYUVCLYWYAV 1: intr. 2 
GUV66V8POLG 1: 2.11 
CTU'V 5L CKPO 6CpCL1: 47 
CYUVCYYCEOUCFCXL 1: 11.1 
CYU'VCXXUX L Oucva 4: 7.17 
CTU'VCPYCV 1: 64.2; 4: 7.28 
OUVCXft 4: 11.2 -6v 4: 11.1 
-6Q 4: 11. tit. 
CFUVC'ýCV'v 4: 1.25 -C 4: 6.2 
-6v 4: 6.1; 7.31 
CYUVCqJG3IAVOU 4: 11.10 -CL 
4: 7.22 cruvvýT18cCC 4: 10.1 
Guv86-rOuQ* 1: 1.15 
GUCFTý (strong aor. subj. act. 
COTTIJIL) 4: 4.2 -CCY'rARCLOLV 
4: 7.2 -EGTnXUCcLg 4: 7.38 
ECYTW'CEC 1: 2.4 -COTCL'ECLL 
1: 7.1; 4: 1.12; 11.14 
-LCTCLUýVOUQ 1: 20.2 
CYUVOUCYCCLV 1: 20.1 
OUVTLa6VCLL 4: 3.11 -TLUaCYLV 
1: 7.2 -, r(, Dc-raL 1: 7.4 
-'rLOCTI6VTj 1: 41.5(2x) -aL 
1: 54.2 -, rca6v-rwv 1: 41.5 
CYUCYT&Cyc L 1: 2.21 24 -C(or. 
4: 11.6 
CY(P66pa 1: 1.8; 4: 9.1; 11.2t 
9,13 CFQ08p(iv 4: 1.14 
CYXc86, v 4: 7.1o, 11 
CFXýUa 1: 34.1 
cQua 1: 4; 13.4; 39.2; 40.2; 
43.2; 4: 1.43 -caoc, 1: 12.21 
282.; 4: 1.35 -cL-rL 1: 6.2; 
14.2; 18.4# 5; 28.1# 2; 
29.2; 30; 33; 35.1; 36.2; 
412 
39.3; 41.2,7; 45; 46; 
51.2; 53.4; 54.1; 55.1; 
56.2; 59.2; 61.1; 64.4; 
4: 4.2 -CLTCL 1: 2.9; 4: 1.35, 
36(2x) -CLCYL 1: 43.3; 58.1 
-CLOLV 1: 1.6; 10.2; 12.1; 
20.3 
CYCOVLCLTOTtO L 000 L4 
TCL'Y71'V L MDC t CYCL 1: 35.2 
-CCL'YTIV V TCL L1: 7.1* 
, rcLxcp6, v 4: 1.14,33 -6LV 4: 1. 
33 -OC 4: 1.36 -dL 4: 4.4 
'r&E VV 4: 1.40 
-CCLTL CL v6cy CL4: 4.2 
TCLP L XE C CLV 4: 1.35*, 37(2x), 
38 
-rCLPL)(E: 15E0xDaL 4: 1.35,36 
-6ViE:, voL 4: 1.38 -fttua 1: 
61.2 -a6vTa 4: 1.36,39 
'rCLPLxTip6v 4: I. 25* 
TdPLY, 09 4: 1.28 -TI 4: 1.40* 
-oug 4: 1.28 
TdXC L 1: 39.3; 4: 1.12 
-rcL)(CLoT7jv 4: 11 .1 
-rcLxuTt6pcov 1: 23 .2 
-CCL-YAVýp 1: 7.1 (see also 
-rTIYCLVOV) 
TCXJI L CF NTJ Q4: 3.6 
-rdF, E(DQ 1: intr. 3 -EL 1: intr. 
4 
-UCLPCL)CAV 1: 12 .2 
-rCLY, 6 4: 5.3 -ecov 1: 7.1; 43.1 
-&og 1: 1.1,2; 28.1(2x); 
41.1,2; 43.1; 60; 4: 11. 
7 -LCY-CCL 1: 28.1; 43.1(2x); 
53.4; 4: 2.16 
-rCLC)VCL 4: 2.7* 
-CELVEGIL06C 4: 8.10 
TCL'VE048ECYL 4: 8.12* 
-rex6v-rcc 1: 3.6 
'rCXC Wi5fiVaL 1: 18.5 
TCXE: CWOLV 1: 2.12 
-rE?, E: U-UCLUCL 1: 47 
-rcXýwc 1: 49.1; 61.2; 4: 1. 
17,44 
TýXoQ 1: intr. 1,2; 4: 8.1 
-CL 4: 2. tit. 
'E6UVOUCYL 1: 39.5 -ovroL 1: 
49.2 -6v-c(. O'v 4: 1.41* 
-rUTj06vT(x 4: 7.22 
-re, rcLu6v'n'v (-rc Cvw) 1: 1.7,8 
TETCLPT71116PLOV 4: 6.2; 7.3o; 
B. 8,13,15 
'rýTCLP-rov 4: 7.31 
TC-[PdXLg 4: 6.3 
-rc-rpcLTE68G)v 4: 2.16 
Te-rPCLXUCYU6, vwv 1: 6.1 
rc"rTdLpco, v 1: 13.4 
-rcuUrc 1: 3.6* 
TE fJ"c XaL 4: 1.26 -cav 4: 7.23 
(dxpcL -r& Ttftaxa) 
-veu, rXo(paxA 4: 1.26* 
'r ý ýDPCL 4: 7.21 -CLV 1: 8.5; 4: 
5.4,5 -ar. 1: 2.4; 4: 7. 
21 (tXcL-rCvTjr. )* -qL 4: 5.5 
-cAycLvov 1: 7.1 (see also 
-rCLYAVýP) 
'rAxcc7OaL 4: 7.35 -CrCLL 4: 1. 
36 -CaXfIVCLL 4: 6.1 
-CfiXLC 1: 22.2 -LV 1: 23.1 
-CcoQ 1: 22. tit. *, 3; 23.1 
'rTI'VLXOLC)*ra 1: 3.41 7.1; 36.2; 
43.2; 4: 1.13,14; 2.5,20 
TLQ 1: 1.14; 10.1; 17.1; 18. 
3; 36.2; 41.7; 44; 50.1; 
64.2; 4: 1.3; 2.18,191 6: 
1,3; 7.9,10,12,34,38; 
8.6,10,14,15 TL 1: 1.1, 
7,8(2x); 7.2,3; 10.1; 
18.2; 19; 25.2; 30(2x); 
36.1,2; 37.1; 39.2,4; 
43.3; 50.1,2; 53.4(2x); 
4: 1.18,19,43; 2.4,9# 16; 
4.1,2(2x); 6.4; 7.21,37; 
8.9; 11.6,10 TLV& 1: 1.3, 
9,15; 6.1; 23.2; 39.5; 40. 
1; 43.1; 48.1; 56.1; 65; 
4: 6.2,3 TLv6Q 1: 13.2; 39. 
6 (rrov t8ECUd'rcOV)*; 53.3; 
4: 3.1 "ELVC 1: intr. 4 TLV6Q 
1: 1.12; 7.2; 20.2; 22.1; 
42.6; 44; 53.1(2x); 4: 7. 
33 TLV6LC 4: 3.2,3(2x); 7. 
12,23 TLvC)v 4: 7.14 
4: 1.31 TLON 1: 50.2 
Te 1: 1.2 
rC1: 1.14; 4: 1.2* -'nQ 1: L (PTIV 
1.15(2x); 13.5 -Tj 1: 14.1 
-Co'v 1: 13. tit. p 2 
TL(PLVOL 1: 8.6; 13.1*p 2 
-wv 1: 10.2 
TIITJTLXAV 1: 27.2; 39.5; 56.1 
TOL&V86 (fem. sing. acc. 'COL6c; 6c 
1: 49 .6 
TOC'VUV 4: 1.13 
TOLOGTOC 4: 11.2 TOLa6"CTI 1: 22. 
2; 4: 7.2; 11.13 TOLOGTO 1: 
43.2 -COLOGTOV 1: 13.2; 4: 
3.5; 4.3; 9.2 'rOLCL6TnV 1: intr. 2 TOL06T43 1: 53.4 
TOLa6TT, l I: intr. 4; 49.6 
T0L CLO TCL L1: 1.12 T0L CLO TCL 
1: 1.3; 7.2,7; 4: 1.27,33 
TOL06TCOV 1: 9.2; 52.2; 4: 
3.2 TOL06TCLQ 1: 48.2; 4: 2. 
11 
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-r6, vo, v 1: 17.2* 
'rovw-VLRA 1: 41.5 
-r6TEov 4: 5.5 -oug 1: 2.1,4 
-&v 1: 2.5,10 -OLQ 1: 1. 
8; 2.4,5,6 (2x) , 7,8, 
11; 4: 1.31 
Topuvdv 4: 7.18; 9.1 
-ACFCLVTCLC 4: 1.14 -TI 8c CQ 
1: 5.1 
-rocyoc), rov 1: 12.2 'rocro6-r(p 
1: 15.4 
-rpdyov 1: 13.6; 4: 1.1* -OL 
4: 2.5 
TP(IYOPLYC'LVOU 4: 2.15* 
TPOLX6 4: 1.19 
Tp6(PCLV 1: 40.2 -cL 1: 1.4; 
13.4; 15.3; 41.1; 4: 7.6 
-OUCYL 1: 9.2; 20.1; 41.2 
-ov 1: 16 -ov-rcQ 1: 4 
-6UCVOL 1: 2.5 
TPCýCLv 4: 1.19; 7.13,36; 
8.2 -wV 4: 7.12 -OVTOL 4: 
7.16 -C(3a(IL 4: 5.1 -C'rCtL 
4: 6.4; 11.6 -6UEVOQ 4: 10. 
1 -6vLcVOL 4: 7.15 -OUývcov 
4: 11.12 TpCtýaQ 4: 7.29 
-Cx'VTa 4: 7.25 -CLVTCQ 4: 1. 
21 TPL(POCCC- 4: 10.1 
-36UCYCL 1: 12.2 -86v-roC 
4: 8.5 TETPLIIII&VOC 1: 8.1 
-ov 4: 3.5; 5.5 rc-rpC(pOco 
4: 11.2 TETPCOaL 4: 11.9 
-CPCYXCLL 4: 1.38* 
TPL JITIV LCLC OUQ 1: 2.7 -Cov 4: 
11.2 
TpLuji(iTCOV 4: 3.8*, 11 
-rpLcc 1: 7.1; 4: 1.32; 6.3 
TpCcL 1: 64.1 TPL@V 1: 13.4; 
4: 1.9 TPLGCV 4: 7.37 
'r pCTo,:, p 1: 64.1; 4: 1.34,44; 
6.2; ll. tit. 
TpLq)E(Dg 1: 9.2(2x); 4: 1.20 
TPL6DoXov 4: 6.2* 
, rPOTEAV 4: 2.5 -cov 1: 3.3 
(TECPLVC)V) 
w6nov 1: 2.4; 8.3; 4; 1.36, 
44; 7.20; 8.5; 11.6 -OUQ 
1: 10.1; 19; 35.1 
-rpo(PA 1: 14.1; 42.7; 48.2; 
4: 7.11 -AV 1: 1.6(2x); 2. 
2,4,6, S; 6.2; 10.2; 
12.1; 2; 14.2; 18.4,5; 
20.3; 28.1,2; 29.2; 30; 
33; 35.1; 39.3; 41.2; 43. 
3; 45; 46; 49.5; 51.2; 
54.1; 55.1; 56.2; 57; 58. 
1; 59.2; 61.1; 64.4; 65; 
4: 7.1(2x), 10; 11.1 -ft 
4: 7.1,2,121 11.7 -CXC 
4: 11. tit., 8 -C)v 4: 1. 
tit.; 3. tit.; 7. tit. -(XCC 
1: intr. 4; 4: 11.8 
-rp6(PLUOr. 1: 53.2 -ov 1: 5.1; 
23.1; 31; 50.2 -OL 1: 26. 
2; 4: 1.34 -CL 1: 7.4p7 
-wv 4: 11.5 -6-rcpov 4: 7.4 
-a 1: 17.3 -OL 1: 9.3; 24 
-our. 1: 2.5 -cSTcL-roQ 4: 9. 
4 -OL 1: S. 2 -cL 1: 1.4 
, rpo(46cc 1: 9.1 
TPUY(LV 1: 3.5 -6vcL 4: 2.7* 
TUYXCiVCL 4: 8.7l 14,16 
-OUCYL 1: 2o. 3 -OUCFLV 1: 1. 
7; 9.2 -cav 1: 21.2 -OVTCL 
1: 34.2; 41.4; 49.2; 59.1 
T, 6XII 1: 10.1; 4: 1.16; 2.1 
Tup6Q 4: 3.6*; 8.11 -oG 1: 13. 
2; 4: 3.8* -cp 1: 7.11 4: 2. 
14 
6YCCCLV 1: 2.2,3; 8.1; 4: 
3.2 
6YLCLCVOV-rL 4: 8.4 -6, vTwv 4: 
1.9 -OUCYLV 4: 1.14 
6YLCLVfiQ 1: intr. 4 -OVC 1: 7. 
5 -CaQ 1: 17.4 
6YPCLL''vc L'v 1: 2.1. -E: L 1: 43.3; 
49.2; 4: 2.1 Z)YPdVCLL 1: 58. 
1 6ypaLVOIlýVTjV 1: 15.1 
6yp6c 1: 62'-6v 1: 55.4 -&v 
1: 35.1 -00 4: 7.24 -0 4: 
8.17 -oC 1: 37.1; 53.1,2 
-aC 1: 41.6 -dL 4: 1.36; 3. 
9v 101 11.14 -&C 4: 5.6 
3v 1: 41.7; 4: 3.12(2x) 
-OTýPCLV 1: 18.5; 4: 2.10 
bYP6, rTj Ta 1: 1.8,50.11 4: 1. 
36 -TITOQ 1: 1.8; 35.2 -TITL 
1: 36.1 
66CLTro5er. 4: 1.43* -TI 1: 35.2; 
49.1; 55.2; 4: 1.27 -cmv 
1: 49.6 
b8pclxuýj 4: 11.13 
55G)P 1: 13.6; 17.1; 55.4; 4: 
1.33,43,44,45; 4: 1.4 
(2x); 7.5(2x), 24,29,37; 
8-1,8,10; 11 .6 -cruor. 1: 
8.3; 13.5,6; 14.1; 27.2; 
49.4; 4: 1.21,33,42; 6. 
1 (, DCPIIOID) *, 2; 7.1,5, 
16,18,20,22,25(2x), 
30; 8.5,8,13,15; lo. 1; 
11.1,4* 5,13 -(XTL 1: 1.1; 
5.1; 7.1; 13.6; 17.1; 20. 
2; 23.1; 42.5; 4: 1.9, lo, 
12,13,19; 2.6,15,16; 
3.3,9; 7.5,8,9,13,16, 
25,31; 8.1,2; 11.2,3, 
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6(2x) , 9#, 10s, 12,14 
-6-rcav 1: 2.10,12 
U, XTI Q 1: 2.4(2x), 5 
6XLXOrJ 1: intr .5 ýj6Q (gen. 13C) 4: 2.7 06V 4: 
1.36 00C 1: 49.3 ýJCYI*v 
4: 2.10* 
ýJTViY CLV1: 22.3 -CL 1: 22. 
1; 44; 49.2 -OUCYLV 1: 41. 
6 -OUCYCLL 1: 42.3 
6TLCLYWYAV 4: 1.34 -ft 1: 23.1; 
41.7 
6TECL'KTLX6'rCPOQ 4: 1.26 -cov 
1: 4 1.8 
bTtdPXC LV1: 63 -CL 1: 20.2; 
28.2; 41.2,3; 42.3; 48. 
2; 49.1; 50.1,3 -ov 1: 
7.6; 14.2 -oucycLv 4: 1.27 
ý)Ttc Cuuwjlývou 4: 5.1 
bTtcPDOXu)v 1: 35.1 
6TEEPETjPCLCVOUCya 1: 17.4 
6TECpTEX'na, D6VTCQ 1: 3.6 
6TE6pxccA8aL 1: 41.2 -E: TCLL 1: 
35.1; 41.4,5 -O'VTCLL 1: 
37.1 IbTtCX%()6, vTcc 1: 43.1 
6TECP6TtTTjTaL (bTLCPOTtT&O) 
1: 8.5 
ý)TtAXXaEc (bndUaacco) 1: 40.3 
5nvov 4: 6.2 -OUQ 4: 7.28 
6TE'VWT LK6, v 1: 29 .1 6n6 ( -igen. ) 1: intr . 1; 1.6 
(2x); 2.2; 9-2(2x); 13.5; 
4: 1.24; 11.9 (-iacc. ) 1: 2. 
13 6TE" (+gen. ) 1: 53 .4 6Tto8AUaTa 4: 1.19 
6TEOCUYL"Cov 1: 14.1 -OLQ 4: 1.19 
ý)TEOUVTCL (OTEOT C'CE)TILLL )4: 7.21 
6n6ftpuov 1: 13 - 5* 6TE086CYC LQ1: intr. 3 
6TE6XCLUO LV4: 5-2 
ý)TEOXaUD&VOL 4: 7.10 -(Ov 1: 
intr. 2 
6TIOXE CTtCCFaaL 1: 27.2; 4: 7.1 
-611evov 1: 9.2 -OIL&VOU 4: 
11.4 
ý)TL6XO L TtOV 1: 35.2 
ýJnOTLLOXPOU 1: 57 
bnoa CC CYCLQ 4: 1.3 
ým6cyowpov 1: 39.3 
ý)TE&YTCLO LC4: 8.5,6 -Lv 4: 8. 
1 -CLQ 4: 8.1 -ewv 4: 8. 
tit. 
ý)TEOG-C? 5ýpou 1: 57 
UTEOTP 13 E: LV4: 7.17,28,29, 
33,36 -ovrcL 4: 7.37 -OLTO 
4: 7.11 -6ucvcL 4: 7.11 
6TEo, rpCtýaQ 4: 7.28 
bno-rp L'UILCL-rcL 4: 2.14* 
6TEox6vbpLCL 4: 4.2 
67TOX(OpctTaL 1: 1.4 -Aaýj 
1: 43.1 
'bTtOXWPACyCLC 4: 7.15 
50-rcpo, v 4: 1.43; 2.6,7(3x) 
-OU 4: 2.4 
6(PTIYCr, rCLL 1: 43.1 
5q)oQ 1: 7.1 
(pay6v 1: 13.2 -6v'rar. 1: 63 
(pa Cv cra L 1: 48.1; 49.1; 4: 
5.2; 7.11 -6ucvoL 1: 1.6, 
7 (PaVACYCTaL 4: 3.11 
q)a%A 1: 17.2*, 3 -Av 4: 7. 
26(2x) -ft 4: 1.24 
4: 1.25; 7.22 
(Pali OTTr L CY&VTIV 4: 1.22* -T. 1 
1: 24*; 4: 1.25 
Qax6c 4: 7.21 -6v 4: 7.21,24, 
34; 8.12 -ofJ 4: 7.21*, 38; 
8.5 -OC 4: 1.22 -8V 1: 17. 
tit., 2; 4: 7.22 -0% 1: 1. 
10; 34.1 
(PcL, v c p6v 1: 1.12 -C)r. 1: 10.1 
QaplldX4) 1: 64.2 -OLQ 1: 39. 
5 
(papUaxWcQ 4: 1.31 -CLQ. 
1: 27.1 
(paclAXG)v 1: 23. tit. * -OLQ 
1: 24 
QaCY C XW'V 4: 8.16* 
(PCLCYL6XOUC 1: 26.1 -cav 1: 26. 
tit. 
(paoLv 4: 1.9 ecpaliev 4: 11.5 
QdacrcL 1: 3.4* -av 4: 2.7* 
QaiBXov 1: 2.9 -6'repov 1: 
7.3 -6, rcL"rov 1: 41.8 
(Pcxxorj 1: 8.3 
(Pýpc L 1: 62 -OUCYL 1: 2.5,10 
-OVTCr. 1: 2.12 
(Poacy, o 1: 35.1 
(P, %& E: L' P CTCL L 4: 2.20 
QaELPU)v 1: 39.4* 
(p8Lv6Ttcapov 1: 3.4 -cp 1: 3.5 
QO LVOTEG)P LVIC 1: 3.1 
(PaC'VOUCYL 1: 2.12 
QXýYUa 1: 61.2; 4: 5.6 
(PA-F-'Yuac'vouc7L 1: 39.5 -ouaLv 
1: 7.5 
Q>Ucq)c 1: 21.1 (p, %tDcxQ 1: 38.2; 
41.3; 4: 4.2 
QXoL6v 1: 42.4 
(PONLE 1: 53.4 -Lxcr. 1: 53.2, 
3 -CRG)V 1: 53. tit., 1* 
(PPUYývTcQQ 1: 18.4; 20.3 
CLCYC)v 4: 1.7 -ovrcQ 1: 31 
-C'rCLL 4: 6.4 cppuX86v 1: 30 
-Octca 4: 7.7 
Ttc(PP'UYIAVOUQ 4: 7.10 
QpuxT6r. 4: 8.11 
QuYr-UV 1: 39.1 
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(p6c-rcLL 4: 1.31 -OVTCLL 1: 
2.1 -011ýVOL 1: 2.5,6 
-0116'ýGw 1: 2.4 
QUY(i'rTCLV 1: 50.1,2 -OUCYLV 
1: 49.4 -OVTCL 1: 1.1 
_6ucvov 1: 50.2 
Q6xA. wv 4: 11.12 
(pupaacraa 1: 12.2 -OCVTWV 
4: 1.10 
(POCYCLL 1: 23.1 
QUCFA6WCF LV1: 2.13 
(pGc7cLv (acc. QiOc7cL) 1: 39.3 -TIC 
1: 12.2; 39.3 
(D73CFLQ 1: 36.1 -LV I: intr. 4; 
1.8 -co)C 1: intr. 4; 1.1, 
15 -CL 1: 41.7; 4: 2.1 
(pucMec 1: 18 . 1,4; 2o. 3 
-CLQ 1: 18.3; 19; 2o. 1; 
26.2 -Oug 1: 18.3 -6V 1: 
23.2 -EC7L 4: 7.38 
-CCFTEPOL 1: 23.2 
wT6v 1: 62; 63 -ý) 4: 1.31 
-6V 1: 65. tit. (T8v 
CLy6L(A)V) * 
(p(OA. EUO6(7TjQ (4UXC6W) 1: 2.6 
(P6ýar_ (aor. part. Q6yw) 4: 7.14 
-cLvTa 4: 7.28 (pcaX8cCQ 
4: 7.3 
(letter) 1: 25.2 
)(dL PC L 1: 35.2; 4: 1.27; 2.18 
-015aTIC 4: 1.2 3 
)CdLA. a CCL L 4: 2.12 -cLQ 4: 2.10* 
xcip Lv1: 64.3 
)(ai0vov 1: 9.2 -, nv 1: 1.4; 18. 
2; 41.1 -OL 1: 1.6; 2.2,4 
-o, rýPgL 1: 18.1 -6, rcpcL 1: 1.8 
Y, cL VLikL 1: 3.2,3,4,5; 35. 
3 -U)VOQ 1: 3.4 
XcLp6C (gen. XeCp) 4: 7.31 (6L& 
XCLPbQ EXG)V)*; 9.1 (8L& 
XE: LPbQ EXELV)* XCLP6V 4: 
1.19 XepaCV 4: 11.6 
XeCpG), v 1: 3.7; 4: 3.6 -ov 1: 
28.2 -OUQ 1: 13.2 -G) 1: 
1.6,9; 4: 2.4 -CCY-ETI 4: 1. 
21 -LcrTov 4: 8.18 
XCUCF%5aL 1: 9.2 RCXUU6vnv 1: 
2.8 -TIC 1: 2.2 -OUQ 1: 9.2 
'XLOVODO, %OUjIýVOLQ 1: 2.6,7 
XXLCLCVG)V 4: 6.1 'XXLdLVCLV"CCL 
4: 7.5,36 
XXWPCC 1: 3.4* 
xXG)p6v 1: 55.2 -C) 1: 55.4 -oC 
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4: 3.5 
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XOLPCLOV 1: 18.1 4: 1.25 
)(OLPCýCLV 1: 15.2 
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xoX65, n 1: 60* -6v 4: 1.14 
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1: 13.6; 16; 31; 35.3; 64. 
3 Xp&ý'ro 1: 64.2; 4: 7.34 
Xp(BUE: voQ 1: intr. 3 -OUQ 1: 
7.7 -OLr. 4: 6.3 XPACYOlIaL 
I: intr. 4 XPACYCLLo 4: 7.23, 
24 (bis) ; 8.3,9 -CLL*rO 
4: 6.1,3; 7.38; 8.7,10 
XPA. COUCIL 1: 42.3 
XP4. COUCFLV 4: 1.4 
XPTIaLU66EL 1: intr. 2 
XPTICYCIITI 4: 7.2 -ov 1: 29.1; 4: 
1.25; 8.18 -ou 1: 2.11 -CL 
1: 57; 58.1; 4: 3.2 -OLQ 1: 
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43.2 
xpTiaT6v 1: 38.2; 39.4 -odr. 
4: 3.13 -6Q 4: 2.7; 11.7 
-OTdLTOU 4: 6.2 
XPCLCLV 4: 2.11 
Xp6q (dat. XP6CLX)(POLd) 1: 1.6, 
14 'XPOLýL 4: 11.6 
XPOVLC6v, rwv 1: 55.1 
XPOVLCYOCtCYCLL 1: 42.5 
xp6voc 4: 1.4 -ov 1: 2.1,13, 
14(2x); 4: 1.43,45; 5.1,2; 
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3.5,11; 7.19; 11.4(2x) 
-ov 1: 20.2; 24; 50.1 -ý) 
1: 17.2; 4: 1.14 -06C 4: 3. 
13 -6v 4: 3.4 -o% 4: 3.11 
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27; 7.10 
X13CT LV1: 2.6 
X6TpcLg 4: 9.1 -CLLC 4: 7.35 
X(BPCLV 1: 1.1; 4: 1.31; 11.13 
-CLLC, 1: 2.4,6; 4: 1.31 
XCOPLCOUýVOU 4: 1.6 
XcopCQ 1: 1.1; 7.51 14.1; 27. 
2; 4: 11.12 
LDcL, Dup6c 1: 15.1 -CbTEPOL 1: 10. 
2 -6-repa 4: 2.8* 
q)a6cLv 4: 1.33 
týsx&&Lg 1: 2.12 
ýjuwroi6v 1: 10.1 -AV 1: 29.1 
-6Tepog 1: 62 
(dat. klýU. ELQ) 1: 2.12 
tý15XE L 1: 43.3 -ouacLv 1: 33 
-01I&VOLc 4: 3.12 
týOECLL 1: 58.1 
qju)cp6c 1: 15.1 -6V 1: 49.1(2x); 
4: 4.4 -(E) 1: 35.2; 50.1 -oG 
1: 41.6; 4: 1.33 -& 1: 43.3 
-C)v 1: 9.3 -oUg 1: 2.6(2x) 
-o, r6pcL 1: 36.1 -ov 1: 41. 
6; 49.1 -CXL 1: 42.1 
&u6c 1: 21.1; 4: 10.1 -4 4: 4. 
2 -6V 1: 41.3; 7.26 -AV 4: 
1.19,21; 7.8 -6 1: 8.5; 4: 
5.3 -o6g 4: 7.10 -Cov 1: 7. 
2; 4: 3.2; 8.7 
&6v 4: 11.8 6A 4: 11.14* 
&PCX C cDV 1: 39.1; 41.1; 43.1 
-OLQ 1: 39.1 
copav 1: 3.1; 4: 11.6 -ag 1: 2. 
12(2x); 3. tit. -@V 1: 2.11 
12 
1: intr. 2; 1.1,21 4,6,12, 
15; 7.1(2x), 3,5; 8.3; 13. 
4,6(2x); 17.2; 21.2; 29.1; 
35.1,3; 42.3; 49.2,6; 52. 
2; 56.1; 63; 64.2; 4: 1.1, 
12,14(2x), 22,31,32,33, 
36,39; 3.9; 4.1; 5.1(2x), 
5; 6.1; 7.3,9,21,33,371- 
8.1(3x); 9.1(2x) 
&CxL6"Coug 4: 7.3,11; 8.1,2; 
9.4 
6=EP 1: 1.15; 3.6; 7.2,7; 15. 
4; 17.3; 22.1; 25.2; 34.1; 
35.2; 39.3; 42.1,43.2; 53. 
1(2x); 54.1; 56.2; 4: 1.25; 
10.2; 11.5 
ciaTr- 1: 13.2; 20.2; 21.1; 27. 
2; 42.3; 47; 50.2,31 4: 
5.3; 6.1; 7.35; 11.9(2x) 
WQ EXE: u. 1: 29.2 
(ýQ ýXF, L CM 1: 39.5 
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tit. * OUG 1: 24 
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A more detailed system of reference to this thesis may be 
sought in the Word Index. 
Ammianus Marcellinus 10, '11,27 
Asclepiades of Bithynia, 13 
Ash as fertilizer 99 
as preservative and seasoning 358 
Bad tastes disguised in medicines 325 
covered by a sauce 335 
Books, production of 24-25 
Cato and Mnesitheus of Cyzicus 340-342 
Cooking, Afghan 22,23,135 
African 22p 23,114-115,322 
Eastern Mediterranean 312 
Greek 22,122,124-125,160, 
Indian 116 
Israeli 332 
241-242,277,286-287 
Italian 114,134,139-140,145,369-370 
Spanish 295-296,318,332,336-337 
Tunisian 377 
Corn soup# recipe by Marshal Vauban 109 
Erasistratus 13,182,370 
Eunapius 8 
Famine 137-138 
Fungus in wheat crop 100-101 
Flatulence 18,20 
Garlic on the breath disapproved of by ancients 368 
Hippocrates 12,14 
Horseshoes 280 
Humours, inbalance causing illness 13-14 
symmetry through drugs and food 14 
four humours 15-16 
phlegm 17 
tempering of 192 
black bile eliminated by spleen 230-231 
Julian, choice of Oribasius as personal physician 8-9 
request for a medical encyclopaedia 9 
death 11 
entourage 27 
divinity of 80-82 
Lunch 20-21 
Marcus Aurelius, comparison with Julian 9-10 
diagnosed by Galen 12-17 
Meat tenderised by hanging 319 
Mediaeval monasteries, food in 284,353 
Medicine, divisions of 1B 
octopus, beaten to make it tender in modern Greece 330 
Oribasius, birth and parents 8 
relation to Julian 10 
paganism 9 
Delphic oracle 10 
Persian campaign 11 
exile 11 
death 11-12 
uncritical excerpting 24 
carelessness in composition 123, 
name So 
Pamphylia, province of 192-193 
Philostorgius 8,11 
Phthiriasis 179-180 
Qualities, four 15,16,308 
five 96 
1331 208,307 
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Sealing pots with dough/mud to keep in flavours 368 
Spoons, purpose of sharp point on handles 374 
Stomach, reasons for guiýgling 19 
Trimalchio 18-19 
Winds ruining crops 101 
Wine from Massilia 187 
from Scybela 192-193 
from Creter Thera, Mytiline in cooking 281-282 
made out of pomegranates 211 
made out of medlars 213 
made out of dates 215 
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